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Preface
The development in higher education in this blessed country
is currently witnessing a unique and un paralleled progress by
all standards. There is no doubt that this growth was achieved
only by the grace of God, by adopting a well planed approach
to education and by the Concerted efforts under the wise
leadership of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King
Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz, may God protect him, who followed
the footsteps of his predecessor, King Fahd bin Abdul Azizwho pioneered education in this country- may God have mercy
on him. This approach placed greater emphasis on general
education as well as placing the bulk of attention, care, material
support and moral development on higher education.
King Saud University, began as the first Saudi university
in 1377H. ( 1957 ) with a limited number of colleges and
departments. Since that time, KSU went through many stages of
developments; and, establishment of new colleges continued
.Today-and all praise is to God-it includes; 23 colleges, 54
scientific societies, 31 Institutes and Centers. There are 6
centers for research, 106 Chairs, and 11 Deanships of support.
King Saud University also includes colleges with more than 139
departments between Graduate and university levels, offering
87 programs for the doctorate level and 184 programs for the
Masters level while providing outstanding services to more
than 59 thousand students at different academic levels for the
academic year 1430/1431H.
The university colleges and its various sections and programs
of study have gone through many changes, developments
and modernizations. The goal is always to contribute to the
development of Saudi society, and providing the necessary
skills to produce qualified individuals. The number of graduates
during the academic year 1430H./29 reached more than 10,
813. They graduated from various academic levels, as well as
training for more than 510 trainees during the same year. The
University organized a number of conferences, seminars and
lectures. More than 67 between conferences, symposiums and
lectures. The University has more than 5,149 distinguished
faculty members whose total scientific researches, during
the year 1430H., reached more than 2,300.They included
researches, compilations and scientific studies. The university
was never impervious to a society that it was created to serve
its citizens’ issues and advancements. In addition to the above,
King Saud University provides excellent services in the field of
health care for citizens and residents by way of the university
hospitals.
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It coincided with the quantitative achievements developments
in the quality of the underestimated educational processes,
researches and services to suit the burgeoning job market and
social issues. In addition to the modernization, adjustments
and developments, which included the University colleges
and departments, preparatory year studies have been
introduced for a number of colleges, the University has also
launched more than 20 programs during the past two years
aimed, in its entirety, to achieve a qualitative leap in the level
of education, scientific research and service development
as well as improving the system of national science and
technology, and attracting frameworks, human, scientific and
technical excellence. The university did not forget the social
responsibility, as it has devised a plan to strengthen communal
partnership.

By the grace of God, the University has achieved global
rankings by being chosen to be one of the best 300 universities
and classified according to the World prestigious Times IQS
(2009). In scientific achievements unprecedented entered
the University of King Saud category Shanghai World famous
among the top 500 universities worldwide (2009) and thus
the university, the only Arab entering this category, which is
a favorite destination and the most difficult of classifications
other world also maintained. King Saud University’s position
was classified amongst the best two hundred universities
according to the classification of Eboumatricks, Spain’s world
famous (2010) and maintained the first position in the Arab
world and the Islamic world and Middle Eastern and Africa
also increased in its ranking of Asia to (18).
The University will always seek to construct, develop and
integrate programs and growth in all sectors according to the
principles and criteria of accurate scientific studies based upon
the principles of Islamic law - and will take a joint approach to
the University with the objectives of the Ninth Development
Plan the transformation of national economy to a knowledgebased economy so as to achieve overall development,
a balanced and sustainable home and competitiveness
experienced by the global economy
The strong support of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques,
King Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz - may God protect him - and his
Crown Prince, His Royal Highness, Prince Sultan bin Abdul Aziz,
the Second Deputy HRH Prince, Nayef bin Abdul Aziz- may
God protect him- the building is an educational ancient has its
greatest impact in check will be achieved and - God willing from bids and achievements. I also extend my sincere gratitude
and loyalty to His Excellency, Minister of Higher Education,
Dr. Khalid Al Anqari for his continued encouragement and
guidance facilitated by the good of the University to assist in
the achievement of its objectives.
In conclusion I hope that we have been successful in producing
this guide in a way that the reader finds it organized and very
useful regarding information related to matters inside and
outside of the University. I ask God Almighty to bless us in
our efforts, and to help us to complete the process of the
University to achieve the aspirations of the country’s leaders
and ask God to keep them consistent with the revival and
prosperity of this country.

King Saud University Rector

Prof. Abdullah bin Abdur Rahman
Al-Othman
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Introduction
This guide was produced by the Vice Rectorate of
Quality and Development, in response to the request
made by the University Rector to satisfy the need of
the University for an essential reference which includes
important information regarding university colleges,
departments, scientific programs and disciplines
available. As well as study plans, and the system of
acceptance and study, and graduation requirements
in each of the areas of specialization with a brief
description of each course taught in the Departments
to help students, before joining the university and
during their continued study therein, select their
fields of specialization consistent with their abilities
and preferences. It also helps academic supervisors to
familiarize themselves with the type of disciplines and
specialties available while sequencing them in order to
incorporate them in workshops consecutively from the
time the student is enrolled in the school until the time
they are to receive a degree in the undergraduate or
postgraduate level(s).
This directory is vital in contributing a vivid picture
for those who want to embark upon the educational
process in this scientific edifice. It also provides them
with detailed information to enable them to learn
about the academic performance of the device for use
in research studies relevant to scientific development
and economic and social development.
The directory consists of two parts along with a general
introduction that highlights a short presentation
about the education in King Saud university, and
then about the evolution of King Saud University and
its vision, mission, objectives and general conditions
for admission. It also highlights the system of study,
deanships and departments of the university and its
organizational structure.
Part I of the directory (1-2) deals with humanitarian
colleges and community services with all of their
departments, study plans course descriptions and
levels. It also, and Included in this section are; The
College of Arts, The College of Business Administration,
The College of Law and Political Science, The College
of Education, College of Sports and Physical Education,
College of Tourism and Archeology, College of
Languages and Translation, Teachers College of Riyadh,
College of Applied Studies and Community Service,
Community College of Riyadh, the Arabic Language
Institute, Center for University Studies for Females in
Olaysha.

The second part of the directory (2-2) has been
allocated for the colleges of science and health, with
all of their departments, study plans, levels, and course
descriptions and they include; The College of Food
and Agricultural Sciences, The College of Computers
and Information Sciences, The College of Science, The
College of Architecture and Planning, The College of
Engineering, The College of Nursing, The College of
Pharmacy , The College of Health Sciences for Males
in Riyadh, The College of Health Sciences for Females
in Riyadh, The College of Medicine and University
Hospitals, The College of Dentistry, The College of
Applied Medical Sciences, The College of Applied
Medical Sciences and The Center for Sciences and
Medical Studies for Females in Malaz. This guide is
considered as a comprehensive University Guide to the
details of all the dimensions and facts about education
in King Saud University
In conclusion I am pleased to invite you all - students,
faculty, administrators, alumni and all employees of the
university - to make the best use of the new version
of the University Guide of the academic year 14301431H, which provides a comprehensive account of
the university, its departments, deanships, various
services, as well as information about the faculties of
the university and its programs, study plans, and course
descriptions in a detail manner that would enhance the
academic knowledge of the student during his study at
the university.
We ask God Almighty to bless the efforts of those who
were responsible and instrumental in preparing this
guide and hope that they have achieved its goal.
Indeed God is the giver of success.

Vice Rector of Quality and Development

Prof. Hamad bin Mohammed AlSheikh
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Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Riyadh

Saudi Arabia occupies most of the Arabian Peninsula,
( four-fifths of the Arabian Peninsula). Estimated area
of the Kingdom is 2.14979 0 million square kilometers
. According to the Statistics of (2006) the population
of the Kingdom reached 27 million people. The
kingdom consists of narrow valleys on the coast of
the Red Sea (Tihama plains), followed, towards the
east, by mountains stretching along the country (the
mountains of the Hijaz, Asir which maximum height
exceed 2000meters). Towards the east the Kingdom
is dominated by deserts and rocky hills in the middle
(90% of its total area), the largest desert is al-Nefood
in the north and the Empty Quarter in the south, while
in the Middle , and along the coast of the Arabian Gulf
coastal plains stretch wide.

Riyadh is the capital of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the
seat of government; ministries, embassies, diplomatic
missions, as well as the location of educational, financial,
agricultural, cultural, technical, commercial and social
organizations.

Saudi Arabia is located in the far south-west of Asia
continent, between latitudes 46 22 16-32 00 14 north
and between longitudes 30 29 34-00 40 55 east and is
bordered by the Arabian Gulf, the United Arab Emirates,
Qatar , and the Kingdom of Bahrain, in the East and the
State of Kuwait, Republic of Iraq, Hashemite Kingdom
of Jordan, in the north , the Red Sea, in the west and
finally the Republic of Yemen, and Oman in the South.
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Riyadh is located in the center of the kingdom, with
more than 5 million inhabitants (recent estimate),
situated in the very interior of the country, 300 km from
the Persian Gulf, and 900 km from the Red Sea. The city
is divided into 15 municipal districts, 75 residential
areas and more than three industrial cities.
Riyadh is the transport hub for the entire kingdom,
both by excellent highways, rail to the Dammam and
the King Khalid International Airport, which hosts the
majority of international flights and connections to all
other airports in the country.
Riyadh combines both modernity and tradition. On
one hand the traditional quarters holds many historical
monuments and architectures that tells the story of
the city’s history. It also holds number of museums
that preserve the remnants of the city. The National
Museum, King Abdulaziz Military Museum, King Fahad
National Library Museum, King Fahad Security College
Museum, are some of them. Al Musmak Castle - one of
the important landmarks in the Kingdom that recalls
the march that led to the foundation and unification
of the Kingdom is the major landmark of the city. On
the other hand Riyadh is largely a very modern city,
dominated by high-rise buildings along boulevards. Big
commercial buildings, wide roads, planned city areas
and mega shopping malls. Contemporary Architecture
is reflected by some modern features such as Burj
Al Mamlakah , Burj Al Faisaliyah ,Qasr Al-Hukm Area,
The Diplomatic Quarter, The Ministry of Information
Complex, The Ministry of Foreign Affairs Complex, ,
King Fahd Stadium. Its vibrant globalized environment
features: world class buildings, shopping, restaurants,
historical and cultural sites, nature reserves and all the
elements of an old Arab city.

Higher Education in
Saudi Arabia

 Encouraging research, formulating rules and
regulations for compliance by all institutions of
higher learning.

 Approval of the establishment of colleges and
institutes and scientific departments, research
centers, Studies and support in the existing
universities, and to integrate these colleges and
institutes, departments, and centers, , to each other
and the abolition of what needs to be canceled.

 Adoption of the rules for the establishment of
museums and scientific societies and periodicals.

 Issuance of common regulations for universities.
 Issuance of regulations for employees of universities

Higher Education
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functional Saudis and contractors.

 Raising the level of communication and coordination

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia recently witnessed a
giant leap in higher education. In 1975 a segment of
the Ministry of Education became a separate entity, and
was renamed the Ministry of Higher Education, with the
purpose of dealing exclusively with higher education.
The establishment of King Saud University was the real
start of this revolution. This was followed by a number
of other universities in different parts of the Kingdom.
Since that time the acceleration of higher education
continued towards international excellence. Higher
education in Saudi Arabia has undergone a tremendous
growth over the last five decades. The higher education
system, which is based on diversification has expanded
to include :

 24 Government Universities
 7 Private Universities and Colleges
 18 Private colleges with diverse scientific and
applied specialization

 8 Higher education institutes
The Council for Higher Education

between institutions of higher learning and
coordinating with other governmental ministries
and agencies in terms of their interests and needs
in higher education.

 Issuance of the rules governing the appointment
of faculty members from the Saudis, promotion
and secondment and assignment and transfer to
other posts within or outside the University and
return to their jobs the academy.

 Issuance of regulations governing financial
affairs in the universities, including the rules
for rewards and benefits students and others.
Adoption of the rules necessary to encourage Saudi
Arabia competencies available outside of universities
for teaching at the university colleges and institutes
or to conduct specific research centers, scientific
research and determine their remuneration.
a
proposal
to
amend
the
Higher
Education
Council
and
universities.
discuss the annual report to each university and
submitted to the Prime Minister.

 Adoption of the rules necessary for the
development of programs and disciplines and the
rules governing the self-assessment and external
accreditation programs for undergraduate and
postgraduate courses.

 Adoption of the rules governing the establishment

The Higher Education Council is the supreme authority
for post-secondary education affairs with the specific
task of supervising and coordinating its institutions,
with the sole exception of military education. Some of
the Council’s responsibilities are:

 Creating and administering universities and

 Directing university education in accordance with

The Council of Higher Education is composed

policy,

 Supervising the development of university
education in all sectors,

 Coordinating among universities especially in the
field of scientific departments and degrees,

 Proposing the establishment of higher educational
institutions and authorizing them to offer special
programs in accordance with the country’s needs.

of privateinstitutions of post-secondary education,
licensing and supervision.
colleges in the Kingdom.

 What is referred to it .
of ; Prime Minister - the head of

the Higher

Committee for Education Policy _ Chairman, the
Minister of Higher Education Vice- Chairman ,
Minister of Education ,Minister of Finance , Minister
of Labor and Social Affairs, Minister of Economy
and Planning,

Chief of Staff General of the Civil

Service, and president of the education of girls.
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King Saud University

with the UNESCO, were annexed to the University.
An essential service e to the Kingdom was undertaken
by the University in 1969-1970 (1389-1390), with
the establishment of the College of Medicine. The
preparatory year of this college was previously
administered by the College of Science.
By mid-1970’s (mid-1390’s) King Saud University
expanded the scope of it service, and in 1974-75
(1394-1395) the Arabic Language Institute appeared
on the scene. The Institute, which is an integral part of
the University, has as its task the teaching of the Arabic

Historical Background

Language to non-Arabic speaking people.

King Saud University (KSU) was established in

Again, a year later (1396H) the College of Dentistry and

accordance with the dictates of Royal Decree no.

the College of Applied Medical Sciences were added

17 of 21/4/1377H (1957). The actual study started

to the Riyadh campus, while launching at the same time

in the College of Arts in the academic year 1377/78.

the Abha based campus with the College of Education.

Since that time, KSU went through many stages of

In 1398H the Graduate College assumed its office in

developments, and its administrative organization

supervising and organizing all graduate programs in the

received meticulous attention. Over a period of

various departments of the University.

twelve years, the university enjoyed the endorsement
of three Royal Decrees which grounded its Statute.

In 1414 the Royal ratification of the System of the
Council of Higher Education and Universities was issued

Royal Decree no. 112 of 26/12/1380H recognized
that: King Saud University is an independent legal
character, with a budget of its own, responsible for
higher education, promoting scholarly research, and
advancement of sciences and arts in the country.
Naming the Minister of Education as the President of
the university, the Statute ordered that the University

dictating that each university form its own Council which
attends to its academic, administrative, and financial
affairs, and carries out its general policy.
In 1417H the Council of Higher Education issued its
decision no. 1282/A approving the creation of the
Center for Consulting and Research which was renamed
King Abdullah Center for Consulting and Research.

have a Vice President and Secretary General, and that
each college and institute have a Dean, Vice Dean, and

In 1422H, the Community College in Riyadh was

a council.

inaugurated according to the Cabinet Council no. 73
of 5/3/1422H. During the academic year of 1423/1424

Between 1378-1380H, three colleges were established:

the College of Science at Al-Jouf was established..

the College of Sciences, College of Business (now the
College of Public Administration) and the College of
Pharmacy. In 1381/1382H women were first admitted
into the College of Arts and the College of Public
Administration.
Five years later (1385/1386H) the College of
Agriculture was established. In the same year the
College of Engineering and College of Education, having
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been under the Ministry of Education in cooperation

The university offers distinguished services to the
community in health care. Health care is provided
mainly through the two major hospitals belonging to
university (King Khalid university hospital and King
Abdulazeez Univesity hospital) and the rest of medical
and health colleges . The total number admitted to the
university hospitals reached 38546 while those who left
these hospitals (discharged) reached 38557 in the year
1428/1429H. The total number of surgical operations
that were undertaken reached 13553.

High Rank in International arena

500

Ranked amongst the
most prestegious
universities in the
world according to

247

S H A N G H A I A RW U

Considered to be the first Arab
University to be ranked
amongst world universities
according to QS Times Top
Univesities

We b o m et r i c s
Considered to be the first Arab/
Islamic/Middle Easten/African
university ranked amongst
world universities according to
Webometrics

199

its

King Saud University, also maintained, its position in the

developmental programs to achieve global leadership

best two hundred universities according to the Spanish

by a variety of distinguished programs such as attracting

world famous classification (2010) and also maintained

Nobel laureates , fellowship, International twinning

the first position in the Arab world, the Islamic world ,

attracting distinguished professors and researchers,

Middle East and Africa, it also increased its position in

and Prince Sultan program for international grant

by Asia to rank (18). KSU

King

Saud

University,

Worked,

through

International Ranking
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for outstanding research. Also the university woked
to achieve community partership through an other
programs i.e

Riyadh Technology Valley, Riyadh

knowledge corridor , social responsibility, student
partnership, Riyadh business incubator, , graduates,
research chairs, university

endowments and the

KSU Vision:
International leadership and excellence in building
knowledge society

KSU Mission

National Plan for Science and Technology program

King Saud University aspires to meet the educational

also building a knowledge society through King

and development needs of society by providing high-

Abdullah Institute for Nanotechnology, the Center

quality academic programs, pioneering innovative

for Entrepreneurship, and creators, and centers

research and creative articulation, and through active

of excellence, Prince Nayef

involvement in the community for the prosperous

intellectual security

program , the knowledge society, and tele -research
laboratories, intellectual property and technology
licensing, and program of future scientists.
The outcome of this Developmental activities was the

cultural and economic development of the country.

University Objectives:
1. Proficiency in all areas, and excellence in specific areas.

achievement of high quality of academic programs with

2. Distinguished faculty members.

a number of programs which achieved global academic

3. Quality and not quantity.

accreditation,. Further more the modernization and

4. Strengthen the capacity of graduates.

development of academic strategies according to
the global reference to enhance skill knowledge in

5. Build bridges of communication.

addition to applied knowledge , as well as promote

6. Supportive learning environment.

education and applied entrepreneurship according

7. Sustainable future.

to the latest international standards, enabled the

8. Flexibility and accountability.

university to obtained advance international rankings
and was selected among the Best 300 universities

9. Build a supporting administrative organization.

according to the remarkable world classification
(Times QS (2009) and in unprecedented scientific
achievement King Saud University entered Shanghai
world-famous

classification within the first 500

universities worldwide (2009) and thus it is the first
one from the Arab world to enter this category.
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University Adminstration
The University Council, university rector, and rector
deputies shoulder the responsibility of administrating
of all the work and activities of the university.

SECOND: UNIVERSITY RECTOR
The following is associated with the rector:

FIRST: THE UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
With compliance with law and other regulations, and
following the Higher Education Council directions , the
Council of University undertake the necessary decisions
regarding scientific, administrative, financial, affairs
and have the authority to do the following:
Adopt the plan of training and scholarship.


Propose the establishment of colleges and institutes

16

General of the Council of Higher Education, deans, and
three experienced members appointed by the Minister
of Higher Education for a period of three years.

and departments, research centers, deanships and
a proposal to amend their names or merged them
or abolished them.
Approve scientific specialization for university

graduates.
Granting Degrees to graduates.


To grant an honorary doctorate.

Identifying details of the academic calendar in
accordance with the general framework for the
beginning and end of the study and identification
of leaves
Secondment of faculty members, delegating faculty

members to specific scientific and grant them leave
to full-time scientific leave and terminate their
services according to the rules.
Adoption of the curricula and study plans,

textbooks and references.
The proposal rewards and subsidies for students

of all kinds.
Approval of the draft budget of the University and

submit to the Minister of Higher Education.
To propose regulations for the university or any

revisions.
Adoption of the internal regulations of the University.


Discuss the annual report of the University.

Determine the amounts to be allocated to each
Faculty, Institute, Deanship and research center for
expenditure within the financial regulations.
Discussion of the final account of the University.


Approving non-academic activities plan in the
university
Decide on the appointment of faculty members on

the recommendation of the Scientific Council.
Acceptance of contributions, donations, bequests,

and others that does not contradict any of the
objectives of the university.
Establish rules for visitors or students transferring

from the university and to them.
Consideration of the issues brought by the

Minister of Higher Education or the Director of
the University or proposed by any member of the
Council members to view.
University Board consists of; Minister of Higher
Education _ President of the Council, and rector of the
university _ Vice-rector , rector deputies, the Secretary


Internal Auditor.

Advisor to the Rector for the strategic
construction.
ounsel and General Supervisor of the Office of the

Director of the University.
Supervisor of Public Relations and the media.


Prince Sultan Institute for Research on advanced
techniques.
Prince Salman Center for Entrepreneurship.


Director General of the Legal Department.

Financial Manager.

Deanship of the preparatory year.

Executive Director of the business sector and
the Secretary General, followed by( university
endowments , Association of Alumnae program,
investor in university city and university facilities
except for the Riyadh Technology Valley).

THIRD: RECTOR DEPUTIES
A: VICE RECTOR
The following is associated with the vice rector:


King Khalid University Hospital.

King Abdul Aziz University Hospital.

Dean of faculty and staff affairs.

Deanship of electronic transactions

and
communications technology.
Procurement management and warehouses.


Financial management.

Department of Transport.

General Directorate of Planning, Budget and
follow-up.
Department of warehouses Control.


University Property Management.

Communication Center Management.

University project for the development of people
with special needs.

B: VICE RECTOR FOR GRADUATE STUDIES
AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
The following is associated with the Vice Rector for
Graduate Studies and
Scientific Research:
Deanship of Graduate Studies.


Deanship of Library Affairs.

Deanship of Scientific Research.

Scientific Council and the Secretariat of the
University Council.
Scientific publishing and printing press.


Prince Sultan Center for Environmental Research,
Water and Desert.


Seismic Studies Center.

Management of international cooperation and
scientific societies.
Chairs of scientific research programs.


Global scientific twinning programs.

Institute of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques
King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz for Nanotechnology
(nano) Research.
Intellectual property rights program.


Programs associated with the implementation of
the National Plan for Science and Technology.
Attracting outstanding professors and researchers

program.
Students Partnership Program.


The scholarship program.

Prince Sultan bin Abdulaziz, the global grant
research excellence program.
Independent research programs (such as; national

research program, research program SABIC, research
funded by voluntary contributions and gifts).
Riyadh Technology Valley Program .


C: VICE RECTOR FOR EDUCATIONAL AND
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
The following is associated with him:
Deanship of Admission and Registration.


Dean of Student Affairs.

College of Engineering.

Faculty of Arts.

College of Architecture and Planning.

College of Education.

Faculty of Computer and Information Sciences.

College of Science.

College of applied studies and community service.

College of Business Administration.

College of Food and Agriculture.

College of Law and Political Science.

Teachers College.

Faculty of Languages and Translation.

College of Physical Education and sports.

Arabic Language Institute.

College of Tourism and Antiquities.

Community College in Riyadh.

D: VICE RECTOR FOR PROJECTS
The following is associated with him:
Management of the operation and support services.


Overall project management.

General Directorate of Safety and Security.

Management of the maintenance.

Department of Housing.

General Directorate of Studies and Design.

Club of members of the faculty and staff.

Management of the supervision and implementation.

Management of the maintenance of staff housing

Management of the maintenance of student housing.

Maintenance Manager Riyadh.


Department of landscaping and lawns.

Management of public services and utilities.

Quality Unit of the rectorate.

Unit of the outline of the University.
E: VICE RECTOR FOR QUALITY AND DEVELOPMENT
The following is associated with him:
Deanship of skills development.


Deanship of electronic and distance learning.

Deanship of quality.

Deanship of development.

King Abdullah Institute for Studies and Research
Advisory Committee.
Department of Statistics and Information.


Management of the developmental planning
(strategic).
Executive management of the Strategic Plan.


Documentation Centre.

Department of performance measurement.

Follow-up department

Adminstration
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F: VICE RECTOR FOR HEALTH SPECIALTIES
The following is associated with him:

College of Medicine.

College of Dentistry.

College of Pharmacy.

College of Applied Medical Sciences.

School of Nursing.

College of Health Sciences.

College of Health Sciences for Girls.

Prince Nayef Center for Health Research.

G: VICE RECTOR FOR KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE
AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
The following is associated with him:
Riyadh knowledge corridor Program.


Centers of Research Excellence programs.

The knowledge society Program.

Translation Center.

Program to attract Nobel Prize laureates in King
Saud University.
Centre for Population Studies.


National Center for Research on youth issues.

Sections of the humanities centers for girls.

College of Applied and Medical Studies for Girls.

Laboratories strengthen Program.

FACULTY STAFF MEMBERS
University faculty members:
Professors.


Associate Professors.

Assistant Professors.
The Council of the University Appoint faculty staff
after taking the opinion of the college or institute or
department concerned. May, where appropriate
appoint non-Saudis.
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Organizational Structure of
King Saud University
University Rector

Prince Sultan Institute
for Advanced Research
Techniques

Chief Advisor and General
Supervisor of the Rector’s Office

Supervisor of Department of Public
Relations And Media

Internal Auditor

General Manager for
Legal Administration

Prince Salman Center
for Entrepreneurship

Vice Rector of the

Vice Rector of Graduate Studies

University

and Scientific Research

Vice Rector of
Educational and
Academic Affairs

Vice Rector of
University Projects

King Abdul Aziz
University Hospital

King Khalid
University Hospital

Deanship of
Library Services

Deanship of
Graduate Studies

Deanship of
Admissions and
Registration

Deanship of
Student Affairs

Deanship of
eTransactions and
Communication

Deanship of Faculty
Affairs

Prince Sultan Bin
Abdulaziz International
Program for Research
Scholarships

Deanshipof
Scientific Research

College of Arts

College of
Engineering

Department of
Finance

Department of
Procurement
and Depository

Scientifc Publishing and
Printing Press

Sceintific Council and
University Council
Secretariat

College of
Education

College of
Architecture and
Planning

Department of
Budget Planning And
Evaluation

Department of
Transportation

Center for
Seismic Studies

Prince Sultan Center for
Environment Water and
Desert Research

Property
Management

Department of
Depository Management

Research Chairs
Program

Administration of Scientific
Societies and International
Cooperation

College of
College of Business
                                                Applied Studies
Administration
and Community Service

Department of
Maintenance for Student
Housing

Project for Development
of those with Special
Needs

Communication Center

King Abdullah
Institute for
Nanotechnology

International Scientific
Twinning Program

and
College of Food and
College ofLaw
Agricultural Sciences
Political Science

Department of Services
and Public Utilities

Administrative

Department of

College of Linguistics
and Translation

Teacher s College

Student Partnership
Program

Scientist Fellowship
Program

Institute of Arabic
Language

College of Sports and
Physical Education

Program to Attract
Distinguished Professors
and Researchers

Riyadh Techno
Valley Program

Community College
of Riyadh

College of Anthropology

Intellectual Property

Independent
Research Program
Including
National Research
Programs Research
Funded by SABIC
Contributions

Muharram 1431H.

College of
College of
                                                Computers and
Sciences
Information Sciences

Rights Program IPR

Programs associated with
the implementation of the
National Plan for Science
and Technology
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Chief Advisor to the University
Rector for Strategic Development

and Archeology

Department of
General Projects

Department of
Operation and
Support Services

Department
Department of
                                                of University
Maintenance
Safety and Security

Department of
Studies and Design

Department of
Housing

Department of
Supervision and
Implementation

Members Club for
Faculty and Staff

Department of Maintenance
for Faculty and Staff

Housing

Maintenance
Department of Riyadh

Landscaping
 Division of Quality
Dept
Assurance

Division of University
General Planning

Organizational Structure
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Deanship for
Preparatory Year

Comptroller of
University funds

Vice Rector for
Development and Quality

Vice Rector of University
for Health Specialties

Vice Rector for Knowledge
Exchange and Technology
Transfer

College of
Dentistry

College of
Medicine

Riyadh Corridor
for Information

Program

Center for Excelnce
Research Centers

College of Applied
Medical Science

College of
Pharmacy

Center for
Demography Studies

Center for
Translation

Executive Department
of Stategic Planning

College of Health
Sciences for Men

College of
Nursing

Nobel Laureates
Program at King
Saud University

Knowledge
Community
Program

FollowUp
Department

Department of
Developmental Planning and
Strategic Management

Prince Naif Center
for Health Research

Sciences for Women

National Center
for Youth Issues

Center for Sciences
and Medical Studies
for Women

Documentation
Center

King Abdullah
Institute for Research
and Strategic Studies

Innovators
Program

Female Center
for Humanitarian
Studies

Deanship of eLearning

Deanship of Skills

and Distance Learning

Development

Deanshipof
Development

Deanshipof

Department of
Information and Statistics

Quality

Testing and
Performance
Center

College of Health

Executive Director of the Business
Sector and Secretary General of
University Endowments

University

University Endowments

Investment Company

Program

Investments in
University City and
University facilities
excluding Riyadh
Techno Valley

Alumni Program

Labs Preparation
Program

This Organization Structure was prepared in accordance with the constitution of the Board of
Higher Education Issued by the Royal Decree No.8 1414H./4 / 6 and the decision of His
Excellency, Rector of King Saud University 1-20/-2 in the academic year of 1431H./ 2/ 1
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Addmision
Since the start of the academic year 1428/1429H, the
admission of students was performed electronically.
Electronic admission starts by applying via the internet
and ends by sending the acceptance letter and files of
those who accepted through express mail freely. Using
this system students do not need to come personally to
the college unless personal interview is a requirement.

First:

Conditions for Admission

The following requirements have been stipulated for the
admission of the new student:1. Must obtain a secondary school certificate or
equivalent from inside or outside the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia.
2. Must be Saudi or son of a Saudi mother
3. The secondary school certificate should not be
more than five years old and the Rector of the
University may give exemption from this term if
there are good reasons.
4. Should be with good conduct and behavior
5. Should successfully pass the interview conducted
by the Senate.
6. Should be medically fit
7. Should obtain approval from his employer allowing him
to study if he is working at private or public sector.
8. Should fulfill any other terms fixed by the Senate
9. Must not be dismissed from another university for
disciplinary or educational reasons.
The trade-off between the applicants who meet all
the conditions were in accordance with the acceptance
criteria, which include the grade obtained in secondary
and testing of capacity added to this is achievement
test for admission to the health and engineering
colleges as well as to pass a personal interview for some
colleges.

Second: The procedures governing the
electronic application
The procedures governing the application are as follows:
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1. Entering tests conducted by the National Center for
measurement and evaluation in higher education.
2. Read the conditions for admission through the
portal (electronic gate) or the site of the Deanship
of Admission and Registration on the Internet.
3. Filling the application through the portal to accept
in the specified period for that.
4. After expiry of the period set for the electronic
application, admission will depend on the
comparison between the applicants, who meet all
the conditions and automatically according to the
rates, as required by the different colleges.
5. The requirement to pass the personal interview for
admission to some colleges.
6. Trade-off between the applicants and the

applicants in the light of competitive achievement
and their indicators, which includes the cumulative
percentage of public and the degree of the
achievement test and the degree of testing
capabilities.
7. Finally results will be announced and candidates
could enter through the portal to know the
outcome of the nomination and help will be
provided by e-mail and text messages (SMS) via
mobile phone.

System of Study in the University
The University adopted the hour system and the academic
term where the academic year is divided into two semesters,
of equal period study duration in each is 15 weeks in
addition to summer term , with a duration of the study of
eight weeks.
The decision issued by the Council of Ministers No.
(53) In 10/6/1412 abolished the system of hours in
all universities and other educational institutes. The
university currently return to an ordinary system ,
and apply the quarterly system, in the academic year
13/1414 h.

First:

registration

Registration of
students in each class is done
automatically according to specific rules , the applicant
can access to the gate of the academic system on the
Internet using the user name and password to perform
the deletion, addition, and modifications and make
sure that the recording and printing of the his timetable. The student should confirm his registration
during the first week of the semester. The minimum
course registration to the applicant (12), a unit of study
and a maximum of (20) unit of study commensurate
with the student’s cumulative average. For student
suspended academically, they must provide a request
to the college where he is studying. The student who
does not wish to study in the first semester or any other
semester should apply for postponing , as the lack of
such application will result in considering him failed
in the semesterIn the case of possible problems in the
student’s registration he is advised to consult with his
academic advisor or Student Affairs in his college.

Second:

to withdraw from the study
(delete semester)

The student may apologize for not continuing in any
semester without being considered as failure if he
submits a reason acceptable to the Dean of the College
prior the start of the final examination at least by five
weeks. The students of the
colleges that apply the academic year system they can
apologize prior the start of the final examinations at
least by eight weeks.
For the short sessions they may apologize prior the start
of the examination by at least one third of the session
period. The rector of the university – when necessary

– may give exception from these periods and the grade
of (W) will be estimated for the student. This semester
will be considered as part of the

period required for fulfilling the graduation
requirements.
The apology semesters should not be more than
two consecutive semesters or three non-consecutive
semesters. The students of the colleges applying the
academic year system they are not allowed to apologize
for two consecutive years and the total years of apology
should not exceed two non-consecutive
years throughout the stay of the student in
the university and the Rector of the University
may exempt the student from this matter

Third: POSTPONEMENT AND SUSPENSION
OF STUDY
The student will be entitled to apply for postponing the
study prior the end of the first week of the study due a
reason acceptable to the Dean of the College provided
that the postponement period should not exceed
two consecutive Semesters or three non-consecutive
semesters (for the students of the colleges applying the
academic year system the postponement should not
be for two consecutive years. Also the postponement
period must not exceed two non-consecutive years) as
maximum throughout his stay in the university and then
his record would be closed after that. The Senate of
the University when necessary may exempt the student
from this matter and the postponement period must
not be calculated as part of the period required for
fulfilling the graduation requirements.

Fourth: absenteeism and warnings
Absence is Calculated from the first day of the
academic year , the student should attend the lectures
and practical lessons, and will not be allowed the
entry of final exams if his attendance is less than
(75%) of lectures and practical during the semester.
The student who was not allowed entering the
examination because of the absence fails the subject.
The student would get a warning if his cumulative
average has fallen below (2.00) and is dismissed from
the university if he got three warnings consecutively.

Fifth: withdraw from the study
A student can withdraw from the college after
completing the final evacuation of the Party from the
university and return the university ID. He should show
his identity papers to restore the original file and if
a student wishes to return to the university after his
withdrawal will be subject to the rules.
Withdrawal of the student from the university will
subject the student to the following:

1. The time that the student withdrew from the
university will be calculated as if he
study.

left

the

2. Seize his scholarship till he registered for another
semester.

3. Must evacuate housing, as well as getting releases
from the library and other campus facilities.

Sixth: Dismissal
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student will be dismissed from studying in the following
cases:
1. If received three warnings for the decline in his
cumulative average for more than (2.00), those
who can raise their cumulative GPA on the
assumption obtaining (48) point of the study (12),
a unit of study; will be given a fourth trial.
2. If he did not finish graduation requirements during
a period of up to half of the period prescribed
for graduation as well as on the duration of the
program. The College Board can give an exceptional
opportunity for students to finish their graduation
requirements with a maximum not exceeding twice
the original term selected for graduation under
the conditions described in the time of the rules.

Transfer
Firstly-Rules Governing Transfer from Outside
the University.
The Dean of the College may allow the transfer of
a student from outside the University according to the
rules laid down by the College Council.
1. The transfer must be from a college or university
which is recognized by the University.
2. Taking into consideration the requirements of
the rules and regulations, it is not allowable to
re-register or transfer a student who has been
terminated by the University or by any other
university for either academic or moral reasons.
3. Condition of transfer must apply on him
4. Number in units that he should take in King Saud
University should not be less than 60% of the
total needed to obtain the degree
5. In cases where the conditions for transfer do not
apply, the College council may accept whomever
fulfills the announced conditions for acceptance
for the academic year in question, such as a new
student.
6. At the suggestion of the department concerned,
the College Council may exempt the student from
taking some or all the courses which he studies
in 7.the University from which he transferred and
for which there are equivalents in the college to
which he has transferred.
The transfer of a student in any term or form outside
the University will be done according to the regulations
and time laid down by the Dean of Admission and
Registration and in light of the general provisional
governing transfer and drop out.
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Secondly, Rules Governing Transfer from One
College to Another within the University.
1. The transfer of a student form one college to another is
allowable and must be done according to the directives
as laid down by the College Council and with the
approval of the Deans of the two colleges concerned.
2. All the courses previously taken by the transferring
student, including his term and cumulative averages
for the entire time of his study in the University,
will be entered in the academic record of the
transferring student according to the regulations
governing examinations.

Thirdly, the Rules Governing the changing of
Majors within the college.
1. The Dean of the College may allow a student to change
from one major to another according to the conditions
for change as laid down by the College Council.
2. All the previous courses he has studied, including
his grades and his term and cumulative averages, will
be entered into the academic record of a student
who has changed from one major to another
according to the provisions of the regulations
governing examination.
3. Two summer courses will be considered to be the
equal of one academic term.

This will not be considered within his midterm grade or
cumulative grade. If one semester passed without the
student finish then it will be considered as failure (F)
and be considered in his cumulative grade

Grading System:
Percent Degree
95-less than 100
90-95
85-90
80-85
75-80
70-75
65-70
60-65
Less than 60

Grade
Upper Excellent
Excellent
Upper very good
Very Good
Upper Good
Good
Upper Pass
Pass
Failure

Code
A+
A
B+
B
C+
C
D+
D
F

Grade
Weight
5
4.75
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1

The first honor degree will be granted to the student
scoring an accumulative average from (4.75) to (5.00)
upon graduation. The second honor degree will be
granted to the student scoring an accumulative average
from (4.25) to less than (4.75) upon graduation.

Examinations and Grades

Graduation from the University:

First: Examinations:
Final examination:

The Deanship of Admission and Registration at the
end of each semester prepares a memorandum of
graduation, and referred to the university council, which
ratified it. A student does not considered as a graduate
unless confirmed by the said Council, and the students
expected to graduate review Deanship of Admission
and registration to ensure completion of all graduation
requirements and complete the form of alumni. This should
be done in the first week of the term of graduation They
should also carry all the required documents with them
After graduation on graduate review Deanship of
Admission and Registration (Division of files) and to
obtain a release form, and completion of the necessary
signatures by the competent authorities. , receive the
file from the Division of files. After the conclusion of
the proceedings then head to the place allocated to the
distribution of documentation of graduation.

This is the final test and take place at the end of the
term. It is specified by the faculty board following
suggestion from department head. Percent of mid term
exam between 40-60% of the total score.
Mid-term exams: These are exams which are set to test the
marks during the academic year. It is calculated as follows:
1. Oral exams or by research , practical and written exams
2. At least two written exams
The faculty board on recommendation of of the
department board can include the final exam in any
practical or oral tests and decide about percent for the
final exam

Second: Grades
Mid-term grade
Is calculated dividing total points over the total units
for all the courses which was taken in a semester the
points is calculated by multiplying the unit times the
weight of the grade which the student obtained in each
course he studied.
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The department board can allow the student to to
complete the requirement of any course in the next
semester and assign the student non-complete grade
(IC).

Cumulative grade is calculated by dividing the total
points achieved in each class by the number of credit
units since he joined the university. The sum of the
individual calculations is then divided by the total
number of credit units to produce the weighted
average Units total

Requirements for obtaining a Honors (first & second)
1. Student not failed any course taught in the
university or another university.
2. That the student has completed graduation
requirements within a maximum average time between
the minimum and maximum stay in his college.
3. The student has studied at King Saud University, at
least (60%) of the graduation requirements.
4. If the student has achieved the previous conditions
and achieved a cumulative rate of between 4.75
and 5.00 he gets first class honors, and if he
achieves a cumulative rate of between 4.25 and
4.75 he gets a second class honors.

Graduate studies

Orgnization of graduate studies
Article(4)

The higher studies at King Saud University began in
1393/1394H. remained one of the major concern for
the higher administrative bodies of the university.
They didn’t reserve any thing for its support and
development. The student numbers began to grow
year after year until the University Council approved
the establishment of the College of Higher Studies in
1418H. The Deanship of Graduate Studies promotes
graduate research in cooperation with colleges and
departments throughout the university. The Deanship is
responsible for all graduate programs in the university;
it approves, evaluates, and constantly revises and
coordinates these programs. Deanship was responsible
for administering 78 Ph.D. programs; and, 184 M.Sc.
programs .

OBJECTIVE OF GRADUATE STUDIES
Article (1)
Graduate Studies program aims to:
1. Promote the research and publication of Islamic
and Arabic studies;
2. Contribute to the enrichment of human knowledge
in all fields through specialized studies and research
in order to make new scientific and applied
contributions and create innovative discoveries;
3. Provide opportunities for undergraduate students
to pursue their graduate studies locally;
4. Develop qualified scientific and professional
human resources;
5. Encourage qualified scientists to keep pace with
the rapid developments in science and technology
to direct their research towards the solution of
problems in Saudi society; and
6. Continue with the improvement of undergraduate
programs in order to interface efficiently with
graduate studies/programs.

DEGREES
Article (2)
University Council gives the following Degrees on the
recommendation of both , the department and the
College boards and the support of the Council of the
Deanship of Graduate Studies:
1. Diploma.
2. Masters
3. Doctoral (high).

Article (3)
Requirements for the degrees in Article II is in
accordance with the provisions of these Regulations
with the exception of:
1. Medical diplomas.
2. Medical Fellowship.
For the above mentioned the rules and regulations
issued by the University Council should be applied

A Deanship of Graduate Studies will be established
in all universities. The Dean will report to the ViceRector for Graduate Studies and Scientific Research.
The Deanship will supervise all programs of graduate
studies in the University; coordinate them; recommend
their approval where appropriate; and, subject them to
periodic reviews.

Article(5)
The Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies will
consider issues relating to graduate studies in the
University in general and make the necessary decisions
within its authority
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As per the Unified Regulations; specifically, the Council will:
1. Propose/revise the general policy for graduate
studies and its coordination with all University
Colleges and institutes and follow-up its
implementation after initial approval.
2. Propose, in coordination with academic
departments, the internal regulations concerning
the organization of graduate studies.
3. Propose criteria for admission to graduate studies
and supervise their implementation.
4. Recommend the approval of new programs of
graduate studies and their coordination with
existing programs;
5. Recommend the approval of graduate courses as
well as revise or change their contents;
6. Recommend in Arabic and English, the names for
the graduate degrees as per the recommendations
of the college councils;
7. Recommend the granting of degrees.
8. Make final decisions in matters relating to graduate
students affairs in the University;
9. Approve the formation of thesis and dissertation
committees, and report the relevant committee’s
decision.
10. Formulate the general guidelines for research
plans; set up rules and regulations for writing
theses/dissertations; print, submit and develop
forms for their defense and evaluation;
11. Evaluate periodically the graduate studies
programs at the University through committees
from within the University or from outside. Study
the periodic reports submitted by academic
departments in the University and;
12. Study the items referred to it by the University
Board, or its Board Chairman, or the Rector.
13. Study what is referred to it from the rector or
counsel head and express openion.

Article(6)
The Council of Deanship of Graduate Studies consists
of the following:
1. Dean of Graduate Studies, acting as the Chairman
of the Council;
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2. Dean of Scientific Research, member;
3. Deputy Dean of Graduate Studies, secretary
general;
4. A faculty member, of associate professor rank
(at least), from each College offering graduate
programs, appointed by the University Board as
per the recommendations of the College Council
and the approval of the Rector, for a 2-years
renewable term.
The Council shall meet at least once a month. A minimum
of two-thirds of its members is required for a quorum.
Its decisions are taken by simple majority, and in the
case of a tie, the Chairman’s rule decides. The decisions
of the Council should be considered final if there is no
objection from the Rector within 15 days from the date
received in the Rector’s office. The Council can form
standing or temporal committees from its members or
others and charge them with various tasks.

NEW PROGRAMS
Article (7)
The University Board will set detailed standards
to approve the graduate programs based on the
recommendations of the Council of the Deanship of
Graduate Studies after consideration of the following:
1. There should be sufficient faculty members of
the rank of professor and associate professor
specialized in the program. In addition, sufficient
research facilities including laboratories, computer
resources, etc., should be available to ensure the
success of the program together with the assurances
regarding the quality of teaching, research, and
supervision of research.

5. Faculty stability and turnover during the previous
five years;
6. The CV’s of all faculty members in the Department
and other faculty members in the University who
are involved in the program in question.

Article (9)
The Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies
will review the program proposal and coordinate its
requirements and other existing program requirements,
if any, to avoid duplication of effort. If the Council
is satisfied, it may recommend that the program be
approved by the University Board.

Article (10)
Any adjustments in the curriculum, program requirements, or admission requirements should be approved
by the University Board as per recommendations of the
Council of the Deanship of the Graduate Studies in coordination with the department concerned.

Article (11)
Combined graduate programs can be established between two or more Departments or between two or
more Colleges according to guidelines approved by
the University Board based on the recommendations
of the Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies in
coordination with the Departments concerned.
Conditions for acceptance

Article(12)

2. The Department should have acquired sufficient
experience in managing undergraduate programs
if the new program is for a master’s degree. If it
is for a doctorate degree, experience in managing
master’s program is required.

The University Board determines the number of students
to be admitted each year for the graduate studies as per
the recommendations of the Council of the Deanship of
Graduate Studies and suggestions by Department and
College Councils.

3. The number of students expected to enroll in the
program should be sufficient to guarantee the
continuation of the program.

Article (13)

Article (8)
With consideration of the requirements in Article
Seven, the Department submits to the College Council
a detailed proposal of the program explaining the
following:
1. The objectives of program and the need of the
Saudi society for it;
2. The nature of the program from its academic and
professional standpoint and its scientific approach;
3. The importance of the program and its justification
after reviewing what other departments are
offering in the same area of specialization in the
University and other universities in the Kingdom;
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the Department to assure the promotion of high
academic and professional quality for the program,
especially, in the major research areas identified by
the Department;

4. The facilities available or what will be procured by

For Admission to the Graduate Studies, the following
general requirements should be satisfied:
1. The applicant must be a Saudi national or must
have an official scholarship to the Graduate Studies
(for non-Saudis);
2. The applicant must have a university degree from
a Saudi university or from another recognized
university;
3. He/she must have a record of good behavior and
be medically fit.
4. Recommendation letters should be submitted from
two of his/her former professors; a no-objection
letter from his/her employer is required, if the
applicant is willing; and
5. Applicants for doctoral programs must enroll on a
full-time basis.
6. The basis in Ph.D. programs is that the student

should be a full-time student. However, the
University Board can decide exception from this
requirement whenever it is inevitable.
The Board of each university can add any other general
requirements as necessary.

Article (14)
Admission to a postgraduate diploma requires an undergraduate performance of not less than ‘good’ (C
grade).

remain;
4. The time period required for completing the
deficiency courses is not considered a part of
the maximum residency period for the degree in
question; and
5. Deficiency courses are not included in the GPA
calculation for graduate studies.

Procedures for acceptance
Article (19)

Article (15)
Admission to a master’s degree program requires a
minimum overall undergraduate performance of ‘very
good’ (B). However, the Council of the Deanship of
Graduate Studies can waive this condition for ‘upper
good (C+). Also the Council of Deanship of Graduate Studies can waive this condition for Good (C) as
per recommendation of the Department Council and
the support of the College Council in some programs
which are nominated and identified by the University
Board, given that the undergraduate major GPA is not
less than ‘very good’ (B). The Council of the Deanship
of Graduate Studies can add other requirements as per
the recommendations of the Department Council and
the support of the College Council.

Article (16)
Admission to a Doctoral degree program requires a
minimum overall performance of at least ‘very good’ (B)
in the master’s degree program if this degree is from a
university with a letter-grading system. The Council of
the Deanship of Graduate Studies may add other necessary admission requirements as per the recommendation of the Department Council and the support of
the College Council.
Article (17)
A graduate student may be admitted to a master’s or
doctoral program other than his/her original field of
study as per the recommendations of the Councils of
Department and the College concerned, together with
the approval of the Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies.

Admission and registration of graduate students should
be conducted through the Deanship of Graduate Studies
in coordination with the Deanship of Admission and registration, and to accept graduate students in accordance
with the following:
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1. Apply for admission and have the required
documents presented to the Deanship of Graduate
Studies from the beginning of the second week
until the end of the fifth week of the semester
preceding the start of the study
2. The Deanship of Graduate Studies transfer the
documents of those who wish acceptance to the
relevant departments within a period not exceeding
the end of the sixth week of the previous semester
to begin study
3. Recommends that the relevant parts of the
councils to accept students for a period not
exceeding the tenth week of the semester prior
to the commencement of the study, and returned
documents of applicants to the Deanship of
Graduate Studies within two weeks from the date
of the recommendation
4. The Council of Deanship of Graduate Studies issues
the decision regarding the acceptance.
5. After the issuance of decisions to accept students
Deanship of Graduate Studies send the entire
original documents to the Deanship of Admission
and Registration, and provide the relevant parts
of the lists of admitted before the start of the
registration period in courses in at least two weeks.

Article (20)
A student cannot enroll in two graduate programs at
the same time.

Article (18)
The concerned department may require a student in a
master’s or doctoral program to take a number of deficiency courses for a maximum period of three semesters with the following considerations:
1. The deficiency courses must be completed at the
first attempt with a grade not less than ‘good’ (C);
2. The cumulative GPA in all deficiency courses must
not be less than ‘very good’ (B);
3. Registration for the intended graduate studies
program will not commence until the deficiency
courses are passed. The Department concerned
may allow the student to enroll in such graduate
courses if only one or two deficiency courses

Deferment and Dropping
Article (21)
A student’s admission may be postponed for not more
than two semesters based on the approval of the relevant
Department Council, the Dean of the College concerned,
and the Dean of Graduate Studies. This period of postponement will not be included as part of the maximum
residency period allowed for completing the degree.

Article (22)
Studies may only be postponed following the approval
of the relevant Department Council, and Dean of the
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College concerned, and the Dean of Graduate Studies
according to the following:
1. The student must have finished at least one
semester or more, or completed a good part of his
thesis;
2. Postponement must not exceed four semesters (2
academic years);
3. The student must submit a postponement request
two weeks before the beginning of the semester;
4. The postponement period is not included in
the maximum residency period required for the
degree.

Article (23)
The student can request to drop all courses of the semester subject to the following conditions:
1. He/she must submit the form for dropping before
the final examination;
2. Approval of the Department Council together
with the approvals of the Dean of the College
concerned and the Dean of Graduate Studies, are
required;
3. This semester must not be considered from the
additional attempts given to the student;
4. This semester will be considered as part of the
postponement period mentioned in Article 22.

Withdrawal
Article (24)
If a student has withdrawn voluntarily from graduate
studies, and then decided to return, all the current admission requirements must be met.
Discontinuance

Article (25)
A student would be considered to have voluntarily discontinued his/her program and would be dismissed in
the following cases:
1. If he is accepted in the program and doesn’t
register during the registration period;
2. If he/she registers in a semester but does not attend
classes in that semester.

Dismissal and Readmission
Article (26)
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The Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies may
decide to dismiss a student if:
1. The student gains admission to graduate studies
but does not register during the registration
period;
2. He/she does not pass the deficiency courses
mentioned in Article Eighteen
3. He/she withdraws or discontinues the program for
one semester without an acceptable excuse;
4. He/she does not show his seriousness in studying
or does not fulfill his academic duties according to
Article Fifty-two;

5. His/her GPA is below “B” for two consecutive
semesters;
6. He/she exceeds the postponement periods
mentioned in Article Twenty-two;
7. There is evidence of academic dishonesty in
the student’s course of study or during his/her
thesis work, or if the rules and regulations of the
university are violated;
8.
9. He/she does not pass the comprehensive
examination (if required) at the second attempt;
10. The Thesis Committee disqualifies the thesis
for defense or does not accept it following the
defense; and
11. His/her program remains incomplete following the
expiry of the maximum residency period according
to Article Thirty-six.

Article (27)
In extremely limited cases, a student’s file can be reinstated if the Department and College Councils support
his/her readmission request, with justification. The readmission is to be approved by University Board based
on the recommendations of the Council of the Deanship
of Graduate Studies with the following considerations:
1. If the period between dismissal and the application
for readmission exceeds six semesters, the student
will be treated as a new applicant regardless of the
number of credit hours he earned before.
2. If the period between dismissal and the application
for readmission is 6 semesters or less, the student
may be asked to repeat some courses. These
courses will be identified by the Department and
College Councils and approved by the Council
of the Deanship of Graduate Studies. The credit
hours earned from the time of readmission will
be counted in his GPA calculation. The previous
period attended in the program by the student will
be counted as part of his/her maximum residency
period for the degree in question.

Additional Attempts
Article (28)
Paragraph (5) of Article 26 may be exempted to give a
student an additional attempt at graduating for one or
two semesters (maximum) as per the recommendations
of both the Department and College Councils and the
approval of the Council of the Deanship of Graduate
Studies.

Article (29)
Paragraph (10) of Article 26 may be exempted to give
a student an additional attempt at graduating not exceeding two semesters following the approval of the
University Council based on the academic advisor’s
report and the recommendations of the Department,
College, and Deanship of Graduate Studies Councils.
Transfer

Article (30)
A student can transfer from one recognized university
to the University as per the recommendation of both
the Department and College Councils and the approval
of the Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies after consideration of the following:
1. The student must satisfy the admission requirements
and other departmental requirements as necessary.
2. The student must not be dismissed, for any reason,
from the university from which he is transferring.
3. The number of credit hours earned will be
calculated according to the following:
a. Courses under consideration should not have
been taken more than six semesters preceding
the application.
b. The topics of the credit hours to be transferred
must meet the current program requirements.
c. The percentage of the credit hours to be
transferred must not be more than 30% of the
new program requirements.
d. The grade of the transferred courses should not
be less than Very Good (B).
e. The transferred credit hours will not be included
in the GPA calculation.
f. The Department Council will recommend
the transfer of credits, to be approved by the
Councils of the College and the Deanship of
Graduate Studies.

Article (31)
The student’s major can be changed at the University
according to the recommendations of the Department
and College Councils and the approval of the Council
of the Deanship of Graduate Studies taking the following into consideration:
1. The student satisfies the admission and any
other requirements deemed necessary by the
Department.
2. Credit hours earned at the University may be
counted, if the new Department approves
its compatibility with the new program to be
transferred to. These credits will be included in the
GPA calculation.
3. The student should not have been previously dismissed
for any of the reasons indicated in Article 26.
4. The period spent in the previous major will be
considered part of the maximum residency period
for the degree in question.
5. Only one change of major is allowed during the
maximum residency period for the degree in
question.

1. The residency period should not be less than of two
semesters and not more than four semesters; and
1. The number of credit hours should not be less than
24 and not more than 36.
The University Board determines the required
courses for the diploma degree as well as the name
of the diploma degree as per proposal of both the
Department and College Councils concerned and the
recommendations of the Council of the Deanship of
Graduate Studies.

Article(34)
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Studying for a doctoral degree involves one of the following two approaches:
1. Coursework and dissertation with a minimum of 30
graduate units after the master’s degree in addition
to the dissertation.
2. Dissertation and some courses with a minimum of
12 specialized CREDITS from the major, seminars,
or research sessions as required, according to the
student’s academic background and field of study.

Article (35)
The academic year is divided into two main semester , each semester not less than fifteen weeks
not counting registration and tests, and a summer semester period of not less than eight weeks,.
rNBZCFTPNFVOJWFSTJUZDMBTTFTDBOCFUBLFOPOUIF
basis of full academic year in accordance with the rules
and procedures approved by the University Council

Article (36)
1. The maximum residency period for a master’s
degree must not be less than four semesters and
not more than eight semesters; not including the
summer sessions.
2. The residency period for a doctoral degree must
not be less than six semesters and not more than ten
semesters; the summer sessions are not included.

Article (37)
The maximum residency period for a degree starts from
the registration for graduate courses up to the submission date of a report from the student’s advisor with
a copy of the thesis (or any other requirements to the
student program) to the Department Chairman.

Article (38)
A graduate student must take at least 70% of the required CREDIT HOURS in the University awarding the
degree. All work related to his thesis/dissertation must
be completed in the same University.

SYSTEM OF STUDY
Article (32)

Article (39)

Studying for a postgraduate diploma includes courses,
field work, applied courses and experimental activities
that satisfy the following:

A student cannot graduate until all the degree
requirements are satisfied, with an overall grade of, at
least, ‘very good’ (B).
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SYSTEM OF EXAMINATIONS
Article (40)
Conducting and grading graduate courses for diploma,
master’s, and doctoral degrees should follow the undergraduate studies and examination rules and regulations
which were approved by the Higher Education Council
in its second meeting on 11/6/1416 H, with the exception of the following:
1. A minimum of “Good” (C) grade is required for the
student to pass a course.
2. The Council of the Deanship of Graduate
Studies should set appropriate policies as per
the Department Council’s recommendation and
approval of the College Council with regard to
substitute examinations and courses requiring a
duration of study of more than one semester.
3. Master’s students -if required by the program- and
doctoral students must pass comprehensive oral
and written examinations after the completion of
all the required coursework. This comprehensive
examination should be conducted by a specialized
committee according to regulations set by the
University Board as per the recommendations of
the Department Council and the approval of the
College Council concerned and the Council of the
Deanship of Graduate Studies. This examination
should cover the student’s major field of study as
well as the other related fields if exist. The student
will be considered a candidate for the degree in
question if he passes the examination at the first
sitting. In case of failure in the examination or part
of it, a second chance will be given to the student
within the following two semesters. Failure to pass
the examination a second time will incur dismissal
from the program.
Rules of the Comprehensive Test for the Doctorate

A. The objective of the test
The comprehensive exam aims to measure the student’s
capability in two main areas:
b. Knowledge: the exam aims to measure the
student’s capability, depth and comprehension
to understand the major field subjects, and also
secondary fields (if any).
c. Analysis: The exam aims to measure the
student’s capability in analyzing, in making
complementary action between concepts
and conclusion, and in suggesting reasonable
solutions and reasonable answers for questions
directed to him/her.

B. Component of the comprehensive exam.
1. The comprehensive examination is composed
of two parts: written and oral.
2. The comprehensive examination (written and
oral) will be in the major field and secondary
fields (if any).
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C. The Comprehensive Exam Committee:

a. The department council establishes an exam
committee of odd numbered members,
from amongst full professors and associate
professors, who belong to the same major or
secondary fields of the student concerned. For
the master’s degree, an assistant professor, with
two years experience as assistant professor can
be chosen as a member of this committee.
b. The committee is responsible for preparing
the comprehensive exams, to correct them,
and to announce exam results. The committee
then raises the exam results to the department
council for approval.
c. If the program requirements contain a major
field or secondary fields from outside the
department, then it is so necessary that
one of the staff members of the concerned
department/departments should be a member
of the committee.

D. Written Exam:
1. The board of the concerned department form
a committee of at least three, from professors,
associate professors, with competence in the
specialty of the student major and specialty or
subspecialty (if any).
2. The Commission considers taking help from
faculty staff members
3. The Committee shall be responsible for the
preparation of the test and to evaluate and
determine the outcome
4. If the program requires specialization from
outside the department specialized person from
outside the department should be included
5. Same Commission on the written test do the
oral test

E. Oral Examination
a. After passing the written exam, the student
should sit for the oral exam, at a time decided
upon by the exam committee.
b. Failing to pass the oral exam, the student has
the right to re-take an extra oral exam at any
time, but not later than the next semester.
c. Failing to pass the extra oral exam, the student
will be dismissed, and this is to be according
to the recommendation of the department
council and the faculty board, and approval of
the Deanship of Graduate Studies Council.

F. Test date
1. After passing the written exam. The student
to apply for the entire oral test at a date
determined by exam Commission.
2. The duration of the test, in the major and
subspecialty, if any) at least two hours).
3. In case the student did not pass the test, may
be given another chance in the next semster,

in the case of failure for the second time, his
registration will be canceled.
4. There will be two parts of the Comprehensive
Test once a week during the period from the
fourth to the tenth week of each semester,
with a gap not less than two weeks.

G. General Provisions
1. The student after passing a comprehensive
test is qualified for the PhD.
2. The head of department notifies the Deanship
of Graduate studies the results of written and
oral exams, in two weeks from the date of the
exam.

THESIS /DISSERTATION
Preparation of Thesis/Dissertation and Supervision

Article (41)
On joining the program, each graduate student should
be assigned an academic advisor. The advisor will
guide and help the student to choose the subject of
the thesis/dissertation and research plan according to
the regulations approved by the University Board, as
per recommendations of the Council of the Deanship
of Graduate Studies.

Article (42)
After passing all the admission requirements and completing at least 50% of the required courses, with a
minimum cumulative GPA of “B”, the graduate student
should submit his/her thesis/dissertation proposal, if
any, to the department concerned. If the proposal is
approved, the Department Council will assign either
a thesis advisor, and co-advisor if required, or thesis
committee members and its chairman. Subsequently,
this information should be submitted to the Council of
the Deanship of Graduate Studies for approval, as per
the recommendations of the College Council.

Article (43)
Master’s thesis should reflect originality and involve a
new contribution, and doctoral dissertation should also
reflect originality and innovation, together with an effective contribution to the advancement of knowledge
in the student’s field of study.

Article (44)
Subjects of master’s thesis and doctoral dissertations
should be written in Arabic. Other languages can be
used in some majors with the approval of the University
Board as per recommendations of the Department and
College Councils, and the Council of the Deanship of
Graduate Studies. In such cases, an Arabic perfect summary must be included.

Article (45)
The thesis/dissertation advisors must be of professorial
or an associate professorial rank who are faculty members of the University. An assistant professor may be a

master’s thesis advisor, if he has spent at least two years
in the University as assistant professor and has at least
two papers published or accepted for publication in
his field of specialty in refereed journals.

Article (46)
The thesis/dissertation advisor may be a non-faculty
member of the University with distinguished qualifications and experience in academic research. This
requires the approval of the University Board, based
on recommendations by the Department Council concerned, the College Council, and the Council of the
Deanship of Graduate Studies., and in accordance with
the following rules:
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A. Masters Thesis
1. The holder of a doctorate
2. That have been on obtaining a doctorate degree
at least three years
3. To have at least three papers in the area of
concern _ _ of papers published or accepted for
publication in scientific journals.

B. Doctoral theses
1. The holder of a doctorate.
2. That have been on getting his PhD at least five years.
3. That has six research at least - in the area of
specialization - research published or accepted
for publication in scientific journals.

Article (47)
Based on the nature of the thesis/dissertation, a coadvisor can be assigned from other departments in the
University, provided that the thesis/dissertation advisor
is assigned from the department awarding the degree.

Article (48)
A faculty member can be a thesis advisor or co-advisor
for a maximum of four master’s thesis and/or Doctoral
dissertations simultaneously. If it is highly and deeply
necessary, the number can be raised to five following
the recommendations of the Department Council concerned and the approval of the College Council, and
the Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies. For
the purpose of calculating a faculty-member’s teaching load, the supervision of a thesis/dissertation will be
counted as one credit hour, whether the faculty member is the sole advisor or the major advisor.

Article (49)
If the advisor cannot continue supervising the thesis/
dissertation, or if his service to the University is discontinued, the Department concerned should suggest a replacement, to be approved by the College Council and
the Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies.

Article (50)
By the end of each semester, the advisor should report,
in detail, to the Chairman of the Department, about the
progress of the student’s work. A copy of the report
should be sent to the Dean of Graduate Studies.
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Article (51)
Student completion of the thesis/dissertation must be
reported by the advisor to the Chairman of the Department concerned, in order to initiate the completion of
the procedure determined by the Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies. The procedures are:
Names of member of the examiners raised to the
graduate studies counsel and decision should be taken
in one month time from the date of the College Board

After the approval of the Deanship of Graduate
Studies on the formation of the Examination
panel the department head, refer the thesis to
the members of the Committee and set a date for
discussion.

The discussion of the thesis can be in public,
and may be confidential, and decision of the
Commission immediately made after the debate.

In the case of non-validity of the thesis or the
discussion altogether, the Dean of Graduate
Studies should be notified ; to cancel the student’s
enrollment,

The time between the approval of the Deanship
of Postgraduate Studies on the formation of the
judging panel must not exceed, four months and
(do not count public holidays within this period).

Article (52)
Based on the academic advisor’s report, a lack of
commitment by a student towards his studies and
other academic duties will result in an academic
warning by the Department Council concerned. If,
after two warnings, no improvement is evident, the
Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies may
dismiss the student as per the recommendation of
the Department Council.

Article (53 )
The time between acceptance of the research proposal
and submitting of the theses should not exceed 2 semesters for the master degree and four semester for PhD.

Thesis/Dissertation Defense
Article (54)
Based on the recommendations of the Department
and College Councils concerned, a Defense Committee is formed by the Council of the Deanship of
Graduate Studies.

Article (55)
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The Master’s Thesis Defense Committee must fulfill the
following requirements:

1. It must comprise an odd number of members,
chaired by the thesis advisor.
2. The Committee must comprise at least three
members. The advisor and co-advisor if any should
not constitute a majority in the Committee.
3. The Committee members should meet the
conditions of the thesis supervision.
4. At least one member of the Committee must be a
professor or an associate professor.
5. Decisions of the Committee should be based on
a majority vote of at least two thirds of the total
number of members.

Article (56)
The Doctoral Dissertation Defense Committee must fulfill the following requirements:
1. It must comprise an odd number of members,
not less than three, and chaired by the thesis
advisor.
2. The Committee members must be of the rank of
professors or associate professors. The advisor
and co-advisor (if any) should not constitute a
majority in the committee.
3. At least one member of the Committee must be
of a professorial rank.
4. One member of the Committee must be from
outside the University.
5. Decisions of the Committee should be based on
a majority vote of at least two thirds of the total
number of members.

Article (57)
If, for any reason, the thesis/dissertation advisor cannot
participate in the defense committee, due to his death
or his service to the University is discontinued, or his
presence outside the country in task for a long time, the
Department concerned should suggest a replacement
who should be approved by the College Council and
Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies.

Article (58)
A report is prepared and signed by all members of the
thesis/dissertation committee. The report must be submitted to the Department Chairman concerned within
one week of the date of the public defense. The report
must include one of the following recommendations:
1. The thesis/dissertation is accepted and
recommended for the award of the degree.
2. The thesis/dissertation is accepted with some
modifications, without a re-defense being
necessary. A member of the committee is
delegated to recommend awarding of the degree
after ensuring that the required modifications
are implemented within three months from the

date of the first public defense. This period can
be waived by the University Board.
3. Further work is recommended on the thesis/
dissertation, followed by a second defense
within a certain period of time to be decided
by the Council of the Deanship of Graduate
Studies, based on the recommendations of the
Department Council concerned. This period
must not exceed one year from the date of the
first defense.
4. The thesis/dissertation is rejected.
Each committee member has the right to submit his
own comments or reservations in a separate report
both to the Department Chairman concerned and
the Dean of Graduate Studies, within two weeks of
the date of the defense.

a maximum of two nights in addition to honorarium
indicated above, whether the Committee member is
from the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia or from outside.
If the Committee member is blind or a female, his/
her companion should be given air ticket and accommodation rent for a maximum of two nights.
In case of necessit y, and according to the nature
of study, the Council of the Deanship of Graduate Studies can add one or two nights, as per the
recommendation of the Department and college
Councils, as extended stay for the committee
member.

GENERAL REGULATIONS
Article (63)

The Department Chairman concerned must submit
the report of the Thesis/Dissertation Committee to
the Dean of Graduate Studies not later than three
weeks after the date of the defense.

The University Board approves the regulations for
the evaluation of the graduate studies programs
as per the recommendations of the Council of the
Deanship of Graduate Studies. The results of the
evaluation should be submitted to the University
Board.

Article (60)

Article (64)

The Dean of Graduate Studies must submit the recommendations to award the degree to the University Board for approval.

At the end of each academic year, the Department
Chairman should submit a report to the Dean of the
College concerned and the Dean of Graduate Studies
regarding the progress of graduate studies in the Department.

Article (59)

Article (61)
A master’s thesis advisor from outside the University
will be given compensation of five thousand Saudi
Riyals (SR 5,000.00). A doctoral dissertation advisor
from outside the University will be given compensation of seven thousand Saudi Riyals (SR7,000.00).
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Article (65)
Whatever is not explicitly stated in this document
should follow the rules of the Council of Higher Education and Universities and their implementation
rules and regulations as practiced in the Kingdom.

Article (62)
A faculty staff member of the University to whom
the thesis/dissertation is submitted receives one
thousand Saudi Riyals (SR1,000.00) for participation in a Master’s or Doctoral Defense Committee.
An external member or a non-faculty member from
the University to whom the thesis/dissertation is
submitted receives one thousand five hundred
Saudi Riyals (SR1,500.00) for participation in the
Doctoral Defense Committee and one thousand
Saudi Riyals (SR1,000.00) for his participation in the
Master’s Defense Committee. A committee member
from outside the Kingdom receives two thousand
five hundred Saudi Riyals (SR2,500.00). If the Committee member is from outside the city in which the
University is located, whereby the thesis/dissertation is defended, he should be given a roundtrip
air ticket from his place of residence (city/country)
and rent of suitable accommodation and living for

Article (66)
This document will cancel all the previous graduate studies regulations in the Saudi Universities
and it will be implemented from the first academic
year following its approval date. The University
Board may take the appropriate action in cases
where students joined a University under the old
regulations.

Article (67)
A University Board may issue its own implementation rules regarding the progress of graduate
studies without contradicting the rules and regulations of this document.

Article (68)
The Council of Higher education and Universities has
the right to interpret the regulations of this document.
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Preparatory year Deanship
In view of the awareness of the university to graduate
qualified students who can contribute effectively in
their community services, KSA initiated the Deanship
of preparatory year . This Deanship is mainly initiated
to give the students a chance for Preparatory studies
that could prepare him for his university studies.
In addition to the formal education the deanship
provides the most sophisticated technology , lab
tops and facilitating the electronically communication
between the student and the staff to bring the know
how in computer to a distinguished level. In addition
to this the Deanship provides an English speaking
environment to raise the ability of the students in
English and communications skills.
Teaching is based on group and each student is asked
to submit at the beginning of the term timetable for
the subjects he want to study and the classrooms.

Goals:


Enhancement of punctuality and responsibility

Improve leadership qualities and ability to take
initiatives


Improve English language skills, information technology,
mathematics, communication skills and creative thinking


Enhance creativity and self improvement

Improving standards of graduates to better
compete on quality jobs


Improving health awareness and fitness of
students
Based on the decision of the University Council at its
ninth meeting of the academic year 1429/1430 AH,
was approved the following items:
Rules for admission and study in the preparatory year
1430/1431 AH
1. Preparatory year is an annual system, where
students must finish requirements in one
academic year (two semesters + summer semester
exceptional) at a rate of at least 3 of 5, student
who did not complete the courses in one year or
the cumulative GPA in one year less than 3 from 5
to be transferred to colleges that not support the
preparatory year or to community colleges.
2. When there is a request to delete the first semester
the student has the choice between the withdrawal
of the university or transferred to a college that
does not require the preparatory year.
3. Accept students in the university at the following
paths:
I. The path of health colleges
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II. The path of scientific and engineering colleges

4. The allocation of students in colleges at the
end of the school year based on the cumulative
average for the year, . For the path of scientific and
engineering colleges can be added to the weight
ratio The high school Or grades to colleges that
required by, Schools can add their own conditions
before accepting the initial report.
5. Does not allow switching between tracks during
the preparatory year.
6. Students are deprived from entering the final
test if I the proportion of attendance of lectures
and practical lessons is less than 85% , absence is
calculated from the first day of the study.
7. Absence is calculated from the first day of absence
from the semester to the last day before final
exams, regardless of the date of the issuance of a
student time table or the date of receipt.
8. Report of absentees shall be issued at the end of
the eighth week in the last day of the study,
9. Deanship of the induction program is part of the
preparatory year of study and calculated in the
absenteeism.
10. Students must comply with deadline for the
placement test in English and will not be allowed
to register later than the deadlines.
11. A student is responsible for continuously check on
the preparatory year site and notice its objectives
and courses of study and testing system and
regulation and timing of the induction program
and placement test, and the administrators guide.
12. The student is fully responsible for making sure
that there are no errors in the schedule, such as
the conflict in times of lectures or registration in
courses that he did not succeed or one that the
student, had already passes in it. Students in case
of errors in the table should check with deanship
registrar during the period of the addition only.
13. Inquiries may be directed to each person according
to his specialty, and there is a list of officials for all
the partitions on the website.
14. The student should make sure that his university
e-mail is working correctly, and also read
mail on a daily basis to follow up instructions
and advertisements, and does not accept
correspondence from Other user, as well as
students should follow-up ads that are placed
on Dean’s site or on bulletin boards or screens
allocated to that purposes in the building the
Deanship.
15. The test and orientation program Will
be in the morning, in the building of the
preparatory year

Academic Departments
First: English language skills
Second: Computer skills
Third: Mathematics skills
Fourth: Self Development Skills
Units:

Level Two
Second group
No. &
Code

140 Najm English Language (1)
140 Reed Mathematics (1) calculus
140 Tagan Computer skills and
Information Technology
140Alam Communication Skills
Total

Talented care Unit:

Second: Self Education Unit
Third: Students Affair Unit

The following table shows the educational plan for the
two tract according to the level:
First educational Plan for Engineering and Science
Colleges:

No. &
Code
140 Najm
140 Reed
140 Tagn
140 Elim

First group

140 Najm

English Language (1)
Mathematics (1) Introductory
140 Reed
Mathematics
Computer skills and
140 Tagan
Information Technology
140 Alam Communication Skills
Total

Actual
Hrs.

8
3
3

20
4
6

2
16

2
32

second group

Level one
Course name

Hours

First educational Plan for Health Colleges:
First Semester

Nasir Bin Rasheed Chair for future leaders
and pioneers
Educational Program:

No. &
Code

Course name

Actual
Hours
Hrs.
8

20

2

3

3

6

2
15

2
31

Course name
English Language (1)
Mathematics (1)
Introductory Mathematics
Computer skills and
Information Technology
Communication Skills
Total

Hours

Actual
Hrs.

8
2

20
3

3

4

2
15

2
31

Hours

Actual
Hrs.
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Second group
No. &
Code
150 Najm
150 Reed
140 Tagn
140 Elim

Level one

Course name
English Language (2)
Chemistry
Physics
Biology
statistics

Total

8
2
3
3
2

20
2
3
4

18

31

second group
No. &
Code
140 Najm
140 Reed
140 Nagj
140 Reed
150 Saha

Course name
English Language (1)
Mathematics (2)
Introductory Mathematics
Learning, Thinking and
Research Skills
Business
Health and Fitness
Total

Hours

Actual
Hrs.

8

20

2

3

3

4

1
1
15

2
2
31

Hours

Actual
Hrs.

8
3
3

20
3
4

1
1
16

2
2
32

Level Two

Preparatory Year charter
First: - Academic Conduct
It is expected from university student to be honest in
his study, and abide to all laws and regulations of the
preparatory year (academic and moral) and committed
to apply rules. if a student violated this trust becomes
necessary for the Dean to take the necessary disciplinary
action with him to evaluate his behavior. The academic
misconduct means the pursuit of any methods or means
of deception or dishonesty in order to achieve personal
or academic benefits or privileges, it may take many
forms, including the following:

First group
No. &
Code

Course name

140 Najm English Language (2)
140 Reed Mathematics (1) calculus
140 Tagan Learning, Thinking and
Research Skills
101 Alam Business
150 Saha Health and Fitness
Total

1-Tests
A. Student cheating, or attempt to cheat the work
of another student, or allowing another student
cheating from his work by any means, with his
knowledge or Without his knowledge.
B. The use of noted observations of any kind when
you answer in the exam also students are not
allowed using the books, or use of technical means
to cheat.
C. Impersonate another student in the test or in a
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panel discussion or presentations.
D. Disabling tests held by illegal means to reach
the papers or answers to tests or distribution of
answers to others.

2-homework, articles, research, etc.
A - Impersonation: Use the vocabulary, ideas or
opinions or research results or offers someone else
in the duty of an editorial, without mentioning the
source, the work than not by the student himself.

B - Collusion: Working with others in the performance
of certain duties is intended to be achieved depends
on one person, and the inclusion of their work within
the work of this student.
C - Switch: The delivery of the work which has been
done to one of the courses to another course.
D - Spin: Fabrication or distortion of data has been
obtained from the real and legitimate.

E - Copying from the Internet: Copying from sites
without quoting or referring to the source (website).

try to assault and causing chaos.
B - Abuse or unethical dealings with any of the staff
of the university (professors, staff and students)
directly or through electronic communication.

Third - Communication with the Deanship of
the preparatory year
1. Student pledge to use the official channels
of communication with the Deanship of the
preparatory year for Academic Affairs and order
and be responsible for follow-up to what comes
out of the Deanship on the website and electronic
screens or through e-mail.
2. Pledge to use university e-mail to communicate
with the Deanship.
As far as our confidence in our sons and daughters,
the Dean will not compromise in dealing with
those who violate the rules and will not accept
any excuse whatsoever, and the students to take
precautions and not put themselves in doubt, in
case of violation of the above ,one or more of the
following penalties would be :
Warning the student in writing, and recorded it in


3-Property rights
1. All the products of students in the preparatory
year, such as patents or literature and research,
studies or research projects, images, software
and electronic development is the right of the
Deanship of the preparatory year and is not
entitled to any body declaration of the same
or product in any media without the consent of
the preparatory year, and clearly states the role
of the Deanship so after the formal approval of
the Dean.
2. It is not allowed to transfer any information from
the preparatory year or one of its officials to an
informational or website without prior approval,

Second: - Personal Conduct
Students pledge to abide by the following: 1. Do not smoke in the building of the preparatory
year and the region surrounding it.
2. Commitment to the appropriate conduct and decent
university status, including the dress and hair.
3. Do not abuse the use of technology and equipment,
including:
A. The use of media or Internet for purposes that
does not serve the objectives of the curriculum.
B. Save text files or audio or video, images, or Web
sites for University services not related to the
syllabus.
C. Infringement of the rights of others, either
directly or by using various technical means.
D. Tampering with property of the university.
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4. Non-infringement of the regulations and the rights
of others, including:
A - Lack of respect for the rules of discipline or not to

the his record.
Denied membership in any promotional program

such as the elite or volunteers and others, and not
nominated for any occasion.
Reduce marks on assignment, test or self
learning.
Obtain failure «e» in the course.


Suspension for a specified period.

Dismissed from the Deanship.

Training and Scholarships
University sent each year a number of lecturers and
demonstrators outside the Kingdom to get degrees in
rare specialties that are not available in the to prepare
them to hold the positions of faculty staff in the future. The total number of Ph.D. scholarships abroad is
(129), while the number sent abroad for MSc. Is (321).
In addition the university also sent (36) to obtain a fellowship in the various specialties. The university also
offers training opportunities for its employees in the
programs of the Institute of Public Administration in
Riyadh The University’s faculties, departments and students (Bachelor)
The University of King Saud compromise ; (23) College
and (136) academic department, the total students enrolled in undergraduate university in the year 30/1431
H has reached (56,829) of them; (32,257) demanded a
rate (57%) of the total student enrollment , and (24,572)
students a rate (43%) of the total students enrolled, the
university has (51) scientific association Arabia specializing in various academic fields, with the following data
on university faculties and departments and the number of students to sections of Bachelor for the first term
30/1431 him.

COLLEGE AND ITS SPECIALIZATION
No.

1

2

College

Arts

Science

Date of
Establishment

1377 H

1378 H

Registered Students
Male

Female

Total

3312

4797

8109

1470

1096

Departments
Arabic language, English language, history,
Geography, Libraries, Information

2566

Chemistry, Bio-Chemistry,
Mathematics, Botany, Statistics,
Physics and Astronomy, Geology,
Geophysics
Zoology, Biology, Botany and Microbiology

3

Administrative
Science

1379 H

2803

3852

6655

Management, Finance, Human Resources,
Economics, Marketing
Management Information System,
Accounting

4

Pharmacy

1379 H

703

550

1253

The department of Clinical Pharmacy,
Pharmacognosy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry,
Pharmaceutics, Pharmacology

2786

Civil Engineering , Electrical
Engineering, Chemical
Engineering , Mechanical Engineering,
Petroleum & Natural Gas Engineering

5

Enginering

1382 H

2786

6

Food science
and agriculture

1385 H

539

379

918

7

Education

1386 H

2945

5185

8139

8

Medicene

1387 H

1103

528

1631

9

Arabic language
1394 H
Institute

91

10

Dentistry

1395 H

378

210

588

11

Applied medical
1396 H
science

849

962

1811

91

Agricultural Engineering, Agricultural
Extension and Rural Society, Plant
Protection, Food and Nutrition Sciences,
Animal Production, Soil Science, Plant
Production, Agricultural Economics
Islamic Studies, Physical Education,
Curriculum & Instruction, Education, Special
Education, Art Education, Educational
Technology, Psychology, Educational
Administration
Anatomy & Cell Biology, Anesthesia,
Biochemistry
Dermatology, ENT, Family and community
Medicine, Medicine, OBS- Gynecology,
Orthopedics, Pathology, Pediatrics,
Pharmacology, Psychology, Physiology,
Radiology, Surgery
Language and Culture department. Teacher
training department, Teacher preparation
department
Restorative Dental Sciences (RDS),
Maxillofacial Surgery & Diagnostic Sciences
(MDS) Department, Preventive Dental
Sciences (PDS) Department, Prosthetic
Dental Sciences (SDS) Department
Biomedical Technology, Clinical Laboratory
Sciences, Community Health Sciences,
Dental Health, Optometry, Radiological
Sciences, Rehabilitation Sciences

College - Specialization
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No.

College

Date of
Establishment

Registered Students
Male

Female

Departments

Total
Tourism and Hospitality Management.

13

Tourism and
Archeology

1426 H

840

840

Archaeology. Heritage Management and
Tourism Guidance
Computer Engineering Department,
Software Engineering Department

14

Computer and
information

1402 H

1026

1007

2033

Information System Department
Information Technology Department
Computer Science Department

15

College of
Architecture
and Planning

1404 H

627

----

627

Architecture and Building Sciences,
Department of Urban Planning

16

Languages and
Translation

1411 H

1238

1682

2920

European Languages and Translation , Asian
Languages and Translation
Maternal & Child Health Nursing, The

17

Nursing

1424 H

485

473

958

Medical Surgical Nursing, Nursing
Administration and Education, Community
and mental health nursing
Computer sciences, Chemistry, Teaching
Mythology , Physics , Biology

18

Teachers
College

1396 H

1782

-----

1782

Quranic Studies , Islamic Studies , Arabic,
Social studies, Natural Sciences, Art
Education, Physical Education, English
Language
Health Facilities Management, Clinical

19

Health sciences,
Males

5

-------

5

Laborotories, Pharmacy, Clinical
Nutrition, Medical Emergency Services,
Radiological Sciences

20

Health sciences,
1413 H
Females

21

Physical
Education and
Sports

--------

43

43

Nursing, Oral Hygiene, Medical Records
Setup of Educational General Education,

1384 H

558

-------

558

Health and Movement Science
Fundamental of Physical education, Applied
Training
Physical Sciences, Applied Medical Sciences

22

Community
College, Riyadh

1422 H

1804

-----

1804

, Computer Science, Administrative
Sciences , Arts and Education

23

36

Applied
Sciences and
Community
Services

1402 H

972

916

1888

Preparatory
year program

1429 H

3897

1919

5816

32257

24572

56829

Health Sc., Natural & Eng. Sc., Admin. &
Human Sc.
Computer skills, English language skills,
Mathematics skills, Self development skills
Total

UNIVERSITY ADMINSTRATION:
King Saud University occupies a distinguished academic
and scientific position which necessities continuous
efforts towards development The University, during its
current drive towards quality and excellence , considers
carefully the need to rebuild its administrative structure
in an orderly and clear shape.
Building on this concept the building of administrative
units and its development constitute the center of the
priorities of the university since its establishment in
1337 H (1957). This has necessitated the re organization
of the administrative body in an efficient manner,
through the creation and restructuring of the existing
departments and careful division of labor to ensure
achievement of the goals. In the year 1428-1429H
the number of students reached over 94755 students
(Males and Females) and the total number of academic
staff reach 5042)and more than 8166 employees and
here some of the units in the university:

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION OF PLANNING,
BUDGET AND FOLLOW-UP
The administration was established in 1392 H under
the name of general administration for planning, and
budget . Later the name and role was changed to
general administration for planning , budget and follow
up. This administration aims to implementing the
general objectives and applying the rules that govern
the financial policies in the university through the
following:
1. Prepare the annual budget project to keep up
with the 5 year plan of the university units.
2. Prepare implementation schedules in light of what
is approved in the budget.
3. Coordinate with the competent departments to
study the needs of the project and rescheduling
if the necessary.

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
This department is one of the university departments
that reports to the vice rector. It is designed to
proceed all financial and accounting works pursuant
to the instructions and regulations in force and to
prepare financial reports and final account annually.
The work is centrally performed in terms of reporting,
disbursement, dues collections. The financial
department is run by a manager and assistant manager
and section managers.
1. Commence all financial and accounting activities
assumed as per the issued instructions within the
Royal Decree of the university’s budget.

2. Use of computer in all financial and accounting
works with regard to the disbursement and extract
daily, weekly, monthly and annual financial reports,
prepare of statements and statistics related to the
department works and provide the internal and
external bodies with what they need of statements
within the jurisdiction delegated.
3. Accounting record keeping for the four budget
chapters

Adminstration
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4. Prepare memos of transfer to and from budget
item credits
5. Take procedures
collection

for

the

university

dues

6. Supervise the university fund and disbursement
paymasters to the colleges and hospitals and
branches and conduct sudden inventory to the
funds
7. Prepare the final account of the university
8. Prepare an annual report about the department
activity and accomplishment besides proposals to
improve performance in the future

Financial Director (Manager)
The financial controller is linked to the university rector

Specialties
1. Supervising banking transactions and earnings
while making sure it is in accordance with the
university regulations.
2. Ensuring that there sufficient funds in the
university’s budget and that there is a regular
document with the approval from the authorities.
3. Maintaining the accuracy of amounts spent
whether by check or money transfer to the
treasury and decline to sign any document if there
are any violations of the budget regulations or any
other bills or decisions with the explanation of the
reasons with inscription.
4. Reporting to the university council through his
Excellency, the Rector, if he had an opinion in a
financial matter opposite to the opinion of the
manager of the financial affairs and the university
rector.

LEGAL DEPARTMENT
Established 1401 H, connected to university rector

Specialties
1. Looking in all the legal cases that the legal
administration receives from the university
members, and taking the matter to the appropriate
authority.
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2. Representing the university in all the legal cases
and the laborer communities and the cases that
the university is a party in.
3. Revising the paperwork that include legal
complexity and giving an expert opinion to the
person in charge.
4. Consideration of complaints received by the legal
department for both University employees or
others, and forwarded to the authorized person
5. Revising the legal records for the college councils,
centers, institutions, funds, associations, and
boards that are directed to the administration
from the university rector and supporting with
legal notes.

1. Providing information receptacles
2. Publishing researches and papers
3. Enhancing the academic prestige of the university
4. Applying modern publishing methods
5. Serving the community

THE ADMINISTRATION OF INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION AND SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATIONS
Functions
1. Activate the university grants for the higher
studies researches,
2. Represent the university and introduce it in the
international assemblies

6. Arranging the legal frame for all the contracts,
bills, administrational and disciplinary decisions.

3. Activate the university’s membership in the
different organizations

7. Associating with
committees.

4. Prepare
and
follow-up
understanding
memorandums with the international competent
authorities

the

needed

university

8-assembling the explanation concerning the appliance
of the regulations and bills when necessary.

THE GENERAL ADMINISTRATION FOR THE
AFFAIRS AND MEDIA
This administration was first established in the beginning
of the establishment of the university on the 1377 H
and it is connected to his Excellency the rector.

Administration’s goals
1. Characterize the scientific and academic position
of the university and its role in the absolute
development.
2. Recognizing the directions of the public view
towards the university and transferring the
findings to the upper administration.
3. Organizing the good relations between the
individuals in the university community.
4. Distributing the awareness between the individuals
in the university communities in and out of the
campus about their importance to the university
and community by creating the mutual reaction
for achieving goals and the university

ACADEMIC PUBLISHING AND PRESS
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Objectives:

The Scientific Publishing administration is an Executive
Body for King Saud University for all matters relating to
scientific publishing. The administration is concerned
with the publication of the University intellectual
Output, in the different information media, according
to the international standards for publication that
includes editing, documenting and printing.

INFORMATION AND STATISTICS DEPARTMENT
Objectives of the Department of Statistics and
Information:
Collecting data and information regarding the

university.


Identify and analyze requirements of the databases
in light of university unit’s needs.


Obtain statistical data from inside and outside of
the university.


Provide concerned parties with statistical data
about university activities.

Duties:
1. Collecting data and statistics related to different
university activities, reporting statistical information
of interest for parties inside and outside of the
KSA as may allowed by instructions
2. Classification of university statistical data, and
suggesting bases of storage and retrieval.
3. Conducting analytical statistical studies and
preparing annual statistical reports.
4. Design a system of information interchange
between department and other academic
and management units from a hand, and with
concerned parties interested in higher education.
5. Identify basis of data documentation related to
university events, its organizational and technology
developments, and ensuring confidentiality.

6. Review periodical publications, reports, manuals,
and pamphlets issued by university’s academic
and management units that contain statistical
information.
7. Data collection, classification, coding, indexing,
archiving, maintenance, and circulation.
8. Preparing and producing manuals, books,
publications, photographs, slides, and films about
university events and achievements.
9. Participate in making artistic drawings which
demonstrate the university’s contributions in
various events.
10. Prepare university annual report.

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING DEPARTMENT
Tasks of the Strategic Planning Administration
1. Prepare the projects of long term and five year
university plans consistent with the development
strategy and the policy for higher education and
compatible with the university objectives.

sub-committees aiming at promoting and raising
the standard of performance in the university.
9. Participating in conducting studies related to the
various aspects of the educational process in the
university.
10. Preparing the necessary studies regarding
the development of the functionality of the
planning human-ware / scheme in the university
and its ancillaries and needed human-ware;
(qualified, specialized technical personnel for its
improvement).

Adminstration
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11. Design questionnaire forms and tables necessary
for data collection, classification, analysis and
statistics related to the preparation of plans’
projects and their execution.
12. Taking part in the discussions of planning projects
and following up procedures for their approval as
well as reporting the implementation plans to the
various university units.
13. Conduct studies for the evaluation of university
plans and programs in compliance with requests
from the ministry of higher education and the
ministry of planning.

2. Suggest general objectives, policies and
procedures concerning projects in the university.
3. Prepare Preliminary Studies for university plans,
fetch the needed data for planning purposes
from authorized sources, inside and outside the
university.
4. Propose phasing strategy for the execution of
plans within the university and setting reasonable
time schedules.
5. Participating in the processes of setting out
higher education plans; short, medium and long
term and following up their execution at the
levels and phases approved by the ministry of
higher education and ministry of planning at the
university.
6. Following the execution of five year plans and
submit annual reports in this regard.
7. Continued evaluation of achievements of university
plans, assessing the degree of fulfillment of these
plans to the objective in developing the positive
aspects and restraining the negative aspects
through execution stages as well as suggesting
alternative measures for developing the plan’s
objectives, its programs and projects.
8. Continued coordination and follow up of the
deliberations of the administrative and scientific
councils as well as the permanent committees and
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DEANSHIPS

and time and registration by utilizing suitable electronic
means

DEANSHIP OF ADMISSION AND
REGISTRATION

Deanship Departments:

Tasks and Duties of the Deanship

Tasks

The deanship play capital roll in the process of admission
and registration and assume the following:

The deanship is currently shouldering important
responsibilities, in addition to following up the
academic affairs of students until graduation from the
university. It receives the enrollment applications at the
beginning of each semester regarding new students
and those referred by other universities or institutes.
As well as categorizing the applications in accordance
with the term of admission for each college.
Taking the necessary decisions for admission and
preparing admission and transfer requirements and
preparing the cards that permit registration of new
students as well as students of external and internal
scholarships. Prepare the necessary data regarding
the students nominated for admission in the faculties
to present them before the admission committee.
Make a decision based on the stipulated numbers in
cooperation with the faculties in making the admission
test and interviews with the applicants.
It also evaluates the terminated, withdrawn and
deprived students, and prepares complete academic
data about them and submits it to all concerned
bodies to take appropriate actions against them. Take
necessary actions to receive the applications, issue
admission notices, contact female students outside
Riyadh City who registered and provide them with the
curriculum and materials, answer inquiries and handle
the problems they may encounter and those connected
with studying issues. The deanship witnessed continuous
development in all is administrative and technical duties
and transferred procedures from the old classical paper
work to electronic systems and developed the required
programs and systems which facilitates its work.

Vision:
To be distinguished by the application of the electronic
transactions of admission and registration.

Mission:
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Admissions

Rewards

Computer

Data Preparation

Female Admission and Registration

Branches follow up

Alumni Affairs

Admin. Affairs

Established in 1394H, with an aim to take necessary
actions to accept new students, transfer the students
within the university from one college to another or
from one specialization to another, or from outside
the university. In addition, it handles the procedures
to register students, propose the university calendar
and propose deciding the beginning and ending of
the admission and registration, deletion and addition
as well as other related issues based on the university
calendar, decided by the Council of the University and
the related regulations..

Managing the admission and registration processes by
optimizing the admission capacity of the university with
the best applicants and providing the best services for
students, staff and the community with minimum effort

1) Electronic admission for students, according to the
numbers and conditions approved by the University
Council.
2) The allocation of students s in colleges by desires,
according to the available seats in each college.
3) Receive requests for transfer from outside the
university.
4) Address the equivalency of certificates and save the
information.
5) Participate in the acceptance tests for new students.
6) Issuance of notices of acceptance and testimony
relating thereto.
7) The reception of visiting student and provide them
with necessary information and bulletins.
8) Visits to schools and provide them with the necessary
information for admission and registration.
9) Save and follow-up the students results.
10) To provide the results of scholarship students at
the end of each semester.
11) To re-enroll students who have dropped out
according to the regulations governing it.
12) To receive requests for visiting students from
outside the university.
13) To receive requests for an apology for the study
(deletion of semester)
14) Contribute to the preparation of the study plan.
15) Follow up the student according to the plan of
study and documentation of graduation.
16) Presentation of student cases to the Standing
Committee of the problems of students.
17) Implement the resolutions of the Council of
the university and college boards and the Standing
Committee and the Committee on the problems of
student discipline.
18) Make adjustments on the student name and
identification according to regulations.
19) Issuing definitions for use outside the Kingdom.
20) Coordinate the transfer of students from faculty to

another, and followup
21) Entering the results of students.
22) Issuing academic records for students.
23) Certification and documentation for university
students.
24) Issuing a guide to male and female graduates.
25) Automatic registration procedure for students.
26) Issuing of the time tables for students.
27) Publish lists of names of students in courses and
sent to the colleges.
28) Receive inquiries from colleges and answered it
regarding registration of students.
29) Issues notices of the results for the students at the
end of each semester.
30) Address problems of the registration of students
expected to graduate,
31) Issuing identification cards.
32) Deposit allowances to students at the end of each
month in their bank accounts.
33) provide the authorities responsible for organizing of
the university graduation ceremony with the necessary
information

Dean provides many services including:
A: Bonuses and allowances
1. Paying the allowances for all Saudis students, male
and female who regular in their undergraduate
and graduate studies and who do not work in any
government body, as well as students of foreign
grants and students who are mothers, Saudi, The
amount of reward for students of scientific studies
is (1000) Real and students sections Literary (850)
Real and graduate students (900) Real.
2. The allowances continues through out the length
of the study period (Example: Duration in the
Faculty of Arts is four years)
3. Do not spend a reward for the summer semester
unless the student is registered, or a lesson of
the second semester of the previous summer
semester.
4. The allowances are suspended for the summer
semester unless the student register
5. The allowances are not expended for students
who postpone the study in a particular semester
6. Graduate students will be paid amount of 900SR
for books and references (900) l for each year
of study, as well as (3000) Real, for printing and
binding the master thesis and raised to (4000)
SR for PhD .
7. The allowances of excellence will be paied for
students with an estimate of excellence for two
semesters in one year.
8. Ten SR will be deducted (10) SR to the fund of
students every month.
9. Allowances is recovered if not withdrawn by the

student within 90 days of
10. Also paid to the university students with special
needs allowance and disability allowance is
divided into two categories:

Category I: include a severely disabled student.
Category II: includes average student disability
B: Identity cards
The Dean of Student Affairs to issue letters of
identification for all students of the university to be
used in different purposes, and the Deanship of
Admission and Registration issue definitions relating
to the conduct of the student in academic terms at the
university and definitions that use outside the kingdom,
and university ID card for each student accepted at the
university.
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The Deanship of Admission and Registration has
established office separately for
admission and
registration for female students beside university level
studies for women students at Alyshia to undertake the
responsibility of admission and registration .

DEANSHIP OF STUDENTS AFFAIRS
The Deanship of Student Affairs is one of the university
deanships affiliated with the Deputy for Educational
and Academic Affairs. It was established in 1394H.

Vision:
To produce a competitive generation of outstanding
graduates in academic intellectual and professional
fields.

Mission:
To provide distinguishing services to university
students

Objectives of the Deanship:
1. Contribute in preparing university graduates to
achieve a complete and balanced personality.
2. Youth awareness and strengthening their sense of
belonging to the Islamic community.
3. Provide students with cultural, academic, social
and recreational welfare.
4. Develop and strengthen the students> powers
and talents, and employ them in fruitful work,
while making use of the free times and guide them
appropriately.
5. Provision of the health and psychological welfare.
6. Creation of suitable conditions for the students
to have suitable and appropriate housing and
nutritious food.
7. Provideng health and psycological care for
students
8. Achieving positive qualities in the life of students
1- Extra curricular activities (Include: Cultural,
social, scientific activities plus sports and
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computer)
2- Students services: (Housing, nutrition, Female
housing)
3- Students care: (Includes: Guidance and
awareness, Students with special needs center,
foreign students)

Extra curricular activities
First: the protection of student rights
Aimed at creating a climate supportive of the rights of
the student based on legal grounds include a standing
committee and sub-committees in each college and a
High Commission to consider complaints by students
and necessary action. The University released a
document of rights and duties of the student to
inform students about their rights and duties on them.

Second: Student Advisory Council
Chaired by the Director of the University and includes
Dean of Student Affairs Vice-Rector and Secretary of
the Board ,membership of number of representatives of
students , university students from various colleges and
groups with a special needs, and foreign students, and
graduate students, to communicate with representatives
of the college to raise topics they want to discuss at the
meetings of the Board

Objectives of the Council:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Communication
between
the
university
administration and students, including setting
the proper functioning of the academic process,
educational and service at the university.
Touch the views of students about what is offered
to them within the university on academic and
extracurricular activities and services.
To provide advice to the Rector in the areas of
interest to students.
Cooperation to make the university the perfect
place to receive knowledge and fertile environment
having the ideals and ethics, understanding and
harmony among all its employees.

5.

Linking students to the university and its activities.

6.

Clarify the image of university students on some of
the actions that may miss understood.

Third: clubs, student activity
Cubs, are considered as important student activity
forum for the discovery and development of talent, and
to encourage innovation and creativity among students,
is also the clubs status as scientific, cultural, social,
sporting and artistic allows students to communicate
with the leaders of these activities within and outside
the university and a good source to enrich society
goals of student clubs:
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1. To provide an appropriate environment that
each student from the practice of hobbies and
recreational activities appropriate.
2. Integrated character building according to

Islamic values and translate them into actions and
behavior.
3. Discovery of talent and Gifted Students.
4. Create an enabling environment for students to
develop their skills and exchange experiences
among themselves and work to encourage,
support and honored them.
5. Participate in various events both internally and
externally to interact and share experiences
6. Documenting the production of student and create
a database of student talents in various fields.
7. Develop a spirit of collaborative work and
collective volunteerism.
8. Prepare students to enter the field of work and
taking responsibility.
9. Leisure investment in students as they develop
their knowledge and diversify their experience
and stimulate their mental
10. Enhance ties between the students and foster a
spirit of harmony, love and cooperation between
them.
Training courses provided by the Deanship of Student
Affairs Deanship offers a series of specialized courses
designed to train students, develop and refine their
skills and hobbies and help them acquire additional
knowledge in their designated colleges. All the courses
are provided in specialized centers Building No. (17)in
the University Centre; These include sessions on the
following:
1. Computer courses.
2. Program to obtain a license of the International
Computer Driving License (ICDL).
3. Specialized courses.
4. Sessions of self-development and character
building.
5. Scientific and technical courses.
6. Sessions of the health and nutrition.
7. Sessions of Islamic subjects and Arabic.
8. Foreign language courses.

Cultural social and entertainment programs
provided by the Deanship of Student Affairs
Activities include cultural and social contests, lectures,
seminars , awareness weeks, scientific exhibitions, ,
long trips, short visits and activities, technical theater
university and the activities of mobile phones, aimed at
cultural and social activity to instill the ideals offices and
good habits among university students to achieve their
personal balanced and good guidance and Insight to
about noble and good handling even graduate to the
community is a mature mind and a balanced behavior,
and programs of these activities include:
1. Programs of cultural competitions.
2. University program.
3. Program encounters excellence.
4. Program of lectures and seminars.

obtain these rights, , and aims to educate them
about their obligations to the University

5. Student trips program.
6. The program of public concerts.
7. Awareness weeks, and exhibitions.

THE DEANSHIP OF GRADUATES STUDIES

8. Anti-smoking clinic.

The graduate studies at King Saud University were
initiated in the academic year 1393/1394 AH (1973).
In 20/12/1398 AH the University Council approved
the establishment of the College of Graduate Studies.
Afterwards, a royal approval was issued on 6/2/1399 AH
to establish the College, whose name was amended to
the Deanship of Graduate Studies on 17/6/1418 AH.

9. Blood donation program.
10. External activities.
11. Program of overseas visits.
12. Program of psychological counseling.
13. Volunteer programs for students.
14. Part-time work for students in colleges and various
university units.
15. Student research program.
16. The ideal student and student idealism.
17. The welfare of students with special needs.

Vision
To offer graduate programs characterized with
scientific originality and excellence that enable King
Saud University to occupy a high position among the
national, regional and international universities.
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18. Students Care Programme.

Mission

19. University Scout .

To advance graduate programs at King Saud University,
improve their outcomes in line with international
standards and diversify them in concordance with the
needs of national development.

20. Sport activities program.
21. Programs of physical activity.

Services provided and by the Deanship of
Student Affairs
2. Housing services (males).

To advance graduate programs at King Saud University,
improve their productivity in accordance with
international standards and diversify them in accord
with the needs of national development

3. Housing services ( Females).

Functions of the Dean of Graduate Studies

1. Nutrition Services.

4. Public services to students.
5. Program
of
guidance
and
services(psychological and social).

counseling

6. Students services fund programs.

Facilities, units of activities and student rights
First: student activities facilities
There are university facilities and equipment for
various student activities, has been established a special
department of these facilities to take advantage of the
organization and follow-up maintenance, operation
and development, and these facilities are available for
students to practice their desired hobbies .
This includes
1. Gym (dome).
2. Swimming Pool University.
3. Camp , Scout.
4. Football stadiums.
5. Stadiums.

1. The presidency of the counsel of Deanship and
Graduate Studies
2. Follow-up the implementation of the rules and
regulations of the graduate studies , in addition to
the resolutions of Deanship of Graduate Studies
and the University Council-related matters of
Graduate Studies
3. The organization of technical affairs, administrative
and financial for Graduate Studies and coordination
with the relevant authorities
4. To issue the decrees implementing the issues
which was approved by the Board
5. Development of the ties of the University and
institutions interested in postgraduate study at
home and abroad
6. D e v e l o p t h e
re l at i o n s h i p w i t h o t h e r
b o d i es , c e n te rs a n d u n i t s a n d A ra b a n d
fo re i g n u n i v e rs i t i es
7. Annual reporting on the progress of Graduate
Studies to the University Council at the end of
each academic year after its adoption by the
Council of Deanship of Graduate Studies

6. Physiotherapy Clinic.

Units:
Second: The unit of student rights
Play the role of activating the bill of rights and
obligations of a college towards student and
put them into practice , inform students of their
academic and service offered by the University
in accordance with their potential and how to


Admissions Unit

Student Affairs Unit

Computer and Information Unit

Administrative Affairs Unit

Quality & Development Unit
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DEANSHIP COUNCIL:
Council is composed of Deanship of Graduate Studies and
has the presidency of the Council, and Dean of Scientific
Research, the Under-Deanship of Graduate Studies
with the Secretariat of the Council, a faculty member
from each faculty that have Graduate studies (Associate
Professor appointed by the University Council on the
recommendation of college boards and the approval of
the Rector) for a period of two years subject to renewal.
The Board meets at the invitation of its chairman once
every month, The forum by s two-thirds of its members
and decisions shall be by majority of the votes of
members present and in case of equal votes, the side
in which the President, The Council’s resolutions are
considered in force unless the there is objection from
the Director of the University during the fifteen days
from the date he access it, The Board of Dean’s have
the right of formation of a permanent and temporary
committees from among its members or others to study
what it is referred to them

DEANSHIP OF LIBRARY AFFAIRS
The Deanship of library affairs was established in 1394
H (1974)in pursuit of the three familiar objectives of the
university: education, scientific and scholarly research,
and community services. Again, three elements are
the most important components of the university:
students, faculty members, and the library. The library
in particular is main sinew of the university, providing
different services and housing the sources of knowledge
for students, faculty members, and the community. The
deanship houses

The University Libraries provide numerous services
to their patrons, such as the facility of reading and
research, circulation, reference and readers advisory
services, and photocopying. An on-line public access
(English as well Arabic) is available to all readers.
The management of the Deanship of Library Affairs
Consists of; Dean of Library Affairs, and two deputies
to Dean, Director of Administration, heads of
departments, heads of divisions, in the recent period
recently
(the Standing Advisory Committee for
University Libraries) chaired by the Dean of Library
Affairs and the membership, and several colleges at the
university was appointed.

Tasks
I. Planning and Development.

Vision:

II. Achieving the goals specified in the regulations
for the university library.

Work to be center of knowledge and information and
resource on the global level.

III. To provide services to beneficiaries.

Library will support the learning and teaching by
providing a learning environment that will provide
information and services to users when they need and
will enhance thinking creatively and critically through
the literacy information and the preservation and
development of partnerships within and outside the
university .

Mission
University is committed to excellence and innovation
in teaching and services, research and other scientific
activities and the library is committed to supporting
this trend by providing high quality services to meet
the user’s expectations

Library goals, functions and services:
The University Libraries aim to provide library,
documentation and information services within the
scope of its activities, and the facilities of study and
research, through the following functions:
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2. Undertaking the technical operations associated
with the organization and preservation of the
library’s materials.
3. The preparation of catalogs of library’s acquisition,
as well as bibliographies of works produced
on National, Arab and International levels and
provision of appropriate places for reading and
study.
4. The promotion of awareness of the University’s
publications, their exchange distribution and
sale on local, Arab and International levels’; the
organization of book fairs and participation in
both local, and international exhibitions.
5. Co-operation with libraries, documentation
centers, and other related organizations.

1. Acquisition of books and non-book materials in
the various branches of knowledge in order to
promote study and research.

Services provided by the Deanship of Library
Affairs
Dean provides many services including:
1. Proposing the general policy of the University’s
libraries in the light of the academic university
programs and the needs of scientific research
in every college, and to present them on the
permanent consolatory committee of the
University’s libraries in order to accredit them.
2. Carry out the University’s policy in providing the
needs of Prince Selman Central Library and the
subsidiary libraries with all information sources
like books, references, periodicals, treatises,
newspapers, maps, electronic means and other
educational materials and equipment and the
means that aid research in the limit of the available
capacities, as well as to coordinate between these
needs.
3. Selecting the library’s materials and sources and
what this necessitate of the acquisition of necessary
selecting equipment, and communicating with
local and international publishing houses, and
the joint cooperation between the members of

college and specialized librarians in the Deanery
in order to organize and select the materials
scientifically in accordance with the requirements
of the academic programs in the university.

Deanery and the accredited plans and programs
and what have been carried out, as well as
the difficulties of execution and the Deanery’s
proposals to solve these problems.

4. Providing the university libraries with various
materials and publications by direct provision.

15. To make aware of the intellectual and scientific
production of the university like books, researches
and scientific periodicals by participation
in national, Arab, and international book
exhibitions.

5. Receiving publications and various materials,
inspecting their compliance with the required,
following-up the requests and carry out the
procedure of paying its value.
6. Registering, classifying, and indexing the
publications and various materials an distributing
them to all libraries according to the existent plans,
as well as, to prepare the necessary card indices.
7. Exchanging books and other publications and to
give them as presents to the scientism institutions
in order to establish scientific relations between
the University and the scientific community.
8. Holding and supervising book exhibitions and
facility their procedures.
9. Preserving and developing the University’s
acquisitions like manuscripts, organizing them, and
setting the rules of its usage, along with providing
and organizing photocopying services for
students and the members of college and other,
and photocopying manuscripts and scientific
researches.
10. Carrying out the works of admitting the computer
in the technical works of the library like the
provision, indexing, classification, lending works
and the storing and retrieving of information.
11. Organizing training and expedition programs of the
Deanery personnel in order to support the library
with scientific and technical experience necessary
to the appropriate professional performance in
cooperation with the Management of Expedition
and Training in the university and other relevant
bodies.
12. Contributing in establishing the Information
Center of Arab Peninsula and Arab Gulf Countries
in order to take care of the history and local and
territorial heritage of the Arab Peninsula and the
Gulf countries, and developing special groups
for this purpose and designating special halls
and providing them with various materials and
publications like books, references, documents,
reports, and articles related to the historical,
political, social and other affairs.
13. Supporting the libraries collections with official
governmental documents and publications
issued by territorial and international countries,
organizations and bodies, and to organize them
pursuant to their special nature in order to make
researchers profit from them like the publications
of the United Nations and its specialized
agencies.
14. Submitting an annual report to the University
management about the achievements of the

DEANSHIP OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Scientific Research constitutes a major component of
the mission of most institutions of higher education.
It is also a prerequisite for developmental activities of
nations and societies over the history. The Deanship
of The Deanship of Scientific Research (DSR), support
research activities and also contributes to their
scholarly and teaching skills through research projects,
conference attendance support, and collaboration with
international institutions.
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Vision:
Leadership in research, creativity and scientific innovation in various fields of knowledge.

Message:
Encourage outstanding research activity by creating an
environment attractive and stimulating that supports
excellence and creativity of researchers in all fields of
knowledge to achieve global leadership for the local
and global economies.

Goals :
The objectives of the Dean as follows:
1. The efficiency and effectiveness through the
simplification of procedures and work closely in
the management of scientific research.
2. Focus on the quality of output through a stimulating
research environment and clear procedures.
3. Promotion of genuine research work, and to
encourage talented and creative people in the
research work.
4. Building partnerships and relationships with
research centers, local, regional and international
companies.
5. Enriching the level of research work to achieve
national development goals.
6. Support the research in new technologies and
innovation , in the fields of knowledge.

Publications :
1. The annual report of the Deanship.
2. Scientific research newsletter.
3. Patent.
4. The talented: Biography and achievements
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THE DEANSHIP OF FACULTY AND
PERSONNEL AFFAIRS:
The Deanship of Faculty and Personnel Affairs was
established in 1427 H in accordance with the decision
of the Higher Education Council .However; it was
called General Administration before that date. This
change came due to the key role of the deanship
to achieve the vision, mission, and the aims of the
university to serve the faculty and personnel of the
university. The Deanship of faculty and Personnel
Affairs undertakes several heavy duties towards Saudi
and non-Saudi faculty and personnel including:
appointing, contracting, emissions, promotions, and
payments since this deanship is considered the main
mover of the administrative process at the King Saud
University .By doing so, the deanship assists the
university to achieve its desire for excellence and
global leadership.

Tasks :
The deanship Carry out multiple roles, it is involved
in manpower planning
in the university with
coordination with the rest of other deanships and
departments, follow up with the relevant authorities
such as the Ministry of Civil Service and the Ministry
of Finance. The deanship also play a major role in
attracting qualified faculty members and staff of nonSaudis to take jobs that do not have qualified citizens
to fill them through coordination and cooperation
with the relevant authorities both within and outside
the Kingdom. It also contributes a significant role in
raising efficiency in the performance of employees
of the university by facilitating the process of training
scholarship in various disciplines within and outside
the Kingdom. Add to that, its contribution in providing
opinions and proposals and consulting services to
many of the actors within the University through
active participation in the work of various committees.

Vision
Providing excellent services beyond the expectations
of the beneficiaries

Mission
Providing quality services to the university employees
from the date of contracting up to the end of services
to achieve the objective of the University excellence
and global leadership.

Goals

5. Providing a fair regulatory environment based on
clarity and transparency.
6. Ensure the application of rules and regulations to
ensure the rights of all.
7. The application of technical procedures and
provide electronic self-service to the university
employees in their workplaces.

D e p a r t m e nts


Management of salaries and allowances.

Management of human resources development.

Administration of faculty members.

Personnel management.

Management of e-services.

Department of Employee Relations.
DEANSHIP OF SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
Vision
We aspire to be a leading and distinguished academic
body that provides integrated services for the purpose
of developing the skills of the faculty, lecturers, teaching
assistants, and the students of King Saud University
(KSU), in addition to academic and administrative
leaders and other employees.

Mission
Developing the skills of the faculty, lecturers, teaching
assistants, students and the academic and administrative
leaders and other employees in a way that guarantees
achieving the highest levels of creativity and excellence
in teaching.
The deanship adopts the concepts and practices of
an on-going self-development of the professional
skills of the faculty, lecturers, teaching assistants, and
the academic and administrative leaders, and other
employees. Developing student skills for the purpose
of improving the quality of the outcome of KSU in a
way that contributes to the provision of a suitable
environment and eases the achievement of academic
development.

Objectives:
1. Setting strategies for the purpose of improving
the skills of all KSU staff in a way that achieves
excellence and creativity in learning and teaching.

1. Attract the best talent, personnel, motivate and
develop them and avoid loosing them

2. Developing the abilities and skills of all KSU staff
and supporting their creative endeavors and
professional achievement to obtain excellence in
the academic and administrative process.

2. Disseminate and promote the values of
functionality between the staff of the university.

3. Identifying the necessary needs to develop the
skills of all KSU staff.

3. To achieve quality performance in all administrative
dealings in the Deanship.

4. Designing, organizing and implementing the
necessary development programs to improve the
skills of KSU staff.

The objectives of the Deanship is as follows:
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of the university.

4. Ensuring the satisfaction and loyalty of employees

5. Evaluating
and
revising
the
programs
provided by the deanship to all KSU staff and
measuring their effectiveness.
6. Training KSU faculty in the latest university
instructional techniques and their applications.
7. Developing the abilities of the faculty to design
and develop courses portfolios and transform
them into electronic contents.
8. Supporting KSU faculty in making use of the
latest technology and instructional techniques
and aids.
9. Providing professional
consultation to
KSU
faculty to help them improve their skills and
promote their performance level.
10. Organizing
experience-sharing
programs
for maximizing the professional growth of
KSU faculty.
11. Contributing to the development of the student
self-learning skills, promoting their academic
achievement and practical performance, in
addition to their social and technical skills.
12. Contributing to the development of decision
makers’ leadership skills at KSU.
13. Issuing scientific brochures and booklets that
contribute to the achievement of the deanship
objectives.
14. Promoting cooperation and experience-sharing
in the fields of skills development with higher
education institutions inside and outside the
country.

Strategies
The Dean’s strategies are as follows:
1. Use of international standards in the design of
training programs and performance evaluation.
2. The preparation and implementation of training
programs inside and outside the university.
3. Building programs to promote and develop
creativity and excellence among faculty members
at the university by giving prizes to the creators.
4. The development, promotion and support
leadership training.
5. Develop the necessary measures to motivate
and encourage to attend training courses and
programs.
6. Adopt the principle of cooperation and exchange
in local, regional and international levels.
7. Establish twinning programs for academic and
promote the exchange of experiences and
programs with similar institutions of higher
education at the international level in the area of
skills development.
8. Encourage the participation of faculty members in
the exchange of visits by special agreements with
foreign universities.
9. Develop programs for scientific visits by the
faculty members to the regional universities and

international organizations.
10. Develop programs that facilitate the exchange
of professors with similar institutions of higher
education at the regional level and international
level.
11. Do all what can contribute to the development
of skills of employees and university students.

THE DEANSHIP OF QUALITY
Quality is considered a key requirement in higher
education to which all universities strive to achieve.
This is because it is through quality that they achieve
high ranks within the list of distinguished and esteemed international universities and institutions.
Naturally a number of distinguished universities spread
around the world, endeavor to apply advanced quality techniques to improve on their faculty performance and guarantee the quality of their products.
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Vision:
To achieve excellence and innovation in the university
activities.

Mission:
Improve the level of performance in all units of the
University in support of its mission and strategic goals

Objectives of the Deanship:
1. Setting general strategies to be applied in the
university.
2. Urging Execution of the general policies and work
procedures for the efforts of the comprehensive
development in the university.
3. Participating in the simplification of administrative
and academic procedures in the way that best
serves the quality objectives.
4. Performance evaluation and quality assurance of
the university administrative and academic units.
5. Satisfy the university objective in respect of
quality and academic accreditation issues.
6. Propagate quality culture across the university
faculty and staff, conduct surveys, conferences,
seminars, meetings and workshop sessions in
relation to quality and academic accreditation.
7. Provide support and advice to all university units
in respect of quality and academic accreditation.
8. Organization of university activities related to
the preparation and execution of evaluation
and academic accreditation plans as well as
quality assurance in academic and administrative
university units.
9. Approval of formation of quality and academic
accreditation committees and follow up of
execution of their duties.
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10. Enhancement of quality and performance across
the university and its administrative and academic
units.

have the participation of browsers , with their
recommendations and views to improve and develop
this website.

11. Establishment of Scientific and Professional
relations between the university and similar
institutions reputed in quality and academic
accreditation.

Vision:

12. Strive to raise the university academic and
professional classification.
13. Approval and follow up of academic and
administrative criteria and directives by various
university units.
14. Build distinguished quality, evaluation and
academic accreditation expertise in university
education.
15. Supervise execution of the strategic plan programs
by various university units.
16. Identify university customer requirements,
expectations and satisfaction levels communicating
this to respective related units.
17. Identify performance levels and measuring units’
performance changes across the university.

Mission:
Setting policies, plans and programs, conducting studies
for the future, provide developmental services for all
the university units and personnel for the progress
of the university and constant advancement in all the
administrative and academic fields.

Objectives of the Deanship


Promote

the constant advancement and
development culture in the university, and making
it part and parcel of the university’s identity.

Contribute in setting and implementing the

university’s strategic plan.

18. Supervise the preparation and execution of
excellence and distinction prizes’ programs in
academic and professional performance.

Assist the students to develop the innovative


19. Study all related matters referred to it through
correspondence and studies and comment
appropriately on these issues.

Measure and analyze internal and external


20. Undertake all that is necessary to fulfill the
objectives and tasks of the administration.

Develop systems and mechanisms to achieve the


THE DEANSHIP OF DEVELOPMENT
Since its foundation, King Saud University, who is
holding the mission of knowledge in all fields, is giving
a special interest to development. The university has
exerted every possible effort to secure all required
resources for development, based on its belief in its
role in achieving its mission and objectives.
As a result of the continuous expansion of the
university in the academic fields and different
specialties, the university has established an
independent deanship for development to be
responsible for supervision the development
programs at the university in coordination with
the colleges based on the university’s belief in the
importance of this development.
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To be the expertise, supervision and implementation
agency responsible for administrative and academic
development in the university. To support all units and
be able to achieve excellence, innovation and global
competition.

To identify this deanship and for convenience of the
students and specialists, we launch this website to
enable the browser access the required information
for all matters related to the Development Deanship
at the University. We are looking forward to

thinking skills and enhance their scientific and
practical skills.
performance indicators at the academic process
and endeavor to promote the same.
constant development and assessment of curricula,
educational and academic programs.
Provide academic consultancy, develop practical

solutions and conduct research to enhance the
academic and administrative development.
Assist in developing the administrative and financial

performance of the university, by increasing
application of technological devices, organizing
the work procedures for convenience.
Adopt strategic research and studies interested with

future planning and development, observing the
local and regional changes in higher education.
Enhance the pioneering concept of the university

and explain its development achievements inside
and outside the kingdom.
DEANSHIP OF E-LEARNING AND DISTANCE
EDUCATION
E-learning is a method of teaching by using information
and communication technologies to achieve the
learning objectives effectively. The e-learning and
distance education is considered as a fundamental

university education and continuing education. The
need for this type of education has increased with the
increasing numbers of those who wish to enter the
university education beyond the absorptive capacity of
universities and it is therefore necessary to find a body
for the development of e-learning and at the university
level and planning to find e-learning programs and
coordination with relevant bodies in the university.

Provide technical support and human support for


The importance of e-learning at the university level is
based on a number of grounds, including:

and distance education both internally and externally.

The face of the steady increase in the numbers


The Deanship seeks to achieve its vision and objectives
through the following strategies:

wishing to obtain a university education.
Multiple sources of access to knowledge.


The modern ability of information

and
communication technology to offer and disseminate
knowledge among the educated in multiple ways.


Adopt the principle of lifelong learning and the
principle of self-learning.

Vision:
Achieving leadership in the diversification of
teaching methods, learning and development
through e-learning based on information technology
and modern communication. And to be the leader
regarding dissemination of education using the latest
information and communication technologies.

Mission:
Assist members of the faculty and students to
improve the quality of the learning process through
the investment methods of e-learning, and allow the
learner to choose the right place at the right time
to learn and to help faculty members to activate
education through the provision of scientific content
in ways that depend on information technology and
modern communication.

faculty members in the development of e-courses
and content.
Oversee the systems of e-learning and distance

education in coordination with the relevant
bodies.
Strengthen cooperation with the relevant e-learning



The development of university courses in electronic
form.
Provide advice and technical support for the

development of educational sites for faculty
members.


Provide an environment to stimulate electronic
communication between faculty members and
students.
Develop the skills of faculty members to enable

them to convert their courses to Electronic
courses.
Provide the environment and appropriate training

to enable faculty members to carry out their tasks
related to the evaluation of students and monitoring
of results and deal effectively with the learning
management system LMS at the university.
Creating incentives for Excellence in e-learning for

faculty members.
Work to find guides to promote a culture of

e-learning and distance education and increase the
skills of faculty members and students in this area.

Division of Deanship

Objectives:

Department of Communication Networks

The Deanship seeks through coordination with the
relevant bodies, to achieve the following objectives:

Department of Administrative Applications:

Develop a strategic plan for e-learning programs at

the university.


Create an environment suitable to promote the
applications of e-learning.


Development of technical standards and regulatory
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Database Department
Users Services Department
Operating Department
Department of Systems Programming:
Information Security Department

applications of e-learning at the university level.
Coordination between university colleges and

departments regarding the plans and programs of
e-learning and distance education.
Provision of technical support and human support

for faculty members in the development of
technical skills.
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Contact:
College of Food and Agricultural Sciences
P.O. Box 2460
Riyadh, 11451
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Mission:
The College’s mission is to contribute significantly
to the development of agriculture and food production, human nutrition, conservation and development
of natural resources. This is accomplished through the
qualification of proficient graduates, innovative research, dissemination and enrichment of knowledge
and service to the community.

Vision
The vision of the College is to be Internationally distinct in food, agricultural, and environmental sciences

About:
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is considered one of the
largest countries in the Arab world. Its space is nearly
about 2.250.000 km2. Yet the portion of the cultivated land does not exceed 3% of the total space of the
kingdom. No one can deny that Agriculture contributes
substantially to the national income of any country.
Concerning Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, more than 65%
of its population are directly or indirectly involved in it.
Therefore, it has been necessary to direct human, land
and water resources to create an extensive agricultural
improvement that leads the contribution of agriculture
sector to the national income reaches its utmost level. In
order to achieve this goal, there was a bad need for an
advanced agricultural institution. This is why College of
Agriculture was then founded at king Saud University
and opened its doors to the first group of its students
at the beginning of the academic year 1385/1386 H.
(1965/1966 AD).
The college prepares its students well through scientific and practical approaches in various agricultural
fields. A large number of Saudi agricultural experts and
researchers have graduated from the college. They are
considered the backbone of the recent Saudi agricultur-

al progress which aims at expanding the cultivated area
and increasing the productivity of many crops reaching
self-sufficiency and exporting the surplus abroad. During the academic year 1424-1425H., the royal ratification was issued modifying the name of the college to
become College of Food and Agricultural Sciences and
revising the structure of its specializations at the Bachelor stage and keeping the academic departments as an
advanced scientific agricultural authoritative source in
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
College of Food and Agricultural Sciences has given a
chance to its distinguished graduates to pursue their
postgraduate studies to have Master degree in various
specializations. Many students have been given the opportunity to have PhD degree in Soil Sciences and in
Animal Production and Plant Protection Sciences. Besides, the college does not forget its female graduates.
It has given them the chance to have Master degree in
Food and Nutrition Sciences.
At the beginning, the College was situated in a beautiful palace in Olaishah, a neighborhood in western part
of Riyadh City. In 1404 H., the College was moved to
its new location along with other colleges at King Saud
University main campus at Dariyah where it occupies
building number two. Its building consists of three
floors. Offices of the college administration, heads of
departments, faculty members, administration of Agricultural Research and Experiment Station, Agriculture
Research Center and Agricultural Extension Center are
located at the second floor of the building. Class rooms,
laboratories are situated at the first and ground floors.
Laboratories are facilitated with modern equipment
and apparatuses. This is highly reflected in students’
achievements and in the quality of postgraduate studies and the researches of the faculty members.
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Provide modern undergraduate and post-graduate
programs for preparing proficient graduates within the
fields of food and agricultural sciences, environmental
management and sustainable development of natural
resources. Foster novel research and technological innovations as well as applied studies aimed at increasing
production, developing resources, conserving the environment and promoting scientific knowledge. Serve
the community through extension activities, training
courses, workshops, conferences and symposia, and advisory services to the public, private and philanthropic
sectors. Find technical and practical solutions for water
conservation and rationalization of water usage in agriculture. Enhance the role of the College as a center for
technological advances and modifications dictated by
local and global changes.

Landmarks:
Agricultural Research And Experimental Station
(ARES).
Agriculture research and experimental station is considered one of the important scientific agricultural research
centers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It reflects the
emphasis given to scientific research by the college of
Food Sciences and Agriculture. ARES was established in
1976 (1396 H) in Dirab (25 Km south of Riyadh city).
It occupies a total area of 220 ha and utilized area is
around 180 ha which represented about 82% of the total area. ARES is found to serve research , training and
extension in various applied agriculture fields.
ARES is divided into eight different units as follows:

1. Date palm and fruit trees research unit (land area 35 ha)
2. Range and forestry unit (land area 34 ha)
3. Agronomy and forage crop unit (land area 26 ha)
4. Floriculture and vegetable research unit (land area 4 ha)
5. Nursery and landscaping unit
6. Plant protection and pest control unit
7. Maintenance and workshop unit
8. Irrigation and water requirement unit
Buildings and Establishments:
Many buildings and establishments are available for
research purposes, training storage and other public
services. These buildings are briefly listed here:

1. Administration
2. Engineers offices
3. workshops

4. greenhouses (lath, glass, fiberglass and plastic
greenhouse). One greenhouses is equipped with
hydroponic system

5. Meteorological stations ( regular and electronic )
6. Honey bee research building
7. mosque and student services
8. Storages
9. desalinization unit
10.Electric generators.
Services and Activities
The station has developed a good reputation in the
agricultural sector due to the services and activities
provided here is a quick glance at some of these
activities.


Conduct agricultural research in various
majors such as agronomy forage, vegetable
and fruit crops, forestry, landscape and
floriculture, agricultural engineering and
soil sciences. Results from such research
experiments are published in scientific
journals at national and international
levels.

Cooperation with many local and
international agricultural agencies such as
ICARDA, ICRAST in various aspects.

Provide educational training and
extension services for students, workers
and farmers.

supply agricultural sector with seed and
transplants from the seed bank.

Active involvement in “Tree week “ every
year by providing trees to the public along
with all growing and caring information.

Organization of field trips for other
agricultural agencies.

The station is a suitable place for social,
sport, and cultural activities for many
colleges of the university.

Active involvements in many agricultural
expositions.
Educational Farm
The educational farm was established in 1984 at the
northern end of the campus (2 km from the building
of the College of Food and Agriculture Sciences). The
total area of Educational farm is about 128 donums
utilized in student teaching and training and special
project fields. The Educational farm is directed by ARES
administration.
Buildings and Establishments

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

Aims:
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1.Agricultural Engineering and farm Management
2.plant production class rooms and laboratories
3.lath Houses
4.Honey bee laboratory
5.Greenhouse
6.mosque
Activities and Services

Biotechnology`s potential has prompted governments
around the world to actively invest in life sciences’ capabilities. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has similarly
identiﬁed biotechnology as one of the strategic technologies to be developed in the national plan for the
enhancement of science and technology.
The Ministry of Higher Education in 2007 funded a

1.provide technical training for students in the areas

program to establish centers for research excellence in

of production, agricultural engineering. plant

Saudi universities in an effort to provide an environ-

protection and other related areas.

ment for research and development and to encourage

2.Provide plant samples and machinery equipments

active research groups in new technologies.

for several courses .

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

3.A place for students special projects.
4.A place for social, sport and cultural activities.
The agricultural extension center was established in the
faculty of food and agricultural sciences in the academic year 1405/1406H to link the faculty educational and
research activities with the agricultural sector at large
through dissemination of knowledge using different
extension methods. This is to support agricultural development by enabling farmers to play an active role in
modernization of the agricultural sector and increasing
agricultural production. Moreover, the center is playing
an important role in transferring the findings of the research conducted by the very qualified staff members
of the faculty in the different agricultural sciences.

Research was established at King Saud University and
granted the sum of 45 million Saudi Riyals in recognition of the active biotechnology research groups in the
ﬁelds of food and agriculture, medicine, pharmacy, science and the environment.
The Center is now functioning as a multi-disciplinary
virtual center utilizing facilities and human resources
available at KSU for the development of research programs to solve problems affecting our society.

The Center aims to be the leading center in biotechThe Agricultural Research Center (ARC) at the College

nology research in the Middle East and will therefore

of Agriculture has always been active; addressing exist-

collaborate with international centers for the transfer

ing and emerging problems so as to fulfill the needs of

and development of new technologies for the beneﬁt

our agricultural developments. The primary purpose of

of our society.

ARC, since its establishment in 1398H, has been to raise
academic standards and advance commercial growth of
the agricultural sector in Saudi Arabia. Apart from promoting valuable research projects and publishing spe-

Departments:
Department of Plant Production

cialized research journals, it also encourages College

Department of Animal Production

Staff members to publish their research in recognized

Department of Plant Protection

journals and periodicals. The Center also provides
them with the financial support they need to achieve

Department of Agricultural Economics

that goal.

Department of Agricultural Engineering

Biotechnology plays a vitally important role in our lives

Department of Food & Nutrition Sciences

and provides exciting opportunities in the discovery of

Department of Soil Science

ever-increasing knowledge for the beneﬁt of humanity

Department of Agricultural extension and

by improving the quality and availability of food and
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As a result, the Center for Excellence in Biotechnology

nutrition; reducing our environmental footprint; and
improving our healthcare.

rural society
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Vision:
The vision of the Plant Production Department
is to be a leading academic department in the
fields of crop science, horticulture and management of rangelands and forests through achievement of high standards of teaching and research.

Mission:
The mission of Plant Production Department
is to create and maintain extension, research and
comprehensive teaching programs in plant science.

The Plant Production Department was established
in 1965 as the first of its kind in Saudi Arabia. The Department is concerned with generation, integration and
application of knowledge on production of crop plants
and management of renewable natural resources for
the benefit of mankind.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master

Aims:
 Provides quality of teaching in Plant Production
Sciences (in Crop Science, Horticulture, and
Range Science & Forestry).

 Conducting research (both basic and applied)
covering a wide range of topics in crop productivity,
crop improvement, development of new cultivars,
range management and forestry, as well as
studies in plant physiology and biotechnology in
agriculture, with emphasis on most recent trends
in agricultural technologies.

 Provide consultation services to governmental
agencies and privet sectors.

Landmarks:
The department of plant production has 9 laboratories for teaching and research purposes. The department has a newly biotechnology laboratory well
equipped with the most advanced instruments. Also,
the department contains a modern plant tissue culture
laboratory. The department has several growth chambers for conducting research and experiments requiring controlled temperature and light conditions. The
department also has an herbarium containing specimen
of range plants and weeds common in Saudi Arabia.

For field research experiments, the department relies
on facilities provided by the Research and Experiment
Station, located 50 Km southwest of Riyadh

Faculty:
Name

Rank

Abdulaziz M. Assaeed

Professor

Abdulaziz R. Al-Harbi

Professor

Abdullah A. Al-Doss

Professor

Abdullah A. Al-Sadon

Professor

Fahad A. Al-Mana

Professor

Gamal M Abdel-Fattah

Professor

Ibrahim M. Arif

Professor

Abdul-Wasea A. Asrar

Associate Prof.

Ahmed L. Abdel-Mawgood

Associate Prof.

Ali A. Alderfasi

Associate Prof.

Hassan A. Kassem

Associate Prof.

Mohammed M. Harhash

Associate Prof.

Nasser A. Al-Suhaibani

Associate Prof.

Rashid S. AlObeed

Associate Prof.

Salem S. Alghamdi

Associate Prof.

Yahia A. Refay

Associate Prof.

Yusef S. Ali

Associate Prof.

Abdulaziz A. Al-Qarawi

Assistant Prof.

Hamad A. Al-Mefarrej

Assistant Prof.

Magdy Ibrahim El-Bana

Assistant Prof.

Mahmoud A. Mahmoud

Assistant Prof.

Saud L. Al-Rowaily

Assistant Prof.

Suleiman A. Al-Fifi

Assistant Prof.

Thobayet S. Alshahrani

Assistant Prof.
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Programs:
BSc. Plant production Sciences
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Year (3)

Study Plan:

Semester (1)

Year (1)
Semester (1)

Hrs.

3

PPS 310

Principles of Plant Breeding

3

Islamic Culture

2

PPS 321

Production of Fruit Trees

3

PHYS 101

Physics

4

PPS 340

Field Crops Production

3

MATH 103

General Mathematics

3

PPS 352

Afforestation in Dry Areas

2

BOT 101

General Botany
Introduction to Environmental
Science
Introduction to Agriculture

4

PPS 366

3

2

AGENG 220

Rangeland Management
Mechanization of Farm
Operation

2

Total

19

Semester (2)

Hrs.

AGEXT 104
Total

Hrs.

ARAB 101

Arabic Language Skills

2

CHEM 101

4

ENG 101

General Chemistry (1)
Islam and the Construction of
Society
Plant Production Systems
Basic Concepts in Food and
Nutrition
English Language

3

STAT 122

Applied Statistics (1)

3

IC 102
PPS 105
FSN 103

2

17

Semester (2)

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

Crop Physiology

IC 101

SOSC 103

56

PPS 309

Hrs.

Total

2
2
2

18

PPS 324
PPS 331
PPS 348
PPS 353
PPS 375
AGENG 230

Production of Date Palm & Dates
Production of Vegetables
Forage Crop production
Forestry and Wood Technology
Ornamental Plants & Turf Grasses
Water Irrigation Systems

PLPT 225

Horticultural & Field Crop Diseases 3

Total

Semester (1)

18

Year (4)
Semester (1)
PPS 400
Total

Year (2)

2
3
2
3
3
2

Hrs.
Cooperative Training

12
12

Hrs.

IC 103

The Islamic Economics

2

ANP 105

Animal Production Systems

2

ARAB 103

Expository Writing

2

ZOO 102

Zoology

4

PPS 404

AGEXT 203

Communication Skills

2

PPS 405

Field Training

3

3

PPS 490

Research and Seminar

2

AGEXT 301

Extension Applications

2

SOSC 201
AGEC 201
CT 102

Fundamental of Soil Science
Principles of Agricultural
Economics
Introduction to Computer for
Agriculture

Total

2

Semester (1) (Alternative Course Work) Hrs.
AGEC 213

PPS 305
PPS 308
Total

Political System in Islam
General Biochemistry
Soil Fertility
Crop Ecology
Genetics and Biotechnology
Nurseries and Methods of
Plants Propagation
Plant Tissue Culture

2

Total

12

Semester (2)

Hrs.

PPS 347

IC 104
BCH 101
SOSC 331
PPS 203
PPS 206

3

2
19

Semester (2)

Agricultural Organization
Management
Principles of Field Experiments

Hrs.

PPS 408

2
4
3
2
3

PPS 409
PPS 460
PPS 401
PPS 477

2

PLPT 343

2
18

Total

Weed Control
Handling and Storage of
Agricultural Crops
Seed Production and Testing

2
3
2

Rangeland Inventory & Monitoring 2

Controlled Environment
Agriculture
Landscaping of Sites, Gardens
and Parks
Economic Entomology

3
2
3
17

Total of Plant Production Program: 138 Credit Hours
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PPS 105: Plant Production Systems 2(2+0)
An introduction to plant production covering plant
environment and its effects on production. Cultural
practices. Cropping systems (field crops - horticultural
crops). Controlled environment agriculture systems.
Recent trends in plant production. [Course Profile] (Instructor 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
PPS 203: Crop Ecology 2(2+0)
Environmental factors (Climatic, Soil, Biotic). Environmental factors and their relation to crop growth and
development. The relationship between crops and the
living organisms in the environment. Crop adaptation.
Environmental stresses (sources, types and their effects
on growth) Crop tolerance and resistance. Agricultural
crop production under stress conditions. [Course Profile] (Instructor1)
PPS 206: Genetics and Biotechnology 3(2+1)
An introduction course to genetics and biotechnology
covering Mendelian genetics. Chromosome structure.
Linkage and crossover. Chromosomal changes. Gene action. Gene structure. Gene expression. Genetic manipulation. DNA isolation. Gell fusion. Gene transfer. Gene
mapping. Applications of biotechnology in agriculture.
[Course Profile] (Instructor 1)
PPS 305: Nurseries and Methods of Plant Propagation 2(1+1)
Importance of nurseries. Establishment of nurseries.
Types of nurseries and greenhouses. Types of pots and
potting media. Sexual and vegetative propagation of
plants. Propagation using tissue culture. Cultural practices and maintenance of plants in nurseries. [Course
Profile] (Instructor1)
PPS 308: Plant Tissue Culture 2(1+1)
Introduction to tissue culture. Establishment of tissue
culture lab. Formulation of nutrient media. Extraction
and preparation of explants. Environmental factors affecting invitro culture. Regeneration and hardening of
plantlets. Application of tissue culture techniques in
some agricultural crops. [Course Profile] (Instructor 1)
PPS 309: Crop Physiology 3(2+1)
Seeds and germination. Water relations. Mineral nutrition. Biological nitrogen fixation. Energy and photosynthesis. The physiological basis of crop production
efficiency. Transport and partitioning. Growth and
development. Root growth. Vegetative growth. Flowering and fruiting. Growth analysis. Use of plant growth
regulators in agricultural crops. Applied case studies.
[Course Profile] (Instructor 1, 2)

PPS 310: Principles of Plant Breeding 3(2+1)
History, nature and goals of plant breeding. Reproduction systems in cultivated plants in relation to plant
breeding methods. Relationships between genetics
and cytology sciences with plant breeding. Genetic basis of simple and quantitative inheritance. Effect of self
and cross pollination. Mutation and mutation breeding. Structure of base populations. Breeding methods
for self pollinated species. Breeding methods for cross
pollinated species. Breeding for environmental and biotic stresses. Application of biotechnology methods in
plant breeding. [Course Profile] (Instructor 1)
PPS 321: Production of Fruit Trees 3(2+1)
Environmental requirements for growth and fruiting of
evergreen and deciduous fruit trees. Establishment of
orchards and cultural practices. Important tree species
and cultivars that could be grown under the environmental conditions in different regions in the Kingdom.
[Course Profile] (Instructor 1, 2)
PPS 324: Production of Date Palm and Dates 2(1+1)
Date palm economic importance. Growth habit. Flowering, fruiting and propagation. Establishment of orchards and cultural practices. Important cultivars grown
in different regions in the Kingdom. Fruit harvest, quality and chemical composition. Preservation, packaging
and storage of dates. [Course Profile] (Instructor 1)
PPS 331: Vegetable Production 3(2+1)
Study of important vegetable crops in the kingdom.
Economic importance. Environmental requirements.
Production methods. Cultural practices and important
cultivars. [Course Profile] (Instructor 1)
PPS 340: Field Crops Production 3(2+1)
Study of important field crops (Cereals, Legumes, Fiber,
Oil and Sugar crops) in relation to: economic importance, environmental requirements, production methods, cultural practices and important cultivars. Crop
harvest and crop quality requirements. [Course Profile]
(Instructor 1)
PPS 347: Weed Control 2(1+1)
Introduction. Weed classification. Dispersal and competition. Weed control: naturally, biologically and chemically. Principals, methods, and application methods of
herbicides. [Course Profile] (Instructor 1)
PPS 348: Forage Crop Production 2(1+1)
Forage crops characteristics. Ecological requirements
and Agricultural practices. Forage management; direct
grazing, hay and silage production. Forage mixtures.
The common forages in Saudi Arabia, and their nutritional value. [Course Profile] (Instructor 1)

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture
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PPS 352: Afforestation in Dry Areas 2(1+1)
Definitions and terminology used in silviculture and afforestation. Desertification and desertification combat.
Methods and purposes of afforestation. Establishing forest nurseries. Forest regeneration and tree propagation.
Principals of choosing forest tree species. Establishing
tree plantations. Silviculture methods. [Course Profile]
(Instructor 1)

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

PPS 353: Forestry and Wood Technology 3(2+1)
The course offers primary information on distribution
of forests in the world and tree cover of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. Legislations concerning forests. Methods
of protecting and maintaining forests. Forest mensuration. Wood formation. Wood properties (Physical, mechanical, chemical and anatomical) and exploiting forest
products. [Course Profile] (Instructor 1)
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PPS 366: Range Management 3(2+1)
Range Science. Distribution of rangeland vegetation
around the world. Social and economic importance
rangelands. Components and functions of rangeland
ecosystems. Plant-animal relationship. Morphology and
physiology of plants in relation to grazing. Stocking rate
and rangeland carrying capacity. Rangeland condition
and trend. Grazing systems. Management of poisonous
and invasive species. Range animal nutrition. Wild life
management in rangelands. Rangeland improvement
and rehabilitation. [Course Profile] (Instructor 1, 2)
PPS 375: Ornamental Plants and Turf Grasses 3(2+1)
The importance and the benefits of ornamental plants
and turfgrasses. The different groups of ornamental
plants (trees, palm and palm-like plants, shrubs, hedges
and fences, climbers and creepers, herbaceous plants,
cacti and succulent plants, ground covers, indoor plants,
and aquatic and semi-aquatic plants). Factors effecting production of ornamental plants and turfgrasses.
Growing media and environmental factors. Agricultural
practices and maintenance. Propagation of ornamental
plants and turfgrasses. The morphological description
of turfgrasses. The species of turfgrasses and the factors
affecting them. [Course Profile]
PPS 401: Controlled Environment Agriculture 3(2+1)
This course deals with the importance and benefits
of controlled environment agriculture. The different
types of protection. Types, components and shape of
greenhouses. The suitable ecological factors inside the
greenhouses (soil; soilless; and hydroponics culture,
temperature, humidity, and artificial light). Propagation
and propagation media. Irrigation, fertilization, pruning, pest control, and growth regulators programs in the
greenhouses. Production of ornamental, vegetable, and
other plants seedlings. The important ornamental, vegetable, and other plants produced in the greenhouses.
[Course Profile]

PPS 404: Principles of Field experiments 2(1+1)
Elements of experiments. Types of agricultural experiments. Field experimental designs: Simple randomized
designs, Factorial experiments. Sampling within experimental units. Data collections. Data analysis and illustration of results. [Course Profile]
PPS 405: Field Training 3(0+3)
This course is intended to prepare students to face
practical agricultural life through field training in the
Collage Experimental Station and/or in Agricultural
companies. The students conduct studies and acquire
necessary skills in the field of plant Sciences. Students
are required to submit a comprehensive report at the
end of the training. [Course Profile]
PPS408: Handling & Storage of Agricultural Crops 3(2+1)
Harvesting, handling and storage of agricultural crops.
Physiological changes of fruits during storage. Effect of
preparation and treatments on fruit quality. Effect of
major environmental factors during fruit ripening on
storage ability. Refrigeration methods. Storage diseases
and pests. [Course Profile]
PPS 409 Seed Production and Testing 2(1+1)
Nature of flowering, pollination and fruit formation.
Factors affecting seed production. Seed production
requirements. Stages of seed production. Hybrid seed
production. Seed processing, Seed treatment and seed
storage. Seed certification. Seed standards. Factors effecting viability. Tests of seed quality. [Course Profile]
PPS 460: Range Inventory and Monitoring 2(1+1)
Dynamics of vegetation changes under grazing. Rangeland sampling and measurements (cover, density, frequency, abundance), range site characterization. Estimation of rangeland carrying capacity. Setting stocking
rates. Determination of utilization. Evaluation of rangeland condition and trend. Palatability measurement.
Evaluation of forage nutrient content. [Course Profile]
(Instructor 1, 2)
PPS 477: Landscaping of Sites Gardens & Parks 2(1+1)
Historical study of landscape gardening. Main garden
styles and designs. Principles of landscaping. Garden
components. Classification, specification and styles of
parks. Public gardens in various cities of Saudi Arabia.
[Course Profile] (Instructor 1)
PPS 490: Seminar 2(0+2)
Applied studies in areas of Field crops, Horticulture or
Range and Forest sciences.
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Vision:
The department looks forward to becoming a highlevel scientific center, enhances the march of scientific
and technical progress, to serve the community, and
contribute effectively to economic and social development of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia through the development and develop of animal wealth, and increase
their economic return.

Mission:
Active participation in technical and scientific renaissance that started to be regular in the country and
enriched – research, teaching and guidance - in the field
of animal production and food security.

Farm animals and Poultry are extremely important sources of human food. The department of
animal production deals with the academic and applied aspects of animal and poultry production researches, breeding and genetic improvements, and
management and diseases control. The department
concentrates on research oriented towards increas-

production.

 Promote of scientific research through
excellence in research and graduate studies.

 Actively participate in all of which would
contribute to providing food security.

Landmarks:

ing animal productivity in the kingdom of Saudi

Research Laboratories

Arabia. The staff members published approximately

The department has Ten well-equipped research

350 researches.

laboratories:

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master - PhD

Aims:
 Prepare national staff scientifically qualified
and practically trained, in the various branches
of animal production to meet the current and
future needs of the country in that specialty.

 Work - in close cooperation with producers,
investors and private sector institutions to achieve the optimum specifications for
graduates of the department so that they
can address the changes and expected future
challenges in the area of specialization.

 Close the gap between academic education
and vocational education in the field of animal
production and promotion of academic
performance, which in general, reflects
positively on society and the nation.

 Keep abreast of scientific and technical
rapid developments in the field of animal

1. Animal Nutrition Laboratory
2. Poultry Nutrition Laboratory
3. Hematology, Physiology
Physiology Laboratory

&

Environmental

4. Poultry Production & Breeding Laboratory
5. Reproductive Physiology, Artificial Insemination
& Embryo Transfer Laboratory
6. Animal & Poultry Health Laboratory
7. Meat Production Laboratory
8. Virus Laboratory
9. Genetic & Biotechnology Laboratory
10. Poultry Physiology Laboratory
The Department involves the following assistant units,
which facilate the teaching & research :
1. Experimental Farm
2. Hatching and Incubation Units
3. Artificial Rumen Unit
4. Environmental Controlling (Chambers) Units

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

About:

5. Artificial Insemination Units
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Third Semester
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Faculty Members:
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Name

Rank

Code & No.

Course Title

Credits

Abouheif, M.A.
AL-Haidary, A.I.
AL-Owaimer, A.N.
AL-Shaikh, M.A.
AL-Sobayel, A.A.
Basmaeil, S.M.
Hussein, M.F.
Shafey, T.M.
AL-Batshan, H.A.
AL-Furaiji, M.M.
AL-Hassan, M.J.
AL-Kraidees, M.S.
AL-Mufarrej, S.I.
AL-Saiady, M.Y.
Alaeldein Abudabose
Al-Jumaah, R.S.
AL-Odan, M. A.
Mohamed, H.E.

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

AGEX 203
AGEC 201

Communication Skills
Principles of Agricultural
Economics
Introduction to Animal
Production Systems
Expository Writing
Introduction to Computer
for Agriculture
The Islamic Economics system
Fundamental of Soil Science
Principles of Zoology

2(1+1)
2(2+0)

Programs:

ARAB 103
CT102
IC 103
SOSC 201
ZOO 102
TOTAL

Study Plan:

Code & No.
AGEC 210
ANPR 219
ANP 225
CHEM 108

Credits

Code & No.
AGES 213

AGEXT 104

Introduction to Agriculture 2(2+0)

BOT 101

General Botany

4(3+1)

IC 101

Islamic Culture

2(2+0)

MATH 103

General Mathematics (1)

3(3+0)

ANP 253

PHYS 101

General Physics
Introduction to
Environmental Science

4(3+1)

ANP 255
ANP 257

TOTAL

2(2+0)
17

ANP 251

ANP 259
BIOC 101
TOTAL

Second Semester
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

ARAB 101

2(2+0)

Arab Language Skill

CHEM 101

General Chemistry

4(3+1)

ENG 101

English Language

3(3+0)
2(2+0)

ANP 327

2(2+0)

ANP 329
ANP 331
ANP 333

IC 102

Basic Concepts in Food
and Nutrition
Islamic and the
Construction of Society

PPS 105

Plant Production Systems

2(2+0)

STAT 122

Applied Statistic (1)

3(2+1)

ANP 335
TOTAL

2(2+0)
3(2+1)
4(3+1)
19

Course Title
Agricultural Marketing
General Physiology

Credits
3(3+0)
3(3+0)
Breeding & Genetic Improvement 3(2+1)
Organic Chemistry
4(3+1)
Introduction to
Islamic Political System
2(2+0)
Field Crops Production
2(1+1)
17

18

Course Title
Agricultural Organization
Management
Comparative Physiology of
Farm Animal
Farm Animal Physiology
Laboratory
Camel Production
Poultry Production
Animal Production & Poultry
Housing: Environment & Control
General Biochemistry

Credits
3(2+1)
3(3+0)
1(0+1)
2(2+0)
3(3+0)
3(2+1)
4(3+1)
19

Sixth Semester
Code & No.
ANP 321
ANP 324
ANP 325

FSN 103

2(2+0)
2(1+1)

Fifth Semester

First Semester

SOSC 103

2(2+0)

Fourth Semester

IC 104
PLPR 348
TOTAL

B.Sc. Animal Production

Code & No. Course Title

ANPR 105

ANP 345
TOTAL

Course Title

Credits

Reproduction of Farm Animals 2(1+1)

Dairy Cattle Production
Sheep and Goat Production
Infectious Diseases of
Animals and Poultry
Animal Health Laboratory
Ruminant Nutrition
Poultry Nutrition
Practical Animal and
Poultry Production
Research and Seminar

3(3+0)
2(2+0)
2(2+0)
2(0+2)
3(3+0)
2(2+0)
1(0+1)
2(0+2)
19
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Seventh Semester
Credits

ANP 400
TOTAL

12 (0 12)
12

Cooperative Training

OR

AGEXT301 Extension Applications 2(1+1)
ANP 401
FSN 206
PLPS 348
PLPC 300
TOTAL

Field Training
Principles Of Human Nutrition
Production of Dates Palm
& Dates
Bee Breeding

4(0 +4)
2(2+0)
2(1+1)
2(1+1)
12

Eight Semester
Code & No. Course Title
AGEC 425
ANP 451
ANP455
ANP 457
ANP 459
ANP 461
ANP 463
TOTAL

Feasibility study of
Agricultural Project
Modern Technology in
Animal Breeding
Computer Applications in
Animal Production
Meat Production
Feed and Feed Formulation
for Poultry and Ruminants
Immunology & Vaccination
Independent Study

Credits
3(2+1)
2(2+0)
2(1+1)
3(2+1)
3(1+2)
2(2+0)
2(2+0)
17

Total Credits =138 hrs

Course Description:
ANP 105: Introduction to Animal Production Systems 2 (2+0)
Farm animal and poultry breeds, Development of animal and poultry industry; animals and poultry housing
and management; milk production; meat and egg production; factors affecting production systems.

ANP 251: Comparative Physiology of Farm Animal 3 (3+0)
Comparison of anatomical and functional aspects of
respiratory, reproductive, digestive and other organ
systems in farm animals and birds.
ANP 253: Farm Animal Physiology Laboratory 1 (0+1)
Microscopy; identification of cutaneous receptors; anatomical differences in muscular, digestive, reproductive,
urinary and respiratory systems; blood analysis; spectrophotometry; data acquisition systems.
ANP 255: Camel Production 2 (2+0)
Geographic distribution of camels; camel breeds; adaptation of dromedaries to desert life; the camel’s role as
a milk and meat animal; camel management and prospects of improvement.
ANP 257: Poultry Production 3 (3+0)
Introduction to poultry industry; principles of poultry
husbandry and production; poultry housing and equipment; hatchery practice and management; broiler management; layer and breeder management; records management and analyses; poultry health management.
ANP 259: Animal Production and Poultry Housing:
Environment and Control 3 (2+1)
Thermal insulation in animals; heat balance; thermal requirements of farm animals; behavioral and physiological responses to changes in ambient temperature and
humidity; calculation of heat production; air properties;
psychrometric charts; gas pollutants and their impact
on animal production; ventilation, cooling and heating systems in animal and poultry farms; importance of
control systems in modern animal production..

ANP 219: General Physiology 3 (3+0)
Cells and tissues; homeostasis; nervous system and
nerve impulses; signal transduction; muscles; digestion,
absorption and metabolism; kidneys and fluid regulation; circulatory system; respiration; hormones; thermoregulation.

ANP 321: Reproduction of Farm Animals 2 (1+1)
Introduction; embryogenesis and differentiation of
reproductive systems; female and male reproductive
systems; hormones and reproduction; puberty and reproductive cycles in farm animals; fertilization; factors
affecting fertility; measurement and improvement of
reproductive performance; reproductive management.

ANP 225: Breeding and Genetic Improvement 2 (2+1)
Applications of Mendelian genetics in farm animals;
probability and tests of genetic hypotheses; principles
of population genetics; genetic value and selection
methods; genetic relationships and inbreeding; genetics of quantitative traits; estimation of breeding values;
genetic improvement methods; mating systems.

ANP 319: Dairy Cattle Production 3 (3 +0)
Dairy production in Saudi Arabia; management of
heifers, milking cows and dry cows; sire management;
principles of genetic improvement and dairy cattle
breeding; record systems and herd management; reproductive management; mammary gland; milking programs; health management.
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ANP 325: Sheep and Goat Production 2 (2 + 0)

ANP 345: Research and Seminar: 2 (0+2)

Exotic and local breeds for meat, wool, hair and milk

Discussion of a research paper or a study dealing with

production; range production system; intensive pro-

a specialized aspect of animal or poultry production as

duction; environmental and genetic factors affecting

determined by the Department.

production; economic importance of sheep and goat
products; management of ewes and does; management

ANP 400: Cooperative Training 12 (0 +12) or:

of rams and bucks; raising lambs and kids; weaning sys-

ANP 401 :Field Training in Dairy Farms 4 (0 +4)

tems; housing systems.

ANP 402 :Field Training in Poultry Farms 4 (0 +4)
ANP 403 :Field Training on Animal Feed Industry 4 (0 +4)

ANP 327: Infectious Diseases of Animals and Poultry 2 (2+0)

ANP 451: Modern Technology in Animal Breeding 2 (2 +0)

Signs of health and disease; factors predisposing

Introduction; applications of molecular genetics in se-

to disease; infectious agents; sources of infection;

lection: marker assisted selection; cloning, quantitative

transmission and spread of infection; animal-patho-

trait loci; gene transfer; transgenic animals; in vitro fer-

gen- environment interactions; general patterns of

tilization; sex control; embryo splitting.

epizootics; infectious diseases of animals and poultry;
zoonoses; principles of disease control.

ANP 455: Computer Applications in Animal Produc-
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tion: 2 (1+1)
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ANP 329: Animal Health Laboratory 2 (0+2)

Programs used in data processing; reproductive man-

Sample collection, preservation and transport; patho-

agement; animal and poultry farm management; animal

genic organisms: major types; identification and isola-

nutrition; and animal breeding and genetic improve-

tion; tissue cultures procedures; examination of blood

ment.

smears; fecal examination; skin scrapings; common serological tests; disinfection, sterilization and use of the
autoclave.

ANP 457: Meat Production 3 (2 +1)
International systems for red meat production; growth
of meat animals; development of muscle and fat; factors
affecting meat production; growth promoters; muscle

ANP 331: Ruminant Nutrition 3 (3 +0)

structure and composition; conversion of muscle to

Classification of ruminants; rumen microbiology; factors

meat; factors affecting meat characteristics; meat cuts;

affecting microbial population of the rumen; fermenta-

meat handling and storage.

tion of carbohydrates, proteins and lipids; vitamin and
mineral metabolism; gastric digestion of carbohydrates,

ANP 459: Feed and Feed Formulation for Poultry

proteins and lipids; nutrient requirements of ruminants;

and Ruminants 3 (1+2)

malnutrition and metabolic disturbances in ruminant

Feed ingredients; feed manufacturing and technology;

animals.

least cost feed formulation; feed formulation software;
feed mixing and storage; poultry feed formulation;

ANP 333: Poultry Nutrition 2 (2+0)
Nutrient digestion and metabolism; feed ingredients;
nutrient requirements (energy, protein, vitamins and
minerals) of broilers, layers and breeders; feeding programs for broiler, layers and breeders; poultry nutrition
in hot climate.

animal feed formulation; quality control; feed additives
regulations.
ANP 461: Immunology and Vaccination 2 (2+0)
Introduction to immunology and disease resistance; development and properties of the immune system; immune systems of animal and poultry; immune competence; immunopathology; types of live and inactivated

ANP 335: Practical Animal and Poultry Production 1 (0+1)

vaccines; vaccination programs in Saudi Arabia.

Introduction to farm animals and poultry; routine management in poultry and large animal farms; incubators

ANP 463: Independent Study: 2 (2+0)

and incubation; milk parlor and milking; record keeping

Students will be assigned selected topics for further

and interpretation; farm waste management.

reading in poultry or animal production.
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Vision:
Towards A Better Agricultural Environment

Mission:
Preparing highly qualified students
scientifically
and
practically
via
conducting experiments and encouraging
public awareness
Protecting plant, animal, and nutrition
recourses from agricultural pests and
disease. Protecting the Environment from
agro-chemicals contamination
Investing in the beneficial organisms to
maintain and develop the agricultural
production.

The Plant Protection Department has been established since the College opened its doors in 1965. It
has played, and still does, an important role as far as the
academic and research work are concerned. It has also
extended many services, through faculty members, to
the agricultural entities, both governmental and private.
Technical advises; including the identification of insect
pests and disease infestations, and suggesting the most
effective management methods to these problems; are
offered to growers.
The department is divided into three main sections:
Entomology, Phytopathology and Pesticides. Highly
qualified faculty members are responsible for teaching
and research. They are assisted by number of lecturers,
instructors and technicians. All of them, together with
graduate and B.Sc. students, constitute a viable dynamic community, working as a family, in complete harmony
and co-operation.
The graduate studies have been undertaken in the
department since 1980. Graduate courses and research
studies for obtaining the M.Sc. degree in one of the following specialization: Entomology, Phytopathology or
Pesticides are offered by the department. A number of
Saudi and international students have already completed their theses and got their degrees. Also, PhD degree
in one of the following specialization:
Entomology, Phytopathology or Pesticides will be
offered soon.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master-PhD

Aims:
Supplying the market with qualified B.Sc. and M.Sc.
graduates in the fields of plant protection (Entomology,
Plant Pathology, and Pesticides). Conducting scientific
and applied research. Providing consultation services
to governmental and privet sectors. Providing specialized training courses and workshops.

Landmarks:
Teaching Laboratories
Research Laboratories

3. Seven computerized and environmentally
controlled growth chambers; to be used in
scientific research of staff members, graduate and
bachelor students.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

About

4. Five greenhouses; two of them are located in the
front of the college building , other two in The
Educational Farm in Al-Deraieya, and the fifth in
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Economic Entomology Research Laboratory
Bacteriology Research Laboratory
Virology Research Laboratory
Fungal Reasearch Laboratory
Nematode Research Laboratory
Medical Entomology Research Laboratory
Pesticide Application Technology & Toxicology
Toxicology & Envirnmental Research Laboratory
Insect Museum

Units
The Department includes units to help in research and
teaching such as:
1. Two bees apiaries; the main apiary is located in the
Agricultural Experimental Station in Dierab, and
contains several bee hines. This apiary serves as
a teaching and a scientific research unit. However,
the other apiary is only an educational unit, and is
located in the Educational Farm at Al-Deraieya.
2. Insects Museum; which includes a group of
the identified insect specimens (which mainly
identified either inside or outside the Department
(e.g. The British Museum for Medical History). The
work in the museum is in advance to introduce
other new species.
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the Agricultural Experimental Station in Dierab.
These greenhouses are used for the agricultural
experiments carried-out by the staff members as
demonstration to the students.

Study Plan:
Level 1

5. Scientific Drawing Unit directed by a specialized
designer who helps staff members and students in
drawing and designing their educational tools and
the research frameworks.
6. The informational tool unit; which includes
preserved samples of insects, and plant disease
symptoms as well as, microscopic slides of insects
and diseased specimens, beside samples of
the pesticides and informational drawings and
models.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

AGEXT 104
BOT 101
IC 101
MATH 103
PHYS 101

2
4
2
3
4

Level 2
Course Code Course Title
ARAB 101
CHEM 101
ENG 101
FSN 103
IC 102
PPS 105
STAT 122

Hrs

Arab Language Skill
General Chemistry
English Language
Basic Concepts in Food & Nutrition

2
4
3
2
Islamic & the Construction of Society 2
Plant Production Systems
2
Applied Statistic (1)
3



This unit has been initiated in 1417 H and
completed in 1418 H. The unit offers different
informative tools for symptoms of plant diseases
and insect injuries to plants. These tools could
be a preserved plant parts and/or insect samples
very similar to fresh field samples , microscopic
slides, models, etc. The unit also contains a
group of charts showing the activities of the Plant
Protection Department.

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

IC 103
ANP 105
ARAB 103
ZOO 102
AGEXT 203
SOSC 201

2
2
2
4
2
3

AGEC 201
Bee Research unit:
CT 102

Faculty
Faculty Members

Rank

Ahmad S. Alhazmi
Yousif N. Aldryhim
Ibrahim M. ALshahwan
Ali M ALsuhaibani
Khalid F. Almutlaq
Azzam M. Alahmed
Suleiman M. Alshebel
Fahad A. Alyahya
Younes Y. Molan
Ahmad A. Alghamedi
Saleh A. Aldosari
Mohamed H. Elsaeid
Abdulraman S. Aldawood
Abdulaziz S. Alqarni
Ali S. Alsarar
Mohamed A. Alsaleh
Hathal M Aldhafer
Fahad J. Alatawi

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

B.Sc. Plant Protection

2

Level 3

2. Informative Tools Unit:

Programs:

Introduction to Agriculture
General Botany
Islamic Culture
General Mathematics (1)
General Physics
Introduction to Environmental
Science



1. Reading Room (Library)

64

Hrs

SOSC 103

Co-Units:
This room is directed by a research assistant and
supervised by a staff member. Students and staff
members borrow books and journals for a definite
time. The room also contains a slide projector and
video films.

Course Code Course Title

The Islamic Economics
Animal Production Systems
Expository Writing
Zoology
Communication Skills
Fundamental of Soil Science
Principles of Agricultural
Economics
Introduction to Computer for
Agriculture

2
2

Level 4
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

IC 104
BCH 101
SOSC 331
PPS 203
PPS 206

2
4
3
2
3

PPS 305
PPS 308

Political System in Islam
General Biochemistry
Soil Fertility
Crop Ecology
Genetics and Biotechnology
Nurseries and Methods of
Plants Propagation
Plant Tissue Culture

2
2



Level 5
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

BCH 101
SOSC 331
PLPT 345
PLPT 221
PLPT 261
PLPT 343

4
3
2
3
3
3

General Biochemistry
Soil Fertility
Weeds and their control
Principles of Plant Pathology
General Pesticides
Economic Entomology
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Course Code Course Title

Hrs

AGEN 230
PPS 309
PLPT 264
PLPT 322
PLPT 323
PLPT 325
PLPT 348
PLPT 349

2
3
1
3
3
3
2
2

Water and Irrigation Systems
Crop Physiology
Pesticides & Occupational Safety
Fungal Plant Diseases
Viral Plant Diseases
Nematodal Plant Diseases
Insect Pest Ecology
Non-Insect Animal Pests



Level 7
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

AGEXT 301
PLPT 404
PLPT 405
PLPT 446

2
2
3
2

PLPT 460

Extension Applications
Research and Discussion
Field Training
Integrated Pest Management
Pesticides Formulation and
Applications

3



PLPT 261 General Pesticides 3(2+1)
Classification of pesticides based on their usage
(Insecticide, Nematocide, Fungicide, Herbicide,
Rodenticide, Mulascicide and Recent Biopesticides).
Chemical groups, structure, formulation and methods
of application. Bioassay tests and formulation stability.
PLPT 264 Pesticides and Occupational Safety 1(0+1)
Occupational safety scopes and responsibility.
Pesticides occupational hazards. Practices in case of
accidents and emergency. Personal protection tools.
Measurements of some air, water, radiation and noise
pollutants and their TLV-Values.
PLPT 300 Bee Breeding
Introduction to beekeeping economics apiary
construction, the bee colony, life cycle, equipments,
management, manipulation, over wintering, feeding,
swarming, queen rearing, enemies and diseases,
pesticide poisoning.

Level 8
Course Code Course Title
PPS 206
PLPT 300
PLPT 326
PLPT 324
PLPT 340
PLPT 360
PLPT 361
PLPT 447

Hrs

Genetics and Biotechnology
Bee Breeding
Agricultural Quarantine
Bacterial Plant Diseases

3
2
1
3
Medical & Veterinary Entomology 2
Toxicology & Pesticides Chemistry 3
Residual Pesticide Analysis
2
Biological Control
2

Course Description:
PLPT 211 Agricultural Microbiology 3(2+1)
Brief history of microbiology. Classification of microbes.
Techniques and methods used in studying microorganisms. Detailed study of different groups of microorganisms, with respect to structure and physiology. Application of microbiology in the field of soil, food, dairy,
water, plant pathogen and health area.
PLPT 221 Principles of Plant Pathology 3(2+1)
Importance and nature of plant diseases, history of
plant pathology, causes of plant diseases, parasitism,
classification, symptoms, isolation and identification
and control measures, examples of some important
plant diseases.
PLPT 214 Agricultural Entomology 3(2+1)
Detailed study of the morphology of insects and anatomy of different systems. Reproduction in insects, metamorphosis, types of larvae and pupae. Classification
of class insecta and general characters of orders and
families.

PLPT 322 Fungal Plant Diseases 3(2+1)
Introduction, History and general information of
plant pathogenic fungi. Pathogenesis, taxonomy,
identification. Study of common fungal diseases in
Saudi Arabia and control.
PLPT 323 Viral Plant Diseases
3(2+1)
Historitical review, structure, chemistry shapes and size
of plant viruses. Infection and transmission, investigation
and identification, control of plant. The relationships
between viruses and their hosts. Symptoms and
methods of viruses. Examples of important plant virus
diseases in Saudi Arabia.
PLPT 324 Bacterial Plant Diseases 2(1+1)
Introduction to plant pathogenic bacteria, taxonomy of
plant pathogenic bacteria, detection and identification
of bacteria, description and classification of symptoms
caused by bacteria, role of enzymes, hormones and
toxin, detailed study of common bacterial plant diseases
in Saudi Arabia and their control.
PLPT 325 Nematodal Plant Diseases 3(2+1)
Brief studies of nematode morphology and anatomy
with emphasis on taxonomic characters. Some biological
functions (feeding, reproduction…..). Nematodes as
plant-parasites or pathogens of plants. Host response
and symptoms. Relationships of nematodes with the
environment, and other organisms. Detailed studies
of the most important plant- parasitic nematodes and
the plant diseases or injuries they caused especially in
Saudi Arabia. Control of plant-parasitic nematodes.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

Level 6
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PLPT 326 Agricultural Quarantine 1(1+0)

PLPT 360 Toxicology and Pesticides Chemistry 3 (2+1)

The role of man in the transmission of plant pests and

Origin and scope of toxicology, physio-chemical pa-

pathogens and the disadvantage of entering pests

rameters of pesticidal action, chemical structure and

and pathogen to new areas. Legislations related to the

nomenclature of pesticides. Penetration, structure-

enforcement of prohibitory or regulatory methods

activity relationship, mechanism of action and metabo-

of successful quarantine programs, some examples of

lism. Pesticides and pollution, safety considerations

Agri-quarantine measures.

and health side-effects.

PLPT 340 Medical & Veterinary Entomology 2(1+1)

PLPT 361 Pesticide Residue Analysis 2 (1+1)

Introduction to insects related to man and animal

Importance of residue analysis in relation to human

hygiene. Role of insects in pathogen transmission

health, general idea of methods of sampling, separation

to man and animal. Representation of the following

and extraction of some pesticide residues and the ana-

orders: Blattidae, Hemiptera, Anoplura, Malophaga,

lytical instruments, analysis of some pesticide.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

Diptera, Siphanoptera and Acarina, their medical
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importance and control. Poisonous pests and public

PLPT 405 Field Training 3 (0+3)

health issues related to these insects.

This course is designed to train the students to face the
professional life by learning practical aspects in plant

PLPT343 Economic Entomology 3(2+1)

diseases protection in and outside the department in

Study of the most important insect pests of field and

government and private agencies.

horticultural crops in the kingdom. Life cycle, host
plants, symptoms, nature of damage and methods of

PLPT 446 Integrated Pest Management 2 (2+0)

control.

Concepts and philosophy of integrated pest management (IPM). The natural and agro-ecosystems and re-

PLPT 345 Weeds and their Control 2(1+1)

lation to pests and pest problem. Principals and com-

Second half of the course: Importance of chemical con-

ponents in planning and implementing IPM programs.

trol of the weeds in different crops. Factors affecting

Examples of successful IPM programs.

the performance of herbicides (time and type of applications). Herbicides used for the control of weeds in

PLPT 447 Biological Control 2 (1+1)

certain crops.

Introduction to biological control of insects and its position among other control methods, natural control

PLPT 348 Insect Pest Ecology 2(1+1)

and natural balance, fundamental aspects of biological,

Introduction to insect ecology, ecological terms, scope

natural enemies parasitoids and predators, foreign ex-

and benefits of studying insects ecology, natural bal-

ploration and introduction of natural enemies, microbial

ance, environmental factors affecting insects, introduc-

control of insects and briefing on biological of weeds.

tion to insect behavior.
PLPT460 Pesticides Formulation & Application 3 (2+1)
PLPT 349 Non-Insect Animal Pests 2 (1+1)

Types of pesticide formulations, additives, application,

Study of the following animal groups as pests of agri-

equipment, and calibrations. Application techniques

cultural crops: Plan mites, snails, slugs, rodents, birds

and calibration for mixing and application rate of pes-

and terrestrial crustaceans, their life cycles, symp-

ticide. Pesticide transportation, handling, storage and

toms, nature of damage and methods of controls.

disposals. Pesticide application methods evaluations.
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Vision:
That the Department of Agricultural Economics recognized as academic and research center leading locally
and globally in the areas of agricultural economics and
its applications, thus contributing to the development
of the agriculture sector and community service.

Mission:
To provide academic program characteristic of undergraduate and master’s degree in agricultural economics disciplines, allow qualifies graduates for the labor market, and offer solutions to the problems of the
agriculture sector by applying the results of modern
scientific research and development of future strategies
for the development of this sector.

The department was established in 1965, and ever
since it witnessed rapid growth through four stages in
the first stage (1965 – 1975), the department provided
general requirement courses in agricultural economics
and rural community development. In the second stage
(1976 – 1980), the option of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Community was offered as a concentration
area within the option in the college and about 29
students graduated as the department’s first batch. In
stage III, Agricultural Economics and Rural Community
was evolved as a major area of specialization and 18
students graduated in this stage. Stage IV (1990 – Now)
witnessed the onset of a separate independent department of agricultural economics offering a B.Sc. degree
program in agricultural economics. Later on in 1425, a
food marketing specialization was added and the B.Sc.
program was renamed as “Agricultural Economics and
Food Marketing Systems”.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master

Aims:
1. Providing number of graduates with scientific and
intellectual knowledge, skills and economic bases
of agricultural qualifying them to be researchers
and economic specialists to contribute to the

management, organization and implementation
of programs of economic development in general
and agricultural development in particular.
2. To overcome the problems of the Saudi society
in the areas of agricultural economy and provide
appropriate solutions through a number of
scientific research, counseling and organizing
training courses.
3. Participate in many conferences and scientific
symposia at home and abroad to actively promote
scientific research and keep abreast of modern
research trends locally and globally and their
application under the local conditions.
4. Increase awareness among society uses and
applications of Agricultural Economics in various
ways.
5. The development of thought and create a creative
environment by providing programs and courses
and practical training and appropriate human
resources.

Landmarks:
Quantitative and Statistical Labs

Faculty :
Name

Rank

Abdulaziz Al-duwais

Professor

Adel M. Ghanem

Professor

Ahmed Alhindy

Professor

Safar M. Algahtani

Professor

Subhy Ismaeel

Professor

Kamal Basheer

Associate Prof.

Khalid N. Alrwis

Associate Prof.

Mahdi M.Al-Sultan

Associate Prof.

Mahmood Aldrainy

Associate Prof.

Othman S. Al-nashwan

Associate Prof.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

The department of agricultural economics teaches
a comprehensive curriculum in Agricultural economics
and conducts relevant research that contributes to the
development and wellbeing of the Saudi Agricultural
economy. The department aims to prepare qualified
graduates at the B.sc. and Msc. levels, who can plan,
design, and implement efficient plans to develop the
economy in general and the agricultural sector in particular.
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Programs:

Ag Ec 102

Principles of
Microeconomics
Principles of Macroeconomics

Study Plan:

ANP 257

Poultry Production

Level -1

Total

Ag Ec 101

B.Sc. Agricultural Economics

Code & No. Course Title

Credits

IC 101

Islamic Culture

2

PHYS 101

Physic

4

MATH 103

General Mathematics

1

BOI 101

General Botany
4
Introduction to
2
Environmental Science
Introduction to Agriculture 2

SOSC 103
Agext 104
Total

17

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

Level - 2
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Credits

ARAB 101

Arab Language Skill

2

CHEM 101

4

ENG 101

General Chemistry (1)
Islam And The
Construction of Society
Plant Production Systems
Basic Concepts in Food
and Nutrition
English Language

STAT 122

Applied Statistics (1)

3

IC 102
PPS 105
FSN 103

Total

2

Ag Ec 212

3

Ag Ec 241

Price Analysis of Food
Products
Agricultural Organization
Management
Marketing Management

3

Ag Ec 214

Food Market Systems

2

Ag Ec 211

Economics of Money and
Banking
Economics of Natural
Resources

3

Ag Ec 213

Total

3

Ag Ec 322
Ag Ec 323
Ag Ec 325

The Islamic Economics

2

ANP 105

Animal Production Systems 2

ARAB 103

Expository Writing

2

ZOO 102

Zoology

4

Agext 203

Communication Skills

2

SOSC 201

Fundamental of Soil Science 3
Principles of Agricultural
2
Economics
Introduction to Computer
2
for Agriculture
19

Ag Ec 326
Ag Ec 327

Food Marketing Efficiency

Total

2
3
3
18

Cooperative Training

Total

12

Level - 7
Code & No. Course Title

2

Ag Ec 404

2

3

12

IC 104

Ag Ec 211

2

Ag Ec 400

Ag Ec 403

2

3

Credits

Credits

Ag Ec 210

2

Code & No. Course Title

Code & No. Course Title
Political System in Islam
Principles of Agricultural
Marketing
Development of
Agricultural Economics

Credits

Level - 7

Ag Ec 401

Level - 4

Economics of Food
Consumption
Wholesaling and Retailing
of Food Products
Agricultural Finance
Economics of Environment
Records Analysis of
Agricultural Organizations
Agricultural Data Analysis

Ag Ec 324

IC 103

3

Level - 6

Ag Ec 321

18

3

17

2

Credits

Total

Credits

Code & No. Course Title

Code & No. Course Title

CT 102

Code & No. Course Title

2

Level - 3

Ag Ec 201

19

Level - 5

Ag Ec 215

Code & No. Course Title

3

Ag Ec 402
Total

Field Training (Agri.
Economics)
Special Studies
Seminar in Research
Methodology
Computer Applications in
Agricultural Economics

Credits
4
2
3
3
12
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cal procedures necessary for the planning and control

Level - 8
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

Ag Ec 421

3

Ag Ec 423
Ag Ec 424
Ag Ec 425
Ag Ec 426
Ag Ec 427
Ag Ec 428

Cooperative Marketing
Economics of
Environmental Tourism
International Trade of
Agricultural products
Feasibility Study of
Agricultural Projects
The Economics of Water
Resources in Agriculture
Agricultural Policy and
Planning
Agricultural Production
Economics

Total

2

in the areas of Plant and animal production, marketing
and finance. Also for evaluating and allocating investments among various plantation and animal production
activities within the agric. plan framework

2
AgEc 214 Food Markets Systems
3

Analyzing Market Structure, Market Conduct, and Market Performance for Food Market. Food wholesale Mar-

2
3

ket, Food Retail Market and Food Manu factoring plants
and Marketing Strategies.

3

AgEc 215 Economics of Natural Resources

18

The concept of natural and economic resources and

Course Description:

resources (water resource, fisheries, forestry) non-re-

AgEc 201 Principles of Agricultural Economics

newable resources, land and parks economics, resource

Characteristics of Agricultural Sector, the Concepts of

policy and protection, sustainable development.

Demand and Supply for Agricultural Products, Consumption and Production Theories, Production Costs,

AgEc 321 Economics of food consumption

and Introduction to Major Areas of Agricultural Eco-

Behavior rules for consumer ( Indifference Curves, Util-

nomics.

ity Function), Direct and indirect utility maximization,
Demand function and its estimation, Substitution and

AgEc 210 Principles of Agricultural Marketing

Income effect estimation using Slutsky Equation, Food

Studying and Analyzing the Economic and Behavior; Ac-

expenditure function estimation, Engel Curves, and

tivities which are required to coordinate various stages

Cost of Living Indices applications.

of agriculture economics. Activities form, Production to
Consumption.

AgEc 322 Wholesaling and Retailing of food products

AgEc 211 Development of Agricultural Economics
The agricultural sector in the developing countries, role
of agriculture in economic development, constraints of

Study the existing situation of wholesaling and retailing
of Food commodities. The structural status and How to
make suitable marketing strategies to improve the performance.

agricultural development, agricultural development
planning and policies.

AgEc 323 Agricultural Finance
Agricultural finance is the economic study of the acqui-

AgEc 212 Price analysis of food products

sition and use of capital in agriculture. It deals with the

To study the agricultural price rules and its impact on

supply of and demand for funds in the agric. sector of

demand, supply, and production of agricultural com-

economy acknowledge of fundamental economic and

modities price variations and its causes are included

management principles and analytical procedures fa-

too.

cilitates obtaining control over capital and using it efficiently.

AgEc 213 Agricultural Organization Management
The concept of farm management and its relationship

AgEc 324 Records Analysis of Agricultural Organiza-

with other branches, selection of farms, optimum size

tions

and evaluation of farms, planning tools and techniques,

Farm records: objectives and types analysis of records

controlling, organizing and decision making. Studying

valuation of inventories, depreciation methods financial

the economic and management principals and analyti-

and capital accounts, assets farm gain and loss.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

various classification of economic resources- Renewable
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AgEc 325 Economics of Environment

AgEc 412 Agricultural Production Economics

Utilizing economic principles as an analytical tool to

Study the three relations between inputs and outputs

study the relationship between environment and the

in agriculture sector. In addition to the applications of

economy - identifying circumstances that give rise to

production theory and the optimal use of agriculture

environmental problems and searching for solutions

resources.

identify public goods and its characteristics, including
the Economic value estimation techniques.

AgEc 423 Economics of Environmental Tourism
Identify Ecotourism and its importance, public goods

AgEc 326 Agricultural Data Analysis
Type of data- methods of data collection- samples- statistical estimation and hypotheses testing- methodology of research in econometrics- regression and coloration- time series analysis- index numbers- forecasting

and its characteristics , including the economic value estimation techniques such as Travel Cost Method (TCM).
Applying the economic rules for using public resources
by eco-tourism activities. Economice value of ecotourism, demand for visiting different sites , consumer surplus, and willingness to pay are used for sustainable
development public resources, and forecasting.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

AgEc 327 Food Marketing Efficiency
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Analyzing the main Dimensions of Food Marketing Form

AgEc 424 International Trade of Agricultural Prod-

dimensions, of Food Marketing, from dimension Spatial

uct

dimension, Time, dimension. Food Marketing Efficiency.

Main concepts used in International trade. The major

Technology and its impact on Marketing Efficiency.

principles controlling international trade movement in
factors affecting international trade. World Food crisis

AgEc 401 Field Training (Agri. Economics or Marketing)

Food Security.

Supervised programmed visits to private and public
agricultural institution and projects to expose the stu-

AgEc 425 Feasibility Study of Agricultural projects

dents to real life job in the approach of Agricultural

Definition of Agricultural Project and its main features.

Economics or Marketing.

Types of agricultural projects. Technical and financial
study of agricultural projects. Financial and economics

AgEc 402 Computer application in Agriculture

measures of project worth.

Introduction to computer applications and packages
(software) under windows system, introduction of using applications and packages in agriculture and agricultural economics.

Advanced using of spreadsheet

applications in solving mathematical programming. Introduction of using statistical packages in data analysis
for the agricultural purposes.

AgEc 426 The Economics of water Resources in Agricultural
Identify water as natural resource and its scarcity concept from economic point of view, In addition to water
balance between demand and supply of water. Estimating demand for water as derived demand and its value
of marginal product (VMP). The loss of water as the difference between plant need of water and its actual use.

AgEc 403 Special Studies
Supervised research topics designed to fulfill the stu-

Policies of optimal use of water including rationing and
water pricing for long and short run.

dent interest in one of the major areas of agricultural
economics.

AgEc 427 Agricultural Policy and Planning
Agric. planning and policy deals with the determination

AgEc 404 Seminar in Research Methodology

of the ultimate goals and objectives of agric. produc-

The academic bases for research methods used in ag-

tion activities on various levels and deciding the opti-

ricultural economics research procedures including

mal policies, programs and procedures that satisfy them

problem formulation, objectives, tools, techniques,

in accordance with the economic, social and religious

data collection, and results.

philosophy of the society.
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Vision:
The department seeks to be an academic
and research reference of engineering applications in the Kingdom and the region to contribute
to agricultural production that depends on modern technologies and solutions to its problems.

Mission:

About:
Agricultural engineering is essential in regards to
planning and carry in out the agricultural projects. particularly those which are applied on large scales. Moreover, it represents the mid-joint between both the agricultural and engineering sciences. There is no doubt
that there are direct and active effects of the agricultural engineering on human progress and their welfare.
The reason is that it uses the optimum scientific methods for solving problems related to agriculture which in
turn helps in the increase the agricultural production
and providing the food security. The Agricultural engineering applies the principles of engineering methods for solving agriculture problems in various fields.
Such fields are food process engineering, irrigation and
drainage systems, farm power and machinery, and design of agricultural structures and environmental controls, precautions, storage and expiry dates. Measurement of field performance and laboratory educations.

Aims:
 Preparing a highly qualified students scientifically
and practically through specialized courses.

 Conducting scientific and applied research to solve
problems in agriculture, and develop agricultural
practices using modern technologies.

 Providing consultations to governmental and
private sectors.

 Providing specialized training sessions and
workshops.

Landmarks:
Farm Power Lab
Measurements and Control Lab
Mobile Lab and equipped tractor
Irrigation and hydraulic Lab
Food Process Engineering semi-industrial Lab
Environmental Control Lab

Workshop
Meteorological Station
Thermal Extruder and Date Processing Lab
Food Engineering Properties Lab
Precision Farming (PF) Lab

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master

Faculty:
Name

Rank

Abdulrahman A. Al-Janobi
Ahmed Ibrahim Al Amoud
Alazba, A.A.
Ali Ibarhim Bokar Hobani
Bakri Hussein Hassan
Fawzi Said Mohammad
Hussein M. Ali Al-Ghobari
Mohamed Fouad I. Wahby
Saleh A. Al-Suhaibani
Abdullah M. A. Alhamdan
Ahmed Abdulrahman Al-Othman
Alhussein M. Assiry
Ibrahim M. Al-Helal
Khalid A. Al-gaadi
Saad A. Al-Hamed
Abdulaziz M. Al-Sudais
Abdulelah A. Al-Faraj
Ahmed Abd El-Kader Sayedahmed
Bahij M.S. Abdulfatah
Fahad Naser Alkoaik
Ibrahim Suliman Tabash
Jamal Saad AL-Sobky
Mohammed A. AL Samhan
Mohammed I. Al-Saud
Mohammed S. Abd-Elgaid Saleh
Saad Saud Almady
Saleh Mufleh Ashaghathra Al-Sager
Waleed A. AL masoud

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Teaching Asst.
Asst.Professor
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Assistant Prof.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Assistant Prof.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Asst. Professor
Teaching Asst.

Programs:
Bachelor of Science (B.S.) Degree in Agricultural
Biosystems and Irrigation Water Engineering

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

Providing distinctive academic programs of Bachelor and Master of Science in four engineering majors:
Agricultural Power and Machinery, Water and Irrigation
Systems, Food Process Engineering, and and Environmental Control. Those programs are strengthen with
the skills and abilities needed by the Alum for the competition in the job market.
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Level 5
Code & No. Course Title

Study Plan:
Level 1
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

IC 101
PHYS 101
MATH 103
BOI 101

2
4
1
4

SOSC 103
Agext 104
Total

Islamic Culture
Physic
General Mathematics
General Botany
Introduction to
Environmental Science
Introduction to Agriculture

2
2
17

Level 2

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

AGEN 301
AGEN 311
AGEN 327
SOSC 362

ARAB 101
CHEM 101

Arab Langage Skill
General Chemistry (1)

2
4

AGEN 334

IC 102

Islam And The Construction
of Society

2

AGEN 341

FSN 103
ENG 101
STAT 122
Total

2

IC 104

AGEN 351

2
3
3
18

Level 3
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

IC 103

The Islamic Economics

2

ANP 105

Animal Production Systems 2

AGEN 338
AGEN 322
Total

AGEN 453

ARAB 103

Expository Writing

2

ZOO 102

Zoology

4

Agext 203

Communication Skills

2

SOSC 201

Fundamental of Soil Science

3

AGEN 429

2

AGEN 427

2

AGEN 438

19

Total

Ag Ec 201
CT 102

Principles of Agricultural
Economics
Introduction to Computer
for Agriculture

Total

Level 4
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

AGEN 443
AGEN 437

AGEN 203

Computer Programming in
3
Biological Systems
Fluid Mechanics
3

MATH 104

General Mathematics (2)

3

AGEN 445

GE 251

Surveying
Engineering Drawing for
Agriculture Students

2

GE 205

AGEN 413

Mechanics (Statics & Dynamics) 3

GE 102

Workshop

Total

AGEN 455

2

GE 206

1
17

Graduation Project I
Design and Plan for
Agricultural Structures
Food and Bioprocess
Engineering I
Hydraulics of Wells & Pumps
Engineering Techniques in
Precision Farming
Management & Operation
of Agricultural Equipments
Trickle and Sprinkle
Irrigation Systems

3
2
3
3

Credits
2
3
3
3
3
3
17

Credits
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
16

Level 8
Code & No. Course Title
AGEN 492

AGEN 202

Political System in Islam
Irrigation and Water
System Engineering
Engineering Properties of
Food and Biological Materials
Environment Control for
Animal and plant
Engines and Agricultural
Tractors
Farm Machinery

Level 7
Code & No. Course Title
AGEN 491

3
3

17

Level 6
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

Plant Production Systems
Basic Concepts in Food &
Nutrition
English Language
Applied Statistics (1)

Thermodynamics
Mechanics of Machinery
Measurement and Control
in Biological Systems
Heat Transfer in Bio-systems
Hydrology and Hydraulics
Soil-Water-Plant
Relationship

Total

Code & No. Course Title

PPS 105
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CHE 211
ME 232

Credits

Graduation Project II
Agricultural Wastes
Treatment Engineering
Food and Bioprocess
Engineering II
Post Harvest Equipment
and Operations

Credits
3
3
3
3

AGEN 439

Irrigation Water Resources
2
Management & development

AGEN 428

Testing and Selection of
Agricultural Equipment

Total

3
17

GE 102: Workshop 1 (0+0+2)
Introduction. Functions and planning of workshop.
Properties of materials and their applications. Basic
bench work operations. Joining processes, casting processes, machining operations, Industrial safety.

AGEN 203: Fluid Mechanics 3 (2+1+0)
Definition of fluid, fluid mechanics science, dimensions
and units, fluid properties. Nature of fluid flow -Newtonian and Non-Newtonian fluids. Fluid static: pressure,
hydrostatic forces. Fluid motion: conservation laws of
mass and energy. Bernoulli’s equation applications.
Flow in pipes and open channels.

MATH 104: General Mathematics 3 (3+0+1)
Conic sections. Polar coordinates. Applications of the
definite integral. Integration of exponential, logarithmic
and hyperbolic functions. Integration techniques. First
order differential equations. Cramer’s rule for solving
systems of linear equations. Three dimensional coordinates, quadric surfaces, partial differentiation.

AGEN 220: Mechanization of Farm Operations 2
(1+1+0)
Introduction to farm mechanization and power sources
in the farm. Engine types and parts. Tractor main components. Implements. Planters. Growing crop machines.
Harvesting machines. Operation and maintenance of
farm machines.

GE 205: Engineering Drawing for Agriculture Students 2 (1,0,3)
Constructional geometry and basics of lettering;
Sketching; Orthographic projection; Sectional views;
Dimensioning.

AGEN 230: Water and Irrigation systems 2 (1+1+0)
Water resources. Introduction to groundwater. Pump
and convey systems. Crop water requirements. Irrigation systems. Components of irrigation systems. Selecting irrigation method. Principles of irrigation scheduling.

GE 206: Mechanics (Statics and dynamics)3 (3+1+0)
Introduction to statics, vectors and scalars, law of gravitation, units, Two–dimensional force systems, moments,
couples, resultants, introduction to three dimensional
force systems, equilibrium, centers of mass and centroids, second moment of area, friction. Introduction
to dynamics, kinematics of particles, rectilinear motion,
constrained motion, kinetics of particles, force, work
and energy, impulse and momentum.

AGEN 301: Measurement and Control in Biological
Systems 3 (2+1+0)
Introduction to electric circuits, Measurement principles (errors, calibration, precision). Sensors and devices
of measurement: Temperature, pressure, flow… Automatic control systems, Programmable Logic Control
(PLC). Applications of measurements and automatic
control in biological systems.

Course Description:

CHE 212: Thermodynamics 3 (3+0+1)
Fundamental concepts and definitions; systems, properties and processes. Heat and work. First law; closed
system, open systems, model applications. Working fluids, liquid, vapor and perfect gases. Steam tables. Second law, cycle efficiency. Reversibility. Entropy - simple
cycles; Carnot, Otto, Diesel and Refrigeration. Psychometric properties: definitions and psychometric chart.
ME 232: Mechanics of Machinery3 (2+0+2)
Types of mechanisms. Kinematic analysis of mechanisms. Cams, Gears, and gear trains. Flexible elements:
belts, chains, and ropes. Clutches and brakes.
CE 251: Surveying 2 (1+2+0)
Introduction: Surveying principles. Horizontal distance
measurements. Introduction to direction and angular
measurements. Details surveying by EDM. Leveling and
its applications. Areas calculations. Volumes calculations.
SOSC 362: Soil Water and plant Relationship 3 (2+1+0)
Soil water. Moisture content and potential. Available
water. Irrigation water requirement. Empirical equations
to estimate ET. Water balance and energy balance.
AGEN 202: Computer Programming in Biological Systems 3 (3+0+1)
Logarithmic. Flow charts. Visual Basic programming.
MatLab. Applications in biological systems.

AGEN 311: Heat Transfer in Bio-systems 2 (2+0+1)
Theory of heat transfer by conduction, convection, and
radiation. Steady and unsteady state heat transfer. Heat
exchangers. Heat transfer applications in food, bio-systems, and agricultural structures.
AGEN 322: Farm Machinery 3 (2+1+0)
Definitions related to farm machinery productivity. Descriptive and analytical study of seed bed preparation
implements, planting implements, growing-crop machinery, and harvesting machines.
AGEN 325: Engines and Agricultural Tractor
3
(2+1+0)
Analytical study of engines (engine cycles and types,
engine components, engine power estimations, combustion, engine assisting systems). Power trains. Tractor
power usage. Tractor power distribution and prediction. Tractor stability.
AGEN 332: Hydrology and Hydraulics 3 (2+1+0)
The Hydrologic cycle. Parameters of hydrologic cycle.
Precipitation. Hydrology forecasting. Weather stations.
Groundwater Aquifers, Characteristic of groundwater
aquifers. Flow hydraulics of open channels and pipes.
Hydraulics of water flow equipments.
AGEN 334: Irrigation and Water Systems Engineering 3 (2+1+0)
Water terminology. Flow in porous media. Modeling
water requirements and irrigation scheduling. Hydraulic structures. Irrigation water purification. Irrigation
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systems selection. Surface irrigation, surge irrigation.
Drainage systems for irrigation water. Computer applications. Field trips.
AGEN 341: Engineering Properties of Food and Biological Materials 3 (2+1+0)
Physical characteristics: Criteria for describing shape
and size; determination of volume, density, porosity,
surface area. Moisture content and water activity. Thermal, theological, mechanical, and optical properties.
Applications of engineering properties of food and
biological materials in design of engineering systems.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

AGEN 351: Environment Control for Animal & Plant 3 (2+1+0)
Effect of environment on farm animal and plants. Heat
and mass balances for animal structures and greenhouses. Ventilation, cooling and heating. Evaporative
cooling. Application of automatic control in animal and
plant environment.
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AGEN 413: Post harvest Equipment and Operations
3 (2+1+0)
Pneumatic pressure systems. Analysis of post harvest
systems and equipment: Transportation and handling,
washing and cleaning, sorting and grading, filling and
packaging. Pre-cooling and cold storage of fresh vegetables, fruits, and dates. Fumigation process. Grain
storage systems. Field trips.
AGEN 426: Engineering Techniques in Precision
Farming 2 (2+0+1)
Introduction to the concepts of precision agriculture.
Geographical information system (GIS). Optical sensing. Global positioning system (GPS). Yield monitoring.
Variable rate technology. Instrumentation for monitoring the performance of field operations.
AGEN 427: Management and Operation of Agricultural Equipment 2 (2+0+1)
Tractor and implement sizing ad selection. Cost of owing and operating agricultural tractors and machinery.
Principle of economic performance of farm power and
machinery: machine performance, power performance,
operator performance. Machinery operations and adjustments. Safety in tractor ad machinery operation.
Computer applications. Field trips.
AGEN 428: Testing and Selection of Agricultural
Equipment 3 (2+1+0)
International tests of agricultural tractors and equipment. Test equipment for agricultural equipment.
Laboratory and field performance tests of agricultural
equipment and their selection. Equipment performance curves. Computer applications.
AGEN 437: Hydraulics of wells and Pumps 2 (1+1+0)
Wells Hydraulics and design. Well testing, operation
and maintenance. Theory of pumps Hydraulics. Pump
types, selection and performance. Pump stations.
Pumps installation, operation, maintenance and testing.
Computer applications.

AGEN 438: Trickle and Sprinkle Irrigation Systems 3 (2+1+0)
Concept of modern irrigation systems. Design and planning of sprinkle and trickle irrigation. Subsurface drip
irrigation. Evaluation of sprinkle and trickle irrigation.
Auto operation. Fertigation. Computer applications.
Research projects.
AGEN 439: Irrigation Water Resources Management
and Development 2 (2+0+1)
Water resources. Planning and management of irrigation water resources projects. Development of water
resources. Water reservoirs. Water harvesting. Irrigation water conservation. GIS application for management and conservation of irrigation water. Field trips.
AGEN 443: Food and Bioprocess Engineering I 3 (2+1+0)
Basic principles of food and bioprocess engineering.
Mechanical unit operations used in food and biomaterials processing including: pumping, size reduction, and
mixing. Mechanical separation operations (extraction,
filtration, centrifugation and membrane separation).
Cell disruption, isolation, and purification.
AGEN 445: Food and Bioprocess Engineering II 3 (2+1+0)
Application of heat and mass transfer, and reaction kinetics in analysis and design of various thermal unit operations used in food and biomaterials processing including: thermal and aseptic processing, refrigeration,
freezing, evaporation, drying, extrusion and freezedrying.
AGEN 453: Design and Plan for Agricultural Structures 2 (2+0+1)
Theory of construction, loads, buildings materials and
thermal insulations. Transparent materials, thermal
blankets. Planning of animal structures (dairy, sheep,
and poultry). Planning of plants structures (greenhouses and nursery). Field trips.
AGEN 455: Agricultural wastes treatment engineering 3 (2+1+0)
Sources and characteristics of agricultural waste. Waste
treatment systems (solid, liquid and gas). Heat and mass
balances. Calculation of aeration rates for heat, moisture and oxygen control. Design of air manifold distribution systems. Modeling of organic matter degradation (Batch, Continuous feeding).
AGEN 491: Graduation Project I 2 (0+1+0)
The objective of the project is to apply the engineering aspects in planning, designing, or developing of
agricultural or biological system, or evaluating existing
projects. An engineering report will then be written. In
the first part (Graduation project I), the topic will be
selected and all necessary information will be collected. Two chapters of the report and the primary results
should be submitted.
AGEN 492: Graduation Project II 3 (0+2+0)
Continuation of the graduation project I, including:
performing the project, completion of the report and
finally presenting and defending the project.
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Vision:
To be an internationally recognized center for education, research and consultation; and a leader in Food
Science and Human Nutrition in the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia and the Arab World.

Mission:
Develop and transfer of knowledge and technology in food science and human nutrition, and Pprovide
sources for knowledge and facilities for research and
training to improve the output of the department and

About:
The department of Food Science and Nutrition was
established in 1385H (1965G), as one of the main departments in the college of Agriculture under the name
of food industry - the first departments of food science
and nutrition at universities in Saudi Arabia. When the
College of Food and Agriculture Sciences was established in 1385H (1965G). In 1401H (1981G) the name
of the department became the Department of Food Science to include all areas within food science beside the
food industry. In 1410H corresponding to 1989G plan
were implemented new courses qualify students in the
areas of food science and human nutrition. In the year
1413H (1992G) was created a program for Master of
Science in “Food Science”. In 1417H (1996G), changed
the name of the department to the Department of Food
Science and Nutrition to reflect fully the areas of “Food
Science and Nutrition”. In 1425H corresponding to
2004G was the establishment of the Ph.D. program in
human nutrition (female students). Currently the fourth
plan is developing in the department after the application of the preparatory year to college’s students and
allocate students in the department immediately after
enrolling in college.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master - PhD

Aims:
1. Qualify specialists in the area of food science
and human nutrition with knowledge and skills
appropriate for the job market by providing
high-quality academic programs at the university
level and postgraduate.
2. Develop knowledge in the area of food science
and human nutrition through applied research.
3. Transfer knowledge through publishing and
translating books in the area of food science and
human nutrition.

4. Disseminate knowledge in the area of food
science and human nutrition and apply them for
community service.
5. Educating the community about the role of
human nutrition in health and the prevention of
disease.

Landmarks:
Cereal Technology Training Pilot Plant
This plant consists of a number of laboratories equipped
with apparatuses and instruments usable for training of
students pertaining scientific and technical aspects of
cereals (grains) and their products. Following are concise notes on these laboratories.
Milling and Grains Quality Tests Laboratory
It contains grain cleaning and grading apparatuses used
for:-






Calculations of percentage impurities.
Test weight of samples.
Kernel size distribution.
Sample divider for separation of samples in
order to obtain representative samples for
chemical analysis.

 A number of Laboratory mills; some small ones
used for small-scale experiments (100-200
gm.), and big mills (Buhler) which can handle
100-2000 gm and more. Flour got from these
mills is used for different quality tests either
in applied teaching of courses, field training,
higher education activities and researches in
the department.
Rheology Laboratory
It consists of a Farinograph, Extensograph, and an
Amylograph. These are used in studying flour properties and its quality characteristics. They are used for
identification of flour type, strength of dough, water
absorbability and dough activity during fermentation,
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consequently identifying and fixing of appropriate and
suitable conditions of fermentation.
The Amylograph is useful in determining the quantity
of starch suspension and activity of amylase enzyme in
flour.
These equipments are used in teaching students studying principles of cereals and cereal technology courses,
teaching advanced cereal chemistry and technology
post-graduates courses, as well as their use in running
researches.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

Baking Laboratory
It is an equipped lab. for production of different types
of bread, cakes, biscuits, pasta, cookies and breakfast
cereals. It is used in practical teaching of the above
mentioned courses or in researches and higher studies.
It is well facilitated with small and big dough making
bowls, fermentation cabinets, and electrical ovens, in
addition to the molders of English and Arabic breads
(pan bread and pita bread), pasta processing machines,
bread slicing and loaf volume measuring instruments
and machines.
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Cereal Research Laboratory
It is used for some quality tests of flour properties such
as determination of wet and dry gluten percentages, as
well as the sedimentation test of flour, and undertaking of chemical analyses (pH, moisture content of grains
and their products and protein percentage).
Dairy pilot plant
The department was supported and facilitated by the
establishment of the existing pasteurization dairy pilot
plant as a training plant for dairy processing and dairy
technology students. It is intended to equip the graduates with the knowledge and technical know-how needed for good professional performance.

Magdi Abdalwahab Osman
Mohammed Abdullah AlFawaz
Mohammed Saleh Alamri
Mohammed Saud Al-Jasser
Mustafa Abdu Gassem
Nawal Al Badr
Salah Abdulaziz Al-Maiman
Zubaida A. Bekhet
Amal Abdullah Al-Hussain
BadriahAl-bdulkarim
Manal Tawfik
Moudi Othman Al-mousa
Soheir Ahmed El masry

Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Programs:
B.Sc. Food Sciences & Human Nutrition (Male Students)
B.Sc. Food Sciences & Human Nutrition (Female Students)

First Program:
B.Sc. Food Sciences and Human Nutrition (Male
Students)

Study Plan:
Level -1
Code & No.
IC 101
PHYS 101
MATH 103
BOI 101
SOSC 103
AGEXT 104
Total

Course Title
Introduction to Islamic
Culture
General Physics -1
General Mathematics -1
General Botany
Introduction to
Environmental Science
Introduction to Agriculture

Credits

Course Title
Language Skills
General Chemistry (1)
Islam And The
Construction of Society
Plant Production Systems
Basic Concepts in Food
and Nutrition
English Language for
Agriculture and Education
Applied Statistics (1)

Credits
2
4

2
4
3
4
2
2
17

Level - 2

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Abdullah A. Al-Othman
Abdulrahman Abdullah Al-Saleh
Abdulrahman Saleh Al-Khalifa
Ahmed Abdulrahman Al-Shoshan
Eman kamal El-Gabry
Hala Mohamed Mokhtar
Hamza Mohammed Abu-Tarboush
Hanaa M. Sidky
Hassan Abdulaziz Al-Mania
Hassan Abdullah Al-Kahtani
Ibrahim Saad Al-Mohizea
Mossfer Mohammed Al-Dagal
Reshod Abdullah Al-Shagrawi
WaelAhmed Bazaraa
Abdullah Hussen Al-Assaf
Adnan Salem Bajaber
Ali Abdullah Alshatwi
Fadia Abd elmegeed
Fahad Y. I. Al-Juhaimi
Hamad Abdulrahman AlKanhal
Ibrahim Abdulrahman Al-Sheddy

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.

Code & No.
ARAB 101
CHEM 101
IC 102
PPS 105
FSN 103
ENG 101
STAT 122
Total

2
2
2
3
3
18

Level - 3
Code & No.
IC 103
ANP 105
ARAB 103
ZOO 102
AGEXT 203

Course Title
The Islamic Economics System
Animal Production Systems
Expository Writing

Credits
2
2
2
Introductory general Zoology 4
Communication Skills
2
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AG EC 201
CT 102

Fundamental of Soil Science

Principles of Agricultural
Economics
Introduction to Computer
for Agriculture

Total

3
2
2
19

Level - 4
Code & No.
IC 104
BCH 101
FSN 202
FSN 206
CHEM 1081
PLPT 211
Total

Course Title
Political System in Islam
General Biochemistry
Principles of Food Sciences
Principles of Human Nutrition
Introduction OF Organic
Chemistry
Agricultural Microbiology

Credits
2
4
2
2
4
3
17

Level - 5
Code & No.
ZOO 331
FSN 315
FSN 316
FSN 322
FSN 361
FSN 464
CHEM 2511
Total

Course Title
Physiology (1)
Nutritional Biochemistry
Food Chemistry
Food Microbiology
Nutrition During the Life Cycle
Community Nutrition
Analytical Chemistry

Credits
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
20

Level - 6
Code & No.
FSN 317
FSN 325
FSN 352
FSN 372
FSN 375
FSN 456
CHS 470
Total

Course Title
Credits
Food Analysis
3
Sanitation and Food safety 2
Food Processing & Preservation 3
Assessment of Nutritional Status 2
Diet Planning
3
Quality Control and
2
Sensory Evaluation of Food
Nutrition and diseases
3
18

Level - 7
Code & No.
FSN 400
Total
OR

Course Title
Cooperative Training

Credits
12
12

Level - 7
Code & No.
FSN 410
FSN 420
FSN 481
FSN 495

Course Title
Computer Applications in
Nutrition
Food Biotechnology
Selected Topics in Food
and Nutrition
Special Studies

Credits
1
2
2
2

FSN 435
ZOO 333
Total

Date Science and Technology 2
Physiology (2)
3
12

Level - 8
Code & No.
FSN 381
FSN 422
FSN 433
FSN 437
FSN 439
AGENG 320

Course Title
Nutrition Consultation
Food Services
Dairy Science & Technology
Cereal Science & Technology
Meat Science & Technology
Fundamentals of Food
Process Engineering

Total

Credits
1
2
4
4
4
3
18

Course Description:
103 FSN Basic Principles in Food & Nutrition 2(2+0)
Importance of food- Macro- and micronutrient components of food- criteria used for food control- Safety and
wholesomeness of food- Agencies regulating food and
nutrition in the Kingdom- some of malnutrition diseases
– importance of breast feeding- food guidelines.
202 FSN Principles of Food Sciences 2(2+0)
Overview of food –Nutritional status in the Kingdom
and worldwide – Food Groups (milk- meat, legumes and
eggs – vegetables – fruits – cereals and bread products)
– Physical, chemical and microbial spoilage of foods –
introduction to food preservation – Food commodities
(milk and dairy products, vegetables and fruits, cereals,
meats, lipids and sugars).
206 FSN Principles of Humans Nutrition 2(2+0)
Introduction to the science of nutrition – Nutrients (
carbohydrate, proteins, lipids, vitamins, minerals and
water) – Functions, sources and body needs of nutrients
– balanced diet – Digestion, absorption and metabolism of macronutrients – food energy and its determination and estimation of body energy needs – Malnutrition diseases.
315 FSN Nutritional Biochemistry 3(3+0)
Metabolisms of carbohydrates, lipids and protein – Integration and regulation of metabolism – Roles of vitamins in metabolism ( B1, B2, niacin,B6 and pantothenic
acid ) – Metabolism of vitamins and minerals.
316 FSN Food Chemistry 3(3+0)
Physical, chemical and functional properties of water,
carbohydrates, proteins and lipids in foods – The roles
of enzymes and food additives in foods – chemical
changes and integrations among principle components
of foods during handling and production processes
– Physical, chemical and stability of vitamins and pigments – Chemical reactions in food such as browning
reactions and lipid oxidation.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

SOSC 201
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317 FSN Food Analysis 3(1+2)
Methods of sampling and handling of samples for analysis – preparation of standard solutions – Preparation of
buffer solutions – Method of titration - Determination
of moisture, ash, fat, fibers, protein and sugars – Spectrophotometry and chromatography and their applications in foods analysis.

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

322 FSN Food Microbiology 3(2+1)
Microbial groups ( bacteria, molds and yeasts ) important in foods – Factors affecting microbial growth in
foods ( intrinsic and extrinsic parameters) – Microbial
spoilage characteristics of foods – Methods of controlling microorganisms in foods ( physical, chemical and
biological methods) – Microbiology of different food
commodities and food infection and poisoning - Dairy
microbiology ( contamination – starter cultures ) –
Pathogenic microorganisms.
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325 FSN Sanitation and Food Safety 2(2+0)
Health hazards ( biological, chemical , physical) associated with foods – Food premises sanitation – Cleaning and sanitation of food premises – water in food
premises – Liquid and solid wastes management and
treatment in food premises – Insects and rodents management at the food establishments – Food inspection
systems ( role of inspection in food quality and safety,
food inspection planning, good manufacturing practicing and good hygienic practicing , hazards analysis and
critical control points) – Introductory foodborne diseases epidemiology.
352 FSN Food Processing and Preservation 3(2+1)
Technologies of preservation and processing and the
relationship between them – Preparation of animal
and plant raw materials for the methods of preservations ( refrigeration, freezing , thermal processing) and
processing preservation ( canning, pickling, salting,
smoking, concentration ) and methods of processing (
modified processing, extraction, drying ) and nontraditional methods of processing ( food irradiation) – Development of new products – traditional and innovative packaging systems ( smart packaging).
361 FSN Nutrition during the Life Cycle 2(2+0)
Nutrition during pregnancy – Nutrition during lactation
– Nutrition of infants – Nutrition of preschool children
– Nutrition of school children – Nutrition of adolescents
– Nutrition of adults – Nutrition of the elderly.
372 FSN Assessment of Nutritional Status 2(1+1)
Introduction to nutritional assessment – Anthropometric methods – Biochemical methods – Clinical methods
- dietary intake methods –assessment of body composition – assessment of vitamins status – assessment of
minerals status – assessment of macronutrients status.
375 FSN Diets Planning 3(2+1)
Dietary standards –Food composition tables and their
use –Adequate diet – Use of food exchange system and

food groups for planning adequate diet – Estimation
of human energy requirements – methods of evaluating
diet and nutritional status – Diet planning applications .
381 FSN Nutritional Consultations 1(0+1)
The course introduces applied components of nutrition counseling practice and related counseling theories. Basic communication skills development.
410 FSN Computer Applications in Nutrition 1(0+1)
Applications of computer programs on human nutrition – Use of nutritional programs on diet planning,
nutritional calculations and food tables – Applications
of computer on nutrition researches.
420 FSN Food Biotechnology 2(2+0)
Overview of biotechnology and its historical development – Principles and procedures of biotechnology
and its applications in food processing – Industrial fermentations – Types of bioreactor – Use food processing wastes in production of materials of economic value
– Enzymes and food processing – New topics in foods
biotechnology.
422 FSN Food Service 2(2+0)
Types and management of food service systems – Designing the food service systems and preparation of
food menus and the factors affecting that – Economical
and nutritional basis of food selection –Scientific and
technical considerations of meal preparation and serving.
433 FSN Dairy Science and Technology 4(2+2)
Composition and properties of milk - Factors influencing the composition of milk -Sanitary practices in milk
production - Changes in milk during storage and processing - Processing of pasteurized and long life milk
- Cultures and their preparation -Processing of fermented dairy products - Processing of recombined dairy
products -Processing of milk fat products, concentrated
and dry milk products - Processing frozen desserts.
435 FSN Dates Science and Technology 2(2+0)
Kingdom production of dates – Stages of date ripening – Nutritional components of dates – Physical and
chemical properties of dates – Engineering characteristics – Complementary processing ( sorting, washing,
sterilizing, packing, storing, freezing and drying) – date
products –Dates in other food products –Dates by
products.
437 FSN Cereal Science and Technology 4(2+2)
Cereal classification according to type and use – Grain
storage and pre-processing- Grain dry milling – Rice
and rice processing – Pasta : wheat durum products
like Macaroni and spaghetti – Grain wet milling : starch
, gluten and syrup – Grain flour and flour processing
- Biscuit and cake production – Breakfast cereals production.
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456 FSN Quality Control and sensory Evaluation of
Foods 2(1+1)
Introduction to quality control - Quality aspects and
their measurement - Food regulation in the Kingdom
- Quality management systems - ISO 9000 standards
- Statistical quality control methods - Sensory attributes - Purpose and applications of sensory evaluation
in food - Quantitative overall and attribute difference
tests - Affective tests (consumer tests ) - Descriptive
analysis methods.
464 FSN Community Nutrition 3(3+0)
General principles in community nutrition – Designing
, executing and evaluating community nutrition programs – Nutritional intervention – food information–
Programs of group nutrition – Roles of local and international organizations in community nutrition.
470 Nutrition and Diseases 3(3+0)
Nutrition in the states of obesity, diabetes, diseases of
digestive and renal systems, disorder of fat metabolism,
cardiovascular diseases and hypertension.
481 FSN Selected Topics in Food and Nutrition 2(2+0)
Selected topics in the current knowledge of the different aspects of food and human nutrition from scientific
periodicals in English language.
495 FSN Special Studies 2(0+2)
Student select with the agreement of one of the staff
member study subject in one area of food and nutrition – Student will be evaluated on the basis of his effort in executing , writing and discussion of the report.

SOSC 103
AGEXT 104
Total

Level - 2
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

ARAB 101
CHEM 101

2
4

IC 102
PPS 105
FSN 103
ENG 101
STAT 122
Total

2
3
3
18

Credits
2
2
2

ZOO 102
AGEXT 203
SOSC 201
AG EC 201
CT 102

The Islamic Economics System
Animal Production Systems
Expository Writing
Introductory general
Zoology
Communication Skills
Fundamental of Soil
Science
Principles of Agricultural
Economics
Introduction to Computer
for Agriculture

Total

4
2
3
2
2
19

Level - 4
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

IC 104

Political System in Islam

2

BCH 101

General Biochemistry

4

FSN 202

Principles of Food Sciences
Principles of Human
Nutrition
Introduction OF Organic
Chemistry
Agricultural Microbiology

2

FSN 206

PLPT 211
Total

2
4
3
17

Level - 5

Level -1
Credits

Introduction to Islamic Culture 2

General Physics -1
General Mathematics -1
General Botany

2

IC 103
ANP 105
ARAB 103

B.Sc. Food Sciences and Human Nutrition (Female Students)

IC 101
PHYS 101
MATH 103
BOI 101

2

Code & No. Course Title

CHEM 1081

Code & No. Course Title

Language Skills
General Chemistry (1)
Islam And The
Construction of Society
Plant Production Systems
Basic Concepts in Food
and Nutrition
English Language for
Agriculture and Education
Applied Statistics (1)

Level - 3

Second Program

Study Plan:

Introduction to Environ2
mental Science
Introduction to Agriculture 2
17

4
3
4

Code & No. Course Title

Credits

ZOO 331

Physiology (1)

3

FSN 315

Nutritional Biochemistry

3

FSN 316

Food Chemistry

3

FSN 322

Food Microbiology

3

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

439 FSN Meat Science and Technology 4(2+2)
The economic and nutritional values of meat and meat
products – Slaughterhouse and its importance – Meat
carcasses(major cuts and chemical composition)Structure and functions of meat muscle- postmortem
changes in meat muscles- Factors affecting meat palatability- meat type identification- poultry slaughter and
processing- Chemical and physical characteristics of fish
– meat, poultry and fish preservation and storage- meat
and fish processed products (cured meat products, sausages, smoked meat, dried meat, canned meat, canned
fish, smoked fish and dried fish products)- Meat, poultry and fish by-products.
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FSN 361

Nutrition During the Life Cycle 2

Course Description:

FSN 464

Community Nutrition

CHEM 2511

Analytical Chemistry

103 FSN Basic Principles in Food and Nutrition 2(2+0)
Importance of food- Macro- and micronutrient components of food- criteria used for food control- Safety and
wholesomeness of food- Agencies regulating food and
nutrition in the Kingdom- some of malnutrition diseases
– importance of breast feeding- food guidelines.
202 FSN Principles of Food Sciences 2(2+0)
Overview of food –Nutritional status in the Kingdom
and worldwide – Food Groups (milk- meat, legumes and
eggs – vegetables – fruits – cereals and bread products)
– Physical, chemical and microbial spoilage of foods –
introduction to food preservation – Food commodities
(milk and dairy products, vegetables and fruits, cereals,
meats, lipids and sugars).

Total

3
3
20

Level - 6
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

FSN 317

Food Analysis

3

FSN 325

Sanitation and Food safety 2
Food Processing and
3
Preservation
Assessment of Nutritional Status 2

FSN 352
FSN 372
FSN 375
FSN 456
CHS 470

Diet Planning
3
Quality Control & Sensory
2
Evaluation of Food
Nutrition and diseases
3

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

Total

80

18

Level - 7
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

FSN 400

12

Cooperative Training

Total

12

OR
Level - 7
Code & No. Course Title

FSN 495
FSN 435

Date Science & Technology 2

ZOO 333

Physiology (2)

FSN 420
FSN 481

Total

1
2
2
2
3
12

Level - 8
Code & No. Course Title

Credits

FSN 381

Nutritional Consultations

1

FSN 465

3

BCH 376

Applied Nutrition
Nutrition in Developing
Countries
Micronutrients
Principles of Public
Administration
Analysis of Biological fluids

SOC 463

Medical Social Work

2

FSN 422

Food Service

2

FSN 472
FSN 477
PA 101

Total

315 FSN Nutritional Biochemistry 3(3+0)
Metabolisms of carbohydrates, lipids and protein – Integration and regulation of metabolism – Roles of vitamins in metabolism ( B1, B2, niacin,B6 and pantothenic
acid ) – Metabolism of vitamins and minerals.

Credits

Computer Applications in
Nutrition
Food Biotechnology
Selected Topics in Food
and Nutrition
Special Studies

FSN 410

206 FSN Principles of Humans Nutrition 2(2+0)
Introduction to the science of nutrition – Nutrients (
carbohydrate, proteins, lipids, vitamins, minerals and
water) – Functions, sources and body needs of nutrients
– balanced diet – Digestion, absorption and metabolism of macronutrients – food energy and its determination and estimation of body energy needs – Malnutrition diseases.

2
2
3
3

18

316 FSN Food Chemistry 3(3+0)
Physical, chemical and functional properties of water,
carbohydrates, proteins and lipids in foods – The roles
of enzymes and food additives in foods – chemical
changes and integrations among principle components
of foods during handling and production processes
– Physical, chemical and stability of vitamins and pigments – Chemical reactions in food such as browning
reactions and lipid oxidation.
317 FSN Food Analysis 3(1+2)
Methods of sampling and handling of samples for analysis – preparation of standard solutions – Preparation of
buffer solutions – Method of titration - Determination
of moisture, ash, fat, fibers, protein and sugars – Spectrophotometry and chromatography and their applications in foods analysis.
322 FSN Food Microbiology 3(2+1)
Microbial groups (bacteria, molds and yeasts) important in foods – Factors affecting microbial growth in
foods (intrinsic and extrinsic parameters) – Microbial
spoilage characteristics of foods – Methods of controlling microorganisms in foods (physical, chemical and
biological methods) – Microbiology of different food
commodities and food infection and poisoning – Dairy
microbiology (contamination – starter cultures) – Pathogenic microorganisms.
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352 FSN Food Processing and Preservation 3(2+1)
Technologies of preservation and processing and the
relationship between them – Preparation of animal and
plant raw materials for the methods of preservations
(refrigeration, freezing, thermal processing) and processing preservation (canning, pickling, salting, smoking, concentration) and methods of processing (modified processing, extraction, drying) and nontraditional
methods of processing (food irradiation) – Development of new products – traditional and innovative
packing systems (smart packing).
361 FSN Nutrition during the Life Cycle 2(2+0)
Nutrition during pregnancy – Nutrition during lactation
– Nutrition of infants – Nutrition of preschool children
– Nutrition of school children – Nutrition of adolescents
– Nutrition of adults – Nutrition of the elderly.

422 FSN Food Service 2(2+0)
Types and management of food service systems – Designing the food service systems and preparation of
food menus and the factors affecting that – Economical
and nutritional basis of food selection –Scientific and
technical considerations of meal preparation and serving.
464 FSN Community Nutrition 3(3+0)
General principles in community nutrition – Designing, executing and evaluating community nutrition
programs – Nutritional intervention – food information – Programs of group nutrition – Roles of local and
international organizations in community nutrition.
465 FSN Applied Nutrition 3(3+0)
Study and evaluation of food habits – Nutritional education – Malnutrition diseases – In field nutritional studies – Nutrition of athletes and vegetarians.
470 CHS Nutrition and Diseases 3(3+0)
Nutrition in the states of obesity, diabetes, diseases of
digestive and renal systems, disorder of fat metabolism,
cardiovascular diseases and hypertension.
472 FSN Nutrition in Developing Countries 2(2+0)
Identification and quantitative assessment of malnutrition in developing countries – Social, political, eco-

372 FSN Assessment of Nutritional Status 2(1+1)
Introduction to nutritional assessment – Anthropometric methods – Biochemical methods – Clinical methods
- dietary intake methods –assessment of body composition – assessment of vitamins status – assessment of
minerals status – assessment of macronutrients status.

nomic, and geographic ecology of malnutrition and its
impact on health – Protein – Energy malnutrition – Vitamin and mineral deficiencies – Intervention organizations, programs, and efforts.
477 FSN Micronutrients 2(2+0)

375 FSN Diets Planning 3(2+1)
Dietary standards –Food composition tables and their
use –Adequate diet – Use of food exchange system and
food groups for planning adequate diet – Estimation
of human energy requirements – methods of evaluating
diet and nutritional status – Diet planning applications .
381 FSN Nutritional Consultations 1(0+1)
The course introduces applied components of nutrition counseling practice and related counseling theories. Basic communication skills development.

Vitamins and minerals: Food sources – Bioavailability –
physiological functions – Diseases associated with deficiency of vitamins and minerals – toxicity.
481 FSN Selected Topics in Food and Nutrition 2(2+0)
Selected topics in the current knowledge of the different aspects of food and human nutrition from scientific
periodicals in English language.
495 FSN Special Studies 2(0+2)

410 FSN Computer Applications in Nutrition 1(0+1)
Applications of computer programs on human nutrition – Use of nutritional programs on diet planning,
nutritional calculations and food tables – Applications
of computer on nutrition researches.

Student select with the agreement of one of the staff
member study subject in one area of food and nutri-

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

325 FSN Sanitation and Food Safety 2(2+0)
Health hazards (biological, chemical, physical) associated with foods – Food premises sanitation – Cleaning and sanitation of food premises – water in food
premises – Liquid and solid wastes management and
treatment in food premises – Insects and rodents management at the food establishments – Food inspection
systems (role of inspection in food quality and safety,
food inspection planning, good manufacturing practicing and good hygienic practicing, hazards analysis and
critical control points) – Introductory foodborne diseases epidemiology.

tion – Student will be evaluated on the basis of his effort in executing , writing and discussion of the report.
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About:
The Department of Soil Science at King Saud University was formally established in 1965. It has retained
its close ties with agriculture community through membership and active involvement with colleagues in the
Faculty of Food and Agricultural Sciences in agicultural
and environmental issues.
Since its establishment,the department is collaborated
with different departments at the college of Food and
Agricultural Sciences for graduating specialists and researchers in the field of soil sciences and other agricul-

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

tural disciplines.
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The Soil science department is one of the pioneer
departmens the in the King Saud University and the
unique departments in College of Food and Agicultural
Sciences that is offer a Ph.D degree in soil scienc. The
department is concerned with developing professionally qualified graduates to be able to lead the acitity
toward development of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. our graduate programs are designed to prepare
the graduate students to have the necessary skills and
knowledge. They will be able to contribute the addressing issues associated with human interactions and
its relation to the environment such as water use, soil &
water contamainations and natural resources management.
The department offers two graduate pograms leading
to M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees insoil science. These programs are designed to provide students with scientific knowledge and practical skills to acquire experience
needed to face the challenges in the agricultural
development under the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia environment.
The department is well-equipped ( Facilities and
Equipments ) with instrumentation for analysis of soil,
mineral, and water samples. In addition, there is a mobile lab. for soil survey, and field work for conducting
soil studies at remote districts. The department has five
units of growth chambers and two units in the faculty
green house.

Degrees:
Bachelor in Agricultural Science (Soil Science)
Master - PhD

Landmarks:






Soil Environmental Chemistry Lab
Soil Microbiology Lab
Soil Fertility and Plant Nutrition Lab
Pedology and Soil Minerology Lab
Soil Physics Lab

 Services Lab

Faculty:
Name

Rank

A. Rasoul M. Al-mran
A. Sh. Sallam
A.S. ALModaihsh
Ali M. Al-Turki
Fahad N. Al-Barakah
Reda Y. A. Zaher
Abdul Malik A. Al-Sheikh
Abdullah S. Al-Faraj
M.S. Al-Sewailem
Mohamed I. Al-Wabel
Saud S. AL-Oud
Abdulrahman S. Al-Malik

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc.Professor
Assc.Professor
Assc.Professor
Assc.Professor
Asst. Professor

Study Plan:
Level 4 :
Code & No Course Title

Hours

ENG 101

3

IC 102
CHEM 108
STAT 122
PLPT 211
SS 222

English language
Islam and the Construction
of the society
Introduction to organic chem
Applied statistics (1)
Agric. Microbiology
Soil, Water and plant analysis

2
4
3
3
3

Level 5 :
Code & No Course Title

Hours

IC 103
CSC 206
CE 251
BOT 271
SS 331
PLPR 340
SS 421

2
3
2
4
3
3
3

Islamic Economic systems
Basic programming
Plane Survey
Plant Physiology
Soil fertility
Production of field crops
Soil Chemistry
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SS 361 Soil Physics 3 ( 2+1 )

Level 6 :
Code & No Course Title

Hours

PLPR 304

Production of horticultural crops

3

SS 332

Fertilizers & field fertilization

2

The soil as a disperse system. The General physical
properties of the soil ( texture, structure, soil moisture).
Soil water measurements, energy of soil water. Water
movement in saturated and unsaturated soils. Soil heat and
soil air.

AGEN 336

Irrigation and drainage

3

SS 362 Soil, Water and Plant Relationship 3 ( 2+1 )

SS 351

Pedology

3

SS 361

Soil physics

3

Soil water ( Moisture content and Potential ) Available water. Irrigation water requirement, Empirical equations to
estimate ET. Water balance. Energy balance.

SS 423

Salt affected soils

3

Level 7 :
Code & No Course Title

Hours

SS 367 Desertification & Farming ofArid Region 3(3+0)
Agricultural resources in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia Features of desertification and the new techniques used
for monitoring the widespread of such phenomenon in
arid regions under cultivation

IC 104

Principles of political system in Islam 2

AGEN 313

Mechanization of operations farm

3

SS 362

Soil-water-plant relationship

3

SS 405

Field training

3

AGEN 410

Modern field irrigation systems 2

SS 405 Field Training 3 ( 0+3 )

SS 451

Soil survey and classification 3

The main objective of the course is to train the students
for the practical purposes. They are given training inside
the department and also in the private and governmental
institutions in solving the problems related to soil science.
This enables them to acquire applied skills.

SS 367
SS 404
SS 431
SS 464
SS 471
SS 490

Desertification & arid region
Soil reclamation
Plant nutrition
Soil management & conservation
Soil microbiology
Research and Seminar

Hours
3
3
3
3
3
2
17

Course Description:
SS 201 Fundamental of Soil Science 3 ( 2+1 )
Concepts of soils origin, nature and factors of soil formation. Physical, chemical and biological properties of soil.
Soil as a source of plant nutrients. Soil fertility and fertilization .

SS 222 Soil, Water and Plant Analyses 3 ( 2+1 )
Methods of Sampling and preparation of soil, plant and
water samples for analysis, Basic chemical analysis. Determination of pH, total soluble salts. Use of Atomic absorption,
flame photometer, X-ray diffraction, isotopic techniques,
and thermal analysis techniques.

Properties of salt affected soils, sandy and calcareous soils.
Preparation and methods of application of amendment for
reclamation. Deterioration of irrigated soils. Water quality
for irrigation Improvement and management of soils.

SS 490 Research and Seminar 2 ( 2+0 )

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

Level 8 :
Code & No Course Title

SS 404 Soil Reclamation 3 ( 2+1 )

The students carry out a research project in a specific field
under the supervision of a staff member. The results are
presented in a seminar and written report is presented for
evaluation.
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SS 421 Soil Chemistry 3 ( 2+1 )
Chemical composition and lattice structure of clay minerals. Physico-chemical properties of soil colloids. Ion exchange in soil Double layer theory, Acidity and alkalinity
of soil. Oxidation - Reduction potential in soil. Chemistry
of organic matter and chelation.

SS 423 Salt Affected Soil 3 ( 2+1 )
Diagnosis of salt affected soils, Effect of salts on physical
and chemical properties of soil. Reclamation and management of salt affected soils, salt tolerance of plants and classification of Salt affected soils.

SS 431 Plant Nutrition 3 ( 2+1 )
Mineral composition of plants - Role of essential mineral
nutrients in plants - Absorption of mineral nutrients by
plants - Mechanisms of water and nutrients transport in
the plant-Plant response to nutrients application and crop
quality.

SS 451 Soil Survey and Classification 3 ( 2+1 )
Aims and purposes of soil survey. Kinds of soil survey methods of soil survey. Delineation of soil units Preparation of
soil maps. Aerial photo-interpretation. Land evaluation.

SS 331 Soil Fertility 3 ( 2+1 )

SS 464 Soil Management and Conservation 3( 3+0 )

Growth factors and plant response curves to essential elements. Source and availability of mineral nutrients for
plants. Evaluation of soil fertility and its relation with the
fertilizer requirement for crops.

Soil as a natural resource and its relationship with natural
range plants resources (forest - range plants) - Tillage practices and its effect on development of soil productivity
- Soil water management - Precipitation and surface runoff
- Water erosion for soil - Wind erosion for soil - Universal
soil loss equation - Conservation practices effects on soil
degradation.

SS 332 Fertilizers & Field Fertilization Methods 2(2+0)
Mineral fertilizers: Classification, physical and chemical
properties of fertilizers. Compound fertilizers. Methods
of fertilizers application. Organic fertilizers and their uses
in the field. Various reactions of organic fertilizers in the
soils.

SS 351 Soil Pedology 3 ( 2+1 )
Soil forming factors and processes. Morphological and
micromorphological features of soil profile. soil classification. systems. Soil taxonomy. Classification of soils of Saudi
Arabia.

SS 471 Soil Microbiology 3 ( 2+1 )
Studies of different groups of microorganisms in different
soil types and their role in the mineralization of organic
g
matter - C-N-P-S cycles. Interaction between microbes.
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Vision:
Worldwide excellence in development and dissemination of knowledge in the areas of agricultural extension education and rural development.

Mission:

can conserve and develop the Kingdom

Preparation and development of human resources,

conducting

research,

disseminating

College of Food and Agricultural Sciences

knowledge and community service in the areas of
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environment and enrich knowledge in the
areas of agricultural extension education and
rural development.

agricultural extension education and rural development to achieve sustainable agricultural and rural development.

About:
The department of agricultural extension and
rural society was established in 1990 in accordance
with the university resolution number 76297/4 to

 Community

service

through

extension

education, agricultural training workshops,
scientific symposiums and conferences and
provision of consultancy services for the
pubic and private sector in the areas of
agricultural extension education and training
and rural development.

grant academic degrees in agricultural extension
and rural society in order to meet the community
needs for highly skilled manpower, enhance the

Landmarks:
The agricultural extension center was established

development of scientific knowledge, and conduct
research in the areas of agricultural extension education and rural development

Degrees:
Master

Aims:

in the faculty of food and agricultural sciences in the
academic year 1405/1406H to link the faculty educational and research activities with the agricultural sector at large through dissemination of knowledge using
different extension methods. This is to support agricultural development by enabling farmers to play an

 Qualifying human resources in agricultural
active role in modernization of the agricultural sector
extension education and rural development
to enable them to participate in realization
of agricultural development.
 Conducting pure and applied research to
enhance agricultural production efficiency
and develop appropriate technology that

and increasing agricultural production. Moreover, the
center is playing an important role in transferring the
findings of the research conducted by the very qualified staff members of the faculty in the different agricultural sciences.
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Name

Rank

Abdullah A .AL-Zaidi

Professor

Khadran H.AL-Zahrani

Professor

Mohamed S.AL-Shenaifi

Professor

Mohammed .Shalaby

Professor

Muhammed S.AL-Sakran

Professor

Faisal S. AL-Subaiee

Associate Prof.

Mohammed AL-Shayaa

Associate Prof.

Siddig El tayeb Muneer

Associate Prof.

El-haj Ahmed El-haj

Lecturer

College of Food Sciences and Agriculture

Faculty:
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College of computer and
Information Sciences

College of Computer & Information Sciences

King Saud University Bulletin
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Contact:
King Saud University
College of Computer and Information Sciences
P.O Box 51178
Riyadh 11543

College of Computer & Information Sciences

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Mission:

Landmarks:

To help transform our society into an avant-garde
Knowledge Society through innovative research and
education in Computing and Knowledge Technology
that prepares analytic, systematic and creative minds.

Research Centre
Special centre for research in computer related
areas has been established in the college. It provides
the required services and facilities to teaching staff

Vision
To be a forerunner in Computing & Knowledge
Technology education and research.

members and graduate students who carry researches
in the college. The centre also coordinates with other
departments in preparing and carrying out the required
studies in computer fields and scientific consultations

Aims:
 Impart contemporary education by continuously








enhancing and updating the curriculum by
analyzing and following the rapidly evolving
technological advancement.
Improve the teaching standard by following
the best teaching practices and periodical
upgrading the teaching skills through professional
development.
Improve the teaching resources and infrastructure
by acquiring the best possible existing as well as
developing the futuristic tools and techniques.
Continuously promote cutting edge and innovative
research.
Continuously improve the logistic support to
provide the most efficient help for academic
activities.
Support real-world research projects.

of different society sectors.
The main college’s labs that carry out academic missions
and researches involve the following:

 Logic Design Lab.
 Digital Systems Design Lab.
 Digital Control Lab.
 Digital Communication Lab.
 Personal Computers Lab.
 Networks Lab.
 Computer drawings lab.
 Application Development Lab.
 Lab Study Units.
 Systems Programming Lab.
 Arabic Systems Lab.
 Artificial Intelligence Lab.

About:
Computers have evolved considerably in recent
years, in technology and its various applications. Due
to modern development plans and vast development
that our beloved country witnesses, it is natural that
the Kingdom would adopt the latest and best modern
developed technology in its rapid strive to move into
the ranks of developed countries.

Academics Departments:
 Department of Computer Science

 Computer Engineering Department
 Information Systems Department
 Department of Software Engineering
 IT department – (female only)
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Mission:
Preparing highly qualified professionals in
Computer Science for an efficient contribution to
the edification of the knowledge society and to the
achievement of the national development goals through
fostering an academic environment ideal for knowledge
development, research, and innovation in the field of
Computer Science.

Vision:

Aims:
 Preparing the students for leading positions in the
IT marketplace

 Helping students in acquiring knowledge and skills
 Promoting students’ autonomy and entrepreneurship
 Building a culture of quality and continuous
improvement

 Promoting team work and continuous self study
 Strengthening the scientific research system

About:
The department of Computer Science aims at
graduating specialists in the fields related to systems,
programs and computer languages. The role of the
graduates is to carry jobs in designing operating
systems for computer, develop programming languages
and writing compilers and make necessary changes in
software. They also give technical recommendations
in choosing suitable software, programs and computer
languages besides specifying its qualities which serve
the required applications. They also supervise software
installation and ensure it performance.

Degrees:

Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Programs:

 Bachelor
 Master
 PhD

B.Sc. in Computer Science
First Program:
B.Sc. in Computer Science

Faculty Members:
Faculty Name
Prof. AbdulMalikȾ S. AlSalman
Prof. Hassan I. Mathkour
Prof. Hatim A. AboAlSamh
Dr. Abdullah M. Al-Dhelaan
Dr. Abdulqader A. AlFantookh
Dr. Amir A. Touir

Dr. Jacob O. Adeniyi
Dr. Mohamed A. Menai
Dr. Mohammed Hussain
Dr. Pervez A. Ahmed
Dr. Ali Y. ElZaart
Dr. Aqil M. Azmi
Dr. Hussain A. AlSalman
Dr. Iehab A. AlRassan
Dr. Inayatullah G. Shah
Dr. Jalal F. AlMuhtadi
Dr. Mohamed A. Berbar
Dr. M. A. AlAbdulkareem
Dr. Mohsen H. Denguir
Dr. Mohsen M. Iftikhar
Dr. Safwan W. Qasem
Dr. Salah M. Rahal
Dr. Saleh I. AlFuraih
Dr. Saleh M. AlHammami
Dr. Samir E. AlMougy
Dr. Sofien A. Gannouni
Dr. Waleed M. Alsalih
Dr. Yousef A. AlOhali
Dr. Zohair A. chentouff

Rank
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.

About:
The program consists of 137 credit-hour courses
which span over the period of 8 semesters. In addition
to the core courses related to the computer science, the
program includes the courses regarding basic sciences,
Arabic language, Islamic culture and English language
to accomplish the objectives outlined in the mission
statement.

College of Computer & Information Sciences

An internationally leading academic model in
Computer Science.
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Aims:

IC103


Providing knowledge of fundamental areas of
Computer Science


Providing in-depth knowledge in specialized areas
of Computer Science


Providing skills that are relevant to the needs of the
Saudi Society


Providing skills that prepare students for higher
studies and research


Making students aware of professional ethics and
behaviours that can better and friendly working
environment


Improving the students’ oral and written

Economic System in Islam
One department elective course
One department elective course
Total
Seventh Level
Course Code
CSC320
CSC329
CSC311
CSC336
CSC496
CSC999

communication skills

Course Title
System Programming
Computer Networks
Design and Analysis of Algorithms
Compiler Construction
Graduation Project I
Practical Training
One department elective course

Hrs
3
3
3
3
2
1
3
18

Course Title
Islamic Studies
Graduation Project II
Arabic Writing
One department elective course
One department elective
course
One free elective course

Hrs
2
4
2
3

Total

College of Computer & Information Sciences

First and Second levels: Preparatory Year
Third Level
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Course Code
CSC111
Math106
Math151
Phys104

Course Title
Computer Programming I
Introduction to Integration Calculus
Definite Calculus
General Physics
One department elective course

Total

Eighth Level
Hrs
4
3
3
4
3
17

CSC281
Arab101
IC102

Course Title
Computer Programming II
Linear Algebra
Engineering Probability & Statistics
Discrete Mathematics for
computer Science
Arabic
Islamic Studies
One department elective course

Hrs
4
3
3

Course Title
Data Structures
Programming Languages
Unix System Environment
Discrete Mathematics
Computer Architecture
Islamic Culture

Hrs
3
3
2
3
3
2
19

Course Title
Artificial Intelligence
Software Engineering
Operating Systems
Database Systems

Hrs
3
3
3
3

Total

3
2
2
1
18

Fifth Level
Course Code
CSC212
CSC235
CSC226
CSC281
CEN333
IC102
Total
Sixth Level
Course Code
CSC361
CSC342
CSC227
CSC380

Course Code
IC104
CSC497
AR103

Total

Fourth Level
Course Code
CSC113
Math244
Stat324

2
1
3
18

3
3
18

Course Description:
CSC111: Programming Language I
Credit Hours: 4
Pre-requisites: CT140
This course aims at giving the students a broad
foundation in the fundamental concepts of objectoriented programming. It presents in a very simple
way the basic concepts and principles of the
Object Oriented approach such as abstraction and
encapsulation principles, classes, objects and the
constructor concepts, information hiding principle and
the accesses concept, methods, the message passing
and the overloading principles. It also introduces the
array data structure.
CSC113: Programming Language II
Credit Hours: 4
Pre-requisites: CSC111
This course continues the coverage of the fundamental
concepts of Object Oriented Programming started
in Programming I (CSC111). It covers more advanced
concepts and topics such as relationships between
classes, inheritance, polymorphism, abstract classes,
error handling, interfaces, generics and data structures
such as linked lists, stacks and queues, graphical user
interface.
CSC212: Data Structures
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CSC222: Computer Organization & Assembly Language
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC111
Introduction to basic computer organization and how
the computer works; The Internal organization of the
Intel x86-based PCs; Basic Computer Organization
[sequential machines, DeMorgan’s Law, simplifying
circuits using Karnaugh maps, Instruction code,
Computer registers, Instruction set, Timing and
control]; Register Transfer Language HDL ( Hardware
Description
Language)
and
Micro-operations;
Computer Arithmetic Logic Unit Design. -Hardwired
control unit, instruction set, introduction to addressing
modes; Central Processing Unit Design [ Register
organization, Stack organization, Instruction format,
Addressing modes, Reduced Instruction set computer];
Overview of Assembly language programming and
using Addressing modes.
CSC226: Unix OS Environment
Credit Hours: 2
Pre-requisites: CSC111
Overview of the Unix OS basic concepts. Usage of the
help: man and info commands. Unix file system and
basic commands. Redirection and pipelining. Filtering
commands: line searching (grep, egrep and fgrep), line
content manipulation (cut, sort, tr …), Line visualization
(pr, pg, more, tail, fmt, …), comparing files (diff and
cmp). Users and user-rights. Process management. The
command find. Shelle programming. The awk and sed
commands.
CSC227: Operating Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC212
This is an introductory course in Operating Systems. As
such, it is intended to cover many of the concepts related
to most of the actual Operating Systems. Although
the study of a particular Operating System is out of
the scope of this course, nevertheless, we will cover
most of the concepts found in any existing Operating
System. We will review computer system and operating
system structures, processes and threads (concepts of,

communication, synchronization and deadlocks), CPU
Scheduling, memory management and virtual memory.
CSC235: Concepts of Programming Languages
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
Co-requisites: CSC212
Course Description: Study of programming Languages;
Language Design Issues; Language Translation Issues
(Syntax, Stages in translation, Formal Translation
Models, Finite State Automata, Context-free grammars);
Data Types; Abstraction and Inheritance; Sequence
Control; Subprogram Control and Implementation;
Advances in Language Design (Exceptions, coroutines, Parallel Programming, Concurrent execution,
Tasks, Synchronization); Overview of non-imperative
Languages
(Functional
programming,
Logic
Programming, Object-Oriented Programming).
CSC281: Discrete Mathematics for Computer Science
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: STAT 324 and MATH 151
Co-requisites: CSC212
Logic and methods of proofs. Basic Discrete Structures:
Sets, Functions, Recursive definitions, Sequences and
Summations. Growth of functions. Integers and Division,
Rings & Fields, Applications of Number Theory.
Combinatorics: Counting techniques, Permutations and
Combinations, Binomial Coefficients, Permutation and
Combinations with repetition, Recurrence Relations,
Generating Functions. Discrete Structures: Relations,
Graphs, Trees and Finite State Machines. Discrete
Probability (optional).
CSC311: Design and Analysis of Algorithms
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC281
Models of Computations. Mathematical essentials.
Overview of space and time complexities. Introduction
to asymptotic notations. Techniques for designing and
analyzing algorithms. Algorithm design paradigms, such
as: greedy, divide-and-conquer, backtracking, branchand-bound, dynamic programming, and randomization.
Search Methods. Graph Algorithms. Time and space
complexity classes. Introduction to NP-Completeness.
CSC320: Systems Programming
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC227
Introduce the students to a modern approach of
Systems Programming under the UNIX Operating
System. The course is based on explaining the various
low-level UNIX system calls that allow developing
system programs to be integrated in the Operating
System. The course should include the following topics:
Overview of the C programming language, file IO, Files

College of Computer & Information Sciences

Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC113
Abstract Data Types; Performance Measurement: Time &
Space Complexity, Big-O notation. Basic Data Structures:
Lists, Stacks, Queues, Priority Queues. Trees: Recursion,
Terminology, General Trees, Binary Trees, Balanced
Search Trees, AVL Trees. Multi-way Trees: the family of
B-Trees. Heaps: Min and Max Heap, HeapSort, Priority
Queue as a Heap. Hashing Techniques: Hashing Functions,
Collision Resolution Strategies. Graphs: Terminology,
Graph Traversal Algorithms, Other important graph
algorithms. Sorting.
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and Directories, Environment of a Unix Process, Process
& Thread Control and Signals. Practical Assignments
must be realized under UNIX. On completion of the
course, students should be able to develop, test and
debug system programs under the UNIX environment.
They should also be able to integrate UNIX system calls
into UNIX operating system in a professional way.
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CSC329: Computer Networks
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC227
The course aims at giving the students the sufficient
knowledge to understand the mechanisms that
govern modern computer networks, with a focus on
the Internet. It covers the following topics: Overview
(computer networks uses, layered architecture). The
Data Link Layer (error control, flow control, LANs,
Ethernet). The Network Layer (routing algorithms, IP).
The Transport Layer (congestion, TCP, UDP, sockets).
The Application Layer (some examples).
CSC336: Compiler Construction
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC235
The course introduces the main theories, algorithms
and tools for compiler construction. It covers the
topics: lexical analysis, (regular expressions and finite
automata, scanning algorithms), syntax analysis (contextfree grammar, LL(1) grammars, top-down parsing
algorithms), semantic analysis (symbol tables, semantic
rules, attribute grammars, type checking), run-time
systems organization, code generation (intermediate
code). The students are expected to write a complete
compiler for a very simple high level programming
language.
CSC342: Software Engineering
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC212
Important concepts in software engineering Software
life cycle - Software processes, introduction to extreme
programming - Requirements engineering – Basics
of software models and design - Basics of software
testing - Basics of configuration management - Basics
of software project management and software cost
estimation. Students participate in a group project
using the principles of software engineering.
CSC361: Artificial Intelligence
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC212
Introduction to AI. Agents and intelligent agents.
Knowledge representation (semantic networks, frames,
propositional and high-order logics). Resolution and
basic inference rules. Problem spaces and searching
techniques (Blind Search: Depth-First Search, Breadth-

First Search, Depth-Limited Search, Iterative Deepening
Search; Heuristic Search: Greedy Search, A*-Search, Hill
Climbing). Constraint Satisfaction Problems. Some of the
following applications: Game Playing, Machine Learning,
Natural Language Processing, Expert Systems.
CSC380: Fundamentals of Database Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC212
Database Concepts and Architecture, ER model,
Relational model and Algebra, SQL, Normalization,
Functional dependencies, Introduction to EER,
Introduction to OODBMS (Concepts, ODL, OQL).
CSC429: Computer Security
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
Co-requisites: CSC329
Security principles, models, and attacks. Cryptography,
public-key and secret-key cryptography. Authentication
and digital signatures. Key management and
cryptographic protocols. Access control. Building
secure systems. Security in operating Systems. Security
in computer networks. Management and analysis of
security. Risk assessment. Computer security policy.
International information security standards. Intrusion
detection and incident response.
CSC457: Internet Technologies
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC329
An overview of Internet technologies (definitions,
evolutions, examples, and, applications). Publishing
and browsing technologies. Internet tools. TCP/IP
and Client/server architectures. WWW, HTTP and
HTML for text, images, links and forms. Web-based
applications development: client-side scripting, serverside scripting and the MVC design approach. WEB site
development. Security, and privacy.
CSC456: Distributed Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC329
Understanding the main characteristics of distributed
systems and the various design choices required for
building a distributed client-server system Introduction
to SOAP, CORBA, RMI, and RPC. Usage of interoperation applications.
CSC496: Graduation Project I
Credit Hours: 2
Pre-requisites: Passing 95 Credit Hours
The graduation project consists of a sequence of two
courses: CSC496 and CSC497. In this project, the
student is expected to develop a software for a specific
problem by applying previously learned concepts and
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CSC497: Graduation Project II
Credit Hours: 4
Pre-requisites: CSC496
This project is the continuation of the CSC496 project.
They have been detailed in the description if CSC496.
CSC999: Practical Training.
Credit Hours: 1
Pre-requisites: Passing 95 Credit Hours
Training is an important aspect of the educational
process in the College of Computer and Information
Sciences. Student is required join an IT center in a
government or private sector as a full time for at least
8 weeks in the last summer prior to his graduation. The
aim of the student training is to acquire the experience
in applying what he learned in real life and in team
working. The student training is evaluated through both
his training advisor at the IT center and the training
committee through the report he provides about his
training.
Elective Courses
CEN 333: Computer Architecture for Computer Scientists
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC222 OR CSC227
Course Description: Fundamentals of Computer Design
(Introduction, definition of performance, quantitative
principles). Performance and Cost. Operations in the
instruction set and the role of high-level language
and compilers. Instruction Set Examples. Pipelining.
Memory-Hierarchy Design. Input/Output. Future
directions.
CSC114: Procedural Programming
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC111
Introduction to the procedural programming paradigm.
Brief history of C. The C program structure. The C
primitive data types, variables and constants. The basic
operators and their priorities: arithmetic operators,
logical operators and access operators. Boolean
expressions and control structures. The usefulness of
makefiles.
CSC261: AI Programming Languages
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC113
Introduction to AI programming languages.
Characteristics of logic, functional, and constraint

logic programming. Prolog and Lisp are introduced to
familiarize programmers with intermediate skill-level in
conventional high-level programming languages with
the different approaches adopted by Prolog and Lisp.
Topics covered include notation for data and variables,
relations containing facts, list manipulation, recursion,
unification, debugging, input/output, backtracking, and
higher-order functions.
CSC304: Ethical Issues in Computing & Research Methods
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC111
Course Description: Proliferation of Computers in our
World; Computers and the Business World; Medicine
and Computers; Computers and Education; Computers
and the e-Government; Computers and the Law;
Privacy versus Freedom of Information; Ethics and
Professionalism; Intellectual Property Rights. Research
methods; choosing and evaluating references; collecting
data; analyzing data; critical evaluation of research;
report writing skills; presentation skills.
CSC334: Introduction to Automata Theory
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC281
Mathematical preliminaries (includes graphs and proof
techniques). Regular languages, regular expression,
deterministic finite automata and nondeterministic
finite automata, closure properties and pumping
lemma. Context free languages, context free grammars,
pushdown automata and pumping lemma. Turing
machines and computability. Complexity.
CSC384:Applied Numerical Computation
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: Math 244 + CSC311
This course is an introductory level course in numerical
algorithms for computer scientists. The objective is to
teach the principles of numerical computing and analysis.
The students are expected to learn the various types
of errors and problems associated with computation
and be able to compare methods based on error and
efficiency criteria. Some topics/methods covered are:
solving single nonlinear equations (Newton’s, Bisection,
False position and Secant methods); solving sets of
nonlinear equations; solving sets of linear equations;
interpolation and curve fitting (Taylor series, Lagrange
interpolation and splines, least squares); numerical
differentiation and integration; numerical solution of
single ordinary differential equations (ODE) (Euler’s
and Runge-Kutta methods); numerical solution of a set
of ODE, numerical solution of single partial differential
equation (PDE); characteristics of PDE; optimization
techniques. Students will implement and analyze many
of these algorithms on the computer.

College of Computer & Information Sciences

methods during the course of the project. In CSC496,
the student is typically expected to study the problem,
perform the analysis, determine the requirements, and
design the solution. The student will deliver a report
at the end of the semester. The project topic may be
provided by the department or by the student, subject
to the department approval.
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CSC385: Database Applications
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC380
This course aims at giving student acquainted with
database manipulation. The student will deal with
database schemas as well as user rights, database
manipulations and querying. PLSQL, trigger and
stored procedures will be introduced as a second step.
Different design tools (forms, reports, etc.) will be
introduced as a third step of the course.

College of Computer & Information Sciences

CSC383: Advanced Database Management Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC380
Techniques of query processing. Solving concurrency in
query execution. Concurrency control. Error recovery
analysis. Data security. Database system administration.
Advanced data modeling.
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CSC412: Simulation and Modeling
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC111 + STAT 324
Introduction to Simulation. Concepts in Discrete-event
Simulation (DES). Components of DES. Monte Carlo
simulation, the life cycle of a simulation study, input
and output data analysis, world views and time control,
random number generation, credibility assessment
of simulation results, simulation languages, Parallel
and Distributed Simulation, applications of simulation
using contemporary simulation modeling and support
software.
CSC430: Computer Arabization
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC320
System Arabization level (screen Arabization, keyboard
Arabization, printer Arabization, font and codepage
manipulation, creating visual Arabic interfaces, etc.);
Introduction to Arabic natural language processing
(Arabic morphological analysis, Arabic syntax and
semantics, Classical models, Applications); Applying
neural networks in Arabic natural language processing
(neural networks for Arabic morphological analysis,
neural networks for syntactic analysis); The phonetic
properties of the Arabic language (Arabic allophones,
isolating Arabic allophones, characterization of
Arabic allophones, using Arabic allophones in some
applications); Applications.
CSC440: Human Computer Interaction
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC342
Introduction to HCI. The Human User: Capabilities
and Limitations. The Computer: Capabilities and
Limitations. The Interaction: Models of Interaction and

Interaction Styles. Usability Principles: Principles of HCI
that support user friendliness. Interface design: dialog
notation and design - Visual Design. Design support:
Systems that support the design process. Usability
Evaluation. Introduction to Speech Computing and
other Forms of Input/Output.
CSC446: Design Patterns
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC342
This course aims at giving student the ability of design
programs using patterns. A design pattern is a general
repeatable solution to a commonly occurring problem
in software design. Design patterns deal specifically
with problems at the level of software design.
Definition, context of use will be introduced along with
their classification. Some of the most used pattern will
be studied such as : Abstract factory, Factory method,
Builder, Lazy initialization, Object pool, Prototype,
Singleton, Adapter, Bridge, Composite, Decorator,
Façade, Flyweight ,Proxy, Chain of responsibility,
Command, Interpreter, Iterator, Mediator, Observer.
CSC442: Advanced Software Engineering
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC342
Extreme Programming - Automated Software Testing
(XUnit and Junit) - Software Cost Estimation - Software
Quality Management and models (ISO, CMM, TickIT) –
Risk Management - Software Measurements, Software
reliability – Introduction to Software design patterns and
Component-based Software Engineering - Real-time
Systems, Data acquisition systems. Students participate
in a group project using Extreme Programming and the
principles of Software Engineering.
CSC443: Software /IT Project Management
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC342
Knowledge Areas in Software/IT Projects - Project
planning - Integration Management - Scope
Management - Time Management - Earned-value
analysis – Project Cost Estimation - Risk Management
- Quality Management - Configuration Management
- Measurement – Project Management tools. Students
participate in a group project using the principles of
Software/IT Project Management.
CSC444: Software Testing
Credit Hours: 3
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CSC453: Parallel Processing
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC227
Introduction to Parallel Processing, Applications of
parallel processing,
Parallel architecture, Parallel
computers, Communication in parallel systems,
Performance of parallel systems, Parallel programming
paradigms, Parallel programming models, Performance
measure, Design and evaluation of parallel algorithms.
Programming examples.

CSC476: Computer Graphics
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC212
Introduction, Computer Graphics Systems, Graphics
Programming - OpenGL, Geometric modeling curves, surfaces, Geometric Transformations, Viewing,
Illumination and shading, Clipping, Rasterization,
Texture map, Animation, Case – studies.
CSC478: Digital Image Processing and Analysis for
Computer Science
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC361
Introduction;

Image

Sensing

and

Acquisition;

Some Basic Gray Level Transformations for Image
Enhancement.; Image Contrast Enhancement Using
Histogram Processing; Image Smoothing Using Spatial
Filters; Image Sharpening Using Spatial Filters; Point,
Line and Edge Detection; Basic Global and Adaptive
Thresholding for Image Segmentation; Optimal Global
and Adaptive Thresholding for Image Segmentation;
Region-Based Image Segmentation and Edge-Based

CSC459: Net-Centric Computing
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC329
Co-requisites: CSC456
Overview of object based distributed systems concepts
and standards middleware. Introduction to component
based distributed systems. Components of a distributed
system. Introduction to Web services.
CSC463: Knowledge Engineering & Expert Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC361
Introduction to Knowledge engineering and expert
systems. Representation of knowledge. Knowledge
extraction methods. Methods of inference Reasoning
under uncertainty. Inexact reasoning. Design of expert
systems. Implementation of expert systems. Applications
of expert systems.

Segmentation; Image Restoration in the Presence
of Noise-Spatial Filtering; Image Enhancement in
Frequency Domain; Objects Representation and
Description; Object Recognition
CSC484: Information Retrieval
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC383
Course Description: This course is intended to
prepare student to understand the underlying
theories and methods for searching and retrieval
of text and bibliographic information, analysis of
relevance, utility, statistical and linguistic methods
for automatic indexing and classification, boolean
and probabilistic approaches to indexing, query
formulation, output ranking, filtering methods,
measures of retrieval effectiveness and retrieval

CSC462: Machine Learning
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC361
Machine Learning: Introduction; Decision-tree learning;
Ensemble learning; Statistical learning Methods:
Bayes decision models, learning Bayes networks,
Hidden Markov Models; Instance based learning;
Neural Networks; Reinforcement learning; Clustering;
Computational learning theory.

experimentation methodology.
CSC489: Selected Topics in Computer Science
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: Passing 100 credit hours
This course aims at introducing the students
to a different area of Computer Science. This

College of Computer & Information Sciences

Pre-requisites: CSC342
Test first approach - Automated software testing ( Junit,
Xunit) - Software testing in extreme programming
-Testing processes - Software validation and verification
– Unit, functional, and acceptance testing - Equivalence
partitioning - Path testing – Cyclomatic complexity Integration testing – Regression testing -Stress testing
– Incremental testing - Object-oriented testing Software testing tools - Testing in agile development
environment. Students participate in a group project
on software testing.

will be achieved by exposing them to new tools,
techniques, and research in Computer Science.
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Mission:
The Department of Computer Engineering is
committed to implementing the highest standards of
excellence in higher education. It promotes team work
activities in a student-centered learning environment.
It inspires meaningful research, and high professional
services to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Vision:

College of Computer & Information Sciences

The Department of Computer Engineering will
be a regional model of excellence for high standard
education and a research-intensive department.
Our graduates will become leaders in exploring new
challenges in computer Engineering and related areas.
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 To prepare graduates with high quality education
and superior experience in the field of Computer
Engineering.

 To develop scientific and applied researches.
 To provide training programs for the rehabilitation
of engineers and workers in the field of computer
engineering.

 To provide consultations and to develop appropriate
solutions.

About:
The role of the graduates of Computer Engineering
Department role is to design computers, computer
networks, and design of electronic equipments, design
sensitive processing systems, and develop automated
systems for automated control in laboratories and
factories. They also prepare specifications for computers
and computer peripherals. Besides, they give technical
advice when choosing computers and supervising the
installation and operation of the computers.

Landmarks:
 Control LAB
 Networks LAB
 Build virtual network
 Communications LAB
 Digital Systems Design LAB
 Logic Design LAB
 PC LAB

Degrees:
 Bachelor
 Master
 PhD

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Moured A. Barakat
Nassereddine Rikli
Hamid R. Abachi
Mansour M. Alsulaiman
Mohammed A. AlOqeely
Mujahed C. Mekhallalati
Ramdane T. Hedjar
Sami S. AlWakeel
Yousef A. Al-Otaibi
AbdulAziz S. AlMazyad
Essa A. Al-Ghonaim
Ghulam Muhammad
Hesham A. Altwaijry
Mansour A. Zuair
Mohammed A. Al-Mohimeed
Mohammed A. Arafah
Mohamed M. Abd-Eldayem
Mostafa H. Dahshan
Musaed A. Al-Hussein
Naif A. Alajlan
Ridha M Ouni

Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Programs:
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
First Program:
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
First and Second levels: Preparatory Year
Third Level
Course Code
CSC111
MATH106
MATH151
PHYS104
IC101
Total

Course Title
Computer Programming I
Integral Calculus
Discrete Mathematics
General Physics
Introduction to Islamic Culture

Hrs
4
3
3
4
2
16
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Ninth Level

Course Code
CSC113
MATH244
MATH200
CEN200
ARAB101
Total

Course Title
Computer Programming II
Linear Algebra
Differential and Integral Calculus

Hrs
4
3
3
Introduction to Computer Engineering 3
Language Skills
2
15

Fifth Level
Course Code
CEN214
CEN215
CSC212
EE201
MATH204
STAT324

Course Title
Logic Design-1
Logic Design Lab-1
Data Stuctures
Fundamentals of Electrical Circuits
Differential Equations
Probability and Statistics for
Engineering

Total

Hrs
3
1
3
3
3
3
16

Sixth Level
Course Code Course Title
IC102
Islamic and Building of Community
Logic Design and Hardware
CEN313
Description Languages
CEN340
Signals & Systems
EE202
Electrical Circuit Analysis
CSC227
Operating Systems
Introduction to Database Systems
IS230
Total

Hrs
2
3
3
3
3
3
17

Seventh Level
Course Code
ARAB103
CEN317
CEN316
CEN342
CEN344
EE311
EE314
CSC342
Total

Course Title
Arabic Basic Writing
Logic Design Lab-2
Computer Architecture
Introduction to Data Transmission
Data Communication Lab
Basics of Electronic Devices
Electronic Devices Laboratory
Software Engineering

Hrs
2
2
3
3
1
3
1
3
18

Course Title
Digital Systems Design
Computer Networks
Introduction to Digital Control
Digital Control Lab
Elective Course
Analog & Digital Electronic Circuits
Analog and Digital Electronic
Circuits Lab.

Hrs
3
3
3
1
3
3

Eighth Level
Course Code
CEN433
CEN444
CEN455
CEN456
--EE315
EE316
Total

1
17

Course Code
IC103
CEN434
CEN445
CEN447
--CEN494
--Total

Course Title
The Economical Regulation in Islam

Digital Systems Design Lab
Network Protocols & Algorithms

Networks Lab
Elective Course
Project I
Free Course

Hrs
2
2
3
2
3
2
2
16

Tenth Level
Course Code
IC104
CEN448
CEN488
CEN495
--CEN999
Total

Course Title
The Political Regulation in Islam
Security & Internet protocols
Computer Security Lab
Project II
Elective Course
Practical Training

Hrs
2
3
1
4
3
1
14

Course Description:
CEN200: Introduction to Computer Engineering
Credit Hours: 3
This course introduces the basic principles related
to computer engineering, as it is considered to be an
adequate introduction to the different subject related
advanced courses in the department. This course
introduces at a very basic level the basic concepts in
the design electronic and digital systems and its relation
to assembly programming and different applications.
In this course, the following concepts will be covered:
Bits, data types and operation, digital logic structures,
the Von Newman Model and an example processor,
Introduction to assembly programming. Furthermore,
the course includes basic introductory concepts
on data transmission, digital control, robotics, and
artificial intelligence. Several selected experiments are
introduced covering a variety of introductory concepts
in computer engineering subjects.
CEN214:Logic Design-1
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: Math 151
Topics covered in this course include: Digital computer
and information (numbering systems, arithmetic
operations, decimal codes, etc), Combinational logic
circuits (binary logic and gates, Boolean algebra,
simplification, CMOS circuits), combinational logic
design (design procedure, Decoders, multiplexers,
binary adders and subtracters), Sequential circuits
(Latches, Flip flops, Synchronous Sequential circuits
analysis and design), analysis and design of synchronous
sequential machines: Representation, state reduction
and realization; Finite state machines.
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Fourth Level
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CEN215: Logic Design Lab-1
Credit Hours: 1
Co-requisite: CEN214
This lab help students understand the content of
CEN213. Students implement different types of digital
systems combinational and synchronous sequential
circuits using SSI and MSI integrated circuits.
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CEN313: Logic Design and Hardware Description
Languages
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN214
In this course, advanced digital design techniques will
be introduced considering both combinational and
sequential logic networks. Also, the design and analysis
of asynchronous digital circuits will be discussed.
In it’s third and forth parts, the course presents
a comprehensive approach to HDL-based digital
design methodology using VHDL. Students will learn
the basic structures of VHDL, VHDL simulation and
VHDL synthesis, and FPGA implementation. Selected
advanced topics on designing larger systems and
creating test benches for code verification will also be
discussed.
CEN317: Logic Design Lab-2
Credit Hours: 2
Pre-requisites: CEN313
This lab help students understand the content of
CEN313. Students implement different types of digital
systems, synchronous and asynchronous using SSI and
MSI integrated circuits. A/D and D/A converters are
used in some applications. Students also use VHDL
as a way of describing their designs and use FPGA to
implement such designs where CAD tools are used in
such a process.
CEN316: Computer Architecture
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN313
Review of logic design principles. History of computers.
Basic computer organization. Data representation; Design
of a hardwired-controlled basic computer; Processor
organization; ALUs, bus and stack organizations;
Instruction sets and instruction formats; Machine and
Assembly language programming. Assembler function
and design. System software. Micro-programmed CPU.
Comparison between CISC, RISC and VLIW processors.
Introduction to memory organization; I/O operations;
Introduction to parallel processing techniques.
CEN340: Signals & Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: Math 204
Mathematical Description and classification of Various
Signals and Systems: Introduction to mathematical
software packages (eg. MATLAB), Continuous Linear
Time Invariant Systems, Convolution and correlation,
Fourier Series and Transforms, Laplace Transform,
Sampling and reconstruction, Discrete Linear Time
Invariant Systems, Transfer Functions.

CEN342: Introduction to Data Transmission
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN340
Introduction to communication systems: wired &
wireless, coaxial cables, optical fiber, and microwave
and satellite channel. Transmission Impairments: Noise,
attenuation, phase and envelope distortion, nonlinearity; Data encoding: AM, PM and FM modulations,
NRZ, Biphase and differential codes, PCM, DPCM and
DM, ASK, FSK, PSK and M-ary signal; Data Multiplexing:
FDM and TDM, Statistical TDM, spread spectrum, T1
& E1, SONET/SDH; Data Communication Techniques:
HDX, FDX, Asynchronous and synchronous transmission;
Interfacing techniques and protocols: EIA 232, V.24,
X.21 standards; Data transmission over telephone
lines: Modems, basic modem design; Error detecting
techniques:
CRC; Switching techniques:
circuit
switching (space & Time), Packet switching (datagrams,
virtual circuits); Communication Systems: Telephone
Network, Basics of ISDN.
CEN344: Data Communication Lab
Credit Hours: 1
Co-requisite: CEN342
Simulation and demonstration of physical layer
and communication techniques (modulation and
coding, multiplexing, CRC, interfacing, switching),
communication media.
CEN433: Digital Systems Design (Micro)
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN316
Architecture and Instruction set of different 16 bit
microprocessors; Microprocessor chips and LSI
technology; Supporting chips (Buffers, decoders,
system clock generator, reset system); Memory chips
and subsystems Interfacing 16-bit Microcomputers.
Architecture of Microprocessor based systems, design
technique, memory and I/O devices interfacing to the
microprocessor, interfacing technique, I/O techniques:
Interrupts, Direct memory access; System development
and design tools techniques: hardware, and software.
CEN434: Digital Systems Design Lab
Credit Hours: 2
Pre-requisites: CEN433
Design of 16-bit Microprocessor-based systems
including RAM and EPROM interfacing, Parallel and
serial port interfacing, timer, interrupt controller
interfacing, project. Micro-controllers: programming
and interface.
CEN444: Computer Networks
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN342
Introduction to computer networks: Network topologies;
Network architecture and the OSI reference model;
Data Link Control: flow control and error control, ARQ
Stop/wait , Sliding window protocols, DLC standards :
HDLC , PPP and SLIP; Medium Access control Protocols
and standards; ALOHA, CSMA, CSMA/CD, Token Ring
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CEN445: Network Protocols & Algorithms
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN444
Network Layer Protocols: Optimality principle, Routing
Algorithms: Flow based, Distance Vector, Shortest
Path, Broadcast; Congestion control Algorithms: Leaky
Bucket, Traffic Shaping, congestion control in ATM;
Internetworking Protocols: The Internet Network
layer, IP Tunneling and Concatenated Virtual Circuits,
IP datagram forwarding, encapsulation, fragmentation,
and reassembly; Transport Layer Protocol : TCP and
UDP , AAL layer in ATM.
CEN447: Networks Lab
Credit Hours: 2
Pre-requisites: CEN444
This is a laboratory course in which students will build,
install, configure, and administrate various Network
Operating Systems (NOS). The students will also gain
practical experience on: Characteristics of an NOS;
Peer-to-Peer and Server-based networks; Physical
Components of a LAN and their Interaction; Common
Transport Protocols; Principles of Resource sharing;
Remote Access; Communications between different
NOSs; Mailing systems; Router configuration; Bridged
networks.
CEN448: Security & Internet protocols
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN445
Internet protocols: IP, ARP, RARP, BOOTAP, Error
reporting mechanism (ICMP), OSPF routing, BGP,
CDIR, IPv6; TCP and UDP; Addressing schemes;
Network security: polices, responsibilities, access
control, encryption and privacy, public key encryption,
DES, RSA, packet filtering and firewall concepts,
digital signature; Application Layer Protocols: WWW
protocols, DNS, SMTP, the socket application program
interface API, client server interaction, Simple Network
management SNMP, Multimedia Protocols & standards
MPEG , JPEG.
CEN455: Introduction to Digital Control
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN340 & MATH 244
Part I: Continuous Systems: Review of mathematical
representation of systems, transfer functions, system
analysis in time domains, system stability, compensator
design. Part II: Discrete Systems: System Modeling and
representation; Difference equations; Z transform;
Stability analysis; Design of discrete-time control
systems.

CEN456: Digital Control Lab
Credit Hours:1
Co-requisite: CEN455
Introducing the students to the practical aspects
of digital control techniques; Realization of digital
controllers; process simulation; Process control;
Implementation of digital control via microprocessors;
project.
CEN488: Computer Security Lab
Credit Hours: 1
Co-requisite:
CEN448
Password cracking, Sniff network connection between
computers, Man-in-the-middle attacks, Falsifying
identity on a network, Denial of service (DoS) attacks,
Backdoors and Trojans for compromising Systems,
Firewalls, Worm fundamentals, Proliferation, techniques,
Spreading rates, Wireless security, Cracking WEP
keys, VPN security, WWW security, Buffer overflow
vulnerabilities in software, Sensors interfaced to
microcontrollers.
CEN494: Project I
Credit Hours: 2
Pre-requisites: Passing 120 credit hours
The student should take a B.Sc. project in related area to
his specialization and with technical merit. This project
is for two semesters, it is counted as one hour in the
first semester. At the end of the semester the student
submits a report describing his projects and the parts
he completed in the first semester and proposed parts
in the 2nd semester.
CEN495: Project II
Credit Hours: 4
Pre-requisites: CEN494
In this semester the student continues his work in the
project. This may require the student to present his
progress monthly. At the end of the semester the
student presents a detailed report of developed project
and oral presentation. The report should indicate that
the student understands the topic and his specific
implementation. Any hardware or software should be
documented in detail. The students grade is based on
his work during the project and commitment to fullfil
objectives, on the report, and on his oral presentation.
CEN999: Practical Training
Credit Hours: 1
Pre-requisites: Passing 120 Credit Hours
Training is an important aspect of the educational
process in the College of Computer and Information
Sciences. Student is required join an IT center in a
government or private sector as a full time for at least
8 weeks in the last summer prior to his graduation. The
aim of the student training is to acquire the experience
in applying what he learned in real life and in team
working. The student training is evaluated through both
his training advisor at the IT center and the training
committee through the report he provides about his
training.
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, Wireless; LAN standards & Devices: Ethernet and
IEEE standards for LANs; LAN devices: Bridges, HUBs,
Ethernet Switches; Network Layer Services: Datagram
and Virtual Circuits; WAN Standards and techniques:
X.25, Frame relay, ATM.
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Elective Courses:
CEN401: Queuing Systems and Simulation
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: STAT 324
Probability theory: random variables, transformation of
random variable. Probability density functions. Markov
chains: stocastic processes, Poisson and Exponential
processes. Queuing Systems: Little’s theorem, M/M/1,
M/M/1/K, and M/G/1. Computer simulation: random
number generators, validation tests, generating random
variables, event-driven simulation. Simulation languages
and software simulation. Project of systems

College of Computer & Information Sciences

CEN415: Introduction to VLSI Design
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN313 & EE 311
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Large-scale MOS design: MOS transistors, static and
dynamic MOS gates, stick diagrams, programmable
logic array design, MOS circuit fabrication, design rules,
resistance and capacitance extraction, power and delay
estimates, scaling, MOS combinational and sequential
logic design, register and clocking schemes, memory, datapath, and control unit design. Elements of computer-aided
circuit analysis and layout techniques.

CEN416: Introduction to Computer Arithmetic
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN316
Students in this course will be introduce to topics related
to the design and realization of arithmetic circuits;
Topics include: floating and Fixed point number systems;
algorithms and associated logic level implementation
for fixed point addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division; floating-point formats and operation. Residue
Number System, High-Radix operations, Finite Field
Arithmetic circuits.

CEN417: Introduction to VLSI Testing
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN313
Physical Fault Errors and Failures, Fault Analysis and
Diagnosis in Digital Circuits, Fault Modeling, Testing
Techniques, Test Generation, Fault Simulation, Design for
Testability; Built-in-self-Test, Reliability Concepts, Fault
prevention (fault intolerance), Fault Tolerance; Replication,
Redundancy, and Diversity.

CEN439: Embedded Systems Design
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN433
An introduction to embedded system design - complex
systems and microprocessors - The embedded design
process - Formalism for system design - Introduction to
instruction sets, CPUs, I/O – The Embedded computing
platform – Program design and Analysis in an embedded
system – Embedded operating systems – Coprocessors.

CEN449: Broadband & High speed Networks
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN445
MAN networks and standards: Fiber distributed data
Interface (FDDI) architecture and protocols, Giga Ethernet
architecture protocols and standards, DQDB, ATM; Highspeed WAN: introduction to broadband Integrated
service digital networks (B-ISDN) concepts , architecture
, standards and services, ATM network protocols,
services , layering and architecture, SONET /SDH layers
, configuration , and frames, Frame relay operation, layers
and frames; Broadband Wireless networks: wireless ATM,
IEEE 802.11, HIPERLAN.

CEN458: Intelligent Systems and it’s Application in
Computer Engineering
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN455
AI Definitions, Knowledge representation, Search
techniques, Connectionist neural networks, learning and
adaptation, self-organization, fuzzy set theory and fuzzy
logic, intelligent agents, genetic algorithms, Internet
applications.

CEN459: Robotics
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN455 & MATH 244
Introductory historical development of robotics, robot
arm kinematics, inverse kinematics, dynamics and control,
trajectory planning, use of software packages, sensors,
image acquisition and processing, autonomous mobile
robots, control architectures, LEGO Mindstorms and other
robotic kits & devices for experimentation,applications of
mobile robots, Internet and Web Robotics, future trends

CEN462: Data Compression
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN445
Compression
Techniques:
lossless
compression,
lossy compression, performance measures, coding.
Mathematical Preliminaries for lossless compression:
introduction to information theory, physical models,
probability models, unique decodable codes, prefix
codes. Lossless Compression Techniques: Huffman coding,
nonbinary Huffman codes, adaptive Huffman coding,
arithmetic coding, dictionary techniques, predictive
coding. Mathematical Preliminaries for lossy compression:
distortion criteria, information theory, conditional entropy,
probability models. Quantization: adaptive quantization,
non-uniform quantization. Compression Applications for
Data, Voice and Video: ZIP, ARJ, PNG, JPEG, MPEG.

CEN461: Network Programming
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN445
Introduction and TCP/IP: OSI model, BSD networking
history, Unix standards. Transport layer, TCP, UDP,
Port numbers, concurrent servers, standard Internet
services, TCP Sockets. TCP Client/Server Applications.
I/O Multiplexing. UDP Sockets: UDP echo server and
client, lack of flow control, lost datagrams. Name and
Address Conversions: DNS system, name and address
conversion functions. Multitasking and multithreading.
Web programming: Client side applications, server side
applications, CGI, Javascript, XML.

CEN464: Optical Networks
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CEN445
Physics of optical components: nature of light, optical
material, propagation, diffraction, polarization. Optical
fiber transmission medium: fiber modes, signal degradation,
attenuation, dispersion. Optical components: filters,
directional couplers, power attenuators, beam splitters,
multiplexers, demultiplexers, cross connects, modulators,
amplifiers. Optical communications: signal encoding, network
structure, SDH and SONET, WDM, routing and wavelength
assignment. DWDM Networks: Topologies, bandwidth
management, wavelength management, interoperability.

CEN491: Selected Topics in CEN
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: Passing 120 credit hours
This course is designed to enable students to study variable
special topics of interest, which are carefully selected from
CEN-related topics. The contents of such a course are to
be determined by the instructor and the department.
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Mission:
To serve the community through provision of
quality education, producing creative research,
contributing in building the knowledge economy
and society through education, creative thinking,
optimal use of technology, and effective international
partnership.

Vision:

Aims:
1. Provide students with strong conceptual
foundations (theory and application), and also
expose them to the forefront of the developments
in the field of Information Systems.
2. Recognize the applicability of computing to all
fields of knowledge and practice, by providing a
variety of courses to cooperate with other units of
the University.
3. Serve the educational needs of students of the
university in the area of Information systems and
the specific educational needs of the businesses
and industries in our community. Commitment to
play a leadership role in this process.
4. Maintain undergarduate and graduate programs
that are current, viable, and applicable to the
computing technologies of the present and
future.
5. Contribute significantly to the research and the
discovery of new knowledge and methods in
Information Systems.

Abdulla S. AlMudimigh
Abdulrahman A. Mirza
Azeddine H. Chikh
Khalid S. AlGhathbar
AlMetwally M. Mostafa
Djamal Ziani
Hakim Fourar-Laidi
Hameedullah Khan
Khalid M. AlHazimi
Mohammed A. AlNuem
Murad A. Ykhlef
Rasheed M. AlZahrani
Tariq A. AlNaeem
Yousry E. Taha

Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Programs:
Bachelor Degree in Information Systems
First Program:
Bachelor Degree in Information Systems

Study Plan:
First and Second Levels: Preparatory Year

About:

Third Level

A graduate of Information Systems Department can
work as system analyst, database designer in addition
to designing and building management information
systems, and decision-making support Systems. Briefly
a graduate of this department represents a link in
developing computer using in all financial, commercial
and administrative applications.

Degrees:

Course Code
CSC111
Math106
Math151
Phys104
IC101
Total

Course Title
Computer Programming I
Integration Math
Discrete Math
General Physics
Introduction to Islamic Culture

Hrs
4
3
3
4
2
16

Fourth Level

 Bachelor
 Master

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Alaaedin M. Hafez
Hussam M. Ramadhan
Majed A. AlSaud
Mehmet S. Aksoy

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

Course Code
CSC113
Acct101
Math244
Stat324
Arab101
IS240
Total

Course Title
Computer programming II
Cost Accounting
Linear Algebra
Engineering Probability & Statistics
Arabic Language

Hrs
4
3
3
3
2
Information Systems Analysis & Design 2
18
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To be recognized as a distinguished information
systems program at the national and international
levels, by providing excellent quality of education
and research, and qualified specialists who are
capable of developing different information systems
applications.
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Fifth Level
Course Code
CSC212
IS--IS224
IS230
IS342
IC102
Arab103
Total

Course Title
Data Structure
Department Elective
Visual Programming
Introduction to Database Systems
Information Systems Engineering
Islam and Society
Arabic Writing

Hrs
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
19

Course Code Course Title
CSC227
Operating systems
Modern Application
IS324
Development
IS--Department Elective
IS335
Database Management Systems
Information Systems Projects
IS351
management
IC103
Economic System in Islam
College Elective
Total

Hrs
3

College of Computer & Information Sciences

Sixth Level

102

3
3
3
3
2
3
20

Seventh Level
Course Code Course Title
IS337
DBMS Lab
Data Communications and
IS370
Computer Networks
IS -Department Elective
IS--Department Elective
IS496
Project I
--Free Course
IS999
Practical Training
Total

Hrs
3
3
3
3
2
2
1
17

Eighth Level
Course Code Course Title
Internet Software
IS446
Development.
IS497
Graduation Project II
IS482
Electronic Business
IS--Department Elective
IC104
Political System in Islam
Total

Hrs
4
4
3
3
2
16

Course Description:
IS224: Visual Programming
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: CSC113
In this course, the main concepts and methods used in
visual programming languages are given. For a carefully
selected visual programming language, the following
topics are studied: the syntax and semantics of the
language, data types, conditional statements, loops, data

structures, modular programming, review of relevant
OO techniques and methodologies, user interface
design rules, materializing an interface as a set of visual
objects, file types and structures, file applications,
publishing an interface on the web, basic concepts of
HCI (human computer interface), comparison between
the selected language and other visual programming
languages.
IS230: Introduction to Database Systems
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites:
Co-requisites: CSC212
In this course, students should study the following
topics: characteristics and advantages of the database
management systems (DBMS), database concepts
and architecture; data models, database schemes and
instances, DBMS and the concept of program-data
independence, database languages and interfaces,
database models, relational data model and relational
algebra, relational model constraints; domains, keys,
and integrity constraints, the structured query language
(SQL); data definition, queries, update, statements, and
views in SQL, database design; functional dependencies,
normal forms, introduction to object oriented (OO)
databases.
IS240: Information Systems Analysis & Design
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisite :
Co-requisites : CSC113
This course is concerned with the fundamental
knowledge, methods and skills needed to analyze, design
and implement computer-based systems. It addresses
the role of the systems analyst, and the techniques
and technologies used. The structured software
development life cycle approach, modeling techniques
and development phases are comprehensively discussed
and reviewed. In modeling techniques, process models,
information models, system architecture models, and
object oriented models are thoroughly described.
A project is given to all students that should cover
analysis and design phases of a relatively data-oriented
business case; with emphasis on data modeling (ER
diagrams), process modeling (DFDs), and architectural
system design issues (DD, HIPO, IPO).
IS324: Modern Application Development
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS224
In this course, modern programming trends and
techniques are given, and their usage in developing
real applications for society organizations. Students go
through a learning curve that starts by understanding a
problem, analyzing it, sketching a solution, implementing
the solution, documenting it and finally presenting the
work in a professional manner. Hence, all these skills
must be emphasized in this course. This course is
intended to widen the vision of students and gives them
a flavor of the real world problems that can be tackled
using programming languages, as opposed to higher
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IS335: Database Management Systems
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS230
This course covers the following topics: DBMS
architecture and administration; centralized and clientserver approaches, system catalog, and data dictionary,
transaction management; concepts, characteristics, and
processing, recovery techniques, concurrency control
techniques: serializability, deadlock, locking schemes,
time-stamp ordering, multi-version, and optimistic
techniques, DB security, distributed databases,
distributed DBMS, data fragmentation and replication,
distributed
transactions
management,
objectoriented databases, introducing to new emerging DB
technologies and applications; Web DBs, multimedia
DBs, data warehousing , data Mining, … etc.
IS 337: DBMS Lab
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS335
This course covers the following topics: Selection
of DBMS, Architecture of the chosen DBMS,
Installation issues, DB creation, Indexing, Integrity
Constraints triggers and assertions, DB Backups,
Security management, Recovery issues, Performance
management and tuning. Other features of the DBMS:
Integration with web technologies, DB connectivity
tools, Data distribution, fragmentation, and replication
issues, Management issues of the DBA activity.
IS342: Information Systems Engineering
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS240
This course covers the following topics: the advanced
steps in software developing such as types of software
testing and user acceptance testing, different strategies
used in software installation, processes of maintaining
information systems; types of maintenance, measuring
and controlling of maintenance effectiveness, software
quality assurance, quality concepts, the ISO 9000
& ISO 9126 quality factors, technical metrics for
software and examples of function-based, specification
quality, testing metrics, technical metrics for software
sizing, object-oriented systems metrics, software
development methodologies, requirement engineering
and configuration management.
IS351: Information Systems Project Management
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS240
This course provides an introduction to management

concepts, principles, techniques and terminology
with particular reference to IS project management. It
address issues such as planning, organization, resources,
scheduling, control, quality, cost estimation and tools for
project management. Project definition, responsibilities
of project manager and project team, and project
risk evaluation., strategies used in writing proposals,
technical reports, and management documents that
are related to costs, structure of a project management
tool; comparison between some of the available project
management software tools.
IS370: Data Communications and Computer
Networks
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: CSC227
This course covers the following topics: definition
of computer networks and their, objectives and
applications, computer network types; LANs, PANs,
MANs and WANs, computer network architecture:
layering, protocols and standard models, the ISO OSI
and TCP/IP reference models, physical layer of computer
network: the transmission media; signal types, signal
characteristics and impairments, modulation techniques
and modems, digital signal encoding schemes; NRZ,
Manchester and AMI encoding, physical interface;
USART, RS-232C/V.24, and USB, data transmission
basics: synchronous and asynchronous transmission,
synchronization levels; bit, character and frame,
transmission modes; full , half duplex, simplex , parallel
and serial, data link layer: data link layer functions and
standards, ARQ protocols; stop and wait, Go-back-N,
and selective reject, DLC protocol standards; HDLC ,
Internet PPP and SLIP, local area networks: topology
and media access methods, LAN protocols and the
IEEE 802 standard, ethernet and IBM token ring LANs,
wireless LANs, WANs and data transport networks;
GSM cellular, satellite, ATM & ISDN.
IS446: Internet Software Development.
Credit Hours: 4
pre-requisites: IS342 + IS324
This course explores advanced and modern concepts
and technologies used in the development of
electronic business applications. Topics include
component development and reuse, distributed object
technologies, multi-tier applications, client-side versus
server-side technologies, service-oriented architectures,
enterprise application integration, data transformation,
role of open-source technologies, and finally e-business
application installation and deployment issues.
IS496: Graduation Project I
Credit Hours: 2
pre-requisites: Passing 95 Credit Hours
The previous courses have provided the IS students with
strong and sufficient knowledge to develop information
systems. The next logical stage is that the IS student must
acquire hands-on experiences on developing real world
information systems. In addition, the students should be
familiarized with real world problems encounter during
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level tools such as CASE tool or DB packages. Projects
must be selected carefully to provide the student
with skills in modern applications, e.g. e-commerce
applications. The programming language can be any of
the languages studied before. Students must be able
to finish 2-3 large projects during the period of this
course. Modern trends of software development, e.g.
component-based and aspect-based programming will
be covered.
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the development of real world information systems.
Furthermore, the students should be trained to work in
teams. In this course, the students will be organized into
groups. The number of students in each group should
not exceed three students. In developing an information
system, a particular information system development
methodology should be used. Each group will develop
a real world information system in two stages: The
first stage will be carried out in IS 496. In IS 496, the
students of each group must identify a problem domain,
define a problem, identify the requirements in details,
specify requirements in details, analyze and document
the current system, proposed alternative systems, and
design a particular system in details which includes the
definitions of all the required system models such as
the data model and the functional model. At the end
of the course, each group must submit a formal report
documenting the problem domain, the problem, the
requirements, the specifications, and the system models.
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IS497: Graduation Project II
Credit Hours: 4
pre-requisites: IS496
In this course, each group will continue developing the
information systems that started in IS 496. Groups must
use particular tools to implement their information
systems in a good programming practice. These
implementation tools must be new and the students
have not been experienced in the previous courses.
Furthermore, students must generate user manuals for
their information systems in an appropriate format. At
the end of the term, each group must submit a final
report, which documents completely the information
system, from the problem definition phase to the
implementation phase, and contains a user manual for
the information system.
IS999: Practical Training.
Credit Hours : 1
Pre-requisites : Passing 95 Credit Hours
Training is an important aspect of the educational process
in the College of Computer and Information Sciences.
Student is required join an IT center in a government or
private sector as a full time for at least 8 weeks in the last
summer prior to his graduation. The aim of the student
training is to acquire the experience in applying what
he learned in real life and in team working. The student
training is evaluated through both his training advisor
at the IT center and the training committee through the
report he provides about his training.
Elective Courses
IS 432: Semi-structured Data
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS 335
This course offers a general overview on semi-structured
data and XML. It covers the following topics: HTML and
XML, Graph models for semi-structured data, Typing
XML (DTD and schema), XPath and XQuery languages,
Data transformation by XSLT, XML-Relational Mapping,
XML Query processing, Indexing XML, XML normal

forms, XML compression and streaming.
IS438: Introduction to Data Warehouses
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS335
This course introduces the concepts and practices
of data warehousing. It covers the fundamentals of
developing and using a data warehouse, developing
requirements, designing models, creating a dimensional
model, generating population and maintenance plans
for a warehouse. Also the course includes, manipulating
the data in the warehouse for update, maintenance and
data extraction. If possible, various industry partners
will demonstrate some of the other major warehouse
products used.
IS450: Integrated Information Systems
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: (IS342+ IS351) or SEN371
This course covers the following topics: definition of
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), organization, business
processes, and integration. Motivation of integration, the
differences between Software Development Life Cycle
(SDLC) and implementation of ERP, obstacles to achieving
Integrated Systems, actual benefits of Integrated
Systems, the environment of ERP, the architecture of
ERP, the critical success factors of ERP implementation,
planning of ERP implementation, the preparation of ERP
implementation, Change Management (CM), realizing
and operation ERP system, and extending ERP.
IS462: Information Systems Modeling and
Simulation
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS240
This course covers the foundations of model-based
information systems management, formal models
of enterprise information networks, optimizing
information systems using modeling and simulation,
simulation methodologies and tools in the context of
information systems development.
IS 463: Introduction to Data Mining
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS335
This course offers an introduction to data mining
concepts and techniques. The goal is for the students
to have a solid foundation in data mining that allows
them to apply data mining techniques to real-world
problems and to conduct research and development in
new data mining methods. Topics include data mining
algorithms and methods including association analysis,
classification, cluster analysis, as well as emerging
applications and trends in data mining.
IS 466: Decisions Support Systems
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS240
This course covers the following topics: the decision
making process, decision making and support
systems (DSS), modeling and support, categorization
of problem-solving techniques, data management
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IS473: Net-Centric Computing
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS370
In this course the following topics are covered:
principles of distributed computing, the Internet as a
huge computer system, distributed computing models:
client-server model, multiple-server model, mobile
agents model, and computer networks, TCP applications,
IP layer applications, socket management, inter-process
communication, UNIX case study, distributed object
oriented architectures; design issues, applications in
client-server computing, introduction to distributed
file systems, name servers, mobile computing, modern
trends in distributed computing.
IS482: Electronic Business
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: (IS370+ IS230+ IS240) or SEN371
In this course the following topics are covered:
corporate strategic planning for e-commerce, business
design and architecture for e-commerce application,
Web-based marketing strategies and models,
e-commerce project management; public policies and
legal issues of privacy, socio-technical infrastructure
for e-commerce, risk management in e-commerce
projects; e-transformation, measuring effectiveness of
e-commerce projects, e-commerce and organizational
change management, e-commerce and competitiveness,
banks and e-commerce, techniques of consumer
behavior analysis in e-commerce context, advertisement
in e-commerce, e-commerce and online publishing,
e-commerce in manufacturing, e-commerce and supply
chain management, e-commerce and customer asset
management, B2B e-commerce, B2C e-commerce,
e-payment systems, mobile commerce, modern trends in
developing e-commerce systems, available packages and
software tools, and technical evaluation.
IS481: Business Process Management Systems
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS342+ IS351
This course discusses management issues and
problems related to the development of database,
decision support, and large-scale software systems in
business. This course is intended to provide students
with a foundation of critical issues in the design and
implementation of business process-driven change. The
course focuses on managing information technology
and information systems in the business environment
by examining managing business process redesign and
software development, managing projects and changes,
managing enterprises, information Systems, and IT
Leadership. The course covers also the documentation,
analysis, modeling and improvement methodologies,

techniques and tools of business process. The course
makes a special focus on workflow management systems,
building networked-organization, and the development
of process-driven, knowledge-based organization.
IS491: Selected Topics in Information Systems
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: Passing 100 Credit Hours
This course intends to introduce special topics of
current trends in information systems and information
technology. The department council should approve
the selected topics of this course. Such possible
topics include: requirement engineering tools and
methods, simulation, virtual reality, internet security,
data warehousing and mining, geographic information
systems, telemedicine and medical informatics,
workflow management, quantitative and qualitative
methods in information systems, global information
technology management, intelligent agent technology
and applications, human computer interaction,
computer-based learning and training, philosophical
foundations of information systems, absorbing
continuous it developments in organizations, it
professional and organizational needs, organizational
learning and collaborative technologies, understanding
and managing information users behavior, policy, legal
and security issues in is, and virtual organizations.
IS492 : Introduction to Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS335
Course Description: This course introduces students to a mix
of geographic information system theory and applications.
Topics include geographic projection and coordinate
systems, spatial data management, spatial analysis, concept
of topology, models of spatial data (focusing on raster
and vector models), spatial analysis techniques, and GIS
implementation issues. By the end of the course, students
are expected to have a thorough understanding of GIS
development, functionality, methodology for implementing
the technology, and its potential usefulness in geographic
and environmental studies.
IS493: Information Security
Credit Hours: 3
pre-requisites: IS370
Security fundamentals, policies, procedures, and mechanisms.
Identification, authentication models, access control models.
Data models, concepts and mechanisms for software, hardware,
operating system and database security. Basic cryptography
(symmetric and asymmetric) and its applications. Security in
computer networks and distributed systems. Attacks types and
how to prevent them. Prevention and control of viruses and
other rogue programs. In addition, the basics of physical security,
incidence response, disaster recovery, business continuity, and
forensics.

IS999: Practical Training
Credit Hours: 1
Pre-requisites: Passing 95 credit hours
Training is an important aspect of the educational process in
the College of Computer and Information Sciences. Student
is required join an IT center in a government or private sector
as a full time for at least 8 weeks in the last summer prior to
his graduation. The aim of the student training is to acquire
the experience in applying what he learned in real life and in
team working. The student training is evaluated through both
his training advisor at the IT center and the training committee
through the report he provides about his training.
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and concepts of the data warehousing, modeling of
management problems; linear programming models,
simulation models, and heuristics and forecasting
models, model-base management systems, DSS user
interface design and management, decision support
system construction methods, DSS hardware, software,
and technology Levels, knowledge-based systems
and expert systems, expert system architecture,
representation of knowledge, forward and backward
chaining, inferences making process, applications of
expert systems in decision making, group, distributed,
and executive decision support systems.
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Mission:
The SE department is committed to make a
significant contribution to the national goal of acquiring
a fair share in the knowledge society

Vision:
The SE department aspires to be a recognized leader
in the field of software engineering and applications at
the national and regional levels in education, research,
and community services.

College of Computer & Information Sciences

Aims:
1. Production of highly professional confident
graduates capable of meeting national industrial
and governmental needs in the area of software
engineering.
2. Regular review and continuous improvement of
our curriculum to incorporate latest developments
and innovations.
3. Improvement of teaching skills integrating active
learning strategies, practical approaches, continuous
learning, and professional development.
4. Improvement of the facilities available for our students
and researchers (IT material, Labs, classrooms, etc.).
5. Development of relationships with companies and
organizations related to SE and IT in general.
6. Performing studies and research in software
engineering, and initialization of graduate
programs in the department.

About:
Software engineering is a new specialization
recently added to the college and teaching in
this department commences in the academic year
1429/1430. Graduate of this department will be able to
develop and build programming systems in relation to
proven engineering methods and standard accredited
procedures, ensuring elements quality and cost, and
accredited developed systems. They will also build
and make maintenance by using modern technical
methods equipments used in building programs.
Software engineer combines the scientific knowledge
and practical skills in various specialized fields include:
computer Science, the Information systems, project
management and engineering science.

Degrees:
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Bachelor

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Dr. Mohammed S. Batouche
Dr. Abdullah S. AlGhamidi
Dr. Abdulaziz O. Alsadhan
Dr. Ahmed M. Ghoneim
Dr. Khalid N. AlMutib
Dr. Mohamed S. Hussain
Dr. Noureddine O. Abbadeni

Professor
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Programs:
B.Sc. Software Engineering
First Program:
B.Sc. Software Engineering

Study Plan:
First and Second levels: Preparatory Year
Third Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

CSC111
Math106
Math151
104Phys
101IC
Total

4
3
3
4
2
16

Computer Programming I
Integration Math
Discrete Math
General Physics
Introduction to Islamic Culture

Fourth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

CSC 113

4

SEN 201
Stat 324
Math 244
Arab101
IC 102
Total

Computer programming II
Introduction to Software
Engineering

3

Engineering Probability & Statistics 3

Linear Algebra
Arabic Language
Islamic Culture

3
2
2
17
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Course Description:

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

CSC 212

Data Structure

3

SEN 221

3

IC 103

Web Applications Development
Software Requirements
Engineering
Computer Communications
&Networks
Islamic Culture

Arab 102

Arabic Language

-----

Selected Topic

SEN 241
CEN 303

Total

3
3
2
2
3
19

Sixth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

CSC 227

3

Operating Systems

IS 230

Introduction to Database Systems 4

SEN 331

Object-Oriented Software
Engineering

SEN 341

Software Design & Architecture 3

3

SEN 342

Software Quality Assurance

3

-----

Department Elective I

3

Total

19

Seventh Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

SEN 343

2

SEN 371
SEN 351
SEN 433
SEN 431
----SEN 498
Total

Software Engineering Lab 1
Software Engineering Project
management
Software Testing
Software Engineering Tools
and Methods
Software Measurements &
Metrics
Department Elective II
Project I

3
3
3
3
3
2
19

Eighth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

SEN 443

Software Engineering Lab 2

2

SEN 451

Software Maintenance

3

SEN 499

Project II

4

SEN 999

Practical Training

1

-----

Department Elective 2

3

-----

Department Elective 3

3

IC 104

Islamic Culture

Total

2
18

Course Code: SEN 201 Course Title: Introduction to
Software Engineering
Credit Hours: 3(3, 0, 1)
Co-requisites: CSC113
Course Description: This is a central course, presenting
the basic principles and concepts of software engineering
and giving firm foundation for many other courses in
the field. It gives broad coverage of the most important
terminology and concepts in the software engineering;
basic understanding of software life cycle, software
processes, requirements engineering processes;
introduction to agile and extreme programming, basic
modeling and design; basic of project management,
software cost estimation, configuration management,
and testing.
Course Code: SEN221
Course Title: Web Applications Development
Credit Hours: 3(3,0,1)
Pre-requisites: SEN 201
Course Description: A basic introduction to the
internet and WWW. Static Web page development
using HTML. Developing web pages and formatting
with tables, images and frames. Using CSS (Cascading
Style sheets). Introduction to client side scripting, using
JavaScript. DHTML: Dynamic aspects of site design,
animation, caching, event driven scripting and browser
compatibility. The basics of XML, building simple
XML files. Web Services, feeds and blogs. Scripting
on the server side: PHP and an introduction to other
alternative scripting languages such as CGI, ASP and
.NET Framework.
Course Code: SEN241
Course Title: Software Requirements Engineering
Credit Hours: 3 (3, 0, 1)
Pre-requisites: SEN201
Course Description: The requirements Engineering
Process - Elicitation of requirements - Functional and
non functional requirements - System services and
constraints – Quality of Requirements - Requirements
traceability matrix - Metrics for non-functional
requirements - Use case description - Use case and
context diagrams - Software Requirements Specification
-IEEE Standard - Requirements for agile developments
- Requirements for various systems: embedded
systems, web-based systems, business systems, etc. –
Requirements management. Students participate in a
group project on software requirements engineering.

College of Computer & Information Sciences

Fifth Level
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Course Code: SEN331
Course Title: Object-Oriented Software Engineering
Credit Hours: 4 (3, 2, 1)
Pre-requisites: SEN201
Co-requisites: IS230
Course Description: Review of Object-Oriented
Concepts– More modeling with UML: Structural
Modeling, Behavioral Modeling – System architecture
design, – User Interface Design – Object Persistence
Design - Class and Method Design - Object-Oriented
Testing. Students participate in a group project on
object-oriented software engineering.
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Course Code: SEN341
Course Title: Software
Design and Architecture
Credit Hours: 3 (3, 0, 1)
Pre-requisites: SEN241
Course Description: Introduction to software design
and architecture – Software evolution, flexibility –
Introduction to design patterns, multi-layer architecture,
Client-Server, the Model-View-Controller, etc. - The
Object-oriented and function-oriented pipelining
– Control styles, the centralised and event-driven
models - Software design and the reuse landscape
- Components technology - Application frameworks
- Middleware architectures including COM, CORBA,
and .NET. Students participate in a group project on
software design and architecture.
Course Code: SEN342 Course Title: Software Quality
Assurance
Credit Hours: 3 (3, 0, 1)
Pre-requisites: SEN241
Course Description: Quality concepts – Software
quality assurance - Software quality management
- Quality planning and control – Quality manual –
Product and process standards - Internal and external
software quality attributes - Software
Course Code: SEN371 reviews, walkthrough and
inspection – Statistical software quality assurance
– Software configuration management - Software
reliability – International Software quality models, e.g.
ISO 9000 Quality standards and ISO 9000-3, etc..
– Software process improvement – The Capability
Maturity Model (CMM), balanced scorecards. Students
participate in a group project on Software quality
assurance.
Course Code: SEN343 Course Title: Software
Engineering Lab I
Credit Hours: 2(0, 4, 0)
Pre-requisites: SEN331+ SEN342
Course Description: A project course where students
practice what they have learned or are learning in class,
through directed study. The class is an ongoing project
in which students register to participate as engineers

in a specific role in accordance to individual levels of
expertise and profile. More emphases should be given
in producing small software application using simple
middleware architectures such as .NET and applying
the software quality assurance & testing concepts.
Course Code: SEN351
Course Title: Software Testing
Credit Hours: 3 (3, 0, 1)
Pre-requisites: SEN342
Course Description: Introduction to testing - Software
validation and verification – Test cases – Managing the
testing process: developing test plans, test scripts and
test cases, reports - Unit, functional, and acceptance
testing - Black-box and white-box testing - Equivalence
partitioning - Path testing – Cyclamates complexity Integration testing – System Testing: Regression testing;
Interface testing; Stress testing; Incremental testing;
Interaction and Usability testing ... etc. - Object-oriented
testing - Software testing tools - Alpha, beta, and user
acceptance testing – Testing in agile development
environment - Automated testing. Students participate
in a group project on software testing.
Course Code: SEN433
Course Title: Software Engineering Project Management
Credit Hours: 3(3, 0, 1)
Pre-requisites: SEN342
Course Description: Project planning, cost estimation,
earned-value analysis techniques and scheduling. Project
management tools. Factors influencing productivity and
success. Productivity metrics, Analysis of options, risk
management and dynamic adjusting of project plans.
Planning for change. Management of expectations.
Release and configuration management. Software
process standards and process implementation. Using
standards in project management, including ISO10006
(project management quality) and ISO12207 (software
development process) along with CMM model. Software
contracts and intellectual property. Approaches to
maintenance and long-term software development.
Case studies of real industrial projects.
Course Code: SEN431
Course Title: Software Measurements and Metrics
Credit Hours: 3 (3, 0, 1)
Pre-requisites: SEN342
Course Description: Measurements and metrics in
software industry – Measurements of product, process
and resource attributes – Planning a measurements
program - Goal/Question/Metric - Collection and
analysis of software empirical measurements - Building
software metrics - Cost estimation models, Function
points, COCOMO, and Use case points – Measurements
and metrics of object oriented software: Coupling
and cohesion – Tools for software measurements –
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Course Title: Software Engineering Tools & Methods
Credit Hours: 3(3, 0, 1)
Pre-requisites: SEN342
Course Description: The objective of this course is to
guide students to understand and use different models,
tools, and computer-aided software engineering,
techniques, methodologies in developing application
systems. This course introduces the students to
different types of software development life cycles,
new trends in Methodologies and programming: RAD,
Prototyping, Agile, extreme.... etc. The considerations
involved in choosing which methodology to use.
Examples and cases will be drawn from actual systems
projects that enable students to learn in the context of
solving problems.
C o u r s e C o d e : S E N 4 4 3 C o u r s e Ti t l e : S o f t w a r e
Engineering Lab II
Credit Hours: 2(0, 4, 0)
Pre-requisites: SEN351+ SEN343
Course Description: A project course where students
practice what they have learned or are learning in class,
through directed study. The practicum is an ongoing
project in which students register to participate as
engineers in a specific role in accordance to individual
levels of expertise and profile. A larger project than
the one in Lab I should be assigned to students
and emphases is given into applying more software
management and software measurements and metrics.

semesters, it is counted as two hours in the first
semester. At the end of the semester the student
submits a report describing his projects and the
parts he completed in the first semester and
proposed parts in the 2nd semester. The Basic lines
of the graduation project are that students should
develop a significant software system, employing
knowledge gained from courses throughout the
curriculum. Includes development of requirements,
design, and implementation, testing and quality
assurance. Students may follow any suitable process
model, must pay attention to quality issues, and
must manage the project themselves, following
all appropriate project management techniques.
Success of the project is determined in large part
by whether students have adequately solved their
customer’s problem.
Course Code: SEN499 Course Title: Graduation Project II
Credit Hours: 4 (4, 0, 0)
Pre-requisites: SEN498
Course Description: In this semester the student
continues his work in the graduation project. This
may require the student to present his progress
biweekly. At the end of the semester the student
presents a detailed report of developed project and
oral presentation. The report should indicate that
the student understands the topic and his specific
implementation. Any hardware or software should be
documented in detail. The student’s grade is based
on his work during the project and commitment
to fulfill its objectives, both in reporting, and oral
presentation.

Course Code: SEN451 Course Title: Software Maintenance
Credit Hours: 3(3, 0, 1)
Pre-requisites: SEN431
Course Description: Students will study the four
types of maintenance: corrective, adaptive, perfective,
and preventive maintenance; economic implications
of maintenance; managerial issues related to system
maintenance such as maintenance organizational
structure; quality measurement, processes related to
change requests and configuration management. Topics
including: Website maintenance; role of CASE tools;
reverse engineering, reengineering; code restructuring
and amenability measures. Students will also learn
different maintenance process models such as: Boehm,
Osborne, Iterative enhancement and reuse-oriented
modes.

Course Code: SEN 999
Course Title: Practical Training
Credit Hours: 1
Pre-requisites: Passing 95 Credit Hours
Course Description: Training is an important aspect
of the educational process in the College of Computer
and Information Sciences. Student is required join an
IT center in a government or private sector as a full
time for at least 8 weeks in the last summer prior to his
graduation. The aim of the student training is to acquire
the experience in applying what he learned in real life
and in team working. The student training is evaluated
through both his training advisor at the IT center and
the training committee through the report he provides
about his training.

Course Code: SEN498 Course Title: Graduation Project I
Credit Hours: 2 (2, 0, 0)
Pre-requisites: Passing 95 credit hours
Course Description: The student should take a
B.Sc. project in related area to his specialization
and with technical merit. This project is for two

Course Code: SEN261
Course Title: Computational Management Science
Credit Hours: 3(3, 0, 1)
Pre-requisites: Math244+ Stat324
Course Description: The course introduces students
to various segments of business; develop mathematical

College of Computer & Information Sciences

Benchmarking. Students participate in a group project
on Software Measurements and Metrics.
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models of complex situations, using or driving
solution techniques for analyzing these models, using
spreadsheets or other specialized computer programs
to perform the necessary mathematical operations
to solve the models, and analyzing the results of the
computer output in order to recommend appropriate
course of action. Emphasis on: Linear Programming,
Network, Decision, Queuing, Simulation, Quality
Management, Markov Process Models.

Course Title: Advanced Software Engineering
Credit Hours: 3 (3, 0, 1)
Pre-requisites: SEN433+ SEN431
Course Description: More design patterns Distributed systems architecture - Real-time
software design – Data acquisition systems – Data
processing systems – Transaction processing
systems – Event processing systems. Students
participate in a group project on the design of

Course Code: SEN432

one of the above systems.
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Course Code: SEN361
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Course Title: Human-Computer Interaction

Course Code: SEN 441

Credit Hours: 3 (3, 0, 1)

Course Title: Embedded Systems Design

Pre-requisites: SEN241

Credit Hours: 3(3, 0, 1)

Course Description: Introduction to Human-Computer

Pre-requisites: CEN333

Interaction and Human sensory systems – Principles of

Course Description: An introduction to embedded

User Interface Design: development, and programming

system design - complex systems and microprocessors

- Design Considerations - Dialog Content Design -

- The embedded design process - Formalism for

Visual Design - Introduction to Human-Computer

system design - Introduction to instruction sets,

Dialog Management - Introduction to Pen Computing

CPUs, I/O – The Embedded computing platform –

- Font and Symbol Design - Introduction to Speech

Program design and Analysis in an embedded system

Computing and other Forms of Input/output. Students

– Embedded operating systems – Coprocessors.

participate in a group project on Human-Computer
Course Code: CEN 303

Interaction.

Course Title: Computer Communications & Networks
Course Code: SEN357

Credit Hours (lecture, lab, tutorial): 3 (3 + 0 + 1)

Course Title: Web Applications Engineering

Pre-requisites: Stat 324

Credit Hours: 3(3,0,1)

Course content: Definition of computer networks

Pre-requisites: SEN221+ SEN241

and their objectives and applications, computer
business

network type, computer network architecture:

aspects, market drivers and site design reflecting

layering, protocols and standard models, physical

interdisciplinary influences on web applications

layer of computer network: the transmission media;

development.

signal types, signal characteristics and impairments,

Course

Description:

The

This

course

covers

explains

how

Web

Engineering differs from software engineering,

modulation

detailing the rapid prototyping and agile development

signal encoding schemes, physical interface, data

methods mandated by short lead times, emphasis

transmission basics: synchronous and asynchronous

on interactivity and multimedia, and the increased

transmission, synchronization levels; bit, character

importance of user interfaces and human-computer

and frame, transmission modes; full , half duplex,

interaction. It covers: the systematic development

simplex , parallel and serial, data link layer: data

of Web applications; requirement engineering for

link layer functions and standards &standard

Web applications; modeling; Architectures of Web

organization , protocols, local area networks:

Applications; technology driven design; testing,

topology and media access methods, local area

operation and maintenance of Web applications.

networks,

Special emphases should be given to: Web project

networks, wide area networks, and data transport

management,

networks; cellular networks, satellite networks, ATM

development

processes,

usability,

performance and security of Web applications.

networks.

techniques

Ethernet

and

networks,

modems,

…etc.,

digital

wireless
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Mission:
To prepare individuals to be skilled professionals
in the IT field who have the necessary logical,
analytical, technical, and communication skills to
be competitive in the work place. And to raise
awareness about various applications of IT that are
needed in our society.

Vision:

 To provide basic education in the field of





information technology through formal instruction
and practical training in order to develop a real
understanding of information technology and the
organizational system.
To develop the student’s interpersonal and
communication skills
To develop the student’s ability to work individually
and as a team member,
To teach the fundamental skills and tools required
for the design, development, integration and
management of information systems

Programs:
B.Sc. IT
Diploma IT
First Program:
B.Sc. IT

Study Plan:
First Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

CAP107

3

CSC112

About:
The Information Technology Department (IT) is one
of five Departments in the College of Computers and
Information Sciences at King Saud University (KSU). It is
the first college department for girls in such a discipline
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Eng102
IC101
Math101

Introduction to Computers
Introduction to Computer
Programming -1
English for Computer Students
Introduction to Islamic Culture
Introduction to Differential
Calculus

Total

3
6
2
3
17

Second Level

Degrees:

Course Code Course Title

 Bachelor
 Diploma

CSC113

Faculty Members:

Eng104

Name

Rank

Dr. Gihan N. Najm
Dr. Seham Maamoon Mostafy
Dr. Souham B Meshoul
Dr. Afshan A. Jafri
Dr. Feryal I. Haj Hassan
Dr. Hanan A. Abdullah
Dr. Hend Rasheed El-Balla
Dr. Hend S. Al-Khalifa
Dr. Lamia M. AL- Ketari
Dr. Lilac A. Al-Safadi
Dr. Maha M. Al-Yahya
Dr. Mznah A. AL-Rodhaan
Dr. Nadia M. Al-Ghreimil
Dr. Sara F. Al-Saud
Dr. Shurug A. Al-Khalifa

Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Math102
Phys104
Arab101
IC102
Total

Introduction to Computer
Programming -2
English Language for
Computer Students
Introduction to Integral Calculus
General Physics
Arabic Language Skills
Islam and Society

Hrs
4
3
3
4
2
2
18

Third Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

CAP211
Eng110
CAP212
Math151

3
2
3
3

Visual Programming
Report Writing
Data Structures
Discrete Mathematics

College of Computer & Information Sciences

The Depar tment of Info rm ation Te ch nolog y
env isions to emerge as a center of excellence
i n I nformat i o n Te ch n o l o g y Ed u cat i o n i n the
region and responsi ve to the needs of the
co m m u n it y.
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CAP221
CAP250
Total

3
Fundamentals of Database Systems 3
17
Computer Organization & Assembly

Fourth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

CAP223

3

Stat324
CAP240
CAP252
CAP261
IC103
Total

Computer Architecture
Engineering Probability &
Statistics
Internet & network Technologies
Information Systems & Design
Fundamentals of Database Systems
Economic System in Islam

3
3
3
3
2
17

College of Computer & Information Sciences

Fifth Level
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Course Code Course Title

Hrs

CAP311
CAP322
CAP332
Math244
Arab103
Acct101
Total

3
3
3
3
2
3
17

Web Application Engineering
Computers Environment
Operating Systems
Linear Algebra
Arabic Writing
Accounting Principles -1

Sixth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

CAP312
CAP333
IC104
CAP364
STAT111
Acct231
Total

3
3
2
4
3
3
18

Software Engineering
Network OS Management
Political System in Islam
Data Base Management Systems
Statistics and Probability
Cost Accounting -1

Seventh Level
Course Code Course Title
CAP430
CAP490
ARED412
BUS101
OR241
CAP496
Total

Hrs

Information Security
Selected Topics in IT-1
Computer Drawings

3
3
2
Principles of Business Administration 3
Simulation Techniques
3
Graduation Project I
2
16

Eighth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

HLT305
CAP472
CAP492
BUS241
CAP497
Total

3
3
3
4
16

Medical information management 3

E-business Systems
Selected Topics in I.T. II
Marketing management
Graduation Project II

Course Description:
CAP107: Introduction to Computers
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
Computer generations (components, classifications,
and capabilities); Computer processing (Data
representation: binary system. Bit, byte, ASCII coding);
Data processing (Flow of control, batch and interactive
Processing types); Generations of programming
languages; Systems software (DOS, Windows, and Unix/
Linux +X-Windows); Software packages (MS-Word,
MS-Excel, Netscape/Explorer, Email packages, telnet,
FTP, and the Emacs Text Processor; Introduction to
networks and the Internet and the tools for web page
construction.
CSC112: Computer Programming I
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
Data types, variables, assignment, general structure
of a program; Input/Output; Arithmetic expression;
Introduction to Classes and Objects; Relational
operators; Boolean expression, logical operators;
conditional Statements: If..Else, Switch; Loop: for, while,
do .. while;
CSC113: Computer Programming II
Credit Hours: 4
Pre-requisites: CSC112
Object-Oriented Concepts and on how the three
key concepts, encapsulation, inheritance, and
polymorphism, are applied. stream classes, constructors
and destructors, data hiding, application classes,
generics, containers and the graphical user interface.
Introduction to GUI components and API package,
Recursion, Class: Operator overloading, Dynamic
structure, generics, Inheritance, polymorphism, More
on GUI components
CAP211: Visual Programming
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC131
This course involves using an Object Oriented
Programming language like Java to cover the
fundamentals of visual programming; Topics
include files manipulation; related data structures;
exception handling and Graphical User Interfaces
(SWING technology, event handling and models),
Developing applications for the web environment;
Basic concepts of Human Computer Interaction;
Comparison between the selected language and
other visual languages. A large programming project
is given in phases to develop a large application
with an OO language.
CSC212: Data Structure
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC113
Introduction to Problem Solving (Problem solving,
modular design, abstraction and information hiding,

OO design. Key issues in programming: modularity,
modifiability, ease of use, fail-safe programming,
style, debugging.); Recursion; Abstract Data Types;
Linked Lists; Stacks; Queues; Algorithm Efficiency
(Measuring the efficiency of Algorithms: execution
time of algorithms; algorithm growth rates, orderof-magnitude analysis (big O notation)); Sorting
(Selection Sort, Bubble Sort, Insertion Sort, Merge
Sort, Quick Sort); Trees (Terminology, The ADT,
Binary Tree (traversals of a BT, representations of a
BT); The ADT Binary Search Tree; The ADT Balanced
Search Tree (2-3 Trees, 2-3-4 Trees); AVL Trees;
Tables and Priority Queues (The ADT Table The ADT
Priority Queue (a variation of the ADT Table, Heaps,
a heap implementation of the ADT PQ); Hashing
(Hash functions, resolving collisions, efficiency of
hashing, designing a good hash function); Graphs
(Terminology, Graphs as ADTs, implementing graphs,
Graph Traversals: Depth-First Traversal, Breadth-First
Traversal, Applications of Graphs).
CAP221: Computer Organization and Assembly
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
The purpose of this course is to introduce the
information technology students to computing
systems below that of a high-level programming
language. The material covered can be broadly
separated into the categories of assembly language
programming and Computer Organization. Under the
heading of assembly language programming students
will be introduced to the I86 instruction set, lowlevel assembly language programming . Topics under
computer organization include digital logic design
(combinational circuits, sequential circuits, finite state
machines) and basic computer architecture (system
bus, memory hierarchy and input/output devices).
CAP223: Computer Architecture
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CAP221
This course focuses on the design of the CPU and
computer system at the architectural (or functional)
level: CPU instruction sets and functional units, data
types, control unit design, interrupt handling and DMA,
I/O support, memory hierarchy, virtual memory, and
buses and bus timing. Introduction to digital systems:
What constitutes a general purpose computer; design
of a minimal hardwired CPU. Assembly level machine
organization: System buses, timing, arbitration, and bus
protocol; the general fetch-execute cycle with interrupts;
multiple bus systems. Memory system organization &
architecture: Memory design and hierarchy; alignment;
L1 and L2 caches; paging and virtual memory.
Interfacing, communication External storage devices:
magnetic and optical. buffering of I/O, polling,
interrupt-driven I/O, interrupt-driven I/O with DMA.
Functional organization: integer and floating-point
units, CPU instruction sets and addressing modes, RISC;
CISC, long instruction word RISC processors ,use of
multiple functional units, pipelining.

CAP240: Internet Technologies
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
Definition of computer networks, objectives and
applications. Computer network types; LANs, PANs,
MANs and WANs. Computer network architecture:
layering, protocols & standard models. The ISO
OSI & TCP/IP reference models. Physical layer of
computer network: The transmission media; signal
types, signal characteristics and impairments,
modulation techniques and modems. Data
Transmission Basics: Synchronous and asynchronous
transmission, synchronization levels; bit, character
and frame. Transmission Modes; full , half duplex,
simplex, parallel & serial. Data Link layer: Data link
layer functions & standards. Local Area Networks:
Topology and media access methods. LAN protocols
and the IEEE 802 standard, Ethernet and IBM token
ring LANs. wireless LANs. WANs & Data Transport
Networks, ATM & ISDN. Comprehensive coverage of
Internet technologies, Web authoring, WWW Client/
Server architecture, HTML.
CAP250: Fundamentals of Database Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
Definition of Information Systems, Data, Information
and Systems; Components of an Information System;
IS framework; IS value and roles; Moment of Value
and Information characteristics; IS History; IS classes;
Information and IS strategic Role; IS development :
IS projects, IS life cycle, IS development tools; Data
management: Data as a strategic resource, Data classes,
From Files to Databases, Database management
systems; Enterprise computing: network types,
technologies, Internet, Distributed IS in modern
organizations; IS in the internet environment: Modern
organizations IS architecture, ecommerce systems,
ebuisness systems, virtual organizations; Informationcentric organization architecture and IS management;
Competition thru IS; Developing small ISs as projects
using relevant tools (e.g. MS Access).
CAP252: Information Systems & Design
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CAP250, CSC113
This course is concerned with the fundamental
knowledge, methods and skills needed to analyze and
design computer-based systems. It addresses the role
of the systems analyst, the techniques employed and
relationships that need to be maintained. Utilizing the
structured software development life cycle approach,
the development phases are comprehensively
discussed and reviewed. Process modeling,
information modeling, system architecture modeling;
Object-Oriented modeling using UML. A project
is given that covers analysis and design phases of a
relatively data-oriented business case with emphasis
on data modeling (ER diagrams), process modeling
(DFDs), and architectural system design issues (DD,
HIPO, IPO).
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CAP261: Fundamentals of Database Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC212
Characteristics of the database approach. Database
concepts and architecture; Data models, schemas
and instances; Program data independence, Database
languages and interfaces. Data models for database
systems; The E-R DM, Relational DM and Relational
Algebra. Relational model constraints; Domain, key,
and integrity constraints. SQL-relational DB language;
Data definition, queries, update statements, and views
in SQL. Database design; functional dependencies,
Normal forms. Introduction to OO databases.
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CAP311: Web Application Engineering
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CAP211
Detailed study of the engineering methods and
technologies for building highly interactive web
sites and portals for e-commerce and other webbased applications. Engineering principles for
building web sites that exhibit high reliability,
usability, security, availability, scalability and
maintainability are presented. Methods such as
client-server
programming,
component-based
software development, middleware, and reusable
components are covered. Student will learn
technologies such as HTML, JavaScript and XML. A
development platform (e.g. ASP.Net or Java or PhP
) is covered by the course and used by students
to develop a large web application in phases.
Employing analysis and design techniques and HCI
concepts are important issues in this project.
CAP312: Software Engineering
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CAP261, CAP252
Application systems implementation, functional
testing, user acceptance testing, and installation
strategies. The processes of maintaining information
systems, types of maintenance, measuring and
controlling of maintenance effectiveness. Software
quality assurance, quality concepts, the ISO 9000 &
ISO 9126 quality factors, technical metrics for software
and examples of function-based, specification
quality, testing metrics.
Technical metrics for
object-oriented systems, class-oriented metrics.
Software Development Methodologies, requirement
engineering, and configuration management.
CAP322: Computers Environment
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
The objective of the course is to provide an introduction
to basic computer maintenance, general PC repair
and system hardware upgrades (in accordance with
all industry safety standards) . Students are required
to disassemble then reassemble a PC. The course
starts with an overview of basic PC components
and various operating systems diagnostic tools.
The course then covers PC maintenance including

repairing and upgrading assorted hardware such as
hard drives, CD-ROM drives, memory chips, CPUs ,
modems ,and printers. Other topics covered include
common preventive maintenance practices, electrical
power, and environmental concerns.
CAP332: Operating Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CSC212
Introduction to Operating System and their
services; CPU Scheduling; Disk Scheduling; Memory
Management; Process synchronization.
CAP333: Network OS Management
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CAP332
Practices and procedures for installing and configuring
modern network operating systems, including user
accounts, file, print and terminal servers, mobile
computing, and disaster protection.
CAP364: Database Management Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CAP261
DBMS architecture and administration; Centralized
and Client-Server approaches, System Catalog, Data
Dictionary. Transaction management; Transactions:
concepts, characteristics. Recovery techniques,
Concurrency control techniques: Serializability,
Deadlock, Locking schemes, Time-stamp ordering,
Multi-version, Optimistic techniques; DB security;
Distributed databases; Distributed DBMS, Data
fragmentation
and
replication,
Distributed
transactions
management.
Object-Oriented
databases. Introducing to new emerging DB
technologies and applications; Web DBs, Multimedia
DBs, Data Warehousing and Data Mining, etc.
The lab covers all the issues of DBA, including
installation, configuration, operation, optimization,
user management, recovery and backup, etc. A well
known DBMS is selected to allow real experiences for
students.
CAP430: Information Security
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
Security policies, models, and mechanisms for secrecy,
integrity, availability and usage.
Topics include
operating system models and mechanisms for mandatory
and discretionary controls, RBAC, data models,
concepts and mechanisms for software and database
security, basic cryptography (public and private) and
its applications, security in computer networks and
distributed systems and control and prevention of
viruses and other rogue programs. In addition, the
basics of physical security, incidence response, disaster
recovery, business continuity, and forensics.
CAP472: E-business Systems
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CAP311
Types of e-business systems; Corporate strategic
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CAP490: Special Topics Information Technology I
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
This course intends to introduce special topics of
current trends in information technology. Topics
covered in this course should be approved by
the department council and may be conducted
by one or two instructors. Such possible topics
include: ERP, Requirement Engineering Tools
and Methods, Simulation, Virtual Reality, IT
project management, Internet Security, Data
Warehousing and Mining, Geographic Information
Systems, Telemedicine and Medical Informatics,
Workflow
Management,
Quantitative
and
Qualitative Methods in Information Systems,
Global Information Technology Management,
Intelligent Agent Technology and Applications,
Human Computer Interaction, Computer-Based
Learning and Training, Philosophical Foundations
of Information Systems, Absorbing Continuous IT
Developments in Organizations, IT Professional and
Organizational Needs, Organizational Learning and
Collaborative Technologies, Understanding and
Managing Information Users Behavior, Policy, Legal
and Security Issues in IT, and Virtual Organizations.
CAP492: Special Topics Information Technology II
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites:
This course intends to introduce special topics of
current trends in information technology. Topics
covered in this course should be approved by
the department council and may be conducted
by one or two instructors. Such possible topics
include: ERP, Requirement Engineering Tools
and Methods, Simulation, Virtual Reality, IT
project management, Internet Security, Data
Warehousing and Mining, Geographic Information
Systems, Telemedicine and Medical Informatics,
Workflow
Management,
Quantitative
and
Qualitative Methods in Information Systems,
Global Information Technology Management,
Intelligent Agent Technology and Applications,

Human Computer Interaction, Computer-Based
Learning and Training, Philosophical Foundations
of Information Systems, Absorbing Continuous IT
Developments in Organizations, IT Professional and
Organizational Needs, Organizational Learning and
Collaborative Technologies, Understanding and
Managing Information Users Behavior, Policy, Legal
and Security Issues in IT, and Virtual Organizations.
CAP496: Project I
Credit Hours: 3
Pre-requisites: CAP311, CAP312
The previous courses have provided the IS students
with strong and sufficient knowledge to develop
information systems. The next logical stage is
that student must acquire hands-on experiences
on developing real world information systems. In
addition, students should be familiarized with real
world problems encounter during the development
of real world information systems. Furthermore, the
students should be trained to work in teams. In this
course, the students will be organized into groups.
The number of students in each group should not
exceed three students. For each group, a supervisor
will be allocated to guide the group in developing
a particular information system. In developing an
information system, a particular information system
development methodology should be used. Each
group will develop a real world information system
in two stages: The first stage will be carried out in
IT 496 and the second stage will be carried out in
IT 497. In IT496, the students of each group must
identify a problem domain, define a problem, identify
the requirements in details, specify requirements in
details, analyze and document the current system,
proposed alternative systems, and design a particular
system in details which includes the definitions of all
the required system models such as the data model
and the functional model. At the end of the course,
each group must submit a formal report documenting
the problem domain, the problem, the requirements,
the specifications, and the system models.
CAP497: Project II
Credit Hours: 2
Pre-requisites: CAP496
In this course, each group will continue developing
the information systems started in IT 496. Each
group must use a particular tool to implement
its system in a good programming practice. This
implementation tool is preferably new i.e. not
taken in previous courses. Furthermore, students
must generate a user manual for their information
system in an appropriate format. At the end of the
term, each group must submit a final report, which
documents completely the information system from
the problem definition phase to the implementation
phase and contains a user manual for the information
system. Team work, leadership, communication and
writing skills are all important ingredients for a
successful project.
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planning for e-business adoption; Business design/
architecture for e-business application; Web-based
marketing strategies and models; e-business Project
Management; Public Policy and Legal Issues of Privacy;
Socio-Technical Infrastructure for e-business; Risk
Management in e-business Initiatives; E-Transformation;
Measuring Effectiveness of e-business Projects; e-business
and organizational change management; e-business
and competitiveness; Success and failure in e-business
implementation; e-business in Banking; e-business
and Online Publishing; e-business in Manufacturing;
e-business and Supply Chain Management; e-business
and Customer Asset Management; Electronic Payment
Systems; Mobile e-business systems; Modern and future
trends in developing e-business systems; Available
packages and software tools: technical evaluation. Case
study using SAP, Baan, Oracle or other solutions.
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Contact:
Dean’s office: 467-4447
Secretary: 467-6464 , 467-6457
Vice Dean for Administrative affairs: 467-6465
Vice Dean for Academic Affairs: 467-6467
General Administration office: 467-6454
FAX: 467-4253
Email: cos@ksu.edu.sa
For Female Section:
Vice dean for female students : 4787196
Secretary: 4787196, FAX: 4766294
Email: science_malaz@ksu.edu.sa

Vision:
Leadership in basic science and its applications and
culture to contribute to building a knowledge society

Mission:
To provide programs of study and research projects developed, able to provide the community with
knowledge and trained personnel through a stimulating
environment for learning, creativity and scientific research and the quality of continuing to ensure optimum
technical and general partnership

College of Science

About:
Being one of the oldest colleges at King Saud University, the College of Science was founded in 1378-1379
H. (corresponding to 1958/1959 A.D.). It is considered
the first scientific college in the Arabian Peninsula. From
the very beginning, It has made great efforts to keep in
line with the country’s comprehensive progress in scientific, industrial and technological fields. In time, turning to it has increased and extended all expectations.
Not only was the progress of College of Science
a numerical one; but also, it was a genuinely scientific
progress that took into consideration escorting the
scientific advancement in Basic Sciences; hence, possibilities available for both instructors and students have
increased noticeably. At the time of its foundation, the
College of Science shared with the College of Arts the
same building as well as the same classrooms. At that
time, the number of its laboratories did not exceed
five. Right now, the college has its own independent
building, the number of premises and lecture halls has
gradually increased and the number of laboratories is
over seventy in its different departments.

Aims:
1. Pursuit of excellence in higher education and
2.

scientific research and community service.
Developing and implementing ways to ensure
quality performance and output.

3. Optimal use of modern technology.
4. Provide a stimulating environment administratively
and academically.

5. Attract the best faculty members, staff and
students.

6. Establish effective partnerships (effective) with
local and international universities, companies
and various segments of society

Landmarks:
The Plant Museum:
The Plant Museum contains samples and different
kinds of plants of special economic importance. It also
contains the roots of some plants and samples of kinds
of infected plants together with educational samples.
The museum also houses samples of sea moss found
in the Red Sea and the Arabian Gulf, in addition to a
unique collection of plants taken from different provinces of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Similarly, the department has The Herbariu, Museum of Zoology, Museum of Geology, Computer
Laboratories, Applied research, The Astronomical
Dome,Research, Publication and Translation, Scientific
Associations.

Departments:
 Department of Mathematics
 Department of Statistics & Operations Research
 Department of Physics & Astronomy
 Department of Geology
 Department of Chemistry
 Department of Biochemistry
 Department of Zoology
 Department of Botany & Microbiology

Vision:
Leading the way towards achieving outputs of high
calibre in mathematics and its applications, and participating in enriching the knowledge society.
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Mission:
Offering excellent programs aimed at graduating
students in all degrees in the field of Mathematics and
its applications capable of meeting the developmental needs of the Kingdom and its community, as well
as enriching knowledge through education, research,
authoring and translation of books and optimal use of
technology.

About:

Aims:
 Producing highly qualified mathematicians to fill




the need for demonstrators, research Assistance
and future faculty members in the universities of
the Kingdom.
Equipping its graduates with the knowledge and
skills needed for school teaching.
Preparing its graduate students for securing jobs in
ministries (such as the Ministry of Planning), banks,
research institutes, and important corporations like
Saudia, Sabic and Saudi Aramco.

Degrees:
 Bachelor
 Master
 PhD

Landmarks:
 Three computer labs (for boys) in the main campus
 One computer lab (for girls) in Malaz
 A library for faculty members
 Three video conference rooms

Faculty:
Male Faculty Staff:
Faculty Members Rank
Dr. Abdellatif H. Laradji
Dr. Eisa A. Al-Said
Dr. Hosny Ali Abdulsalam
Dr. Mehmet Baran
Dr. Mohammed A. Al-Gwaiz
Dr. Mohammed A. Guediri
Dr. Mohammed S. Mahmoud
Dr. Moustafa K.I. Damlakhi
Dr. Muhammad A. Kamal
Dr. Sharief Deshmukh
Dr. T.M.G. Ahsanullah
Dr. Yousef A. Alkamees
Dr. Ahmad H. Sharary
Dr. Ahmed A.M. Kamal

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor

Dr. Ahmed K. Khalefa
Dr. Ali A. Al-Sohebani
Dr. Fawzi Ahmed Al-Thukair
Dr. Mahfooz M. Alam
Dr. Borhen Halouani
Dr. Fahd m. Alshammari
Dr. Hocine A. Guediri
Dr. Houcine Sadraoui
Dr. Ibraheem Alolyan
Dr. Lakhdar Ragoub
Dr. Mahmoud A. Lahlooh
Dr. Mansour . A. A.Asiry
Dr. Marouf A. Samhan
Dr. Messaoud A. Bounkhel
Dr. Miloud Mohamed Assal
Dr. Mohamed Jheli Asst.
Dr. M. A. A. Alzohairi
Dr. Mosaad A. Alabdullatif
Dr. M. Asif Qureshi Asst.
Dr. Nabil Ourimi
Dr. Omar Hamed
Dr. Rizwan A. H. Butt
Dr. Sadoon I. Othman
Dr. Said Mesloub
Dr. Saleem A. Ismail
Dr. Saleh M. Hassan
Dr. Salih A. Elsanousi
Dr. Salman A. Alsalman
Dr. Souhail Chebbi Asst.
Dr. Tariq A. Al-Fadhel
Dr. Yacine N. Benhadid
Dr. Yousef S. Al Shanaifi
Dr. Yousef S.M. Al-Yousef
Dr. Zafar Flahi F.Khawaja

Faculty Members
Dr. Abir Alharbi
Dr. Azza Mohammad Eltahan
Dr. Eman Saade Fahmy
Dr. Fairouz Tchier
Dr. Fardous Mohamad Toufic
Dr. Fatima Mohammad Azmi

Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor

Rank

College of Science

Department of Mathematics is considered one of
the main departments in the college. It is the responsible
department for teaching all mathematics courses inside
and outside the department; at all the other colleges of
the university. The department offers Bachelor, Master
and PhD degrees for male and females students.
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Dr. Haila Mohammed Alodan
Dr. Hind Albleehed
Dr. Ishrat Jahan
Dr. Maysa Mohammad Algrashy
Dr. Najla Abdulaziz Al Twaijry
Dr. Samira Abdul-Hamid Ali

MATH 385
MATH 423

B.Sc Degree in Mathematics
First Program: B.Sc. degree in Mathematics

Study Plan:
Level3
MATH 102
MATH 131
PHYS 102
STAT 103
IC 102

Course Title

Hrs

Introduction to Integral
Calculus
Foundations of Mathematic
General Physics II
Elementary Probability and
Statistics
Islam and The Construction of
Society

College of Science
120

4
3
3
3

Linear equations and applications, linear inequalities,
absolute value in equations and inequalities, complex
numbers, quadratic equations and applications,
functions , odd and even functions, operations on
functions, inverse functions, exponential and logarithmic
functions, trigonometric functions, conic sections,

Hrs
4
4
4
4
4

Hrs
4
4
4
4
2

Level7
Course Code Course Title
MATH 344
Rings and Fields
Introduction to Differential
MATH 374
Geometry

4

2

Level6
Course Title
Mathematical Methods
Group Theory
Introduction to Topology
Real Analysis II
Funds. of Islamic Pol. System

Hrs
2

Course Description:

Level5

Course Code
MATH 316
MATH 343
MATH 373
MATH 384
IC 104

Course Code Course Title
OR 222
Inventory Models
Introduction to Differential
MATH 434
Geometry
MATH 442
Applications of Algebra
Introduction to
MATH 456
Mathematical Programming
MATH 482
Analysis in Several Variables
MATH 499
Research Project

4
4
4

Course Title
Elements of Statistical Theory
Differential and Integral Calculus
Vector Calculus
Linear Algebra I
The Islamic Economic System

Course Code Course Title
STAT 213
Probability (Math. Students)
Introduction to Ordinary
MATH 224
Differential Equations
MATH 243
Number Theory
MATH 253
Numerical Analysis
MATH 282
Real Analysis I

4

3

MATH 140 : Introduction to Mathematics (E)
2 (2+0) credit hours

Level4
Course Code
STAT 111
MATH 201
MATH 202
MATH 242
IC 103

4

Level8

Programs:

Course Code

Complex Analysis I
Introduction to Partial
Differential Equations

Hrs
4
4

Hrs
3
4
4
4
2

systems of equations and inequalities, matrices,
matrix operations.
MATH 150 : Differential Calculus (E)3 (3+0)
credit hours
The concept of limit, computation of limits, continuity
and its consequences, limits involving infinity,
formal definition of limit, the concept of derivative,
computation of derivatives (power rule, higher order
derivatives, acceleration), the product and quotient
rules, the chain rule, derivatives of exponential and
logarithmic functions, implicit differentiation and inverse
trigonometric functions, the mean value theorem,
indeterminate forms and L’Hopital’s rule, maximum and
minimum values, increasing and decreasing functions,
concavity and the second derivative test, optimization,
related rates.

MATH 111 : Integral Calculus (E)4 (3+1) credit
hours
Definition of definite integral and its properties,
the anti-derivative, indefinite integral and the
fundamental theorem of calculus. Change of variables.
Integrals of natural and general exponential functions.
Integrals of natural and general logarithmic functions.
Derivatives and integrals of hyperbolic and inversehyperbolic functions. Techniques of integration: by
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MATH 131 : Foundations of Mathematics 4
(3+1) credit hours
Introduction to logic, methods of proof, mathematical
induction. Sets, operations on sets, Cartesian product,
binary relations, partition of a set, equivalence relation,
equivalence classes, mappings, equivalence of sets,
finite sets, countable sets, cardinal numbers. Binary
operations, morphisms. Definition and examples of
groups, definition and examples of rings and fields.

MATH 160 : Computational Mathematics (E)
2 (1+1) credit hours
Introduction to mathematics software : Mathematica
and MatLab. Calculus by Mathematica. Linear algebra
by MatLab. Applications : modeling, simulation and
visualization. Internet research. Writing mathematical
reports and projects with Scientific Work Place.

MATH 201 : Differential and Integral Calculus
(E)4 (3+1) credit hours
Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordinate systems.
Functions of two and three variables, limits and
continuity, partial derivatives, the chain rule, extrema of
functions of two variables, Lagrange multipliers. Double
integrals, moments and center of mass, double integrals
in polar coordinates, triple integrals, applications
of triple integrals, triple integrals in cylindrical and
spherical coordinates, surface area. Sequences, infinite
series, convergence tests, representation of functions by
power series, Taylor and Maclaurin series, the binomial
series.

MATH 202 : Vector Calculus (E)4 (3+1) credit
hours
Vectors in two and three dimensions, scalar and
vector products, equations of lines and planes in
3-dimensional space. Surfaces of revolution and their
equations in cylindrical and spherical coordinates.
Vector-valued functions of a real variable, curves
in space, curvature. Rates of change in tangent and
normal directions, directional derivatives. Gradient of

a function, equations of normal and tangent space to
a surface at a point. Vector fields, divergence, curl of
a vector, line and surface integrals. Green’s theorem,
Gauss’ divergence theorem, Stockes’ theorem.

MATH 225 : Introduction to Differential
Equations (E) 4 credit hours
Classification of Differential equations and their
origins. Methods of solution of first order differential
equations, orthogonal trajectories. Linear equations
with constant coefficients and variable coefficients.
Linear systems of equations, power series solutions of
linear differential equation of the second order with
polynomial coefficients, Laplace transform and the
convolution. Fourier’s series.

MATH 243 : Number Theory 4 credit hours
First and second principles of mathematical induction.
Well-ordering
principle.
Divisibility,
Euclidean
algorithm. Prime numbers and their properties.
Linear Diophantine equations. Congruences and their
properties, linear congruences. The Chinese remainder
theorem. Fermat’s little theorem. Euler’s theorem.
Wilson’s theorem. Arithmetic functions. Pythagorean
triples. Some cases of Fermat’s last theorem.

MATH 246: Linear Algebra 4 (3+1) credit hours
Matrices and their operations, types of matrices.
Elementary transformations. Determinants, elementary
properties. Inverse of a matrix. Vector spaces, linear
independence, finite dimensional spaces, linear
subspaces. Inner product spaces. Linear transformations,
kernel and image of a linear transformation.. Eigen values
and eigenvectors of a matrix and of a linear operator.

MATH 316 : Mathematical Methods (E) 4 (3+1)
credit hours
Inner product space, sequences of functions and
their modes of convergence. Sturm-Liouville problem
(ordinary and singular), self-adjoint differential
operator. Fourier series, convergence in L2, pointwise
convergence. Orthogonal polynomials (Legendre,
Hermite, Laguerre) and their properties, expansions of
functions. Bessel functions, properties, orthogonality .
Fourier transform, Fourier integral, applications.

MATH 352 : Numerical Analysis (1) 4 (3+1)
credit hours
Numerical methods for nonlinear equations. Error
and convergence, analysis. Direct & iterative methods
for linear systems. Error analysis & iterative methods

College of Science

parts, trigonometric substitutions, completing the
square, integrals of rational functions, miscellaneous
substitutions. Indeterminate forms, improper Integrals.
Applications of integration: area, solids of revolution,
arc length and surface of revolution, linear Motion,
work, momentum and center of mass. Numerical
integration. Polar coordinates, relation between polar
and Cartesian coordinates, graphs of polar curves, area
in polar coordinates. Parametric equations.
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convergence. Interpolation & approximation, error
analysis, Numerical differentiation & numerical
integration.

MATH 373 : Introduction to Topology (E)4
(3+1) credit hours
Topological spaces, examples, closure of a set, derived
set, subspace topology. Bases, finite product topology,
subbases. Metric spaces, examples, metrizability,
as a metrizable space.
Continuous functions,
characterization of continuous functions on topological
and metric spaces, homeomorphisms, examples,
topological property. Compact spaces, compactness in
, limit point and sequentially compact spaces.

MATH 379 : Foundations of Euclidean and NonEuclidean Geometry 4 (3+1) credit hours
Axiomatic methods and Axiomatic systems. Euclidean
geometry: Euclid’s postulates. Transformations in and
; translations, rotations, reflections, dialations and
isometries. The parallel postulates and non-Euclidean
geometry, the hyperbolic plane. Affine geometry: linear
and affine transformations, isometries. Finite affine
planes. A brief introduction to projective geometry.

College of Science

MATH 382 : Real Analysis (1) (E) 4 (3+1) credit
hours

122

Basic properties of the field of real numbers,
completeness axiom, countable sets. Sequences and
their convergence, monotone sequence, BolzanoWeierstrass theorem, Cauchy criterion. Basic topological
properties of the real numbers. Limit of a function,
continuous functions and properties of continuity,
uniform continuity, compact sets. The derivative of a
function, mean value theorem, L’Hospital rule, Taylor
theorem.

MATH 425 : Partial Differential Equations (E) 4
(3+1) credit hours
Classification and formation of PDE. First order
equation, solution of the quasi-linear equation by
Lagrange Method, Cauchy problem. Second order
linear equation, classification, solution by factorization
of operator and by separation of variables, Cauchy
problem. Laplace’s equation, harmonic functions;
Dirichlet, Neumann, and Mixed conditions; examples in
Cartesian, polar, cylindrical, and spherical coordinates.
Wave equation in one and two dimensions, solution
by Fourier series . Heat equation in bounded and
unbounded one-dimensional domain, solution by
Fourier series and transform.

MATH 426 : Modeling in Mathematical Biology
(E) 3 (3+0) credit hours
Introduction to compartments models: definition of
model, goal of model. Examples: Foxes and rabbits
model, brief introduction to glucose insulin model.
Phase-plane analysis: linear system. Population
dynamics: Verhulst model, a predator-prey model,
reaction kinetics.

MATH 431 : Combinatorics and Graph Theory
(1) 4 (3+1) credit hours
Basic counting principles. The inclusion-exclusion
principle. The pigeonhole principle. Ordinary
generating functions. Exponential generating functions.
Homogeneous recurrence relations. Non-homogeneous
recurrence relations. Basic concepts in graph theory.
Eulerian graphs. Hamiltonian graphs. Trees. Planar
graphs. Coloring. Chromatic polynomials.

MATH 433 : Combinatorics and Graph Theory
(2) 4 (3+1) credit hours
Partitions of sets. Stirling numbers. Partitions of integers.
Ferrers diagrams. Euler’s identity. Ordered sets.
Dilworth’s theorem. Linear extensions. Combinatorial
designs. Block designs. Latin squares. Connectivity
of graphs. Blocks. Edge connectivity. Matching. Hall’s
theorem. Directed graphs. Tournaments. Networks.
Connectivity and networks.

MATH 436 : Mathematical Logic (E)
(3+1) credit hours

4

Propositional calculus. The deduction theorem for
propositional calculus. Completeness and consistency
of propositional calculus. Predicate calculus. First-order
theorems. Consistency of first-order predicate calculus.
Completeness theorem for predicate logic.

MATH 441 : Rings and Fields 4 (3+1) credit
hours
Rings, group of units and group of automorphisms
of a ring. Ideals and factor rings Principal ring. Prime
and maximal ideals. Field of quotients of an integral
domain. Characteristic of a ring. Direct sum of rings.
Modules. Euclidean rings. Ring of polynomials. Roots
of polynomials over a field. Field extensions. Finite and
simple extensions of fields. Algebraic closure of a field.
Splitting fields. Finite fields.

MATH 442 : Applications of Algebra 4 (3+1)
credit hours
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MATH 453 : Numerical Analysis (2) (E) 4 (3+1)
credit hours
Numerical methods for solving nonlinear systems: fixed
point iteration, Newton and quasi-Newton methods.
Numerical methods for solving initial value problems
in ODE: finite difference, multistep and predictor
corrector methods; derivation of some methods,
error analysis, stability and convergence. Rung-Kutta
methods. Numerical methods for solving boundary
value problems in ODE: finite difference methods
for linear and nonlinear problems, error analysis
and convergence. Collocation method. Applications
(applicable problems solved by the computer).

MATH 456 : Introduction to Mathematical
Programming 3 (2+1) credit hours
Modeling of real life optimization problems. Convex
sets & polyhedra approach and geometrical approach.
Exchange method & the structure of matrices. Simplex
method & variants (2 phase; revised, degeneracy
Blands rule etc.). Duality theory and applications.
Transportation Problem. Networks & flow problems

MATH 466 : Dynamical Systems and Chaos (E) 4
(3+1) credit hours

Gaussian and mean curvatures. Geodesics, equations of
Gauss and Codazzi-Mainardi

MATH 481 : Real Analysis (2) (E) 4 (3+1) credit
hours
Riemann Integration: the definition, Darboux theorem,
Riemann sums, the fundamental theorem. Sequences
and series of functions: uniform convergence for
the sequences and series of functions, power series.
Lebesgue measure: Borel algebra, outer measure,
Lebesgue measurable sets, properties of Lebesgue
measure.

MATH 482 : Multivariable Calculus (E) 4 (3+1)
credit hours
Norms, inner product on general vector spaces, linear
transformation and their properties. Basic concepts
of topology in the Euclidian space, Continuous
functions on the Euclidian space and their properties.
Differentiability in and its properties, chain rule and
other rules, higher order derivatives and Taylor’s
theorem. Maxima and minima, quadratic forms,
Lagrange multiplier method. Inverse and implicit
function theorems in higher dimension. Integration of
function of n variables. Fubini theorem and change of
variable formula.

MATH 487 : Complex Analysis (E) 4 (3+1) credit
hours

Dynamical systems, regular and irregular behavior of
nonlinear dynamical systems, existence and uniqueness
theorems; linear ODEs with constant and periodic
coefficients, Floquet theory; linearization and stability
analysis. Nonlinear oscillations and the method of
averaging; perturbation methods; bifurcation theory
and normal forms; phase plane analysis for autonomous
systems. Hamiltonian dynamics, chaotic systems. Chaotic
motion, Lyapunov exponents functions, Poincare maps,
horseshoe maps and the Melnikov method.

Complex numbers, Cartesian and polar representation
of complex numbers, powers and roots of complex
numbers. Limits and continuity of a complex functions.
Analytic functions, Cauchy-Riemann equations, harmonic
functions. Exponential, trigonometric, hyperbolic and
logarithmic functions. Complex integration, contour
integrals, Cauchy’s theorem, Cauchy’s formula. Bounds
on analytic functions. Series representation of analytic
functions, Taylor and Laurent series, power series.
Zeros and singularities. Residue theory. Applications to
real and improper integrals

MATH 473 : Introduction to Differential
Geometry (E) 4 (3+1) credit hours

MATH 499 : Research Project 3 (0+3) credit
hours

Theory of curves in space . Regular curves. Arc length
and reparameterization, natural parameterization,
Serret-Frenet apparatus, existence and uniqueness
theorem for space curves, Bertrand curves. Involutes
and evolutes. Local theory of surfaces: simple surfaces,
coordinate transformations, tangent vectors and tangent
spaces. First and second fundamental forms. Normal
and geodesic curvatures, Weingarten map; principal,

The student should prepare a research project under
the supervision of a faculty member. The followed
procedure consists of three main steps:

College of Science

Classical cipher systems. Steam ciphers. Introduction
to cryptanalysis. Exponential ciphers and public keys.
Introduction to codes. Linear codes. Perfect codes.
Cyclic codes.


Choosing the subject matter of the project.

Locating relevant references and studying them.

Writing up the research project and presenting it.
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Vision:
To be as a pioneer in the field of statistics and operations research to maintain a prominent role and influence in the development and building a knowledge
society.

Mission:
Provide programs, seminars and research projects
that are distinctive and effective in the areas of Science
Statistics and Operations Research, and to be able to
provide the community with knowledge and trained
personnel across environments for learning, creativity
and scientific research, with continuing quality to ensure optimum use of technology.

About:
The science of Statistics appeared initially in the
university as a sub major in the department of Mathematics in 1958 (1378 H). In 1979 (1399 H), the department of Statistics was established as a separate major in
the College of Science with offering a Bachelors degree
in Statistics. Since then, the department has being developed rapidly.
In 1980 (1400 H), the department started to offer
a Master’s degree in Statistics and it is offered to
male and female students.. In addition, the number
of students enrolled in the department had greatly
increased especially after offering another Bachelor’s
degree in the field of Operations Research in year 1986
(1406 H).

Degrees:

College of Science

 B.Sc in Statistics
 B.Sc in Operations Research to Male students

Aims:
 Offering A high training in statistics and operations
research for distinguish students holding the
bachelor degree is statistics, operations research,
mathematics or any other related fields.
 Provide the society with statisticians and operations
research people they have a very good motivations
in dealing with statistical analysis, computing,
statistical software packages; working with large
data sets; exploratory data analysis; graphical
methods; statistical consulting practice.
 Provide a strong background for students wish to
continue for Ph. D. in Statistics and in Operations
Research.

Landmarks:
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The Department of Statistics and Operations Research (male department) has two locations in college

of Science building (4), one in the ground floor in front
of the stairs (4), which includes offices of faculty members, halls and computer laboratories that accommodate a multitude of computers to facilitate the research
needs and training students and teaching purposes,
and to meet the needs of research projects for final
year students and graduate students.

Faculty Members (Male)

Rank

Abdulhamid A. Alzaid
Abdulrahman I. Al-Khedairi
Abdulrahman M. Abouammoh
Abdulrahman S. Al-ruzaiza
Adnan M. Barry
Awad I. El-Gohary
Fayez Abokalam
Ibrahim A. Alwasel
Khalaf S. Sultan
Shaaban E. Abu-Yousseff
Zaid T. Al-Balkhi
Abdullah A. Al-Shiha
Habib A. Ismail
Hicham Al-Nachawati
Mamdouh A. Montasser
Mohamed Kayid
Tajuddin Islamuddin
Abdul Razzaq A. Khan
Abdulaziz M. Foul
Abdulhakim A. Al-Babtain
Ahmad M. Alshamrani
Ali A. Ismail
Amr F. Sadek
Fawzy A. Bukhari
Ibrahim I. El-Batal
Khaled A. Al-Noowibet
Mazen S. Zaindin
Mohammed N. Al-Graian
Tarek M. El_Said
Abdulraman Al-Faifi

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Demonstrator
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Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator

Faculty Members (Female)
Arwa A. -Ameen
Hanan M. Melmat
Lamiaa Sabry Gad Diad
Moshira A. Ismail
Nahed M. Hilmy
Norah R. Al-Ballaa
Maha A. Omair
Raisa S. Madani
Sana A. Abunasrah
Amal A. AL-mohisen
Roba Al-Yafi
Tagreed S. AL- Malki
Yusra A. Tashkandi

Rank
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator

STAT 333
STAT 331
STAT 332
STAT 401
STAT 436
STAT 437
STAT 438
STAT 439
STAT 441
STAT 497
STAT 498

Course Code Title
MATH 111
Integral Calculus
Advanced Integral and
MATH 207
Differential Calculus
MATH 244
Linear Algebra
CSC 201
Computer Programming
Computer Programming
CSC 202
using MATLAB

Study Plan:
The proposed plan of study for the Department of
Statistics and Operations Research
Specialization: Statistics

Degree: Bachelor of Science
Preparatory Year ( 31 credit hours)

CI 140
CHS 140
MC150

Title
English Language 1
English Language 2
Introduction to Mathematics
Differential Calculus
Computer skills
Learning, Thinking and
Research Skills
Health and fitness
Communication skills

Total

Hrs.
8
8
2
3
3
3
2
2
31

University requirements (8 credits hours)
A student chooses 8 credits hours from the Islamic
Culture courses
Compulsory Requirements Within the Department (57
credits)
Course Code
STAT 100
OPER 100
STAT 105
STAT 215
STAT 223
STAT 315
STAT 319
STAT 328

Title
Introduction to Statistics

Sampling Techniques
Regression Analysis
Econometrics
Time Series & Forecasting

Compulsory Requirements Outside the Department
(17 credits)

First Program: B.Sc. Degree in Statistics

Course Code
ENG 140
ENG 150
MATH 140
MATH 150
CT 140

3
3
3
3
3
Design and Analysis of Experiments 3
Multivariate Statistical Methods 3
Data Analysis
3
Quality Control
3
Graduation Project (1)
1
Graduation Project (2)
2
Nonparametric Statistical Methods

Hrs.
3
Introduction to Operations Research 4
Statistical Methods
4
Probability (1)
4
Theory of Statistics (1)
3
Probability (2)
3
Theory of Statistics (2)
3
Statistical Packages
3

Credit Hrs.
4
3
3
4
3

Elective Requirements From Within the Department
Group A (student selects 14 credit hours from this
group)
Course Code Title
Population study
STAT 231
«Demography»
STAT 325
Decisions Theory
STAT 362
Reliability Theory
Longitudinal Data
STAT 399
Analysis
STAT 406
Survival Analysis
STAT 430
Insurance Methods
STAT 432
Survey Methods
STAT 434
Linear Models
OPER 213
Linear Programming
OPER 322
Inventory Control
OPER 351
Network Analysis
OPER 441
Modelling and Simulation
Stochastic Processes and
OPER 472
Queues
Population study
STAT 231
«Demography»

Hrs.
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
4
3
3
4
4
2

Elective Requirements From Outside the Department
Group B (student choose 9 credit hours from this
group)
Course Code Title
MATH 160
Computational Mathematics
Introduction to Differential
MATH 225
Equations
MATH 352
Numerical Analysis

Hrs.
2

College of Science

Adel F. Al_Rashedi
Ibrahim Al_Nafisah
M. H. Al-Dughither

4
4
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MATH 382
MGT 101
MGT 102
MGT 103
MGT 104
MGT 319
MGT 371
MIS 201
ACCT 201
ACCT 202
ACCT 311
ACCT 317
ACCT 318
ECON 101
ECO N 102
ECO N 201
ECON 202
ECON 211
ECON 314
ECON 317
ECON 318
MKT 201
FIN 200
FIN 210
FIN 220

College of Science

FIN 230
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FIN 240
FIN250
QUA 127

Real Analysis I
Principles of Management and
Business
Human Resources Management
Entrepreneurship
Principles of Public Administration
Management of Small and
Medium Size Businesses
Operations Management
Management Information
Systems
Principles of Accounting and
Financial Reporting
Principles of Cost Managerial
Accounting
Accounting for Government
and Non-Profit Organizations
Intermediate Accounting (1)
Intermediate Accounting (2)
Principles of Microeconomics
Principles of Macroeconomics
Microeconomics Analysis
Macroeconomics Analysis
Money and Banking
Islamic Economics
Managerial Economics
Transportation and Insurance
Economics
Principles of Marketing
Principles of Finance
Corporate Finance
Investment Essentials
Financial markets and
institutions
Principles of Risk & Insurance
International Finance
Mathematics of Finance

4
3
3
3
3

Title
(2) English Language
Differential Calculus
Computer Skills
Communication Skills

Hrs.

STAT 100

3

OPER 100
111 MATH

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Hrs.
8
2
3
2

Hrs.
8
3
3
2

Introduction to Statistics
Introduction to Operations
Research
Integral Calculus
University requirement
University requirement
Optional decision from
Group B

4
4
2
2
3

Level IV
Course Code
105 STAT
CSC 201
244 MATH
207 MATH
215 STAT

Course Title
Statistical Methods
Computer Programming
Linear Algebra
Advanced Integral and
Differential Calculus
(1) Probability

Hrs.
4
4
3
3

Course Title
Computer programming using
MATLAB
(1) Theory of Statistics
Statistical Packages
University requirement
University requirement
Optional decision from Group B

Hrs.

4

Level V
Course Code
CSC 202
223 STAT
328 STAT

3

Level II
Course Code
150 ENG
150 MATH
CT 140
150 MC

Course Code Title

3

Recommended Study Plan
Level I
Course Code Title
140 ENG
(1) English Language
140 MATH
Introduction to Mathematics
Learning, Thinking and
140CI
Research Skills
140 CHS
Health and Fitness

Level III

3
3
3
2
2
3

Level V I
Course Code
Course Title
315 STAT
(2) Probability
319 STAT
(2) Theory of Statistics
Nonparametric Statistical
333 STAT
methods
331 STAT
Sampling techniques
332 STAT
Regression analysis
Optional decision from Group B

Hrs.
3
3
3
3
3
3

Level V I I
Course Code
Course Title
436 STAT
Time Series and Forecasting
Design and Analysis of
437 STAT
Experiments
438 STAT
Multivariate Statistical Methods
497 STAT
Graduation Project (1)
Optional decision from Group A

Hrs.
3
3
3
1
7

Level V I I I
Course Code
Course Title
439 STAT
Data Analysis
441 STAT
Quality Control

Hrs.
3
3
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Econometrics
3
Graduation Project (2)
2
Optional decision from Group A 7

Course Description:
1-Compulsory
Department

Courses

(Statistics)

Within

the

STAT 100: Introduction to Statistics 3(2+1)
Descriptive statistics - Measures of central tendency
- Measures of dispersion - Basic probability concepts
- Conditional probability - Expectation - Variance Bayes law- Random variables - Probability distribution
- Binomial distribution - Poisson distribution Hypergeometric distribution - Normal distribution –
Applications by Excel.
Prerequisite: MATH 150

Estimation - Properties of estimator: unbiasedness
- mean square error - consistency - sufficiency minimal sufficiency - Exponential family - Uniformly
Minimum Variance Unbiased Estimator - CramerRao inequality - Fisher’s information - Rao-Blackwell
theorem - sufficiency and completeness - LehmannSheffe theorem - Methods of Estimation: Method
of Moments - Maximum Likelihood estimators and
their properties including asymptotic properties The Baysian Approach: Use of a prior density - Bayes
estimators - Bayes estimators with mean square error
loss function - invariant methods: Location invariant and
scale invariant classes of estimators - Interval estimation
(one population case): Confidence interval estimators Pivotal methods - Bayesian credible intervals
Prerequisite: STAT 215

STAT 315: Probability (2) 3 (2+1)

History and nature of Operations Research.
Introduction to system analysis - Problem investigation
and formulation - Linear programming models and
graphical solutions - Sensitivity analysis - Transportation
problem - Assignment problem. Introduction to graph
theory and optimization in networks: The shortest
path problem - Introduction to stochastic models in
operations research.
Co-requisite: STAT 100

Sequence of Events – Continuous random vector - Joint
probability distribution - marginal and conditional
probability function – Conditional expectation and
variation-Joint probability distributions of functions of
random variables. Joint moment generating functionsOrder statistics-Probability inequalities-Sequence of
random variables- Joint moment generating functions Order statistics- Probability inequalities- Sequences of
random variables and modes of convergences - Central
limit theorem and proof - normal approximation.
Prerequisite: STAT 215 + MATH 207

STAT 105 Statistical Methods 4 (3+1)

STAT 319: ȻTheory of Statistics (2) 3 (2+1)

Some Statistical distributions - Sampling distributions Central limit theorem - Chebychev’s inequality - Interval
estimation - Testing hypotheses (two populations case)
- Introduction to experimental designs (CRD and RBD)Analysis of variance (one and two ways) - Regression
(simple) - Correlation (Pearson and Spearman) - Chi
square tests and application - Some nonparametric te
sts.
Prerequisite: STAT 100

Interval estimation (two population cases): Confidence
interval estimators - Pivotal methods - Hypotheses
Testing: Type I and Type II error - power of the tests
- Most powerful test - Neymann-pearson lemma asymptotic tests - unbiased test - uniformly most
powerful test. Monotone tests – Neymann Pearson
theorem - power curves - Likelihood ratio tests asymptotic distribution of likelihood ratio statistics The Sequential Probability Ratio Test - Goodness of-fit
Tests - Bayesian testing hypotheses.
Prerequisite: STAT 223 + MATH 207
Co-Requisite: STAT 315

OPER100: Introduction to Operations Research
4 (3+1)

STAT 215: Probability (1) 4 (3+1)
Random variables and probability distributions
(Discrete and continuous) - Famous discrete and
continuous probability distributions – Random
vectors - Expectation and variation - Discrete bivariate
probability distributions - Marginal and conditional
probability distributions - Independence - correlation
and covariance - Moments and moment generating
function - Distributions of Function of one and two
random variable.
Prerequisite: STAT 100 + MATH 111

STAT 223: ȻTheory of Statistics (1) 3 (2+1)
Sampling distributions - Central limit theorem

- Point

STAT 328: Statistical Packages 3 (2+1)
Using program code in a statistical software package
(Excel – Minitab – SAS – SPSS - R - Maple - Matlab) to
write a program for data and statistical analysis. Topics
include creating and managing data files - graphical
presentation - and Monte Carlo simulations.
Prerequisite: STAT 105

College of Science

STAT 401
498 STAT

STAT 333: Nonparametric Statistics Methods
3 (2+1)
Concept of nonparametric statistics -Statistical tests
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based on the binomial distribution ( binomial test and
estimation of ratio - quantile test - tolerance limits) Contingency tables in (median tests - measures of
dependence - chi-square tests - Cochran test for
related observations) - Some nonparametric tests
that depend on ranks (two independent samples
-several independent samples -test for equal variances
- measures of rank correlations-nonparametric
regression methods - several related samples - tests of
randomization) -Tests of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov type
(the Kolmogorov goodness of fit tests - goodness of fit
tests for families of distributions).
Prerequisite: STAT 105

STAT 334: Sampling Techniques 3 (2+1)
Definition of Population and sample-Types of surveyssampling methods-Parameters estimation-Estimation
of (population mean-Estimation of population ratiosPopulation total). Confidence intervals for population
parameters - Selecting the sample size for estimating
population mean and total number.
Prerequisite: STAT 223

STAT 335: Regression Analysis 3 (2+1)
Simple linear regression model - Multiple linear
regression - Analysis of residuals and predictions. Stepwise regression - Some nonlinear regression models
and data transformations - Student will use statistical
computer packages such as SAS - SPSS - Minitab - …
etc.
Prerequisite: STAT 328 + MATH 244.

College of Science

STAT 401: Econometrics 3 (3+0)
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Simple and Multiple regression models - Non-Linear
regression models - Dummy Variables - Multicollinearity
Problem-Identification Errors - Generalized Least Square
Method – Heteroscedasticity Problem - Autocorrelation
Problem - Time series models- Simultaneous EquationsErrors in variables.
Prerequisite: STAT 332

STAT 436: Time Series and Forecasting 3 (2+1)
Data sources: Historical data- the Web. Checking
time series components: trend – seasonality - cyclical.
Transformation:
Differences method - Seasonal
adjustment. Forecasting: How to forecast future adequacy of a forecast - regression forecasting against
time series forecasting - some adequacy measures
(MAD - MSE - MAPE). Decomposition and smoothing of
times series: moving averages - exponential smoothing.
Box-Jenkins models ARIMA(p -d -q): Autocorrelation
and partial autocorrelation functions - identification of
appropriate model - dealing with seasonal time series fitting models to real and simulated data sets. Diagnostic
checks on the residuals. Case studies: training on how to
analyze real life data sets using the statistical package
MINITAB - write reports.
Prerequisite: STAT 332

STAT 437: Design and Analysis of Experiments
3 (2+1)
Introduction : Review of statistical inference. Main
principals of experimental design: Replication –
Randomness – Blocks – Simple comparisons experiments:
t-test and alike tests. Single Factor Experiments:
Completely randomized desing – Model adequacy
checking Block designs: Randomized complete block
design – Latin square design – Graeco-Latin square
design. Factorial designs : Two-Factor factorial design –
Three-Factor factorial design – General factorial designs.
Designs with two-level factors: Two factors with two
levels designs – Three factors with two levels designs
– General two-level factors designs. Confounding.
Fractional factorial designs. Prerequisite: STAT 328.

STAT 438: Multivariate Statistical Methods
3(2+1)
Matrix algebra and Random Vector- The multivariate
normal distribution -Inferences about a Mean vectorHotelling’s T and comparisons of several multivariate
Means –MANOVA (One and two way) - Principle
components
Discrimination and classification
Application using computer packages. SAS-SAS/IML
-SPSS – Minitab.
Prerequisite: STAT 332

STAT 439: Data Analysis 3 (2+1)
Introduction to Data Analysis. Introduction to software.
Introduction to types of Data: study of qualitative
and quantitative variable. Graphical representation of
data. Sample studies for paired data. Correlation for
qualitative and quantitative data. ANOVA - Regression
Analysis: Logistic regression. K means - Time series
Analysis.
Remark: This course is based on SAS or SPSS or
MINITAB.
Prerequisite: STAT 436 + STAT 438

STAT 441: QUALITY CONTROL 3 (2+1)
Historical background of Quality Control - What is
Quality? - the formation of Quality Control - Quality
Planning - Quality Improvement - Quality Assurance and
Total Quality Management - Modeling Process Quality
- Review of statistical distributions used in Quality
Control - Statistical inference and test of hypotheses
- Statistical Process Control (SPC) - Magnificent Seven
- Introduction of Control Charts - Statistical process in
Quality Improvement - Pareto Chart - Cause and Effect
Diagram - Scatter Diagram - Types of control charts Control Charts for Variables - Process Capability Ratios
- Process Capability Cpk - Control Charts for Attribute
data - Acceptance Sampling - Operating Characteristic
Curve.
Prerequisite: STAT 319

STAT 497: Graduation Project (1)1 (1+0)
Recognition of the problem (chosen from real- world
problems) under study. Gathering of references and
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STAT 498: Graduation Project (2) 2 (2+0)
The student build and solve the model of the problem
previously investigated in STAT 498 under the
supervision of a faculty member.
Prerequisite: STAT 497

2- Compulsory Requirements Outside the
Department
MATH 111: Integral Calculus 4 (3+1)
Definition of Definite Integral and its Properties
- The Anti-derivative - Indefinite Integral and the
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Change of Variables.
Integrals of natural and
exponential functions.
Integrals of natural and general Logarithmic functions.
Derivatives and Integrals of Hyperbolic and InverseHyperbolic functions. Techniques of Integration: by
parts - Trigonometric substitutions - Completing the
square - Integrals of rational functions - Miscellaneous
Substitutions. Indeterminate forms - Improper Integrals.
Applications of Integration: Area - Solids of Revolutions
- Arc length and Surface of Revolution - Linear Motion
- Work - Momentum and Center of Mass. Numerical
Integration. Polar coordinates - relation between polar
and Cartesian coordinates - Graphs of polar curves Area in polar coordinates. Parametric Equations.
Prerequisite: MATH 150

MATH 207: Advanced Differential and Integral
Calculus 3 (3+0)
Cartesian coordinates - functions of two or several
variables - limits and continuity - partial derivatives chain rule - maxima and minima for functions of two
and several variables - Lagrange multipliers - double
integrals and their applications - triple integrals
and their applications - sequences - infinite series geometric series - convergence tests - alternative series
- absolute convergence - conditional convergence
- functions representation by power series - Taylor’
series - Maclaurin’ series - Binomial series - first order
differential equations.
Prerequisite: MATH 111

MATH 244: Linear Algebra 3 (2+1)
Matrices and their operations - types of matrices.
Elementary transformations. Determinants - elementary
properties. Inverse of a matrix. Linear systems of
equations. Vector spaces - linear independence - finite
dimensional spaces - linear subspaces. Inner product
spaces. Linear transformations - kernel and image of a
liner transformation. Eigen values and Eigen vectors of a
matrix and of a linear operator.
Prerequisite: MATH 111

CSC 201: Computer Programming 4 (3+1)
Introduction: Introduction to C programming.
Structured program development. Program control.
Functions. Recursion. Arrays. Pointers. Strings. Structures
and enumerations. File processing. Data structures.
Prerequisite: None

CSC 202:Computer
MATLAB 3 (2+1)

Programming

Using

Interacting with MATLAB - program design and algorithm
development - M-files - designing GUI (graphical
user interface) - calculus with MATLAB - vectors and
matrices - strings - functions - 2-D and 3-D graphics
- MATLAB programming - data analysis operations errors - applications: (randomness - simulation - Markov
process - linear equations - some numerical methods)
- integrating MATLAB based algorithms with external
applications and languages - such as C - C++ - Fortran Java - COM - and Microsoft Excel.
Prerequisite: CSC 201

3- Optional Courses (Statistics)
STAT 231: Population Study “Demography”
2 (2+0)
Introduction - The Nature of Demography - Rates
and Ratios - Relative numbers - The use of ratios in
demography - Vital statistics rates - Types of ratios Sex ratio - Child-Woman ratio - Territorial distribution
- Density of population - The rate of population growth
- Crude birth and death rate - Age-Specific death rate
- Infant death rate - Age-Specific birth rate - General
fertility ratio - Total fertility rate - Gross reproduction
rate - Accuracy and Error - Life Tables - The smoothing
of data. - The Study of Mortality - Measurement of
Fertility - Growth of Population - Migration and the
Distribution of Population.
Prerequisite: STAT 100

STAT 325: Decision Theory 3 (3+0)
The elements of making decision problem without data:
Utility - Actions Space - State of nature space- Pure
actions - MinMax and Bayes actions - MinMax mixed
actions - Using data for making decisions (Decision
Rule)- MinMax pure and mixed decision rules- Bayes
decision rule - Estimation as a decision problem:
for instance Bayes Estimate - Testing hypothesis as
a decision problem: for instance - Most powerful MinMax and Bayes tests - Comparing between tests.
Prerequisite: STAT 223

STAT 362: Reliability Theory 3 (3+0)
Concept of reliability - structural properties of
Coherent systems - Reliability of coherent systems
- Joint Structural and Reliability importance - Some
parametric lifetime models (continuous and discrete)
- Classes of lifetime distributions (notions of aging) Reliability operation - Specialized models (competing
risks - accelerated models - ..) - Life data analysis.
Prerequisite: STAT 223

College of Science

collection of data for problem investigation under the
supervision of a faculty member.
Prerequisite: STAT 332
Co-requisite: STAT 436 + STAT 438
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STAT 399: Longitudinal of Data Analysis 3(2+1)
Exploring longitudinal data. Analysis of variance for
repeated measures. Single-Group Repeated Measures.
Crossover Designs and Parallel Group. General
Linear Mixed Models. Generalized Linear Models
for Longitudinal Data. MLE and Restricted/Residual
Maximum Likelihood Estimation( REML). Multilevel
Models. ;Using GLM - MIXED and GENMOD in SAS
Prerequisite: STAT 332

Review of necessary concepts of matrix algebra Normal distribution with n-variables - Quadratic forms
and their distributions - The general linear model of full
rank - Estimation and hypothesis testing in the full rank
model-Estimation and hypothesis testing in the less than
full rank model - Computational methods - Applications
in regressions - experimental design and ANOVA using
statistical packages.
Prerequisite: STAT 332 + MATH 244

OPER 213: Linear Programming 4 (3+1)
STAT 406: Survival Analysis 3 (3+0)
Description of survival distributions - survival and
hazard function - their relationship - Problems of
inference - Estimation and comparison of survival curves
(Kaplan-Meier and life-table estimates - …) - Estimation
under complete and censored data (typre I - type
II - progressive - …). Hypothesis testing - Life testing
- Parametric regression models - Cox proportional
models.
Prerequisite: STAT 223

College of Science

STAT 430: Insurance Methods 3 (2+1)
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Survival Distributions: Future lifetime - life tables;
fundamental theorems for calculating moments of
actuarial functions - Other actuarial functions; 3
assumptions for fractional ages; analytical laws of
mortality - Net Single Premiums for Life Insurance
Contracts: Definition using a stochastic approach distribution of the actuarial - present value function
for different insurance contracts - Life Annuities:
Actuarial accumulation function; aggregate payment
and current payment techniques - life annuities with
monthly payments - complete annuities (immediate) apportionable annuities (due) - recursive equations Net Annual Premiums: Actuarial equivalence principle;
basic contracts; monthly premiums; life insurance with
accumulation type benefits - Reserves: Definition of
prospective loss - basic contracts - monthly premiums
reserves: recursive equations for discrete reserves reserves at fractional Hrss - allocation of the loss to the
policy years.
Prerequisite: STAT 319

STAT 432: Survey Research 2 (2+0)
Research Methodology (Choosing Research Problems
- and Methods) - Ethical issues in scientific research An introduction if Survey Methodology - Inference and
Error in Surveys - Research problem - goals - questions and hypotheses for quantitative and qualitative studies
- Target Population - Sampling frames - Coverage Sampling Design and Sampling Error - Non-response
in sampling surveys - Data collection methods - Types
of Variables - data and measures - Method of Data
collection - Computerized Data Descriptive - and
Analysis.
Prerequisite: STAT 331

STAT 434: Linear Models 3 (3+0)

Definitions and formulation of linear programs Graphical solution. Review of linear algebra and convex
analysis - Algebra of the simplex method - The simplex
method - The revised simplex method - Duality theory
and economic interpretation of duality. Sensitivity
analysis - Some applications of linear programming.
Prerequisite: OPER 100
Co-requisite: MATH 244

OPER 322: Inventory Control 3 (2+1)
Definitions and models of inventory control - The
simple economic order quantity (EOQ) model - The
EOQ model with shortages - The economic production
quantity (EPQ) model - The (EPQ) model with shortages
- Single or multiple items constrained inventory control
models - Some dynamic inventory control models with
deterministic or probabilistic demand
- Inventory control models with continuous demand
rate - Some probabilistic inventory control models.
Prerequisites: OPER 213 and MATH 207

OPER 351: Network Analysis 3 (2+1)
Introduction to Graph theory - Network models- Mathematical formulation of network problems Shortest path problem: Bellman algorithm, Dijkstra’s
algorithm, Bellman-Ford algorithm - Maximum Flow
Problem: Ford and Fulkerson algorithm, Max-flow mincut theorem - Minimum cost flow problem. Project
scheduling: CPM and PERT.
Prerequisites: OPER 213 and CSC 202

OPER 441: Modeling and Simulation 4 (3+1)
Introduction to Systems and Modelling. Hand
Simulation. Spreadsheet modelling and simulation using
EXCEL. Random Numbers and Variables properties and
generation. Input Analysis. Introduction to SIMAN.
Introduction to GPSS. Time advancing mechanisms.
List processing. GPSS Commands and Blocks. System
Numerical Attributes (SNA). Case studies.
Prerequisites: STAT 215 and CSC 202

OPER 472: Stochastic Processes and Queuing
Models 4 (3+1)
Definition of stochastic processes - Finite Markov chains.
One step and multi-steps transition probability matrices
- Chapman-Kolmogorof equation. State classification.
Long run distribution of Markov chains - Continuoustime Markov processes (Birth-and-death processes,
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Preparatory Year ( 31 credit hours)
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

ENG 140
ENG 150
140 MATH
150 MATH
CT 140

8
8
2
3
3

CT140
140 CHS
150 MC

English Language (1)
English Language (2)
Introduction to Mathematics
Differential Calculus
Computer Skills
Learning, Thinking and
Research Skills
Health and Fitness
Communication Skills

3
2
2

University
Requirements
(8
credits
hours)
A student chooses 8 credits hours from the Islamic
Culture courses

Compulsory Requirements Within the
Department ( 59 credit Hours )
Course Code Course Title
OPER 100
OPER 213
OPER 322
OPER 331
OPER 351
OPER 382
OPER 435
OPER 382
OPER 435
OPER 441
OPER 472
OPER 497
OPER 498
STAT 100
STAT 105
STAT 215
STAT 223
STAT 328
STAT 332
STAT 436

Introduction to Operations
Research
Linear Programming
Inventory Control
Non-Linear Optimization
Network Analysis
Decision and Game Theory
Numerical Methods in
Operations Research
Decision and Game Theory
Numerical Methods in
Operations Research
Modeling and Simulation
Stochastic Processes and
Queuing Theory
Graduation Project (1)
Graduation Project (2)
Introduction to Statistics
Statistical Methods
Probability (1)
Theory of Statistics (1)
Statistical Packages
Regression Analysis
Time Series and Forecasting

Compulsory Requirements Outside the
Department ( 17 credit Hours )
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

MATH 111

4

MATH 207
MATH 244
CSC 201
CSC 202

4
4
3
4
3
4
3

3
3
4
3

Elective Requirements From Within the Department
( 12 credit Hours )
A student chooses 4 courses from this group. At
least one of the chosen courses should be from the
Operations Research courses

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

OPER 313
OPER 453

3
3

OPER 490
OPER 492
STAT 315
STAT 319
STAT 325
STAT 333

Hrs

Integral Calculus
Advanced Integral and
Differential Calculus
Linear Algebra
Computer Programming
Computer Programming
Using MATLAB

STAT 331
STAT 362
STAT 401
STAT 430
STAT 434
STAT 437
STAT 441

Integer Programming
Scheduling and Sequencing
Special Applications in
Operations Research
Prices and Revenue
Management
Probability (2)
Theory of Statistics (2)
Decisions Theory
Nonparametric Statistical
Methods
Sampling Techniques
Reliability Theory
Econometrics
Insurance Methods
Linear Models
Design and Analysis of
Experiments
Quality Control

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Elective Requirements From Outside the Department
(9 credit hours)

4

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

3

MATH 160

2

4

MATH 225

4

MATH 352
MATH 382

1
2
3
4
4
3
3
3
3

MGT 101
MGT 102
MGT 103
MGT 104
MGT 319

Computational Mathematics
Introduction to Differential
Equations
Numerical Analysis
Real Analysis I
Principles of Management
and Business
Human Resources
Management
Entrepreneurship
Principles of Public
Administration
Management of Small and
Medium Size Businesses

4
4
4
3
3
3

College of Science

Poisson process) - Queuing theory and models:
Cumulative diagrams of queues. Performance measures
- Basic Markovian queuing models (single server queue,
multi-server queue, finite capacity queues) - Some
Non-Markovian queues - Some Non-Markovian queues
with bulk arrival and service.
Prerequisites: OPER 213 and STAT 215
The General Structure of the Proposed Plan of Study for
the Department of Statistics and Operations Research
Specialization: Operations Research
Degree: Bachelor of Science

3
3
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MGT 371
MIS 201
ACCT 201
ACCT 202
ACCT 311
ACCT 317
ACCT 318
ECON 101
ECO N 102
ECO N 201
ECON 202
ECON 211
ECON 314
ECON 317
ECON 318
MKT 201
FIN 200
FIN 210
FIN 220
FIN 230

College of Science

FIN 240
FIN250
QUA 127

132

Operations Management
Management Information
Systems
Principles of Accounting and
Financial Reporting
Principles of Cost Managerial
Accounting
Accounting for Government
and Non-Profit
Organizations
Intermediate Accounting (1)
Intermediate Accounting (2)
Principles of Microeconomics
Principles of
Macroeconomics
Microeconomics Analysis
Macroeconomics Analysis
Money and Banking
Islamic Economics
Managerial Economics
Transportation and Insurance
Economics
Principles of Marketing
Principles of Finance
Corporate Finance
Investment Essentials
Financial markets and
institutions
Principles of Risk & Insurance
International Finance
Mathematics of Finance

3

Semester IV

3

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

3

OPER 213
STAT 105
MATH 244

4
4
3

3

CSC 202

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

OPER 351
OPER 382
STAT 215
STAT 328

3
4
4
3

MATH 207

Hrs

OPER 322
OPER 331
STAT 223
STAT 332

3
4
3
3

Hrs

ENG 140
ENG 150
140 MATH
150 MATH
CT 140

8
8
2
3
3

OPER 100
STAT 100
MATH 111
CSC 201

Introduction to Operations
Research
Introduction to Statistics
Integral Calculus
Computer Programming
University Requirement

3
2

Course Code Course Title

OPER 472
OPER 497

Numerical Methods in
Operations Research
Modelling and Simulation
Stochastic Processes and
Queuing Theory
Graduation Project (1)
Optional courses within the
Department
Optional courses outside the
Department

Hrs
3
4
4
1
3
3

3
2
2

Semester III
Course Code Course Title

Inventory Control
Non-Linear Optimization
Theory of Statistics I
Regression Analysis
Optional courses outside the
Department
University Requirement

Semester VII

OPER 441

Course Code Course Title

3

Course Code Course Title

3
3
3
3

Network Analysis
Decision and Game Theory
Probability I
Statistical Packages
Advanced Integral and
Differential Calculus

Semester VI

Hours Preparatory Year (31 Credit)

140 CHS
150 MC

2

Semester V
3
3
3

OPER 435

CI 140

3

3

Recommended Study Plan

English Language 1
English Language 2
Introduction to Mathematics
Differential Calculus
Computer Skills
Learning, Thinking and
Research Skills
Health and Fitness
Communication Skills

Linear Programming
Statistical Methods
Linear Algebra
Computer Programming
Using MATLAB
University requirement

Hrs
4
3
4
4
2

Semester VIII
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

OPER 498
STAT 436

2
3

Graduation Project (2)
Time Series and Forecasting
Optional courses within the
Department
Optional courses outside the
Department

3
3

Course Description:
I) Required Courses:
OPER 100:Introduction to Operations Research
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History and nature of Operations Research.
Introduction to system analysis. Problem investigation
and formulation. Linear programming models and
graphical solutions . Sensitivity analysis. Transportation
problem. Assignment problem. Introduction to graph
theory and optimization in networks: The shortest
path problem . Introduction to stochastic models in
operations research.
Prerequisite: MATH 150, Co-requisite: STAT 100

Dynamic Programming (Principle of Optimality,
Dynamic Programming and Decision Theory, various
applications). Concepts and terminology of Game
theory. Zero sum games. Solutions of two persons zero
sum games. Two persons nonzero sum games. Solutions
of two persons nonzero sum games. N-person games.
Prerequisite: OPER 213

OPER 435: Computational
Operations Research 3 (2+1)

Methods

in

Definitions and formulation of linear programs .
Graphical solution. Review of linear algebra and convex
analysis. Algebra of the simplex method. The simplex
method. The revised simplex method. Duality theory
and economic interpretation of duality. Sensitivity
analysis. Some applications of linear programming.
Prerequisite: OPER 100, Co-requisite: MATH 244

This course provides a comprehensive introduction to
the standard numerical techniques commonly used in
obtaining solutions to operations research problems
such as: Using EXCEL in solving Differential and Integral
Equations. Monte Carlo Integration. Parameter and
curve fitting. Using EXCEL SOLVER, WinQSB, LINDO,
LINGO to solve Mathematical Programming problems.
Case studies with LINGO.
Prerequisites: OPER 331 and OPER 351

OPER 322:Inventory Control 3 (2+1)

OPER 441: Modeling and Simulation 4 (3+1)

Definitions and models of inventory control. The
simple economic order quantity (EOQ) model. The
EOQ model with shortages. The economic production
quantity (EPQ) model. The (EPQ) model with shortages.
Single or multiple items constrained inventory control
models. Some dynamic inventory control models
with deterministic or probabilistic demand. Inventory
control models with continuous demand rate. Some
probabilistic inventory control models.
Prerequisites: OPER 213 and MATH 207

Introduction to Systems and Modelling. Hand
Simulation. Spreadsheet modelling and simulation using
EXCEL. Random Numbers and Variables properties and
generation. Input Analysis. Introduction to SIMAN.
Introduction to GPSS. Time advancing mechanisms.
List processing. GPSS Commands and Blocks. System
Numerical Attributes (SNA). Case studies.
Prerequisites: STAT 215 and CSC 202

OPER 331:Nonlinear Optimization

Definition of stochastic processes. Finite Markov
chains. One step and multi-steps transition probability
matrices. Chapman-Kolmogorof equation. State
classification. Long run distribution of Markov chains.
Continuous-time Markov processes (Birth-and-death
processes, Poisson process ).Queuing theory and
models:Cumulative diagrams of queues. Performance
measures. Basic Markovian queuing models (single
server queue, multi-server queue, finite capacity
queues). Some Non-Markovian queues. Some NonMarkovian queues with bulk arrival and service.
Prerequisites: OPER 213 and STAT 215

OPER 213:Linear Programming 4 (3+1)

4 (3+1)

Models of nonlinear optimization. Basic concepts of
optimization. Optimality conditions for unconstrained
problems. Optimality conditions for constrained
problems: Lagrange Multipliers, KKT conditions.
Quadratic Programming: Wolf ’s method. Computational
methods for unconstrained problems: Optimal search
algorithms for univariate and multivariate problems.
Computational methods for constrained problems:
Graphical method,
Feasible directions methods,
Gradient projection methods, Penalty and Barrier
function methods. Prerequisites: OPER 213 and MATH
207

OPER 351: Network Analysis 3 (2+1)
Introduction to Graph theory. Network models.
Mathematical formulation of network problems.
Shortest path problem: Bellman algorithm, Dijkstra’s
algorithm, Bellman-Ford algorithm. Maximum Flow
Problem: Ford and Fulkerson algorithm, Max-flow
min-cut theorem. Minimum cost flow problem. Project
scheduling: CPM and PERT.
Prerequisites: OPER 213 and CSC 202

OPER 382: Decision and Game Theory 4 (3+1)
Introduction to Decision theory. Utility and expected
utility. Decision under risk seeking and risk averse.

OPER 472: Stochastic Processes and Queuing
Models 4 (3+1)

OPER 497: Graduation Project (1) 1 (1+0)
Recognition of the problem, chosen from real- world
problems, under study. Gathering references and
collecting data needed to investigate the problem
under the supervision of a faculty member.
Prerequisite: OPER 351
Co-requisites: OPER 435, OPER 441, and OPER 472

OPER 498:Graduation Project (2) 2 (2+0)
Under the supervision of a faculty member, the student
studies and models a solution to the problem previously
investigated in OPER 497, and presents a report of his
work.
Prerequisite: OPER 497

College of Science

4 (3+1)
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STAT 100: Introduction to Statistics 3 (2+1)

STAT 332: Regression Analysis 3 (2+1)

Descriptive statistics - Measures of central tendency
- Measures of dispersion - Basic probability concepts
- Conditional probability, Expectation - Variance Bayes law- Random variables - Probability distribution
- Binomial distribution - Poisson distribution Hypergeometric distribution - Normal distribution –
Applications by Excel.
Prerequisite: MATH 150

Simple linear regression model - Multiple linear
regression - Analysis of residuals and predictions. Stepwise regression - Some nonlinear regression models
and data transformations - Student will use statistical
computer packages such as SAS, SPSS, Minitab, etc.
Prerequisites: STAT 328 and MATH 244

STAT 105: Statistical Methods 4 (3+1)
Some Statistical distributions - Sampling distributions Central limit theorem - Chebychev’s inequality - Interval
estimation - Testing hypotheses (two populations case)
- Introduction to experimental designs (CRD and RBD)Analysis of variance (one and two ways) - Regression
(simple) - Correlation (Pearson and Spearman) - Chi
square tests and application - Some nonparametric te
sts.
Prerequisite: STAT 100

STAT 215:Probability (1) 4 (3+1)
Random variables and probability distributions
(Discrete and continuous) - Famous discrete and
continuous probability distributions – Random
vectors - Expectation and variation - Discrete bivariate
probability distributions - Marginal and conditional
probability distributions - Independence, correlation
and covariance - Moments and moment generating
function - Distributions of Function of one and two
random variable.
Prerequisites: STAT 100 and MATH 111

College of Science

STAT 223: Theory of Statistics (1) 3 (2+1)
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Sampling distributions - Central limit theorem - Point
Estimation - Properties of estimator: unbiasedness,
mean square error - consistency - sufficiency,
minimal sufficiency - Exponential family - Uniformly
Minimum Variance Unbiased Estimator - CramerRao inequality - Fisher’s information - Rao-Blackwell
theorem - sufficiency and completeness - LehmannSheffe theorem - Methods of Estimation: Method
of Moments - Maximum Likelihood estimators and
their properties including asymptotic properties The Baysian Approach: Use of a prior density - Bayes
estimators - Bayes estimators with mean square error
loss function - invariant methods: Location invariant and
scale invariant classes of estimators - Interval estimation
(one population case): Confidence interval estimators,
Pivotal methods - Bayesian credible intervals.
Prerequisite: STAT 215

STAT 328: Statistical Packages 3 (2+1)
Using program code in a statistical software package
(Excel – Minitab – SAS – SPSS - R - Maple - Matlab) to
write a program for data and statistical analysis. Topics
include creating and managing data files, graphical
presentation - and Monte Carlo simulations.
Prerequisite: STAT 105

STAT 436: Time Series and Forecasting 3 (2+1)
Data sources: Historical data- the Web. Checking
time series components: trend – seasonality - cyclical.
Transformation:
Differences method - Seasonal
adjustment. Forecasting: How to forecast future adequacy of a forecast - regression forecasting against
time series forecasting - some adequacy measures
(MAD, MSE, MAPE). Decomposition and smoothing of
times series: moving averages - exponential smoothing.
Box-Jenkins models ARIMA(p,d,q): Autocorrelation
and partial autocorrelation functions - identification of
appropriate model - dealing with seasonal time series fitting models to real and simulated data sets. Diagnostic
checks on the residuals. Case studies: training on how to
analyze real life data sets using the statistical package
MINITAB - write reports.
Prerequisite: STAT 332

MATH 140: Introduction to Mathematics 2 (2+0)
Linear equations and applications, linear inequalities,
absolute value in equations and inequalities, complex
numbers, quadratic equations and applications,
functions, odd and even functions, operations on
functions, inverse functions, exponential and logarithmic
functions, trigonometric functions, conic sections,
systems of equations and inequalities, matrices, matrix
operations.
Prerequisite: None

MATH 150: Differential Calculus 3 (3+0)
The concept of limit, computation of limits, continuity
and its consequences, limits involving infinity,
formal definition of limit, the concept of derivative,
computation of derivatives (power rule, higher order
derivatives, acceleration), the product and quotient
rules, the chain rule, derivatives of exponential and
logarithmic functions, implicit differentiation and inverse
trigonometric functions, the mean value theorem,
indeterminate forms and L’Hopital’s rule, maximum and
minimum values, increasing and decreasing functions,
concavity and the second derivative test, optimization,
related rates.
Prerequisite: MATH 140

MATH 111: Integral Calculus 4 (3+1)
Definition of Definite Integral and its Properties,
The Anti-derivative, Indefinite Integral and the
Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Change of Variables.
Integrals of natural and general exponential functions.
Integrals of natural and general Logarithmic functions.
Derivatives and Integrals of Hyperbolic and InverseHyperbolic functions. Techniques of Integration: by
parts, Trigonometric substitutions, Completing the
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MATH 207: Advanced Differential and Integral
Calculus 3 (2+1)
Cartesian coordinates, functions of two or several
variables, limits and continuity, partial derivatives,
chain rule, maxima and minima for functions of two
and several variables, Lagrange multipliers, double
integrals and their applications, triple integrals and
their applications, sequences, infinite series, geometric
series, convergence tests, alternative series, absolute
convergence, conditional convergence, functions
representation by power series, Taylor’ series,
Maclaurin’ series, Binomial series, first order differential
equations.
Prerequisite: MATH 111

MATH 244: Linear Algebra 3 (3+0)
Matrices and their operations, types of matrices.
Elementary transformations. Determinants, elementary
properties. Inverse of a matrix. Linear systems of
equations. Vector spaces, linear independence, finite
dimensional spaces, linear subspaces. Inner product
spaces. Linear transformations, kernel and image of a
liner transformation. Eigen values and Eigen vectors of a
matrix and of a linear operator.
Prerequisite: MATH 111

CSC 201: Computer Programming 4 (3+1)
Introduction to C programming, Arithmetic in C,
Algorithms, Selection Statements: if, if-else, switch-case
statements, Counter-Controlled Repetition for, while,
do-while-statements, Operators in C, Functions and
Recursion, Arrays, Pointers, structures, Unions, Bitwise
Operators, Enumeration, Characters and Strings, C
Formatted Input/Output.
Prerequisite: None

CSC 202: Computer
MATLAB 3 (2+1)

Programming

Using

Interacting with MATLAB, program design and algorithm
development, M-files, designing GUI (graphical user
interface), calculus with MATLAB, vectors and matrices,
strings, functions, 2-D and 3-D graphics, MATLAB
programming, data analysis operations, errors,
applications: (randomness, simulation, Markov process,
linear equations, some numerical methods), integrating
MATLAB based algorithms with external applications
and languages, such as C, C++, Fortran, Java, COM, and
Microsoft Excel.
Prerequisite: CSC 201

II) Elective Courses:
OPER 313: Integer Programming 3 (2+1)
Introduction to integer programming. Examples of
integer programming problems . Some applications
of integer programming . Optimality of integer
programming . Branch and bound methods. Implicit
enumeration methods .Cutting plane method.
Prerequisite: OPER 213

OPER 453: Sequencing and scheduling 3 (2+1)
Introduction to sequencing and scheduling: concepts
and examples. Optimality in sequencing and
scheduling. Basic results of single machine sequencing
and scheduling. Algorithms for general Job-Shop and
Flow-Shop problems. Dynamic programming models for
sequenced decisions using the principle of optimality.
Use of dynamic programming in solving sequencing
and scheduling problems.
Prerequisite: OPER 213

OPER 490: Special Applications in Operations
Research 3 (2+1)
Topics in Supply Chain Management. Traveling
Salesman Problem. Vehicle Routing Problem. Facility
Location Problem. Multi-objective Programming. Goal
Programming.
Prerequisites: OPER 331 and OPER 351

OPER 492: Pricing and Revenue Management 3
(2+1)
Pricing and revenue management concepts. Basic
price optimization. Price differentiation. Pricing with
constrained supply. Revenue management. Capacity
allocation. Network management. Overbooking.
Markdown management. Customized pricing.
Prerequisites: OPER 331 and STAT 215

STAT 315: Probability (2) 3 (2+1)
Sequence of Events – Continuous random vector - Joint
probability distribution - marginal and conditional
probability functions - Conditional expectation and
variation - Joint probability distributions of functions of
random variables- Joint moment generating functions Order statistics- Probability inequalities- Sequences of
random variables and modes of convergences - Central
limit theorem and proof - normal approximation.
Prerequisites: STAT 215 and MATH 207

STAT 325: Decision Theory 3 (3+0)
The elements of making decision problem without
data: Utility, Actions Space, State of nature space- Pure
actions - MinMax and Bayes actions - MinMax mixed
actions - Using data for making decisions (Decision
Rule)- MinMax pure and mixed decision rules- Bayes
decision rule - Estimation as a decision problem: for
instance Bayes Estimate - Testing hypothesis as a decision
problem: for instance - Most powerful - MinMax and
Bayes tests - Comparing between tests.

College of Science

square, Integrals of rational functions, Miscellaneous
Substitutions. Indeterminate forms, Improper Integrals.
Applications of Integration: Area, Solids of Revolutions,
Arc length and Surface of Revolution, Linear Motion,
Work, Momentum and Center of Mass. Numerical
Integration. Polar coordinates, relation between polar
and Cartesian coordinates, Graphs of polar curves,
Area in polar coordinates. Parametric Equations.
Prerequisite: MATH 150
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Prerequisite: STAT 223

STAT 319: Theory of Statistics (2) 3 (2+1)
Interval estimation (two population cases): Confidence
interval estimators, Pivotal methods - Hypotheses
Testing: Type I and Type II error, power of the tests - Most
powerful test, Neymann-pearson lemma, asymptotic
tests - unbiased test - uniformly most powerful test.
Monotone tests – Neymann Pearson theorem - power
curves - Likelihood ratio tests - asymptotic distribution
of likelihood ratio statistics - The Sequential Probability
Ratio Test - Goodness of-fit Tests - Bayesian testing
hypotheses.
Prerequisites: STAT 223 and MATH 207

STAT 333: Nonparametric Statistics Methods
3 (2+1)
Concept of nonparametric statistics -Statistical tests
based on the binomial distribution ( binomial test and
estimation of ratio - quantile test - tolerance limits) Contingency tables in (median tests - measures of
dependence - chi-square tests - Cochran test for
related observations) - Some nonparametric tests
that depend on ranks (two independent samples
-several independent samples -test for equal variances
- measures of rank correlations-nonparametric
regression methods - several related samples - tests of
randomization) -Tests of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov type
(the Kolmogorov goodness of fit tests - goodness of fit
tests for families of distributions).
Prerequisite: STAT 105

STAT 331: Sampling Techniques 3 (2+1)

College of Science

Definition of Population and sample - Types of surveys
- sampling methods - Parameters estimation- Estimation
of (population mean - Estimation of population ratios Population total). Confidence intervals for population
parameters - Selecting the sample size for estimating
population mean and total number.
Prerequisite: STAT 223
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STAT 362: Theory of reliability3 (3+0)
Concept of reliability - structural properties of Coherent
systems - Reliability of coherent systems, Joint Structural
and Reliability importance - Some parametric lifetime
models (continuous and discrete) - Classes of lifetime
distributions (notions of aging) - Reliability operation,
Specialized models (competing risks, accelerated
models) - Life data analysis.
Prerequisite: STAT 223

STAT 401: Econometrics 3 (3+0)
Simple and Multiple regression models - Non-Linear
regression models - Dummy Variables - Multicollinearity
Problem-Identification Errors - Generalized Least Square
Method – Heteroscedasticity Problem - Autocorrelation
Problem - Time series models- Simultaneous EquationsErrors in variables.
Prerequisite: STAT 332

STAT 430: Insurance Methods 3(2+1)

Survival Distributions: Future lifetime, life tables;
fundamental theorems for calculating moments of
actuarial functions - Other actuarial functions; 3
assumptions for fractional ages; analytical laws of
mortality - Net Single Premiums for Life Insurance
Contracts: Definition using a stochastic approach distribution of the actuarial - present value function
for different insurance contracts - Life Annuities:
Actuarial accumulation function; aggregate payment
and current payment techniques - life annuities with
monthly payments - complete annuities (immediate),
apportionable annuities (due) - recursive equations Net Annual Premiums: Actuarial equivalence principle;
basic contracts; monthly premiums; life insurance with
accumulation type benefits - Reserves: Definition of
prospective loss - basic contracts - monthly premiums
reserves: recursive equations for discrete reserves,
reserves at fractional Hrss, allocation of the loss to the
policy years.
Prerequisite: STAT 319

STAT 434: Linear Models 3 (3+0)
Review of necessary concepts of matrix algebra Normal distribution with n-variables - Quadratic forms
and their distributions - The general linear model of full
rank - Estimation and hypothesis testing in the full rank
model-Estimation and hypothesis testing in the less than
full rank model - Computational methods - Applications
in regressions, experimental design and ANOVA using
statistical packages.
Prerequisites: STAT 332 and MATH 244

STAT 437: Design and Analysis of Experiments
3 (2+1)
Introduction: Review of statistical inference. Main
principals of experimental design: Replication
– Randomness – Blocks – Simple comparisons
experiments: t-test and alike tests. Single Factor
Experiments: Completely randomized desing – Model
adequacy checking – Contrasts and orthogonal
contrasts – Comparing pairs of treatment means. Block
designs: Randomized complete block design– Latin
square design– Graeco-Latin square design. Factorial
designs : Two-Factor factorial design – Three-Factor
factorial design – General factorial designs. Designs with
two-level factors: Two factors with two levels designs –
Three factors with two levels designs – General twolevel factors designs. Confounding. Fractional factorial
designs.
Prerequisite: STAT 328

STAT 441: QUALITY CONTROL 3 (2+1)
Historical background of Quality Control - What is
Quality? - the formation of Quality Control, Quality
Planning, Quality Improvement - Quality Assurance
and Total Quality Management - Modeling Process
Quality - Review of statistical distributions used
in Quality Control - Statistical inference and test
of hypotheses - Statistical Process Control (SPC) Magnificent Seven - Introduction of Control Charts
- Statistical process in Quality Improvement - Pareto
Chart - Cause and Effect Diagram - Scatter Diagram
Prerequisite: STAT 223
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Vision:
Leadership in the geological sciences and applications, and culture to contribute to building a knowledge society.

Mission:
To provide academic programs and research projects developed in the field of geology, is able to provide the community with knowledge and trained personnel through a stimulating environment for learning,
creativity and scientific research and the quality of ongoing recruitment to ensure optimal technical and general partnership

The department occupies one of the wings in building No.4 in the College of Science at King Saud University in Dereya district, Riyadh. The Chairman’s office,
faculty offices, the Geological Library, and some of the
research laboratories are located on the 2nd floor. The
Geological Museum which contains hand specimens of
different rocks and fossils, as well as teaching laboratories is located on the 1st floor. The department also
contains a Geological Information Unit and two computer labs in addition to a rock-cutting workshop. The
department has the most up-to-date equipment for
Geophysical explorations and a complete Hydrology
Research Lab.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master – PhD

Aims:
The most important goals of department strives to
fulfill:
Providing human capabilities in the fields of Geology,
Geophysics, and Hydrogeology.Carrying out academic
and applied researches and consultations for public
services with governmental and private sectors in
the fields of Geology, Geophysics and Hydrology.
Contributing towards the Scientific Development
of Earth Sciences through the capability of creation,
research and application.Writing and translating
to Arabic language the main books in these fields.
Organizing scientific meetings, seminars, workshops
and conferences in the field of Earth Sciences.

Landmarks:
Main Features of the Geological Museum Founded
in 1406H (1986), the geological museum at the College
of Science contains a large number of rare samples from
several regions in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and from
other worldwide regions. The museum is furnished with
modern show-cases and cupboards to serve several
specialists in geology. It is divided into two wings and a

centre (see sketch).

1.Right Wing
The right wing of the museum contains the historical geology samples, the lithostratigraphic succession of
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the index fossils

2. Left Wing
The left wing of the museum contains mineral samples and samples of Igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks. It also contains the economic minerals
in the Kingdom, the ‘..mineral distribution map of the
Kingdom and a table of differ-of crude oil.

3.The Centre
The centre of the museum contains rare minerals
and geological instruments. It also contains fossil models, structural models and structural layout photos. Map
showing the distribution of economic minerals in Saudi
Arabia.
Museum Collections
First:Professor Dr. Abdu! Malek Alkhayal collections
(Fossils from the lithostratigraphic succession of the
Kingdom):

ͻ Trace fossils group from Jabal Alsag (Ordovician
Period)

ͻ Plant fossils group from Onayza Formalions
(Permian Period)

ͻ Plan! fossils group from Wasia Formation
(Cretaceous Period)
Second: Dr. Ghalib Al Asaad collections (Fossils from
the lithostratigraphic succession of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia): - Invertebrate fossils from the Dhurma
Formation JurrassicPeriod)

ͻ Invertebrate fossils from the Aruma Formation
(Cretaceous Period)

College of Science

About:

The Geology Department has many laboratories
and Facilities to serve the students and researchers.

Department library:
This library contains a variety of geologic scientific books and journals. It contains also a huge number
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of geologic and geographic maps for the kingdom of
Saudi Arabia.

Geologic Museum:

Nasser Al-Arifi
Nife Alotiby
Saad Al-Mogren
Saad M.Al-Humidan
Tlal Alharbi

The geologic museum contains a large number of
rare specimens from different regions of the kingdom
representing its different types of rocks and minerals.
Large pieces of meteorites are also available in the
museum. All kinds of illustrative fossils are present in
the museum ranging from Dina sores models to micro
fossils.

Programs:

Applied Geophysics Laboratory:

First Program: B.Sc in Geology

This laboratory contains the modern and up to date
geophysical instruments for minerals and ground water
exploration. These instruments are used by the students in the field to delineate the geologic subsurface
structures. Among these inStruments are the following:


B.Sc in Geology

B.Sc in Geophysics

Study Plan:
Third Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

Ground Penetrating Radar, Resistivity-meter, Well
logging unit, Magnetometer, Gravimeter, Seismograph,
Strong motion, Global positioning system.

GEO 101

4

Hydrology Laboratory:

ZOO 101
MATH 102
IC 102

This Laboratory provides the students and researchers with all necessary equipments for the ground
water study including the portable field chemical analysis equipments. Also the lab contains the well camera
that can have a real video recording for the opened
wells for detailed subsurface studies.

Geologic and Geophysical Information system
laboratory:
This lab is a geographical based computer laboratory that serves as a data bank for the geological and
geophysical researches and studies. This laboratory
is equipped with a server and a number of personal
computers of high speed and capacity. It also contains
A0 color scanner and A0 color plotter and a number of
color laser printers. The ArcInfo Software is the main
geographic information software in this lab.

AST 101

College of Science
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Abdallah Afaisal
Abdallah Alkhriji
AbdulAziz Al Laboun
AbdulAziz Al-Bassam
Abdurrahman Al-Dakheel
Aftab Aziz
Ahmad Al-Saleh
Ahmed Alaswed
Awad Alshmrany
Hasen alfaifi
Hashem Babker
Hesham Al-Araby
Hosam Tofaha
Hussin Alfaifi
Khled Alqahtany
Mohamed Al-Dabbagh
Mohamed Fnais
Mohamed Hussein
Mohmed Alyousf
Naguib EL-Sabrouty

4
4
3
2

Fourth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

GEO 102
GEO 224

4
3

GEO 234
IC 103

Historical Geology
Optical Mineralogy
Introduction to Stratigraphy
& Sedimentation
Economy System in Islam

4
2

Fifth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

GEO 241

4

GEO 242

Faculty Members

Physical Geology
Introduction to Solar System
& Stellar Astronomy
General Zoology
Introduction to Integration
Islamic Society

GEO 282
GEO 321
GEO 371
GEO 381

Principles of Invertebrates
Principles of
Micropaleontology
Photogeology
Igneous Petrology
Introduction to Geophysics
Structural Geology

3
2
3
3
3

Sixth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

GEO 322
GEO 333
GEO 342
GEO 361
GEO 385
GEO 451

3
4
3
3
1
3

Metamorphic Petrology
Sedimentary Petrology
Paleonectology
Principles of Geochemistry
Geologic Reports
Hydrogeology

Summer Term
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

GEO 391
GEO 495

4
1

Field Geology
History of Geology
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GEO 499

Research Project

3

Seventh Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

ECON 101
GEO 431
GEO 453
GEO 481
GEO 499

3
3
3
4
3

IC 104

Principles of Partial Economy
Carbonate Rocks
Economics Ores Despots
Geology of Kingdom
Research Project
Principles of Political
Systems in Islam

GEO 241 Principles of Invertebrate Paleontology
(3+1) credit-hours.
Morphology and geologic records of the major
invertbrate
phyla(Molusca,
Echinodermata,
Brachiopoda, Coelentrata, arthropoda, Graptolithina,
Porifera, Bryozoa, and Protozoa). The study incoudes
Anatomy of soft parts, shell, classification, common
genera, geologic history, correlation, and Palaeoecology.
Field Applications.

2

Eighth Level
Course Code Course Title
PA 101
GPH 341
GEO 302
GEO 421
GEO 452
GEO 492

Principles of Business
Management
Geophysical Well Loggings
Environmental Geology
Volcanology
Petroleum Geology
Geologic Seminar

erosion, transportation, and sedimentation. Classification
of sedimentary rocks, sedimentary structures, and
sedimentary environments. Stratigraphic units and
correlation. Use and interpretation of stratigraphic
maps. Making geologic sections. Field applications.

Hrs
GEO 242 Principles of Micropaleontology (2+1)
credit-hours.

3
3
3
3
3
1

Study of microfossils. Emphasis on morphology,
taxonomy, ecology, paleoecology, and biostratigraphy
of Radiolaria, Foraminifera, Ostracoda, Conodonts, and
Palynology.

GEO 282 Photogeology (0+2) credit-hours.

Course Description:
GEO 101 Physical Geology (3+1) credit-hours.
The Earth: Composition, Origin and age. Rock and
rock forming minerals. External processes, structural
geology, groundwater, and deserts. Field applications

Principles of aerial photographs and their engineering
concepts. Sterovision. Preparation of base maps from
aerial photographs. Identification and interpretation
of geological and geomorphological criteria. Parallax.
Measuring procedures, map plotting (Geological,
structural and isopach contours), and potting vertical
and horizontal distances.

GEO102 Historical Geology (3+1) credit-hours.

GEO 223 Grystallography and Mineralogy (2+1)
credit-hours.
Study of the external symmetry, habits, and shapes
of crystals. Study of the crystal latices. Methods of
crystallographic projections. Physical and chemical
properties of minerals. Classification and distribution
of minerals. Field applications.

GEO 224 Optical Mineralogy (2+1) credithours.
Physics of light and its interaction with crystalline
materials. Thin secion techniques. Use of the
polarizing microscope. Determination of refractive
indices of minerals. Optical properties of isotropic
and anisotropic minerals. Identification of minerals by
optical methods

GEO 234 Introd. To Stratigraphy
Sedimentation (3+1) credit-hours.

and

Study of physical properties of grains, porosity,
permeability, and diagenesis. Study of weathering

GEO 302 Environmental Geology (3+0) credithours.
Fundamental concepts. Study of natural hazards such
as earthquakes, volcanoes, landslides, and soil erosion,
and their effects on man and the structures he builds.
The effect of man of the environment including air,
water and soil pollution due to industrial development
and overpopulation. Field applications

GEO 321 Igneous Petrology (2+1) credit-hours
Origin, occurrence, and classification of igneous rocks
according to chemical, mineralogical, and structural
bases, Petrographical description. Types, forms and
mineralogical components of igneous rocks. Heat,
viscosity, contamination, fractional crystallization, and
evolution of magmas. Field applications.

GEO 322 Metamorphic Petrology (2+1) credithours.
Origin and classification of metamorphic rocks.
Factors of metamorphism. Zones, types, and processes
of metamorphism.
Chemical and mineralogical
composition of metamorphic rocks. Description and
identification of metamorphic rocks and their field
relations. Metamorphism of igenous and sedimentary
rocks.
Relation of metamorphic rocks to the
evolution of the Earth and effects of continental drift

College of Science

History of the Earth. Principles of stratigraphy.
Geologic column and time scale. Geologic system
(tracing of observable geologic events and biological
record through time). Paleogeography of the Earth.
Field application.
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(global tectonism) on metamorphism, examples of
metarmorphic rocks from Saudi Arabia and other parts
of the world. Field applications.

GEO325 Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology
(3+1) credit-hours.
Origin, occurrence, and classification of igneous rocks
according to chemical, mineralogical and structural bases.
Petrological description. Types, forms and mineralogical
components of igneous rocks. Origin and classification
of metamorphic rocks. Factors of metamorphism,
types and processes of metamorphism. Chemical and
mineralogical composition of metamorphic rocks. Field
applications.

GEO 333 Sedimentary Petrology (3+1) credithours.
The geologic significance of grain morphology.
Statistical treatment of grain - size analysis. Mineralogical
composition of fragmental rocks its relations to province
and tectonic framework. Classification of carbonate
rocks. Their constituents, textures, structures and
diagenesis. Field applications.

GEO 342 Palaeoecology (2+1) credit-hours.
Environmental factors. Features and classification of
sedimentary paleoenvironment Paleoenvironments of
fossils assemblages. Paleoecological interpretation and
synthesis. Characteristics of recent sedimentary basins.
Field applications.

GEO 361 Principles of Geochemistry (2+1)
credit-hours.

College of Science

Chemical composition of the Earth and its different
spheres. Composition of meteorites. Geochemical
cycle. Distribution of elements and isotopes. Geological
applications of thermodynamics. Crystal chemistry and
solution systems. Field applications.
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GEO 371 Principles of Geophysics (2+1) credithours.
Study of the seismic (refraction and reflection), gravity,
magnetic, electrical, and electromagnetic methods.
Applications of these methods and interpretation of
the results.

GEO 381 Structural Geology (2+1) credit-hours.
Identification,
description,
classification
and
interpretation of geological structures. Introduction
to deformation including mechanical principles. Stress
and strain, concept, analysis, measurements, and
orientations. Global processes and plate tectonics.
Streographic projections. Interpretation of structural
maps. Field applications.

GEO 391 Field Geology (0+4) credit-hours.
Thirty days summer geologic camp field applications.
Geological and topographic mapping techniques,
mapping of selected areas for studying basic
geologic relationships with emphasis on stratigraphic
interpretations of rock types.

GEO 421 Volcanology (2+1) credit-hours
Study of origin , evolution, eruption patterns and
products of volcanoes. Types and distribution of
volcanic rocks. Lava flows and mechanism of the
internal structure of volcanoes. Thermal energy, causes
of volcanism, and relation to plate tectonics. Examples
and illustrations from volcanic rocks within the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia. Field applications.

GEO 431 Carbonate Rocks (2+1) credit-hours.
Petrography of carbonate constituent.
Recent
carbonate environment, cementation, diagenesis, and
recent dolomites. Field applications.

GEO 451 Hydrogeolgy (2+1) credit-hours.
Study of geological factors that control ground water
occurrence and movement. Type of qauifers. Dracy’s
law and the general equation of motion. Laboratory
and field methods to measure the hydrogeologic
parameters. Water wells. Chemistry and exploration
for ground water Sea water intrusion. Geohydrology of
Saudi Arabia.

GEO 452 Petroleum Geology (2+1) credit-hours.
Occurrence, reservoir rocks, pore spaces porosity
and permeability. Reservoir fluids, (Water, gas and
oil). Reservoir traps. Origin of petroleum, migration,
and accumulation. Petroleum in Saudi Arabia. Field
applications.

GEO 453 Economic Ore Deposits (2+1) credithours.
Mineral economics and methods of exploration,
prospecting, and mining. Processes of formation of
ore deposits. Study of some important associations.
Modes of occurrence of metalic, nonmetalic, and
industrial minerals and rocks. Study of some economic
ore deposits of Saudi Arabia. Field applications.

GEO 481 Geology of Saudi Arabia (3+1) credithours.

GEO 385 Geologic Reports. (1+0) credit-hours.

General presentation of the geology, geomorphology,
structural geology, paleogeography, and evolution
of the Arabian Peninsula. Including the evolution
of the Arabian Shield, the stratigraphic units of the
Precambrian, Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoic.
Lab-work and field applications in Qasim and Eastern
province.

Study of expressional modes and their geological uses
and preparation of geological reports and illustrations.

GEO 492 Seminar in Geology (1+0) credit-hours.
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GEO 495 History of Geology 1+0) credithours.
Development of geologic thoughts and techniques
through times, major controversies, prominent
geologists and their contributions to geology.

GEO 499 Research Project (0+3) credit-hours.
Training the students on the methods and techniques
of geological research both in field and in laboratory.
Written research Is required. Filed applications.

Second Program: B. Sc. In Geophysics

GPH 391
GPH 401
GPH 412
GPH 411
GPH 485
GPH 498
GEO 101
GEO 221
GEO 236
GEO 320
GEO 381
GEO 452
GEO 478

Study Plan:
The total number of hours for B.Sc. in Geophysics is 136
Hours

Field Geophysics
Physics of the Earth
Engineering Seismology
Geophysical Data Processing
Seminar
Research Project
Physical Geology
Mineralogy
Principles of Stratigraphy &
Sedimentation
Petrology
Structural Geology
Petroleum Geology
Geographical information
systems

4
2
2
3
1
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
2

Compulsory Courses from other departments(28
Hour)

Preparatory Year: 31 Hours

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

University Requirements: 8 Hours

GPH 317
GPH 319

2
2

Compulsory Courses in the department: 58 Hours
Compulsory Courses from other departments: 28
Hours
Elective Courses: 11 Hours

GPH 416
GPH 424
GEO 323

Compulsory Courses from other departments
(28 Hour)
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

CHEM 101
PHYS 101
PHYS 102
PHYS 201
PHYS 221
MATH 111

4
4
4
3
3
4

MATH 200
MATH204

General Chemistry
General Physics
General Physics (2)
Mathematical Physics
Electromagnetism
Integral Calculus
Differential and Integral
Calculus
Differential Equations

3

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

GPH 201

3

GPH 211
GPH 221
GPH 231
GPH 313
GPH 341
GPH 361
GPH 381
GPH 390

GEO 482
PHYS 232
MATH 244
STAT 101

3

Compulsory Courses in the department(58
hours)
Principles of Geophysics
Gravity & Magnetic
Exploration
Seismic Exploration
Geoelectric &
Electromagnetic Exploration
Seismology
Geophysical Well Loggings
Geophysical Techniques
Geophysical Reports
Radiometric and
Geothermal methods

GEO 333
GEO 383
GEO 386
GEO 455

3
3
3
3
3
1
1
2

BUS 101

Time series analysis
Petrophysics
Seismotectonics of the
Middle East
Environmental Geophysics
Igneous and Metamorphic
Petrology
Sedimentary Petrology
Remote Sensing
Geology of Arabian Shield
Hydrology
Sedimentary Geology of the
Kingdom
Waves Phenomena (1)
Linear Algebra
Principles of Statistics and
Probabilities -1
Principles of Business
Administration

2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

Ideal Plan for the Program of B.Sc. in
Geophysics
Third Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

GEO 101

4

AST 101
PHYS 102
MATH 102
IC 102

Physical Geology
Introduction to Solar System
& Stellar Astronomy
General Physics (2)
Introduction to Integers
Islamic Society

4
4
3
2

College of Science

Seminar in different geologic topics. Students must
write research papers in selected topics.

Fourth Level
Course Code Course Title
Crystallography &
GEO 223
Mineralogy

Hrs
3
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GEO 224
GEO 234
GEO 371
MATH 203
IC 103

Introduction to Statistics
& Probability (1)
Introduction to
Stratigraphy &
Sedimentation
Principles of Geophysics
Differential & Integral
Calculus
Economy System in Islam

3

3

GPH 201 Principles of Geophysics (2+1) Credithours.

3
2

Hrs

PHYS 201
PHYS 221
GPH 311
GPH 321
MATH 204
GEO 381

3
3
3
3
3
3

Sixth Level

GEO 325
PHYS 232
PHYS 233
GPH 312
GPH 331
GEO 451

Igneous & Metamorphic
Petrology
Wave Theory (1)
Wave Theory (2)
Seismology (1)
Gravity & Magnetic
Exploration
Hydrogeology

Summer Term (Field)
Course Code Course Title
GPH 391

Field Geophysics

Hrs
4
2
3
3
3
3

Hrs
4

College of Science

Seventh Level
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Course Code Course Title
CSC 207
FORTRAN Programming
Seismological Data
GPH 413
Processing
GPH 414
Seismology (2)
Seismotectonics of the
GPH 416
Middle East
GPH 481
Geophysical Reports
Principles of Political
IC 104
System in Islam
GPH 499
Research Project

Hrs
3
3
2
2
1
2
2

Eighth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

GPH 341
GPH 417
GPH 451
GEO 452

3
2
3
3

Geophysical Well Loggings
Engineering Seismology
Geophysical Modeling
Petroleum Geology

2
2

Course Description:

Course Code Course Title

Course Code Course Title

Geomagnetism
Geophysics of the Earth (2)

4

Fifth Level
Mathematical Physics
Electromagnetism
Seismic Exploration
Geoelectric Exploration
Differential Equation
Structural Geology

GPH 471
GPH 462

Physical and mathematical laws and its relation to the
Earth properties. Elasticity theory and properties of
wave propagation in seismic reflections, refractions,
wave equations, seismic wave characteristics, Potential
field theories, Principles of different exploration
techniques. Interpretation of earth’s structures from
geophysical data.

GPH 211 Gravity and Magnetic Exploration
(2+1)
Introduction, Importance of gravity and magnetic
exploration methods and its use. Instruments for
gravity and magnetic measurements. Gravity and
magnetic surveying. Data reduction, and processing.
Application of the gravity and magnetic methods to oil,
mineral and groundwater exploration. Interpretation
of Aeromagnetic maps. Qualitative and quantitative
interpretation of gravity and magnetic data. (Field
applications – Two days)

GPH 221 Seismic Exploration (2+1) Credithours.
Introduction, Importance of seismic exploration. Seismic
waves and factors affecting its propagation. Seismic
velocities. Reflection and refraction. Time-distance
relations for reflected and refracted seismic waves in
layered media. Instrumentation and field procedures.
Seismic sources. Corrections of seismic data, Seismic
noise. Multiple seismic reflections. Measurements of
seismic velocities. Data reduction and qualitative and
quantitative interpretation. Seismic migration. Seismic
Stratigraphy. (Field applications – Two days)

GPH 231 Geoelectric and Electromagnetic
Exploration (2+1) credit-hours.
Introduction. Importance of the electrical and
electromagnetic methods and their applications.
Electrical conductivity of rocks. Basic theory of direct
current conduction and EM induction. Time domain
and frequency domain systems. Transient EM. Induced
and spontaneous polarization. Down-hole electric and
EM techniques. Instrumentation. Field procedures.
Qualitative and quantitative interpretation. (Field
applications – Two days)

GPH 301 Geophysical Exploration (2+1) crdithours.
Magnetic and gravity exploration; Geoelectrical
Methods; Electrical resistivity, Self-Potential and
Induced Polarization; electromagnetic Methods; Seismic
methods; Seismic Reflection and refraction methods;
seismology; Ground Penetrating Radar, Radioactive
and thermal methods. Different application for natural
resources exploration. Qualitative & Quantitative
interpretation of geophysical exploration methods.
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GPH 313 Earthquake Seismology (2+1) credithours.
Earthquakes, Causes, Types. Historical background.
Earthquake measurement instruments. Seismic wave
propagation in spherically Earth and travel time graphs.
Earthquakes source parameters, magnitudes, intensity
scales. Processing of Earthquakes data. Earthquakes
mechanisms. International observatory networks.
Internal structure of the Earth. Solutions of Earthquake
focal mechanism. Heterogeneity and inelasticity.

GPH 317 Time series analysis (2+0) credithours
Different types of Fourier series analysis. Digital filtering.
Matrix processing techniques. Waves polarity analysis.
Application of inverse linear and non-linear theories in
solving geophysical problems.

GPH 319 Petrophysics (2+0) credit-hours.
A review of rocks (sedimentary, igneous and
metamorphic), Physical properties of rocks and fluids
that affect the distribution and movement of fluids
such as oil, gas, water, or contaminants in porous media
including porosity, permeability, capillary pressure,
surface and interfacial tension, Wettability, and viscosity.
Darcy’s law for anisotropic porous media.

GPH 361 Geophysical Reports (0+1) credithours
Principles, design and operating of various geophysical
instruments. such as seismic, earthquakes recording,
magnetic, gravity, electric and self potential. Maintenance
and operation. (Weekly Field applications )

paleomagnetism. Relation between seismology, global
gravity, densities, earth’s magnetism and the structure
of the Earth. Plate tectonics. Hydrostatic sphere. Free
oscillations of the Earth. Principles of the isostasy.

GPH 412 Engineering Seismology (2+0) credithours
Probabilistic and deterministic theory. Different kinds
of earthquake sources and its relation to faulting
mechanism. Seismic risk and hazard, Seismic zoning.
Attenuation relations, soil liquefaction. Earthquake
response of structures, design of earthquake - resistant
structures.

GPH 411 Geophysical Data Processing (2+1)
credit-hours
Theory of frequency filtering. Separation techniques
for regional and residual fields in space and frequency
domain. Methods to calculate the second vertical
derivatives for potential fields. Downward and upward
Modeling magnetic data. Ambiguities in interpretation
of potential fields data interpretation. Linear analysis
theory for digital data. Fast forward and inverse
Fourier analysis and its application in data processing.
Seismic data enhancement. Advanced seismic data
interpretation. Seismic stratigraphy and direct detection
of hydrocarbons.

GPH 424 Environmental Geophysics
credit-hours

(2+0)

The use of all geophysical methods (Seismic, gravity,
Magnetic, Ground Penetrating Radar, Electric, and
Radiometric) in solving environmental problems.
Pollution determination and monitoring. Site selection
for waste disposal. Geophysical impact assessment of
engineering structures to ensure its safety and suitability
for environment protection.

GPH 381 Geophysical Reports (1+0) credit-hours

GPH 390 Radiometric and Geothermal methods
(2+0) credit-hours
Rocks radiation. Theory of radioactivity and half
life. Instruments for measuring natural radiation.
Radiometric survey on land and from air. Interpretation
of radiation readings. Temperature of the Earth and its
relation to the radioactive materials. Theory of Heat
flow. Temperature gradient with depth and its change
with time and location. Geothermal measurements. The
use of radiometric and geothermal methods in modern
applications.

GPH 401 Physics of the Earth (2+0) credithours
Structure of the Earth as deduced from geophysical
methods: the crust, mantle and core, their physical and
Chemical properties. Terrestrial heat flow, convection
currents and phase transitions. Geomagnetism and

GPH485 Seminar (1+0) credit-hours
Discussion of up-to-date geophysical hot subjects.
Weekly presentation by senior students.

GPH311 Seismic Exploration (2+1) credit-hours.
Introduction, Importance of seismic exploration.
Theory of elasticity. Seismic waves and seismic
velocities. Reflection and refraction. Time-distance
relations in layered media. Instrumentation and field
procedures. Seismic sources and receivers. Seismic
noise. Measurements of velocity. Data reduction
and interpretation. A one day field trip is required.

GPH 312 Theoretical Seismology (2+1) credithours.
Introduction. Scope and theory of seismology.
Seismographs and seismometers. Seismic waves and travel
time graphs. Earthquake parameters and magnitudes.
Intensity scales. Earthquake distribution in time and
space. Earthquake mechanisms.Internal structure of the
Earth. Earthquake hazards and prediction approaches.

GPH 321 Electrical and Electromagnetic
Exploration (2+1) credit-hours.

College of Science

Writing scientific papers, Theses and reports. Methods
of criticism. Geophysical terminologies. Geophysical
date presentation. Structure of a geophysical report.
How to write an ideal technical report and scientific
paper. Manifestation of results.
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Importance of the electrical and EM methods and
their application in mineral exploration. Electrical
conductivity of rocks and minerals. Basic theory of direct
current and EM induction methods. Time domain and
frequency domain systems. Transient EM. Induced and
spontaneous polarization. Telluric methods. Downhole
electric and EM techniques. Instrumentation. Field
procedures and interpretation. Airborne methods.
Two one day field trips are required.

GPH 331 Gravity & Magnetic Exploration (2+1)
credit-hours.
Principles of gravity and magnetic exploration.
Potential field theory. Data acquisition. Reduction, and
interpretation. Advanced data processing techniques.
Application of the gravity and magnetic methods to oil,
mineral and groundwater exploration. Instrumentation.
Two one-day field trips are required.

GPH 341 Geophysical Well Logging (2+1)
credit-hours.
Uses of well logging in formation evaluation in oil,
mineral and groundwater potential zones. Resistivity,
self-potential, induced polarization, magnetic and
EM logs. Gamma-ray, density, sonic and gravity logs.
Instrumentation and interpretation.

GPH 391 Field geophysics (0+4) credit-hours.
Summer field camp for thirty days. Introduction to
different techniques for topographic and geologic
mapping. Developing geologic maps for selected
areas under study. Basic geologic relationships with
emphasis on stratigraphic correlation for different
types of rock. Geophysical field measurements data
collection, reduction, analysis and interpretation.

College of Science

GPH 413 Seismic Data Processing (2+1) credit-hours.
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Theory of liner data processing. Forward and inverse
Fourier analysis. Sampling theory of digital data.
Design of digital filters, frequency spectra, convolution,
deconvolution and velocity filtering., Advanced
techniques in data enhancement and interpretation.
Seismic stratigraphy and direct detection of
hydrocarbons.

GPH 414 Theoretical Seismology II (2+0) credithours.
Advanced topics in earthquake seismology. Computer
data processing. Analysis of surface waves. Focal
mechanisms.
Instrumentation and international
earthquake recording networks. Actual training at
King Saud University Geophysical - Seismological
Observatory.

GPH 416 Seismotectonics of he Middle East
(2+0) credit-hours.
A comprehensive study of the tectonics of the Middle
East. Correlation between earthquake occurrences and
tectonically active regions, spreading the Red Sea, the
transform fault system of the Dean Sea. Atlas Mountains,
Afar traingle, and Zagros Mountains near the Arabian

Gulf. Historical and instrumental seismicity

GPH 417 Engineering Seismology (2+0) credithours.
A study of the causes of earthquakes, surface
faulting and related effects strong ground motion
and its measurements, soil problems and soil
behavior. Tsunamis, earthquake response of structures,
design of earthquake response of structures, design of
earthquake - resistant structures.

GPH 451 Geophysical Modeling (2+1) credithours.
Computer aided reduction and processing of seismic,
electrical, gravity and magnetic data. Computer
modeling and interprestatio of geophysical data. The
forward the inverse problem in geophysics.

GPH 461 Solid Earth Geophysics I (2+0) credithours.
Rheology of the Earth the crust, mantle and core. Their
physical and Chemical properties. Terrestial heat flow,
convection currents and phase transitions. Relation
between seismology, global gravity and magnetics
and the structure of the Earth. Plate tectonics and its
implication.

GPH 462 Solid Earth Geophysics II (2+0) credithours.
Geodesy, spherical harmonics and Gaussian series for
the Earth’s potential field, hydrostatic sphere, free
oscillations of the Earth, Principles of the isostatic
compensation. Clairout Theory to derive the Earth’s
shape.

GPH 471 Geomagnetism (2+0) credit-hours.
The Earth’s magnetic field and its temporal and spatial
variation. Rock magnetism and pale magnetism.
Remnant magnetization and field reversals through
geologic time. Polar Vander path and continental drift.
Interpretation of pale magnetic data. Pale magnetic
measurements: sampling and instrumentation. Origin
of the Earth’s magnetic field and the dynamo theory.

GPH 481 Geophysical Reports (1+0) credit-hours.
The course deals with technical writing and date
presentation. Structure f a geophysical report. How
to write an abstract. Manifestation of results, selected
geophysical topics are discussed and a term paper is
required.

GPH 499 Research Project (2+0) credit-hours.
Non-structured research course enabling senior level majors to engage in an indepresearch with faulty
supervision. Selection of suitable problems in one
of the branches of geophysics with field applications.
Written report is required.
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Visin:
To be a leader in Physics and Astronomy sciences and
their applications to build knowledge based society

Mission:
Offer highly distinguished education and creative
research to serve society; and contribute toward knowledge based economy through creating a stimulating
educational, creative and scientific research environment of continued quality that guarantee the best use
of technology; and general partnership with the social
institutions of connection to the disciplines of physics
and astronomy.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master - PhD

Aims:
The department takes off with the academic plan,
research activities and general services in a strategic
way. It aims at establishment of organized education
with a view to develop the skills of students, outgoing
graduates and researchers to deal with the following:
Setting up of knowledge of physics in both theoretical
and practical fields.
To cope with the growing demand and to work with
the modern techniques in terms of knowledge and application in the practical life.

Landmarks:
Laser Research Lab.
Laser Physics is a relatively new branch of Physics and
provides a fertile ground for study either side of the
pure or applied Physics in Laser. The development
of lasers and to obtain new materials that can emit a

laser beam has become an attractive topic for many
physicists. The characteristics of laser made it a
wonderful tool in many medical applications, applied
Informatics, industrial, and military applications. Since
these areas are so important to the development of
Saudi Arabia; the need for qualified personnel in the
field of laser has become very necessary.
There are many different laser laboratories available
in the Physics department of King Saud University
fully equipped with different detectors and analysis
tools and various optical and laser systems such as Tai
Sapphire laser, laser neodymium-Yag, argon ion laser,
nitrogen laser, dye lasers and semiconductor lasers.
Bio-and medical Physics Research laboratory:
The Biophysics Laboratory provide measurements
of physical properties of materials, whether solid or
liquid, particularly biological materials such as blood,
Liposomes composed of fat or chlorophyll in leaves of
the existing plants and other samples, whether natural
or unnatural irradiated or affected by external radiation
such as nuclear or non-ionizing radiation, such as electric
fields, magnetic and microwave . Equipment in this lab
serve research group and well as graduate students and
undergraduate research projects for undergraduate
students.
Research Laboratory of solar and renewable energy:
In this lab one can do electrical, optical, thermal
measurements and chemical treatment, crystal
characterization, solar energy applications, preparation
of thin films, materials science, preparation of materials
by molecular or electronic radiation.
Also available in this lab equipment
for Hall
effect measurements- Measurement of thickness
slave -, Spectrophotometer - electrical resistivity
measurements
measurements of the current – voltage. The laboratory
now contains instrumentation for heat-treatment.

Faculty Members

Rank

College of Science

Department of Physics, considered as one of the
oldest departments in the Faculty of Science has been
created with a number of other sections of the Department of Physics and Department of Botany and Department of Mathematics and Department of Zoology and
Department of Chemistry and Geology Department.
Department of Physics evolved as a comprehensive
and included the research groups were enriched from
Global Research, distinctive, and contributed to the renaissance of this country, which ended in all large factories and companies the expertise of faculty members
and research laboratories that match global laboratory
and used them as consultants and asked some members
of the Section to develop some international standards
for the products required.
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Abdullah Albassam
Abdullah Aldhafiri
Abdullah Alrawaf
Abdurrahman Alaql
Ahmed Alsoraya
Amani Abdullah Ali
Awatef Hendi
Djamel Dou
Layla Babusail
Leda Borkasio
Majdy Ghannam
Mohammed Alayed
Mohammed Ali Iessa
Mohammed Alnawawi
Mohammed Fathallah
Salwa M. Alsaleh
Sawsan H. Alsawaf
Thabit Barakat
Thanaa Qameh
Abdullah Aldwayyan
Abdullah Alzzeer
Adil Haseeb
Ahmed Elnaggar
Amanullah Fateh Mulla
Ashraf Khater
Ayman S. Kordi
Hamad A. Alhendi
Kheder Alshibani
Merza rahmat Baig
Mohammed Abdelhalim
Mohammed Algarawi
Mohammed Alsalhi
Mohammed Shahab
Omar M. Aldossary
Osama Elani
Abdullah Aljaffali
Abdullah Alsemari
Abu Azza Elmhamdi
Ali Alnaghmoosh
Bezine bouatto
Elsayed Lasheen
Gehad kandeel sadiek
Hama Albrithen
Hamed Alsweidan
Hesham Alhadlaq
Ibraheem Alaqib
Mohammed Lutfi Hussen
Naji Khelifi
Naser Alzayed
Saad H. Bin Omran
Safar Alghamdi
Saleh Alsalman
Ziad Alahmed
Abeer A. AlmUdleg
Hussain Altrabulsy
Nora A. Almuneef
Abeer F. Alshommari
Ahmed Fuad Mira
Alaa Alf
Ayman M. Alismail
Bodoor Alkurtas
Reem A. Althaqfi
Sayed Waheeduddin Magrabi

Programs:

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Asst.Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Assc. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator

B. Sc. in Physics
First Program: B. Sc. in Physics

Study Plan:
Third Level
Course Code Course Title
STAT 103
ASTR 101
PHYS 102
MATH 102
IC 102

Introduction to Statistics and
Probability (2)
Introduction to Stars & Solar
Group
General Physics (II)
Introduction to Integration
Calculus
Islam and Construction of
So.

Fourth Level
Course Code Course Title
PHYS 201
PHYS 212
PHYS 233
MATH 200
IC 103

Mathematical Phys.(1)
Classical Mechanice
Waves & Phenomina (2)
Differenciation & Integration
Calculus
Economic System in Islam

Fifth Level
Course Code Course Title
MATH 204
PHYS 209
PHYS 241
PHYS 291
PHYS 292
PHYS 302
PHYS 353

Differential Equations
Biophysics
Thermal Physics
Waves Phenomina Lab
Electro Magnetism Lab
Mathematical Physics (2)
Modern Physics (1)

Sixth Level
Course Code Course Title
PHYS 313
PHYS 323
PHYS 324
PHYS 342
PHYS 354
PHYS 393

Classical Mechanics (2)
Electro Magnetism (2)
Electronics
Statistical Physics (1)
Modern Physics (2)
Modern Physics Lab

Seventh Level
Course Code Course Title
PHYS 403
PHYS 454
PHYS 471
PHYS 481
PHYS 495
PHYS 497
IC 104

Mathematical Physics (3)
Statistical Mechanics (1)
Solid State (1)
Nuclear Physics (1)
Solid State Lab
Nuclear Physics Lab
Basis of Islamic System

Hrs
4
4
4
3
2

Hrs
3
3
3
3
2

Hrs
3
3
3
2
2
3
3

Hrs
3
3
3
3
3
2

Hrs
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
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PHYS 335
PHYS 381
PHYS 474
PHYS 487
PHYS 498

Application of Laser Physics
Radiation Physics
Material Science
Reactor Physics
Research Project

Hrs
3
3
3
3
2

Course Description:
PHYS 101 General Physics (I) (3+1)
Reflection and refraction of light, lenses, optical
instruments, wave theory of height, interference,
diffraction and polarization of light. Electrostatics,
electric current and DC circuits, electromagnetism
and
AC
circuits,
electrical
instruments.
Introduction to quantum theory, atomic spectra,
X-rays,
properties
of
nuclei,
radioactivity.

PHYS 102 General Physics (II) (3+1)
Vectors, Motion in straight line, Newton’s Laws of
motion, work, energy and momentum, simple harmonic
motion, elasticity, mechanics of non-viscous fluids, flow
of viscous fluids, surface tension, temperature, quantity

of heat, work and heat.
PHYS 103 General phys. For Engineering and
Computer Science (3+1)
1. Introduction (Vectors)
2. Motion in one dimension with constant acceleration
3. Motion in two dimension with application to
projectile motion and circular motion
4. Newton’s Laws of Motion
5. Work and Energy
6. Potential Energy and conservation of Energy
7. Linear Momentum and Collisions
8. Rotation of rigid object about a fix axis

PHYS 104 General Physics (II) for Engineering
(3+1 credit-hours)
Electricity and Magnetism: Coulomb’s law, electric
fields, Gauss’ Law, electric potential, potential energy,
capacitance and dielectric, currents and resistance,
electrical energy and power, direct current circuits,
Kirchhoff ’s rules, magnetic fields, motion of charged
particle in a magnetic field, sources of the magnetic
field, Ampere’s law, Faraday’s law of induction,
self inductance, energy in a magnetic field, mutual
inductance, alternating current circuits, the RLC series
circuit, power in an A.C. circuit, resonance in RLC
services circuit.

PHYS 105 General Physics for Architecture
Engineering Students (2+1 credit hours)
1. Mechanics : Scalars and vectors, speed, velocity and
acceleration, free fall, motion in a vertical plane,

PHYS 106 Physics for Health Science Students
(3+1)
Pre-requisite: None
Specific Course Objectives: This course is designed for
students in Health Science to enable them to appreciate
the basic concepts of physics which are relevant to their
further studies.

1. Mechanics:
a) Basic Principles of Mechanics : Units & dimensions,
vector analysis, velocity & acceleration, forces,
Newton’s law of motion, gravity, work, energy,
power.
b) Properties of Fluids (liquids): Density & Specific
gravity, pressure, flow of ideal liquid, viscosity,
diffusion,
surface-tension,
simple
medical
applications.

2. Basic Electricity and Magnetism : Coulomb’s
law, electric field, electric potential, capacitance,
steady electric currents, Ohm’s law, magnetic field,
generators and transformers, motors, galvanometers,
mass spectrometer, cyclotron.
3. Optics (6 hours):
a) Ray-Optics: Nature of light, reflection and
refraction of light, lenses, human eye, simple optical
instruments, simple medical applications. (e.g. vision
defects, colour vision … etc.).
b) Wave Optics : Huygen’s principle, interference
and diffraction of light, medical applications, (e.g.
Medical imaging, the laser and its applications).

4. Modern Physics (Atomic & Nuclear Physics):
Electromagnetic spectrum, photon, wave properties
of matter, atomic structure, Bohr atom and atomic
spectra, X-rays, Nuclear radiation, interaction of
radiation with matter, nuclear hazards, medical
applications (e.g. Radiations therapy, diagnostic use of
radioisotopes, etc.).

College of Science

Eighth Level
Course Code Course Title

Newton’s laws of motion.
2. Properties of matter : Density, elasticity, Young’s
modulus, shear and bulk modulli, Fluid pressure,
fluid flow.
3. Wave motion and sound : Waves, resonance, sound,
interference of waves, sound intensity.
4. Light: Reflection, refraction, elimination, image
formation, the lens equation, magnification, the
telescope, spherical mirrors.
5. Heat: Temperature, Thermal Expansion, Boyles and
Charles Laws, Ideal gas law, Internal energy and heat,
Specific heat capacity, Heat Conduction, Convection
and radiation.
6. Electricity: Couloumbs’ Law, electric field, potential
difference, electric current, Ohm’s law, determining
wire size, electric power, resistors in series and
parallel, ammeters, voltmeters and ohmmeters, A.C.
circuits.
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PHYS 201 Mathematical Physics (I) (3 credithours)
Matrices, determinants, linear equations. Tensors,
Application to rigid body dynamics and eigenvalue
problems. Vector fields. Applications to electrostatics
and magnetostatics. Curvilinear co-ordinates.

PHYS 209 Biophysics (3 credit-hours)
Animal mechanics, properties of fluids, heat and heat
flow in biological systems, nature of sound and sound
intensity, applications on sound hearing, echolocation,
use of ultrasound in medicine, nature of light,
applications on image formation, resolution of eye,
mechanism of vision, colour vision, biological effects of
UV and visible radiation, radiation biophysics, radiation
dose and its measurement, RBE, multitarget theory, laser
in medicine.

PHYS 212 Classical Mechanics (3 credit-hours)
Motion in one and two dimensions, Projectiles, Circular
Motion, Friction, Applications, Linear and Angular
Momentum, Equilibrium, Rigid body Dynamics, Moment
of Inertia, Gravitation, Elastic and Inelastic Collisions,
Simple Harmonic Motion.

PHYS 221 Electromagnetism (3 credit-hours)
Electrostatics, Gauss Law and its application, Capacitors,
The magnetic field of conductors with different
shapes, Ampere’s law and its applications. Induced
electromotive force, Faraday’s law, Lenz’s law, magnetic
properties of matter, analysis of AC circuits, resonance
in series and parallel circuits.

PHYS 232 Wave Phenomena (I) (2 credit-hours)

College of Science

Periodic motion, The super position of periodic motion,
Free vibrations, Damped Vibrations, Forced Vibrations,
Forced vibrations in strings, Longitudinal motion in
bars, Fouries analysis.
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PHYS 233 Wave Phenomena (II) (3 credit-hours)
Wave theory of light. Interference, Diffraction and
Polarization of light.

Verification of the inverse square law for light radiation
and determination of the absorption coefficient of light
in glass using a photocell. Meld’s experiment, Loyed’s
Mirror.

PHYS 292 Electromagnetism Laboratory (2
credit-hours)
Michelson experiment, Resonance in RCL services
circuits, Full wave rectification, Determination
of magnetic field intensity using the search coil,
Determination of the charge to mass ratio for the
electron (e/m), Determination of dielectric constant
using RCL resonance circuit, Hall effect, Transformers.

PHYS 302 Mathematical Physics (II) (3 credit-hours)
Complex variables, analytic functions. Applications in
physical optics, electricity , Complex-plane integration,
residue theorem. Gamma and Beta functions.

PHYS313 Classical Mechanics (II)(3 credit-hours)
Principles of Analytical Mechanics.
Lagrange
Formulation - Applications - Hamiltonian Formulation
- Physical Significance of the Hamiltonian - Hamilton
equations - Applications - Charged particle in an
electromagnetic field - Applications.

PHYS 323 Electromagnetism (II) (3 credit-hours)
Review of vector analysis, differential and integral
calculus. Electrostatics, electrostatic field and potential,
work and energy, Poissson’s & Laplace’s equations.
Electrostatic field in matter. Magnetostatics, steady
current, Ohm’s Law & the equation of continuity,
Production of magnetic fields, Ampere’s Law.
Electrodynamics - Faraday’s Law, Lenz’s Law. Maxwell’s
equation with their applications.

PHYS 324 Electronics (3 credit-hours)
Semiconductors, the p-n junction, the bipolar transistor,
the field effect transistor, Analysis of amplifier operation,
feedback.

PHYS 325 Applied Electronics (3 credit-hours)
PHYS 241 Thermal Physics (3 credit-hours)
Thermal equilibrium and Zeroth Law - Reversible
and irreversible processes - State equations - Work
in hydrostatic and other simple systems - First Law
thermodynamics and its applications - Heat capacity
- Transfer of heat - Second Law of thermodynamics
- Entropy concept. Third Law of thermodynamics Thermodynamic relations - Maxwell relations - Open
systems and Chemical potential.

PHYS 291 Wave Phenomena Laboratory (2
credit-hours)
Young’s double slit experiment, Diffraction grating,
Prism Spectrometer, determination of refractive
index, Newton’s rings, Refractometer. (Abbe’s) study
of polarization of light. Fresnel biprism experiment,

Transistor equivalent circuits, Semiconductor devices,
analysis of feedback and oscillators, operational
amplifiers and applications, modulation and detection,
integrated circuits.

PHYS 335 Laser Physics & its Application (3
credit hours)
Introduction to Laser. Resonators. Transient Laser
Behaviour, Properties of Laser beams. Types of Laser.,
Application of Laser.

PHYS 342 Statistical Physics (I) (3 credit-hours)
First and Second Laws, General formulation of the
second law, heat capacity of solids, the perfect classical
gas, the perfect quintal gas, systems of variable particle
numbers.
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PHYS 354 Modern Physics (II) (3 credit-hours)
Structure and spectra of many-electron atoms. Structure
and spectra of molecules. The structural properties of
solids. Band theory and its applications. Structure of
the nucleus. Decay of the nucleus.

PHYS 381 Radiation Physics (3 credit-hours)
Definitions of radiation quantities and doses and
their units, instruments for measuring personal doses,
radiation monitoring and radioactive contamination,
biological effects of radiation, external and internal
radiation exposure, radiation protection and shielding,
recommendations of IAEC, protection against different
radiation sources, decontamination, radioactive waste
management.

PHYS 393 Modern Physics Laboratory (2 credithours)
Fabry-Perot interferometer, Laser Diffraction in
Ultrasonic phase grating. Electro-optic Kerr-Effect,
Magneto-optic Faraday Effect.
Measurement of
Line Spectra using Spectrograph. Rydberg Constant
measurement. Determination of Planck’s constant,
Michelson interferometer. Zeeman Effect. Franck-Hertz
experiment. Study X-ray spectrum. Characteristics of
Microwaves. Waveform analysis and synthesis.

PHYS 403 Mathematical Physics (3 credit-hours)
Special functions (Legendre, Hermite, Laguerre), Fourier
series. Fourier and Laplace transforms. Vibrating
systems. Wave equations. Schroedinger equation.

PHYS 454 Quantum Mechanics (I) (3 credit-hour)
Spin. Addition of Angular Momenta. Identical Particles.
Time-independent Perturbation Theory. Helium Atom.
Schrodinger equation. Hydrogen Atom.

PHYS 471 Solid State Physics (I) (3 credit-hours)
Crystal Structure, Reciprocal lattice and Brilouin zones,
Bonds in Crystals, Free electron theory, Band theory,
Phonons and lattice vibrations, Thermal properties of
insulators.

PHYS 474 Metallurgy (3 credit-hours)
States of matter (liquid, crystalline & vitreous); Crystal
structure of metals; Metallography (reflecting optical
microscope, transmission electron - microscope)
specimen preparations;
Mechanical testing
(hardness & tensile test); Defects in crystals (point
defects and dislocations); Diffusion in solids; (Phase
transformation and Phase diagrams) Strengthening

PHYS 475 Solar Energy Conversion (3 credithours)
Solar radiation, solar energy conversion, solid-state
energy conversion, the solar cell, photo-thermal
conversion.

PHYS 481 Nuclear Physics (I) (3 credit-hours)
Interactions of nuclear radiation with matter, Nuclear
reactions; conservation laws, cross sections, compoundnucleus reactions, direct reactions, fission. Nuclear
Models.

PHYS 487 Neutron & Reactor Physics(3 credithours)
Properties of neutrons. Neutron sources. Microscopic
and Macroscopic Cross-Sections. Elastic and inelastic
interactions. Absorption and Fission reactions. BF3
detectors Energy release from fission. Neutron yield.
Energy distribution among fission neutrons and
fragments. Reproduction Constant. Neutron balance.
Resonance Escape probability, Criticality problem for
homogeneous media, Mechanism of energy loss by
scattering collisions, Scattering law, Average logarithmic
decrement, Moderating ratio, Lethargy, Slowing down
equation for homogeneous mixtures, Neutron current
density, Diffusion equation, Elementary solution of
diffusion equation, Measurement of diffusion length,
Albedo concept, Application to infinite slab reactor.

PHYS 495 Solid State Physics Laboratory (2
credit-hours)
Identification of materials using X-rays. Curie
temperature and Curie-weiss constant for a dielectric.
Hall constant, Carrier concentration and mobility
for semiconductor material. Magnetic susceptibility,
Electron spin resonance experiment
Solar Cell
Characteristics.
Determination of energy gap of intrinsic semiconductor,
Variation of resistance of a noble metal with temperature.
The thermoelectric phenomenon. Diffraction of
electrons in graphite.

PHYS 497 Nuclear Physics Laboratory (2 credithours)
Geiger Counter
Absorption of Nuclear Radiation
Counting Statistics
Gamma Ray Spectroscopy Using NaI (TL) and (SCA)
Gamma Ray Spectroscopy Using NaI (TL) and (MCA)
B-Ray Spectrum Using Magnetic Spectrometer
B-ray Spectrum Using (MCA)
Neutron Diffusion
- particle Spectra.µStudy of
Gamma-Spectra
Measurements
with
Paraffin
Surrounding the source.

College of Science

PHYS 353 Modern Physics (I) (3 credit-hours)
The special theory of relativity. The particle like
properties of electromagnetic radiation. The wavelike
properties of particles. The Schrodinger equation. The
Rutherford-Bohr model of the atoms. The hydrogen
atom in wave mechanics.

mechanisms (alloying, cold work, precipitation & fiber
strengthening); Heat treatment of steel & TTT curves.

PHYS 498 Student’s Research.
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Vision:
The department is a higher education collaborative,
non-profit corporation designed to facilitate and
deliver a complete range of higher education services
and training in chemistry to the citizens of KSA.

Mission:
The mission of the department is facilitate the
delivery of quality, state-of-the-art education and
training that is responsive to personal growth and
business needs throughout the Country through
offering degrees, enrichment and skill certification
programs.

About:
The chemistry department is considered as one of the
oldest department at the university. It is established
in the year of 1378H., 1957G., when the college of
sciences was founded. The chemistry department is
the biggest department not only on the college level,
but at the university level. It is considered as a services
department for several colleges, such as Engineering,
Sciences of food and Agricultural, Education and Health
Sciences.
The department includes 44 academic staff and about
44 supporting staff. Also, the department includes 30
research labs which contain many analytical instruments
and analysis equipment.

Degrees:

College of Science

Bachelor – Master - PhD

Aims:
 To teach students who will be apple to go out of



Landmarks:
Corrosion Research Group
The group is involved in various filed such:

 Corrosion of metals in food industry and the
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the university and make contribution in academic
and industrial institutions as teachers, technicians
or laboratory assistants.
To improve human resources in the Kingdom in
different areas of chemistry.

migration of metal ions in food commonly used in
Saudi Arabia.
Corrosion inhibition of metals and alloys using
environmentally friendly materials.
Electrochemical behavior of biomedical alloys.
Deposition, characterization and electrochemical
behavior of electoless ternary and quaternary Ni-P
alloys.

 Electrochemical behavior of iron oxides.
The group consists of:
1- Prof. Abdulaziz Abdullah Al-Suhybani
2- Prof. Adbullah Mohammed Al-Mayouf
3- Dr. Ibrahim Saad Bin Drees
Faculty Members

Rank

Abdulaziz Abdullah Al-Suhybani
AbdUlaziz Ibrahim Al-Wassil
Abdulrahman Abdullah Al-Warthan
Abdulrahman Ibrahim Al-Mansour
Adbullah Mohammed Al-Mayouf
Adel A. El-Azhary
Ahmed Yassin Begag
Amani Shafeek Awaad
Aouak Ettayeb
Ayman El-Faham
El-Refaie Sobhy
Fatma El-Zahraa Ahmed
Hamad Abdullah Al-Lohedan
Hamad Zaid Al-Khathlan
Hassan Bakor Amin
Hassan Mohammed Al-Swaidan
Hassan Mohmmed Al-Hazimi
Ibrahim Zamil Al-Zamil
Ismail Khalil Warad Assistant
Khalid A. Al-Farhan
Mahmoud A. Monshi
Mutasim Ibrahim Khalil
Refaat Mohmmad Mahfouz
Saad Abdulaziz Al-Tamrah
Saad Mohmmed Al-Shehri
Salem S. Al-Theyab
Salim Showiman Al-Showiman
Waed Z. Alkiali Assistant
Abdullah Mohmmad Aziz-AlRahman
Abdulaziz Mohmmad Al-Wehed
Abdullah Ali Al-Kahtani
Abdullah S. Al-Arifi
AbdUlrazzak AbdUlwahab Al-Ohaly
Adel Mohammad Al-Sulaim

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
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Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Programs:
B.Sc in Chemistry
First Program: B.Sc in Chemistry

Study Plan:
Third Level
Course Code
IC 102
CHEM 102
MATH 102
PHYS 102
CHEM 244
CHEM 254

Course Title
Islam & Const. So.
General Chemistry-2
Integral Calculus
General Physics 2
Principles of Org. Ch. 1
Qualitative Analysis

Hrs
2
3
3
4
2
2

Course Title
Islam Econo. System 2
Quantum Chemistry-1
Chem. Of Main Groups
Chemical Thermodynamic
Nuclear & Radiation Chem

Hrs
2
2
2
3
2

Fourth Level
Course Code
IC 103
CHEM 220
CHEM 221
CHEM 235
CHEM 236

CHEM 239
CHEM 245
CHEM 249
CHEM 255

Practical Physical Chem-1
Principles of Org. Chem-2
Identi. Of Org.Compounds
Quantitative Analysis

1
2
2
2

Course Title
General BioChem 2
Fund. Of Islamic Politics
Quantitative Anal. Lab
Quantum Chemistry 2
Chem. Of Trans. Elem
Chemical Kinetics
Heterocyclic Org. Chem
Chem. Of Separa. Method

Hrs
4
3
2
2
3
3
2
2

Course Title
Cell Biochemistry
Chemistry of Solid State
Trans. Metal Application
Electrochemistry 1
Practical Physical Chem2
Poly & Indus. Org. Chem
Org. Qualitative Analysis
Instrumental Analysis

Hrs
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
3

Fifth Level
Course Code
BCH 101
IC 104
CHEM 259
CHEM 320
CHEM 323
CHEM 335
CHEM 344
CHEM 354

Sixth Level
Course Code
BCH 102
CHEM 324
CHEM 325
CHEM 336
CHEM 339
CHEM 346
CHEM 355
CHEM 450

Seventh Level
Course Code
CHEM421
CHEM 425
CHEM 431
CHEM 433
CHEM 440
CHEM 443
CHEM 449
CHEM 459

Course Title
Chem. Of Organomet Com.
Mech. Of Inorg. Reaction
Electrochemistry 2
Surface Chem. & Cataly
Organic Spectroscopy
Natural Products
Advanced Pract. Org.Chem
Instrumen. Analysis Lab

Hrs
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2

Course Title
Spectra of Inorg.Comp
Practical Inorganic Chem.
Corrosion
Practical Physical Chem 3
Org. Reaction Mechanism
Applied Instrumental Analy.
Environmental Analysis
Research Project

Hrs
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2

Eighth Level
Course Code
CHEM 420
CHEM 428
CHEM 437
CHEM 439
CHEM 444
CHEM 456
CHEM 457
CHEM 498

College of Science

Ahmad Abdulaziz Al-Owais
Ahmad Hamed Al-Ghamdi
Ahmed M. Aouissi
Amel Moustafa Mohamed Ismail
Ammar M. Tighezza
Fatma Elzahraa Moneir ElBaih
Jamal M. Al-Sharakawy
Makarem Mohammed Said Korraa
Naser Mohammed Al-Andis
Nawal Ahmed AlArfaj
Saud Ibrahim Al-Resayes
Usama Sayed Karama
Waffa Kotb Mekhemer
Abdulelah Ibrahim Al-Haizan
Abdullah Mohmmad Al-Majid
Amal M. Alfawaz
Daiffalla Mohmmad Al-Dhiayan
Hessah AL-Abdulkareem
Ibrahim Saad Bin Drees
Khalid Abdalaziz Al-Hamidi
Laila A Al-jaheman
Maha Hamad Al-Qunaibit
Maha Ibraheem Al-Zaben
Mohamed abuelhassan abdalla
Mohamed I. Ghazzali
Mohmmed Rafiq H. Siddiqui
Monirah AbdulRahman Al-Shaikh
Muneerah Mogren A. Al-Mogren
Nabila AbdAziz Al-Jaber
Nada A. Al-Jallal
Reda Abd-Alla Ali Ammar
Salma Ali Al-Tamimi
Turki Mohammad Al-Turki
Yahia N. Mabkhot
Zeid Abdullah Al-Othman

Course Description:
Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 101 4(3+1)
Course Name : General Chemistry-1
Stoichiometry: SI Units, chemical formulas, the mole,
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methods of expressing concentration, Calculations
based on chemical equations.
Gases: laws, kinetic theory, deviation and van der Waals
equation.
Thermochemistry: Types of enthalpy changes, Hess Law
and its applications,, first law of thermodynamics.
Solutions: Type of solutions and laws related , colligative
properties.
Chemical kinetics: Law of reaction rate, reaction order,
factors affecting the rates.
Chemical Equilibrium : Relation between Kc & Kp, Le
Chatelier’s principle and factor affecting equilibrium.
Ionic equilibrium: Acid and base concepts, pH
calculations of acid, base and buffer solutions.
Atomic Structure: emission spectrum, Bohr’s theory
de Broglre’s hypothesis, quantum numbers , electronic
configuration of elements, consequences of the
periodic table.
Practical: About 14 Experiments concerning the
theoretical subjects.

College of Science

Course Number and Symbol :Chem. 102 3((3+0
Course Name : General Chemistry-2
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Chemical Bonds: Ionic bond, octet rule, born-Haber
cycle, covalent bond, shapes of molecules, polar bonds,
theories of covalent bonds, resonance, dative bond,
inter-molecular forces, types of solids .
Chemistry of elements: Main group metals, nonmetals including hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen,
phosphorous, sulphur, silicon, halogens, noble gases,
electronic structures, general properties and oxidation
states of transition element.
Redox Reactions and Electrochemistry: oxidation
number, balancing redox equations by different
methods, galvanic cells, reduction potential,
electromotive forces, free-energy change, equilibrium
constant from cell potential. Effect of concentration on
cell potential pH from cell potential, electrolysis.
Nuclear chemistry: Structure of the nucleus, types of
nuclear reactions, radioactivity, biological effects of
radiation, rate of nuclear decay and dating by using
14C.

bonding (molecular orbital theory valence bond theory,
Some application), Solid materials (classification, types),
Chemical forces (types, their effect on some chemical
properties), Electron difficient compounds (Boron).

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 235 3((3+0)
Course
Name:
Chemical
Thermodynamics
Introduction to thermodynamics, Zero- and first law of
thermodynamics, thermochemistry, second and third
laws of thermodynamics, free energies, equilibrium.

Course Number and Symbol Chem 236 2(2+0)
Course Name : Nuclear and Radiation Chemistry
Part One : Nuclear chemistry, Introduction, atomic
nuclei, radioactive decay process, nuclear reaction,
equations of radioactive decay and growth, interaction
of radiation with matter, radiation detection and
measurement, techniques in nuclear chemistry,
radiochemical applications and beneficial used of
isotopes, sources of nuclear bombarding particles,
reactor safety and radiation protection and control.
Part Two : Radiation chemistry, developments of
radiation chemistry, reaction dosimetry, radiolysis
of eater and aqueous solution, radiolysis of organic
systems radiolysis of gases, application of radiation
chemistry.

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 239 1((0+1)
Course Name : Practical Physical Chemistry-1
Experiments in chemical thermodynamics, phase
equilibrium, nuclear and radiation chemistry.

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 244 2(2+0)
Course Name : Principle of Organic Chemistry-1
Aliphatic Hydrocarbons: Structure, nomenclature,
stereochemistry (confirmation of alkane, stereochemistry
of cycloalkanes and alkenes (Z, E), synthesis and reactions.
Aromatic Hydrocarbons: Benzene, aromaticity,
nomenclature, reactions (activation and orientation),
polynuclear urenes. Alkyl halides, nomenclature,
synthesis and reactions, optical isomerism (SN1, SN2
reactions)

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 245 2((2+0
Course Number and Symbol: Chem 220 2(2 + 0)
Course Name : Quantum Chemistry-1
Frame of references, complex numbers, vectors,
operators, matrix and determinations, Eigen functions
and Eigen value equations, complex operators,
wave functions, postulates of quantum mechanics,
Schrudenger equation, particle in a box, harmonic
oscillator, particle in a ring, hydrogen atom, separation
of variables, radial and angular functions, shape of
orbitals.

Course Name: Principle of Organic Chemistry-2
Classification, nomenclature, physical properties,
synthesis and reactions of the following organic
classes: Alcohols, ethers, phenols, aldehydes, ketones,
carboxylic (and their derivatives) and amines .

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 249 2(0+2)

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 221 2(2 + 0)

Course Name : Identification of Organic Compounds
Physical Constants: Purification of organic compounds,
identification of the main functional groups by studying
their reactions: Qualitative analysis of elements (C, H,
S, halogens).

Course Name : Chemistry of Main Groups
Ionic bonding (lattice energy, ionic radii), Covalent

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 254 2((1+1)
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Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 255 2((2+0)
Course Name: Quantitative Analysis
Volumetric analysis, its calculations, principles and its
application to all types of reactions.
Titration curves and indicators.
Gravimetric analysis: Principles of precipitation and Ksp,
methods of gravimetry, contamination of precipitate,
precipitation from homogeneous solution, organic
precipitations.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 259 2(0+2)
Course Name : Quantitative Analysis Lab.
Applications of acid-base, redox, precipitation and
complexometric titrations and gravimetry to the analysis
of inorganic species.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 320 2(2+0)
Course Name: Quantum Chemistry-2
Mathematical introduction on functions and operators,
basic postulates of quantum mechanics, differential
equations in quantum mechanics, quantum mechanical
treatment of angular orbital momentum, solution
of Eigen value equations using L2 and L2 operators,
quantum mechanical treatment of spin-angular
momentum, detailed solution of Schrundenger equation
for the hydrogen atoms, the different properties of the
hydrogen atom solutions, application of the variation
and perturbation theories in solving Schrundenger
equation for the helium atom, Slater deterinants of
ground and excited states of the helium atom, many
electron atoms, simple Hückel method and application,
molecular orbital theory.

alloys.
X-ray diffraction by crystal materials and structure
determination, cement and glass industry as applications
of solid state chemistry.

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 325 (2+0)
Course Name: Transition Metal Applications.
The Lanthanides: Electronic configuration, lanthanides
complexes and their chemical reactions, methods of
separation, industrial applications.
The Actinides: The actinides postulate and its derivation,
methods of preparation, actinide complexes.
Non-Aqueous Chemistry: Physical and chemical
properties of solvents, types of chemical reactions in
non-aqueous media, methods of measuring solvents
strength, protonic solvents, oxy-solvents, oxy-halo
solvent, molten salts as solvents.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 335 3(3+0)
Course Name: Chemical Kinetics.
Reaction rate and factors affecting the rate, simple
reactions, basic experimental methods of measuring
reaction rate, kinetics of complex reaction, Arrheneus
equation, theories of reaction rates.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem 336 2(2+0)
Course Name: Electrochemistry-1.
Ionization mechanism, ionic atmosphere, Debye-Hückel
law and molar conductance, solvation of ions, transport
number, conductance and ionic speeds, applications of
conductance measurements. Theory of conductance
and factors affecting conductance, hydration of ions,
and ionic colligation.

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 339 1((2+0)
Course Name :Practical Physical Chemistry-2.
This course involves experiments in
conductance and electrochemistry.

kinetics,

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 323 3((2+0)
Course Name : Chemistry of Transition Elements.
Definition of transition elements.
Theories of bonding (Warner’s theory, the effective
atomic number, the valence bond theory, the crystal
field theory, molecular orbital theory, ligand field
theory).
Energy levels for the transition metal ions.
The magnetic properties of the transition metal
complexes. Role of transition metal ions in the biological
system. Role of transition metal ions in catalysis.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 324 2(2+0)
Course Name: Solid State Chemistry.
Types of crystal structures, symmetry in crystals, the
ionic, covalent and molecular crystals, defects in solids,

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 344 (2+0)
Course Name: Heterocyclic Organic Chemistry
Part one:
Organic heterocycles: Nomenclature of heterocycles,
five and six membered rings with one heteroatom, i.e.
pyrrole, furan, thiol, azine and quinoline. Synthesis ,
electrophylic and nucleophilic
substitution reactions. Five and six membered ring
with two hetero atoms (i.e. pyrazole, imidazole, oxzole,
isoxazole etc.;synthesis and reactions.Part two:Car
bohydrates,classification,synthesis,
stereochemistry
and reactions, Amino acids and proteins, fats and
oils, glyceroides synthesis and reactions, soap and
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Course Name: Qualitative Analysis
Main aspects of analytical chemistry, chemical
calculations, concentrations, chemical equilibrium and
its application to the various types of reactions.
Practical: Separation of inorganic ions and qualitative
determinations.
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detergents.

spin coupling, applied examples.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 421 2(2+0)
Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 346 2(2+0)
Course Name: Polymer & Industrial Organic Chemistry

Part one:
Polymers, definition, properties, general synthesis,
types of polymerization systems, copolymerization and
their stereochemistry.

Part two:
Industrial application: natural gas, oil importance,
properties , its origin and structure, methods of
petrochemical production, chemistry of industrial fibers,
brief on local chemical industries , used technology in
manufacturing polyethylenes, polystyrenes, PVC and
natural rubber.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 349 2(0+2)
Course Name: Practical Application of Organic
Chemistry Systematic identification of unknown organic
compounds. Preparation and unknown derivatives,
reports on unknown organic compounds, preparation
of some known organic compounds.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 354 2(1+1)
Course Name: Chemical Separation Methods.
Principles and Applications of solvent extraction, Ionexchange, and the various types of chromatography.
Practical : Extraction and chromatographic separation
of unknowns.

College of Science

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 355 2(1+1)
Course Name: Organic Qualitative Analysis
Analysis of organic compounds using volumetric and
spectrophotometric methods of analysis.
Practical : Determination of organic compounds and
their functional groups using volumetric methods and
spectrometric methods.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 420 2(2+0)

Introduction (definition, classification and stability of
organometallic compounds), classification, bonding and
synthesis of main group organometallic compounds,
organo-transition metal complexes, classification
of ligands, EAN rule and its applications, nature of
-complexes, metal-carbonp and dbonding in transition
metal complexes, bond cleavage reactions, oxidativeaddition reactions, applications in homogeneous and
heterogeneous catalysis.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 425 2(2+0)
Course Name: Mechanism of Inorganic Reactions.
Introduction: Aqua ions, stepwise formation of
complexes, chelate effect, hard and soft acids and
bases.
Ligand substitution reactions : Dissociative and
associative mechanisms, derivation of rate laws for
different mechanisms, substitution reactions for
octahedral complexes (5 types), substitution reaction
for square planar complexes and rate law (associative
mechanism), mechanism of substitution for other
geometries.
Effect and trans influence: Trans influence and the use
of nuclear magnetic resonance for identification of
isomers.
Redox reaction: Mechanism of outer-sphere and innersphere reactions.
Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 428 2(0+2)
Course Name: Practical Inorganic Chemistry
Preparation of inorganic and organo-metallic complexes
and using different techniques for separation and
purification, applications in non-aqueous chemistry,
spectroscopic studies and identification of the above
complexes.

Course Name: Spectroscopy of Inorganic Compounds

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 431 (2+0)

Group Theory: Symmetry elements and symmetry
operations, group properties, matrices, point groups
and their representations, reducible and irreducible
representations, application of character tables.

Course Name: Electrochemistry-2.
Introduction in reversible electrochemistry, potential
difference for galvanic cells, types of electrodes,
classification of electrochemical cells, applications of
reversible electrode potentials, fuel cells, membrane
equilibrium, irreversible electrochemistry, polarized
and non-polarized electrodes, electrode kinetics,
electrolysis, and over potential, and corrosion.

Vibrational spectroscopy: Techniques, types of
vibrational modes, selection rules, applied examples.
Electronic spectroscopy: Formation of molecular
orbitals, selection rules and applied examples.
Mössbauer spectroscopy: Historical background, bases
and techniques, Mössbauer spectra of 57Fe and 119Sn
compounds.
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Course Name:Chemistry of Orgaometallic Compounds

Nuclear magnetic resonance :Theoretical bases, spin-

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 433 (2+0)
Course Name: Surface Chemistry and Catalysis
Part one : Surface Chemistry
Introduction and basic
definitions, surface
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Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 434 2(2+0)

Course Name:Advanced Practical Organic Chemistry
Multi-step synthesis of organic compounds using special
reactions like Grignard reagent, addition reactions,
polymerization reactions and electrophilic aromatic
substitution reactions, Separation of the product and
their structural elucidation by spectroscopic methods.

Course Name: Chemistry of Macromolecules
Introduction, bonding in polymers, characterization
of molecular weight, polymer solubility and solution,
mechanical properties of polymers,
and chain
polymerization.

Course Number and Symbol Chem. 450 3(3+0)

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 437 3(2+1)

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 456 2(1+1)

Course Name: Corrosion
Corrosion thermodynamics, corrosion current, corrosion
potential, kinetics of corrosion, types of corrosion,
inertness of metals, common examples of corrosion,
chemical and electrical needs for corrosion prohibition,
corrosion inhibitors.
Practical Part : Practical applications of corrosion.

Course Name : Applied Instrumental Analysis
Errors in chemical analysis, statistical evaluation of
analytical data. Expressions of analytical results. Clinical
chemistry. Application of analytical chemistry in
industry.
Practical : Experiments on applied instrumental
analysis.

Course Number and Symbol : Chem. 439 2(0+2)

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 457 2(1+1)

Course Name: Practical Physical Chemistry-3
Experiments in surface and catalysis chemistry,
electrochemistry and macromolecules chemistry.

Course Name: Environmental Analysis
Atmospheric composition, gaseous pollutants, water
pollution, gaseous pollutant control, water pollutants,
soil pollutants, medical pollutants, waste treatment and
recycling.
Practical : Determination of metals (Mg, Cr, P, ....) in
plants samples, Pb and Cd in pains....etc.

Course Number and Symbol : hem. 440 2(2+0)
Course Name: Organic Spectroscopy
Electro-magnetic spectrum: extensive study of the
following spectroscopic methods, UV and Visible, 1H
NMR and brief on other nuclei NMR spectroscopy
(13C, 19F, ..), Mass spectroscopy, solving problems by
applying various spectroscopic data.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 443 2(2+0)
Course Name: Natural Products
Introduction, definition, isolation and separation.
Terpenes: classification, their chemistry (including
identification, synthesis) and biosynthesis.
Steroids, biological importance, classification and
biosynthesis. Alkaloids, classification and examples on
some alkaloidal compounds of various classes.
Plant phenolics: examples (flavonoids, xanthones,
coumarins and quinines.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 4442(2+0)
Course Name: Organic Reaction Mechanism
Determination of reaction mechanism by physical and
chemical properties.
Nucleophilic substitution, elimination reactions,
electrophilic addition to carbon-carbon double bond.
Nucleophilic addition to carbonyl group and
rearrangement.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 449 2(0+2)

Course Name: Instrumental Analysis
Principles and applications of spectrophotometric
methods, electroanalytical methods for analysis the
determination of inorganic substances.

Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 459 2(0+2)
Course Name: Instrumental Analysis Lab.
Several experiments covering the most common
spectrophotometric and electroanalytical methods of
analysis.
Course Number and Symbol: Chem. 498 2(0+2)
Course Name: Research Project

College of Science

thermodynamics quantities, solid-liquid interface.
Application of contact angle, solid-gas interface, some
theories of adsorption isotherm.
Part Two: Introduction, types of catalysis and their
preparation, mechanism of catalysis.
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Vision:
That the Department of Zoology pioneer and
excellence in education and scientific research
and community service.

Mission:
Prepare a cadre of high artistic and educational rehabilitation in the areas of life sciences,
able to respond to the requirements of the labor
market through research activities and educational and professional developed to serve the community.

College of Science

Landmarks:
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Zoology department was established when College of Science was evolved in 1958 G (1378 H). The
purpose was to graduate students acquainted with
the basics of scientific research in the field of Zoology to enable them performing their national duties
in development and building up movement through
working in numerous fields of the kingdom sectors and
establishments such as ministry of health, laboratories
of hospitals, ministry of agriculture, ministry of water,
ministry of education, measurements and specifications
commission, laboratories of ministry of interior. All the
zoology courses for B. Se. degree are given by the department staff since the study starts from the third semester, whereas in the first and second semesters, the
student fulfills the University and the college requirements. Also, the department introduces field studies
course (field training) throughout the summer session
just prior to graduation, additionally, the department
contributes in teaching specialized courses to students
of the unified program (Health Sciences) and College
of Agriculture.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master – PhD

Aims:
1. Pioneer in research and study to be employed as
demonstrators in universities.
2. Perform the practical analysis as a qualified lab
technician.
3. The scientific well-prepared as a specialized teacher
in Ministry of education.
4. The scientific well-prepared lab technician specialized
to work in medical analysis laboratories of hospitals.
5.Well-prepared graduate as a qualified researcher
in animal wealth to work in ministry of Agriculture
and National Commission for Wildlife protection and
Development (NCWPD).

Laboratories :
The department includes 40 laboratories(28 in the
male student campus and 12 in the female student one).
Some of these laboratories are used in the practical sessions for under-graduate students, the others were assigned for teaching staff members and post-graduate
students. These laboratories are well-equipped according to the nature of the research activities like environment and pollution unit, molecular biology unit,
parasitology and entomology unit, embryology unit,
cytology and genetics unit and physiology unit.

Zoology
g
department includes numerous
specialized scientific research units as :
1.Electron microscope (EM) unit :
The use of EM has recently induced a huge progress
in the ultrastructure at the cellular level which led to a
great revolution in information especially for microorganisms. The EM unit has executed a lot of the distinguished scientific services inside and outside the university. This unit help teach the undergraduate students
the EM techniques (scanning and transmission) through
the light and electron microscope course. These techniques include sample preparation for TEM in various
fields such as pathology, histology, cytology, embryology and parasitology. The unit serves post-graduate
students of Zoology and other specializations like microbiology, physics, geology. The EM unit is supervised
by the research center of College of Science.

2.The microscopical preparation unit :
Microscopic preparation of samples is considered
as the core of the medical and biological studies. According to the quality and accuracy of these preparations, the type of results would be expected. The unit
includes a number of ambitious graduates that well
trained by the previously experienced employees in
the same unit. The actions that the unit performs are
as follows :
 Making all types of microscopic slides of animal
tissues with the complete mounting of animal
samples. Also, performing blood withdraw
necessary for practical sessions. The unit includes
an adequate number of all types of prepared
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examination to diagnose the chemical components
of tissues.
Contributing in microscopical preparation

necessary for researches and post-graduate
students of the department.
Executing training worshops for teachers and

technicians working at scientific laboratories.

Fourth Level
Course Code
112 Zoo
222 Zoo
244 Zoo
261 Zoo
301 Zoo
103 Isl

3.The Central lab. :
This lab was mainly set up to serve post-graduate
students and staff members. The lab contains
a collection of the well-developed and recent
equipment, apparatuses and instruments such as :
Spectrophotometers, sterilizers, autoclaves, deionizers,
incubators, atomic absorption, centrifuge, pH meters,
equipment for measuring heavy metals and automatic
blood analyzers.

Faculty Members

Rank

Abdul-Aziz A. Al-Khedhairy
Abdul-Aziz A. Al-Saleh
Ahmed R. Al-Himaidi
Ali S. Al-Akel
Awad M. Al-Johany
Fahad A. Al-Misned
Faisal M. Abou-Tarboush
Hamoud F. Al-Balawi
Jamaan S. Ajarem
Khalid A. Al-Rasheid
Mikky A. Al-Amoudi
Mohammed A. Al-Dakhil
Mohammed K. Al-Sadoon
Mohammed S. Al-Khalifa
Mohammed S. Al-Yousif
Nasser A. Al-Asgah
Noory T. Al-Taib
Othman A. Al-Dokhi
Al-Said A. Haffor
Ibrahim M. Al-Hazza
Ibrahim N. Al-Swaiti
Saleh A. Kandeal
Saud A. Al-Arifi
Ashraf M. Ahmed
El-Sayed M. Younis
Hesham M. Sharaf
Mansour I. Al-Mansour
Mohammed A. Wadaan
Saleh A. Al-Qurashi

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Course Code
213 Zoo
245 Zoo
313 Zoo
324 Zoo
331 Zoo
341 Zoo
351 Zoo
104 Isl

Course Code
321 Zoo
325 Zoo
326 Zoo
333 Zoo
353 Zoo
356 Zoo

Course Code
421 Zoo
431 Zoo
441 Zoo
453 Zoo
463 Zoo
499 Zoo

Course Code

101 Bot
101 Mic
101 Bio
101 Zoo
102 Isl

Course Title
General Botany
Microbiology
General Biochemistry
General Zoology
Islam and Society Building up

Hrs
4
4
4
4
2

3
2

Course Title
Parasitology
Histology
Entomology
Herpetology (Reptiles)
Physiology-1
Cell culture
Genetics
Basics of Political System in
Islam

Hrs
3
2
3
2
2
2
3
2

Course Title
Comparative Anatomy
Avian Science (Birds)
Mammology
Physiology-2
General Ecology
Principles of Immunology

Hrs
3
2
2
3
4
3

Seventh Level


B.Sc in Zoology
First Program: B.Sc in Zoology

Course Code

3

Sixth Level

Eighth Level

Third Level

Hrs
4
4
3

Fifth Level

Programs:

Study Plan:

Course Title
Invertebrate
Chordata
Cytology
Electron and Light
microscope technique
Principles of classification
Economic System in Islam

322 Zoo
323 Zoo
422 Zoo
451 Zoo
452 Zoo

Course Title
Principles of Embryology
Principles of Endocrinology
Histochemistry
Pollution and Environment
Protection
Laboratories Technology
Research Project

Course Title
Ichthyology (Fishes)
Herpetology (Amphibians)
Experimental Embryology
Physiological Behavior
Human Genetics

Hrs
3
3
2
3
3
3

Hrs
3
2
3
2
3

College of Science

slides.

Making slides of histochemistry and executing


Ninth Level
Course Code
454 Zoo

Course Title
Field Studies

Hrs
4
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Course Description:
101 Zoo General Zoology 4 ( 3+1 )
Study of general characteristics and classification of subkingdom protozoa, study models from protozoa, study
models from invertebrates phyla (Phylum Borifera to
Phylum Echinodermata), structure and functions of the
animal cell, study of different animal tissues, study of
the frog as a model for vertebrate animals.

102 Zoo Principles of general zoology 4 (3+1 )
Cytogenetics, cell division, animal tissues, types of
environments. Detailed study from sub-kingdom
protozoa to phylum Mollusca and Echinodermata.
Detailed study of a vertebrate animal (laboratory
mouse) including structure and functions of various
systems, effects of rodents on agriculture and methods
of combating.

106 Zoo Principles of general zoology 4 ( 3+1 )
(For students of unified program (Medicine, Pharmacy,
Dentistry and Medical sciences) Study of cell types, cell
organelles, cell divisions, enzymes, genetic Mendel’s
laws, DNA structure, protein synthesis, genetic
engineering, endocrine glands, hormones, nervous
system, reproductive system in humans and vertebrates
(structure and function).

112 Zoo Invertebrate 4 ( 3+1 )
Study of invertebrate phyla including. each phylum and
its classes, characteristics of each class with examples,
study of morphological and internal structure of each
example.
(Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

College of Science

213 Zoo Parasitology 3 ( 2+1 )
Brief study of parasites environment and distribution,
study of various methods the parasites follow in their life
cycles. Methods used in classification and nomenclature
of parasites, effects of parasitism relationship in both
parasite and host, classified, anatomical and diseased
study for Protozoa, Platyhelminthes and Annelida
plyla. Brief study on Arthropods characterized by
medical importance and their effects on humans and
domesticated animals.
(Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

Study of structure and working basics of light and
electron microscopes, methods of sample preparation
for light and electron microscopes.
(Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

301 ZooPrinciples of classification 3 ( 2+1 )
An introduction on classification and its historical
aspects. It includes in details classified grades,executing
classification and scientific nomenclature. (Prerequisite
: 101 Zoo)

313 Zoo Entomology 3 ( 2+1 )
Study of the position of the insects in the animal
kingdom, structure of the various body parts, internal
anatomy, insect classification.
(Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

321 Zoo Comparative Anatomy 3 ( 2+1 )
An idea about germ layers in vertebrate embryos,
comparative study of covering system (skin), skeletal
system and muscular system in some vertebrate classes.
(Prerequisite : 222 Zoo)

322 Zoo Ichthyology (Fishes) 3 ( 2+1 )
An introduction on fishes and their habitats, detailed
study on classification, morphological and anatomical
structure and function, distribution of fishes in the
world as well as in the Arab Peninsula. (Prerequisite
: 101 Zoo)

323 Zoo Herpetology (Amphibians) 2 ( 1+1 )
Biological study of amphibian class : external characters,
internal systems and classification. Environmental factors
affecting distribution of amphibians, morphological
and physiological adaptation of amphibians, A hint
about the amphibians of Saudi Arabia. (Prerequisite :
101 Zoo)

324 Zoo Herpetology (Reptiles) 2 ( 1+1 )
Biological study of reptilia class, factors affecting
distribution of reptiles in their various hot environments.
A hint about morphological and functional adaptation
of reptiles. (Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

222 Zoo Chordata 4 ( 3+1 )

325 Zoo Avian Science (Birds) 2 ( 1+1 )

Detailed study on chordata including general
characteristics, classification, study of characterized
features of each sub-phylum with an anatomical study
for an example from each sub-phylum.
(Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

Biological study of aves class, factors affecting
distribution of birds, study of morphological structure
and anatomy of various internal systems. Study of the
existed bird species in some regions of Saudi Arabia.
(Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

244 Zoo Cytology 3 ( 2+1 )

326 Zoo Mammology 2 ( 1+1 )

Intensive study for the concept of the animal cell :
structure, function, cellular division in animals.
(Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

Brief study on evolution and classification of mammals,
characterized features of some orders of class mammalia,
some adaptations of desert mammalian animals, brief
record of the existed mammalian animals in Saudi
Arabia.

245 Zoo Histology 2 ( 1+1 )
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261 Zoo Electron and Light microscope technique
3(1+2)

Study of the major animal tissues, their various classes.
The study includes epithelial, connective, muscular and
nervous tissues. (Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

331 Zoo Physiology-1 2 ( 1+1 )
Study of the chemical components of the cell : bonds
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333 Zoo Physiology-2 3 ( 2+1 )
Study of general principles of the physiological
regulation in vertebrates through study of the following:
nervous, cardio-vascular, respiratory, excretory,
digestive, reproductive, immune and skeletal systems.
(Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

341 Zoo Cell culture 2 ( 1+1 )
An introduction on cell culture, general principles of
cell culture, methods used in separating and culturing
of animal cells with emphasis on major factors affecting
cell growth, natural and synthetic media, sterilization
and limitation of pollution, nature and determination
of cell cultures types. (Prerequisite : 244 Zoo)

351 Zoo Genetics 3 ( 2+1 )
An introduction on genetics, nature and structure of
the genetic material, study of the chromosomal basis for
inheritance and life cycles, Mendelian analysis and its
extensions, an introduction on bio-statistics, mutations,
linkage and crossing-over, sex determination and sex
liked traits, analysis of pedigree records, principles and
applications of the genetic engineering.
(Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

353 Zoo General Ecology 4 ( 2+2 )
Detailed study of the live organisms in the desert
and aquatic environments, physical, chemical and
biotic factors affecting desert and aquatic animals.
(Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

356 Zoo Principles of Immunology 3 ( 2+1 )
Study of evolution of immunology, types of immunity,
characteristics of passive and acquired immunity,
anatomical and functional study of the developed
immune system in vertebrates and humans. (Prerequisite
: 101 Zoo)

431 Zoo Principles of Endocrinology 3 ( 2+1 )
Brief study on hormones or chemical messages with
examples, embryonic development of the endocrine
glands, chemical structure of hormones, study of the
endocrine gland system in some animals.
(Prerequisite: 101 Zoo)

441 Zoo Histochemistry 2 ( 1+1 )
Study of theoretical and practical bases for detection of
chemicals existed in animal tissues including fat, protein,
starch, amino acids, nucleic acids, various enzymes,
pigments and minerals. (Prerequisite: 101 Zoo)

451 Zoo Physiological Behavior 2 ( 1+1 )
An introduction includes definition of behavior,
importance of studying behavior, responses. Types
of behavior and its internal causes, learning and
experience, intelligence and behavior regulation, effects
of some physiological changes on animal behavior,
Pavlov experiments, conditional reflex action.
(Prerequisite: 101 Zoo)

452 Zoo Human Genetics 3 ( 2+1 )
An introduction on human genetics, major types
of genetic diseases with examples especially those
spreading in Saudi Arabia, Analysis of pedigree
records, methodologies of inheritance of genetic traits
and diseases, genetic utilization of twins, multi-factorial
inheritance and the main accompanied defects in man,
congenital defects, marriage of relatives, intelligence
test, genetic consultation and its reasons, calculation
of frequency of genetic disease or defect occurrence,
protection and treatment of genetic diseases, heredity
and man future. (Prerequisite: 101 Zoo)

453 Zoo Pollution and Environment Protection3
( 2+1 )
Study of air, water, soil and feed pollution and their
effects on cellular and physiological structure of the
animal. (Prerequisite: 101 Zoo)

454 Zoo Field Studies

4 ( 0+4 )

General principles of stages
the embryo
passes throughout its development as gamete
formation,fertilization, cleavage, gastrulation, formation
of the three embryonic layers, organogenesis,
comparative study of organs formation in different
embryos. (Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

Providing student with various habitats of animals
with studying the major environmental factors, also,
providing with the existence of wild and aquatic
animals. Acquiring the methodologies of field work,
preparation of field reports of regions and the field
research report, field visits to some Governmental and
private establishments that have applicable relation to
animal science. (Prerequisite: 101 Zoo)

422 Zoo Experimental Embryology 3 ( 2+1 )

463 Zoo Laboratories Technology 3 ( 0+3 )

An introduction and historical background about
experimental embryology, development theories,
cellular differentiation, embryonic induction, embryonic
organizers, regeneration in embryos, embryonic cells
and cancer cells, congenital malformations of embryos,
embryonic tissue culture, parthenogenesis, artificial
insemination, some applied studies on embryos (twins
production, embryo aggregation, embryo transfer,
embryo cryopreservation technique).
(Prerequisite: 421 Zoo)

Providing the student with methods of ordinary and
recent techniques that used in different fields pertaining
to animal species. Additionally, the practical application
of these techniques in research and other laboratories..
(Prerequisite : 261 Zoo)

421 Zoo Principles of Embryology 3 ( 2+1 )
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and molecules, water, organic compounds, physiology
of cell organelles, metabolism of the cell, energy
sources, membranes and movement of substances and
molecules. (Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)

499 Zoo Research Project 3 ( 0+3 )
Use of scientific periodicals, looking for information in
various information sources, Designing and executing
practical experiments, analysis of results, writing the
scientific reports. (Prerequisite : 101 Zoo)
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Vision:

The vision of the department is to act as an
effective provider of knowledge and skills in
Botany and Microbiology through awareness that
will empower the students about the significance
of plant and microorganisms in food, agriculture,
health, environment, industry and general human
welfare; through a problem based project oriented
curriculum that will enable them to contribute to
socio-economic development of the community,
region and nation as competent botanists and
microbiologists.
It is envisioned to become the Center of Excellence

in the field of Botany and Microbiology in the
Kingdom.

Mission:
The department seeks to produce scientific and
technical manpower necessary for achieving national
goal of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
 To preserve and disseminate the seeds of
excellence.

College of Science

About:
The Department of Botany and Microbiology is one
of the Departments of College of Sciences. It is an educational and research organization concerned with development and diffusion of knowledge in the different
fields of Botany and Microbiology. It is also concerned
with development of its possibilities to compare the
best Botany departments in KSA and Arabic Universities. The Department provides excellent opportunities for higher education in accordance with the high
academic standards in all areas of special knowledge of
plant sciences and microbiology at all levels of interested Saudis and others to contribute to the rehabilitation
of participation in the overall development through
their various public education in the Ministry of Education and Higher Education Saudi Arabia, and other universities and the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of
Agriculture and the Ministry of Water and Power and
the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and the authority
of specifications and standards, the National Authority
for the protection of wildlife, development and PE Meteorological and Environmental Protection and private
institutions. It works on the continuous development of
knowledge through scientific research. It also provides
the service, production, and developmental authorities
with practical solutions and specialized counseling to
help them perform their duties and their role in overall development. Finally, the Department is interested
in increasing the awareness of intellectual and cultural
community and the protection of the environment.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master – PhD
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Aims:
 To provide excellent and relevant education in
various areas of Botany and Microbiology.
develop appropriate knowledge and
technologies important for the conservation,
management and utilization of biological
resources.
Establishing and/or strengthening dynamic links
with other agencies and institutions, for the
promotion of instruction, research, and production
of its programs in the allied fields of Botany and
Microbiology.
To provide graduates, through teaching and
research, with the biological components in
every aspect necessary for building the nation,
via collaboration with national and international
institutions.

 To





Landmarks:
The Botanic Garden associated with the Herbarium
has established in 1992. It is situated adjacent to the
Faculty building, covering an area of 10,000 square meters. The Botanic Garden and the green house, first of
its kind in the Arabian Peninsula, is meant for the cultivation of wild plants from Saudi Arabia. The main objective of the Botanic Garden are: to provide facilities
for the collection of living plant materials for student
practicals and biosystematic studies; to protect the rare
and endangered plants; to make people aware of the
importance of botanic gardens and to train them in the
planning, planting and protection of such gardens. Although in the sprouting stage it has to play a greater
role in the coming years in preserving our plant heritage.

Faculty Members

Rank

Ali H. A. Bahkali
Abdullah M. A. Al-Ansary
Abdullah N. Al-Rahmah
Abdullah R. AlDoigey
Abdullah S.Al-Khalil

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
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Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assitant Prof.
Assitant Prof.
Assitant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Programs:
B. Sc. in Botany
B. Sc. in Microbiology
B. Sc. in Botany/Microbiology

Fourth Level
Course Code
108 Chem
251 Chem
213 Bot
222 Bot
101 Zoo
103 Isl

Course Title
General Botany
Microbiology
General Biochemistry
General Zoology

Course Title
Organic Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Microscopic techniques
Essentials of Taxonomy
General Zoology
Economic System in Islam

Hrs
4
3
2
3
2
2

Fifth Level
Course Code
212 Bot
252 Bot
253 Bot
271 Bot
322 Bot
346 Bot
104 IC

Course Title
Plant Anatomy
Cytology
Genetics
Plant Physiology
Experimental Taxonomy
Environmental Pollution
Economic System in Islam

Hrs
4
2
4
4
2
2
2

Sixth Level
Course Code
345 Bot
354 Bot
374 Bot
375 Bot
384 Bot
441 Bot
442 Bot
481 Bot

Course Title

Hrs

Flora of KSA
Cytogenetics
Differentiation and Growth
physiology
Plant Metabolism & Enzymes
Phycology
Ecosystem & Plant communities
Tropical Desert Ecology
Scientific Bases for Plant
Pathology

3
2
2
3
4
3
1
2

Seventh Level
Course Code
231 Bot
263 Bot
312 Bot
477 Bot
484 Bot
486 Bot
498 Bot

Course Code

Third Level
101 Bot
101 Mic
101 Bio
101 Zoo

Islam and Society Building up 2

Course Title
Economic Botany
Archegoniatae
Plant Differentiation
Stress physiology
Physiology of algae
Phytoplankton
Research project

Hrs
3
3
2
3
3
3
3

Eighth Level

First Program: B. Sc. in Botany

Study Plan:
Course Code

102 Isl

Hrs
4
4
4
4

347 Bot
356 Bot
357 Bot
376 Bot
377 Bot
378 Bot
477 Bot

Course Title
Plant geography
Population Genetics
Molecular Genetics
Plant Histology
Translocation in Plants
Water relations in Plants
Datpalm physiology

Hrs
2
2
2
1
2
2
2

College of Science

Abdulwahab R. Al-Sadiq
Ahmed H. AlFarhan
Ali A. Al-Helal
Ali A. Al-Salamah
Alia A. Shoiab
Fahad M. A. AlHemaid
Hassan A. M. Bukhary
Ibrahim A. Arif
Mohammed H. Al-Wahaibi
Mohammed N. R. Alyemny
Mohammed Omar Basalah
Mohammed Y. Al-Qasem
Rasheed M. Al-Sum
Ali A. Al-Homaidan
Afaf I. Shehatah
Amira M. A. Algabry
Haseeb Ahmad Khan
Hediat Mohammed Salama
May M. M. Al Rumaih
Mohammed A. Moslem
Mona M. M. Al Rumaih
Nagwa M. M. A. Aref
Abd El-Zaher M. A. Mustafa
Abdelnasser Salah Shebl Ibrahim
Ahlam A. Alwatban
Ahmed Abdel-Fattah M
Amal A. Alhazzany
Asmaa A. Alhuqail
Ekram A. Abdulmoty
Fahd H.Al-Qurainy
Fahd N. Almajhdi
Hend A. Alwathnani
Ibrahim M. A. Bukhary
Jacob Thomas Pandalayil
Kamel A. Abdussalam
Nagat A. Marraiki
Naif Abdullah Al-Harbi
Najat A. Bukhary
Saleh A. Al-Sohaibany
Saleh Ahmed Eifan
Saleh M. Radwan
Shafik A. Filfilan
Solaiman A. Al-Harbi
Yossria M. Abosettah
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478 Bot

Plant Tissue culture

2

Ninth Level (Summer Semester)
Course Code
492 Bot

Course Title

Hrs

Field study in Ecology & Algae 4

Course Description:
BOT 101 General Botany (3+1) credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science, Education, Agriculture.
Plant and its importance. Chemical and fine structures
of the plant cell. Metabolism. Plant water relations.
Heredity and its applications. Levels of structure
organization and evolution in plants (structure,
taxonomy, economical and biological importance).
Plant morphological and anatomical adaptation to
environment Environmental pollution.

BOT 21 Plant Anatomy (2+2) credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science, Education, Agriculture
Types of plant cells and tissues. Primary plant body.
Secondary plant body. Secretory structures. Ecological
anatomy.

BOT 213 Plant Microtechnique 2 (1+1) credithours.
Benefitting College: Science, Education.
Instruments, use and care.
Preservation and
preservation of plant materials. Sectioning methods.
Stains Histrochemistry Photomicrography. Drawing and
Autoradiography.

College of Science

BOT 222 Principals of Flowering Plants
Taxonomy (2+1) credit-hours.
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Benefitting College: Science, Education.
History of plant taxonomy (artificial, natural
phylogenetical). Taxonomic units. Taxonomic sources.
Methods of classification and nomenclatural rules.

BOT 231 Economic Botany (2+0) credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science, Education.
General study of plants of economic importance and
their products. Fats, Oils fibers, tannins, dyes, resins,
Latex, rubber and paper. Medicinal plants and cereals.

BOT 241 Plant Ecological Factors (2+1) credithours.
Benefitting College: Science, Education.
Concept of ecology. Introduction of ecological factors.
Climatic factors, biotic factors and soil factors.

BOT 252 Cytology (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science, Education.
The chemical compounds of the cell. Microscopic and
biochemical techniques for studying plant cell and
function of cell organelles. The cell cycle.

BOT 253 General Genetics (3+1) credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science, Education.
Basic genetic concepts. Heredity and environment,
segregation and indepenassortment of genes and
chromosomes, sex determination, linkage, crossingover
and genetic maps. Transmission of genetic material in
microorganisms. Cytoplasmic inheritance, Population
genetics, genetic mutation, structure of genetic material.
Genetic control of protein action. Genetic engineering
and the future of man.

BOT 263 Archegoniate (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Evolutionary study of structure, reproduction and life
history of Hepatophytes, Bryophytes, Vascular plants
and Gymnosperms.

BOT 271 General Plant Physiology (2+2) credithours.
Benefiting College: Science, Education, Agriculture.
Functions of cells components, water relations, minerals
nutritions, phloem transport. Amino acids, proteins and
enzymes. Photosynthesis, transperation, metabolism
of N,S, lipids and aromatic compounds. Growth and
differenciation. Phytohormones, Photomorphogenesis,
biological clock, photoperiod, vernalization and
physiological stress.

BOT 312 Plant Morphogenesis (2+0) credithours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Discussion of experimental studies related to the
morphogenesis, phenomena of morphogenesis, tissue
mixtures, morphogenetic factors and organization.

BOT 313 Electron Microscope Techniques (0+2)
credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science
Transmission Electron Microscope. Preparation of
plant materials (fixation, embedding, sectioning,
mounting, stainning). Examination of specimens.
Scanning Electron Microscope. Preparation of plant
materials (dehydration, critical point drying, coating).
Examination of specimens.

BOT 322 Experimental Taxonomy (1+1) credithours.
Benefitting College: Science, Education.
The use of comparative experimental methods in
taxonomy, units. Eco-geographical distribution and
its taxonomic importance. Natural hybredization.
Anatomical, cytological and chemical differences and
their taxonomic value. Fertility and its significance.

BOT 345 Flora of Saudi Arabia (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science, Education.
Historic and evolutionary introduction to the study
of plant groups in the Arabian peninsula. Relief and
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BOT 346 Pollution and
protection (1+1) credit-hours.

Environmental

Benefitting College: Science, Education.
Introduction to the Ecosystem plant cover, deterioration,
forests. Natural ranges and means of protection. Biotic
factors and their effects on vegetational conserves an
national parks, control of pollution. Concept, nature
and sources pollution, air, water and soil. Effect
of pollution on ecosystem. Biological method of
controlling pollution.

BOT 347 Geography (2+0) credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science.
Factors affecting global plant distribution. Dispersal.
Ecological factors.. Area (shape size, types, development).
World floristic realms. World vegetational zones and
their ecological characteristics.

BOT 348 Plant Adaptation to Environmental
Conditions (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science
Concept of adaptation. Environmental stresses: its
meaning and definition. Environmental changes and
their effect on the vegetation. Strategies of plant
adaptations to their environmental conditions.

BOT 354 Cytogenetics (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science
Importance of cytogenetics and relation between
chromosomes and inherited characters. The chemical
constituents of chromosomes in different cells. DNA
and histones in chromosome.
DNA patterns in
chromosomes. Chromosome behaviour during meiosis.
Polyploidy in plants. Evolution of pant karyotype,
change in number of form.

BOT 356 Population Genetics (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science
Source of genetic variations. Mating systems. Effect of
sexual reproduction on variations. Natural and artificial
selection. Balanced polymorphism. Hardy-weinberg
equilibrium, Gene and genotype frequences, Genetic
consequences of inbreeding and outbreeding.

BOT 357 Elements of Molecular Genetics (1+1)
credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science
The structure of DNA and RNA, self replication of
DNA. The genetic code. Transcription, processing
and translocation of genes and polypeptides.
Hemocatalytic and heterocatlytic functions of DNA.
Genetic recombination in bacteria and viruses.
Plasmids, episodes and IS-elements Manipulation of

DNA. Regulation of gene expression.

BOT 374 Physiology
Differentiation

of

Growth

&

Benefiting College: Science, Education.
Definition, measurements and patterns of growth and
differntiation, controlling factors of developments.
Phytohormones, Auxins, GAS, Cytokinins, Ethylene and
ABA-effects and interactions.

BOT 375 Enzymes & Metabolism (2) credit-hrs.
Benefiting College: Science.
Enzymes actions, reactions and classifications.
Bioenergics. Metabolisms of carbohydrates amino
acids and fatty acids.

BOT 376 Plant Tissue Analysis (2) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Introduction to methods and instruments used in plant
tissue analysis. Extraction and identification of various
compounds (carbohydrates, lipids proteins, phenols,
terpenes, clorides, pigments and toxins). Economic and
biological values of these compounds.

BOT 377 Plant translocation (1+1) credithours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Translocation
paths,
source-sink
relationship.
Tanslocation directed control in Phloem. Theories
of translocation. Osmotic forces in sieve plates, and
translocation from ageing organs.

BOT 378 Plant Water Relations (2) credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science.
Plant and water. Physiological and chemical importance,
water and soil, cell water relation, water movement ot
roots, absorption and translocation.

BOT 384 Phycology (2+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science
Classification of algae, vegetative structure reproduction
and life cycle. Biological and ecological importance.
Ecology of algae.

BOT 441Plant Communities & Ecosystem (2)
credit-hrs.
Benefiting College : Science, Education.
Physiogronomy and structure of plant communities.
Quantitative and qualitative characteristics, succession,
competition. Ecosystem and its components. Food
chains, food web, biotic pyramids, biogeochemical
cycles, World major ecosystems.

College of Science

climate of vegetational zones in Saudi Arabia. Natural
vegetation Provinces in Saudi Arabia.
Floristic
composition. Types of habitat and their vegetation.
Life forms, endangered and rare species.

BOT 442 Hot Desert Ecology (0+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College : Science, Education.
The concept of desert from ecological point of view.
Desert types of the world and their effects upon
the wild plants. The reflection of desert climate on
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the vegetation.
problem.

Desertization as an environmental

BOT 443 Advanced Practical Means in Ecology
(0+2) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Experimental designs simulating ecological factors.
Analysis and processing of ecological data by means of:
(a) mathematical models, (b) computer and (c) statistical
parameters.

BOT 444 Ecological Resources (1+1) credithours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Concepts of the various ecological resources including:
(a) renewal, (b) nonrenewal, (c) dynamic and (d) stable.
Productivity of natural ecosystems. Dangers underlying
ecosystems and ways of their prevention. Depletion
of ecological resources, reasons and means of its
prevention.

BOT 451 Genetic Mutation (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Spontaneous and induces mutation. Somatic versus
germinal mutations, mutation frequency mutagenic
agents. Molecular basis of mutation. Mutation
detection and measurement system.
Correlation
between mutagenicity and carcinogenicity. Mutation
induction techniques. The use of mutation in improving
antibiotics plants and animals.

College of Science

BOT 452 Plant Genetics and its Improvement
(1+1) credit-hours.
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Benefiting College: Science.
Plant evolution systems. Plant introduction and
domestication. Reproductive systems In cultivate plants
and its relation to improvement. Genetic basis of plant
improvement. Polyploidy, development of genotypes
resistant to disease. Interspecific hybridization. Induced
mutation in plant improvement. Plant genotype banks.

low temperatures (temperature plants). Salt stress
and soil pH., light and high intensities reactors. Other
stresses (heavy metals, pollutions flood etc.).

BOT 478 Date Palm Physiology (1+1) credithours.
Benefiting College: Science, Education.
Comparative forms and functions of Date ;alm as
compared with other plants. Growth and distribution
of Date palm and the related controlling factors. Effects
of salinity and irrigation water. Date palm propagation:
Conventional and new methods, pollination, fertilization,
flowering, fruiting and fruit contents. Other Date palm
products. Seed germination.

BOT 479 Plant Tissue Cultures (2) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science,
Organs, tissues cells embryos and protoplasm
transfussion cultures. Haploid and diploids cell
cultures.

BOT 481 Fundamentals of plant pathology
(1+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science, Education.
Physiological and viral plant diseases, plant diseases
caused by namatodes, fungi and their control.

BOT 484 Physiology of Algae (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science,
Nutrition of algae, culturing nd isolation methods,
mechanism of nitrogen fixation extracellular products,
toxins, morphogenesis.

BOT 486 Phytoplankton (1+1)
Benefiting College: Science,
Fresh water and marine phytoplankton, mechanism
of sinking and floating factors effecting their growth.
Seasonal succession, interactions with other organisms,
primary production.

BOT 488 Lichens (1+1) credit-hours.
BOT 453 Developmental Genetics (1+1) credithours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Theory of epigenesis, Cell specialization and the genetic
information. Development as a regulated. Process.
Differentiation and variable gene activity. Induction
and repression in prokaryotes. Feed-back inhibition
and allosteric enzymes. Giant chromosomes and gene
activity. Histones and genetic control in eukaryotes.
The immune system as a developmental model.

BOT 477 Physiological Stresses (2+1) credithours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Definitions of stresses. Effects of droughts on structures
and biological process (photosynthesis, respiration and
others). Effects of high temperatures (desert plants),

Benefiting College: Science,
Identification of lichens, morphological and internal
structures, ecology and distribution, reproduction,
commercial uses.

BOT 492 Field Studies in Ecology and Algae
(0+4) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science,
a. Ecology: Understanding the different plant habitats
in Saudi Arabia and the ecological factors affecting the
distribution of vegetation. Analytical and structural
studies on plant communities and associations with
special reference to their adaptations to these habitats.
Effect of human activities on the destruction of the
environment.
b. Algal habitats and distribution. Factors affecting the
growth of algae. Algal collection and preservation.
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Sixth Level
BOT 498 Research Topic (0+3) credit-hours.

Course Code

Benefitting College: Science,

321 Agri

BOT 272 Introduction in plant physiology (2+1)
credit-hours.

261 Zoo

Benefiting College: Science.
Water relations(osmosis, absorption and transpiration).
Physioligcal stresses transloaction, photoynthesis,
growth and differentiation, phytohormones.

BOT 353 Microbial Genetic (3+1) credit-hours.
Heredity and environment, segregation and
independent assortment of genes and chromosomes.
Linkage, crossingover and genetic maps. Biochemical
activities in bacterial cells. Enzymes-genes relations
DNA, RNA and the genetic code. The bacterial
chromosome.
Genetic recombination. Through
conjugation, transformation and trasduction,. Plasmids.
Genetic details of viruses reproduction. RNA and single
standard DNA viruses. Genetic units and regulation of
gene action. Molecular basis of mutation and DNA self
report. The basis of biotechnology.

Third Level
Course Title
General Botany
Microbiology
General Biochemistry
General Zoology
Economic systems inIslam

Hrs
4
4
4
4
2

Fourth Level
108 Chem
211 Mic
221 Mic
231 Mic
104 Isl

Course Title
Organic Chemistry
Virology
Bacteriology
Mycology
Basis of Political system in
Islam

Hrs
4
3
2
3
2

Fifth Level
Course Code
251 Chem
213 Zoo
272 Bot
384 Bot
321 Mic
331 Mic
341 Mic

Course Title
Analytical Chemistry
Parasites
Introduction to Physiology
Algae
Bacterial Physiology
Fungal Physiology
Microbial Ecology

3
2
2
2
2
2
2

Seventh Level
Course Code
355 Bot
361 Mic
421 Mic
431 Mic
451 Mic
499 Mic

Course Title
Microbial Genetics
Microbial micro-structure
Pathogenic Bacteria
Pathogenic Fungi
Immunology
Research project

Hrs
4
2
3
3
3
3

Hrs
3
3
2
3
2
2
3

486 Bot
488 Bot
461 Mic
462 Mic
463 Mic
464 Mic
415 Mic

Course Title
Phytoplanktons
Lichens
Plant Pathogenic organisms
Parasitism Physiology
Antibiotics
Mineralization Microbiology
Parasitic Immunology

Hrs
2
2
3
2
3
2
2

Course Description:
MIC 101 Microbiology (3+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Introduction to microbiology, sterilization, groups of
microorganisms, their habitates, structure, nutrition,
growth and reporduction, relationship with other
organisms, their economic importance.

MIC 211 Virology (2+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting Course: Science.
Characteristics of viruses, structure and classification of
animal and bacterial viruses, cultivation and purification
of viruses, chemistry of viruses.

MIC 221 Bacteriology (2+2) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science
The bacterial groups; their characteristics and methods
of classification.

College of Science

Study Plan:

Course Code

343 Mic
344 Mic

Course Code

B.Sc in Microbiology

101 Bot
101 Mic
101 Bio
101 Zoo
103 Isl

342 Mic

Hrs
3

Eighth Level

Second Program:

Course Code

311 Mic
332 Mic
333 Mic

Course Title
Food Microbioligy
Electronic and light
microscopic techniques
Pathogenic Viruses
Industerial viruses
Yeasts
Environmental Microbial
Pollution
Symbiotic relationships
Aquatic Microbiology

MIC 231 Mycology (2+2) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Study of fungi structure, growth, methods os
reproduction of classification.
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MIC 281 Microbiology (Non-major) 2+1)
credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science, Education.
Introduction to microbiology, methods of growth,
sterilization, groups of microorganisms, their habitats.

MIC 311 Pathogenic viruses (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
The pathogenic viruses of man or of both man and
animals, pathogenic characteristics, methods of transfer
and production.

Benefiting College: Science.
Methods of the study of the contents of Micro organisms
in water and role of these micro organisms in the water
treatment.

MIC 361 Ultra Structure of Microorganisms
(1+1) credit-hours.
Benefitting College: Science.
The structures of the microbial cells and their biological
roles.

MIC 421 Pathogenic bacteria (92+1) credit-hours.
MIC 312 Physiology of bacteria (2) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Nutrition, metabolism emphasizing the energy yielding
biological processes. Synthesis of the small and large
molecules and their roles in cell construction.

Benefiting College: Science.
The basic information of the pathogenic bacteria
of man or of both man and animals, development of
disease, virulence factors and their relations to disease,
methods of diagnosis, treatment and protection.

MIC 331 Physiology of fungi (2) credit-hours.

MIC 431 Pathogenic fungi (2+1) credit-hours.

Benefiting College: Science.
Growth, growth measurement procedure, media,
factors effecting fungal growth, their metabolism and
nutrition, translocation of organic and inorganic and
vitamin deficiency.

Benefiting College: Science.
Study of the pathogenic fungi of man or of both man
and animals, including their habitats. Way of infection
and the methods that are used for the identification
in the infected tissue and in the nutritional media,
methods of treatment and protection.

MIC 332 Industrial mycology (2) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Organic matter decomposition, toxin production I
food, destruction of storage materials, production of
economically important materials utilization of fungi in
industrial products.

MIC 451 Immunology (2+1) credit-hours.

MIC 333 Yeasts (1+1) credit-hours.

MIC 461 Phytopathogenic microorganisms
(2+1) credit-hours.

College of Science

Benefiting College: Science.
Growth, nutritional media, ultra structure, metabolism,
economical importance.
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MIC 341 Microbial ecology (2+1)
Benefiting College: Science.
Behavior of microorganisms in their natural habitats
emphasizing the interactions among them and with
other organisms. Their role in biodegradation, recycling
of matter and energy flow.

Benefiting College: Science.
The human body basic defense structures against
pathogenic microorganisms and their applications in
the life sciences.

Benefiting College: Science.
Study f phytopathogenic microorganism their life cycle,
environment, distribution, infection phenomenon.

MIC 462 Physiology of parasitism (1+1) credithours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Disease development, physiological interaction
between the host and the parasite, host metabolic
response, host defense mechanism.

MIC 342 Ecological microbial pollution (1+1)
credit-hours.

MIC Antibiotics (2+1) credit-hours.

Benefiting College: Science.
Role of microorganisms in the ecological pollution,
methods of study and protection..

Benefiting College: Science.
The antibiotics which are produced by Microorganisms.
The physiology of their synthesis and the methods of
their purification and action.

MIC 343 Symbiosis (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Mycorrhizae, lichens their characteristics and methods
of their identification.

MIC 344 Sanitation and water microbiology
(1+1) credit-hours.

MIC 464 Mining Microbiology (1+1) credit-hours.
Benefiting College: Science.
Role of microorganisms in the degradation of natural
products, petroleum products and on the obtaining of
minerals form the natural resources.
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Vision:
To have high caliber biochemistry department capable of delivering the best educational services &
training in biochemistry & molecular biology to the
people of Saudi Arabia, and to become a major catalyst
for positive development and scientific excellence in
the kingdom via graduating highly skilled specialists.

Mission:
To establish & deliver high-quality, state-of-the
education and training in Biochemistry to enable our
students of becoming experts in this vital branch of science, and to promote sense of professionalism in their
work & careers.

About:
Biochemistry is a field that answers fundamental
questions related to life processes. The study of biochemistry is necessary to understand and explain living
systems including animals, plants, bacteria and viruses
at the molecular level. It is a versatile discipline that
finds applications across the biomedical and biological sciences and shares a major role in biotechnology
revolution.
The main theme of biochemistry is the study of
chemical reactions in living cells within the tissues and
organs in man, animal, plant and microorganism. The
sequence and coordination of biochemical reactions in
the cell of a living body leads to life continuity, growth
and reproduction and any imbalance in these systems
may lead to serious problems.

Faculty Members

Rank

Abdullah S. Alhomida
Ibrahim A. Al-Nasser
Abdulrahman M. Al-Senaidy
Majed S. A. AlOkail
Mohammad D. Bazzi
Salman A.H. Al-Rokayan
Ali M. Gorban
Abu Algassim O
Farid S. Ataya
Mohammad S. Al-Anazi
Mohammad S. Elrobh
Nasser M. Al-Daghri
Wajahat Khan
Abdulaziz M. Al-Amri
Marzooq M. Al-Otaibi
Salman F. Al-Amery

Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator

Bachelor – Master

Aims:
To meet the kingdom needs for well-trained citizens
in the various areas of biochemistry and molecular biology via graduating students capable of making contribution in academic & industrial institutions as specialist,
research assistants, and other careers.

Landmarks:
 Well-equipped classrooms (currently 3 available)
 Teaching Hall equipped with Audio-Video
transmition.

 Computer Lab equipped with modern facilities
and internet services.

 Several Laboratories dedicated to the students,
equipped with modern instrument.

 Several Laboratories dedicated to Staff members
to carry out their research.

 Genomic Research Unit
 8 Protein research Unit
 Biomarker Unit

Female Branch
Faculty Members

Rank

Afaf K. El–Ansary
Arjumand S. Warsy
Nikhat J. Siddiqi
Abeer M. Al-Dbass
Gihan E. Gawish
Howaida Attiah
Jane S. Kaggwa
Saba Abidi
Samina H. Haq
Sooad K. AlDaihan
Abeer A. Al-Amro
Aishah A. Al-Nasser
Amani A. Al-Ghamdi
Farida A. Al-Khoaiter
Haifa R. Al-Mubarak
Jihan M. Al-Ghamdy
Nojood A. Al-Twaijry
Noorah I. Al-Ali
Rehab M. Nouh
Amal A. Al-bity

Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Demonstrator
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Maha S. Al-Selaimani
Nouf O. Al-Afaleg
Tahani M. Al-Shehri

Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator

341 BCH
376 BCH
443 BCH

Programs:

446 BCH
475 BCH
499 BCH

B.Sc in Biochemistry
First Program: B.Sc in Biochemistry

Study Plan:
Third Level
Course Code
101 ZOO
101 BOT
101 BCH
102 BCH
103 IC
244 CHEM

Fourth Level
Course Code
101 MIC
104 IC
211 BCH
331 BCH
235 CHEM
245 BCH
249 CHEM

College of Science

Fifth Level
Course Code
221 BCU
232 BCH
233 BCH
254 CHEM
282 BCH
344 CHEM
474 BCH

Sixth Level
Course Code
103 STA T
255 CHEM
259 CHEM
275 BCH
321 BCH
347 BCH
350 BCH

Ninth Level
Course Code
284 BCH

168

Bioenergetics
Analysis of Biological Fluids
Biochemistry Of Specialized
Tissues
Molecular Biology -2
Biochemistry of Carcinogens
Research Project -2

2
3
2
2
2
1

Course Description:
Course Title

General Zoology
General Botany
General Biochemistry
Cellular biochemistry
The Islamic Economic System
Principles of Org. Chem. -1

Hrs
4
4
4
2
2
2

BCH 101 General Biochemistry (4) credit hours.
Cell structure and organelle function.

Biological

buffers. Amino acids, Peptides and proteins - structures,
properties and functions. Enzymes and coenzymes.
Metabolism. Nucleic acids and protein biosynthesis.
Hormones, role in biological transfer. Biochemistry of
blood.

Course Title
General Microbiology
Fundamentals of Islamic Po.
Biomolecules
Biochemical Calculations
Chemical Thermodynamics
Principles OF Org. Chem. -2
Identification of Org. Comp.

Hrs
4
2
3
2
3
2
2

BCH 102 Cellular Biochemistry (2) credit hours.
The biochemical structure and function of cell
components.

BCH 211 Biomolecules (3) credit-hours.
Studying the biomolecules of the cells including types,
structure and classification of amino acids and proteins.

Course Title
General Enzymology
Physical Biochemistry
Physical Biochemistry LAB.
Qualitative Analysis
Biochemistry of Nutrition
Heterocyclic Organic Chem.
Biomembrances

Hrs
4
3
2
2
2
2
2

Carbohydrates, lipids and nucleic acids, structure and
classification.

BCH 221 General Enzymology (2+2) credit-hours.
Review of protein structure and functions; enzymes
classification and basic principles of enzymic reaction.
Kinetics; definition of enzymic assay, its constituents
and their effect on the reaction rate; derivitization of

Course Title
Principles OF Statistics &
Probabilities-2
Quantitative Analysis
Quantitative Analysis LAB.
Biochemistry Of Blood
Enzyme mechanisms
Metabolism -1
Plant Biochemistry

Hrs

the rate equations for single substrate reaction; inhibi-

4

tors, types, their importance and their effects on enzy-

2
2
3
2
3
2

mic reaction rate; specificity of enzymes and how they
can be isolated and purified.

BCH 231 Biochemical Calculations (1+1) credit-hours.
Problems on biochemical buffers & other types of solutions including acids & bases. General calculations used

Course Title
Biochemical Analysis of
Food

Hrs
3

in spectrophotometric & radioactive measurements.
Miscellaneous quantitations of some structural & functional aspects of macromolecules.
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added to foods and their identification and chemical

BCH 232 Physical Biochemistry (3+0) credit-

determinations.

hours. Spectroscopy, visible, UV and IR. Fluorescence
theory and its applications. Membrane filtration and

BCH321 Enzyme Mechanisms (2+0) credit hours.

dialysis. Chromatography, types and application. Sedi-

Types of enzymic catalysis; energy generation and uti-

mentation, types and applications. Electrophoresis and

lization in enzyme catalysis; coenzymes and their role

isoelectric focusing. Radioactive isotopes and applica-

in enzymes; cooperativity and allosterism; regulation of

tions in Biochemistry.

cellular reactions by enzymes and how they are being
controlled.

BCH 233

Physical Biochemistry Lab. (0+2)

credit-hours. Practical applications for the use of spec-

BCH 341 Bioenergetics (2+0) credit-hours.

trophotometry, sedimentation, electrophoresis, and

Introduction and definitions. Flow of energy and mater

radiation measurements instruments in addition to the

through the biospheare. Principle of bioenergetics.

separation & purification of proteins.

Free energy and equilibrium constants. High-energy
compounds; structures and properties. Role of ATP.

BCH 275 Biochemistry of Blood (2+1) credit-

Coupled reactions. Energetics of carbohydrate and lip-

hours.

id metabolism. Redox reactions and redox potentials.

Composition of blood, plasma proteins, Blood clot-

Motochondrial electrom transports and mechanism of

ting mechanism. Erythrocytes, structure & metabolism.

oxidative phosphorylation. Energetics of photosynthe-

Blood group substances. Haemoglobin, types, structure

sis and transport across biomembrances.

& functional properties. Catabolism of haem. Metabolism of iron & its relevance to some types of anaemia.

BCH 347 Metabolism (1) (3+0) credit-hours.

Biochemistry of Nutrition (2+0)

of pyruvate. TCA cycle. Gluconeogenesis. Glycogenesis.

credit-hours. Energy of food, and its determination.

Pentose phosphate pathway shunt & photosynthesis.

Carbohydrates, proteins and fats of diets and their

Defects in carbohydrate metabolism. Digestion and ab-

physiological effects. Energy balance. Water balance

sorption of lipids. Lipoprotein metabolism, lipogenesis

and sodium and potassium output. Minerals and trace

and lipolysis in adipose tissue. Oxidation of fatty acids.

elements in diets and their regulation to prevent epi-

Biosynthesis of fatty acids. Metabolism of triglycerides

demic diseases. Vitamins and their importance. Food

and phospholipids. Steroids metabolism. Defects in

poisoning.

lipid metabolism.

BCH 284 Biochemical Analysis of Food (1+2)

BCH 348 Metabolism (2) (3+0) credit-hours.

credit-hours.

Amino acids and protein Metabolism. Biosynthesis of

Preparation of food samples for analysis. Carbohydrate

amino acids and conversion into specialized product.

contents of food and their determinations by chemical,

Chemistry and biosynthesis of porphyrins. Integration

volumetric, and gravimetric methods and also opti-

of metabolism.

BCH 282

cal methods. Colour of food with reference to natural
and artificial colours added to foods. Pectin and pectic

BCH 349 Metabolism Lab. (0+2) credit-hours.

substances in fruits. Lipids and their determination in

Metabolic experiments that include carbohydrates, lip-

foods. Nitrogenous compounds in food. Determination

ids and proteins.

of proteins and their amino acid contents. Preservatives

College of Science

Carbohydrate metabolism. Glycolysis and production
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BCH 350 Plant Biochemistry (2+0) credit-hours.

BCH 444 Immunochemistry (2+0) credit-hours.

The plant cell wall, its biochemical composition

Introduction and definitions. Antibody structure-

and formation. Photosynthesis - Light phase, cyclic

classes, monomer structure, polymeric forms, antigen

and non-cyclic photophosphorylation. Dark phase;

combining site and biological function. Antibody-

C3 and C4 pathways. Respiration and oxidative

antigen interaction - molecular basis, precipitin

phophorylation. Biosynthesis of polysaccharides

formation. Practical applications -quantitative percipitin

and chlorophyll. Nitrogen fixation, transport of ni-

test, rate nephelometry. Complement pathways of

trogenous compounds and their stage.

activation and complement fixation test. Theories of
antibody diversity and synthesis. Immunity to infection.

BCH 458 Hormones (2+0) credit-hours.

Autoimmunity.

Introduction to hormones as Biomolecules synthesized and secreted by the endocrine glands.

BCH 446

Normal mode of hormonal secretions and trans-

hours. Evidence that DNA is the genetic material.

port to target tissues. Methods of hormonal as-

Assembly of nucleic material and structure -

says. Role in metabolic control.

function relationships. Chemical analysis of DNA

BCH 376 Analysis of Biological Fluids (2+1)

restriction enzymes and sequencing methods.

credit-hours.

Chromosomal morphology, banding, karyotyping

Biochemical composition, biochemical

properties,

Molecular Biology (2) (2+0) credit-

and mapping. Transcriptionally active chromosomes.

functions & biochemical methods used in the analysis

Chromosomal

of the amniotic, seat, folowing fluids: Urine, cerebro-

diseases. Recombinant DNA technology and genetic

spinal, lumph semen, synovial, gastric juice, bile, pan-

engineering concepts and applications.

creatic juice & dudodenal, serous, tears, sputum, milk,

BCH 451 Disorders of Metabolism (2+0) credit-

faeces, saliva & aqueous humour.

hours. Inherited disorders of proteins and effects

abnormalities,

aberrations

and

College of Science

on metabolism. Mutation and mutagenic agents.
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BCH 435 Biochemical Techniques (0+2) credit-

Disorders of carbohydrate metabolism (e.g. diabetes

hours.

mellitus,

Experimental studies in the purification and character-

metabolism). Disorders of amino acid metabolism (e.g.

ization of some enzymes and proteins using biochemi-

phenylketonuria, tyrosinemia, urea cycle disorders ..

cal methods.

etc.). Disorders of lipid metabolism (e.g. chylomicms,

Glycoagen

storage

diseases,

Galactose

hypercholesterolemia, lipid storage diseases - Tay Sachs,

BCH 442 Molecular Biology (1) (2+0) credit-

Farbys .. etc). Disorders of purines and pyrimdines (e.g.

hours. Structure of DNA and its replication; transcription

Gout, Lesch-Nyhan syndrme .. etc.).

of DBNA the genetic code and translation; regulation of
gene expression; introduction to genetic engineering.

BCH 474

Biomembranes (2+0) credit-hours.

General structural properties of biomembranes.

BCH 443 Biochemistry of Specialized Tissues

Functions of membrane lipids, proteins and

(2+0) credit-hours.

carbohydrates. Fluid mosaic model of Singer

Chemical composition, proteins, biosynthesis and bio-

and Nicolson. Passive and active transport of

chemical role of the following tissues; Connective tis-

different

sues in, bone, cartilages, teeth, epithelial tissue, muscle

Chemistr y, composition and functions of some

tissue and basis of contraction, nerve tissue and brain,

biomembranes.

kidney and liver.

biomembranes. Biosynthesis and assembly of

substances

Flow

across

of

biomembranes.

information

across
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membranes and the diseases that could be
associated with it.

BCH 475 Biochemistry of Carcinogens (2+0)
credit-hours. Introduction to cancer, its terminologies
and pathology. Early evidence that cancer is caused
by extrinsic factors. Classification of cardinogens
into chemical, physical and biological factors.

The

molecular changes associated with each carcinogen
and the various tissue responses. Carcinogens in
food. Concepts of tumor etiology and pathogenesis.
Prevention measures.

BCH 476 Antibiotics (2+0) credit-hours. Usage
of antibiotics. Isolation, purification & characterization
of antibiotics. Classification, structural & functional
properties of antibiotic. Modes of action of antibiotics.
Modes of resistance from the biochemical point of
view.

BCH 498 Research and Seminar (1) (1+0) credithours. As recommended by the department.

BCH 499 Research and Seminar (2) (0+2) credit-

College of Science

hours. As recommended by the department.
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Contacts:
Dean of College
Tel: 4696500
Vice Dean of Academic Affairs
Tel: 4696504
Vice Dean of Administrative Affairs
Tel: 4696502
Vice Dean of Quality & Development
Tel: 4696506
Fax: 4696999
P.O.Box.: 57448
Riyadh: 11574
Email: echpa@ksu.edu.sa

Mission:
The implementation of principles of modern
management and leadership and the encouragement of a flexible educational and research environment that accommodates modern developments and
serves the community.

Vision:
Achieving leadership in architecture and urban
education, scientific research, and community service through creative faculties and the development
of outstanding departments and research centres.

Aims:
The implementation of principles of modern
management and leadership and the encouragement of a flexible educational and research environment that accommodates modern developments and
serves the community.

About:
The College of Architecture and Urban Planning
website comes out at a time coinciding with the Inauguration of the University Main Website by the
University Council and with the introduction of a
Common preliminary year for all new students of the
Colleges of Architecture and Planning, Engineering
and College of Computer Science and Information
Sciences.

Landmarks:
The Mission of the Computer Centre
The College’s educational process is based on
firm objectives and principles that primarily focus
on strengthening the students’ academic and professional capabilities.

 Computer centre
 Photography Lab
 Constructions Lab
 Materials experiments and constructing buildings
 Sound, light and thermals lab
 Sound, light and thermals lab
 Editing Unit
 Reading Hall
 Photocopy Centre
 Samples workshop

Departments:
1- Department of Architecture and Building Sciences
2- Department of Urban Planning

King Saud University Bulletin

Mission:
Being a distinguished architectural school of
thought respecting the values and principles of Islam, the department is seeking the leadership role
in the field of architectural education in the region.
The department seeks to provide the appropriate
environment for learning and research, as well as advanced resources to serve the community and promote indigenous contemporary architecture.

 Strengthen and preserve Islamic values and the
ethics of architectural profession within the
students.
 Help promote the standard of Saudi builtenvironment.
 Provide students with high levels of knowledge
and professional skills in all areas of architecture
and building science.
 Link architectural education and scientific research
to professional practice and building industry
sectors.

Vision:
The Department of Architecture and Building

Landmarks:








Laboratories
Computer
Photography
Structures
Building Construction and Materials
Acoustics, Lighting, and Thermal Lab
Transportation and Environmental Studies

 Environment and Climatology

Degrees:
 Bachelor
 Master
 PhD

Faculty Members:

Science should be the reference for implementa-

Faculty Name

Rank

tion of contemporary methods of architectural

Abdul Aziz S. H. Al Mogren

Professor

education, professional practice and research for

Ali S. O Bahammam

Professor

community service.

Mahmoud M. Idris

Professor

Mohamed Abdel Majeed Ewada

Professor

Mohammed A. Al Hussayen

Professor

About:

Mohammed A. Al Hussayen

Professor

Sciences was established within the College of Engi-

Mohammed Abu Elmagd

Professor

neering at King Saud University in the year 1387(H)

Mohammed Abu Elmagd

Professor

(1967). It was the first architecture department in

Nouby M. Abdurrahim

Professor

The Department of Architecture and Building

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the Arabian Gulf

Ossama A. Abdou

Professor

Area. With the establishment of the College of Ar-

Tarik M. Al Soliman

Professor

chitecture and Planning in the year 1984, the De-

Tarik M. Al Soliman

Professor

partment expanded to include building sciences

Farhat K. Tashkandi

Associate Prof.

and technology, and was more able to deal with the

Hatem Galal A. Ibrahim

Associate Prof.

needs of the job market. The Department offers a

Hatem Mohammed El Shafie

Associate Prof.

Bachelor’s Degree, a Master’s Degree and a Ph. D.

Ibrahim Rashed Saad Al Jowair

Associate Prof.

Degree in Architecture and Building Sciences.

Jamal Shafig Ilayan

Associate Prof.

College of Architecture and Planning

Aims:
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Mansour A. Al Jadeed

Associate Prof.

Mohammed Ali Bahobil

Associate Prof.

Mosaid Abdullah Al Sadhan

Associate Prof.

MATH 103
PHYS 105

Mustafa Mohammed Baleela

Associate Prof.

Namir H. I. Heikal

Associate Prof.

Osama Mohammed Al Gohari

Associate Prof.

Saleh Ali Alhathloul

Associate Prof.

Course Code
IC 101

Salman T. N. Al Sedairy

Associate Prof.

ENGL 124

Talal Abdurrahim Al Raddadi

Associate Prof.

Abdel Allah Mahmoud

Assistant Prof.

Abdul Rahman H. Al Harkan

Assistant Prof.

ARCH 140
ARCH 145
ARCH 148
MATH 104

Abdul Rahman A. Al Tassan

Assistant Prof.

Abdullah Saleh Al Hussayen

Assistant Prof.

Abdurrahman M. Al Angari

Assistant Prof.

Ahmed Abdullah Bakarman

Assistant Prof.

Ahmed Omar M. Sayed

Assistant Prof.

Course Code
IC 102

Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

ENGL 125

Faisal Abd Aziz Mazi

Assistant Prof.

Faisal Abdelgader Agabani

Assistant Prof.

Imad eddin Outahbachi

Assistant Prof.

Kamar El Zaman Youseef

Assistant Prof.

ARCH 230
PL 232
PL 235
PL 236

Khaled Mohammed Al Jammaz

Assistant Prof.

Mahmoud Hoseen

Assistant Prof.

Mahmoud Huseen

Assistant Prof.

Mahmoud Qurmosi

Assistant Prof.

M. Abdul Rahman al Omar

Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Mohammed Sherif El Attar

Assistant Prof.

Raeyd M. Al Dakheel

Assistant Prof.

Course Title
Introduction to Islamic Culture
General English for
Architecture Students-2
Basic Design -2
Basic Skills – 2
History of Architecture
General Mathematics-2

Hrs
2

Course Title

Hrs

English for Architecture
Students (ESP)
Architectural Design-1
Research Skills and Statistics

Course Code
ARAB 103
IC 103
PL 240
ARCH 241
ARCH 243
PL 246
PL 248

Course Title
Expository Writing
The Islamic Economic System
First Project
Man and the Built Environment
Building Materials

Hrs
2
2
5
2
2
Site analysis and Landscape Design 3
History of
2

Assistant Prof.

Specialization study levels

Waleed Mohammed Abanomi

Assistant Prof.

Level 5

Yousef M. Fadan

Assistant Prof.

ARCH 336

Level 1
Course Code
ARAB 101
ENGL 123
ARCH 130
ARCH 135

Course Code
ARCH 330
ARCH 331
ARCH 332
ARCH 333
ARCH 335

Study Plan:

Course Title
Language skills
General English for
Architecture Students-1
Basic Design -1
Basic Skills – 1

Hrs
2
3
3
4

2

Level 4

Assistant Prof.

Study Plan:

3
4
2
3

5
2
Introduction to Computer Graphics 3
Principles of Urban Design
3

Waleed Abdul Rahman Kaki

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURE

3

Islam and the construction of Society 2

Rosally Abdel Allah

Programs:

3

Level 3

Ayman Mohamed Al Khatib

M. Said Hamed Al Ghamdi

3

Level 2

Ahmed Saleh Al Yamani

Mohammed Al Shraim

General Mathematics-1
General Physics for
Architecture students

Course Title
Architectural Design-2
Climate and Architecture
Statics and Strength of Materials

Building Construction-1
Computer-Aided
Architectural Design
Theory of Architecture-1

Hrs
5
2
2
3
3
2

Level 6
Course Code
ARCH 340
ARCH 341
ARCH 343
346 ARCH

Course Title
Architectural Design-3
Interior Design
Building Construction-2
Theory of Architecture-2

Hrs
5
2
3
2
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ARCH 349
CE 265
ARCH 999

History of Muslim
Architecture
Sanitary Installations
Structural Ⱦ Analysis
Practical Training

3
2
2
0

Level 9
Course Code

Course Title

Hrs

ARCH 470

Architectural Design-6

5

ARCH 474

Architectural Professional Practice 2

Computer-Aided Concrete
Structure Design
Graduation Project Program

3

Course Code

Course Title

Hrs

484 ARCH

Project Management

2

487 ARCH

Modern Construction
Techniques

2

490 ARCH

Graduation project

6

ARCH 477

Level 7
Course Code
IC 104
ARCH 450
ARCH 452
ARCH 453
CE 378
ME 339

Course Title
Foundations of Islamic
Political System
Architectural Design-4
Housing
Lighting and Acoustics
Design of Reinforced
Concrete Structures
Mechanical Installations

Hrs
2
5
2
3

2

Course Description:

A. Architectural Design Option
Level 8

ARCH 465
ARCH 466

Course Title
Architectural Design-5
Facility Programming
Contracts, Quantities, and
Specifications
Application of Humanities in
Architecture
Form and Structure in
Architecture

Hrs
5
2
2
3
3

Level 9
Course Code
ARCH 470

Course Title
Architectural Design-6

Hrs
5

ARCH 474

Architectural Professional Practice

2

ARCH 475

Contemporary Theories of
Architecture

3

ARCH 480

Graduation Project Program

3

Course Title
Project Management
Vernacular Architecture
Graduation project

Hrs
2
2
6

Level 10
Course Code
ARCH 484
ARCH 485
ARCH 490

B. Building Science Option
Level 8
Course Code

Course Title

ARCH 460
ARCH 462
ARCH 464
ARCH 467
ARCH 468

Architectural Design-5
Facility Programming

Level 10

2

BLOCK OPTIONS

Course Code
ARCH 460
ARCH 462
ARCH 464

ARCH 480

3

Hrs

5
2
Contracts, Quantities, & Specifications 2
Working Drawings
3
Structural Systems in Architecture 3

ARCH 130 Basic Design -1 3 (2 + 2 Studio)
The course comprises two parts; 2-dimensional basic
design and basic design in color, as follows:
Introducing ten Principles of two-dimensional
basic design, popularly used by architects and
planners. Training takes place in both studio and
computer lab. These principles are: repetition,
grid, symmetry, hierarchy, radial, unity, contrast,
centralization, texture, and space.
Review of four principles of basic design in color:
color contrast, color harmony, color compositions
and the spatial effect of color.
ARCH 135 Basic Skills – 1 4 (2 + 4 Studio)
The course is diversified in content, goal and teaching
method, through conventional and digital techniques.
Exercises will vary in complexity from abstract planar
shapes to architectural forms: introducing principles
of scale, ergonomics, and standard dimensions in the
urban environment. The course comprises three major
parts:
Free-hand drawing-I: the importance of this
type of drawing in representation of the urban
environment. This is in the form of studio and field
exercises with specific objectives (not less than two
hours weekly).
Architectural drawing media-I: basic drawing skills:
using drawing instruments, training the student on
precision, and tidiness, through guided exercises
which help the student to learn about the urban
environment.
Projections: training on imagination skills and the
ability to represent 3D objects abstract and on
two-dimensional plane and vise versa. Develop
the student’s understanding of shapes and forms
in scaled drawings.
ARCH 140 Basic Design -2 3 (2 + 2 Studio)
The course comprises two parts: 3-D basic design and
model making as follows:

College of Architecture and Planning
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3D basic design: introducing such principles
as levels and planes of different heights, grids,
prisms, cylinders, repetitions, multi-surface forms;
triangular planes, linear frames and plane frames.
Model making: how to prepare a model, including
base, model forming and finishing, using two and
three-dimensional drawings.

178

ARCH 145 Basic Skills – 2 4(2 + 4 Studio)
The course is diversified in content, goal and
teaching methods, through conventional and digital skills and techniques. Exercises in progression
from abstract shapes to architectural forms. The
course comprises three main parts:
Free-hand drawing-II: Complementing of the
material taught in Arch 135 to develop the
student’s expressive and design abilities working
from nature and form urban forms (not less than
two hours weekly).
Architectural drawing media-II: training on
perspective drawing techniques (types, variable
and choosing angles of vision) and its use as a
design tool.
Training on urban and architectural expression
(shadow, photograph, of urban form rendering in
color) in order that the student can express design
ideas in an appropriate manner.
ARCH 148 History of Architecture 2 (2 + 0)
The influence of human and environmental factors on:
Prehistoric architecture.
Ancient architecture, (Egyptian; Mesopotamia;
Persian, Greek, Roman, and Byzentine).
Medieval architecture (Romanesque and Gothic).
The Renaissance
The Industrial and Modern age.
ARCH 230 Architectural Design-1 5 (0 + 10 Studio)
The course concentrates on the formulation of the concept of architectural design and the development of
student’s expressive skills and the relation of form to
function. This is achieved through step-by-step study
of design considerations and their application on simple projects, as follows:
Three projects on small residences (Studio, Chalet
and Villa).
Two short exercises.
Model making for the above projects.
Presentation of reports and drawings analyzing the
architectural program for each project.
ARCH 241 Man and the Built Environment 2 (2 + 0)
Introduction to human behavior and its relation to the
environment. Study of basic theories related to human
behavior. Human needs and considerations related to
the cultural and social concepts. Practical application
of theories. Formulating architectural/urban programs
on the bases of behavioral programs prepared for a
sample urban environment.
ARCH 243 Building Materials 2 (2 + 0)

A brief analysis of primary and secondary groups of
building materials, their properties, products and use
and application in building construction. The materials
include: stone, ceramics, red bricks and blocks, gypsum cement and mortars, concretes of different types,
metals, glass, fiber-reinforced materials, bituminous
products, plastics, rubber, and water-proofing sealants. Study of simple constructions: load-bearing walls,
openings formation and roofs. The course includes
practical exercises and reports on fieldwork.
ARCH 330 Architectural Design-2 5 (0 + 10 Studio)
The course aims at relating the building to its surrounding natural and man-made environment. This is
achieved by a through investigation of the sites impact
on the evolving design, and the study of the various
environmental elements on the architectural form and
its internal spaces. The course addresses the philosophy behind the conceptual design ideas, as well as the
development of the students’ presentation skills. The
course proceeds through the following stages:
A study of projects of administrative or religious
facilities.
At least two or three projects.
Two sketch designs on specific design problems.
Students are encouraged to use manual drafting
and rendering techniques.
ARCH 331 Climate and Architecture 2 (2 + 0)
The course provides a review of the theoretical and
practical aspects of the relationship between climate
and architecture, concentrating on the climatic elements
which affect, and interact with human activities and the
building. The human body and the ambient environment, thermal comfort requirements. Building interaction with the surrounding environment and the means
of protection from direct solar radiation. The provision
of natural ventilation. Thermal insulation requirements.
Climatic design and introduction to computer software
in the field of climate and architecture. The course is
considered as an introduction to sustainable architecture and mechanical installations courses.
ARCH 332 Statics and Strength of Material 2 (1 + 2)
Statics: Vector analysis of forces and moments, equilibrium of coplanar force systems, determination of
centroids and moments of inertia and other elasticity
constants and laws of friction.
Strength of materials: Axial stress and strain, bending
and shear stresses in beams, stress strain relations and
Hooke’s law. Torsion, elasticity curves, and deflection
of beams.
ARCH 333 Building Construction-1 3 (2 + 2 Studio)
Introduction to various building systems and primary
building elements. Classification and description of
building systems.
Detailed study of skeletal, framed structures, roofs,
floors, space structures, foundations and working
joints.
Detailed study of vertical circulation elements: stairs
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and ramps.
Practical exercises in building construction and preparation of drawings and field study reports.

partitions, ceilings, and types of floor finish. Openings,
doors and windows, types, functional requirements
and assembly details.

ARCH 335 Computer-Aided Architectural Design
3 (2 + 2 Studio)
Lectures and practical application on using computers
in the preparation, development, and analysis of design
models and solving design problems.
Study of current and future trends of computer technologies and digital applications in the field of design
through the study of advantages, drawbacks and ethics
of computer-aided design. Concepts and techniques of
digital design models (preparation and representation
of architectural projects):

ARCH 346 Theory of Architecture-2 2 (2 + 0)
Architectural thought in classical Renaissance, industrial
revolution, and the first and second halves of the twentieth century.

ARCH 336 Theory of Architecture-1 2 (2 + 0)
The concept of theories of architecture, their types and
relation to architectural design.
Function in buildings, human activities and their spatial
requirements; building types.
Durability of buildings, building materials, methods of
construction and their impact on architectural thought.
Aesthetics in architecture, elements and means of architectural composition, terminology of architectural
composition, and buildings external forms.
ARCH 340 Architectural Design-3 5 (0 + 10 Studio)
Study of projects related to public or private sector
multifunctional and mixed use facilities. Study of the
impact of modern architectural movements on contemporary local trends. Application of theory in developing a detailed program for a mixed use project, interior
and exterior design alternative proposals and analysis
of concepts of architectural design methodology. Undertaking one or two projects during the semester. A
minimum of two design quizzes to develop and test
student’s ability to formulate design solutions. Encourage students to use computer programs to arrive at
outstanding solutions and present them. Encourage students to continue using conventional means of drawings and study models.
ARCH 341 Interior Design 2 (2 + 10)
Historical background of interior design, the ancient,
classic, and contemporary styles.
Study of spatial arrangements, circulation patterns. Finishing materials for floors, walls and roofs. Selection
of furniture and window treatment. Comprehensive
design for some selected spaces such as living rooms,
bedrooms, kitchens and offices.
ARCH 343 Building Construction-2 3 (2 + 2 Studio)
Secondary elements and components of buildings, their
properties; the materials used and assembly and fixing
procedures. Types of surface finish, thermal insulation,
damp-proofing, and rainwater drainage. External facing and cladding with stone, pre-castconcrete panels,
and types of curtain walls. Types and properties of

ARCH 349 Sanitary Installations 2 (2 + 0)
Water supply, hot and cold water storage and installations. Sanitary appliances, design of sanitary facilities
and units layout. Drain pipes systems and installations
details. Rain and surface water drainage and underground foul drainage systems. Sewage disposal systems
in remote areas.
ARCH 450 Architectural Design-4 5 (0 + 10 Studio)
Study of building complex projects dealing with nonconventional cultural, social and symbolic issues and attempting to link them to urban tissue (public facilities of
multifunctional nature). At least two projects and two
design quizzes to be undertaken. Analysis of precedent
case-studies. Encourage students to use acquired skills
(sketches, preliminary drawings and study models). Use
of CAD for final presentation of projects.
ARCH 452 Housing 2 (2 + 0)
Introduction and definition of housing (historical background). Main aspects and factors that influence housing. Alternative applications of urban housing. Evaluation of housing projects. Local and international policies
and strategies of housing. Students will be introduced
to the following:
The role of housing in promoting the urban
environment.
Negative economic and social outcomes of housing
problems and the factors leading to them.
Rationalization of cost of housing projects while
providing for the needs and public utilities.
ARCH 453 Lighting and Acoustics 3 (3 + 0)
Study of the principles and requirements of visual and
acoustic comfort. Basic terminology and measuring units
of lighting and acoustics. Methods of design of lighting
and acoustic systems (Lumen method, point by point
method). Room acoustics, sound insulation, and mechanical vibrations. Day lighting, Strategies in design.
ARCH 460 Architectural Design-5 5 (Studio 10 +0)

College of Architecture and Planning

Use of digital models in architectural projects
Rendering and presentation of digital models.
Analysis and evaluation of models.

ARCH 348 History of Muslim Architecture 3 (3 + 0)
Introducing the student to terminology of Muslims Architecture. The course covers the following Islamic eras
and geographical regions: the Honorable Prophet’s era,
the Khalifs eras, the Umayyad, Abbasids, Ayyubids,
Saljuqs eras; Persian, Ottoman, and Indian sub-continent. Also covering contemporary trends in Muslim
Architecture.
Study of some Sharia textual sources to understand the
concepts of Muslims Architecture.
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Comprehensive design of large scale building, considering the integration of the various engineering systems.
Design quizzes are used as means of incorporating engineering systems, i.e. by defining the appropriate systems selected and their application in the architectural
design. Evaluation of student final design will be on
basis of the successful the integration of engineering
systems in the architectural design.

College of Architecture and Planning

ARCH 462 Facility Programming 2 (2 + 0)
Historical review of the development of facility programming and its importance. Analysis of users’ requirements, and methods of transforming such requirements
into detailed activity functional programs. Transformation of the functional and activity programs into spatial
programs and requirements, both quantitatively and
qualitatively within physical limitation and design constraints of the project. Socio-cultural, economic, technological and environmental factors influencing the
project are considered.
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ARCH 464 Contracts, Quantities, and Specifications 2 (1 + 2 Studio)
Introduction to the government procurement system as
a factor in contracting. Study and evaluation of contract
documents drawings, bills of quantities, specifications
and format of contract. Study of types of contracts.
Study of building specifications and constituent clauses
with emphasis on the Saudi specification set by the
Ministry of Public Works and Housing. Study of the different methods of quantities calculations and design of
bill of quantities tables. Computer applications relating
quantities, specifications and cost to architectural drawings.
ARCH 470 Architectural Design-6 5 (0 + 10 Studio)
Design of an urban project within an existing or proposed urban context with emphasis on scale, masses,
spaces, urban tissue and pattern, identity and urban
expression. Use of CAD technologies in the production
and final presentation of the project.
ARCH 474 Architectural Professional Practice 2 (2+0)
Professional Practice in Saudi Arabia. Rules and procedure of acquiring license to set up an practice. Rules
and regulations of registration at related governmental
departments and municipalities to commence practice.
Basic and additional architectural services delivered to
clients. Application of successful concepts in management of good architectural professional practice.
ARCH 480 Graduation Project Program 3 (2+2 Studio)
Methodology adopted is based on theoretical research
coupled with analysis of urban and architectural aspects. Five overlapping steps are required for the implementation:
Selection of project and formation of preliminary
concept.
Data collection to define building type and context
in more details.
Determination of the functional, spatial

requirements and sizes of the different spaces.
Determine critical issues affecting the design
program.
Establish guidelines for design criteria.
ARCH 484 Project Management 2 (1+2 Studio)
Review of the development of project management
through history. Stages of management of architectural
projects. Starting the project and the process of planning. Elements of the organization and control of projects. Information systems and use of computer.
ARCH 490 Graduation project
6 (0+12 Studio)
Definition of the design problem, (the project). Concept formation and alternative design concepts. Preparation and development of the preliminary design.
Development of design incorporating the concepts of
engineering systems used. Preparation of the volumetric configurations of the masses and interior spaces of
the project. Writing a brief design report. Finalization
and presentation to the final Jury panel for evaluation.
BLOCK OPTIONS
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN OPTION
ARCH 465 Application of Humanities in Architecture 3(3+0)
Study of different patterns of human behavior and
needs. Review of some architectural environments and
their impact on human behavior. Review of some of the
theories explaining human behavioral patterns in the
built environment. Field work studies.
ARCH 466 Form and Structure in Architecture 3 (3+0)
Review of the main structural systems of building and
relationship to space and form from prehistoric times
till present. Emphasis on the development of architectural form in the 20th and early 21st century. Development of structural form to fit architectural expression.
Adaptation of structure to building mass, interior space
and context. Integration of the structural systems with
other THE engineering systems used in the building.
ARCH 475 Contemporary Theories of Architecture 3(3+0)
Introduction and review of the various theories of architecture, within the prevailing frames of thought in
the world. Introduction to the descriptive and predictive models to fully understand the evolving theories
of architecture and the mechanism of change of the
architectural orientations and their related theories.
Theoretical studies of the contemporary architecture
of the world and Arab towns with special reference to
application on Saudi Towns.
ARCH 485 Vernacular Architecture 2(2 + 0)
Impact of the social, cultural, environmental and technological factors on vernacular architecture in Saudi
Arabia, with emphasis on regional variations within the
Kingdom.
BUILDING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY OPTION
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ARCH 468 Structural Systems in Architecture 3 (3+0)
Introduction defining, structures and its impact on
building form. Criteria for selecting the appropriate
structural system to fit architectural design. Simplified
analysis of the structural behavior of the following large
span systems: cables, tents, arches, shells, folded plates,
2D and 3D grid structures and tall buildings. Materials
and methods of construction.
ARCH 477 Computer-Aided Concrete Structure
Design 3(3+0)
Continuation to CE 378. (Reinforced Concrete Structures
1). Analysis and design of continuous beams. Analysis
and design of eccentrically loaded columns. Analysis
and design of rectangular and combined footings using
ACI Code. Computer application. Project: Structural
design of a building.
ARCH 487 Modern Construction Techniques 2 (2+0)
Introduction and analysis of the main techniques of
construction systems. Classification and review of contemporary methods of subtracting, adding and forming used in manufacture of building components. Study
of the major building production trends with regard
to the various production techniques such as: system
building, components and modular approach and unconventional cast-in situ techniques.
COURSES OFFERED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF URBAN PLANNING
PL 232 Research Skills and Statistics 2 (2+0)
Concepts and principles of scientific research and its
use in planning and design studies. Introduction to the
primary planning resources, such as means of sample selection and questionnaire and interview design. Analysis and presentation of results in tables and graphs, and
steps of scientific report and urban research writing.
PL 235 Introduction to Computer Graphics 3 (2+2
Studio)
Students learn to use a diverse array of tools, such as
CAD applications, photo editing, word processing, and
multimedia applications. Knowledge and practical skills
to use this diverse array of tools in order to aid the students in preparing and presenting their work throughout their academic and professional careers.
PL 236 Principles of Urban Design
3 (3 + 0)
Review and study of the different stages of urban design process: program, site analysis, generation of con-

cepts and their sources, study of the descriptive design
methods and principles of aesthetics in urban design.
Introduction to the systematic stages of urban design
process and related theories. Planning methodologies
and problem solving techniques, site analysis, urban
programming development of urban design concepts,
engineering services systems and the final presentation
of these concepts.
PL 240 First Project 5 (0 + 10 Studio)
The project aims to introduce the student to the basic
principles of the planning process. Student is trained
to read maps and deduce relevant information, documentation of field work surveys and other visual and
climatic data. Methods and basic techniques of data
analyses, interpretation of results leading to appropriate solutions. Field trips and site visits are undertaken
to relevant sites.
PL 246 Site analysis and Landscape Design 3 (3 + 0)
Review of landscape theory and its basic five elements:
physical, and social studies, scientific and analytical
methods dealing with the subject, available techniques
and adopted values. Emphasis on principles and techniques of prevailing concepts with reference to the local environment and the balance between man and his
ecological context. Develop student cognition of the
features of natural and man-made environments. Site
characteristics and analysis of factors influencing site
identity. Training on collection of data from primary
sources.
PL 248 History of 2 (2 + 0)
Study of the world experience on the development of
social, physical and cultural characteristics which led
to the rise of cities and urban form. Reference to history method for analyzing urban variables. Study of the
physical, social, economic and political factors influencing urban development. The growth of cities and human settlements through history, with special reference
to the urban history of Islamic cities.
COURSES OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
CE 265 Structural ȾAnalysis 2 (1+ 2)
Analytical and graphical methods of structural analysis
for statically determinate beams, trusses, arches, tensile
and frame structures. Analysis of axial forces, shear and
bending moments of simple structures. Introduction to
statically indeterminate structures.
CE 378 Design of Reinforced Concrete Structures 2 (1+ 2)
Introduction to the technologies used in concrete production, constituents, properties, quality control, and
behavior of structural elements under loading. Analysis
and design of simple and continuous beams according
to ACI Code. Design of one-way and two-way loaded
slabs. Analysis and design of axially loaded short columns, and square footing foundation.

College of Architecture and Planning

ARCH 467 Working Drawings3 (3+0)
Introduction to working drawings compared to other
types of architectural drawings. Use of coding, dimensioning, scale, referencing, symbols, graphics and titles.
Arrangement of set of drawings. Application exercise:
full set of working drawing for a simple building. Finishing and Openings schedules, details of components
assembly, integration of structural, electro-mechanical
and sanitary systems are produced.
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ME 339 Mechanical Installations 2 (2 + 0)
Continuation to Arch 331 “Climate and Architecture”,
this course focuses on the application aspects of mechanical installations. An introduction to air conditioning, systems, mechanical cooling systems, unitary systems, window unit, split unit, packaged self-contained
units and central system. Air distribution systems, psychometric charts. Evaporative coolers. Calculation of air
conditioning load in buildings. Vertical transportation
systems in buildings: selection of elevators, escalators.
Introduction to fire protection systems in buildings.

College of Architecture and Planning

COURSES OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
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PHS 105 General Physics for Architecture students 3 (2+2)
Mechanics: Scalars and vectors, speed, velocity and acceleration, free fall motion in a vertical plane, Newton’s
laws of motion. Properties of matter: Density, elasticity,
Young’s modulus, shear and bulk modulli, Fluid pressure, and fluid flow. Wave motion and sound: Waves,
resonance, sound, interference of waves, sound intensity. Light: Reflection, refraction, illumination, image formation, the lens equation, magnification, the telescope,
spherical mirrors. Heat: Temperature, thermal expansion, Boyle’s and Charles’ laws, Ideal gas law, Internal
energy and heat, specific heat capacity, heat conduction, convection and radiation. Electricity: Couloumb’s
Law, electric field, potential difference, electric current,
Ohm’s law, determining wire size, electric power, resistors in series and parallel, ammeters, voltmeters and
ohmmeters, A.C circuits.
MATH 103 General Mathematics-1 (3+0)
Inequalities, functions, limits and continuity. Differentiability, Differentiation techniques. Trigonometric,
inverse trigonometric, logarithmic and exponential
functions. Applications of differentiation: curve tracing, rates of change, maxima and minima. The course
includes an additional one hour tutorial.
MATH 104 General Mathematics-2 (3+0)
Conic section. Polar coordinates. Anti-derivatives,
indefinite integral. Definite integral and its properties, simple methods of integration (substitution, by
parts). Applications of the definite integral, Integration of exponential, logarithmic and hyperbolic
functions. Integration techniques. First order differential equations. Cramer’s rule for solving systems
of linear equations. Three dimensional coordinates,
quadric surfaces, partial differentiation. The course
includes an additional one hour tutorial
COURSES OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE OF LINQUISTICS AND TRANSLATION
ENGL 123 General English for Architecture Students-1 3(2+2)
This is a beginner level general English course designed to motivate and involve students in effective learning. The course provides students with
extensive, systematic and well-integrated practice

in the productive and receptive skills necessary
for successful communication in both oral and written forms of the language. The course embodies a
multi-syllabus approach and wide variety of presentation methodology. Emphasis on systematic learning of grammar and vocabulary is balanced with
development of linguistic sub-skills. The course ensures coverage of common, useful language related
to topics of general interest with which students
should be familiar. Particular emphasis is placed on
reading, with texts on factual topics, reflecting authentic types and styles of writing. These texts allow
students to develop sub-skills such as reading for
gist or for specific information, and present new vocabulary, in a meaningful context. Upon completion
of the course students should be reasonably proficient in reading, writing, speaking and listening.
ENG 124 General English for Architecture Students-2 3(2+2)
This is a pre-intermediate level general English course
that assumes the students have successfully completed
123, an elementary English course. It builds on and
strengthens the language skills acquired in 123 and
prepares students for the study of scientific and technological subjects in English. The course promotes
complete motivation through interesting situations and
challenging language activities. In this course aspects
of language use common to all scientific and technical
disciplines are presented. Students are provided with a
framework within which they will rapidly develop reading and listening comprehension skills, and the course
provides a sound basis for the following ESP course.
ENG 125 English for Architecture Students (ESP) 2(2+0)
English 125 is an ESP (English for Special Purposes)
course for students of Architecture. It provides a
comprehensive review of the grammatical and lexical items previously taught in English 123 and 124
while exposing students to more extensive reading,
writing and listening activities. The material used is
designed to be stimulating and challenging, and directly related to the academic needs of the students.
Their knowledge of technical English and writing is
expanded through various kinds of productive and
receptive activities and revision exercises.
In addition to the chore text, a set of supplementary
readings is included in the course. They are technical and scientific in content, and relevant to the
students’ field of study and professional life.
By the end of this course, the students will have
extended their knowledge of the vocabulary and
terminology in the field of architecture, and the
grammatical structures used in technical and academic English. Students will be able to read and
comprehend a wide variety of technical texts, and
analyze the system of language in use in these texts.
Students are encouraged to participate in discussions so as to increase their ability to handle information found in real academic discourse and follow
lectures given in English.
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Mission:
Our mission is to provide the highest level of urban
planning and design education, supply distinguished
services to society, and actively participate in developing the profession of urban planning and design, by attracting excellent students, developing academic programs, adopting modern techniques, and expanding
the scope of scientific research and consultation.

Aims:

To teach students the essential scientific
principles, analytical abilities, and technical
skills needed in the study of national,
regional, and local planning issues to upgrade
the performance and efficiency of the built
environment.

Vision:
Our Vision in the Urban Planning and Design Department is to achieve the leading position and excellence in teaching and in scientific research during the
next five years in addition to expanding the intake capacity and the programs of the department, and to succeed in implementing the criteria of total quality in the
department’s management and in the various academic
activities.

About:
The Department of Urban Planning was established
by a royal decree (No. 2061/7/m on 30/2/1404 H.)
within the College of Architecture and Planning in 1404
H. It is one of only four such departments in the whole
kingdom. Knowing the chief role of the urban planner
in the development of cities and regions and in organizing the process of urbanization in them, the need for
graduates that are well qualified in tackling the issues

of urban development and in planning the expansion
or in the creation of new settlements is high indeed.
The department, therefore, aims to meet the needs of
the society by providing highly qualified planners that
could lead the urban planning processes and ensure a
proper and a steady development in that regard.

Landmarks:
 Computer Labs
 Transportation Lab
 Photography Lab

Degrees:
 Bachelor
 Master

Faculty Members:
Faculty Members

Rank

Chales Chogull
Faisal Abdelaziz Al Mubarak
Hazem Mohammed Ewais
Khalid Skait Al Skait
Mahmood Mohamed Ghaith
Omar Salem BaHammam
Osama Saad Khalil Ibrahim
Esam Al Din Mohamed A. Osman
Mezyad Mashhour Alterkawi
Mohamed Abdallah Al Nowaiser
Mohamed Abdelaziz Abdelhamid
Mossaed Abdullah Al Mosaind
Saleh A. Al Fouzan
Abdulaziz J. Aldegheishem
Abdulaziz Mahdi Abu Sulaiman
Abdulaziz Nasser M. Aldusari
Abdulelah M. Al Mayouf
Abdullah A. Al Khayyal
Ahmed Abdelkarim Al Olet
Ahmed Mohamed Al Saif
Atef Ali Nusair Assistant
Hassan Abdelfattah Garee

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

College of Architecture and Planning

 To qualify students to practice the profession of
urban planning and design in a very efficient way
with both governmental and private sectors.
 To Train students to formulate planning policies
and programs that fulfil the process of establishing
good urban environment that respects the
character of desert environments, and the values
of Arab and Islamic society.
 To develop the various professional skills that are
needed for the urban planning and design projects
such as the use of computer and techniques of
information systems, and for coping with the
recent evolution in urban planning and design in
both theory and practice.
 Participate in supplying the specialized
consultations and necessary expertise needed in
the organizations that deal with urban planning
and design issues.
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Ibrahim Mohamed Ballouz
Khaled Abderahman Al Ohaly
Mohsen Salah Eldin Youssef
Nasser Mohamed Abu Anzeh
Sameer Al Wattar
Sami A. Al Dubikhi
Sami M. Cheikh Dib
Tahar Abdelhamid Ledraa
Waleed Kassab Al Hameedy
Yosuf Mohamed Al Bagory
Ziad A. Alameddine

Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant

Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.

Programs:
B.Sc. in Urban Planning
First Program:
B.Sc. in Urban Planning

Study Plan:

College of Architecture and Planning

First: University Requirements
Course Code
ARAB 101
ARAB 103
IC 101
IC 102
IC 103
IC 104
ENG 123

Hrs
2
2
2
2
2
2

General English for Architecture
3
& Planning Students (1)

Second: College Requirements
Course Code
ARC 130
ARC 135
ARC 140
ARC 145
ARC 148
ARC 230
ARC 241
ARC 243
PL 232
PL 235
PL 236
PL 240
PL 246
PL 248
ENG 124
ENG 125

Course Title
Basic Design (1)
Basic Skills (1)
Basic Design (2)
Basic Skills (2)
History of Architecture
Architectural Design (1)
Man & Built Environment
Building Materials
Research Skills & Statistics
Introduction to CAD
Introduction to Urban Design
Project (1)
Landscape Architecture
History of Urban Development

General English for Architecture
3
& Planning students (2)
Especial English for Architecture
2
& Planning Students
General Physics for Architecture
3
& Planning students

3
3

Requirements
Course Code
PL 250
PL 251
PL 252
PL 253
PL 260
PL 262
PL 265
PL 266
PL 267
PL 350
PL 351
PL 352
PL 353
PL 354
PL 360
PL 361
PL 362
PL 363
PL 451
PL 467

PL 999
Hrs
3
4
3
4
2
5
2
2
2
3
3
5
3
2

General Mathematics (1)
General Mathematics (2)

Third: The Urban Planning Department

SE 251

PHYS 105
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Course Title
Arabic Language Skills
Arabic Writing Composition
Introduction to Islamic Culture
Role of Islam in the Construction
of Society
The Islamic Economic System
Fundamentals of Islamic
Political System

MATH 103
MATH 104

Course Title
Project (2)
Urban Land Use
Community Planning
Land Subdivisions
Project (3)
Infrastructure Planning
Urban Codes & Regulations

Hrs
5
3
3
3
5
3
3
Introduction to Urban Transportation 3
Urban Information Systems (1) 2
Project (4)
5
Site Planning & Design
3
Research Methods & Planning
3
Techniques
Urban Renewal
3
Urban Information Systems (2) 3
Project (5)
5
Planning Theory
3
Management & Professional Practice 3
Urbanization & Housing
3
Graduation Project Programme 3
Environmental Impact Analysis 3
Surveying for Non-Engineering
2
Students
Summer Training
-

Four: Specialization Tracks Courses

1. Urban Planning Track
Course Code

Course Title

Hrs

PL 450

Project (6)

5

PL 452

Urban Land Use &
Transportation Planning

3

PL 453

Regional Planning

3

PL 460

Graduation Project

5

PL 462

Urban Economics & Real
Estate Investment

3

2. Urban Planning Track
Course Code
PL 455
PL 456
PL 457
PL 465
PL 466

Course Title
Project (6)
Urban Design Process
Theories & Principles of
Urban Design
Graduation Project
Urban Formation

Hrs
5
3
3
5
3
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PL232 Research Skills & Statistics 2
The course includes concepts and basics of scientific research, and how to utilize it in planning studies.
Knowledge of primary planning data bases, sampling,
preparation of questionnaires and interviews. Data processing and organizing in the form of tables and graphs.
In addition to the knowledge of writing technical reports and planning researches.
235 Introductions to Computer Drawing 2+2Studio
In this course, the student gains knowledge of the use
of computer aided design technology. This is mainly
achieved through teaching the student the advanced
potentials of various programs, mainly AutoCAD 2006,
in preparing accurate and high quality architectural and
planning drawings. In addition, the course focuses on
training the student other related programs, such as
Photoshop and Power Point that enable him to present
his ideas and concept in a professional manner.
Pl 236 Principles of Urban Design 3
Introduction to the methods and process of Urban
Design, In addition to the theories, problem solving related to site analysis, urban programming, urban and
geometric concepts, and how to represent urban design projects.
PL240 First Project Basic Skills of Planning
0+10Studio
The project aims at defining basic skills of urban planning to the student, and the training on planning methodology, and the importance of different stages in
planning process. The student also would be trained on
how to read and use maps and gather data and information from different kinds of maps. He also learns how
to gather planning data from field and documentaries.
The course Includes different kinds of field survey, data
analysis, drawing conclusions, deriving solutions, and
how to digitally present the project.
Pre Requisite: Arch240
PL246 Site Analysis and landscape 3
Explores the concept of landscape architecture through
its major five pillars or dimensions: natural and social
dimension, analytical methods, techniques and values
of the field. The course concentrates on local environment and its conditions, and the role of landscape
architecture and its relation with other fields. Among
the different topics on the course the student gather

a good scientific knowledge concerning the impact of
landscape architecture on both the natural and men
made environment: Including methods of site analysis,
and characteristics and functions of loci, and its impact
on the landscape design process.
Pre Requisite: PL236
PL248 History of Urbanism 2
The study of international experiments in the birth and
growth of cities, and the different natural, social, and
cultural characteristics that contributed the urban heritage. And the study of spatial, economic, and political
factors that influenced urban evolution the history of
settlements from pre history up to the 20th century,
with a special emphasis on the history of the Islamic cities.
PL 250 Projects (2): Introduction to Site Analysis
and Design 10 Studios
The studio puts an emphasis on how to deal with the
natural components within a site like the contour lines,
rainwater drainage, ponds, soil types, climatic influences, environmental influences, etc. It shows students the
techniques and methods to site design and planning using these components to serve human needs and space
composition.
Pre-requisite: PL 240
PL 251 Urban Land Use
3
The course focuses on the importance of land use analysis in urban planning. It introduces the student to the
categories of land uses, their types, sizes, ratios, distributions and relationships. It shows how to use of this
information in his plans and how land use is affected by
socioeconomic forces, public interest. Some estimates
of land use areas according to population increase and
economic growth will also be dealt with.
PL 252 Community Planning 3
The course introduces students to the history of residential neighbourhood planning and design. It shows
them the skills to develop a spatial residential program
together with the codes, regulations and policies appropriate to residential districts. Students will have to
develop residential subdivisions taking into account
the factors that affect them whether they be natural,
social, economic, aesthetic or administrative, etc. They
will also be introduced to graphic design and how to
use the tools required how to describe geometric solids through projections in 2 & 3 dimensions.
PL 253 Land Subdivisions 3

College of Architecture and Planning

Course Description:
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The course introduces types, objectives and problems
of subdivisions whether they are residential, industrial,
agricultural, or of subdivision plans, its procedures and
its newer trends. It goes through contemporary methods of subdivisions and the factors that determine land
use and zoning distribution. The course deals also with
the economic, administrative, social and environmental
problems that underlie contemporary methods of land
subdivision (residential neighbourhood problems, privacy concerns, high costs of development, etc.)
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PL 260 Project (3): Residential Neighbourhood
planning and design 10 Studio
The studio places emphasis on teaching the student
the different stages in the planning process as related
to residential land subdivisions and neighbourhood
design. It introduces him to the analysis of all factors
affecting regulations, decisions, strategies and policies
of residential districts so as to come up with planning
ideas, evaluate them and make alternative subdivision
proposals.
Pre-requisite: PL 250
PL 262 Infrastructure planning 3
The course introduces students to planning principles
of infrastructure and how to calculate its carrying capacity. It also teaches them how to decide where it should
be located and how it should be run efficiently within a
broader concept of comprehensive development and
how it affects the future pattern of development of a
city. The necessary regulations infrastructure should
follow and its impact on land uses, urban and population density and road networks. It goes through the systems and types of infrastructure like water, electricity,
telephone, drainage and sanitation and discusses its environmental impacts. The course deals also with the of
government agencies responsible for the management,
running and maintenance of such infrastructures. The
application of geographic information systems (GIS) to
infrastructure educational. It shows models and applications.
PL 265 Urban Codes & Regulations 3
The course introduces students to the history and objectives of urban regulations and codes, and the factors
that affect them. It deals also with the Islamic urban legislative measures. It goes through the social, economic,
security, health, environmental and aesthetic principles.
The national, regional and local administrative and
functional framework of these codes will also be introduced. The notion of rigid and flexible regulations will
be part of the course. Codes and regulations for residential, commercial, city centre, and special uses consti-

tute important chapters. Issues of execution, variations,
and monitoring, public participation in code application are also taught in this course.
PL 266 Introductions to Urban Transportation 3
The course introduces students to the field and issues
of transport planning and its role in urban, regional and
national planning. It teaches the transportation and
street networks in the city, its hierarchy and its characteristics. It estimates its carrying capacity and goes
through the intersection types and speed on different
roads. Street movements and daily commuting and passenger density will be main chapters in the course. Planning and design of transportation services and stops
are to be dealt with. Public transport and urban circulation types together with pedestrian movement, traffic
accidents and its relationship with town planning will
also be part of this course.
PL 267 Urban Information Systems (1) 3
The course introduces students to the principles of
Geographic Information Systems and the techniques
necessary to introduce the data, run, manipulate and
manage it. It also teaches them how to perform the
different applications on GIS. It focuses on mapping,
digitizing, classifying data and relating it to each other.
Many exercises will be used to grasp the various applications of GIS.
Pre-requisite: PL 235
PL 350 Project4-Urban Renewal 10 Studios
This course aims at reinstating the function of an urban
centre including the social economic and behavioural
aspects. This studio undertakes various surveying methods to evaluate the urban centre and to determine the
direct and indirect causes of the emergence of its deterioration. In addition, this course deals with the methods of determining the future function of the urban
centre and the means to reinstate the identity of the
original inhabitants or to attract new users that would
respond to their needs. The course also illustrates the
intervention methods in regulating the centre in administrative and legalization sense to make sure that urban
centres would never depleted once again.
Prerequisite: 260 PL
PL 351 Site Design and Analysis 3
The student learns the process of site analysis that includes topography, site’s natural characteristics, natural
views, climate, soil, man-made features, as well as the
use and the utilization of existing environmental resources and their relationship with the pattern of activities of the inhabitants of desert areas. In addition,
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PL 352 Research Methods and Planning Techniques 3
In this course, the student is exposed to multiplicity of
subjects that are related to developing student’s skills
of scientific research. The course focuses on presenting
the concepts and principles of scientific research and
the methods of benefiting from its results in designing
planning studies, surveys and experiments. The student
is introduced to the diversity of sources of planning information, i.e. primary information, methods of selecting samples, the basis of establishing and wording of
questionnaire, process of interviewing, scientific observations, as well as secondary information and methods
of determining and obtaining of such information from
books, circulations, newspapers, and governmental institutions. This course can be summarized by introducing
the student to the various phases and the constituents of
writing technical research and reports. In addition, it focuses on presenting the basic stages of land use planning
procedures, which includes the determination of information type and its accumulation, preliminary analysis,
models and their application, plan design, and evaluation. In order for the student to learn such procedures,
he must learn the accompanied methods of each procedure. The course concentrates on the application of such
methods and techniques through the diversity of analysis
of principal subjects, such as, population, employment,
housing, marketing, as well as the comparison between
projects, and the critical path method. This is achieved
through the application of specially tailored exercises of
each of the methods and techniques.
Prerequisite: PL 232
PL 353 Urban Renewal Credits 3
The course deals with the concepts of urban renewal
and their types such as removal, reconstruction, restoration, conservation, and rehabilitation. It also deals
with the economic theory of redevelopment as well as
the historic, political, social, cultural, administrative and
technical aspects. In addition, the course discusses the
various phases of renewal methods applied in different countries including the methods of surveying and
analysis and the relationship with the size of projects
and the role of governmental institutions, investors,
property owners, municipalities, local people, and the
representatives of different concerned parties in the

process of urban renewal.
PL 354 Geographic Information Systems (2) 2+2 Studio
This course is supplementary to Geographic Information Systems (1) course. It focuses on teaching the student advanced skills to urban information systems that
includes updating location information, developing descriptive data and carrying out spatial analysis according to diversity of hypotheses and scenarios. This aims
at improving the quality of planning decisions and concluding frequent urban planning spatial analysis that
can be used in planning studies. This course requires
from students to prepare practical exercises through
applying the previously mentioned concepts in particular projects aiming at strengthening ideas and their
explanation that intensify the student’s understanding
of such processes.
Prerequisite: PL267
PL 360 Project5: New City Planning 0+10 Studio
This studio focuses on the preparation of a structure
plan for a city through the introduction of the students
to matters such as the role of the new city and its relationship with its regional (local) framework. In addition, it introduces the concept of structure plan and its
phases, the issues of spatial analysis, the distribution of
land uses within the city and the building of planning
alternatives in order to formulate a conceptual framework.
PL 361 Planning Theories 3
The student is introduced to the scopes of urban planning and its various specializations, including the physical, economic, social and geometrical aspects. Through
the historical and applied visions, the student is also
introduced to the basic theories of urban planning and
regulation of urban environment such as the evolution
of the science of city planning, its principal objectives
and the role of these objectives in shaping a healthy,
balanced and sustainable urban environment. This
course encompasses the previous, current and future
roles of the community planning and the opportunities
that contribute to enhancing the different levels of urban development including the national, regional and
local levels. It also looks at the extents of relationships
of such roles with the employment opportunities of the
department’s graduates.
PL 362 Administering and Practicing Planning Profession 3
This course covers the administrative and planning
structures in the Kingdom. In addition, it presents the
role of various governmental sectors in administering
planning and its regulations at the national, regional and
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the course discusses the study of the impact of natural
features from water resources, topography, soil, and
vegetation on planning and urban design. In addition,
it deals with the study of land use, traffic regulations,
open spaces, densities, building blocks, outdoor furniture, and spatial dimensions in accordance with the
influence of desert environment.
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local levels. In addition, it manages the private sector’s
projects and the principles and administrative regulations of regional and local structure planning stages and
their national frameworks. The course concentrates on
clarifying the administrative and functional structures
of Saudi Arabia and municipalities as well as other governmental institutions of international cities. The course
also discusses the guidelines of determining priorities,
the budget structure of administering planning and the
role of regional council in the decision-making of the local and regional planning and its relationship with other
levels. Also, this course includes explanation of the theories and models of administering and applying international planning regulations as well as the Islamic laws
and legislations in administering planning. It discusses
selected issues of national and international urban administrations as well as providing an explanation to the
regulations of administering planning at different levels
(national, regional and local levels). Finally, the course
provides discussions of different aspects of funding
planning activities of various levels. This course assists
the student in gaining knowledge about the nature of
practicing the profession, the role of planner, the role
of other professions; as well as acquiring knowledge of
the laws and legislations of practicing urbanism, the ethics of profession and the types of contracts that he will
practice and apply. The students are also introduced
to the processes and principles of practicing planning
profession in both the public and private sectors in the
kingdom, through discussing theoretical studies or carrying out field visits to planning institutions, consultation practices or governmental sectors.

grammes and methods for social dimensions issues as
well as highlighting the role of public and private sectors in housing. The relationship of the development
plans with the ownership of properties and the urban
planning of housing and introducing the concept of
housing market and the way it is being influenced by
the supply and demand and the relationship with the
price of the residential unit and the way to influence
this market.
The future expressions of policies and housing status
in the future are to identify major challenges that face
housing.
PL 450 Projects 6: Particular Theme in Urban Planning 10 Studios
This studio is characterized by a flexible and variable nature
where in each academic semester the department determines
a particular theme in urban planning to be dealt with. Upon
the approval of the department, this studio may also deal with
requests from governmental or private institutions to cover
particular urban planning projects.

PL 451 Graduation project program 3
Teaching students how to identify and determine the subjects
that will be tackled in the graduation project as well as how
to choose the problem and the best ways of expressing it are
considered important targets at this stage. Next, students are
trained to set the planning process aims and goals, along with
determining the plan and the methodology that are considered suitable to solve the problem. After that, students look
at how to determine the type of data needed and at how to
choose the data sources. Data collection follows. In the following phases, students do analyze the collected data (from
the survey, questionnaire….) in order to expose the results

PL 363 Urbanism and Housing 3
The course is divided into four main parts. First, it focuses on general description of the course as well as statistics that explains the phenomena of urbanism and its
volume in the developed as well as developing countries. Secondly, it presents Friedman’s three theories
of urbanism and the socialist and modernist schools of
thought. Thirdly, it deals with the origin of urban issues
such as urban land, the mix of land uses, the reduction of
parks and vegetation, traffic issues, infrastructure, pollution of the environment, urban deformation, as well
as the social and economic issues. Finally, it deals with
housing, aiming at defining various aspects of housing
and the concept of programmes, policies and housing
projects through the clarification of the causes of the
housing issues and the approved solutions to encounter such issues. In addition, the course portrays the relationship of housing with the economics of the country
and the financial impact on the policies, housing pro-

and the issues. Future requirements and predictions related
to the project are also identified and made. Depending on
the nature and the location of the project, field trips may be
necessary.
Requirements: PL 360

PL 452

Land use and transportation planning 3

Define the role and the importance of transportation in planning process. First, studying the relation between the land uses
and transportation planning especially which concern the urban transportation (UTMS) using mathematical equations. In
addition to, study the calculation of the traffic on the road networks. It also studies the process of data collection and analysis about the current situation for all transportation means and
the expectation of the future transportation volume using the
computer programmes. Preparing the strategic plan also is included in the course.
Requirements: 263 PL
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PL 453

Regional planning 3

cording to the program needs and matching with the project

Introduction to the regional planning importance in national

requirements. Field trips and survey are required according

economy improving and developing the human welfare for

to the project type and location.

the rural and urban residences. Then explaining the meanhierarchy, spatial identity, administration units, spatial charac-

Prerequisites: PL 450- PL 455- PL 451
PL 462 Urban economy and investment 3

teristics and economical and social relations are included in

The course focuses on understanding the spatial dimension of

the course too. Introduction to the economic developing and

economics by relating economic concepts, models and theo-

its impact upon the regional developing as approach for the

ries to the urban context. Specific topics include: the nature of

regional developing and problems solutions. Regional theo-

urban economics; the development and growth of cities; eco-

ries and developing aspects in solving the regional problems

nomic growth and economic base theories; land rent and land

are included too. Examples for the regional planning and de-

use models; land use controls and regulations; the economic

veloping will be illustrated and some of the planning examples

analysis of urban problems; housing and neighbourhood ex-

application in the development countries will be discussed to

ternalities; the nature of economic goods within urban areas;

find out the positive lessons to be applied in the national level.

real estate development and investment; and an introduction

Finally, the national regional planning in KSA will be discussed

to regional economics concepts.

ing of Region and its limits bordering identifying. The region

PL 455

Project 6 “Urban design” 10

The studio plan is elastic and flexible and the studio subject is
not fixed and variable from term to other according to the counsel plan. The subject title is matching with the new trends in the
urban design. It may cover one of the governmental sector requirements, which may required from the counsel department.

PL 466 Urban Form 3
The course describes the principals and fundamental
aspects that form the urban environment. Tools and
elements could be used in achieving the urban form
goals and the relation between the solid masses and
void spaces relationship which affect the beauty, culture and format of the city.

Prerequisites: PL 360
PL 467 Project Surrounding Impacts 3
PL 456

Urban design operation 3

The course describes the importance of studying and analyz-

Focuses upon translating the general plans of the urban cam-

ing the impact of the urban projects upon the environment.

puses. Illustrating the process and concepts of the urban

Studies are divided to include the traffic impacts, air, water,

communities. The course includes the followings: Compose

pollutants and the surrounding wild life and the resale value

relation between masses and spaces. Spaces relations and

for the buildings and projects. The students will study the

compositions degradation and details. Visual perception and

synergistic impacts of such projects factors upon the environ-

4 dimensions scale (including the time). Movements pass and

ment and decrease its negative impacts.

circulations. Landscape design and prettiness perception

PL 457 Urban design theories and principals 3
Focuses upon the followings:
Design types, which affect the city forms. City and city urban elements (spaces – time – movements – city performance). Principals
and criteria of visual perceptions. Design elements. City urban design fundamentals (grounds Street furniture lightings Etc.)

PL 460 – PL 465 Graduation Project studio 10
This project is considered the second step in teaching the
students how to precede his final project and how to identify the goals, aims, target and strategic solutions for the urban
problems. How can the students translate the results of the
data analysis to land uses area programs to disrepute its uses
to fit it within the program? Alternatives design then evaluate

College of Architecture and Planning

according to the international expertise

its efficiency are concerned within this stage following by selecting the best alternative with time table process in addition
to choose a section to present detail study for this part. Ac-
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been clearly reflected in the annual marked increase of
the students’ number, the teaching staff, the quantity

The mission of the college of engineering is:
To provide high quality education programs that

and quality of the research and academic production

address the changing needs of future engineers, serve

as well as the superb academic and professional level

the profession and contribute to the advancement and

of its graduates.

well-being of the society by creating and disseminating
knowledge and technology to future generations

In the beginning, the college started with three

through teaching, research and partnership with

majors: Electrical Engineering, Civil Engineering and

industry and government.

Mechanical Engineering. The Architecture Planning
Major, which later developed to be an independent

College of Engineering

Vision:

college entitled “College of Architecture Planning

The vision of the college of engineering is:To
improve quality of life of the society through pioneer
application-oriented research; customer focused
scientific discoveries; and the education of future

and Design”, was established in 1387/1388 A.H. In
1394/1395 A.H., two other majors joined the college:
Chemical Engineering and Petroleum Engineering. The
addition of the Industrial Engineering Department in
1423/1424 A.H. raised the number to six departments

leaders in the engineering fields.

in the college. They are: Electrical Engineering, Civil
Engineering,

About:
The

college

was

founded

in

1382

A.H.

corresponding to 1962 B.C. as a joint project between
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the UNESCO. In
1388 A.H. corresponding to 1986 B.C., the college
joined KSU. Since its inception, the college has
embraced development and modernization. This has

Mechanical

Engineering,

Industrial

Engineering, Chemical Engineering, and Petroleum
and Natural Gas Engineering

Aims:
The values of the college of engineering are:
- To excel at what really matters, and to aspire to the
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needs of society

the research projects, the research center provides

- To treat individuals with dignity and respect: to judge

assistance in research including computer programming

without partiality, critique without contempt, and

and publication services.

encourage without reserve.
- To value diversity and support – hearten and

The research center has been dedicated to bridge the

promote – creativity.

gap between the college and the society and industry
for exposing the college facilities and its capability

Landmarks:

in solving problems that faces the government

The college of engineering has excellent facilities

departments or the private sector project and

in the university campus including more than 60

industry. Since its establishment in 1975, the research

classrooms in addition to many conference rooms and

center funded more than 540 projects in different

lounges and a general purpose lecture hall that can

theoretical and applied fields with a total budget of

accommodate 150 persons, fully equipped with audio

about SR 29 Million Saudi Riyal.

and visual aids. There are about 140 laboratories and
research rooms containing the most recent equipment

Computer unit

for teaching and research purposes.

The college has a computer unit supervised by a

Educational Workshops

and upgrades all computer facilities in the college

The college possesses a number of educational

including:-

workshops serving the different disciplines. In the

 Computer network inside the college

educational workshop students of the first level get

 Six major P.C. laboratories

trained in workshop course (GE 102) and perform

 Supporting computer facilities in the College

experiment exercises for different industrial programs.
Moreover, the students carry out manufacturing of
equipment and experimental models for graduation

departments.
The Computer laboratories are equipped with
extensive software libraries.

projects and research of staff members as well as
carrying out experimental research in the field of

Departments:

industrial engineering.
1. Electrical Engineering
Research Center

2. Civil Engineering

The research center at the college of engineering

3. Mechanical Engineering

was established in 1974 as the first research center

4. Industrial Engineering

in the university. The main objective of the center
5. Chemical Engineering

College of Engineering

teaching staff member. This unit operates, maintains

is to motivate and coordinate research activities at
the college. In addition to the financial support of

6. Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
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Mission:
The mission of the Department of Electrical
Engineering is to provide an excellent and
comprehensive undergraduate education in the
field of electrical engineering. We shall be amongst
the best in the region in providing quality education.
We shall invoke the desire and ability
of life-long
learning in our graduates for pursuing successful career in
engineering and postgraduate studies.

About:

College of Engineering

The Department has 53 members of academic staff,
45 technical and supporting staff, 700 undergraduate
students, and 85 graduate students. We offer two
undergraduate programs: Electrical Power & Machines
Engineering, and Electronics & Communication
Engineering, which attract top students from high
schools in the Kingdom. For graduate studies, the
department offers three programs in five areas of
specialization.
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The department has maintained close working
relations with public and private sectors of engineering
including the Saudi Telecommunication Company,
Erickson, Saudi Electrical Company, and many others.
Among such efforts is offering short courses, collaborate
research projects, and consultation work. Presently,
the department is establishing the «Saudi Society
of Electrical Engineering” and the “Saudi Society of
Communication Engineering”, with the target of joining
efforts of all electrical and communication engineers in
the Kingdom to upgrade the profession and promote
joint research and development efforts and technology
transfer in the area of Electrical Engineering, Information
Technology, and Telecommunications, with relevance
to the needs of the Kingdom.

Vision:
To be a section leader locally and internationally
in university and higher education and continuing
addition to the development of the output of the
various Section.

Degrees:
Bachelor-Master-PhD

Aims:
The Electrical Engineering department is dedicated
to providing quality educational opportunities at the
undergraduate level in electrical engineering that

prepare students for successful careers in industry,
government and academia. Students graduating with
a bachelor’s degree will have the necessary technical,
communication, and critical thinking skills as a basis for
a successful, fulfilling and life-long career in electrical
engineering. The Department of Electrical Engineering
has a list of three program objectives for our Bachelor
degree students. These objectives are accomplishments
that our students should achieve two to five years
after earning their degrees. The Department program
objectives are:

 To enable our graduates to practice a leading and
successful engineering career by equipping them
with the necessary knowledge and skills. (PEO1)

 To promote professional engineering principles,
including ethics and responsiveness to safety,
health, and environmental issues. (PEO2)

 To foster an efficient and enjoyable program
environment which encourages continuous selflearning and progression in career and in postgraduate studies if desired. (PEO3)

Landmarks:
Electrical Circuits Lab.
Electrical Measurements Lab.
Electronics Lab.
Microelectronics Lab.
Communications Lab.
Ericsson Telecom Environment Lab.
High Voltage Lab.
Power System Simulator Lab.
Nuclear Engineering Lab.
Electrical Machines Lab.
Microprocessors Lab.
Automatic Control Lab.
Digital Logic Lab.
Communication Skills Lab.
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About:

Name

Rank

Abdel Fattah Sheta
Abdulaziz Al-Sulaiman
Abdulaziz S. Alruwais
Abdullah M. Alsuwailem
Abdullah M. Shaalan
Abdulrahman Al Jabri
Abdulrahman I. Alolah
Abdulrahman M. Alamoud
Abdurahman A. Al-Arainy
Adel Abdennour
Adnan S. Nouh
Awad Kh. Al-Asmari
Hossam E. Talaat
Khaled E. Addoweesh
Khalid Al-Mashouq
Mohamed A. El-Kady
Mohamed Abou El-Ela
Mohammed Al Turaigi
Nazar Hussain Malik
Rizk M. Hamouda
Saad Haj Bakry
Saad M. Alghuwainem
Saleh A. Alshebeili
Shuja Ahmad Abbasi
Abdulhaleem A. Mazi
Abdulhameed A. Al-Ohaly
Abdulhameed M. Al-Sanie
Abdulmohsen Alheraish
Ali M. Eltamaly
Bandar A. Al-Mashary
Fahd A. Alturki
Habib Ali Fathallah
Hamad S. Alhokail
Ibrahim Elshafiey
Majeed A. Alkanhal
Mohammad A. Al-Eshaikh
Mohammad K.Samarkandy
Mohammed S. Al-Numay
Nacer Amara Debbar
Ridha A. Djemal
Salah G. Foda
Wahied Gharieb Ali
Zeyad O. Alhekail
Abdulhameed Al-Mazroo
Essam Al-Ammar
Mamdooh Saud Al-Saud
Muhammad H. Rais
Saeed A. Aldosari
Yasin Z. Khan
Yasir A. Al-Turki

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Programs:
Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering
with specialization in Electrical Power Engineering (EPE)
or in Communications and Electronics Engineering (CEE)
B.Sc in Electrical Engineering

To obtain the B.Sc. degree in Electrical Engineering,
the student must successfully complete 160 credit
hours, out of which 24 credit hours represent the
University requirement, 48 credit hours represent the
College requirements and 88 credit hours represent
the Department requirements. The Departmental
requirements are split into 45 credit hours of
compulsory core courses in electrical engineering, 38
credit hours in power engineering or in communication
and electronics engineering and 5 credit hour senior
year project.
The senior design Se quence is a two-term sequence
which culminates in project competitions in the spring
term. As the capstone design course, it provides a
foundation and breadth of the electrical engineering
profession by reinforcing design principles, strong
communication skills, and integrating the industrial
training experience into the course content.
The general program for obtaining the B.Sc. degree
in Electrical Engineering has been prepared so as to
enable the student to comprehend the fundamentals of
electrical engineering and to allow him to specialize in
a suitable branch of his choice. The bachelor program
is carefully designed to provide the students with the
essential fundamentals in basic sciences, mathematics,
engineering sciences, social sciences, humanities, and
arts.
The student can choose one of the two available
specializations in the Electrical Engineering Department,
which are:
1-Electrical Power Engineering
2-Communications and Electronics Engineering
Specialization: Electrical Power Engineering (EPE)

Study Plan:
1st Level
Code No. Title
ARAB

101 Language Skills
English Language for Eng. &
ENGL 102
Comp. Students I
English Language for Eng. &
ENGL 104
Comp. Students II
MATH 105 Differential Calculus
PHYS 103 General Physics (I)
Total

2nd Level
Code No. Title
CHEM 101 General Chemistry
English Language for Eng. &
ENGL 104
Comp. Students II
MATH 106 Integral Calculus

Units
2
6
42
3
4
17

Units
4
3

College of Engineering

Faculty:

3
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Algebra and Analytical
Geometry
104 General Physics (II)
Total

MATH 107

3

PHYS

4
17

3rd Level
Code No. Title
ARAB

103 Expository Writing
Fundamentals of Electric
EE
201
Circuits
GE
102 Workshop
GE
204 Computer Applications in Eng.
GE
210 Engineering Mechanics
Islam and Construction of
IC
102
Society
Calculus for Engineering
MATH 203
Students
Total

4th Level
Code No. Title
EE
EE
EE
GE
GE
MATH

202
203
205
104
208
204

Electric Circuit Analysis
Electromagnetic (I)
Electric Circuit Lab
Engineering Drawing
Computer Programming in C
Differential Equations
Total

Units
2
3
1
2
3
2
3
16

Units
3
3
1
3
3
3
16

7th Level
Code No. Title
EE

330

EE
EE

351
352

EE

353

EE

432

IC

104

Electromechanical Energy
Conversion I
Automatic Control
Automatic Control Lab
Introduction to
Microprocessors
Power Electronics
Fundamentals of Islamic
Political System
Total

Units
3
3
1
3
3
2
15

8th Level
Code No. Title
EE

331

EE

332

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
GE

341
342
354
442
446
401

Units

Electromechanical Energy
Conversion II
Electromechanical Energy
Conversion Lab
Power System Analysis
Electrical Power Lab.
Microprocessors Lab.
Utilization of Electric Energy
High Voltage Engineering
Engineering Economy

3
2
1
2
3
3

Total

17

2
1

9th Level

College of Engineering

5th Level
Code No. Title
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
MATH

Electromagnetics (II)
Logic Design
Signal and System Analysis
Basics of Electronic Devices
Electronic Devices Lab
Linear Algebra
Total

6th Level
Code No. Title
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

210 Logic Design Lab.
Electrical Instruments and
306
Measurements
Electrical Instruments and
307
Meas. Lab
320 Communications Principles
Fundamentals of Power
340
Systems
Communication & Presentation
Skills for EE Students

EE

399

IC

103 The Islamic Economic System
Engineering Probability and
324
Statistics
Total

STAT

196

204
208
301
311
314
244

Units
3
3
3
3
1
3
16

Code No. Title

Units

EE

3

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

430 Electrical Machine Dynamics
Power System Operation and
443
Control
449 Power System Protection
451 System Simulation
452 Digital Control Systems
498 Graduation Project (I)
Total

3
3
2
2
2
15

10th Level
Units

Code No. Title

Units

1

EE
EE
EE
EE

3
3
3
3

3

GE

1
2

3

435
444
455
499

Electric Drives
Power System Planning
Applied Control
Graduation Project (II)
Engineering and Project
402
Management
Total

3
15

1

Course Description:

2

Course Code – Course Title Credit hours (Lecture,
Tutorial, Lab)

3
16

GE 208 - Programming in C 3 (2,0,2)
Introduction to computers and computing fundamentals,
program structure, variables and arithmetic operations,
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EE 201 - Fundamentals of Electrical Circuits 3 (3,1,0)
Basic circuit elements and concepts; Basic laws of
circuit theory: Ohm’s law, Kirchoff ’s law; Circuit
theorems: superposition principle, Thevenin and
Norton theorems; maximum power transfer theorem
Techniques of circuit analysis: Nodal and mesh analysis;
Sinusoidal sources and the concept of phasor in circuit
analysis; Introduction to concept of average, reactive,
complex power and power factor.
Pre-requisite MATH 106

EE 202 - Electrical Circuit Analysis 3 (3,1,0)
Frequency response of RLC and selective circuit:
concept of transfer function, resonance, bode plots,
introduction to filters; Two-Port networks; Mutual
inductance and transformers; Transient analysis of
first and second order circuits; Three phase circuits;
Introduction to Op-Amp, ideal characteristics with
simple applications; Diode characteristics, clipping and
rectification.
Pre-requisites MATH 107, EE 201

EE 203 - Electromagnetics I 3 (3,1,0)
Review to vector calculus; Electrostatic fields; Gauss’s
law and divergence; Electric potential; Dielectrics and
capacitance; Poisson’s and Laplace’s equations; Charge
images; Current density and conductors; Magnetostatic
fields; Biot–Savart and Ampere’s laws; Curl and Stoke’s
theorem; Magnetic materials and circuits; Self and
mutual inductances; Energy in static Fields.
Pre-requisites PHYS 104, MATH 203

EE 204 - Electromagnetics II 3 (3,1,0)
Time varying fields; Faraday’s law. Transformer and
motional emfs; Displacement current; Maxwell’s
equations and time harmonic fields; Wave equation;
Power transfer and Poynting vector; Plane wave
propagation in free space, in lossy dielectrics and in
good conductors; Polarization; Reflection of plane
wave at normal and oblique incidence; Transmission
lines; Impedance matching; Introduction to radiation
and antennas; Antenna parameters; Wire antennas.
Pre-requisite EE 203

EE 205 - Electric Circuits Laboratory 1 (0,0,2)
General introduction to the laboratory Voltage,
current, and power in DC circuits using KVL and KCL.
Superposition, Thevenin’s, and Maximum power
transfer theorems in DC circuits; Series and parallel
AC circuits; Resonance in series and parallel circuit;
Maximum power transfer theorem and power factor
improvement in AC circuits; Transients in DC circuits;

Magnetically-coupled circuits; Three phase circuits.
Co-requisite EE 202

EE 208 - Logic Design 3 (2,1,2)
Number systems; Boolean algebra and logic gates;
Simplification of Boolean functions; Combinational logic
circuits design and analysis; MSI and PLD components;
Introduction to synchronous sequential logic; Flip flops;
Analysis of clocked sequential circuits; State reduction
and assignment; Design of synchronous sequential
circuits and PLA’s.

EE 210 - Digital Logic Lab. 1(0,0,2)
Familiarization with logic circuits laboratory;
Introduction to logic gates; Implementation of Boolean
functions using AND and OR gates; NAND and
NOR implementation; XOR and adders; Design of
combinational circuits; Flip-flops; Design of sequential
circuits; Sequential PLA’s.
Co-requisite EE 208

EE 301 - Signal and System Analysis 3 (3,1,0)
Motivation and Applications, Signal Classifications,
Signal Operations, Singularity Functions; Linear timeInvariant Systems and Convolution; Correlation; Fourier
Series and Transform for continuous and discrete
time signals; Applications; Laplace transform and
applications; Introduction to z-transform.
Pre-requisite EE 202

EE 306 - Electrical
Measurements 2 (2,1,0)

Instruments

and

Measurements fundamentals: units and standards, errors,
statistical analysis; DC/AC meters construction; loading
effect; insertion loss; Difference and instrumentation
amplifiers; Oscilloscope: CRT, amplifiers, triggered
sweep circuits, attenuation, specifications; Spectrum
analyzer, Transducers and sensors: passive and selfgenerating transducers; Liquid crystal displays (LCDs),
CCDs, and optical fiber sensors; Digital measurements:
Data conversion principles; Digital voltmeter;
Grounding, shielding, and noise.
Pre-requisites EE 205, EE 311

EE 307 - Electrical Instruments
Measurements Lab. 1 (0,0,2)

and

Sample statistics; correlation of data, AC and DC
bridges; Difference and instrumentation amplifiers,
Rise-time measurement; Phase-shift measurement;
Measurement of capacitance using oscillators; The
photoconductive transducer; Phototransistor; Analog
to Digital converters. The operational amplifier as an
amplifier and integrator of DC and AC signals.
Co-requisite EE 306

EE 308 - Electrical Circuits and Machines 3 (3,1,0)
Electrical quantities and units; DC and AC circuits;
Phasor representation of AC quantities; Three Phase
Systems; Generation of AC voltage; Transformers,
Fundamentals of electrical motors; Induction motors;

College of Engineering

data formatting and input/output, relational and
logical expressions, IF-ELSE control structure, WHILE
statement, FOR statement and looping structures,
Functions and modular programming, numeric 1-D
and 2-D arrays, strings and pointers, applications in
electrical engineering.
Pre-requisite GE 204
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Small AC motors.
Pre-requisites PHYS 104, MATH 106

Pre-requisites PHYS 104, MATH 106

EE 320 - Communications Principles 3 (3,1,0)
EE 309 - Electrical Installations 2 (2,1,0)
Energy sources; Transmission of energy from generation
to distribution point; Load curve; DC and AC Electric
circuits; Three-phase circuits; Electrical terminology
for buildings; Electrical loads estimation; Utilization
factor; Electric wiring for buildings; Fire and lightning
protection;

EE 311 - Basics of Electronic Devices 3 (3,1,0)
Intrinsic and doped semiconductors, drift and diffusion
currents. PN junction diode: basic structure, I-V
characteristics, large and small-signal models. Bipolar
junction transistor (BJT): basic structure, modes of
operation, dc biasing, dc and small-signal models,
single stage BJT amplifiers. Field-effect transistors (FET):
structure and operation of enhancement and depletion
MOSFETs, I-V characteristics, dc biasing. Introduction
to JFET.
Pre-requisite EE 202

EE 314 - Electronic Devices Laboratory 1 (0,0,2)
Introduction to the lab tools, I-V characteristics of
diode, clipping circuits using diodes, rectification using
diodes, Zener diode and regulators, BJT DC biasing,
CE BJT amplifier. MOSFET DC biasing, CS MOSFET
amplifier, simple AM receiver circuit
Co-requisite EE 311

College of Engineering

EE 315 - Analog and Digital Electronic Circuits
3 (3,1,0)
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Linear and nonlinear op-amp applications: inverting
and non-inverting amplifiers, integrator, difference
amplifier. Differential amplifier. Current Mirror.
Negative and positive feedback. NMOS and CMOS
inverters, CMOS and pseudo NMOS logic gates, passtransistor logic, dynamic logic. BJT digital circuits: TTL,
and ECL logic.
Pre-requisite EE 311

EE 316 - Analog and Digital Electronic Circuits
Lab. 1 (0,0,2)
PSPICE simulation of electronic circuits. Linear
applications of op-amp. Wein-bridge oscillator. Active
filters: LPF, and HPF. Schmitt trigger and astable
multivibrator. Differential amplifier using BJT. Design and
implementation of digital circuits using VHDL. CMOS
inverter characteristics. TTL inverter characteristics.
Co-requisite EE 315

EE 318 - Electrical and Electronic Circuits 3 (3,1,0)
Circuit elements and laws, Network theorem, Nonlinear
networks -AC Circuits : Phasors, Circuit analysis,
Frequency response, Resonance- Ideal Amplifiers,
Ideal diodes, Rectifiers, Waveshaping circuits - Junction
diodes –FETs and BJTs transistors– Logic circuits - Small
signal models of Diodes, FETs, and BJTs -RC-Coupled
Amplifiers.

Overview and Basic elements of Communication
Systems; Signal Analysis; Transmission through Systems
and Channels; Modulation; AM; Frequency Conversion;
FM and PM; Superhetrodyne Receiver; FDM; Stereo
Broadcasting; Sampling; Pulse Modulation (PAM, PWM,
PPM); TDM; Pulse Code Modulation (PCM); DPCM
and DM; Regenerative Repeaters; Advantages of
Digital Communication; Line Coding (Binary Signaling);
Introduction to Digital Modulation (ASK, FSK, PSK).
Pre-requisite EE 301

EE 322 - Digital Communications 3 (3,1,0)
Basic elements of communications systems; Review
of probability theory; Baseband pulse transmission
(matched filters, intersymbol interference); Eye
pattern, Nyquist criteria; Equalization; Digital
Passband transmission: Coherent PSK,FSK,QPSK,MSK;
Noncoherent orthogonal modulation; Power spectra
and bandwidth efficiency of binary and quaternary
modulation schemes; Information theory: Mutual
information and channel capacity; Source coding; Error
control coding (channel coding).
Pre-requisites EE 301, EE 320

EE 324 - Communications Laboratory 2 (0,0,4)
AM and FM modulation and detection; PCM and
delta modulation; Bit error rate measurements; TDM;
ASK; FSK; Optical fiber parameter measurements;
RF impedance measurements and matching; Basic
propagation and antenna measurements.
Pre-requisite EE 322

EE 329 - Signal Analysis for Surveying Students
3 (3,1,0)
Motivation and Applications, Signal Classifications,
Signal Operations, Singularity Functions; Linear timeInvariant Systems and Convolution; Correlation; Fourier
Series and Transform for continuous and discrete time
signals. Introduction to z-transform.
Pre-requisite EE 308

EE 330 - Electromechanical Energy Conversion
I 3 (3,1,0)
Transformers (construction, operation of single-phase
transformers, equivalent circuit, voltage regulation and
efficiency, auto-transformers, three-phase transformers),
AC machinery fundamentals, three-phase induction
machines (construction, operation, equivalent circuit,
performance calculations, starting of induction motors,
speed control), small AC motors (single-phase induction
motors, reluctance and hysteresis motors, universal
motors, servo motors, stepper motors.
Pre-requisites EE 202, EE 203

EE 331 - Electromechanical Energy Conversion
II 2 (2,1,0)
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Synchronous machines (construction, internal voltage,
equivalent circuit, phasor diagram, performance of
turbo-alternator, generator operating alone, parallel
operation of AC generators, synchronous motor, steadystate operation, starting), DC machines (construction,
classification, performance, motor characteristics,
starting of DC motors, speed control of DC motors).
Pre-requisite EE 330

EE 332 - Electromechanical Energy Conversion
Lab. 1 (0,0,2)
Equivalent circuit of transformers; Three-phase
connections and harmonic problems; Equivalent
circuit of three-phase and single-phase induction
motors; Load testing of induction motors; Starting of
single-phase induction motors; Equivalent circuit of
synchronous machine: Performance of synchronous
motors; Performance of dc machines.
Co-requisite EE 331

EE 339 - Electrical Machines 3 (3,1,0)
Transformers (construction, types, operation, equivalent
circuit), DC machines (construction, performance, motor
characteristics, starting, speed control), Synchronous
machines (construction, generator performance,
motor characteristics, starting), Induction machines
(construction, three phase motor: types, operation,
equivalent circuit, starting, speed control), small
machines ( single phase motors, control motors, tachogenerator).
Pre-requisite EE 318

Modeling of electric and mechanical systems; State
variable analysis; Stability; Time domain analysis; Root
locus; Frequency domain analysis; Introduction to PID
control.
Pre-requisites EE 301

EE 352 - Automatic Control Lab. 1 (0,0,2)
Experiments to support control theory using physical
processes (e.g. water level, temperature control, light
intensity control, etc); Control system simulation
using Matlab; Modeling of physical (experimental)
equipment; Static performance; Transient analysis;
Measuring devices; Two-position control; Proportional
control; PID control.
Co-requisite EE 351

EE 353 - Introduction to Microprocessors 3 (3,1,0)
Microprocessors architecture; Addressing modes
and techniques; Instruction set; Assembly language
programming; Interrupt systems; Input/output
devices and timing; Memory devices; Future trends in
microprocessors.
Pre-requisite EE 208

EE 354 - Microprocessor Lab. 1 (0,0,2)
Introduction to microprocessors and their architecture;
Microprocessor C/Assembly programming and machine
code generation; RAM and EPROM; RS-232C; SCI and
serial port interface; Parallel I/O interface and DMA;
Programmable I/O interfaces and UART; DAC and ADC
converters; Real time implementation; Project.
Pre-requisite EE 353

EE 340 - Fundamentals of Power Systems 3 (3,1,0)

EE 341 - Power System Analysis 3 (3,1,0)
Power system matrices; Symmetrical faults; Power
system protection; Load flow analysis; Stability analysis;
Economic Operation of Generators.
Pre-requisite EE 340

EE 342 - Electrical Power Lab. 2 (0,0,4)
Breakdown and dielectric strength of different
insulating materials; Flashover tests on insulators; Overvoltage protection and insulation coordination; Corona
and its effects, Grounding resistance measurements;
Characteristics of isolated and interconnected systems;
Transmission line characteristics; Characteristics
and coordination of protective relays; Load-flow
simulation.
Co-requisite EE 341

EE 360 - Digital Signal Processing 3 (3,1,0)
Review of discrete-time signals and systems; The
Discrete-Time Fourier transform, Fast Fourier
Transform, Z Transform, Recursive and no recursive
digital filters design and realization; Decimation and
interpolation; Applications of digital signal processing
in communications.
Pre-requisite EE 301

EE 399 - Communication and Presentation
Skills for EE Students 1(1,1,0)
Essays and reports, writing process, organizing
documents, techniques for persuasive arguments
and supporting ideas, collection of relevant data and
technical materials, information sources (e.g. library
and internet), preparation and effective delivery of
presentation using good oral, visual, posture and
movement skills. Include attendance and evaluation
by student of different seminars. Each student will
participate in the preparation and delivery of one
presentation.

EE 411 - Optoelectronic Devices and Systems 3 (3,1,0)
EE 351 - Automatic Control 3 (3,1,0)
Review of mathematical background (complex variables,
Laplace, Diff. Equations); System representation
(block diagram, transfer functions, signal flow graph)

Photonics Semiconductor Materials. Optical sources:
light-emitting diode, laser diode. Photodetectors: PIN
diode, APD. Optical waveguide basics. Optical fiber
principles. Optical amplifiers. Introduction to Wave-
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Power system components and representation;
Transmission line and cable parameters; Analysis of
transmission and distribution lines; Electric insulators;
Grounding systems; High voltage surges.
Pre-requisite EE 202
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division-multiplexing (WDM) and its components.
Optical networking.
Pre-requisites EE 204, EE 311

and UHF systems; Reflector antennas, linear and planar
antenna arrays.
Pre-requisites EE 204, EE 320

EE 413 - Electronic Circuits for Instrumentation 3 (3,1,0)
Review of op amp and digital gate characteristics; Current
feedback amplifier and current conveyor: Concepts,
modeling, and applications; S/H circuits; Analog
multipliers; Data converters; Digitally programmable
circuits; PLL and its simple applications; Waveform
generation using voltage - and current - mode op
amps, ditital IC’s and IC timers; IC and switched-mode
regulators; Counters; Review of transducers.
Pre-requisite EE 315

EE 424 - Communications Systems 3 (3,1,0)
Overview of communications systems, copper wire
transmission systems, Digital subscriber loops (xDSL) ,
Introduction to radio transmission systems; microwave
and millimeter ware radio relay systems; wireless local
loops (WLL) ; satellite systems for fixed and mobile
communications (GEO, MEO, LEO) ; VSATs systems,
Noise, Noise – Figure and SNR analysis in communication
systems ; link budget analysis , Principles of cellular
mobile systems.
Pre-requisites EE 204, EE 320

EE 414 - Radio Frequency Electronics 2 (2,1,0)
Radio frequency tuned amplifiers. Power amplifiers.
Tuned LC oscillators. Crystal oscillators. Automatic
gain control. Mixers. High-frequency models of BJT.
S-parameters. Introduction to Microwave devices: HBT
and MESFET.
Pre-requisite EE 315

EE 416 - Advanced Electronic Circuits 3 (3,1,0)
Timers: 555 circuit and its applications. Analog switches.
Analog multipliers. Operational transconductance
amplifier (OTA). Current conveyor. Switched capacitor
circuits. Phase-locked-loop (PLL) with applications.
Data conversion: digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital
converters. Digital PLL.
Pre-requisite EE 315

College of Engineering

EE 417 - VLSI Circuit Design 3(3,1,0)
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Basic fabrication sequence of ICs: self aligned silicon
gate, NMOS and CMOS technologies. Design rules
and layout. Combinational and sequential circuits.
Memories and registers. Introduction to full custom and
semi-custom ICs, standard cells, gate arrays, FPGAs and
PLDs etc. CAD tools for design of ICs. Introduction to
high level design of ICs using VHDL. Introduction to
low power IC design.
Pre-requisite EE 315

EE 418 - VLSI Circuit Design Lab. 1(0,0,2)
Low level and high level design and implementation
of digital circuits targeted to FPGAs: Design entry
using schematic editor, functional simulation, design
entry using VHDL editor, VHDL Synthesis, Functional
simulation, Compilation of design, design verification
and study of reports. CMOS inverter layout (Step by
step process), Layout design of digital circuits using
layout tools, Lab. Project.
Co-requisite EE 417

EE 423 - Wave Propagation and Antennas 3 (3,1,0)
Basic propagation modes and antenna parameters;
Ground wave propagation; Sky wave propagation;
Space (terrestrial) wave propagation; Statistical models
and diversity principles; Propagation models in mobile
radio systems; Antenna engineering in LF, MF, HF, VHF

EE 429 - Topics in Communications and Systems 3 (3,1,0)
One (or more) topic(s) of relevant timely importance
in Communication and Systems. Examples include the
following: Information theory and coding; Neural
networks; Radar systems; Antenna Engineering;
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC); Spectrum
Management and Frequency Planning; RF and
microwave engineering; Mobile Communications;
Spread Spectrum and CDMA; Cryptography &
Information Security; Speech and image processing.
Pre-requisite EE 424

EE 430 - Introduction to Electrical Machine
Dynamics 3 (3,1,0)
Basic dynamic equations; DC machine dynamics:
dynamic models, dynamic analysis; Synchronous
machine transients and dynamics: transformation to
direct-and quadrature-axis variables, sudden 3-phase
short circuit, synchronous machine dynamics: the swing
equation, steady state and transient stability; Induction
machine dynamics and transients: starting transients,
sudden load changes, 3-phase faults.
Pre-requisite EE 331

EE 432 - Power Electronics 3 (3,1,0)
Power semiconductor devices: terminal characteristics;
Power converters: ac-ac converters, rectifiers, inverters,
dc-dc converters and resonant converters; Applications
in power systems.
Pre-requisite EE 311

EE 435 - Electrical Drives 3 (3,1,0)
Principles of electric drive; Definitions; Electrical
considerations: running, starting, braking; Mechanical
considerations: type of enclosure, noise, drive
transmission, motor selection; Electric traction; DC &
AC solid state drives.
Pre-requisites EE 331, EE 432

EE 442 - Utilization of Electric Energy 2 (2,1,0)
Lighting and electric wiring; Electric heating; Cooling
and heating of buildings; Welding; Electrolysis; Power
quality issues; Renewable energy sources; Power factor
improvement.
Pre-requisite EE 340
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EE 443 - Power System Operation and Control 3 (3,1,0)

EE 461 - Computer Science for EE Students 2 (2,1,0)

Concepts of power system operation; Network
topology and incidence matrices formation of bus
impedance matrix; Unit commitment; Optimal power
flow; Automatic generation control; Energy management
systems and control center operation; State estimation;
Dynamic security assessment.
Pre-requisite EE 341

IT services, information representation and data
structures; Operating Systems, examples (Unix,
Windows); Networks and Security: protocols, the
Internet and Intranets, security services and protocols,
firewalls and encryption; Programming Languages:
low-level and assemblers, high-level, compilers and
interpreters; Software Engineering: S/W life cycle,
modularity, tools and techniques, documentation,
configuration management, S/W ownership and
liability; Algorithms: importance & representation,
sorting & searching, numerical integration, critical path
method, random number generators, simulation, public
key cryptography.
Pre-requisite GE 208

EE 444 - Power system Planning 3 (3,1,0)
Basic load forecast methodologies; Electric loads
characteristics; consumer categories; Power system
generation; Transmission and distribution reliability
evaluation; System cost assessment; Load management
and energy conservation strategies.
Pre-requisite EE 341

EE 446 - High Voltage Engineering 3 (3,1,0)
Generation and measurements of high DC, AC
and impulse voltages; Conduction and breakdown
processes in gaseous, liquid, and solid insulating media;
High voltage test techniques; Grounding and safety
considerations.
Pre-requisite EE 340

EE 462 - Communication Networks 3 (3,1,0)
Introduction to networking; Multiplexing and switching
principles; Teletraffic analysis of circuit switching;
Teletraffic analysis of packet switching; The ISO-OSI
protocols; WANs and LANs; Internet and Intranet
principles and TCP/IP protocols; network flow; High
speed networks.
Pre-requisite EE 322

EE 449 - Power System Protection 3 (3,1,0)
Protection Principles and Components; Fault
Calculations; Protective Transformers; Over-current
Protection; Distance Systems; Power Frequency and
Carrier Systems; Protection of Generators, Motors,
Busbars, Reactors, and Capacitors; Transformers;
Application of Protection to Distribution Systems;
Station Layout and Configuration; Disturbance
Monitoring; System Restoration; Microprocessor-Based
Relaying.
Pre-requisite EE 341

EE 498 - Graduation Project: Part I 2 (2,0,0)

EE 451 - System Simulation 2 (2,1,0)

1st Level

EE 452 - Digital Control Systems 3 (3,1,0)
Introduction to digital systems; Sampling process;
Z-transform techniques; Difference equations and state
space representation; Simulation of discrete systems;
Solution via Z-transform; Stability, controllability
and observability of discrete systems; Discretization
methods; Introduction to computer controlled
systems.
Pre-requisite EE 351

EE 455 - Applied Control 3 (3,1,0)
Basics of system modelling and analysis; PID controller
design; Transducers and actuators; Real time control;
Control applications (power systems, robotics, etc.);
Control design project.
Pre-requisite EE 351

EE 499 - Graduation Project: Part II 3 (3,0,0)
Pre-requisite EE 498
Specialization: Communications
Engineering (CEE)

and

Electronics

Study Plan:
Code No. Title

Units

ARAB

2

101 Language Skills
English Language for Eng. &
ENGL 102
Comp. Students I
English Language for Eng. &
ENGL 104
Comp. Students II
MATH 105 Differential Calculus
PHYS 103 General Physics (I)
Total

6
42
3
4
17

2nd Level
Code No. Title

Units

CHEM 101 General Chemistry
English Language for Eng. &
ENGL 104
Comp. Students II
MATH 106 Integral Calculus
Algebra and Analytical
MATH 107
Geometry
PHYS 104 General Physics (II)
Total

4
3
3

College of Engineering

Principles of systems and models; System dynamics;
Simulation techniques; Simulation packages; Random
number generators; Monte Carlo simulation; Continuous
and discrete time simulations; Project.
Pre-requisite EE 351

Pre-requisite Completion of the eighth level (130 credit
hours)

3
4
17
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3rd Level
Code No. Title

Units

ARAB
EE
GE
GE
GE
IC

2
3
1
2
3
2

103
201
102
204
210
102

Expository Writing
Fundamentals of Electric Circuits
Workshop
Computer Applications in Eng.
Engineering Mechanics
Islam and Construction of
Society
MATH 203 Calculus for Engineering
Students
Total

16

Code No. Title

Units

EE
EE
EE
GE
GE
MATH

3
3
1
3
3
3
16

Electric Circuit Analysis
Electromagnetic (I)
Electric Circuit Lab
Engineering Drawing
Computer Programming in C
Differential Equations
Total

5th Level
Code No. Title

Units

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
MATH

3
3
3
3
1
3
16

204
208
301
311
314
244

Electromagnetics (II)
Logic Design
Signal and System Analysis
Basics of Electronic Devices
Electronic Devices Lab
Linear Algebra
Total

College of Engineering

6th Level
Code No. Title

Units

EE

1

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
IC
STAT

210 Logic Design Lab.
Electrical Instruments and
306
Measurements
Electrical Instruments and
307
Meas. Lab
320 Communications Principles
Fundamentals of Power
340
Systems
Communication and
399 Presentation Skills for EE
Students
103 The Islamic Economic System
Engineering Probability and
324
Statistics
Total

EE

202

2
1
3
3
1
2
3
16

EE
EE
EE

322
351
352

EE

353

IC

104

Analog and Digital Electronic
Circuits Lab.
Digital Communication
Automatic Control
Automatic Control Lab
Introduction to
Microprocessors
Fundamentals of Islamic
Political System
Total

1
3
3
1
3
2
16

8th Level
Code No. Title

Units

EE

2

EE
EE
EE
EE
EE
EE

324 Communications Lab
Electromechanical Energy
330
Conversion I
354 Microprocessors Lab.
360 Digital Signal Processing
417 VLSI Circuit Design
418 VLSI Circuit Design Lab
Wave Propagation and
423
Antennas
Total

3
1
3
3
1
3
16

9th Level
Code No. Title
EE

411

EE
EE

414
424

EE

461

EE
GE

498
401

Optoelectronics Devices and
Systems
Radio Frequency Electronics
Communications Systems
Computer Science for EE
Students
Graduation Project (I)
Engineering Economy
Total

Units
3
2
3
2
2
3
15

10th Level
Code No. Title

Units

EE

3

EE
EE
EE
GE

416 Advanced Electronics Circuits
Topics in Communications and
429
Systems
462 Communications Networks
499 Graduation Project (II)
Engineering and Project
402
Management
Total

3
3
3
3
15

Course Description:
Course Code – Course Title Credit hours (Lecture,
Tutorial, Lab)

GE 208 - Programming in C 3 (2,0,2)

7th Level
Code No. Title

316

3

4th Level
202
203
205
104
208
204

EE

Units

315 Analog and Digital Electronic Circuits 3

Introduction to computers and computing fundamentals,
program structure, variables and arithmetic operations,
data formatting and input/output, relational and
logical expressions, IF-ELSE control structure, WHILE
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EE 201 - Fundamentals of Electrical Circuits 3
(3,1,0)
Basic circuit elements and concepts; Basic laws of
circuit theory: Ohm’s law, Kirchoff ’s law; Circuit
theorems: superposition principle, Thevenin and
Norton theorems; maximum power transfer theorem
Techniques of circuit analysis: Nodal and mesh analysis;
Sinusoidal sources and the concept of phasor in circuit
analysis; Introduction to concept of average, reactive,
complex power and power factor.
Pre-requisite MATH 106

EE 202 - Electrical Circuit Analysis 3 (3,1,0)
Frequency response of RLC and selective circuit:
concept of transfer function, resonance, bode plots,
introduction to filters; Two-Port networks; Mutual
inductance and transformers; Transient analysis of
first and second order circuits; Three phase circuits;
Introduction to Op-Amp, ideal characteristics with
simple applications; Diode characteristics, clipping and
rectification.
Pre-requisites MATH 107, EE 201

EE 203 - Electromagnetics I 3 (3,1,0)
Review to vector calculus; Electrostatic fields; Gauss’s
law and divergence; Electric potential; Dielectrics and
capacitance; Poisson’s and Laplace’s equations; Charge
images; Current density and conductors; Magnetostatic
fields; Biot–Savart and Ampere’s laws; Curl and Stoke’s
theorem; Magnetic materials and circuits; Self and
mutual inductances; Energy in static Fields.
Pre-requisites PHYS 104, MATH 203

EE 204 - Electromagnetics II 3 (3,1,0)
Time varying fields; Faraday’s law. Transformer and
motional emfs; Displacement current; Maxwell’s
equations and time harmonic fields; Wave equation;
Power transfer and Poynting vector; Plane wave
propagation in free space, in lossy dielectrics and in
good conductors; Polarization; Reflection of plane
wave at normal and oblique incidence; Transmission
lines; Impedance matching; Introduction to radiation
and antennas; Antenna parameters; Wire antennas.
Pre-requisite EE 203

EE 205 - Electric Circuits Laboratory 1 (0,0,2)
General introduction to the laboratory Voltage,
current, and power in DC circuits using KVL and KCL.
Superposition, Thevenin’s, and Maximum power
transfer theorems in DC circuits; Series and parallel
AC circuits; Resonance in series and parallel circuit;
Maximum power transfer theorem and power factor

improvement in AC circuits; Transients in DC circuits;
Magnetically-coupled circuits; Three phase circuits.
Co-requisite EE 202

EE 208 - Logic Design 3 (2,1,2)
Number systems; Boolean algebra and logic gates;
Simplification of Boolean functions; Combinational logic
circuits design and analysis; MSI and PLD components;
Introduction to synchronous sequential logic; Flip flops;
Analysis of clocked sequential circuits; State reduction
and assignment; Design of synchronous sequential
circuits and PLA’s.

EE 210 - Digital Logic Lab. 1(0,0,2)
Familiarization with logic circuits laboratory;
Introduction to logic gates; Implementation of Boolean
functions using AND and OR gates; NAND and
NOR implementation; XOR and adders; Design of
combinational circuits; Flip-flops; Design of sequential
circuits; Sequential PLA’s.
Co-requisite EE 208

EE 301 - Signal and System Analysis 3 (3,1,0)
Motivation and Applications, Signal Classifications,
Signal Operations, Singularity Functions; Linear timeInvariant Systems and Convolution; Correlation; Fourier
Series and Transform for continuous and discrete
time signals; Applications; Laplace transform and
applications; Introduction to z-transform.
Pre-requisite EE 202

EE 306 - Electrical
Measurements 2 (2,1,0)

Instruments

and

Measurements fundamentals: units and standards, errors,
statistical analysis; DC/AC meters construction; loading
effect; insertion loss; Difference and instrumentation
amplifiers; Oscilloscope: CRT, amplifiers, triggered
sweep circuits, attenuation, specifications; Spectrum
analyzer, Transducers and sensors: passive and selfgenerating transducers; Liquid crystal displays (LCDs),
CCDs, and optical fiber sensors; Digital measurements:
Data conversion principles; Digital voltmeter;
Grounding, shielding, and noise.
Pre-requisites EE 205, EE 311

EE 307 - Electrical Instruments
Measurements Lab. 1 (0,0,2)

and

Sample statistics; correlation of data, AC and DC
bridges; Difference and instrumentation amplifiers,
Rise-time measurement; Phase-shift measurement;
Measurement of capacitance using oscillators; The
photoconductive transducer; Phototransistor; Analog
to Digital converters. The operational amplifier as an
amplifier and integrator of DC and AC signals.
Co-requisite EE 306

College of Engineering

statement, FOR statement and looping structures,
Functions and modular programming, numeric 1-D
and 2-D arrays, strings and pointers, applications in
electrical engineering.
Pre-requisite GE 204
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EE 308 - Electrical Circuits and Machines 3 (3,1,0)
Electrical quantities and units; DC and AC circuits;
Phasor representation of AC quantities; Three Phase
Systems; Generation of AC voltage; Transformers,
Fundamentals of electrical motors; Induction motors;
Small AC motors.
Pre-requisites PHYS 104, MATH 106

EE 309 - Electrical Installations 2 (2,1,0)
Energy sources; Transmission of energy from generation
to distribution point; Load curve; DC and AC Electric
circuits; Three-phase circuits; Electrical terminology
for buildings; Electrical loads estimation; Utilization
factor; Electric wiring for buildings; Fire and lightning
protection;

EE 311 - Basics of Electronic Devices 3 (3,1,0)
Intrinsic and doped semiconductors, drift and diffusion
currents. PN junction diode: basic structure, I-V
characteristics, large and small-signal models. Bipolar
junction transistor (BJT): basic structure, modes of
operation, dc biasing, dc and small-signal models,
single stage BJT amplifiers. Field-effect transistors (FET):
structure and operation of enhancement and depletion
MOSFETs, I-V characteristics, dc biasing. Introduction
to JFET.
Pre-requisite EE 202

EE 314 - Electronic Devices Laboratory 1 (0,0,2)

College of Engineering

Introduction to the lab tools, I-V characteristics of
diode, clipping circuits using diodes, rectification using
diodes, Zener diode and regulators, BJT DC biasing,
CE BJT amplifier. MOSFET DC biasing, CS MOSFET
amplifier, simple AM receiver circuit
Co-requisite EE 311

204

EE 315 - Analog and Digital Electronic Circuits 3 (3,1,0)
Linear and nonlinear op-amp applications: inverting
and non-inverting amplifiers, integrator, difference
amplifier. Differential amplifier. Current Mirror.
Negative and positive feedback. NMOS and CMOS
inverters, CMOS and pseudo NMOS logic gates, passtransistor logic, dynamic logic. BJT digital circuits: TTL,
and ECL logic.
Pre-requisite EE 311

EE 316 - Analog and Digital Electronic Circuits
Lab. 1 (0,0,2)
PSPICE simulation of electronic circuits. Linear
applications of op-amp. Wein-bridge oscillator. Active
filters: LPF, and HPF. Schmitt trigger and astable
multivibrator. Differential amplifier using BJT. Design and
implementation of digital circuits using VHDL. CMOS
inverter characteristics. TTL inverter characteristics.
Co-requisite EE 315

EE 318 - Electrical and Electronic Circuits 3 (3,1,0)

Circuit elements and laws, Network theorem, Nonlinear
networks -AC Circuits: Phasors, Circuit analysis,
Frequency response, Resonance- Ideal Amplifiers,
Ideal diodes, Rectifiers, Waveshaping circuits - Junction
diodes –FETs and BJTs transistors– Logic circuits - Small
signal models of Diodes, FETs, and BJTs -RC-Coupled
Amplifiers.
Pre-requisites PHYS 104, MATH 106

EE 320 - Communications Principles 3 (3,1,0)
Overview and Basic elements of Communication
Systems; Signal Analysis; Transmission through Systems
and Channels; Modulation; AM; Frequency Conversion;
FM and PM; Superhetrodyne Receiver; FDM; Stereo
Broadcasting; Sampling; Pulse Modulation (PAM, PWM,
PPM); TDM; Pulse Code Modulation (PCM); DPCM
and DM; Regenerative Repeaters; Advantages of
Digital Communication; Line Coding (Binary Signaling);
Introduction to Digital Modulation (ASK, FSK, PSK).
Pre-requisite EE 301

EE 322 - Digital Communications 3 (3,1,0)
Basic elements of communications systems; Review
of probability theory; Baseband pulse transmission
(matched filters, intersymbol interference); Eye
pattern, Nyquist criteria; Equalization; Digital
Passband transmission: Coherent PSK,FSK,QPSK,MSK;
Noncoherent orthogonal modulation; Power spectra
and bandwidth efficiency of binary and quaternary
modulation schemes; Information theory: Mutual
information and channel capacity; Source coding; Error
control coding (channel coding).
Pre-requisites EE 301, EE 320

EE 324 - Communications Laboratory 2 (0,0,4)
AM and FM modulation and detection; PCM and
delta modulation; Bit error rate measurements; TDM;
ASK; FSK; Optical fiber parameter measurements;
RF impedance measurements and matching; Basic
propagation and antenna measurements.
Pre-requisite EE 322

EE 329 - Signal Analysis for Surveying Students
3 (3,1,0)
Motivation and Applications, Signal Classifications,
Signal Operations, Singularity Functions; Linear timeInvariant Systems and Convolution; Correlation; Fourier
Series and Transform for continuous and discrete time
signals. Introduction to z-transform.
Pre-requisite EE 308

EE 330 - Electromechanical Energy Conversion
I 3 (3,1,0)
Transformers (construction, operation of single-phase
transformers, equivalent circuit, voltage regulation and
efficiency, auto-transformers, three-phase transformers),
AC machinery fundamentals, three-phase induction
machines (construction, operation, equivalent circuit,
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performance calculations, starting of induction motors,
speed control), small AC motors (single-phase induction
motors, reluctance and hysteresis motors, universal
motors, servo motors, stepper motors.
Pre-requisites EE 202, EE 203

and its effects, Grounding resistance measurements;
Characteristics of isolated and interconnected systems;
Transmission line characteristics; Characteristics
and coordination of protective relays; Load-flow
simulation.
Co-requisite EE 341

EE 331 - Electromechanical Energy Conversion
II 2 (2,1,0)

EE 351 - Automatic Control 3 (3,1,0)

Synchronous machines (construction, internal voltage,
equivalent circuit, phasor diagram, performance of
turbo-alternator, generator operating alone, parallel
operation of AC generators, synchronous motor, steadystate operation, starting), DC machines (construction,
classification, performance, motor characteristics,
starting of DC motors, speed control of DC motors).
Pre-requisite EE 330

Review of mathematical background (complex variables,
Laplace, Diff. Equations); System representation
(block diagram, transfer functions, signal flow graph)
Modelling of electric and mechanical systems; State
variable analysis; Stability; Time domain analysis; Root
locus; Frequency domain analysis; Introduction to PID
control.
Pre-requisites EE 301

EE 332 - Electromechanical Energy Conversion
Lab. 1 (0,0,2)

EE 352 - Automatic Control Lab. 1 (0,0,2)

Equivalent circuit of transformers; Three-phase
connections and harmonic problems; Equivalent
circuit of three-phase and single-phase induction
motors; Load testing of induction motors; Starting of
single-phase induction motors; Equivalent circuit of
synchronous machine: Performance of synchronous
motors; Performance of dc machines.
Co-requisite EE 331

Experiments to support control theory using physical
processes (e.g. water level, temperature control, light
intensity control, etc); Control system simulation
using Matlab; Modeling of physical (experimental)
equipment; Static performance; Transient analysis;
Measuring devices; Two-position control; Proportional
control; PID control.
Co-requisite EE 351

EE 353 - Introduction to Microprocessors 3 (3,1,0)
Transformers (construction, types, operation, equivalent
circuit), DC machines (construction, performance, motor
characteristics, starting, speed control), Synchronous
machines (construction, generator performance,
motor characteristics, starting), Induction machines
(construction, three phase motor: types, operation,
equivalent circuit, starting, speed control), small
machines ( single phase motors, control motors, tachogenerator).
Pre-requisite EE 318

EE 340 - Fundamentals of Power Systems 3
(3,1,0)
Power system components and representation;
Transmission line and cable parameters; Analysis of
transmission and distribution lines; Electric insulators;
Grounding systems; High voltage surges.
Pre-requisite EE 202

EE 341 - Power System Analysis 3 (3,1,0)
Power system matrices; Symmetrical faults; Power
system protection; Load flow analysis; Stability analysis;
Economic Operation of Generators.
Pre-requisite EE 340

Microprocessors architecture; Addressing modes
and techniques; Instruction set; Assembly language
programming; Interrupt systems; Input/output
devices and timing; Memory devices; Future trends in
microprocessors.
Pre-requisite EE 208

EE 354 - Microprocessor Lab. 1 (0,0,2)
Introduction to microprocessors and their architecture;
Microprocessor C/Assembly programming and machine
code generation; RAM and EPROM; RS-232C; SCI and
serial port interface; Parallel I/O interface and DMA;
Programmable I/O interfaces and UART; DAC and ADC
converters; Real time implementation; Project.
Pre-requisite EE 353

EE 360 - Digital Signal Processing 3 (3,1,0)
Review of discrete-time signals and systems; The
Discrete-Time Fourier transform, Fast Fourier
Transform, Z Transform, Recursive and no recursive
digital filters design and realization; Decimation and
interpolation; Applications of digital signal processing
in communications.
Pre-requisite EE 301

EE 342 - Electrical Power Lab. 2 (0,0,4)

EE 399 - Communication and Presentation
Skills for EE Students 1(1,1,0)

Breakdown and dielectric strength of different
insulating materials; Flashover tests on insulators; Overvoltage protection and insulation coordination; Corona

Essays and reports, writing process, organizing
documents, techniques for persuasive arguments
and supporting ideas, collection of relevant data and

College of Engineering

EE 339 - Electrical Machines 3 (3,1,0)
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technical materials, information sources (e.g. library
and internet), preparation and effective delivery of
presentation using good oral, visual, posture and
movement skills. Include attendance and evaluation
by student of different seminars. Each student will
participate in the preparation and delivery of one
presentation.

EE 411 - Optoelectronic Devices and Systems
3 (3,1,0)
Photonics Semiconductor Materials. Optical sources:
light-emitting diode, laser diode. Photodetectors: PIN
diode, APD. Optical waveguide basics. Optical fiber
principles. Optical amplifiers. Introduction to Wavedivision-multiplexing (WDM) and its components.
Optical networking.
Pre-requisites EE 204, EE 311

EE 413 - Electronic Circuits for Instrumentation
3 (3,1,0)

College of Engineering

Review of op amp and digital gate characteristics;
Current feedback amplifier and current conveyor:
Concepts, modeling, and applications; S/H circuits;
Analog multipliers; Data converters; Digitally
programmable circuits; PLL and its simple applications;
Waveform generation using voltage - and current - mode
op amps, digital IC’s and IC timers; IC and switchedmode regulators; Counters; Review of transducers.
Pre-requisite EE 315
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EE 414 - Radio Frequency Electronics 2 (2,1,0)
Radio frequency tuned amplifiers. Power amplifiers.
Tuned LC oscillators. Crystal oscillators. Automatic
gain control. Mixers. High-frequency models of BJT.
S-parameters. Introduction to Microwave devices: HBT
and MESFET.
Pre-requisite EE 315

EE 416 - Advanced Electronic Circuits 3 (3,1,0)
Timers: 555 circuit and its applications. Analog switches.
Analog multipliers. Operational transconductance
amplifier (OTA). Current conveyor. Switched capacitor
circuits. Phase-locked-loop (PLL) with applications.
Data conversion: digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital
converters. Digital PLL.
Pre-requisite EE 315

EE 417 - VLSI Circuit Design 3(3,1,0)
Basic fabrication sequence of ICs: self aligned silicon
gate, NMOS and CMOS technologies. Design rules
and layout. Combinational and sequential circuits.
Memories and registers. Introduction to full custom and
semi-custom ICs, standard cells, gate arrays, FPGAs and
PLDs etc. CAD tools for design of ICs. Introduction to
high level design of ICs using VHDL. Introduction to
low power IC design.
Pre-requisite EE 315

EE 418 - VLSI Circuit Design Lab. 1(0,0,2)
Low level and high level design and implementation
of digital circuits targeted to FPGAs: Design entry
using schematic editor, functional simulation, design
entry using VHDL editor, VHDL Synthesis, Functional
simulation, Compilation of design, design verification
and study of reports. CMOS inverter layout (Step by
step process), Layout design of digital circuits using
layout tools, Lab. Project.
Co-requisite EE 417

EE 423 - Wave Propagation and Antennas 3 (3,1,0)
Basic propagation modes and antenna parameters;
Ground wave propagation; Sky wave propagation;
Space (terrestrial) wave propagation; Statistical models
and diversity principles; Propagation models in mobile
radio systems; Antenna engineering in LF, MF, HF, VHF
and UHF systems; Reflector antennas, linear and planar
antenna arrays.
Pre-requisites EE 204, EE 320

EE 424 - Communications Systems 3 (3,1,0)
Overview of communications systems, copper wire
transmission systems, Digital subscriber loops (xDSL) ,
Introduction to radio transmission systems; microwave
and millimeter ware radio relay systems; wireless local
loops (WLL) ; satellite systems for fixed and mobile
communications (GEO, MEO, LEO) ; VSATs systems,
Noise, Noise – Figure and SNR analysis in communication
systems ; link budget analysis , Principles of cellular
mobile systems.
Pre-requisites EE 204, EE 320

EE 429 - Topics in Communications and Systems 3 (3,1,0)
One (or more) topic(s) of relevant timely importance
in Communication and Systems. Examples include the
following: Information theory and coding; Neural
networks; Radar systems; Antenna Engineering;
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC); Spectrum
Management and Frequency Planning; RF and
microwave engineering; Mobile Communications;
Spread Spectrum and CDMA; Cryptography &
Information Security; Speech and image processing.
Pre-requisite EE 424

EE 430 - Introduction to Electrical Machine
Dynamics 3 (3,1,0)
Basic dynamic equations; DC machine dynamics:
dynamic models, dynamic analysis; Synchronous
machine transients and dynamics: transformation to
direct-and quadrature-axis variables, sudden 3-phase
short circuit, synchronous machine dynamics: the swing
equation, steady state and transient stability; Induction
machine dynamics and transients: starting transients,
sudden load changes, 3-phase faults.
Pre-requisite EE 331

EE 432 - Power Electronics 3 (3,1,0)
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EE 435 - Electrical Drives 3 (3,1,0)
Principles of electric drive; Definitions; Electrical
considerations: running, starting, braking; Mechanical
considerations: type of enclosure, noise, drive
transmission, motor selection; Electric traction; DC &
AC solid state drives.
Pre-requisites EE 331, EE 432

EE 442 - Utilization of Electric Energy 2 (2,1,0)
Lighting and electric wiring; Electric heating; Cooling
and heating of buildings; Welding; Electrolysis; Power
quality issues; Renewable energy sources; Power factor
improvement.
Pre-requisite EE 340

EE 443 - Power System Operation and Control
3 (3,1,0)
Concepts of power system operation; Network
topology and incidence matrices formation of bus
impedance matrix; Unit commitment; Optimal power
flow; Automatic generation control; Energy management
systems and control center operation; State estimation;
Dynamic security assessment.
Pre-requisite EE 341

EE 444 - Power system Planning 3 (3,1,0)
Basic load forecast methodologies; Electric loads
characteristics; consumer categories; Power system
generation; Transmission and distribution reliability
evaluation; System cost assessment; Load management
and energy conservation strategies.
Pre-requisite EE 341

EE 446 - High Voltage Engineering 3 (3,1,0)
Generation and measurements of high DC, AC
and impulse voltages; Conduction and breakdown
processes in gaseous, liquid, and solid insulating media;
High voltage test techniques; Grounding and safety
considerations.
Pre-requisite EE 340

EE 449 - Power System Protection 3 (3,1,0)
Protection Principles and Components; Fault
Calculations; Protective Transformers; Over-current
Protection; Distance Systems; Power Frequency and
Carrier Systems; Protection of Generators, Motors,
Busbars, Reactors, and Capacitors; Transformers;
Application of Protection to Distribution Systems;
Station Layout and Configuration; Disturbance
Monitoring; System Restoration; Microprocessor-Based
Relaying.
Pre-requisite EE 341

EE 451 - System Simulation 2 (2,1,0)
Principles of systems and models; System dynamics;
Simulation techniques; Simulation packages; Random
number generators; Monte Carlo simulation; Continuous
and discrete time simulations; Project.
Pre-requisite EE 351

EE 452 - Digital Control Systems 3 (3,1,0)
Introduction to digital systems; Sampling process;
Z-transform techniques; Difference equations and state
space representation; Simulation of discrete systems;
Solution via Z-transform; Stability, controllability
and observability of discrete systems; Discretization
methods; Introduction to computer controlled
systems.
Pre-requisite EE 351

EE 455 - Applied Control 3 (3,1,0)
Basics of system modeling and analysis; PID controller
design; Transducers and actuators; Real time control;
Control applications (power systems, robotics, etc.);
Control design project.
Pre-requisite EE 351

EE 461 - Computer Science for EE Students 2
(2,1,0)
IT services, information representation and data
structures; Operating Systems, examples (Unix,
Windows); Networks and Security: protocols, the
Internet and Intranets, security services and protocols,
firewalls and encryption; Programming Languages:
low-level and assemblers, high-level, compilers and
interpreters; Software Engineering: S/W life cycle,
modularity, tools and techniques, documentation,
configuration management, S/W ownership and
liability; Algorithms: importance & representation,
sorting & searching, numerical integration, critical path
method, random number generators, simulation, public
key cryptography.
Pre-requisite GE 208

EE 462 - Communication Networks 3 (3,1,0)
Introduction to networking; Multiplexing and switching
principles; Teletraffic analysis of circuit switching;
Teletraffic analysis of packet switching; The ISO-OSI
protocols; WANs and LANs; Internet and Intranet
principles and TCP/IP protocols; network flow; High
speed networks.
Pre-requisite EE 322

EE 498 - Graduation Project: Part I 2 (2,0,0)
Pre-requisite Completion of the eighth level (130 credit
hours)

College of Engineering

Power semiconductor devices: terminal characteristics;
Power converters: ac-ac converters, rectifiers, inverters,
dc-dc converters and resonant converters; Applications
in power systems.
Pre-requisite EE 311

EE 499 - Graduation Project: Part II 3 (3,0,0)
Pre-requisite EE 498
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Vision:
The vision of the department is to become the first
choice in the Gulf region for all motivated students who
wish to pursue mechanical engineering education.

Mission:
The mission of the Mechanical Engineering Program
is to professionally prepare mechanical engineering
graduates who are capable of fulfilling the technological
needs of society and excel in working professionally in
both mechanical and thermal systems areas.

About:
The Department of Mechanical Engineering is one
of the oldest mechanical engineering departments in
the Kingdom and the Arab Gulf states; in fact it has
been established at the time of founding of the College
of Engineering in 1382 H (1962 G). The mechanical
engineering (ME) program has been designed in
accordance with the international standards and
criteria of engineering education to serve the goals of
the development plans of the Kingdom in preparing
the graduates to fit in different job sectors within the
field of specialization.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master

College of Engineering

Aims:
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in mechanical engineering, and graduate or
professional studies in mechanical and related
disciplines, if pursued.
r .& HSBEVBUFT XJMM QPTTFTT B IJHI EFHSFF PG 
professionalism.
r .& HSBEVBUFT XJMM CF BQQMZJOH QSBDUJDBM
knowledge in the 3. global marketplace and will
be continuously developing their skills throughout
their careers.

Landmarks:
The department has a number of laboratories
and a workshop serving different disciplines. These
facilities are used for the educational process as well
as for student’s projects and for research work. These
laboratories occupy a total area of about 4000 square
meters
Vibrations and Dynamics Laboratory
Automatic Control Laboratory
Materials Engineering Laboratory
Mechanical Testing Laboratory
Engineering Workshop

Design Laboratory
Fluid mechanics laboratory
Heat transfer laboratory
Refrigeration and air conditioning laboratory

Faculty:
Name

Rank

AbdulAziz M. AlMujahid
Ahmed Adel Khdeir
Alaa Eldin M. Shibl
Ali A. Al-Seif
Faruk Yigit
Mahmoud S. Soliman
Mohamed E. Ali
Mohamed Fouad Zedan
Mohamed M. ElMadany
Mosaad A. Foda
Sami Ali Al-Sanea
Abdullah O. Nuhait
Bassam AlBassam
Ehab El-Danaf
Khalid A. Al-Saif
Magdy El Rayes
Mahir Es-Saheb
Mohamed Morsi
Obida Zeitoun
Osama Aldraihem
Salim Basharat
Zuhair Abduljabbar
Abdel Rahman A. Ali
Abduhakim A. Almajid
Abdulmohsen Al Bedah
Abdulrahman Ellithy
Abdulraziq Khalil
Ahmed Ibrahim
Essam Ali Al-Bahkali
Faycal BinYahya
Halil Ozer
Hany A. Al-Ansary
Jamel A. Orfi
Khaled S. Alsalem

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
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Khalid Alammar
Mohaned Alata
Zeyad A. Al-Suhaibani

Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Programs:
B.Sc in Mechanical Engineering

broaden and deepen the students’ knowledge of the
field through additional technical courses. Furthermore,
in the final year, students take a senior project, in
which the knowledge and skills they have learned are
applied. Engineering design, technical communication,
teamwork, and laboratory experiences are integrated
throughout the curriculum.

About:

Aims:

The undergraduate program offered by the
Department of Mechanical Engineering provides
an opportunity for students with an aptitude for
physical sciences, mathematics and use of computers
to fully develop their capabilities and apply them to
the engineering program. Graduates of Mechanical
Engineering acquire an excellent background in
mechanics and thermal sciences to analyze the
conversion and transmission of energy in its many
forms. Mechanical engineers use this knowledge to
solve new problems and to make things work better,
more efficiently, and more economically.

Program Educational Objectives (PEO):

Energy generation and utilization, manufacturing
processes and products, and design of mechanical
equipment and systems are traditional mechanical
engineering fields. Students receive basic preparation
in all of these areas. The Mechanical Engineering
program prepares students for entrance into industry,
for independent business (e.g., consulting, contracting,
or manufacturing), or for work in government agencies.
A degree in Mechanical Engineering may be used as a
background for business degree, as well as for graduate
study in engineering.

First Level

1. ME graduates will have successful careers

2.
3.

in mechanical engineering, and graduate or
professional studies in mechanical and related
disciplines, if pursued.
ME graduates will possess a high degree of
professionalism.
ME graduates will be applying practical knowledge
in the global marketplace and will be continuously
developing their skills throughout their careers.

Study Plan:
Code No. Course Title
ENG

102

MATH
PHYS
IC
ARAB

105
103
101
101

English Language for Eng &
Comp.St.-1Differential Calculus
General Physics -1Introduction to Islamic Culture
Language Skills
Total

Units
6
3
4
2
2
17

Second Level

The Mechanical Engineering curriculum is designed
as a sequence of increasingly specialized experience.
The entering student’s first two years are spent in
studying the basics of science: mathematics, physics,
and chemistry, English language, computer skills and
Arabic language, Islam, and some fundamental courses
such as statics, dynamics, materials engineering and
mechanics of materials. Building on this base, in the
third year, students take more fundamental courses such
as thermodynamics, introductory fluid mechanics, basic
elements of circuits and electronics, and manufacturing
processes. By the fourth year, students study specialized
Mechanical Engineering courses in the subfields of fluid
mechanics, heat transfer, dynamic systems, automatic
control, and engineering design. Finally, during the
fifth year, the program offers the opportunity to both

Code No. Course Title
ENG

104

MATH
MATH
PHYS
CHEM

106
107
104
101

English Language for Eng &
Comp.St.-2Integral Calculus
Algebra & Analytic Geometry
General Physics -2General Chemistry-1Total

Units
3
3
3
4
4
17

Third Level
Code No. Course Title

Units

GE

201 Statics

3

ME

253 Materials Engineering

GE

102 Workshop
Calculus for Engineering
MATH 203
Students
Computer Application in
GE
204
Engineering
ARAB 103 Expository Writing
IC

102 Islam and Society
Total

Fourth Level

3
1
3
2
2

College of Engineering

Employment opportunities for graduates from
Mechanical Engineering program are in the areas of
research and development of new products, design
of equipment or systems, supervision of production,
maintenance, administration, sales engineering, and
testing. Mechanical engineers may work in engineering
organizations, in the government sector, and in major
industries such as power and desalination plants, heavy
equipments, plastic, aerospace, chemical, electronics,
materials processing, etc.

2
16
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Code No. Course Title
GE

202 Dynamics

ME

Units

Code No. Course Title

Units

3

ME
ME
ME
ME
GE

3
3
3
2
3
14

351 Mechanics of Materials -1
Differential Equations for
MATH 204
Engineering Students
GE
104 Basics of Engineering Drawing

3

GE

209 Computer Programming

3

IC

103 The Islamic Economic System

2

Total

3

3

17

Fifth Level

3

ME
ME
ME

4
3
3

ME

3

GE

ME

355

ME
ME

372
381

EE

318

STAT

324

Processing of Engineering
Materials -1Thermodynamics -2Fluid Mechanics -1Electrical and Electronic
Circuits
Engineering Probability and
Statistics
Total

Units
3
3
3
3
3
15

Seventh Level

Code No. Course Title

Units

ME

4

ME
ME
ME
ME

ME

499 -Graduation Project -2
Refrigeration and Air442
conditioning Systems
485 Fluid Machinery
Comput. Analysis of
407
Mechanical Problems
Management of Engineering
402
Projects
Total

3
3
3
3
15

Course Description:

Code No. Course Title

College of Engineering

Units

ME
ME

Sixth Level

210

Code No. Course Title

Units

3
16

Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Power and Desalination Plants -1Mechanical Vibrations
Graduation Project -1Engineering Economics
Total

Tenth Level

Code No. Course Title
354 Mechanics of Materials -2363 Mechanics of Machinery
371 Thermodynamics -1Mechanical Eng. Drawing &
ME
203
Graphics
MATH 254 Numerical Methods
Total

441
471
464
498
401

301 Design of Mechanical Systems -1Processing of Engineering
356
Materials -2Dynamics of Mechanical
362
Systems
382 Fluid Mechanics-2302 Mechanical Measurements
Total

3
4
3
3
17

Course Code – Course Title Credit hours (Lecture,
Tutorial, Lab)

GE 202 Dynamics 3(3,1,0)
Kinematics of a particle: curvilinear motion, and relative
motion; Kinematics of a rigid body in plane motion:
relative velocity and acceleration, and rotating axes;
Kinetics of particles: Newton’s law, work and energy,
impulse and momentum, and impact; Kinetics of a rigid
body in plane motion: translation, fixed axis rotation,
general motion, work and energy, and impulse and
momentum.
Prerequisite: GE 201

GE 104 Basics of Engineering Drawing. 3(1,0,4)
Constructional geometry and basics of lettering;
Sketching; Orthographic projection; Sectional and
auxiliary views; Dimensioning; Introduction to computer
graphics; Engineering applications.

GE 102 Workshop 1(0,0,2)
Eighth Level
Code No. Course Title

Units

ME

373 Heat Transfer

4

ME

401 Design of Mechanical Systems -2- 3

ME

461 Automatic Control

4

EE

339 Electrical Machines
Fundamentals of the Islamic
104
Political System
Total

3

IC

Ninth Level

2
16

Introduction: manufacturing technology, workshop
requirements, manufacturing materials; Principles of
manufacturing operations: basic bench work operations,
forming operations, sheet metal work, joining processes,
casting processes, machining operations; Workshop
metrology; Basic workshop safety.

ME 203 Mechanical Engineering Drawing and
Graphics. 3(2,0,3)
Auxiliary views; skew and inclined planes; Surface
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processes, welding, brazing, reviting, bonding, etc.;
Modern manufacturing processes.
Prerequisite: ME 351

ME 351 Mechanics of Materials (1). 3(3,1,1)

Introduction to materials engineering; Structure and
characteristics of metals; Polymers and ceramics;
Equilibrium-phase diagrams; Microstructures of alloys;
Imperfections; Diffusion; Mechanical properties of
metals, polymers, ceramics; Heat treatment of plaincarbon steels, cast irons and precipitation hardening.
Prerequisite: CHEM 101, PHYS 104

Study of the mechanical behavior of solid bodies (Rods,
shafts, beams, etc.) under various types of loading.
Mechanical and thermal stresses and strains; Stress-strain
relations; Axial deformation; Statically indeterminate
bars and rods; Shear and bending moments in beams;
Stresses in beams; Torsion of shafts and thin walled
tubes; Combined loadings; Analysis of plane stress and
plane strain; Thin walled vessels.
Prerequisites: GE 201

ME 301 Design of Mechanical Systems (1). 4(3,1,2)

ME 354 Mechanics of Materials (2). 3(3,1,1)

The meaning of design, mechanical engineering
design, phases of design, design considerations, codes
and standards, factor of safety, materials, and failure
prevention; Steady loading and theories of failure;
Variable loading and fatigue failure; Material selection
for strength and rigidity; Design of mechanical
elements; Fabrication elements, design of screws,
power screws, fasteners and connections, welded,
brazed and bonded joints; Mechanical springs; Rolling
contact bearings; Lubrication and journal bearings;
Term design projects.
Prerequisite: ME 356, ME 363, ME 203

Theories of failures; Strain gauges and applications;
Photoelasticity theory and technique for stress-strain
analysis; Thick-walled cylinders; Design of beams and
shafts; Deflection of beams; Statically indeterminate
problems; Energy methods; Stability of axially loaded
beams (columns).
Prerequisites: ME 355

ME 253 Materials Engineering. 3(2,1,2)

ME 302 Mechanical Measurements. 3(2,1,2)
Measuring concepts; Experimental procedures;
Uncertainty analysis; Basic instrument techniques; Data
collection and analysis; Applications on measurements
and reporting.
Prerequisite: ME 381

ME 355 Processing of Engineering Materials
(1). 3(2,1,2)
Basic structure of materials processes; Classification
of manufacturing processes; Basic material processes;
Manufacturing properties of materials; Liquid state
forming processes, casting processes of metals and
non metals; Mass-conserving processes of solid state
materials, forming of metals.
Prerequisite: ME 253, ME 355, ME 203.

ME 363 Mechanics of Machinery. 3(3,1,1)
Topological characteristics of planar mechanisms;
Degree-of-freedom; Position, velocity and acceleration
analysis of linkages: graphical and analytical methods;
Static and dynamic force analysis of machinery: graphical
and analytical methods; Flywheels; Cam mechanisms;
Law of gearing; Simple and planetary gear trains; Term
project.
Prerequisites: GE 202, GE 209.

ME 362 Dynamics of Mechanical Systems.
3(3,1,0)
Introduction to physical systems; Modelling of
mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic and thermal
systems; Analogies; Mixed systems; Response of first
order systems; Free and forced vibration of second
order systems; Free vibration and steady-state response
of two-degree-of-freedom systems; Balancing of
reciprocating and rotating machinery; Term project.
Prerequisites: MATH 204, GE 209

ME 371 Thermodynamics (1). 3(3,1,0)
ME 356 Processing of Engineering Materials
(2). 3(2,1,2)
Basics of materials processes; Mass-conserving
processes of solid state materials, forming of polymers,
and powders; Mass-reducing processes of solid state
materials, machining processes; Joining and fabrication

Basics and definitions of thermodynamics; First law
of thermodynamics; Second law of thermodynamics;
Entropy; Carnot and reversed Carnot cycles; Rankine
cycle; Gas power cycles; Refrigeration and heat pump
cycles.
Prerequisites: PHYS 104

College of Engineering

intersections; Developed views; Preferred numbers;
Fits and tolerances; Machine components; Structural
drawings; Assembly drawings; Fundamentals of
computer graphics and the use of Auto CAD computer
drafting software.
Prerequisite: GE 104
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ME 372 Thermodynamics (2). 3(3,1,1)
Availability; Generalized thermodynamic relations; Ideal
gas mixtures; Gas-vapor mixtures; Thermodynamics
of reciprocating gas compressors; Combustion;
Introduction to internal combustion engines.
Prerequisite: ME 371

ME 373 Heat Transfer. 4(3,1,2)
Steady and unsteady heat conduction; Free and
forced convection for external and internal flows;
Heat exchangers; Properties and process of radiation,
radiation exchange between surfaces.

ME 381 Fluid Mechanics (1). 3(3,1,0)
Dimensions and units; Fundamental concepts in fluids;
Fluid statics; Control volume; Conservation of mass and
momentum equations; Energy equation; Differential
form of equations; Stream function; Euler’s equations;
Bernoulli’s equation; Dimensional analysis and model
studies; Introduction to turbomachinery.
Prerequisite: GE 202, ME 371

ME 382 Fluid Mechanics (2). 3(3,1,1)

College of Engineering

Dynamics of fluid flow and Navier-Stokes equations;
Simple exact solutions; Approximate solutions; Flow
in pipes; Boundary layer equations; Blasius flow;
Momentum integral equation; Potential flow, complex
potential of elementary flows, super positioning;
Introduction to one dimensional compressible flows;
Types of flows; Isentropic flow in variable-area passages;
Normal shocks.
Prerequisite: ME 381
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ME 228 Thermal Sciences for Civil Engineering
Students 2(2,1,0)
First and second law of thermodynamics; Properties
of ideal gases and vapors; Air standard cycles; Vapor
power and reversed cycles; Conduction heat transfer.
Prerequisite: PHYS 104

EE 303 Principles of Electrical and Electronic
Circuits 3(3,1,0)
Circuit elements and laws, Thevenin and Norton
equivalent circuits, voltage and current division, energy
storage elements; circuit differential equations, AC
circuits, sinusoidal sources and response of circuits to
AC sources. Diodes, ideal diode and rectifiers, limiter,
Zenor diodes. Introduction to transistors and amplifiers,
JFE transistor, bipolar junction transistor, integral
circuits. Digital electronic circuits; diode gates, BJT
switch and logic families. Introduction to digital logic

circuits, sequential logic, hardware implementation of
logic circuits.

EE 306 Electrical Machines 3(3,1,0)
Introduction to machinery principles; Transformers:
types and construction of transformers; Transformer
ratings and related problems; DC machinery
fundamentals: construction of DC machines, voltage
and torque equations; DC generators: equivalent
circuit, types. DC motors: equivalent circuit, DC motor
starters; AC machine fundamentals; synchronous
machines: construction, excitation, generator and motor
operations; Induction motors: single and three-phase,
and special purpose motors.

ME 401 Design of Mechanical Systems (2). 3(3,1,1)
Design process; Origin and identification of engineering
design problems; Creativity in engineering design;
Technical analysis; Human and legal factors; Problem
solving and decision making; Design of spur and helical
gears; Design of clutches and brakes; Miscellaneous
power transmission components; Communicating the
design; Term design projects.
Prerequisite: ME 301

ME 407 Computational Analysis of Mechanical
Problems 3(3,1,1)
Basics and definition of finite element method; Types
of elements and derivation of their characteristics
equations; Finite element modeling of structural
problems; Applications to stress analysis and structural
dynamic analysis problems; Use of available packages
in solving simple design problems.
Prerequisites: ME 356, ME 364

ME 441 Refrigeration and Air Conditioning 3(3,1,1)
Vapor - compression refrigeration systems: standard
cycle and its modification, compressors, condensers,
evaporators, expansion devices, system analysis,
multipressure systems; Absorption refrigeration
systems: Lithium-Bromide system, cycle and
improvements, combined systems; Aqua-Ammonia
systems; Psychrometric processes; Air conditioning
systems; Load calculations.
Prerequisite: ME 373

ME 442 Refrigeration and Air Conditioning
Systems. 3(3,1,0)
Air conditioning systems; HVAC applications; Basic
air conditioning processes; Indoor air quality; Heat
transmission in buildings; Solar radiation; Load
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calculations; Pipes and ducts design; Air distribution;
Equipment selection; HVAC control.
Corequisite: ME 441

digital and digital to analog converters; Mechanical and
thermal measurements; Data acquisition boards; PCbased controllers; Programmable logic controllers.
Prerequisite: ME 364

ME 456 Manufacturing Processes Engineering. 3(3,1,0)
Analysis of various manufacturing processes; Theories
of metal casting, forming and cutting; Effect of different
process parameters on its manufacturability; Design for
manufacturing; Tool and die design fundamentals.
Prerequisite: ME 352

ME 467 Dynamic Testing of Mechanical
Systems3(2,0,3)
Review of basic elements in measuring systems;
Introduction to data acquisition systems; Digital signal
processing; Transfer functions for linear mechanical
systems; Rotating machinery fault diagnosis.

ME 457 Aircraft Structures 3(3,1,0)
Main components of aircraft structure and types
of loads; Mechanical behavior of basic structural
elements: Thin-wall beams, multi-cell tubes, and
sandwich constructions; Theory of thin plates; Theory
of laminated composites; Elastic and aeroelastic
instabilities; Term project.
Prerequisite: ME 356

ME 458 Materials Selection for Design and
Manufacturing 3(3,1,0)
Classification of engineering materials; Heat treatments
and strengthening mechanisms;
Mechanical and
manufacturing properties; Case studies in materials
selection for manufacturing; Materials and component
failures; Materials selection for design; New and
advanced materials.
Prerequisite: ME 352

Prerequisite: ME 302, ME 364.

ME 471 Power and Desalination Plants 3(3,1,1)
Steam

power

regeneration;

plants

-

superheat,

reheat

and

thermal

analysis

and

Description,

performance of the plant systems and components;
Gas Power Plants:

Thermal analysis of the simple

cycle, intercooling, reheat and regeneration; Plant
components; Combined gas and steam cycle plants;
Desalination plants: Fundamentals of water desalination
- thermal methods of desalination: MSF & MED.
Prerequisite: ME 373, EE 308

ME 485 Fluid Machinery. 3(3,1,1)
Fundamental equations of fluid flow; Euler equation of
turbomachinery; Efficiency definitions of turbomachines
and their components; Axial-flow turbomachinery;
Radial-flow turbomachinery; 3D flow considerations.

Introduction to feedback control systems; Representation
of control system components; Laplace transformation;
Transfer functions and block diagrams; Time response
of feedback control systems; Root locus technique;
Frequency response methods; Compensation; Term
project.
Prerequisite: ME 364

Prerequisite: ME 372, ME 382

ME 498 Graduation Project, Part-I. 2(2,0,0)
Choosing the topic, establishing the project, literature
review, preparing for/or preliminary conducting the
experiments, collecting the field data and developing
the mathematical/ computer model if applicable,
writing the first two chapters along with any preliminary
findings.

M E 464 M e chanical Vi brations 3 (3,1,0)
Design of isolators for shock and harmonic loading,
response spectrum. Multi-degree- of- freedom system;
natural and forced vibrations; approximate and
numerical methods; rotor dynamics.
Prerequisite: ME 364

ME 466 Introduction to Mechatronics 3(2,1,2)
Introduction to mechanical system interfacing and
actuation; Operational and power amplifiers; Electrical
actuation systems: DC and stepper motors; Analog to

Prerequisite: Level 9

ME 499 Graduation Project, Part-II. 3(3,0,0)
Continuation of Part-I of the project including: running
and finalizing the experimental program or the
mathematical/computer model, analyzing the results
and findings and drawing the conclusion, writing the
complete project report, presenting and defending the

College of Engineering

ME 465 Automatic Control. 3(3,1,1)

project.
Prerequisite: ME 498
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Vision:
The department of chemical engineering aims
at contributing to the nation’s development and
improving the welfare of the society, through preparing
professional chemical engineers and conducting
applied research.

Mission:

College of Engineering

The department mission is to provide rigorous and
dynamic education to students in chemical engineering
field, serving local communities, contributing to the
progress of the chemical engineering profession and
leading in innovative applied research.
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The Chemical Engineering Department was
established in 1394 H (1974 G) in the College of
Engineering at King Saud University. The department
has 29 faculty members: 14 Full Professors, 5 Associate
Professors, 8 Assistant Professors and 3 Lecturers.
Also, there are 6 Teaching and Research Assistants,
and 5 Technicians and administrative staff. The
department has very well equipped laboratories.
Some of these laboratories enable the students to
visualize the various chemical processes and how they
are interrelated. Beside the student’s laboratories, the
department contains faculty laboratories in which they
conduct their own research. Also, the department has
advanced computation facilities either through direct
connection with university and college computers or
the departmental personal computers facilities. The
department computation laboratories are equipped
with a number of design, simulation, and control
packages that are used by the students to enhance the
understanding of the various chemical processes.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master - PhD

Aims:
The following objectives have been set up by the
department in support of the mission:

 Pursue successful careers in the oil & gas,
chemical, petrochemical, water desalination
industries and other related industries.
 Make successful transitions from the
traditional chemical engineering career path
into business, government, education and
other fields.
 Demonstrate commitment to life-long
learning through, successful completion of
an advanced degree, continuing education
course(s),
professional
development
course(s), and/or industry training course(s).

Landmarks:
The Chemical Engineering department has four
main undergraduate laboratories where students can
practice and integrate all of their knowledge from the
undergraduate courses into realistic applications. These
laboratories are classified as follows:
- Unit Operation Laboratory; In this laboratory the
students are introduced to and trained on different
laboratory-scale chemical processes such as distillation,
drying, cooling tower, liquid phase chemical reactors
(batch, continuous, tubular) and heat exchanger. The
students also learn about many chemical and physical
phenomena such as diffusion of liquids and gases,
thermal conductivity, solid handling, fluidization and
filtration.
- Petroleum Refining Laboratory; In this laboratory, the
students are trained on distillation of crude oil and
learn how to estimate oil properties such as pour and
cloud point, melting point of wax, specific gravity and
viscosity of oil and flash and fire point by open cup
method. The training also includes water and sediment
removal by centrifuge.
- Process Control Laboratory; This laboratory contains
several equipments, which are used to introduce the
student to process dynamic in open loop and closedloop modes, instrumentation and control valves. The
student also trained on how to tune the conventional
PID controller.
- Material Science Laboratory; In this laboratory
students learn how to study and analyze the surface
and structure of various types of minerals.
The Chemical Engineering department has several
research laboratories where Professors carry out their
technical research work. These laboratories are:

 Phosphate manufacturing and processing
laboratory.
 Electrochemistry and hydrogen production
laboratory.
 Heat transfer and scale and fouling
laboratory.
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Catalysis and characterization laboratory.
Catalysis chemical reaction laboratory.
Mass transfer enhancement laboratory.
Advanced process control application
laboratory.
 Hydrodynamics of gas lift reactors
laboratory.

Faculty:
Name

Rank

AbdelHamid M. Ajbar
Ahmed E. Abasaeed
Anis Fakeeha
Emadadeen M. Ali
Hamid M. Mustafa
Ibrahim S. Al-Mutaz
Kamil M. Wagilla
Khalid Al-Humaizi
Mohammad Abashar
Mohammad Q. Asif
Morad M. Boumaaza
Saeed Al-Zahrani
Tariq F. Al-Faris
Waheed A. Al-Masry
Fahad M. Al-Habdan
Maher A. Al-Odan
Malik I. Al-Ahmad
Mansor I Al-Hazaa
Yousef S. Al-Zaghayer
Abdulaziz M. Al-Mutlaq
AbdulRahman A. Al-Rabiah
Fahad S. Al-Mubaddel
Inas M. Al-Nashef
Mansour I Al-hoshan
Mohammad Q. Al-haj Ali
Othman Y Alothman
Yousef A. Bakhbakhi
Farag A. Abdel-Eleem

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer

engineering student studies four laboratory courses
in addition to completing a sixty days summer training
requirement. During the training program, the student
acquires the practical knowledge and the experience
for his future employment.

Aims:
The B.S. program aims at preparing the students to
satisfy the needs of the industrial and public sectors
and also to contribute to the national industrial
development in the Kingdom.

Study Plan:
Course Code Course

Unit

102ENG
105MATH
103PHYS
101IC
101ARAB

6
3
4
2
2
17

English Language for Engineers 1
Differential Calculus
General Physics 1
Introduction to Islamic Culture
Arabic Language Skills

2ed level
Course Code Course
104ENG
106MATH
107MATH
104PHYS
101CHEM

English Language for Engineers 2
Integral Calculus
Algebra & Analytical Geometry
General Physics 2
General Chemistry 1

3rd level
Course Code Course
203MATH
102GE
210GE

Programs:

204GE

B.Sc. Chemical Engineering

102IC

About:

103ARAB

The B.Sc. program requires the student to study a
total of 160 credit units, of which 12 units are university
requirement, 51 units are college requirements and
the department requires 97 units. The department
requirement is divided into 66 units are core courses,
17 units as requirement from other disciplines and 14
specialized units which includes: petroleum refining,
selected topics in chemical engineering, catalysis
and heterogeneous reactors, water treatment and
desalination. Finally 5 units are devoted to a design
project in which the student designs a complete
factory, or simulates an industrial process or conduct a
complete laboratory experiment. This design project is
intended to polish the student’s knowledge of chemical
engineering. During his course of study, the chemical

201CHE

Differential & Integral Calculus
Workshop
Engineering Machines
Engineering Computer
Application
Islam & the Construction of
Society
Expository Writing
Chemical Engineering
Principles 1

Unit
3
3
3
4
4
17

Unit
3
1
3

2
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2
3
15
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2
2
2
3
16

4th level
Course Code Course
103IC
204MATH
209GE
202CHE
244CHEM
230CHEM

The Islamic Economic system
Differential Equations for
Engineering
Computer Programming
Chemical Engineering
Principles 2
Organic Chemistry 1
Physical chemistry Principles

Unit
2
3
3
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5th level
Course Code Course
254MATH
245CHEM
239CHEM
302CHE
104GE
312CHE
307CHE

Numerical Methods
Organic chemistry 2
Physical Chemistry Lab 1
Computerized Mass and
Energy balances
Basics of Engineering
Graphics
Momentum Transport
Operations
Chemical Engineering
Thermodynamics 1

Unit
3
2
1

3

308CHE
309CHE
313CHE
331CHE

Probability & Statistics for
Engineers
Organic Compounds
Chemical Engineering
Thermodynamics 2
Unit Operations
Heat Transfer Operations
Principles of Material Science

College of Engineering

7th level
Course Code Course
350CHEM
308EE
314CHE
401CHE
404CHE

316CHE
402CHE
323CHE
321CHE
432CHE

402GE

2

405CHE

16

413CHE

fundamental of Political
System in Islam
Separation Processes 1
Chemical Engineering Lab 1
Process Dynamics and Control
Computer Aided Chemical
Process Design
Material Engineering &
Corrosion

9th level
Course Code Course
403CHE

Chemical Engineering Lab 2
Heterogeneous Reactors
Engineering

423CHE

3
2
2
3
3
3
16

Unit
4
3
3
2
3
15

Unit

2
3
3
16

Engineering Project
Management
Chemical Engineering Lab 3
Desalination and Water
Treatment
Petroleum Refinery
Project 2
Selected Topics in Chemical
Engineering 2

Unit
3
2
3
3
3
2
16

* Co-requisite
** Program is preceeded by a 2-level preparatory
year

Course Description:
Preparatory year

Course Code – Course Title Credit hours
(Lecture, Tutorial, Lab)
MATH 140: Introduction to Mathematics 2(2,1,0)
Linear equations and applications, linear inequalities,
absolute value in equations and inequalities, complex
numbers, quadratic equations and applications,
functions , odd and even functions, operations on
functions, inverse functions, exponential and logarithmic
functions, trigonometric functions, conic sections,
systems of equations and inequalities, matrices, matrix
operations.

3

Textbook: Raymond A. Barnett, Michael R. Ziegler and
Karl E. Byleen, “ Precalculus: Functions and Graphs “ , 6th
Edition
Pre-requisite: None Health 140: Health and Fitness
2(2,1,0)
Subjects about general health and body and brain
fitness.

3

ENGL 140: English language -1- 8(8,0,0)

2
3
2
3

16

426CHE

216

Instrumental Analysis
Circuits & Electrical Machines
Mass Transfer Operations
Computational Methods
Chemical Reactor Engineering

8th level
Course Code Course
104IC

Course Code Course

3

Unit

3

10th level

441CHE
499CHE

Course Code Course

249CHEM

498CHE
411CHE
421CHE

Selected Topics in Chemical
Engineering
Project 1
Separation Processes 2
Chemical Process Economics

2

6th level

324STAT

422CHE

Unit
2
3

This initial stage of the course is designed to give the
students a strong foundation in the language, improving
their command of English as well as improving their
vocabulary, reading, writing and communication skills.
In the process of improving these skills, students will
also develop their confidence in the language and also
their presentation skills. These all contribute to the
life skills of the student and help to prepare them for
their future studies and careers beyond KSU. As the
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CI 140: Learning , thinking and Research skills
3(3,1,0)
Learning skills: Self management for learning, Learning
tools, Reading strategies, Second language learning
skills, Test administration.
Thinking skills: Theory Of Inventive Problem Solving
(TRIZ), Rounding Thinking, Expanding perception,
Creative thinking.
Research skills: Problem determining, Search for
information strategies, Sites of sources, access this
information, Using thin formation, Information
construction, Information evaluation.

IT 140: Computer skills 3(3,1,0)
Basic Concepts of Information Technology, Using
a computer and Managing Files, Word Processing,
Spreadsheets, Databases, Presentation.

I SCS 140: Communication Skills 2(2,1,0)
This course deals with communication kills as a tool for
achieving personal psychological and social adaptability.
It is one of the key skills in matrix of (self development
skills) this course covers skills related to communication
sufficiency comprised of a wide array of major matrix
of knowledge, skills and approaches comprised in
four main sufficiency: Knowledge sufficiency, Social
sufficiency, Comprehension sufficiency, Productive
sufficiency.

ENGL 150: English language -2- 8(8,0,0)
The final assessment for the course is the highly
regarded International English Language Testing System
(IELTS), which is used as a qualifying test for students
wishing to attend university in many countries including
the UK and Australia. Specialist material will be used to
prepare students for this test with the aim of reaching
an IELTS score of 5.0 by the end of the year.

MATH 150: Differential Calculus 3(3,0,0)
Limits and Continuity: The Concept of Limit,
Computation of Limits, Continuity and its
Consequences, Limits Involving Infinity, Formal
Definition of the Limit. Differentiation: The Concept
of Derivative, Computation of Derivatives (The Power
Rule, Higher Order Derivatives, and Acceleration),
the Product and Quotient Rules, The Chain Rule,
Derivatives of Exponential and Logarithmic Functions,
Implicit Differentiation and Inverse Trigonometric
Functions, the Mean Value Theorem. Applications of
Differentiation: Indeterminate Forms and L’Hopital’s
rule, Maximum and Minimum Values, Increasing and
Decreasing Functions, Concavity and the Second
Derivative Test, Optimization, Related Rates.
Textbook: Robert T. Smith, and Roland R. Minton,

“Calculus, early Transcendental functions”,
Edition, 2007.
Pre-requisite: MATH 140

Third

University Requirements
IC 101: Introduction to Islamic Culture 2(2,0,0)
IC 102: Islam and Society 2(2,0,0)
IC 103: The Islamic Economic System 2(2,0,0)
IC 104: Fundamentals of the Islamic Political System
2(2,0,0)
ARAB 101: Language Skills 2(2,0,0)
ARAB 103: Expository Writing 2(2,0,0)
College Requirements

A- Compulsory courses
MATH 106: Integral Calculus 3(3,0,0)
The definite integral, fundamental theorem of calculus,
the indefinite integral, change of variable, numerical
integration. Area, volume of revolution, work, arc length.
Differentiation and integration of inverse trigonometric
functions. The logarithmic, exponential, hyperbolic and
inverse hyperbolic functions. Techniques of integration:
substitution, by parts, trigonometric substitutions, partial
fractions, miscellaneous substitutions. Indeterminate
forms, improper integrals. Polar coordinates.

Textbooks:
1- Robert T. Smith, and Roland R. Minton, “Calculus,
early Transcendental functions”, 3rd Edition.
2- Earl W. Swokowski, Michael Olinick, Dennis Pence,
and Jeffery A. Cole “Calculus”, 6th Edition.
Pre-requisite: MATH 150

MATH 107: Vectors and Matrices 3(3,0,0)
Vectors in two and three dimensions, scalar and vector
products, equations of lines and planes in space,
surfaces, cylindrical and spherical coordinates. Vector
valued functions, their limits, continuity, derivatives
and integrals. Motion of a particle in space, tangential
and normal components of acceleration. Functions
in two or three variables, their limits, continuity,
partial derivatives, differentials, chain rule, directional
derivatives, tangent planes and normal lines to surfaces.
Extrema of functions of several variables, Lagrange
multipliers. Systems of linear equations, matrices,
determinants, inverse of a matrix, Cramer’s rule.
Textbook: Edward and Penny, “Calculus”, international
edition.
Pre-requisite: MATH 150

MATH 203: Differential & Integral Calculus 3(3,0,0)
Infinite series, convergence and divergence of
infinite series, integral test, ratio test, root test and
comparison test. Conditional convergence and
absolute convergence, alternating series test. Power
series, Taylor and Maclaurin series. Double integral
and its applications to area, volume, moments and
centre of mass. Double integrals in polar coordinates.
Triple integral in rectangular, cylindrical and spherical
coordinates and applications to volume moment and
centre of mass. Vector fields, line integrals, surface
integrals, Green’s theorem, the divergence theorem,
Stoke’ theorem.
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course progresses, and students reach a higher level
of English, the focus will switch to the academic side
of the language. This will involve preparing students
for the style of language they will need for their future
studies.
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Textbook:
1- Robert T. Smith, and Roland R. Minton, “Calculus,
early Transcendental functions”, 3rd Edition.
2- Earl W. Swokowski, Michael Olinick, Dennis Pence,
and Jeffery A. Cole “Calculus”, 6th Edition.
Pre-requisite: MATH 106 and MATH 107

Equilibrium : Relation between Kc & Kp, Le Chatelier’s
principle and factor affecting equilibrium. Ionic
equilibrium: Acid and base concepts, pH calculations
of acid, base and buffer solutions. Atomic Structure:
emission spectrum, Bohr’s theory de Broglre’s
hypothesis, quantum numbers, electronic configuration
of elements, consequences of the periodic table.

MATH 204: Differential Equations 3(3,0,0)
Various types of first order equations and their
applications. Linear equations of higher order. Systems
of linear equations with constant coefficients, reduction
of order. Power series methods for solving second order
equations with polynomial coefficients. Fourier series,
Fourier series for even and odd functions. Complex
Fourier series. The Fourier integral.
Textbook: Dennis G. Zill and Michael R Cullen,
“Differential equations with boundary value problems”,
6th edition
Pre-requisite: MATH 203

ENGL 107 - Technical Writing 3(3,0,0)

STAT 324: Engineering
Statistics 3(3,1,0)

Searching, compiling, referencing and writing ethics.
Guidelines for good written communication. Guidelines
for slide preparation and good oral presentation.
Delivering successful speeches. Writing memos and
business letters. Introduction to academic and business
proposals. Guidelines for writing CV’s, successful
interviews and job search skills. Group dynamics,
effective meetings, team-work, leadership and
management skills. Engineering ethics and professional
conduct.
Pre-requisites: None.

Probability

and

Probability and probability distribution - Mathematical
expectations of random variables. Discrete and
continuous distributions. Sampling distributions Estimation, testing of hypothesis - Regression and
correlation.
Pre-requisite: None

PHYS 103: General Physics (1) 4(4,1,0)
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Introduction (Vectors), Motion in one dimension with
constant acceleration, Motion in two dimension with
application to projectile motion and circular motion,
Newton’s Laws of Motion, Work and Energy, Potential
Energy and conservation of Energy, Linear Momentum
and Collisions, Rotation of rigid object about a fix axis
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PHYS 104: General Physics (2) 4(4,1,0)
Electricity and Magnetism: Coulomb’s law, electric
fields, Gauss’ Law, electric potential, potential energy,
capacitance and dielectric, currents and resistance,
electrical energy and power, direct current circuits,
Kirchhoffs rules, magnetic fields, motion of charged
particle in a magnetic field, sources of the magnetic
field, Ampere’s law, Faraday’s law of induction,
self inductance, energy in a magnetic field, mutual
inductance, alternating current circuits, the RLC series
circuit, power in an A.C. circuit, resonance in RLC
services circuit.

CHEM 101: General Chemistry 4(3,0,2)
Stoichiometry: SI Units, chemical formulas, the mole,
methods of expressing concentration, Calculations
based on chemical equations. Gases: laws, kinetic
theory, deviation and van der Waals equation.
Thermochemistry: Types of enthalpy changes, Hess
Law and its applications,, first law of thermodynamics.
Solutions: Type of solutions and laws related , colligative
properties. Chemical kinetics: Law of reaction rate,
reaction order, factors affecting the rates. Chemical

Types of documents. Principles of organizing,
developing and writing technical information.
Report structure and components. Report forms and
rhetorical patterns common to scientific and technical
Disciplines. Technical writing conversions including
headings, illustrations, style and tone. Extensive writing
assignments for various report and document types.
Pre-requisites: None.

ENGL 108 - Communication Skills for Engineers
3(3,0,0)

GE 104: Basics of Engineering Drawing 3(1,0,4)
Constructional geometry and basics of lettering;
Sketching; Orthographic projection; Sectional and
auxiliary views; Dimensioning; Introduction to computer
graphics; Engineering applications.
Textbook: A Manual of Engineering Drawing Practice,
C.H. Simons and D.E. Maguire,Hodder & Stoughton.
References:
Graphical Communication Principles,
J. Foster, H. Roger and A. Deven, McGraw-Hill

GE 404: Management of Engineering Projects 2(2,1,0)
This course is in an introductory course on project
management. The course covers the project
management process from the beginning to the end,
focusing on practical skills that make students able to
immediately complete projects on time and on budget,
while achieving their targets.
Textbook: Harold Kerzner, “Project Management: A
system Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Control”,
Sixth edition, John Wiley & Sons.
Prerequisite: Completing the 7th level.

B- Complementary courses
GE 105: Introduction to Engineering Design 2(2,1,0)
Introduction and practicing the engineering professional
culture and ethics. Enhancing on personal skills such as
teamwork, leadership, written and oral presentation.
Problem solving strategies. Problem definition and
techniques for stimulation of ideas. Decision making
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GE 201: Statics 3(3,1,0)
Force systems; vector analysis, moments and couples
in 2D and 3D. Equilibrium of force systems. Analysis of
structures; plane trusses and frames. Distributed force
system; centroids and composite bodies. Area moments
of inertia. Analysis of beams. Friction.
Textbook: Meriam, J. L. and Kraige, L. G. “Engineering
Mechanics, Volume 1, Statics”, SI units Version
Pre-requisite: MATH 106 & MATH 107

GE 209: Computer Programming 3(3,1,0)
Introduction to computers and programming. Data
types, constants & variables. Operators & functions
assignment statement. Simple input/output. Program
composition & format. Types of errors. Formatted
output. Algorithm. If construct. Do loop. Data files.
One- & two-dimensional arrays. Programming with
function. Program
Textbook: Larry, R. & Leestma, S. C., “Introduction to
fortran 90 for Engineers and Scientists”, Prentice Hall
Inc. Upper Saddle River, New Jersy, USA, 1997.

GE 302: Industry and Environment 2(2,1,0)
Introduction to environmental problems and their
anthropogenic causes, with emphasis on the causes,
effects, and controls of air, water, and land pollution.
The political, ecological, economic, ethical, and
engineering aspects of environmental pollution and
control are discussed. Topics include: water and air
pollution, global climate changes, hazardous chemicals,
radioactive materials and wastes, and noise pollution.
Demonstration of pollution measuring techniques.
Textbook: Masters, G. M., and W. P. Ela, “Introduction
to Environmental Engineering and Science”, 3rd Edition,
2007, Prentice Hall, New Jersey, USA.
Pre-requisite: PHYS 104, CHEM 101, MATH 107

GE 403: Engineering Economy 2(2,1,0)
Cost concepts. Time value of money operations.
Measuring the worth of investments. Comparison of
alternatives. Depreciation. Economic analysis of public
projects.
Textbook: White, Case, Pratt and Agee, “Principles of
Engineering Economic Analysis”, 4th Edition.

MATH 254: Numerical Methods 3(3,0,0)
Various numerical methods for solving nonlinear
equations. Direct and iterative methods for solving
systems of linear equations along with error estimate.
Polynomial interpolation with error formula. Numerical
differentiation and integration with error terms.
An introduction to numerical solution of ordinary
differential equations.
Textbook: Rizwan Butt and Yacine Benhadid, “An
Introduction to Numerical Analysis”

Pre-requisite: MATH 107

Department Requirements
A- Core Courses
CHE 201: Chemical Engineering Principles – I3(3,1,0)
Origin and role of Chemical Engineering, Engineering
Calculations, Processes and process variables. Material
balances in single unit & multiple units for non-reactive
and reactive processes including combustion reactions.
Textbook: Felder R. M. and Rousseau, R. W. “Elementary
Principles of Chemical Processes” John Wiley & Sons.
Pre-requisite: CHE 101

CHE 202: Chemical Engineering Principles - II 2(2,1,0)
Energy forms and energy balances and thermodynamic
principles. Balances on non-reactive processes
Balances on reactive processes including fuels and
combustion. Solution of simultaneous material and
energy balance equations for process flow sheets using
suitable softwares (computer laboratory).
Textbook: Felder R. M. and Rousseau, R. W. “Elementary
Principles of Chemical Processes” John Wiley & Sons.
Pre-requisite: CHE 201, CO-requisite: CHEM 230
CHE 205: Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics I 2(2,1,0)
The scope of thermodynamics. Internal energy.
Thermodynamics state and state function. Volumetric
Properties of Pure Fluids. Heat Effects. Statements of
the second law, and the concept of entropy. Power
Cycles. Refrigeration and Liquefaction.
Textbook: Smith, J.M.; Van Ness, H.C.; and Abbott,
M.M. “Introduction to Chemical Engineering
Thermodynamics”, 6th ed. McGraw Hill, 2001.
Pre-requisite: CHE 201, CHEM 230

CHE
206:
Chemical
Thermodynamics II 2(2,1,0)

Engineering

Thermodynamics properties of fluids. Thermodynamics
properties of homogenous mixtures Phase equilibria.
Chemical reaction equilibria.
Textbook: Smith, J.M.; Van Ness, H.C.; and Abbott,
M.M. “Introduction to Chemical Engineering
Thermodynamics”, 6th ed. McGraw Hill, 2001.
Pre-requisite: CHE 205

CHE 310: Unit Operations 3(2,1,2)
Properties, Handling, and Mixing of Particulate Solids.
Mechanical Size Reduction. Flow Past Immersed Bodies.
Mechanical-Physical Separation I. Mechanical-Physical
Separation II. Separation based on the motion of
particles through fluids. Relevant experiments (Solid
Handling, Filtration).
Textbook: W. L. McCabe, J. C. Smith and P. Harriott, Unit
Operations of Chemical Engineering, 6th ed., McGrawHill, Inc., New York, 2001.
Pre-requisite: CHE 201

College of Engineering

in design. Mathematical and computer modeling
techniques.
Co - prerequisite: GE 104
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CHE 315: Momentum Transport Operations 3(2,1,2)
Fluid statics. Fluid Dynamics. Flow around submerged
bodies. Flow through porous media. Flow in Fluidized
beds. Flow metering devices. Pumps and Fluid moving
machinery. Non-Newtonian fluids. Dimensional analysis.
Piping design. Relevant experiments (Friction losses in
Pipes and Fittings, Pump Performance).
Textbook: Geankoplis, G.J: Transport Processes and
Unit Operations, Allyn and Bacon, 4th edition.
Pre-requisite: CHE 202

CHE 317: Energy Transport Operations 3(2,1,2)
Introduction and mechanisms of heat transfer.
Steady state heat transfer by conduction. Individual
coefficients of heat transfer. Heat Transfer correlation
in convection. Natural convection & Radiation. Heat
transfer with change equipment design. Application to
heat exchange equipment design. Relevant experiments
(Thermal Conductivity, Double Pipe Heat Exchanger).
Textbook: 1- Geankoplis, G.J: Transport Processes and
Unit Operations, Allyn and Bacon, fourth edition; F.
Kreith
2- M.S Bohn,”Principle of Heat Transfer “ , PWS Pub.
company, 5th ed., Boston, 1997.
Pre-requisite: CHE 202

CHE 318: Mass Transport Operations 4(3,1,2)

College of Engineering

Principles of Mass Transfer. Principles of Convective
Mass Transfer. Convective mass transfer coefficients.
Stage and Continuous Gas-Liquid Separation Processes
with emphasis on absorption and humidification.
Relevant experiments ( Packed Column, Humidification,
Drying).
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Textbook: 1-Geankoplis ,G.J.: Transport processes and
Unit Operation , Alyn and Bacon. 2- Treyball ,R.E. “
Mass transfer operations “ . Mc Graw Hill ,NY 1980
Pre-requisite: CHE 315

and analysis of rate data. Multiple reactions. Steadystate nonisothermal reactor design. Introductory
heterogeneous catalytic reactions and reactors. Relevant
experiments (Batch Reactor, Continuous Stirred Tank
Reactor).
Textbook: H Scott Fogler, Elements of Chemical
Reaction Engineering, 4th ed
Pre-requisite: CHE 206

CHE 406: Computational Techniques 2(1,1,2)
General Process Modelling. Modeling examples of
lumped parameter and distributed parameter systems.
Solution of the system of linear algebraic equations.
Solution of nonlinear algebraic equations. Solution
of ordinary differential equations – IVPs & BVPs.
Introduction to optimization methods – single variable
and multi variable optimization, linear programming
technique. Relevant computer laboratory.
Textbook: J. B. Riggs, An Introduction to Numerical
Methods for Chemical Engineers, 2nd Edition, Texas
Tech University Press, 1994.
Pre-requisite: MATH 204

CHE 407: Separation Processes 4(3,1,2)
Phase Equilibrium relations and phase diagrams.
Fundamentals of stage operations. The equilibrium
stage. Graphical and analytical stage determination.
Differential versus staged contactors. Application
of equilibrium stage analysis to: Distillation, Liquidliquid Extraction and leaching, Absorption. Relevant
experiments (Distillation, Extraction).
Textbook(s): 1. Geankoplis, C.J., “Transport Processes
and Unit operations” 3rd ed., Prentice-Hall, Inc,
Edgewood Cliffs, N.J.,1993.
2- Coulson, J.M. , Richardson, J.F., Backhurst, J.R and
Harker, J.H. “Chemical Engineering vol.2” , 4th Edition,
Pergamon Press, Oxford, U.K, 1991.
Pre-requisite: CHE 318

CHE 319: Principles of Materials Engineering 3(2,1,2)
Introduction of materials science. Atomic structure of
materials. Classification of materials. Crystalline structure
of materials. Imperfection in crystalline materials.
Materials and their properties. Phase diagrams of
solid materials. Materials deterioration and failure. At
least two sessions of laboratory experiments. Relevant
experiments (1. Hardness Testing, Tensile Properties,
Impact Toughness).
Textbook: William D. Callister. “Materials Science and
Engineering an introduction” John Wiley & Sons, 6th ed.
2003
Pre-requisite: CHEM 101

CHE 412: Computer Aided Chemical Process
Design 3(2,1,2)
Hand on process simulators e.g. HYSYS, ASPEN PLUS,
CHEM CAD, SuperPro. Principles of process design.
Heuristics and algorithmic methods for process
synthesis. Heat and power integration. Equipment
sizing. Optimization. of process flowsheets. Analysis of
process safety and environmental cleanness. Relevant
computer laboratory.
Textbook: Process Design Principles, D. Seider, J. D.
Seader and D. R. Lewin, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 1999.
Pre-requisite: CHE 318

CHE 320: Chemical Reactor Engineering 3(3,1,0)

CHE 414: Instrumentation & Process Control 3(2,1,2)

Mole Balances. Conversion and reactor sizing. Rate laws
and stoichiometry: Basic definitions, Stoichiometric
table, Expressing concentrations in terms other than
conversion. Isothermal reactor design. Collection

Apply fundamental laws (momentum transport, heat
and mass transfer, reaction engineering) to develop
dynamic models for simple chemical systems. Examine
the dynamics of simple chemical systems. Understand
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the process control structure. Design the classical PID
control for single-input-single-output systems. Analyze
the performance and stability of the controlled systems.
Relevant experiments (Open-Loop Dynamic of Two
Interacting Tanks, Open-Loop Dynamics of Temperature
Sensors, Open-Loop Dynamic of Three Stirred Tanks,
Determination of PID Settings for Level Control System,
Level Control with Outflow, Temperature Control
System).

classes: Alcohols, ethers, phenols, aldehydes, ketones,
carboxylic (and their derivatives) and amines .
Pre-requisite: CHEM 244

CHEM 350: Instrumental Analysis 4(2,2,0)
Principles and applications of spectrophotometric and
Electroanalytical methods in the determinations of
Organic and Inorganic samples

D- Elective Modules
Textbook: Thomas E. Marlin, Process Control –
Designing Processes and Control Systems for Dynamic
Performance, 2nd Edition, McGraw Hill, 2000.
Pre-requisite: CHE 406

Each student is required to select three courses (9 hrs)
from one of the following 5 modules:

CHE 418: Chemical Plant Economics 3(2,1,2)

CHE 441:Petroleum Refining Engineering 3(3,0,0)

Introduction to chemical Engineering economics. Process
design development. General design considerations.
Cost estimation. Depreciation. Profitability, alternative
investments, and replacements. Optimum design and
design strategy. Relevant computer laboratory.

Characterization and evaluation of crude petroleum.
Application of chemical engineering to the oil industry.
Refining techniques, physical separation, chemical
conversion and treating processes. Design and costing of
refinery equipment. Product testing and specifications.
Environmental issues

Textbook: M.S. Peters, K.D. Timmerhaus and R.E. West,
”Plant Design and Economics for Chemical Engineers”,
5th Edition, McGraw – Hill, 2003.
Pre-requisite: GE 403
B- Seniors’ Design Projects Requirements

D-1 Petroleum & Petrochemical Industries
module

CHE 443 Natural Gas Processing 3(3,0,0)
Overview of natural gas. Gas treatment – Gas
dehydration – Hydrocarbons recovery – Nitrogen
removal - Trace-component recovery and removal –
Liquids processing – Sulfur recovery – Transportation
and storage.

CHE 497: Project -2 2(2,0,0)

CHE 426: Heterogeneous Reactor Engineering3(3,0,0)
Application of the chemical kinetics of heterogeneous
reactions to the design of chemical reactors, Catalysis
and catalytic reactors, Heterogeneous data analysis for
reactor design, Catalyst deactivation , External diffusion
effects on heterogeneous reactions, Diffusion and
reaction in porous catalyst.

This course is the second part of final year project (CHE
496)
Pre-requisite: CHE 496

CHE 422: Selected
Engineering 3(3,0,0)

This course is aimed at providing the students with the
opportunity to unify all their previous courses or utilize
it into one project by designing a chemical process and
presenting a formal report.
Pre-requisite: Successful completion of 100 cr. hr

C- Foundation Chemistry Courses
CHEM 230: Physical Chemistry Principles 3(3,0,0)
Molecular kinetic theory of gases, first law of
thermodynamics, thermo chemistry, second and third
laws of thermodynamics, free energies, adsorption and
heterogeneous catalysis.

Topics

in

Chemical

This course involves a variety of selected topics in
chemical engineering. The contents of course depend
on the instructor specialization and/or students’ needs
and/or contemporary issues.

D-2 Desalination
Module

and

Water

Treatment

CHEM 244: Organic Chemistry (1) 2(2,0,0)

CHE 413: Desalination and Water Treatment 3(3,0,0)

Aliphatic Hydrocarbons: Structure, nomenclature,
stereochemistry (confirmation of alkane, stereochemistry
of cycloalkanes and alkenes (Z, E), synthesis and reactions.
Aromatic Hydrocarbons: Benzene, aromaticity,
nomenclature, reactions (activation and orientation),
polynuclear urenes. Alkyl halides, nomenclature,
synthesis and reactions, optical isomerism (SN1, SN2
reactions)

Study of the scientific, technical as well as economical
aspects of desalination of seawater and brackish water
with special reference to local conditions. Recovery of
minerals as by-products. Solar energy utilization

CHEM 245: Organic Chemistry (2) 2(2,0,0)
Classification, nomenclature, physical properties,
synthesis and reactions of the following organic

CHE 437 Waste Treatment Processes 3(3,0,0)
Identify the sources and characteristics of liquid
waste streams and waste treatment process design,
Wastewater Characteristics, Analysis and composition,
Treatment Physical, biological and membrane
Treatment. Regulations.

College of Engineering

CHE 496: Project -1 2(2,0,0)
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CHE 438 : Water Chemistry and Chemical
Analysis 3(3,0,0)
Basic concepts of water properties and chemistry
needed for water and desalination processes. Basic
Principles:, Major aquatic chemical processes, Analytical
data required for desalination applications, Principles of
disinfection, Oxidation – reduction reactions in water.

Materials 3(3,0,0)
Study of the process and operations involved in
production of Building and Cementing Materials.
Classification of cements. Bricks and Insulating materials,
Glasses. Manufacture of glass. Overview for the usage
of Polymers. Adhesives. Case study. Field trip.

CHE 429: Energy and Chemical Industries 3(3,0,0)
CHE 422: Selected
Engineering 3(3,0,0)

Topics

in

Chemical

This course involves a variety of selected topics in
chemical engineering. The contents of course depend
on the instructor specialization and/or students‘ needs
and/or contemporary issues.

D-3 Materials Science and Engineering
Module
CHE 430: Corrosion Engineering 3(3,0,0)
Corrosion engineering definition & importance,
Classification & Nature
of corrosion processes,
Corrosion in selected environments, Corrosion testing
and monitoring, Corrosion prevention and control.

CHE 433: Electrochemical Engineering 3(3,0,0)
Fundamentals
of
electrochemical
engineering,
Electrochemical cells, Thermodynamics and kinetics of
electrochemical systems, Economics of electrochemical
processes, Selected applications of electrochemical
engineering.

College of Engineering

CHE 434 : Extractive Metallurgy and Metals
Recycling 3(3,0,0)
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Basic concepts of extractive metallurgy. Calcinations,
Flotation, Roasting, Pyrometallurgy, Hydrometallurgy,
Electrometallurgy. Basic processes for metals recycling.
Application to selected cases

CHE 422: Selected
Engineering 3(3,0,0)

Topics

in

Chemical

This course involves a variety of selected topics in
chemical engineering. The contents of course depend
on the instructor specialization and/or students‘ needs
and/or contemporary issues.

D-4 Chemical Industries module
CHE 427: Pollution Prevention in Chemical
Industries 3(3,0,0)
Study of methods of pollution prevention using
traditional and modern approaches. Wastewater
treatment Air pollution and its Effects, Process
Integration, Training in using linear programming
and mixed integer non linear programming software
(MINLP) software in process integration.

CHE 428 Production of Building and Cementing

Study of the types and sources of fuels. Optimization of
energy consumption in chemical industries. Classification
and manufacturing of fuels, Renewable energy sources,
Energy and the environment.

CHE 422: Selected
Engineering 3(3,0,0)

Topics

in

Chemical

This course involves a variety of selected topics in
chemical engineering. The contents of course depends
on the instructor specialization and/or students‘ needs
and/or contemporary issues.

D-5 Biochemical Engineering Module
CHE 440 Introduction
Engineering 3(3,0,0 )

to

Biochemical

Provide the students with the fundamental background
knowledge in the area of Biochemical Engineering
which involves the application of Chemical Engineering
principles and approaches to biologically-based systems
and processes. Elements of applied microbiology:
Enzyme & Fermentation kinetics, Bioreactor design,
scale-up and scale-down, Down stream processing.

CHE 445 Biological Wastewater Treatment 3(3,0,0)
Introduce the students to fundamentals of biochemical
operations in waste water treatment, stoichiometry
and kinetics of biochemical operations, applications to
analysis and design of suspended growth reactors and
attached growth reactors.

CHE 446 Environmental Biotechnology 3(3,0,0)
Provide the students with the fundamental background
knowledge in the area of Environmental Biotechnology.
Students should be able to understand the role of
microorganisms in processes such as biofilm formation,
biocorrosion,
mineral
leaching,
composting,
bioremediation and production of a fine chemical
from a renewable resource and to understand how to
manipulate environmental conditions to enhance or
retard a given process.

CHE 422: Selected
Engineering 3(3,0,0)

Topics

in

Chemical

This course involves a variety of selected topics in
chemical engineering. The contents of course depend
on the instructor specialization and/or students’ needs
and/or contemporary issues.
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Vision:
To be internationally recognized as a premier
academic Department of Petroleum and Natural
Gas Engineering.

Mission:
1. Providing high quality educational programs,
training and research activities.
2. Graduating students with required skills to compete at international level.
3. Attracting and developing high caliber faculty
members.

The Department was established in 1974 to
become the first Petroleum Engineering Department
in the Kingdom and the GCC region. Its establishment
was a national response to the increasing demand for
petroleum engineers in a country that has more than
25% of the total world oil reserves. This is the largest
reserve in any single country in the world.
A simple calculation shows that with the prevailing
current oil production rate, this reserve will last more
than 100 years. This indicates that the oil industry will
continue to play a leading role and to have the largest
contribution to the economy. Based on these facts, it
seems that, among other engineering and scientific
disciplines, the petroleum engineers will have the most
secure and guaranteed jobs in the future.
Whenever an exploration team becomes confident
about the existence of certain geological formations,
which contain oil or gas, petroleum engineers start
designing and setting up a general plan for the drilling
programs. Then they study the amount of oil and gas
reserves and the optimum methods for oil and gas
production at the minimum cost, and the best methods
for preserving the energy of the reservoir, keeping in
mind the special conditions of each reservoir. This
requires the collaboration of drilling, reservoir and
production engineers. And because of the need to
acquire all these skills, basic sciences are interconnected
with the specialized engineering sciences in an
integrated program leading to B.Sc. degree in petroleum
engineering.
Both fundamental and applied courses are included
in the curriculum, relating to the areas of reservoir
engineering,
drilling
engineering,
production
engineering, petroleum transportation and petroleum
economics. Computer work in petroleum engineering
is stressed in order to better prepare the graduate
engineer to work in the complex world of modern
technology. Much emphasis is needed on practical

training, whether in the laboratory or in the field. The
department has well-equipped laboratories indifferent
disciplines.
The oil companies working in the Kingdom attract and
employ the largest number of petroleum engineering
graduates, where they have good opportunities to
practice and apply the knowledge they have acquired
during their academic study. They enjoy attractive
financial benefits as well as chances for studying and
training missions inside and outside the Kingdom.
Other governmental agencies such as the Ministry of
Petroleum and Minerals, Aramco, etc. employ a large
number of petroleum engineering graduates. Service
companies, which are an integral part of the oil industry,
also present attractive job opportunities.

Degrees:
Bachelor – Master

Aims:
1.Graduates will perform as highly skilled engineers
in the local and international petroleum and
natural gas industry.
2.Graduates will continue to learn, improve and
evolve in their jobs.
3.Graduates may pursue higher education to
participate in academia and evolve in research

Landmarks:
Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering Department
comprises numerous laboratories. A number of those
laboratories are designated for student’s experimental
work, while other laboratories are for faculty research
projects.

Instruction Laboratories
Fluid Behaviour & Rock Petrophysics Laboratory
Due to the possible change of H-C from one oilfield to
another, it is very important for petroleum engineers
to know about crude oil produced from different

College of Engineering
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types of reservoirs. In addition, finding out about the
pressure-volume-temperature behaviour of crude oil
of one reservoir unit is essential. In the department
laboratory, among processes, which can be achieved
in that way, is the set up of similar temperature and
pressure found in oil and gas reservoirs. Experimental
work on that way allows students to understand the
behaviour of fluids found within an H-C reservoir versus
temperature and pressure. The same laboratory has got
the mission to determine certain rock characteristics,
since accumulation of hydrocarbon is found within rock
reservoirs. Depending on the types of rocks, reserves
and production are estimated. Similar assessments will
allow us to predict whether the volume intended is
of an economical profit by making exploitation or the
contrary. In addition, in this laboratory, measurements
of rock properties are currently considered. Among
properties, which can be defined are: Porosity
by saturation method and helium porosimeter,
permeability by liquid and gas methods, fluid saturations
by extraction and retort methods, capillary pressure by
porous plate and mercury injection methods, electrical
properties grain size and pore size distribution.

Petroleum Production Engineering Laboratory
Production conditions are varying from one area to
another. These conditions are affecting mainly the
physical properties of H-C. In the production laboratory,
physical properties measurements of H-C are taken
according to the American Petroleum Institute standard
(API), such as, fluid density, viscosity, surface tension,
interfacial tension, flash point, vapour pressure, pour
point, water content in crude oil, total salts content of
crude oil by conductivity and corrosion.

College of Engineering

Drilling Fluids Engineering Laboratory
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Drilling is the main key for the success of well
production. Therefore, we have to draw an efficient
program regarding the type of mud as well as the
predicted lithology and the different drilling phases
scheduled. Consequently, achievement of drilling fluid
properties, under various conditions, are accurately
measured in this laboratory includes physical and
chemical parameters, such as, drilling fluid density, pH,
resistivity, sand content, rheology, API filtration, HT-HP
filtration, lubricity, and Bentonite quality evaluation.

Rock Mechanics and Cement Laboratory
One of the main roles for cementing process is the
borehole preservation. Among this cementing role is
the stability of the borehole boundaries. In order to
maintain the borehole margins, stability of the crossed
rocks during drilling operation has to be established.
Thus a detailed study of the mechanical properties
(compressive strength, tensile strength and bonding
strength) for the predicted traversed formations has to
be realized. One of the main targets in our laboratory
is the measurement of the cement properties used
to maintain the drilled borehole in a stable state.
Therefore study of consolidation and, extending time
of resistance as well as stresses and strains distribution

prior to any rupture of the borehole boundaries are
considered. All these considered parameters have
to be accurate to any specific oilfield. In addition
and, in order to organize the drilling program and
particularly the types of bits which should be used for
the different traversed formations, a detailed study of
rock properties has to be achieved. Such procedure
is not only used to define the efficient way of drilling
as well as completion, but it is also applied to avoid
technical problems which can occur during any drilling
operation. However, cement properties are measured
in this laboratory, such as cement slurry density and
filtration, cement slurry thickening time, and hard-set
cement compressive strength.
Furthermore, rock mechanical properties such as
unconfined and triaxial compressive strength, tensile
strength, Poisson’s ration Young’s modulus, etc. can
be measured at this laboratory. These parameters are
essential for sand production prediction, borehole
stability analysis, hydraulic fracturing design, infill
drilling design, etc.

Exploration Engineering Laboratory
Engineering exploration is the first stage to be acquired
in order to predict the possibility of H-C presence in a
defined area. Accomplishment of this part of mission is
based on the use of up dated technologies which can
be applied to an up stream exploration. Recognition of
lithology types as well as geological structures present,
constitute one of the main target in this laboratory. The
exploration laboratory in the department of Petroleum
and Natural Gas Engineering, comprise different
equipments. These equipments are able to provide
the knowledge on geological field based on: sample
analysis, stereoscopy, maps, and microscope. Softwares
dealing with such available data are also accessible. In
this laboratory, habitually it is taught for students that
mostly the obtained data is stimulated prior to any
development of an oilfield.

Computer Laboratory
The use of packages and programs matching with
petroleum exploration and development has been
worldwide performed. Based on this mission, the
department of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
has put the priority of the accessibility to the use of
computer and software packages as one of the main
concern such as Petrel, Eclipse, Interactive Petrophysics,
Drilling Office, Kappa Engineering, Pay-zone, etc.
Petroleum engineering students in this laboratory are
receiving training and lectures in order to perform
the gained knowledge and applications for industrial
purposes.

Natural Gas Engineering Laboratory
Nowadays, the natural gas has got a vital role in its use
for industrial purposes and also for consuming duties.
The use is firstly not only for economical purposes
but also for its environmental friendly application.
This statement has motivated most of companies
to be involved and promoted for exploration and
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Research Laboratories
Enhanced Oil Recovery Laboratory
Less than 55% of the reservoir reserves are produced
during the primary and secondary phases of production.
Therefore investigation on a better development of
exploitation has become essential. In our Department
laboratory, investigation for performing the rate of
production by the use of different methods has obtained
a large interest from students and senior researchers.
Among methods applied in the experimental work
research is the use of Carbon Dioxide and Nitrogen as
well as polymers.

Environmental Laboratory
The presence of oilfields, close to cities, forests, rivers
and seas, has become a crucial problem regarding its
effect on development and preservation of the nature as
well as human being care. For that reason, it is therefore
vital to oil companies to tackle such problem and stop
its negative proliferation. Control on such impact has to
be taken in charge daily, by the setting up of stations
able to collect data and to simulate it regularly. Aware
of this imperative and important problem, researchers
in this Department laboratory are involved in projects
dealing with many attempts in finding the way how to
undertake and reduce such impact. Oil and gas water
contents constitute also an important research topic
in this laboratory. Evaluation of this impact is to define
the limit of permeability damage during the water reinjection inside oilfield reservoirs.

Sand Production Control Laboratory
Mixed sand during reservoir production constitutes
a major problem affecting particularly equipments.
Preservation of the material has to be trough reduction
of the rate of sand occurrence during production
phase. Conscious of this problem and in order to find
out about solutions leading to a better reduction of
this type of material, the Department laboratory with
its senior researchers and students is working very hard
in dealing with this problem by the development of
mathematical models and physical measurements prior
to any effect.

Formation Damage Laboratory
Reservoir contents are generally oil, gas and water.
Circulation of these fluids and their production are related
to reservoir permeability and porosity. Consequently,
study of these petrophysical characteristics and their
control on reservoir production is primordial. Among
parameters which have to be defined in this laboratory

are: salinity of water, degree of saturation, impurity
contents mixed with hydrocarbons (e.g. asphalts,
paraffin), degree of wettability, reservoir conditions
(e.g. temperature and pressure), shaliness or organic
matter rate, and lithostatic pressure.

Improved Oil Recovery Laboratory
This laboratory was established to perform advanced
studies in improved oil recover. Major fund of this
laboratory is provided by the Research Chair in
Improved Oil Recovery funded by Mr. Mohammed bin
Hussein Al-Amoudi.

Faculty:
Name

Rank

Adel M. Hemeida
Musaed N. J. Al-Awad,
Ahmed A. Gawish
Eissa Mohamed Shokir
Emad S. Al-Homadhi
Khaled A. AbdulFattah
Mohammed M. Amro
Mohammed S. Benzagouta
Hazim N. Dmour
Khaled A. El-Shreef
Mhammed A. Al-Saddequi
Mustafa M. Kinawy
Osama A. Al-Mahdy
Abdulbari A. Al-Arefi
Ali S. Al-Notaify
Mohammed A. Mobarky
Talal Y. Al-Aaidib

Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer

Programs:
Bachelor of Science in Petroleum and Natural Gas
Engineering

About:
Students enrolled in the B.Sc. program are requisted
to study a total of 160 credit units, 15 of which are
university requirements, 50 are college requirements
and 95 are the department requirements. The
department requirements are divided into 74 units
from specialized core courses and 21 units from other
engineering disciplines. During training program,
the student acquires the practical knowledge and the
experience for his future employment.

Study Plan:
First Level
Course No. Course Name
ENGL 102
MATH 105
PHYS 103
IC 101
ARAB 101
TOTAL

English language for eng. &
comp. st.-1Differential calculus
General physics-1Introduction to Islamic culture
Language skills

Units
6
3
4
2
2
17

College of Engineering

production worldwide. Therefore, development of gas
laboratories for properties measurement as well as for
its transformation was indispensable. In the Department
Laboratory, students are getting use to information on
gas properties at different levels, concerning mainly
temperature and pressure encountered in the gas
reservoirs. In addition, students are also well trained in
taking gas samples, measurement of their characteristics,
gas impurities, and techniques of measurements.
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Second Level
Course No. Course Name
ENGL 104
MATH 106
MATH 107
PHYS 104
CHEM 101
TOTAL

English language for eng. &
comp. st.-2Integral calculus
Algebra & analytic geometry
General physics-2General chemistry-1-

Third Level
Course No. Course Name
GE 102
MATH 203
GE 210
GE 204
IC 102
ARAB 103
CHEM 230
TOTAL

Mechanical Workshops
Calculus for Engineering
Students
Engineering Mechanics
Computer Applications in
Engineering
Islamic and the Construction
of Society
Expository Writing
Physical Chemistry

Fourth Level
Course No. Course Name
PGE 251

College of Engineering

CHE 312
GE 104
MATH 204
GE 209
IC 103
TOTAL

Basics of Engineering Graphics
Differential Equations
Computer Programming
The Islamic Economic System

PGE 381

3

PGE 363

3
3
4
4
17

PGE 461
PGE 471
TOTAL

Units
1

3

PGE 476
PGE 481

TOTAL

PGE 462
PGE 482
PGE 485
PGE 487
PGE 488
PGE 491

PGE 362
PGE 391
CHE 304

Chemical Engineering Thermodynamic
2
for Petroleum Engineering Students

EE 308

Electric Circuits and Machines 3

STAT 324

Engineering Probability & Statistics 3

IC 104

Fundamentals of the Islamic
Political System

TOTAL

Sixth Level
Course No. Course Name

MATH 254

Mechanical Engineering for
Petroleum Students
Numerical Methods

Oil Recovery by Water Flooding
Artificial Lift Methods and
Surface Operations
Petroleum Production
Engineering Laboratory
Natural Gas Engineering
Underground Natural Gas
Storage Engineering
Petroleum Economics and
Legislation
Petroleum Exploration
Engineering –2-

Ninth Level
Course No. Course Name
GE 402
PGE 453
PGE 454

2

PGE 486

17

PGE 493
PGE 498
TOTAL

Units
3
3

2
3
3
3

Units
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
16

Units

Reservoir Rock Properties
2
and Fluid Flow
Properties of Reservoir Fluids 2
Geological Principles of
3
Petroleum Exploration

2

16

Eighth Level
Course No. Course Name

PGE 494

PGE 361

Units

Drilling Engineering –2Drilling Engineering
Laboratory
Production of Naturally
Flowing Wells
Petroleum Exploration
Engineering –1Well Logging

PGE 492

3
3
3
2
16

3
2
16

PGE 472

2

2

2

Energy Transport Operations 3

PGE 490

Units

3

CHE 313

2

2
3
16

Natural Gas Metering and
Analysis Engineering
Reservoir Engineering
Laboratory
Reservoir Engineering
Drilling Engineering –1-

Third Level
Course No. Course Name

3

Momentum Transfer Operations 3

Fifth Level
Course No. Course Name

ME 340
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Introduction to Petroleum
Engineering

Units

Management of Engineering
Projects
Computer Applications in
Petroleum and Natural gas
Engineering
Report Writing for Petroleum
Engineers
Transportation and Storage
of Oil and Gas
Well Test Analysis
Capstone Design Project –1-

Tenth Level
Course No. Course Name
PGE 452

Seminar

Units
3
3
2
3
3
2
16

Units
1
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PGE 475
PGE 483
PGE 499
PGE 999
TOTAL

Special Topics in Reservoir
Engineering
Special Topics in Drilling
Engineering
Special Topics in Production
Engineering
Capstone Design Project –2Training

3

PGE 453 Computer Application in Petroleum
and Natural Gas Engineering: Computing

3

techniques emphasizing solutions to problems
encountered in petroleum and natural gas engineering
courses.

3
3
1
14

Course Description:
PGE 251 Introduction to Petroleum and
Natural Gas Engineering: Economic importance
of natural hydrocarbons, Origin, Formation, Migration
and Accumulation of petroleum, Properties of reservoir
rock and reservoir fluids, Classification of crude oils,
Exploration, Drilling, Production, and Development of
petroleum reservoirs, Transportation and Storage of
petroleum and natural gas.

PGE 361 Reservoir Rock Properties and
Fluid Flow: Porosity, Permeability, Fluid flow in
porous media, Fluid saturations, Capillary pressure,
Wettability, surface tension, Relative permeabilities.

PGE 454 Report Writing for Petroleum and
Natural Gas Engineers: Guidelines for technical
report writing as applied to laboratory reports and
graduating projects. Formats for text, tables,
graphs, and references are emphasized.

PGE 461 Reservoir Engineering: Classification
of reservoirs, oil in place, recovery factor, the material
balance equation for oil reservoirs, performance
prediction techniques, water influx calculations.

PGE

462 Recovery

by

Water-flooding:

Fractional flow, displacement mechanisms, mobility
ratio, displacement in stratified reservoirs, flood
patterns, potentiometric analysis, sweep efficiency,
peripheral and pattern flooding, improved water
flooding processes, Preparation of water for waterflooding.

Properties of Reservoir Fluids:

PGE 466
Special Topics in Reservoir
Engineering: Selected topics in reservoir

Properties of gases, Phase behavior of liquids, Qualitative
phase behavior of hydrocarbon systems, Quantitative
phase behavior, Reservoir fluid characteristics.

engineering such as reservoir simulation, Enhanced
oil recovery methods, computer applications in
reservoir engineering.

PGE 363 Reservoir Engineering Laboratory:

PGE 471 Drilling Engineering -I-: System of
units, downhole pressure and temperature relations,
drill string design , hoisting, rotary drilling bits (Cone
bits, PDC bits, diamond bits), bit selection, mud
engineering (functions, types, properties, calculations
and conditioning), rig hydraulics.

PGE 362

1- Determinations of physical properties of reservoir
rock: absolute and effective porosity, gas and liquid
permeability and Klinkenberg effect, capillary pressure
curves and pore size distribution, fluid saturation, and
2- Measurements of PVT characteristics of reservoir
fluids: bubble-point pressure, oil formation volume
factor, gas solubility, gas formation volume factor and
compressibility factor, oil, gas and water viscosities.

PGE 381 Natural Gas Metering and Analysis
Engineering: Natural gas sampling, testing and
analysis. Fundamentals of natural gas metering.
Determination of common contaminants in natural gas.
API and ANSI standard measurement requirements.
Natural gas primary treatment.

PGE 391 Geological Principles of Petroleum
and Natural Gas Exploration: Elements of
physical, historical and engineering geology relevant
to petroleum engineering, types of rocks, erosion and
sedimentation, stratigraphy, palaentology, correlations,
structures suitable for oil and gas accumulations (faults,
folds, domes, ...), construction of geological maps and
cross sections.

PGE 452 Seminar: Lectures and special topics in
petroleum engineering presented by participating
students, staff and guest speakers.

PGE 472 Drilling Engineering -II-: Pore
pressure, fracture gradient, casing seat selection, casing
design, cementing, well completion, factors affecting
rate of penetration, hole problems, directional holes
, fishing.
PGE 475
Special Topics in Drilling
Engineering: Selected topics from drilling engineering
such as: Directional drilling, Offshore platforms,
Blowout control, Loss of circulation, Advanced drilling
fluids, Effective solids control, well prognosis design,
Well cost analysis, Horizontal drilling.

PGE
476 Drilling
Engineering
Laboratory: Drilling Fluids: density, viscosity, gel
strength, filtration, HPHT filter loss, lubricity, solids
content, oil content, sand content, pH and filtrate
chemical analysis. Cement: density, viscosity, filtration,
thickening time, setting time, and compressive
strength.

PGE 481 Production of Naturally Flowing
Wells: Drill stem testing, wire-line formation testing,

College of Engineering

PGE 466
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production by natural flow; well-head equipment,
tubing strings, subsurface control equipment.
Production-rate decline analysis. The performance
of productive formations. Vertical lift performance.
Choke performance. The principles of gas lift.

occurrence and origin of petroleum, Petroleum
reservoirs, Traps and Migration, Subsurface maps and
correlations, Oil in place calculations.

PGE 482 Artificial Lift methods and Surface
Operations: Introduction, sucker rod pumping,

and Natural gas operations. Economical techniques.
decision methods and decision making among
alternatives. Projects planning using BAR chart, CPM
and PERT. Projecting crude oil and Natural gas prices.
Introduction to oil and gas legislation.

Hydraulic pumping. Electric submergible centrifugal
pumps. Gas lift valves and string design. Oil and
gas gathering at oil fields. Oil and gas separators.
Dehydration, desalting and stabilization. Heater treater
design.

PGE 483 Special Topics in Production
Engineering: Selected topics from production
engineering such as: Multiphase fluid flow in vertical
pipes (Hagedorn and Brown method), Three phase oil
and gas separation, Design of vertical and horizontal
three phase separators, Well stimulation by hydraulic
fracturing, Frac. Job design, Fracturing fluids and
additives, Acidizing, Acid types and reactions,
Carbonate and sandstone acidizing techniques, Sand
production control.

PGE 485 Petroleum Production Engineering
Laboratory: A laboratory study of certain basic
ASTM petroleum tests; distillation, flash point, pour
point, vapor pressure, cloud point, viscosity, specific
gravity, water content and sediments, and salt content
of crude oil.

College of Engineering

PGE 486 Transportation and Storage of
Petroleum and Natural Gas: Single phase flow
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equations, increasing the capacity of the pipelines,
hydraulic gradient for heated pipelines. Multiphase
pressure traverse. Design factors and corrosion control.
Storage tank types, design calculations, testing, gauging,
corrosion control, and fire prevention. Crude oil and
LPG tankers.

PGE

487 Natural Gas Engineering: Gas
properties, gas reservoir performance, piping system
performance, gas compression, total system analysis,
flow measuring, gas condensate reservoirs, field
operation problems, gas processing.

PGE 488 Underground Natural Gas Storage
Engineering: Natural gas storage in depleted
reservoirs, aquifers and salt caverns. Mechanical and
petrophysical rock properties. Design, development
and operation of natural gas underground storage
fields.

PGE 490 Exploration of Petroleum and
Natural Gas Engineering -I-: Introduction,

PGE 491
Petroleum and Natural Gas
Economics: Economical evaluation of petroleum

PGE 492 Well Logging: Fundamentals, SP-log,
Electric resistivity logs, Sonic log, Radioactivity logs
(natural and induced gamma ray, neutron), Production
logs (TDT, Temp., RFT), Log interpretation.
PGE 493
Well Test Analysis: Diffusivity
equations, derivation and solutions, superposition
pressure drawdown test analysis, transient and semisteady state, variable rate tests, pressure buildup test
analysis, average reservoir pressure, finite and infinite
reservoirs, flow barriers, well interference, pulse
testing, pressure analysis in anisotropic and fractured
reservoirs.
PGE 494 Exploration of Petroleum and
Natural Gas Engineering -II-: Introduction.
Surface and subsurface prospecting for oil and natural
gas. Geophysical methods (gravity, magnetism, and
seismic). Remote sensing. Geochemical exploration for
oil and natural gas.

PGE 498 Capstone Design Project –I–: The
aim of this course is to teach students on how to put
theoretical knowledge gained into practical use by
starting from a word description of a problem and
proceeding through various design phases to end with
a practical engineering solution. In this design course,
the petroleum and natural gas engineering students will
work on a relistic, industry-related design project.
PGE 499 Capstine Design Project –II–: The
course is a continuation to PGE 498. By the end of this
course students will be able to present the achieved
design in written and oral forms and defend it in
presence of an industrial jury.

PGE 999 Summer Training: Ten weeks training
in a petroleum company. Student must provide weekly
report signed by the supervisor. The company will
provide the Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering
Department with a report and evaluation about the
student activities during his summer work in the
company.
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Vision:
To be a world-class department in civil engineering
education, innovation and technological advancement.

Mission:
 To attain excellence in quality and
sustainability of civil engineering industry;
 To provide the society with highly qualified
civil engineers to meet the challenges of civil
engineering industry in the 21st century.
 To serve the society through involvement in
knowledge sharing outreach and professional
activities that include innovative research,
developing new technologies, and continuing
education and professional development.

Civil engineering is one of the main pillars of the
advancement of any country through establishing the
infrastructure projects necessary to the welfare of human
being. Since its establishment, the civil engineering
department has effectively contributed to the rapid
development of the Kingdom. The graduates hold key
positions in all governmental and private sectors.
The department is fully equipped with high quality
laboratories and workshops that cover all aspects of
civil engineering. These laboratories and workshops
are subjected to a continuous updating to keep pace
with the latest technology requirements.
The diverse areas of specialty associated with civil
engineering provide the graduates with very good
job opportunities both in the governmental and in the
private sectors all over the Kingdom.

Degrees:

knowledge to 1. create systems, and provide
services that meet society needs and improve
the quality of life.
 Increase personal knowledge and technical
skills through professional and graduate study,
certifications, and work responsibilities; and
to be the preferred choice of employers.
 Contribute time, knowledge and skills to
the profession, community, and the world
beyond job responsibilities.

Landmarks:
Laboratory plays an extremely important role
in Civil engineering education. The undergraduate
courses are supplemented with an extensive laboratory
work in order to furnish the student with a sufficient
experimental experience in various fields of Civil
engineering through the use of the most modern
techniques of measurements, instrumentations and
analysis.
In addition to the existence of a large number of
personal computers interconnected to the local and the
international network, the department has a number
of laboratories in all fields of Civil Engineering. These
include:-








Structural and Materials Lab
Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics Lab
Environmental Engineering Lab
Transportation Engineering Lab
Geotechnical Engineering Lab
Surveying Engineering Lab

Bachelor – Masters – PhD.

Faculty:

Aims:

Structural Engineering
Name

Rank

Abdelhamid A. Charif
Abdulrahman M. Alhozaimy

Professor
Professor

 Graduates of CE program have been
prepared to:
 Implement civil engineering principles and

College of Engineering

The Civil Engineering Department is one of the
earliest departments established in the Kingdom’s
universities. The department was established in 1382H
(1962). The department makes an indispensable
contribution to the development and advancement
of the Kingdom. Department graduates play a vital
role in all development plans of the country. They are
heavily involved in construction, transportation, water,
environment protection, project management and soil
treatment engineering projects. The department is
continuously updating the curricula of undergraduate
and graduate programs to keep pace with the national
and international developments.
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Rajeh Z. Al-Zaid
Saleh H. Alsayed
Shehab M. Mourad
Tarek H. Almusallam
Yousef A. Al-Salloum
Abdulaziz I. Al-Negheimish
Abdulrahim M. Arafah
Ahmed B. Shuraim
Ala S. Malaikah
Faisal A. Al-Mashary
Mohammad Iqbal Khan
Mohammad J. Shannag
Mohammad S. Al-Haddad
Abdulsalam A. Alshogeir
Ahmet Tuken
Nadeem A. Siddiqui
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Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Geotechnical Engineering
Name

Rank

Abdullah I. Al-Mhaidib
Abdulmohsin W. Dhowian
Hussain A. Alawaji
Mosleh A. Al-Shamrani
Talal O. Al-Refeai
Abdulhafiz O. Alshenawy
Awad A. Al-Karni
Abdulhakim M. Al-Ghanem
Abdullah I. Al-Mhaidib

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Professor

Transportation Engineering
Name

Rank

Abdullah I. Al-Mansour
Abdulrahman S. Al-Suhaibani
Ali S. Al-Ghamdi
Magdy Abdul-Aziz. Zahw
Mahmoud El-Baz Ali El-Shourbagy
Saad A. Al-Gadhi

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor

Water Resources Engineering
Name
Abdulaziz A. Alhamid
Abdulaziz S. Al-Turbak
Abdulmohsen A. Alshaikh
Samir A. Ead
Abdulrahman M. Al-Khomairi
Saleh A. Alhassoun
Saud A. Taher
Abdulaziz A. Al-Othman
Hesham R. Fouli
Ibrahim H. Elsebaie

Rank
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Environmental Engineering
Name

Rank

Abdullah M. Al-Rehaili
Ashraf M. Refaat
Waleed M. Zahid

Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.

Abdulaziz O. Al-Jasser
Ibrahim S. Al-Jadhai

Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Construction Engineering & Management
Name
Rank
Adel Eldosouky
Ibrahim A. Al-Hammad
Abdullah M. Al-Sugair
Naief T. Ibn-Homaid
Hany A. Mohamed Ali
Khalid A. Taher
Khalid S. Al-Gahtani

Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Surveying Engineering
Name

Rank

Ayman S. Aguib
Dafer A. Algarni
Hasan M. Bilani
Ismat M. El Hassan
Abdullah M. Al-Garni
Abdullah S. Al-Salman
Ahmad A. Al Alshaikh
Ashraf Mohamed Ahmed Farah
Bashar K. Bashir
Fahd A. Abanmy

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Programs:
 Bachelor of Science Program in Civil
Engineering
 Bachelor of Science Program in Surveying
Engineering
First Program: Bachelor of Science Program in Civil Engineering

About:
The department offers a comprehensive and
integrated program that allows students to develop
a solid basis in the different Civil Engineering
disciplines: Structural, Geotechnical, Water resources,
Environmental,
Surveying,
and
Transportation
Engineering, and Construction engineering and
management.

Aims:
Graduates of CE program have been prepared to:
Implement civil engineering principles and knowledge
to create systems, and provide services that meet
society needs and improve the quality of life.
Increase personal knowledge and technical skills
through professional and graduate study, certifications,
and work responsibilities; and to be the preferred
choice of employers.
Contribute time, knowledge and skills to the profession,
community, and the world beyond job responsibilities.
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Study Plan
First Level
No.

ENGL

102

MATH
PHYS
IC
ARAB

105
103
101
101

Course Title

U

English Language for Eng. &
Comp. St -1Differential Calculus
General Physics -1Introduction to Islamic Culture
Language Skills
Total

3
4
2
2
17

No.

Course Title

U

ENGL

104

MATH
MATH
PHYS
CHEM

106
107
104
101

English Language for Eng &
Comp.St.-2Integral Calculus
Algebra & Analytic Geometry
General Physics -2General Chemistry -1Total

3
3
4
4
17

Code

No.

Course Title

U

GE

201

3

MATH

203

GE

102

GE

204

SE
ARAB
IC

211
103
102

Statics
Calculus for Engineering
Students
Workshops
Computer Application in
Engineering
Principles of Surveying
Expository Writing
Islam and Society
Total

3
1
2
2
2
2
15

Fourth Level

Code

No.

Course Title

U

CE

322

4

CE

381

CE
CE
MATH

461
471
254

ME

228

Hydraulics
Engineering Properties of Soils
and their Measurements
Structural Analysis II
Reinforced Concrete 1
Numerical Methods
Thermal Sciences for CE
Students
Total

No.

Course Title

U
3
3
3
3

CE

441

IC

103

Hydrology
Transportation Systems
Reinforced Concrete (2)
Soil Mechanics
Water Supply and Drainage
Systems
The Islamic Economic System
Total

Course Title

U

Water and Wastewater Treatment
Highway Engineering
Construction Equipment &
Methods
Building Construction for CE
Students
Industry and the Environment
Fundamental of the Islamic
Political System
Total

3
4

Eighth Level
Code No.
CE
CE

442
434

CE

417

ARCH

239

GE

302

CE
GE

302
202

3
3

IC

104

CE

281

SE

311

Mechanics of Materials
Dynamics
Introduction to Geotechnical
Engineering
Introduction to Geomatic
Engineering
Differential Equations for
Engineering Students
Basics of Engineering Drawing
Total

CE

303

CE

304

CE

321

Course Title
Properties and Testing of
Materials
Properties and Testing of
Concrete
Fluid Mechanics

3
2
17

3
2
2
2
16

2

Ninth Level
2
3
3
16

Fifth Level
No.

17

422
433
472
480

U

Code

2

CE
CE
CE
CE

Course Title

104

3
3
3

Code

No.

GE

2

Seventh Level

Code

204

3
3
3
16

Sixth Level

3

Third Level

MATH

Structural Analysis I
Probability and Statistics for Eng.
Computer Programming
Total

6

Second Level
Code

361
324
209

U
2

Code

No.

Course Title

U

CE
CE
CE
CE
CE

482
473

Foundation Engineering
Steel Structures
CE Discipline Course
CE Discipline Course
Graduation Project -1Total

3
3
3
3
2
14

498

Tenth Level
Code

No.

Course Title

U

2

GE

401

3

3

GE

402

Engineering Economy
Management of Engineering
Projects

3

College of Engineering

Code

CE
STAT
GE

231
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CE
CE
CE

499

CE Discipline Course
CE Discipline Course
Graduation Project -IITotal

3
3
3
15

Cement: manufacture, properties, types of cement,
tests. Aggregates: types, properties, grading, tests.
Mixing water. Concrete: proportions, mixing, handling,
placing, fresh and hardened properties, tests, curing.
(Prerequisite: CE 302).

CE Disciplines Courses
Structural and Geotechnical Eng.
CE 462 Analysis and Design of Buildings
CE 477 Basic Concrete Technology
CE 485 Introduction to Rock Mechanics
CE 486 Improvement of Geotechnical Materials

CE 321 Fluid Mechanics 3 (3, 1, 0)

Transportation and Construction Eng.

CE 322 Hydraulics 4 (3, 0, 2)

CE 411 introduction to Construction Contracts
CE 412 Estimating Construction Costs
CE 436 Traffic Engineering
CE 437 Analysis and Design of Pavement Systems

Steady flow in closed conduits. Steady flow in open
channels. Pumps. Laboratory experiments covering
fluid measurements, flow through pipes, open channel,
centrifugal pump. Dimensional analysis and similitude.
(Prerequisite: CE 322)

Water Resources and Environmental Eng.
CE 423 Hydraulic Structures
CE 425 Surface and Ground-Water Hydrology
CE 444 Environmental Engineering
CE 445 Wastewater Reclamation and Reuse

Course Description:
Course Code – Course Title Credit hours
(Lecture, Tutorial, Lab)
CE 281 Introduction To Geotechnical
Engineering 2 (2,0,0)

College of Engineering

Types of rocks. Classification of rocks based on
origin and strength. Weathering processes. Origin
and mineralogical composition of soils. Residual and
transported soil. Identification of soil minerals.
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CE 302 Mechanics Of Materials 3 (3, 1,0)
Stress, strain; Hook’s law. Moduli of elasticity and
rigidity, and Poisson’s ratio. Statical determination of
axial force, shear force, bending moment and torque
in bars, beams and circular shafts. Load-shear-moment
relationship in beams. Section kinematics; strain and
stress distribution and their resultants. Normal and
shear stress distributions in beams of different shapes.
Transformation of stress and strain, Mohr’s circle.
Spherical and cylindrical pressure vessels. Elastic
buckling of columns. (Prerequisite: GE 201, MATH
203)

CE 303 Properties And Testing Of Materials 2 (1,0,2)
Engineering materials: properties, testing, specifications,
statistical evaluation; bricks, lime, gypsum, timber,
metals, plastics, ceramics, glasses. Testing machines.
Measuring devices. Tests: tension, compression,
bending, shear, hardness, impact. Non destructive
tests. (Prerequisite: CE 302).

CE 304 Properties And Testing Of Concrete 2 (1,0,2)

Fluid properties. Fluid statics. Kinematics. Dynamics of
an ideal fluid. Flow of real fluids. Viscous effect and
fluid resistance. Fluid measurements. (Prerequisites:
GE 202 and MATH 204)

CE 361 Structural Analysis I 3 (3, 1,0)
Types of structures, supports and loads. Idealization
of structures and loads. Geometric stability and
determinacy. Analysis of determinate trusses, beams,
plane frames and arches; reaction computation; axial
force, shear force and bending moment diagrams.
Internal force releases. Load-shear-moment relationship.
Differential equation of elastic curve. Deflections by
integration, moment-area, conjugate-beam and virtual
work methods. Influence lines of determinate structures.
(Prerequisite: CE 302)

CE 381 Engineering Properties Of Soils And
Their Measurements 2 (1,0,2)
Laboratory Measurements of: Moisture density
relationship, Classification and identification of
soil, Grain size analysis, Compaction characteristics,
Permeability, Consolidation, Shear strength.

CE 411 Introduction To Construction
Contracts 3 (3,1,0)
Basics of construction law. Types and selection
of construction contracts. Essentials of plans and
specifications. Bidding. Awarding and administration
of contracts. Liability. Bonding claims. Construction
contracts in Saudi Arabia.

CE 412 Estimating Construction Costs 3(3,1,0)
The estimating process. Conceptual estimating. Range
estimating. Detailed estimate. Earthwork. Concrete.
Masonry. Carpentry and steel. Mechanical and
electrical estimating. Heavy construction. Profit and
bonds. Labor productivity. Computers in estimating.
Bidding strategy.

CE 417 Construction Equipment & Methods
3 (3, 1,0)
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CE 422 Hydrology 3 (3, 1, 0)
The hydrologic cycle. Fundamentals of meteorology,
temperature, humidity, wind, precipitation, evaporation.
Streamflow and run-off, Groundwater aquifers,
wells, and intrusion in coastal aquifers. Streamflow
hydrographs. Unit hydrographs for various durations
and its applications. Water Resources management its
demand, Introduction in Water Resources management
and its demand, Water Resources management in arid
and semi-arid regions and its application in Saudi
Arabia. (Co-prerequisite: CE 322)

CE 423 Hydraulic Structures 3 (3, 1, 0)
Design of inlet and outlet structures for irrigation canals.
Cross structures, culverts, siphons and aqueducts.
Energy dissipation below hydraulic structures. Spillways.
Design of dams. (Prerequisite: CE 322)

CE 425 Surface And Ground-Water
Hydrology 3 (3, 1, 0)
Review of hydrologic cycle elements. Computation of
average precipitation stream flow and stage discharge
relationship. Hydrograph analysis, infiltration indices,
hydrographs of basin outflow. Unit hydrographs.
Storage routing, natural channels and reservoirs.
Probability concepts in design recurrence interval.
Flood frequency analysis and flow direction curves.
Ground water, hydraulics of wells, boundary effects,
well construction and maintenance. (Prerequisite: CE
422)

CE 433 Transportation Systems 3 (3, 1, 0)
The transportation systems and its characteristics.
Transportation and society. Transportation technology:
components of transportation systems. Vehicle motion,
flow, and performance. Continuous flow. Terminals.
Introduction to transportation demand.

CE 434 Highway Engineering 4 (3, 0, 2)
Highway planning and capacity. Design controls and
criteria. Cross sectional elements. Sight distances.
Horizontal and vertical alignments. Intersections.
Highway materials characterization.
Bituminous
mixtures design. Flexible pavement design. Highway
drainage. Pavement evaluation and maintenance.

CE 436 Traffic Engineering 3 (3, 1, 0)
Components of Traffic system, Traffic-stream
characteristics, Traffic studies, Parking, Pedestrians,
Traffic safety, Traffic signals, Signs and Markings,
Capacity of urban streets and intersections, Congestion
management.

CE 437 ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF
PAVEMENT SYSTEMS 3(3,1,0)
Definition of pavement systems. Materials, traffic and
environmental factors characterization. Introduction
to the Multi-Layer Elastic theory. Stresses in flexible
pavements. Design methods of flexible pavements.
Stresses in rigid pavements. Design methods of rigid
pavements. Overlay design. Introduction to analysis
and evaluation of pavement maintenance strategies.

CE 441 Water Supply & Drainage Systems 3(3,1,0)
Quantity of water and wastewater. Design of water
supply networks including pumping stations and
storage capacity. Design of sanitary and storm sewers,
including appurtenances. (Prerequisite: CE 322 and
Co-requisite: CE 422).

CE 442 Water And Wastewater Treatment 3(2,0,2)
Water quality and standards. Water treatment including
clarification, filtration, disinfection and softening.
Characteristics of wastewater. Sewage treatment,
including solids removal and biological processes.

CE 444 Environmental Engineering 3(3,1,0)
Introduction to pollution problems and impact of
development on the environment. Liquid waste
disposal: overland,in streams, lake and sea. Solid
wastes: management, characteristics, storage, collection,
disposal, and recycling air pollution: sources, pollutants,
effects and control. Noise pollution: sources, effect
and control. (Prerequisite: CE 442).
CE 445 Wastewater Reclamation And Reuse 3(3,1,0)
Wastewater reuse as an essential part of water resources
management. Characteristics of municipal secondary
effluents and quality standards for reuse. Reclaimed
wastewater use in agricultural, landscaping, recreational
and industrial developments.
Industrial wastes:
characteristics, reclamation and recycling. Combining
of treatment units to achieve the required water quality
standards. (Prerequisite: CE 442).

CE 461 Structural Analysis II 3(3,1,0)
Analysis of indeterminate structures; trusses, beams,
plane frames and arches. Method of consistent
deformation; flexibility matrix formulation; prestrain
and support movement effects. Slope deflection
method. Matrix analysis of beams and plane frame
using the stiffness method. Moment distribution; sway
consideration. Analysis of non-prismatic members.
(Prerequisite: CE 361).

CE 462 Analysis And Design Of Buildings 3 (1,0,4)
Integration and implementation of analysis and design
process through a term-long design project of real
structures utilizing upto date computer software and

College of Engineering

Overview of the construction industry. Earthmoving
materials and operations. Excavation and lifting.
Loading & hauling. Compacting & finishing. Concrete
construction. Concrete form design. Construction
economics. Contract construction.
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including: Idealization and modellings of structures.
Preliminary design. Estimation of gravity and wind loads.
Approximate methods of analysis and design. Material
and durability specifications. Detailing requirements.
Preparation of structural drawings. (Prerequisite: CE
461, CE 472).

CE 471 Reinforced Concrete 1 3(3, 1,0)
Fundamentals and design theories based on ultimate
strength design and elastic concept. ACI Code
requirements. Load factors. Analysis and design of
reinforced concrete members subject to flexure, shear
and diagonal tension in accordance to ACI strength
method.
Development length of reinforcement.
Deflection and crack controls. (Prerequisite: CE 304,
CE 361).

stresses and their measurements, deformability, strength
and failure criteria. Stability of rock masses.

CE 486 Improvement Of Geotechnical
Materials 3 (3, 1,0)
Improving performance of soils for engineering
applications. Analysis of methods of stabilizing soils
and rocks including topics on: Mechanical and chemical
stabilization and earth reinforcement.

CE 498 Graduation Project –I- 2 Units
Choosing the topic, establishing the project, literature
review, preparing for/or preliminary conducting the
experiments, collecting the field data & developing the
mathematical/computer model if applicable, writing the
first two chapters along with any preliminary findings.

CE 472 Reinforced Concrete (2) 3 (3,1,0)

CE 499 Graduation Project –II- 3 UNITS

Design of floor systems, one way, two way, ribbed and
flat slabs. Design for torsion, combined shear and
torsion by the strength method. Design of continuous
beams. ACI moment redistribution for minimum
rotation capacity. Design of columns under axial and
eccentric loadings, short and long columns. Staircases.
Types of footings.

Continuation of Part-I of the project including: running
and finalizing the experimental program or the
mathematical/computer model, analyzing the results
and findings and drawing the conclusion, writing the
complete project report, presenting and defending the
project.

2-General Courses
CE 473 Steel Structures 3(2,0,2)
Analysis and design of roof trusses. Design of tension
and compression members, columns under eccentric
loadings, column bases and footings. Design of beams.
Welded and bolted connections. Design of building
frames. Introduction to plastic analysis. Industrial
building project. All according to AISC specifications.
(Prerequisite: CE 461).
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CE 477 Basic Concrete Technology 3(3,1,0)
Cement hydration products, Plastic and dry shrinkage,
Hot weather concrete, Influence of curing, Durability
of concrete: basic concepts & durability requirements,
Introduction to repair and rehabilitation.

CE 480 Soil Mechanics 3 (3,1,0)
Seepage theory, soil stresses using elastic theory,
Immediate settlement, Total and effective stress
principle, consolidation settlement and its rate,
Shear strength, Lateral earth pressure, Slope stability,
Excavation and bracing.

CE 482 Foundation Engineering 3 (3, 1,0)
Types of foundation and foundation materials. Bearing
capacity of shallow foundation. Bearing capacity of
deep foundations. Pile foundations and caissons. Sheet
piling. Retaining walls.

GE 209 Computer Programming 3 (2,0,2)
Computer organization and hierarchy of programming
language, Fortran 90 as a high-level language, arithmetic
computations, algorithm design, selection statements,
repetition statements, debugging and testing of
programs, logical and character data type, data files
and formatted outputs, array processing, subprograms,
introduction to derived data types and structures,
numerical applications.

GE 302 Industry And The Environment 2 (2, 0,0)
Environmental balance - Types of pollution (air, water
and soil pollution). Environmental impact of Engineering
and Industrial activities - Types, sources and standard
limits of pollutants. Pollution control technologies Examples of pollution from various Engineering and
Industrial disciplines.

GE 401 Engineering Economy 3 (3, 1,0)
Introduction to engineering economy.
Interest
formulas and equivalence. Bases for comparison of
alternatives. Decision making among alternatives.
Evaluating replacement alternatives. Break-even and
minimum cost analysis. Cost accounting. Depreciation.
Economic analysis of operations. Economic analysis of
public projects. (Prerequisite: Fourth level.)

CE 485 Introduction To Rock Mechanics 3 (3,1,0)
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Rock and rock mass classifications. Index properties
and their measurements in field and laboratory. Initial

GE 402 Management Of Engineering Projects
3 (3,1,0)
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3-Courses To Other Departments
CE 251 Survying For Agricultural Engineering
2(2,0,1)
Introduction, Survying principles, Horizontzl distance
measurements, Introduction to direction and angular
measurements, Detail survying by EDM, Levelling and
its applications, areas calculations.. Volumes calculation>
Introduction to land grading.

CE 269 Structural Analysis For Architects 3(2,2,0)
Types of structures & loading. Stability & determinacy of
structures. Analysis of statically determinate structures.
Displacement of statically determinate beams & trusses.
An introduction to statically indeterminate structures.

CE 376 Design Of Concrete Structures For
Architects I 3(3,1,0)
Introduction to.technology; composition and properties
of reinforced concrete; tests for fresh and haerdned
concrete; Analysi, design and prepartion of detailed
drawing for simple and continous beams, one way
slabs, concentric loaded columns, separated footings,
according to ACI code.

CE 378 Analysis Of Concrete Structures For
Architects I 2(2,1,0)
Introduction to.concrete technology; composition and
properties of reinforced concrete; tests for fresh and
haerdned concrete; Analysis and design simple and
continous beams according to ACI code; design for
shear, bending and bond stresses.

CE 379 Analysis Of Concrete Structures For
Architects II 2(2,1,0)
A continuation of CE 378. Analysis, design and
preparation of detailed drawing for one way slabs,
tow way and hurdi slabs, and design of concentric and
eccentrically loaded columns, design of separate and
joined footings; term project

Survy Students 3(3,1,0)
Introduction to concrete technology; composition and
properties of concrete; tests of fresh and hardened
concrete, analysis of simple and continuous beams,
design for bending and shear. Design of short columns;
bond strength and development length.

Second Program: Bachelor of Science Program
in Surveying Engineering

About:
In the academic year 1408/1409H, the Surveying
Engineering Program was established as the unique
program of its kind in the Gulf States universities. The
program includes in addition to the general courses
shared with other departments, a number of special
courses covers the following surveying specializations:
Ground Cadastral Survey, Photogrammetry and
Remote Sensing, Development and Production of
Maps, Geographic and Land Information Systems and
Geodesy.
Surveying engineering techniques are routinely used
to provide positional and/or thematic information for
almost all stages of engineering, agricultural, forestry,
geology and water resources projects. Hydrographic
surveying is a branch of engineering surveying which
deals with studying and monitoring coastal areas
and inshore and off-shore position fixing. Urban
planning, real estate and ownership surveys, boundary
demarcations, land law and registration, adjudications,
etc. are yet other areas in which the surveying engineer
is actively involved.
With the advent of satellite and computer technology,
the role of the surveying engineer has expanded to
encompass use of digital satellite data for a multitude
of applications through digital image processing e.g.
environmental monitoring, water resources surveys,
population studies, image mapping, agricultural,
a forestation and desertification studies, mapping
vegetation cover, urban planning and development,
use of artificial intelligence systems, to mention a few.

Study Plan:
First Level
Course No. Course Name

MATH 105

English language for eng. &
comp. st.-1Differential calculus

PHYS 103

General physics-1-

4

IC 101

Introd. to islamic culture

2

ARAB 101

Language skills

ENGL 102

CE 323 Water Engineering For Survy
Students 3(3,1,0)
Introduction to fluid properties, hydrostatics, motion
of fluids, closed conduit flow and open channel flow.
Introduction to hydrology and ground water.

CE 363 Basics Of Concrete Structures For

Units

TOTAL

6
3

College of Engineering

Basic Management Process approach, Strategies and
planning methods, Project planning and scheduling,
Bar-charts, critical path methods, PERT method,
resource leveling and allocation, time-cost trade off.
Construction and organizational approaches, leadership
elements and decision making, time and cost control,
computer applications.

2
17
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Second Level
Course No. Course Name
ENGL 104
MATH 106
MATH 107
PHYS 104
CHEM 101
TOTAL

English language for eng. &
comp. st.-2Integral calculus
Algebra & analytic geometry
General physics-2General chemistry-1-

Units
3
3
3
4
4
17

Third Level

MATH 244

Course No. Course Name
SE 311
MATH 204
GE 104
GE 202
ME 357
CE 281

Units

Introduction to geomatic
2
engineering
Differential equations for eng.
3
students
Basics of engineering drawing 3
Dynamics
Mechanics of materials for
non-ME St.
Introduction to geotechnical
engineering

TOTAL

3
2

15

Fifth Level
Course No. Course Name

CE 363
CE 433
TOTAL

3
2
3
3
3

Units

SE 415

Geodetic control systems

3

SE 461

3

CE 434

Remote sensing principles
Signal analysis for surveying
students
Highway engineering

SE 412

Astronomy and satellite geodesy 3

EE 329

TOTAL

SE 451
GE 402

SE 416

SE 321

Photogrammetry

3

SE 310

Engineering surveying

3

SE 498

STAT 324

Probability and statistics for eng. 3

TOTAL

MATH 254

Numerical methods

3

GE 209

Computer programming

3

IC 103

The Islamic economic system

2

3
4
16

Ninth Level
Course No. Course Name

SE 472

Units

Units

16

Eighth Level
Course No. Course Name

SE 465
2

3
17

Advanced photogrammetry
Introduction to digital image
processing
Linear algebra
Principles of reinforced
concrete for surveyors
Transportation systems

2

Fourth Level

Electrical circuits & machines

SE 422

Calculus for engineering students 3

3
2
Islam and the construction of society 2
Workshops
1
Computer applications in
2
engineering
15

Water engineering for surveying st. 3

Geodesy and map projections 2

SE 211
MATH 203
GE 201
ARAB 103
IC 102
GE 102

Statics
Expository writing

2

SE 314

SE 421

Principles of surveying

Fundamental of the Islamic
political system

Seventh Level
Course No. Course Name

Units

TOTAL

College of Engineering

CE 323
EE 308
TOTAL

Course No. Course Name

GE 204

Introduction to geographic
information systems
Introduction to cartography
Management of engineering
projects
Surveying camp
Statistical estimation and
analysis
Graduation project -1-

Units
3
3
3
2
2
2
15

Tenth Level
Course No. Course Name

Units

SE 417

2

Course No. Course Name

Units

SE 464

SE 313

Principles of geodesy

3

SE 499

Hydrographic surveying
Principles of professional and
legal surveying
Introduction to digital
photogrammetry
Graduation project –2-

SE 331

Adjustment computations
Principles of image analysis
and interpretation

3

GE 401

Engineering economy

3

GE 302

Industry and the environment 2

TOTAL

17

SE 471

Sixth Level

SE 361
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IC 104

TOTAL

3
2
3
3
15
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Vision:
The vision of the Industrial Engineering department
is to be nationally recognized for leadership and
excellence in teaching, research and cooperation with
Saudi manufacturing and service industries.

The Department of Industrial Engineering was
established as an independent department in 2002 G. In
fact the history of this department dates back to 1983 G
when it was established as a separate program under the
umbrella of the Mechanical Engineering Department.
Since its establishment, the industrial engineering
program has made an indispensable contribution to the
rapid development and advancement of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. Industrial Engineer graduates play a vital
role in all development plans of the country and hold
key positions in all governmental and private sectors.
They are heavily involved in numerous manufacturing
and service industries in Saudi Arabia and abroad.
The Department of Industrial Engineering offers
undergraduate program which continuously updated to
keep pace with national and international developments.
The curricular of this program is based on three areas
of specializations which are:

 Manufacturing systems engineering: this area
is concerned with the design of production
processes and manufacturing system. It
includes many types of engineering sciences
such as manufacturing technology; factory
design; automation of process and system
using computers; computer aided design and
manufacture; manufacturing system design
and operation.
 Industrial operation and logistics: this area
is concerned with industrial analysis, and
industrial planning and control. It includes
many types of engineering sciences such as
operation research; production planning and
control; maintenance engineering; quality
engineering; manufacturing cost analysis.

 Human factors engineering and safety: this
area is concerned with design and analysis
of work and its time, and safety. It includes
many types of engineering sciences such
as human factors analysis; time and motion
study; safety engineering.

Mission:
The missions of the Department of Industrial
Engineering are:

 Offer a high quality and up-to-date program
which prepares students for successful
professional careers
 Meet the need of both service and
manufacturing industries in the Kingdom for
industrial engineers having the knowledge
and ability to design, integrate and optimize
productive systems

Degrees:
Diploma-Bachelor – Master-PhD

Aims:
The following objectives have been set up by the
department in support of the department vision and
mission:

1. To improve and maintain the quality of education
programs by:

 Evaluating and updating the curriculum on
a continuous bases;
 Providing means to attract high quality
students;

College of Engineering

About:

 Closely relating student projects to the
needs of the industrial society;
 Broadening students’ knowledge with
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industrial visits, seminars, and training;
 Providing students with the necessary
teamwork, leadership, and communication
skills to address real world problems
effectively.
 Attracting high quality students; generating
financial resources to support outstanding
students.

2. To establish and improve laboratories by:
 Equipping them with the latest technologies
and running them with skilled technicians.

3. To provide supporting resources for faculties by:
 Maintaining adequate clerical staff,
teaching and research assistants, laboratory
technicians, and teaching and laboratory
facilities.

4. To maintain faculty professional development
by:

 Encouraging active participation in
conferences and professional meetings;
 Applying comprehensive review and
appraisal system;
 Recognizing faculty accomplishments.

5. To contribute to the industrial engineering

College of Engineering

knowledge by:
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 Conducting strong theoretical and applied
research;
 Encouraging
research
publications;
motivating
 interdisciplinary research groups;
 Striving for increasing research resources
and grants.

6. To promote and strengthen the relation with
government, public and private sectors by:

 Organizing conferences, symposia and
delivering short courses and seminars;
 Promoting consultancy and providing
professional
 laboratory services

Landmarks:
The department is equipped with high quality
laboratories that cover almost all aspects of industrial
engineering. These laboratories and workshops are
continuously updated to keep pace with the latest
technology requirements. They are:

 Manufacturing laboratory: it includes
traditional production machines; material
cutting (lathes, milling, grinding, sawing…
etc), material forming machines (presses),
nontraditional machines (electro chemical,
laser…etc), and plastic injection machine.
 Computer numerical control laboratory: it
includes digital controlled machine tools.
 Metrology laboratory: it includes measuring
instrumentations of dimensions, and
geometrical tolerances with measuring
accuracy of micro.
 Industrial control laboratory: it includes
industrial control systems using digital
means (computer), actuators, and sensors to
control and automate production machines,
equipments and systems.
 Computer
integrated
manufacturing
laboratory: it includes integrated units of
manufacturing system and robotics
 Industrial system analysis and simulation
laboratory: it includes computer units and
programs to carry analysis and simulation of
systems and its operations
 Computer aided design/manufacturing
laboratory: it includes computer units and
programs to develop product design and
manufacturing programs. Also it includes
equipments for reverse engineering and
rapid prototyping.
 Human factors laboratory:
it includes
apparatuses for measuring human stress,
capability, and performance. Also it includes
measuring instrumentation of human
dimension.
 Work study laboratory: it includes measuring
instrumentations of work time.
 Virtual reality and augment laboratory:
it includes virtual work apparatuses and
computers and programs for designing,
operating, and maintenance of production
system and products through virtual reality.

Department Library:
The library in the department consists of the
following:
Several Arabic and English references, books and
periodicals in industrial engineering field.

 Thesis and graduation projects’ reports.
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 Princess Fatima Alnjiris’s Research Chair for
Advanced Manufacturing Technology:
This chair was found by the university with a help of
the donation of HRH Prince Abdullah Bin Mosaad
Bin Abdulaziz Al-Saud. It aims at fostering research,
developing and providing training and consultation
services in the field of advanced manufacturing systems
and technologies which will attain quality achievements
toward industrial development in the kingdom.

 Developing, Monitoring and Accreditation
Unit:
 The aim of this unit is to improve the
department academic programs and
monitor their quality. In addition, this unit
is responsible for the entire department
activities related to accreditation.
 Automobile Manufacturing Technology
Center:
The aim of this center is to transfer, gain, localize and
seeding the automobile manufacturing technology in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. This center, also, aims at
providing the necessary knowledge and skills in this field
to students at all levels in the College of Engineering.

Programs:
B.Sc. Industrial Engineering

About:
The

undergraduate

program

in

Industrial

engineering has been designed to offer high quality,
up-to-date and internationally recognized education
program. It is prepared to contain integrated
knowledge of the applied sciences, engineering
sciences, industrial engineering sciences in three
fields of specialization (Manufacturing Systems
Engineering, Industrial Operations and Logistics,
Human Factors Engineering and Safety).

This

equips the students with scientific and technological
foundation as well as the necessary decision-making
techniques, tools and skills that enable them to
perform their specialized work effectively. Also, it
gives the student the flexibility to pursue careers in
variety of manufacturing and service organizations
and work in related job functions such as consulting

Faculty :

firms (manufacturing and services), government and
academia.

Name

Rank

A. M. A. Al-Ahmari

Professor

A. M. Al-Shayea

Professor

Graduates will be able to identify, define

Darwish

Professor

and implement effective solutions to realistic

M.N. Azaiez

Professor

problems in the manufacturing and service systems

A. Gharbi

Associate Prof.

by applying industrial engineering sciences and

M. A. Louly

Associate Prof.

tools, contemporary knowledge and cutting-edge

A. Bouras

Associate Prof.

technologies.

A. M. El-Tamimi

Associate Prof.

A. M. N. A. Al-Samhan

Associate Prof.

I. M. Al-Harkan

Associate Prof.

M. Z. Ramadan

Associate Prof.

 Graduates will be able to update their
professional skills continuously to design
integrated production systems of people,
machines, information, energy, materials
and financial resources

Mohamed Ali Issa

Associate Prof.

T. El-Hossainy

Associate Prof.

A. M. Al-Shayea

Assistant Prof.

Ateekh-Ur-Rehman

Assistant Prof.

Basel Shadid

Assistant Prof.

H. A. Helmy

Assistant Prof.

Khalid Al Saleh

Assistant Prof.

M. A. F. Sharaf

Assistant Prof.

Tamer F. Abdelmaguid

Assistant Prof.

Abdel Naser K. Dawud

Lecturer

Ragab Kamal

Lecturer

Course No. Course Title

Yusuf Usmani

Lecturer

IC 101

 Graduates will be able to communicate and
work effectively and ethically as individuals
and as team members .
 Graduates will be able to assume leadership
roles in their profession and communities.

Study Plan:
The student pursue study plan of 160 units as follows:

First Level

College of Engineering

Aims:

C.H.

Introduction to Islamic Culture 2
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ARAB 101

Language Skills

2

Course No. Course Title

C.H.

ENGL 102

English for Engineer

6

PHYS 103

General Physics (1)

4

MATH 105

Deferential Calculus

3

Total

17

IC 104
IE 331
IE 413
IE 427
IE 431
IE 433

2
3
3
3
3
3
17

Second Level
Course No. Course Title

C.H.

CHEM101

General Chemistry

4

PHYS 104

General Physics (2)

4

ENGL 104

English for Engineer

3

MATH 106

Integral Calculus
Algebra & Analytical
Geometry
Total

3

MATH 107

3
17

Third Level
Course No. Course Title

Eighth Level
Course No. Course Title
IE 410

Industrial Operation Scheduling 3

Industrial System Simulation 3

IE 441

Work Design and Analysis

3

IE 458

CAM

3

Total

15

C.H.
2

Workshop

1

ARAB103

2

Course No. Course Title

3

IE 430

2

IE 434

GE 210

Expository Writing
Calculus for Engineering
Students
Computer Application In
Engineering
Engineering Mechanics

3

ME 253

Engineering Material

3

Total

16

Ninth Level

IE 442

3

IE 450

Industrial Facility Design

3

IE 498

Graduation Project-1

2

Total

15

C.H.

IC 103

2

Course No. Course Title

3

IE 448

ME 357

3
3
3
2
16

Fifth Level

3
4

Tenth Level

Course No. Course Title

MATH 204
GE 209
ME 329

C.H.

Industrial Operation
Analysis-3
Engineering Reliability And
Maintenance
Human Factor Engineering

Fourth Level

GE 104

3

IE 432

Islamic & Society

Economical system in Islam
Basics of Engineering
Drawing
Differential equation
Computer Programming
Heat and Fluid for IE
Mechanics Of Material For
Non Mech. Eng.
Total

C.H.

IE 428

GE 102

GE 204

College of Engineering

Production Planning and
Inventory Control

IC 102

MATH 203
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Political System In Islam
Statistical Quality Control
Industrial Information System
Industrial Operation Analysis-2
Design Of Experiment
CAD/CAM
Total

IE 460
IE 471

Safety Engineering
Management
CIM

C.H.
3
3

IE 499

Manufacturing System Design 3
Manufacturing System
3
Operation
Graduation Project-2
3

IE 999

TRAING

-

Total

16

IE 472

Course No. Course Title

C.H.

MATH 254

3

Course Description:

3

Course Code – Course Title Credit hours
(Lecture, Tutorial, Lab)

EE 308
STAT 324
IE 351
IE 313

Numerical methods
Electrical Circuits and
Machines
Engineering Statistics and
Probability
Manufacturing Processes -1
Manufacturing Economics
Total

Seventh Level

3
4
3
16

IE 312 Introduction to Planning and Control, 3(3,1,0)
Introduction to industrial engineering topics including
project control, strategic IE decisions (product, location,
and layout), and tactical IE decisions (production,
inventory, scheduling, and quality).
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Basic accounting concepts; Cash flow and financial
statements analysis; Standard costs and variance analysis;
Cost analysis and operation decisions; introduction to
cost reduction programs.

emphasis given to manufacturing systems; Gathering,
recording, analyzing and presenting the data
requirements of an organization; Data processing
technology; Data bases and their applications.
Prerequisites: IE 312, CS 207, GE 204

IE 321 Industrial Operations Analysis -1- 3(3,1,0)

IE 427 Industrial Operations Analysis -2- 3(3,1,0)

Introduction to mathematical programming and
optimization. Characteristics of linear programs.
Modeling of various industrial programs as linear
programs. Graphical solutions. Introduction to the
theory of simplex methods. Big methods, unbounded
and infeasible solutions. Sensitivity analysis and
introduction to the duality theory. Transportation
and assignment problems and solution techniques.
Shortest path, minimum spanning tree, and maximum
flow minimum cut problems.

Advanced topics in linear programming, parametric
and goal programming. Deterministic dynamic
programming; forward and backward procedures.
Integer programming; Branch and Bound methods.
Nonlinear programming; Single and multi variable
unconstrained optimization, KKT conditions and
quadratic programming.
Prerequisite: IE 321

IE 331 Statistical Quality Control, 3(2,1,2)
The study of frequency distributions and probability
models in quality control. Preparation and use various
control charts. Construction of different sampling
plans. Methods to quality improvement and analysis
of quality costs. Application of computer in the above
area.

IE 351 Manufacturing Processes -1- 4(3,1,2)
Morphology of manufacturing processes; Manufacturing
processes for liquid metals: iron and steel making,
melting furnaces, casting processes; Manufacturing
processes for solid materials: basic concepts, sheet
metal working, bulk deformation processes. Joining
processes: welding, brazing and soldering; Adhesive
bonding.

IE 428 Scheduling of Industrial Operations, 3(3,1,0)
This course deals with various problems in the area of
scheduling. It includes single machine, parallel machine,
flow shop, open shop, and job shop and project
scheduling. Also, it introduces project scheduling
which includes Activity-On-Node and precedence
diagramming, resource leveling and allocation, time cost
trade-off, contractual and organizational approach, and
regulation and licensing for the construction industry in
Saudi Arabia.
Prerequisite: IE 427

IE 430 Industrial Operations Analysis -3- 3(3,1,0)
Introduction to stochastic processes, discrete and
continuous time Markov chains, queueing theory and
applications of waiting line systems. Stochastic dynamic
programming, decision analysis.
Prerequisites: STAT 324, IE 427

IE 352 Manufacturing Processes -2- 4(3,1,2)

IE 431 Design of Experiments, 3(3,1,0)

Objectives of metal cutting processes; Cutting
mechanisms; Material removal operations; Tool
materials and geometry; Effects of cutting variables
on machining operations and machine tool elements;
Non traditional machining capabilities and limitations;
Process design selection.
Prerequisite: IE 351

Introduction to design of experiments and its
applications in industry. Hypothesis testings on
means and variances. Analysis of variance; fixed and
random effects models, error analysis. Block designs;
Randomized complete and incomplete block design,
latin square design. Introduction to two factor factorial
design; Fixed, random and mixed designs. Introduction
to response surface methodology.
Prerequisite: STAT 324

IE 410 Inventory Control and Production
Planning, 3(3,1,0)
Analysis and design of production and inventory control
systems. Deterministic and stochastic inventory model,
single and multi-period production planning models.
Prerequisites: IE 312, STAT 324

IE 432 Industrial Systems Simulation, 3(3,1,0)
Introduction to simulation concepts, random number
generation, simulation model building, simulation
languages, model and output validation.
Prerequisites: Stat 324, GE 209, IE 312.

College of Engineering

IE 313 Manufacturing Economics, 3(3,1,0)

IE 413 Industrial Information System s, 3(3,1,0)
Analysis, design and implementation of industrial
information and retrieval systems with special

IE 433 CAD / IE 433
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Contact:
Nursing College, King Saud University,
Riyadh -Adder’eyah P.O. Box: 642, Riyadh 11421,
The Male Section located at King Saud University city
at adder’eyah
The dean office Secretary office no: 014693631
The deputy of dean for male students affairs
Secretary office no: 014693623
The Female Section - (located at the western center for
female university students)
The deputy of dean for female students affairs
Secretary office : 4355010-810
Email: nurscol@ksu.edu.sa

Mission:
The mission of the Nursing College at King Saud
University is to provide students with educational programs that focus on the quality of teaching and learning.
The College will provide the students with the opportunities and proper guidance to enable them to acquire
the essential knowledge and skills to become qualified
nurses. The College of Nursing also aims at enabling
the graduates to face the challenges during the practice
of nursing profession in all settings, through the use of
critical thinking abilities and learning that evidencedbased within the context of Islamic principles

Aims:
Upon completion of studying in the college, the graduate will be able to:

w Demonstrate a beginning leadership role in establishing and influencing management goals.
research results in evidence-based nursing
practice, and identify opportunities for research.
Foster moral, ethical, legal and Professional awareness and responsibilities in self and others.
Apply the research process and evidence-based
findings to guide nursing practice and improve delivery of health care.
Assume responsibility for continuous growth as an
individual, professional, and citizen, including participating as an agent of change

College of Nursing

w Utilize
w
w
w

Vision:
In response to the major changes that had occurred
in the health care delivery system in Saudi Arabia, college of Nursing endeavours to be one of the nation’s
top nursing programs among other colleges.
In addition, we actively collaborate with others
in developing health care delivery systems that are
responsive to changing health needs of the popula-

tion. We thrive to provide excellent opportunities for
students, faculty, and staff to engage in education, research, service and practice.
We develop innovative approaches to achieve
quality teaching, research, service, and practice goals.
In addition, we provide leadership to the discipline of
professional nursing.

About:
Nursing Department, King Saud University as one
of eight academic departments at the Faculty of Applied Medical Sciences in 1396 and his was the first program offering a bachelor’s degree in nursing at the level
of Saudi Arabia, despite a lack of demand for medical
specialties applied during that period in general and
specialty nursing in particular However, the College of
Applied Medical Sciences continued to provide these
disciplines are drawn the outlines of the goals and objectives of the philosophy and the role of King Saud
University in Saudi Arabia meet the needs of national
cadres qualified to provide high academic comprehensive health services and direct all members of society
through public health facilities, private and all levels.
In 1407/1408 H was introduced the Master of Science
in Nursing in six graduate nursing specialties where
many of the cadres that are now working in leadership
positions in the Kingdom in the field of nursing. In this
sense, the Department of Nursing has acquired considerable experience made him the appropriate kernel for
the start of the first nursing college in the Kingdom.

Landmarks:
Nursing Research Center
Research Center Overview
The Research center in nursing college established in
1429/1430 H upon an order from the ministry of higher
education, our strategic is to improve the Nursing scientific Researches and to apply the result of our researches
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in clinical settings to improve the quality of nursing care
that provided in different health care settings.

Departments:
Medical Surgical Nursing
Maternal & Child Health Nursing
Community and Mental Health Nursing
Nursing administration and Education

Level Four
Course Code
103 IC
323 CLS
366 RHS
244 NUR
245 NUR

Course Title
Islamic Culture(3)
Path physiology
Pharmacology
Medical Surgical Nursing
Clinical Aspects of Medical

Hrs
2
3
2
4
5

Level Five
Bachelor degree in Nursing Science

Programs:
1. The required period for the completion of the

2.

3.
4.

5.

Baccalaureate degree in nursing is not less than
four years / eight semesters.
A total of 133 credits are required for the baccalaureate degree, in addition to completion of one
year of nursing internship.
The language of instructions in the baccalaureate
program of nursing is English.
Credit hour equivalences are based on the ratio of
one credit theory equals one clock hour and one
credit clinical is a minimum of 2 clock hours.
Study Plan: Bachelor in Nursing

Course Code
104 IC
231 CHS
352 NUR
353 NUR
356 NUR

Course Title
Islamic Culture
Infectious Diseases
Gynaecological Nursing
Human Growth & Development
Critical Care Nursing

Level Six
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

221 CHS

Advanced Biostatics

3

261 NUR

Principles of Learning & Teaching 2

362 NUR

Maternal Child Nursing

4

363 NUR

Clinical Aspects of Maternal &
Child Nursing

5

226 CHS

Nutrition

3

Study Plan:

Level Seven

Bachelor in Nursing

Course Code Course Title
336 CHS
Epidemiology (1)
471 NUR
Socio-Culture Variation in Health
Community & Mental Health
472 NUR
Nursing
473 NUR
Primary Health Care Nursing
Concepts of Psychological Nursing
474 NUR

Level One
Course Code
112 ENG
101 CLS
101 RAD
115 NUR
116 NUR

Course Title
English Language(1)
Chemistry for Nursing
Physics for Nursing
Nursing and Health Care
Medical Terminology

Hrs
3
2
4
4
3

Level Two
Course Code
113 ENG
202 CLS
101 ARAB
101 IC
122 NUR
123 NUR

Course Title
English Language(2)
Basic Anatomy & Physiology
Arabic Language (1)
Islamic Culture (1)
Foundation of Nursing
Concepts of Nursing

Hrs
3
4
2
2
3
4

Course Title
English Language(3)
Arabic Culture (2)
Islamic Culture (2)
Nutrition Biochemistry
Microbiology
Health Assessment

Hrs
3
2
2
3
4
4

Level Three
Course Code
114 ENG
103 ARAB
102 IC
262 CHS
212 CLS
230 NUR

Hrs
2
2
3
3
5

Hrs
3
3
4
5
2

Level Eight
Course Code Course Title
Introduction to Personal Com226 BTM
puting
485 NUR
Communication in Health Care
487 NUR
Trends & Researches in Nursing
488 NUR
Emergency Care Nursing
489 NUR
Nursing Management

Hrs
2
2
1
5
5

Course Description:
NURS 115 Nursing & Health Care 2+0
This Course is focuses on the study of the characteristics and components of health care delivery systems.
Types of Health care organizations will be discussed in
terms of the global health for all strategy. A discussion
of recent trends in the health profession will provide
the basis for the nursing profession, its scope and core
of practice, characteristics, regulatory framework and
changing role of nursing in support of health services

College of Nursing

Degrees:
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and human resource development

NURS116 Medical terminology 2+0
The course is designed to help the students acquire
knowledge necessary for beginning understanding of
medical terminology. The rules of construction of terms
are emphasized and analysis of complex terms is presented to give their meaning and to aid in learning to
define and spell medical words correctly. The course
content is arranged by body system to allow students
to master the component part of medical words as they
directly to terminology of body system. Comprehensive coverage of the structure and function of the various body systems will be attempted.

NURS 122 Fundamentals of Nursing 2+1
The course introduces the student nurses to the fundamentals of nursing skills within the nursing process
framework. This course is offered as a co-requisite
to NUR 123 (Concept). The course is designed in a
modular form; each module integrates theory and skills
needed to perform basic nursing skills. The teaching
method demonstration and return demonstration will
be employed, and evaluation will be on the student’s
fulfillment of the prerequisite material for each module,
as their active participation in the teaching sessions

NURS 123 Concepts of Nursing 2+2
This course is designed as an introduction to selected
concepts that can be used in a large variety of clinical
settings. Once acquired and understood, this type of
knowledge enables students to analyze situations, make
decisions and solve problems. The nursing process will
be presented as the basic organizational framework
within which nursing knowledge is applied. It assists
students in providing effective, systematic and scientifically based nursing care.

on the management of major health concerns among ill
adults. It is designed to discuss the common problems
encountered in the care of the ill adults. The course involves studying alterations in human functioning care of
patients with alterations within the body systems. The
focus is on the nursing care of medical surgical patients
experiencing disruptions in health status characterized
by moderate intensity. Learning experiences include
working with adults in ambulatory and acute settings.

NURS 245 Clinical Aspects of Medical-Surgical
Nursing (1+4)
This course is offered as a co-requisite to NUR 244.
The course focuses on helping students to develop
advanced skills and clinical competence in the nursing
management of adult patients with alteration in human
functioning. Emphasis is on developing clinical competencies necessary to provide care in complex acute
health care settings. The nursing process approach will
be used in providing nursing care.

NUR 352 Gynecological Nursing 1+2
The course focuses on the care of women undergoing
gynecological, biophysical and psycho-social disruptions. The student will apply the nursing process specific to management of the clients with common gynecological health problems.

NURS 353 Growth & development 3+0
This Course is offered to nursing and community health
department students. The focus is on examination of
patterns and stages of human growth and development
through the life span. Emphasis is placed on human behavior and maturation in connection with related biological and psychosocial concepts .

College of Nursing

NURS 356 Critical Care Nursing 1+ 4
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NURS 230 Health Assessment 1+4
This course provides students with clinical competence
in health history taking and physical assessment for individuals, integrated in nursing practice of various health
care levels. The course focuses on acquisition, processing and interpretation of data collected.

NURS 244 Medical - Surgical Nursing 2+2
This course focuses on the management of major
health concerns among ill adults. It is designed to discuss the common problems encountered in the care of
the ill adults. The course involves studying alterations
in human functioning care of patients with alterations
within the body systems. The focus is on the nursing
care of medical surgical patients experiencing disruptions in health status characterized by moderate intensity. Learning experiences include working with adults
in ambulatory and acute settings. This course focuses

This course provides the theoretical basis and related
current clinical approaches for the practice of critical
care. Advanced assessment skills, diagnostic reasoning
and decision making are emphasized. Clinical application of theoretical content will include path physiology,
pharmacology and treatment modalities. A collaborative care model provides the framework for the management and evaluation of care. The focus is on situational crisis and clients with multi-system failures who
requires sophisticated technologies

NURS 361 Principle of teaching and learning
2+0
The major focus will be on principles of learning and
development and implementation of learner-oriented
instructions .emphasis will be placed on the process
of teaching -learning strategies that are appropriate
for achieving various types of instructional objectives

King Saud University Bulletin

NUR 362. Maternal & Child Nursing 2+2
The focus of this course is on the Saudi family with
normal state and those, having certain deviation from
normal and it is directed towards the mother and child.
Families will be assigned so that nursing interventions
may be utilized during antenatal, natal and post natal;
child care will be focused on meeting the needs of children in relation to nutrition, oxygenation, elimination,
comfort, fluid and electrolyte balance.

NURS 363 Clinical Aspects of Maternal & Child
Nursing 1+4
A major objective of this course is to develop the student’s clinical competencies in the areas of maternity,
newborn and critical cases in Pediatric Nursing. The focus will be on mother and child experiencing varying
degree of stress who is admitted to hospital. All component of the nursing process are utilized with the patient
and his/her families. Students are given the opportunity
to practice on actual patient under direct supervision
and demonstrate proficiency in achieving the course
objectives

NUR 471 Socio-cultural variation in health 3+0
An examination of the sociocultural influencing the behavior patterns of individuals ,families and larger social
network .Students will be provided with the opportunity to assess and recognize adaptive and maladaptive
behaviors pattern in their socio cultural context.

NURS 472 Communities and Mental Health
Nursing 2+2
This Course provides theory and practice essential to
the application of nursing process to the individual,
family, and community health patterns needs. Emphasis
is geared on the promotion of health, prevention of disease and rehabilitation based on the concept of health
illness continuum. This will enable the student to recognize major disruptions of health in a variety of community settings, homes, and mental health institutions.

NURS 473 Primary Health Care Nursing 1+4
This course will focus on the health-illness continuum
pattern in order to emphasize the importance of health
promotion and disease prevention.
The course will include units about maternal and child
health care, environmental sanitation, prevention and
control of communicable disease and chronic diseases,
nutritional assessment as well as health education. The

course will include common diseases and other health
problems & needs in the Saudi community.

NURS 474 Concepts of Psycho-Social Nursing2+0
The course focuses on the study of common problems
of the severely and chronically mentally ill people. It
also focuses on the physical, psychological and socioeconomical issues of care. The relationships between
changes relevant to the illness process and those which
can be attributed to long term institutionalization are
addressed.

NURS 485 Communication in Health Care 2 + 0
This course focuses on communication concepts and
styles in a variety of context organization and groups).
Special emphasis is placed on dynamics of group functioning and means of communicating effectively within
groups. Exercises and simulations on communication
problems will be provided in class to enhance students’
achievement of the course objectives.

NURS 487Trends and research in nursing 2 + 0
This course provides an introduction to research process. Different research types, designs, sampling techniques and methods of data collection will be illustrated. Besides, examples of research papers/reports will
be critically reviewed and critiqued. Students will be
required to plan for a nursing research proposal.

NUR 488 Emergency Care Nursing 4+1
This course provides the opportunity to increase skills
in application of the nursing process to the care of patients in emergency situations. The clinical experience
will focus on nursing interventions appropriate to patients with various emergency problems. This will take
place in emergency and accident settings.

NUR 489 Nursing Management 3+2
The course offers an introduction to the process elements and skills of nursing management. Emphasizes
placed upon administrative processes conducted within
the nursing department. The organizational structure,
management of human and physical resources, as well
as management of work environment are examined as
they relate to the role of the first-line nurse manager at
the patient care division. Field experiences are designed
to offer the students the opportunity to integrate management principles, practices and skills through observing, discussing and participating in selected aspects of
the management process on a patient care division.

College of Nursing

.concepts related to educational planning ,selection
and organization of learning experiences and evaluation methods are explained through the use of models
,simulated work situation ,learning exercises to enhance
students achievement of the course objectives.
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Vision:
Philosophy of the department depends on preparing highly qualified nurses with special abilities in applying research, critical appraisal and analysis thinking.
Also nurses must apply high professional standards that
are derived from our ethical and legal Islamic culture
and international legislations’.

Mission:
This program provides the graduate with excellent
knowledge and skills in dealing with all the alteration
happens to human being, and gives them the high ability to develop their critical thinking within their spiritually and believes.

Degrees:
w
w

Bachelors
Masters in
w Maternity Nursing
w Pediatric Nursing
w Nurse + Midwifery

College of Nursing

Aims:
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1. Prepare highly qualified nursing graduates according to the national and international standard
in medical surgical.
2. Recruits highly experience academic staff that
supports the academic program.
3. Strengthen nursing graduate’s knowledge and
skills of comprehensive and advance nursing care.
4. Demonstrate a beginning leadership role in establishing and influencing management goals.
5. Utilize research results in evidence-based nursing
practice, and identify opportunities for research.
6. Foster moral, ethical, legal and professional awareness and responsibilities in self and others.
7. Apply the research process and evidence-based
findings to guide nursing practice and improve
delivery of health care.
8. Assume responsibility for continuous growth as
an individual, professional, and citizen, including
participating as an agent of change in the health
care system.

Departments:
w Maternal And Child Health Nursing
w Community And Mental Health Nursing
w Nursing Administration And Education
w Medical Surgical

Landmarks:
The Research centre in nursing college established
in 1429/1430 H upon an order from the ministry of
higher education, our strategic is to improve the Nursing scientific Researches and to apply the result of our
researches in clinical settings to improve the quality of
nursing care that provided in different health care settings.

Degrees:
w Diploma
w Bachelors
w Masters
w PhD

About:
The department of Maternal and Child Health
Nursing is one of four departments in the college of
Nursing. It was established in 1424/1425 AH. & its mission, purpose and philosophies are derived from those
of the college of Nursing.
The department presents some courses to bachelor
degree students as they will graduate as general nurses.
Whereas the department offers Master science degree
in maternity nursing, midwifery and paediatric nursing.
The language of instruction is English.

Landmarks:
The department of Maternal and Child Health
Nursing is one of four departments in the college of
Nursing. It was established in 1424/1425 AH. & its mission, purpose and philosophies are derived from those
of the college of Nursing

Faculty:
Faculty

Rank

Faculty Name
Azeezah Toosan Sulaiman
Nadia Madani Helali
Salma Abdulatif Moawed
Wajed A. Hatamiah
Eman Abu Alfawaris
Reinyh Ibraham Sherakil
Abeer Hamed Hawsawi
Ahlam Sharaf Alsulami
Al Bandari Lagee Al Moteri
Ebtisam Jahlan
Khould Mohammad Alhaji
Nawal Abdul Baki Alsulami
Nisreen Mohammad Al Shami
Nouf Naif Al Otibi
Salma Salman Al Ahamd

Position
Professor
Professor
Professor
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Lecturer
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
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Vision:
Philosophy of the department depends on preparing highly qualified nurses with special abilities
in applying research, critical appraisal and analysis
thinking. Also nurses must apply high professional
standards that are derived from our ethical and legal
Islamic culture and international legislations’.

Mission:
This program provides the graduate with excellent knowledge and skills in dealing with all the alteration happens to human being, and gives them the
high ability to develop their critical thinking within
their spiritually and believes.

The department presents some courses to bachelor
degree students as they will graduate as general
nurses. The department offers Master science degree in:
1. Community Health Nursing
2. Primary Care Nursing
3. Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing.

Aim:
1. Prepare highly qualified nursing graduates according to the national and international standard.
2. Recruits highly experience academic staff that
supports the academic program.
3. Strengthen nursing graduate>s knowledge and
skills of comprehensive and advance nursing
care.

7. Apply the research process and evidencebased findings to guide nursing practice and
improve delivery of health care.
8. Assume responsibility for continuous growth
as an individual, professional, and citizen, including participating as an agent of change in
the health care system.

Degrees:
w
w
w
w
w

Bachelor
Master’s in
Community Health Nursing
Primary Care Nursing
Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing.

Faculty:
Faculty Name

Rank

Elham Abdulgader Fyadh

Professor

Faten Ezz Addin

Associate Prof.

Esmat Mohammad Gemeay

Assistant Prof.

Mona Talat Al Nadi

Assistant Prof.

Muneeb mohammad Al-zghool

Assistant Prof.

Ahmad Mohammad Al-Issa

Lecturer

4. Demonstrate a beginning leadership role in establishing and influencing management goals.

Othman Jawdat Taani

Lecturer

Suhail Mohammad Al Humoud

Lecturer

5. Utilize research results in evidence-based
nursing practice, and identify opportunities
for research.

Fatimah Abdaullah AlSakran

Teaching Asst.

Kafi Furaih Al-Shammari

Teaching Asst.

Layla Awadd Al-Zaydi

Teaching Asst.

6. Foster moral, ethical, legal and professional
awareness and responsibilities in self and others.

Noorah M. Al-Yahya

Teaching Asst.

Safiya Bakerman

Teaching Asst.

Seham AlYousseff

Teaching Asst.

College of Nursing

In 1424/1425 AH, Community and Mental Health
department was established. It is one of four departments in the college of Nursing. Its mission, vision,
purpose and philosophies are derived from the college of Nursing.
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Vision:
Philosophy of the department depends on preparing highly qualified nurses with special abilities
in applying research, critical appraisal and analysis
thinking. Also nurses must apply high professional
standards that are derived from our ethical and legal
Islamic culture and international legislations’.

Mission:
This program provides the graduate with excellent knowledge and skills in dealing with all the alteration happens to human being, and gives them the
high ability to develop their critical thinking within
their spiritually and believes.

8. Assume responsibility for continuous growth as
In 1424/1425 AH, Nursing Administration and
Education department was established. It is one of
four departments in the college of Nursing. Its mis-

an individual, professional, and citizen, including participating as an agent of change in the
health care system.

sion, vision, purpose and philosophies are derived
from the college of Nursing.

Faculty:

The department presents some courses to bachelor

Faculty Name

Rank

Fatima Mohammad baddar

Associate Prof.

gree in nursing administration. The language of in-

Adel S. Bashatah

Assistant Prof.

struction is English.

Hanan Abdulah Al-Kurashi

Assistant Prof.

Aims:

Mohammed Mahmoud Al Momani

Assistant Prof.

Nazik Mohammad Zakari

Assistant Prof.

Olfat Atieh Salem

Assistant Prof.

Ali Mohammed almasarwa

Lecturer

Fatimah Amad Basonbul

Lecturer

Mohammad K. Al Harbi

Lecturer

Mona Ahmad Aseeri

Lecturer

Nada Ibraheem AlKhamis

Lecturer

Natheerah Omar Leeh

Lecturer

Lateefah A. Rahman Almater

Teaching Asst.

Lateefah Horan Al-Enizi

Teaching Asst.

Maha Fayz Al Enizi

Teaching Asst.

Malak Al-Ashal Alhusaini

Teaching Asst.

degree students as they will graduate as general
nurses. The department offers Master science de-

1. Prepare highly qualified nursing graduates according to the national and international standard.

College of Nursing

2. Recruits highly experience academic staff that
supports the academic program.
3. Strengthen nursing graduate>s knowledge and
skills of comprehensive and advance nursing
care.
4. Demonstrate a beginning leadership role in establishing and influencing management goals.
5. Utilize research results in evidence-based nursing practice, and identify opportunities for research.
6.

Foster moral, ethical, legal and professional
awareness and responsibilities in self and others.

7. Apply the research process and evidence-based
findings to guide nursing practice and improve
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delivery of health care.

Degrees:
r #BDIFMPS
r .BTUFSTJO/VSTJOH"ENJOJTUSBUJPO
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Vision:
Philosophy of the department depends on preparing highly qualified nurses with special abilities
in applying research, critical appraisal and analysis
thinking. Also nurses must apply high professional
standards that are derived from our ethical and legal
Islamic culture and international legislations’.

This program provides the graduate with excellent knowledge and skills in dealing with all the alteration happens to human being, and gives them
the high ability to develop their critical thinking
within their spiritually and believes.

About:
The Medical Surgical Nursing Department is one of
the 4 Departments in the College of Nursing. It was established in 1424/1425 AH & its mission, purpose and
philosophies are derived from the Nursing College.

8. Assume responsibility for continuous growth as
an individual, professional, and citizen, including
participating as an agent of change in the health
care system.

Degrees:
r #BDIFMPSJO/VSTJOH
r .BTUFSJO.FEJDBM4VSHJDBM/VSTJOH 'FNBMFPOMZ

Faculty:
Name

Rank

Nagat AlMorsi Ibrahim

Associate Prof.

Yasmin Ahmad Elfouli

Associate Prof.

Abeer Mohammad Al Shatbi

Assistant Prof.

Merfat Abdulfattah Mohammad

Assistant Prof.

Adnan Ahmed Hasan Ahmed

Lecturer

Ali Othman Mohammad

Lecturer

Hamzah Fathi Al-Ratroot

Lecturer

Imad Hussein Fashafsheh

Lecturer

Imad Nuaman Thultheen

Lecturer

Majdi Fahmi Almuhanna

Lecturer

Majidh Mohammed Byuomi

Lecturer

Monirah Mahmoud Albloushi

Lecturer

Wisam Salim Mahmoud

Lecturer

Zainab Al bekawi

Lecturer

4. Demonstrate a beginning leadership role in establishing and influencing management goals.

Amal Abood Bar Sheed

Teaching Asst.

Ghada Khalid Albuthi

Teaching Asst.

5. Utilize research results in evidence-based nursing
practice, and identify opportunities for research.

Maryam Shaym AlEnizi

Teaching Asst.

Najat Taher Al Somali

Teaching Asst.

6. Foster moral, ethical, legal and professional
awareness and responsibilities in self and others.

Olwa Mohammed Alkethiri

Teaching Asst.

Saeed Ali Asiri

Teaching Asst.

7. Apply the research process and evidence-based
findings to guide nursing practice and improve
delivery of health care.

Samah Mahmoud Ba-najah

Teaching Asst.

Suha Ba Marei

Teaching Asst.

The Department present Some Courses to the
Bachelor degree Nursing Students as they will be
graduated as general nurses. it also offers Master of science Degree in (Adult Medical Surgical
Nursing ).

Aims:
1. Prepare highly qualified nursing graduates according to the national and international standard in medical surgical.
2. Recruits highly experience academic staff that
supports the academic program.
3. Strengthen nursing graduate>s knowledge and
skills of comprehensive and advance nursing care.

College of Nursing

Mission:
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Contact:
Mail :

College of Pharmacy
King Saud University
P.O. Box 2457, Riyadh 11451
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Phone: Dean:
Tel: +966-1-467-6322
Vice Dean for Academic Affairs:
Tel:
+966-1-467-7452
Vice Dean for Development & Quality:
Tel: +966-1-467-7460
Fax:
+966-1-467-7488
Email: pharmacy@ksu.edu.sa
Dean’s e-Mail: yasiri@ksu.edu.sa

About:
The College of Pharmacy was established in

encompassing the expansion in clinical pharmacy
and other supporting courses.

College of Pharmacy

1959 (1379 H), two years after the foundation of
King Saud University (Formerly named as Riyadh

In 1993 (1413 H), a new curriculum consisting

University). A four- year pharmacy curriculum was

of 10 one semester levels was adopted. The basic

adopted, with an enrollment of seventeen students

health science courses were reduced to 14 credit

in the first year, who commenced their studies

hours, offered in the first level. The student

under the guidance of three faculty members in four

chooses one of the professional areas (20 credit

departments, namely, Pharmaceutics, Pharmacology,

hours), offered in the ninth level. In the tenth

Pharmacognosy and Pharmaceutical Chemistry. By

level, the student receives training in various areas

the first semester of 1979-1980 (1399-1400 H),

of the pharmacy profession. In 1982 (1402 H),

there were 35 faculty members and more than

a curriculum for graduate studies was adopted,

350 students enrolled in a five-year program. This

for the M.Sc. degree in various departments. The

academic year witnessed the establishment of

college departments are involved in the continuous

the Department of Clinical Pharmacy as the fifth

evaluation of their graduate programs to keep up

department of the college. Since its foundation, the

with the developments of various fields.

College of Pharmacy is continuously updating its

In addition to teaching responsibilities, the faculty

curriculum, to keep pace with the rapidly evolving

members in various departments are actively

pharmacy profession. In 1975 (1395 H), new

involved in research. A number of modern

patient oriented courses were introduced, while

sophisticated equipments operated by well trained

in 1979 (1399 H) a new curriculum emphasizing

personnel are available for supporting such research

the pharmacist>s role in patient care was adopted,

activities.
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Vision:
The College of Pharmacy, King Saud University

on sound knowledge of the discipline and input
from pharmacy practitioners.

Students will

is committed to excellence in teaching, research,

acquire skills and knowledge for a lifetime of

and public/professional service in areas unique to

learning , and will be involved in scholarly and

the practice of pharmacy and to the pharmaceutical

creative pursuits.

sciences. The College is dedicated to the education
and training of students to provide patient-oriented

Landmarks:

care as pharmacy practitioners, to the development

The Research Center of the College of Pharmacy,

and enhancement of practitioners’ skills necessary

King Saud University was established in 1397 H

for pharmaceutical care provision, to the conduct of

(1977 G). The Center comprises the following units

research and other scholarly activities designed to
improve the drug knowledge of health care providers

and laboratories :
Central Instrumental Lab.


and the optimal use of drugs by practitioners
and patients. In addition, the faculty and staff of
College of Pharmacy, KSU, are devoted to creating,


Drugs and Water Analysis Lab.

Microbiology Lab.

transmitting and applying knowledge based on


Physical Pharmacy Lab.

research in the basic and applied pharmaceutical


Biological Analysis Lab.

sciences for the ultimate aim of improving health


Radioisotope Lab.

and, in turn, enhancing quality of life for those

The principal goal of the Center is to encourage

utilizing pharmaceutical services.
academic and applied research in the College of

Aims:

Pharmacy and to enhance collaboration in various

Center, offers consultation services to various
is committed to creating an atmosphere of
governmental and private sectors.
intellectual curiosit y, diversit y, and personal
empowerment. This will enable the students to
learn in a comfortable academic environment.

Departments:

Pharmacognosy

The intended learning experience celebrates
knowledge, encourages personal grow th and


Clinical Pharmacy

awareness, acknowledges the benefits of diverse


Pharm. Chem.
experiences, learning st yles, and values, and
engenders personal and societal values that


Pharmaceutics

College of Pharmacy

departments of King Saud University. The Research
The College of Pharmacy, King Saud Universit y,

benefit the individual and societ y. College of


Pharmacology
Pharmacy at KSU will develop curricula based
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Vision:
To be a leading department in pharmacognosy
teaching and research locally and internationally
and to provide the best public services.

Mission:
Production of highly educated and well trained
pharmacy professionals, exploration of new areas
in pharmacognosy-related research, and significant
contribution in improvement of clinical services and

College of Pharmacy

public awareness.
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About:

Landmarks:

Pharmacognosy, as a term, derives from two Greek
words, “pharmakon”or drug, and “gnosis” or knowledge.
This kind of science is quite broad and can cover multiple
areas underneath. Pharmacognosy can be defined as
the study of the physical, chemical, biochemical and
biological properties of drugs, drug substances, or
potential drugs or drug substances of natural origin as
well as the search for new drugs from natural sources.
Pharmacognosy has undergone significant change in
recent years and today represents a very important
field of science which is one of five major areas of
pharmaceutical education. Phytochemistry, marine
natural products, plant tissue culturing, microbial
biotransformation, herb-drug interaction, and herbal
products quality control, consider some of many type
of works that can be investigated under the umbrella of
pharmacognosy.

1. Unit for herbal medicine and alternative medicine
2. Research Center for medicinal and aromatic
plants, poisonous
Units of the Centre:
A - The unit of classification of plants and grassland
B - Unit Photochemistry
C - Studies Unit, Biotechnology and toxins

Degrees:
1. Undergraduate
2. Graduate Programs
 Master Program
 Doctorate Program

Faculty:
Male Faculty:
Faculty Member
Ali A. El-Gamal
Ashraf T. Khalil
Farid J. Al-Muhtadi
Tawfeq A. Al-Howiriny
Adnan J. Al-Rehaily
Mohammad S. Ahmad
Mohammad S. Al-Dosari
Nasir A. Siddiqui
Ahmed J. Obaidallah
Ali S. Al-Qahtani
Waleed Al-Sulmy
Bandar A. Al-Mufarriji
Faisal M. Al-Quainim

Rank
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Secretary
Secretary

Female Faculty:

Aims:
1. Giving the pharmacy student knowledge about the
ways to collect the drug from the plant or animal
origin, storage and separation of its components
for the formulation of pharmaceutical products.
2. Conducting research supported by the university
in the study of anti-cancer vaccines and vaccines
from plant or animal origin.
3. Provide the community cadres of qualified PhD.
holders in the field of drugs.

Faculty Members
Azza M. El-Shfae
Ebtesam S. Al-Sheddi
Hanan M. Al-Youseff
Nawal M. Al-Musayeib
Taghreed A. Ibrahim
Wafa Hassan
Raha S. Orfali
Shaza A. Almassarani
Ghada Alhozaimi
Hanan Y. Al-Ati

Rank
Professor
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturers
Lecturers
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
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Programs:

PHG 351: Pharmacognosy-2 (2+1)

Undergraduate Program

The course deals with the chemistry of crude drugs
(Phytochemistry). Emphasis will be given to the study of
bioactive constituents such as carbohydrates, glycosides
and alkaloids. The study deals with their isolation,
identification, structure activity relationship (SAR),
medicinal uses and determination of these constituents,

Course Code
PHG 251
PHG 351
PHG 361
PHG 461

Course Title
Pharmacognosy-1
Pharmacognosy-2
Pharmacognosy-3
Pharmacognosy-4

Duration
3
3
2
4

Elective Courses – Industrial Pharmacy (Quality
Control)
Course Code
PHG 454

Course Title
Testing Methodologies
for Drugs of Abuse

Duration
3

Elective Courses–Medical Plants (Drug Analysis)
Course Code
PHG 455
PHG 456
PHG 473
PHG 474

Course Title
Biotechnological
Production of Drugs
Evaluation of Vegetable
and Animal Drugs
Food Analysis
Screening, Separation,
and Analysis of Plant
Constituents

Duration
2
2
2
4

PharmD Program
Course Code
PHG 222
PHG 322
PHG 413
PHG 414
PHG 424
PHG 434
PHG 462
PHG 463

Course Title
Pharmacognosy I
Pharmacognosy II
Pharmacognosy III
Substance Abuse
Pharmaceutical
Biotechnology
Recent Approaches in
Medicinal Plants Analyses
Pharmacy Seminar-I
Herbal and Alternative
Medicine

Duration
3
3
2
1
3
4
2
3

Course Description:
Core Courses
PHG 251: Pharmacognosy-1 (2+1)
The course comprises two main themes, the first is
an introduction to Pharmacognosy covering drugs of
natural origin. This includes their sources, bioactive
constituents, and preparation for pharmaceutical use.
The second part of the course covers chromatographic
principles and methodologies including planar (PC,
TLC and related techniques such as electrophoresis)
and columnar (GLC, HPLC, LC, IEC and GPC)
chromatography as well as their applications in drug
evaluation.

using chromatographic and spectroscopic methods.

PHG 361: Pharmacognosy-3 (2+0)
The course deals with a comprehensive study of
vitamins, minerals and hormones, with reference to
other steroids of pharmaceutical interest. Aspects to
be covered include conventional and biotechnological
sources, commercial production, chemistry, methods of
evaluation, deficiency, toxicity and clinical indications.
The role of hormones in replacement therapy and the
importance of vitamins and minerals in nutrition will be
emphasized. In addition, estrogens and progestogens
used in hormonal contraception are discussed.

PHG 461: Pharmacognosy-4 (3+1)
This course deals with the study of antibiotics, naturally
occurring antineoplastic agents and eicosanoids.
Thus, members of the different classes of antibiotics
are covered with respect to their origin, chemistry,
structure- activity relationship, mechanism of action,
antimicrobial spectrum, toxicity, clinical indications,
contraindications and assay procedures. The study
of antineo plastic agents is preceded by a brief
introduction about carcinogenic and cancer-preventing
agents, followed by an in-depth study of the individual
natural anticancer agents. The study of eicosanoids will
outline members of the arachidonic acid cascade, with
special reference to the chemistry and indications of
the clinically available agents.

Elective Courses
I. Industrial Pharmacy (Quality Control)
PHG 454: Testing Methodologies for Drugs of
Abuse (2+1)
The objective of the course is two-fold, namely,
to outline the different sources of drugs of abuse,
their description and chemical nature together with
an in-depth discussion of the methodologies used
for professionally detecting them, by drug abuse

College of Pharmacy

Core Courses

testing laboratories. In addition, universally accepted
guidelines for drug testing, sample collection, work-up
and storage, documentation, threshold levels and legal
defensibility of the results are discussed.
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II. Medicinal Plants (Drug Analysis)

compounds. The student will be trained to use spectral

PHG 455: Biotechnological Production of
Drugs (2+0)

data interpretation of the structures of the compounds

This course is designed to study modern trends in drug
production, including those produced by recombinant

that are isolated in laboratory part of the course.

PharmD Program

DNA technology, as well as plant tissue culture

PHG 222: Pharmacognosy I

techniques. The chemistry, mechanism of action, clinical

The goal of this course is to provide primary knowledge

indications and other uses of each biotech drug are

of natural product drugs to the pharmacy student in

covered. The use of biotransformation as a tool for drug

professional program of study and give some practical

production and study of drug metabolism are discussed.

guidance in the process of screening of medicinal

The unique problems pertaining to the “orphan drug

plants. In this course, the student will study: History and

status” of many of these agents and requirements for

importance of natural products, Botanical characters

government registration are pointed out.

of medicinal plants and study the different cell
contents; Natural health products as herbal medicines,

PHG 456: Evaluation of Vegetable and
Animal Drugs (1+1)

homeopathy, complementary and alternative medicine

This course deals with the different criteria used for

selected examples to illustrate contemporary usage of

the evaluation of drugs of plant and animal origins. The

natural products; Production of natural product derived

study of drugs, both in the crude form and in the form

drugs including their collection, preparation, storage

of pharmaceutical preparations, includes methods to

conditions and their preparation for use either in the

test their purity, physical and microscopic properties,

crude form or as extracts. The course will introduce

constituents

filth,

the students to the different biogenetic pathways of

herbicides and any additives. The current regulations

secondary metabolites formation and their classification.

of the Ministry of Health concerning these drugs are

The study will include the active constituents of drugs

discussed as they pertain to each item.

containing: Carbohydrates, Tannins, Volatile oils,

and

contaminants

including

and related subjects; The students will also study

lipids and unorganized drugs. The course will also

PHG 473: Food Analysis (1+1)

covers chromatographic principles and methodologies

This course deals with the principles involved in the

specially column and planer chromatography as well as

analysis of food products (fresh, processed and canned).

their applications in evaluation of natural products.

College of Pharmacy

It includes the significance of food constituents and
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their limits according to the international regulations.

PHG 322: Pharmacognosy II

In addition, the course discusses the possible hazards

The aim of the course is to complete the study of the

arising from certain foods, food constituents and

chemical constituents of drugs containing: Glycosides

additives from the medicinal point of view. Comments

and Alkaloids. The course will study some narcotic

on the elements of a balanced diet are also included.

plants and toxic plants, especially those present in the
Kingdom, aiming to provide students with information

PHG 474: Screening, Separation, and Analysis
of Plant Constituents (2+2)

about their identification and treatment of their

The course covers the methods and techniques

derived drugs will be discussed. The course will also

employed for screening

cover the herb-drug interactions.

bioactive

constituents.

developments

regarding

medicinal plants for their
It

also

discusses

methods

of

poisoning.

Examples from marine natural products

recent

extraction,

PHG 413: Pharmacognosy III

isolation, purification and spectroscopic identification

The course deals with a comprehensive study of

of plant bioactive constituents not covered elsewhere.

hormones, enzymes, vitamins and minerals, with

Emphasis is given to the chemistry of certain selected

reference to other steroids of pharmaceutical interest.

classes of these constituents. In addition, the course

Aspects to be covered include conventional and

includes further applications of chromatographic and

biotechnological sources, chemical characters, biological

spectroscopic techniques in the analysis f the isolated

functions and their relation, deficiency, toxicity, clinical

King Saud University Bulletin

indications and commercial production. The course

will be covered: General concepts, Medicinal Plants

also covers biologics like vaccines, toxins, venoms and

Information

antisera; in addition to discussion of the allergens, their

Screening for bioactive plant constituents, Specific

types, sources and natural treatment. The course deals

extraction procedures, Applications of chromatographic

also with natural colorants technology, applications in

separation techniques, Characterization of the active

nutrition, food industry and food analyses in general.

Sources,

Phytochemical

Screening

,

constituents by physical and chemical methods,
Application of the spectroscopic techniques for

PHG 414: Substance Abuse
The course deals with a comprehensive study of the
abused drugs like CNS stimulants, CNS depressants,
hallucinogens and anabolic steroids (Hormones). The

the identification of the isolated compounds and
interpretation of their spectral data. The course also
will deal with the different methods for evaluation

study includes natural sources, geographical origin,

of herbal products and drugs derived from them as

distribution, constituents, harmful effects, chemical

stated in the Pharmacopeias. In addition, the methods

methods

of detection of foreign matters and impurities will be

of

identification,

and

chromatographic

methods of analysis. The study also includes licit as well

covered.

as illicit products of drugs abused as well as methods
used in forensic medicine to identify these drugs.

PHG 462: Pharmacy Seminar-I
The course aims at developing the students’ skill in

PHG 424: Pharmaceutical Biotechnology

preparing and delivering a scientific seminar in one of

This course includes an extensive study of the

the various pharmaceutical disciplines.

biotechnological approaches that have a great value
course, the student will learn many different techniques
that help us to produce clinically useful compound
like drugs produced via fermentation and plant tissue
culturing, furthermore, production of clinically and
scientifically implicated products through recombinant

PHG 463: Herbal and Alternative Medicine
This course addresses the rapid growth of the
nonprescription herbal products marketed in pharmacy
herbal and food supplement stores and therefore,
it is designed to assist the student in selection of

DNA technology. The course is covering many

nonprescription products for patients who choose

important topics including cell structure, composition,

self-medication. The course will discuss mechanisms of

and function, as well as, fermentation, plant tissue

actions, adverse effects, contraindications, precautions,

culturing,

technologies.

drug-drug interactions and drug-herb interactions

Furthermore, the methods that help the scientist to

of nonprescription drugs to help class participants

produce and improve the recombinant DNA will be

to be better informed of health care providers.

discussed, including restriction enzymes, plasmids,

The pharmacopeial standards and quality control

polymerase chain reaction, DNA sequencing, and

methods for herbal products will also be covered.

quantification of DNA via southern blot analysis. Gene

At the conclusion of this course, the student will be

and

recombinant

DNA

therapy, and the production of transgenic and knock
out animal, monoclonal antibodies, and vaccines, will
be also discussed.

The course covers the methods and techniques
employed for screening medicinal plants for their
constituents.

natural products and over-the-counter drugs used to
treat common disease states, 2) Determine possible

PHG 434: Recent Approaches in Medicinal
Plants Analyses

bioactive

able to:1) Understand the use and side effects of

It

also

discusses

recent

developments regarding methods of extrac¬tion,
isolation, purification and spectroscopic identification
of plant bioactive constituents. The following subjects

contraindications and drug interactions, 3) Select
appropriate nonprescription products and/or natural
products if indicated, 4) Counsel the patient on the
proper dosage and use of the product, 5) Monitor the
patient’s response to the recommended therapy, 6)

College of Pharmacy

in production of human useful compounds. During this

Become familiarized with a wide variety of home health
care specialty products. The course will be offered in
the Herbal and Alternative Medicine Unit.
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Vision:
Work to attract the distinctive competencies
of research and teaching aid for the excellent
educational outcomes in the field of pharmaceutical
investigation to see the college to raise the overall
level of health and welfare of the community,
regional and global.

Mission:
Our mission is to teach our Pharmacy students
the state of the art clinical skills that are needed to
apply the concept of Pharmaceutical care. This will
be achieved by:


will serve as integral members of the health care
team;

 Expanding through research the development
of therapeutic regimens that will advance the
knowledge and technology available for the
treatment of disease; and

 Providing high-quality pharmaceutical care to
all those within the global sphere of influence of
King Saud University.

College of Pharmacy

About:
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The Department of Clinical Pharmacy aims at
teaching the curriculum while providing students
with applied information that will qualify them
to provide better services to patients, thereby
contributing to raising the level of health care in
general and proper use of medicine in particular.
Clinical Pharmacy in its wider sense gives the
pharmacist a key role within the health care team,
and this role includes: interviewing the patient, the
follow-up drug therapy, counseling and guidance
to patients with regard to the right way to use the
medicine, and making sure there is no interference
with taking the medication. In addition to this, the
pharmacist provides the doctor and patients as well
as the nursing staff administering the drugs with
information that will help them do their jobs more
proficiently. The College of Pharmacy in King Saud
University is a pioneer in the teaching of this field
in the Middle East, and because of this, it represents
the utmost importance to develop and upgrade
health services in the Kingdom. The College has
embarked upon a mission to develop this area
through the development of a lesson plan that
qualifies the learner to take an active role within
the health team after graduation and in line with the
needs and aspirations of Saudi society.

Degrees:
Master Degree in Clinical & Hospital Pharmacy
Program

Aims:
The goals of Clinical Pharmacy department at the
College of Pharmacy, at King Saud University are to:
 Provide pharmaceutical
community.

care

in

a

global

 Expand and disseminate pharmaceutical knowledge
through research and scholarly activities.
 Promote integrity and high ethical standards in
conjunction with empathic attitudes that contribute
to the well-being of patients and society.
 Engender and nurture the desire to serve
mankind.
 Create an educational environment supportive of
diverse populations and learning styles.
 Demonstrate pharmacy leadership within the
University and the Kingdom.
 Encourage cultivation of self-education habits that
foster lifelong learning.
 Instill positive personal health lifestyles that
promote wholeness, wellness, and teamwork
values.
 Incorporate
educational
techniques
and
technologies that best serve student learning.
 Promote responsible management of health care
resources and the environment.

Landmarks:
1. Center for Drug and Poison Information
2. Pharmacokinetics Laboratory at King Khalid
University
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Faculty:

Programs:

Male Faculty
Faculty Members

First Program
Rank

Required Courses

Hisham S. Abou-Auda

Professor

Course Code Course Title

Hrs.

Khalil I. Al-Khamis

Professor

Saleh A. Bawazir

Professor

PHCL 381
PHCL 382
PHCL 451

1
4
1
5
2
1
2
2

Tawfeeg A. Najjar

Professor

Abdlatif A. Al Ghaiheb

Assc. Professor

Ahmad Y. Mayt

Assc. Professor

Gamal A. El-Azab

Assc. Professor

Hisham Aljadhey

Asst. Professor

Khalid M. Alkharfy

Asst. Professor

Mohammad I. Al-Hassan

Asst. Professor

Mohammad N. Al-Arifi

Asst. Professor

First Aid
Pathophysiology
Principles of Drug Information
PHCL 441 & 442 Therapeutics-1,II
PHCL 461
Basic Pharmacokinetics
PHCL 462
Clinical Pharmacokinetics
PHCL 471
Hospital Pharmacy
PHCL 472
Pharmacy Administration
PHCL 473
Pharmacy Regulations

Professional Pathway Courses

Mohammad S. Al-Sultan

Asst. Professor

Course Code Course Title

Hrs.

Hussain Al-Omar

Lecturer

3
3

Abdulaziz M. Al-Hossan

Teaching Asst.

PHCL 453
PHCL 454

Abdullah M. Alhammad

Teaching Asst.

PHCL 455

Abdullah S. Alsultan

Teaching Asst.

Ahmad A. Al-Ghamdi

Teaching Asst.

Bander S. Al-Balkhi

Teaching Asst.

Saeed A. Alqahtani

Teaching Asst.

Yazeed Sulaiman Al-Ruthia

Teaching Asst.

Abdullah N. Al-Sayah

Secretary

Abdurrahman S. Al-Sultan

Secretary

PHCL 456
PHCL 474
PHCL 475
PHCL 476

Clinical Pharmacy Clerkship-1
Clinical Pharmacy Clerkship-2
Communication Skills in
Pharmacy Practice
Hospital Pharmacy-3

2
2

Clinical Problems of Parenteral
2
Nutrition & Intravenous Therapy
Hospital Pharmacy
2
4:Pharmacoepidemiology
Hospital Pharmacy-5: Application
2
of Computers in Pharmacy

Course Description:
Female Faculty

PHCL 381 First Aid(0+1)
Rank

Azza Izzo

Professor

Mahasen Radwan

Professor

Nouf Al-Oudah

Asst. Professor

Nouf Al-Oudah

Asst. Professor

Sinaa Al-Ageel

Asst. Professor

Ghada Bawazeer

Lecturer

Lamia Al-Noaim

Lecturer

This course deals with general rules applied in situations
where first aid is required. The first aid care includes
prevention of further injury, restoration of circulation
and respiration, controlling of bleeding and removing
of poisons.

PHCL 382 Pathophysiology (3+1)
This course provides the students with the physiological
changes that underline pathologic conditions. The
relationship between the pathophysiology and the
clinical picture and laboratory findings of some major
diseases are discussed in practical sessions.

Lamya Al-Nuaim

Lecturer

Lena Ashour

Lecturer

Maha M. Al-Rasheed

Lecturer

PHCL 451 Principles of Drug Information (0+1)

Noura Abanmy

Lecturer

Ola Al-Omran

Lecturer

Basma Kentab

Teaching Asst.

Hadeel Al-Qufaidi

Teaching Asst.

This course explores the fundamental aspects of drug
information, the myriad of drug literature and drug
information systems. It is designed as an introductory
course to teach the student the basic principles of drug
information pertaining to retrieval.

Haya Al-Malaq

Teaching Asst.

PHCL 441 & 442Therapeutics-1, II (3+2)

Jawzaa Al-Sabhan

Teaching Asst.

Lobna Al-Juffali

Teaching Asst.

Muneera Al-Wehaibi

Teaching Asst.

The courses are designed to provide the student with
an opportunity to integrate and apply the multiple
components of their knowledge of basic pharmaceutical
sciences to formulate a safe and rational drug regimen
for a given patient. The course consists of lectures and
conferences. Students gain an understanding of rational
drug therapy in the treatment of selected diseases.

Nahla Al-Ageel

Teaching Asst.

Noha Al-Aloola

Teaching Asst.

Salha Jokhab

Teaching Asst.

College of Pharmacy

Faculty Members
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The problems associated with implementing rational
drug therapy, how therapy concepts correlate with the
pathophysiology of the disease and the monitoring
parameters necessary for evaluation of drug therapy.
Students develop communication skills as they present
and discuss material from case studies and current
literatures with their peers and instructors.

PHCL 461 Basic Pharmacokinetics (2+0)
This course is designed to introduce the student
to the changes in the drug absorption, distribution
and elimination as a function of time. One- and twocompartment models following different routes of
administration will be discussed.

PHCL 462 Clinical Pharmacokinetics (0+1)

PHCL 456 Hospital Pharmacy-3: [Drug and
Poison Information Services (1+1)]
This course provides the student with necessary
experience in literature retrieval, evaluation and
dissemination of drug and poison information.

PHCL 471 Hospital Pharmacy (2+0)

This course is designed to explore the scope of clinical
problems related to parenteral nutrition and intravenous
therapy. Students will be taught the rationale of using
various intravenous therapy and parenteral and enteral
nutritional therapy with their advantages, disadvantages,
complications and monitoring parameters.

PHCL 472 Pharmacy Administration (2+0)
The course has major emphasis and focus on
the fundamental principles of management and
administration applied in a generic pharmacy practice
setting. Operational management and administrative
functions in institutional pharmacy services, i.e.
financial analysis, purchasing, inventory control, etc.,
are presented.

PHCL 473 Pharmacy Regulations

College of Pharmacy

PHCL 455 Communication Skills in Pharmacy Practice (2+0)
The course emphasizes the most important
communication skills to enable the student to play
a vital role in patient education and thus improving
patient understanding and compliance.

This course is designed to enable the student to
understand how various disease states alter the
pharmacokinetic parameters. It provides the student
with the principles for dosing patients more rationally
and safely.

This course provides the student with an overview of
certain aspects of contemporary hospital/institutional
pharmacy service. The planning, development,
organizational structuring and administration of
pharmaceutical services within an institutional setting
are presented in a combined lecture and practical
simulation laboratory format.
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Effectively function in managing and optimizing
drug therapy relative to the total needs of the
patient while working in collaboration with the
physician, nurse and other health professionals.

Effectively assume certain patient-care drug
management responsibilities which may be
delegated by the primary care physician.

This course deals with pharmacy regulations and
drug registration laws in Saudi Arabia. The student
is expected to become familiar with governmental
requirements for handling and using pharmaceuticals
including poisons and narcotics.
A. Professional Pathway Courses:
B. Clinical Pharmacy-Hospital Pharmacy:

PHCL 453 Clinical Pharmacy Clerkship-1 (0+3)
PHCL 454 Clinical Pharmacy Clerkship-2 (0+3)
The primary goal of the clerkships is to educate and
train the student in the detection and management of
medication-related problems and to assist the student
in applying acquired knowledge in the promotion of
rational drug therapy. The clerkships are designed
to provide instruction and academically supervised
clinical experiences which will give the student a better
knowledge of the most current appropriate methods
of collecting and applying information concerning the
therapeutic and toxic effects of drugs. Upon completion
of these courses the student should:


Be able to effectively monitor drug therapy
and function to prevent, detect and correct
drug-related problems.

PHCL 474 Clinical Problems of Parenteral
Nutrition and Intravenous Therapy (2+0)

PHCL 475 Hospital Pharmacy-4:
Pharmacoepidemiology (2+0)
This course emphasizes the basic principles of
pharmacoepidemiology to enable the student to
explore and assess vital epidemiological topics and
trends regarding health care delivery in Saudi Arabia.
PHCL 476 Hospital Pharmacy-5: [Application of
Computers in Pharmacy (1+1)]
Computers are becoming more common place in
all types of pharmacy activities including hospital
pharmacy, education, research, administration and
patient care. This course is designed to introduce
pharmacy students to data processing and programming
with pharmaceutical applications in mind. Students
are expected to become conversant with computer
terminology and to learn how to use a computer as a
tool for attaining greater effectiveness and efficacy in
provision of pharmaceutical care services.
b. Hospital Pharmacy Practice:
PHCL 455 Communication Skills in Pharmacy Practice (2+0)
For course description see above.

PHCL 456 Hospital Pharmacy-3: [Drug and
Poison Information Services (1+1)]
For course description see above.

PHCL 474 Clinical Problems in Parenteral
Nutrition and Intravenous Therapy (2+0)
For course description see above.

PHCL 475 Hospital Pharmacy-4:
Pharmacoepidemiology (2+0)
For course description see above.

PHCL 476 Hospital Pharmacy-5: Application of
Computers in Pharmacy (1+1)
For course description see above.
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Vision:
Work to attract the distinctive competencies of
research and teaching aid for the excellent educational
outcomes in the field of pharmaceutical investigation
to see the college to raise the overall level of health
and welfare of the community, regional and global
levels.

Mission:
Contribute to the maintenance level of education
appealed to students, College of Pharmacy through
the teaching of decisions Pharmacology and Toxicology
high quality end of the message, Faculty of Pharmacy
to provide skilled competencies of pharmacists in the
health care system in the society.

Long ago human has discovered by accident or
by experience the therapeutic effects of some plants
and herps found naturally like sedatives and wound
antiseptics .Because these substances were found in
little amounts in the plant human has explored methods
to extract these materials from the plant organs by
primative methods as maceration or decoction in
water ,these were the first steps of manufacturing
drugs from nature.
The methods of extraction ,concentration and isolation
of the active products from plants was developed by
discovering specialized sciences as pharmacognosy
and phytochemistry which are specialized in the
methods and conditions of cultivating medicinal
plants, studying the types of active materials in the
different parts of the plants and how to extract and
how to concentrate and purify the pharmacologically
effective materials.
The

advancement

of

phytochemistry is followed

pharmacognosy

and

Faculty Members

Rank

Abdullah A. Al-Badr
Abdullah A. Al-Badr
Abdulrahman M. Al-Obaid
Hamad A. Al-Khamees
Hussein I. El-Subbagh
Ibrahim A. Darwish
Khalid A. Al-Rashood
Mohamed M. Hefnawy
Mohammed A. Abu-Nassef
Omar A. Al-Deed
Tarek Aboul-Fadl
Abdulrahman A. Al-Majed
Mohammed A. Al-Omar
Mohammed A. Al-Omar
Adnan A. Kadi

Prof. Emeritus
Prof. Emeritus
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Degrees:
 Bachelor (Undergraduate) Program
 Graduate Program
Course Code Course Title
PHC 251

by the appearance

of pharmacology which studies the biological and
therapeutic effects of the extracted active materials
on experimental animals which will be followed by

PHC 261
PHC 262

studying the biopharmaceutics and phamacodynamics

PHC 271
PHC 371
PHC 372
PHC 471
PHC 461
PHC 462

of drug substances beside acute and chronic toxicity

PHC 472

of these drugs on prolonged use.

PHC 461

studying these effects in human beings. With the
development of pharmacology this study was more
selective and moved to study the interactions of such
drugs with the receptors in the human body and

Hrs.

Pharmaceutical Organic Chemistry 4

Pharmaceutical Analytical
Chemistry-1
Pharmaceutical Analytical
Chemistry-2
Medical Chemistry-1
Medical Chemistry-2
Medical Chemistry-3
Medical Chemistry-4
Instrumental Analysis

3
3

2
3
2
3
3
Official Methods in Drug Analysis 4
Spectrometric Identification of
3
Pharmaceutical Compounds
Instrumental Analysis
3

College of Pharmacy

Faculty:

Medicine and Pharmaceutics
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PHC 372 Medicinal Chemistry-3 (2+0)

Course Description:

The study of the chemical structures, nomenclature,

A) Required Courses
PHC 251 Pharmaceutical Organic Chemistry (3+1)

synthesis, interaction of drugs with the receptor sites,

The course deals with the nature and mechanisms of the

structure-activity relationships and the metabolites of

chemical reactions, the physical and chemical properties

the different chemical classes.

of the different functional groups, stereochemistry and
the chemistry of heterocyclic compounds. The practical

PHC 471 Medicinal Chemistry-4 (2+1)

part deals with the identification of organic functional

The study of the chemical structure, nomenclature,

group characteristics.

synthesis, interaction of drugs with the receptor sites,
structure-activity relationship, metabolism of the

PHC 261 Pharmaceutical Analytical Chemistry-1 (2+1)

different chemical classes.

This course presents fundamental concepts and
applications of volumetric analysis based on acid-

B) Professional Pathway Courses

base, precipitation, complexation and redox reactions.

a. Medicinal Plants-Drug Analysis:

In addition, an introduction to gravimetric analysis is
given.

PHC 461 Instrumental Analysis (2+1)
The course is concerned with the study of principles and

PHC 262 Pharmaceutical Analytical Chemistry-2 (2+1)

theoretical basis of electrochemical analysis, spectro-

The course furnishes a broad basis for instrumental analysis

photometric analysis as well as separation methods with

which comprises colorimetry, UV-spectrophotometry,

regard to instrumentation and applications in quality

fluorometry,

control of drugs.

IR-spectrometry,

flame

photometry,

atomic absorption spectrophotometry, polarimetry,
refractometry, conductometry and potentiometry.

PHC 462 Official Methods in Drug Analysis (2+2)

Furthermore, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),

The course deals with quantitative official methods

mass-spectrometry

of drug analysis compiled in B.P., U.S.P. and N.F.

and

high-performance

liquid

chromatography (HPLC) are briefly introduced.

These involve gravimetry, colorimetry, ultraviolet

College of Pharmacy

spectrophotometry, fluorometry, atomic absorption
PHC 271 Medicinal Chemistry-1 (2+0)

spectrophotometry,

This is an introductory course to Medicinal Chemistry

oxygen flask combustion technique and Kjeldahl’s

comprising the physicochemical properties in relation

method. In addition, derivatization as applied in

to

biological

action,

drug-receptor

interactions,

potentiometry,

different analytical methods are also covered.

isosterism, drug metabolism, principle of drug design
and prodrug concept.

PHC 472 Spectrometric Identification of Pharmaceutical
Compounds (2+1)

PHC 371 Medicinal Chemistry-2(2+1)
The study of the chemical structure, nomenclature,
synthesis, interaction of drugs with the receptor sites,
structure-activity relationship and the metabolites
of the different chemical classes of medicinal agents.

The course deals with the principles and applications of
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), mass and infra-red
spectrometry in the structural elucidation of organic
compounds.

b. Industrial Pharmacy-Quality Control:

The practical part is designed to expose the student
to the various synthesis and purification techniques in
medicinal chemistry and the use of IR, UV and NMR in

264

ion-selective

identifying them.

PHC 461 Instrumental Analysis (2+1)
For course description see above
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Vision:
Work to attract outstanding talent and teaching aid
for research outputs in the field of education distinct
pharmacist To see the total for the betterment of the
overall level of health and welfare of the community,
regional and global.

Contribute to the maintenance level of education
appealed to students, College of Pharmacy through
the teaching of decisions Pharmacology and Toxicology
high quality end of the message, Faculty of Pharmacy
to provide skilled competencies of pharmacists in the
health care system in the society.

About:
Since the founding of the Faculty of Pharmacy fortyseven years ago the Department of Pharmacology and

immune system, hormones and analogues. Work is
done many research laboratories stomach prepare
well for advanced research in
In recent months the science of medicine and research
students Master's program in

the Department

completed preparation of the draft for the doctoral
program in the field of Pharmacology and Toxicology,
to meet the needs of the College of Pharmacy as well
as governmental organizations and the new community
of researchers and faculty members as well as for

Toxicology was established and began teaching courses

the supply of pharmaceutical plants in the Kingdom

of Pharmacology and Physiology and anatomy and

campaign for PhD in the field of Pharmacology

biochemistry for students of Bachelor's of Pharmacy

and Toxicology with hopes of contributing to the

and enabled the Department to request that a Master's

establishment of research centers in local factories,

of Science in medicine be established in the academic

which helps the development of drugs in

year 1402/1403 AH , followed by master's program in

instead of relying entirely on the composition of

toxicology in the school year 1406/1407 e graduated

Pharmaceutical drugs that are unknown.

from these programs so far 52 students (37 males and
15 females) in an MA program in pharmacology have
graduated 28 students and 12 student in the Toxicology
Program (9 male and 3 female).
There are currently Section Thirty faculty members,
including eight women, Department of the students
range from research journals in the section of the

Arabia

Degree:
Masters, Doctorate, Undergraduate

Aims:
1. Training scientific cadres in the fields of medicine
to contribute to the development of the research
and development of pharmaceuticals and Sol to
pharmacy profession modern medicine can be
donated to the homeland very much tender

diversity of subspecialties for faculty section if it
includes these areas study the effects that drugs and
toxins have on the central nervous system, autonomic
nervous system and reproductive system, kidney,
gastrointestinal, liver and pancreas (pancreas) and

2. Staff section are the functions of teaching theory
and practice for all decisions of my medicines
and poisons for students of bachelor's and
master's college and medical schools, dental
and Applied Medical Sciences, as well as they

College of Pharmacy

Mission:
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are and they bulletins hundreds of research
in international journals in the fields of
Pharmacology and Toxicology, and add to this
the other faculty members to work scientific
journals within and outside the university and
even outside the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
and won some of them are global estimates
and orders for their scientific researches from
both England and America as well as the work
of many arbitrators of the research progress
of the King Abdul Aziz City for Science and
Technology for transfer and also add each
of these tasks, some faculty members section
various activities author of many books, both
scientific medicine established for some of the
decisions of Pharmacology or those intended
for education in the fields of medicines, drugs
and poisons, nutrition and medicinal properties
varied

Landmarks:
1 – Center for experiments with animals

College of Pharmacy

Faculty:
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Khairi Abdullah Zuhair

Asst. Instructor

Naira Ahmad Mohammad Baki

Asst. Instructor

Nawal bint Mohammed Rashid

Asst. Instructor

Nof bint Mohammed Rashid

Asst. Instructor

Saleh bin Abdul Rahman Bakhit

Asst. Instructor

Study Plan:
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

PHL 212

3

Anatomy

PHL 213

Biochemistry

2

PHL 215

Physiology

3

PHL 224

Biochemistry

3

PHL 226

Physiology

2

PHL 313

Pharmaceutical

4

PHL 322

Pharmacology

3

PHL 418

Pharmacology

2

PHL 419

Toxicology

2

PHL 419

Pharmacology

2

PHL 424

Anti-Micro-Organisms

3

PHL 437

Genomic Pharmacology

2

PHL 438

Toxicology (Training session)

3

Name

Rank

Abdul Rahman Abdullah Almatrafi

Instructor

Abdul Rahman Mohammed Aqil

Instructor

Course Description:

Abdullah M. Abdullah Bakiri

Instructor

Anatomy PHL 212 3 (2 +1)

Adel Rashad Ahmed Abdullah

Instructor

Kader Abdul Rahman Haider

Instructor

Kamal El-Din Hussein Taher

Instructor

This course deals with anatomy of the various organs of
the body movement and sensation, nerve and vascular
and gastro-intestinal, respiratory and renal
cardiac
device polycarbonate. The practical part of the decision
will be discussed and the application of theoretical
studies using models to illustrate the structural artificial
anatomical sites for members and their relationship
with each other.

Khalifa Mohamed Montaser

Instructor

Laila M. Mohamed Hassan Fidah

Instructor

Mahmoud Ahmed Ali Mansour

Instructor

Mahmoud Naji Ahmed

Instructor

Mohammad Mattar Al Harbi Zeid

Instructor

Muhammad Saad Rahman Hamid

Instructor

Osman Abdullah Osman Shabnan

Instructor

Abdul Aziz A. Yahya

Assc Instructor

Abdul Aziz bin Mohammed Al-Essa

Assc Instructor

Abdul Hakim Abdul Aziz Al Majed

Assc Instructor

Ayman Mohamed Gamal El Din

Assc Instructor

Hazar bint Ibrahim

Assc Instructor

Mohamed Mohamed Sayed Ahmed

Assc Instructor

Sabry Mohamed Atia

Assc Instructor

Salem Bin Saleh Alrjiei

Assc Instructor

Abdul Qadir Al Badwir Ashour

Asst. Instructor

Hala Abu Fotouh Attia Salem

Asst. Instructor

Hesham Mohamed Qureshi

Asst. Instructor

Biochemistry PHL 213 2 (2 +0)
This course deals with the following topics in
biochemistry, amino acids, proteins, enzymes, biological
oxidation, porphyrin compounds, nucleic acids. The
course aims to study the pathological relationship, and
the effect of some drugs and toxins on a molecular
level.
Physiology PHL 215 3 (2+1)
This course deals with membership functions and
electrical properties of cell membranes with a study of
the functions of each of the muscles, nerves, blood, and
autonomic nervous system both sides of the friendly
and neighbor friendly and cardiovascular vascular and
regulation and control of each device. The practical
part of the decision will be testing to see the member
functions listed above.
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Biochemistry PHL 224 3 (2+1)

Toxicology PHL 419 2 (2 +0)

This course aims to study the metabolism sugar, fat and
protein and mineral salts. The course aims to examine
the relationship of disease and the effect of some drugs
and toxins on metabolism and focuses on the practical
decision set the level of some biochemical indicators of
clinical significance in the blood and urine.

This course covers the general principles of toxicology
and mechanisms of toxic drugs in common use as well as
those chemicals which man is exposed normally. Will be
discussed chemical carcinogens and drugs that affect
the health of mothers and fetuses and newborns and
the focus is on the signs and symptoms of a toxic and
treatment of poisoning.

Physiology PHL 226 2 (2+ 0)
Pharmacology PHL 419 2 (2 +0)
Is the focus of this decision on an understanding of
the student the molecular basis of the mechanisms of
action and effects and uses, side effects and dangers of
the use of having an impact drugs affecting endocrine
disruptors and the medicines used to treat skin diseases
such as acne, psoriasis, colored and bleached and the
other also includes the teaching of drug treatments for
various cancers.

PHL 424 Anti-micro-organisms 3 (3+ 0)

This course deals with the principles and the primary
bases for Pharmacology and study the effects of
pharmaceutical and medical uses and mechanisms
of action and side effects and contraindications and
Altotherat each of the nervous system and automatic
Alambnecat topical hormones and analogues of
cardiovascular drugs.

This course examines the cooperation of the three
sections, namely Department of Pharmacology,
Pharmaceutics, Pharmacology and evenly. This course
deals with the study antibiotics for bacteria, viruses,
fungi and Rapporteur focuses on the study of the
relationship between the chemical structure of antibiotic
micro-organisms and their effectiveness, the molecular
basis of effectiveness and resistance to microorganisms,
use of clinical side effects and prohibitions and their
interfaces with other medicines.

Pharmacology PHL 322 3 (2+1)

PHL 437 Genomic Pharmacology 2 (2 +0)

This course covers the principles of moving chemical
synaptic plasticity synaptic with a focus on mechanisms
of drugs used to treat disorders of attention and
learning and memory, neurological and psychological,
such as epilepsy, depression, anxiety, schizophrenia
and diabetes chills Rajaf and Alzheimer’s, addiction and
metabolic disorders, eating and wounds of the spinal
cord, sleep and pain and introversion brain indicating
the side effects and stroke drugs and Totheradtha
different. Is specialized in the practical conduct
experiments to clarify the effects of drugs.

This course aims to find the best ways to evaluate the
pharmacological treatment with respect to differences
in genetic in patients in order to achieve successful
treatment side effects Low 0 will be covered the basics
of genetics with respect to differences in response of
patients to drugs will be discussed in genetic differences
in receptors, enzymes and carriers, as well as differences
in neuron for reproduction and translation

Pharmaceutical PHL 313 4 (3+ 1)

Pharmacology PHL 418 2 (0+ 2)
This course deals with Altotherat pharmaceutical
and medical uses and mechanisms of action and side
effects and contraindications, precautions and drug
interactions for the drug groups affecting the fat
and clotting disorders and treatment of anemia. Also
included in the study of these drugs and anti-Kiee
those laxatives. And respect to Part III of the decision
that drugs used in lethal paralysis or expulsion of many
of the parasites and worms also include the study of
these drugs and inhibitory of the immune system and
those sexual stimulant.

PHL 438 Toxicology (training session) 3 (0+ 3)
Toxicology course is designed for clinical services,
education and research. The objective of this session
is to make students familiar with the toxicity of the
materials in their environment. Will be covered
Toxicology and appropriate treatment after exposure
to the totals of key drugs and industrial chemicals,
household substances and plants. Session will consist
of a lecture a few hours weekly and laboratory. And
unity that will be used is the center of toxins, where
students learn how to obtain the clinical history and
use of information sources available in the center and
do something appropriate recommendations regarding
exposure to toxic substances.

College of Pharmacy

This course deals with urinary and the functions
of members of both the respiratory and renal
gastrointestinal and central nervous system with
the study of the path of pain. Components will be
identified for each device and their relationship with
each other in terms of integration of functions and tasks
with an emphasis on control systems and will study the
different regulation of breathing in the urinary system
kidney ways of re-absorption of electrolytes and water.
In the gastrointestinal will be studying the mechanisms
of food digestion and absorption of tract various
nutrients
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About:
The college was established in 1413, by the total
rehabilitation technicians in different fields

Objectives:
1. Raising the scientific level for students of
the college

2. Preparing and qualif ying Saudis technicians

College of Health Science for Men

Mission:
Prepare and qualify the Saudi youth to work
according to the highest academic standards and
professional knowledge by providing them with
modern, advanced skills, values and positive attitudes towards work.

of a high degree of technical proficiency, to
meet the needs of health services.

3 . Re - q u a l i f y i n g t h e g ra d u ates o f s e c o n d a r y
h ea l t h c o l l e g es a n d i n st i t u tes, w h o w o r k i n
h ea l t h fa c i l i t i es, s c i e n t i f i c a l l y, te c h n i c a l l y
a n d p ro fess i o n a l l y, s o as to e n a b l e t h e m to
ke e p u p w i t h t h e e n o r m o u s d e v e l o p m e n t

Vision:
Th e p re p a rat i o n o f n at i o n a l c o m p e t e n c i es
a n d a h i g h l y q u a l i f i e d a n d t ra i n e d a h ea d o f
c a r r y i n g s c i e n t i f i c q u a l i f i c at i o n t o c o m p e te
i n p ro v i d i n g t h e b es t a n d m o s t p res t i g i o u s
h ea l t h s e r v i c es.

i n h ea l t h f i e l d a n d h ea l t h e d u c at i o n .

4. Communicating with the communit y through
providing educational programs and field
visits that aim at raising the level of public
health education.

Departments:
 Emergency Medical Services.
 Medical Laborator y.
 Health Management.
 Pharmacy.
 X-Rays.
 Nutrition.
 Preparator y Year.
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Profile:
Department of emergency medical services
was established in 1426 H, with its top priority
towards providing to Saudi community, a well
trained and efficient technician specialists in the
field as well as in the hospitals.

Mission:
Preparation and qualification of competent technician in Emergency Field to introduce Prehospital
care to trauma and medical patients.

(Fourth Level / Second Semester / Second Year)

Leadership in Em ergen c y M e d i cal S er v i ces
Ed ucation

Course Code Course Title

Hrs.

ENG 211

1

Landmarks:

EMT 206

Full equipped Laboratory designed for training of
the students

EMT 207
EMT 208

Program:

EMT 209

Emergency Medical Service Technician

EMT 210

Degree:
Associated certificate in Emergency Medical Services

Medical Terminology 2
Ambulance Operation &
Disaster Management
EMT Basic Skills for Medical
Emergencies
EMT Basic Skills for Trauma
Gynecology and Pediatric
Emergencies
Clinical Practice

3
5
5
2
2

(Fifth level / First Semester / Third Year)
Course Code Course Title

Hrs.

Faculty member

ENG 312
EMT 301

1
5

Dr Khalid Almotiri

EMT 302

Faculty:

Dr Ali Alhazmi
Dr Bashar Dayoub

EMT 303

Dr Hany Khedr

EMT 304
EMT 305

Dr Khalid Naem

Medical Terminology 3
Cardiac Emergencies
Traumatic Emergencies
( Prehospital )
Traumatic Emergencies
( Advanced )
Pharmacology Basics
Clinical Practice

2
2
5
2

Dr Sikander Ali

(Sixth Level / Second Semester /Third Year)

EMT Plan:
(Third Level / First Semester / Second Year)

Course Code Course Title

Hrs.

EMT 306

5

EMT 307

Respiratory Emergencies
Advanced Airway
Management
Advanced Cardiac Life
Support (ACLS)
Cores Skills & Field
Investigations
Clinical Practice

Course Code Course Title

Hrs.

ENG 201

Medical Terminology 1

1

EMT 201

EMT Basic Human Body Sciences 3

EMT 202

EMT Basic Principles

5

EMT 203

EMT Basic Skills

5

EMT 204

Emergency Patient Assessment 4

Course description

EMT 205

Clinical Practice

Second Year / First Semester (Third Level)
ENG 201 Medical Terminology (1) 1

2

EMT 308
EMT 208
EMT 210

3
5
5
2

College of Health Science for Men

Vision:
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The aim of this course is to give the students an
effective control of medical English by acquiring a
high degree of proficiency. At the end of the course,
the students’ language skills should have reached
the level of intermediate to high intermediate which
will be adequate for English text reading & effective
communication with medical staff.

This course will introduce students to participate in
practical field in :
EMS Orientation, Dispatch Orientation , Basic Ambulance
service.
Prerequisites: NA
SECOND YEAR / SECOND SEMESTER (FOURTH LEVEL)

Pre requisites: English language Basic sciences year.
EMT 201 EMT Basic Human Body Sciences 3
This course involves the study of human body structure
and function. It will involve a systemic study of structure
and function of the body parts related to the advanced
EMT skills with focus on Respiratory, Cardiac systems,
Nervous & endocrine. The aim of this course is to give
the students the chance to focus on the important
anatomy physiology topics related to EMT specialty.
Pre requisites: English language, Basic sciences year.

College of Health Science for Men

EMT 202 EMT Basic Principles 5
EMT Basic Principles is the course through which the
student is introduced to the following EMT essential
bases of practice Emergency Medical services system,
Roles & Responsibilities , Well being of the EMT ,
Medico legal aspects of EMT practice, Medical direction
, Documentation , Communication.
Prerequisites: NA
EMT 203 EMT Basic Skills 5
Course design is to allow the student to fully understand
the emergency patient approach and assessment and at
the end of this course student will be able to perform all
basic resuscitation skills necessary for caring of the sick
and injured. The student will be able to perform basic
skills for cardio respiratory resuscitation and will learn
the necessary skills to communicate with the patient to
collect history information. In addition the student will
learn practical and theoretical background of how to
move and lift patients in addition to the skills of basic
airway management & assessment of vital signs.
Prerequisites: Medical terminology 1 & EMT basic
principles
EMT 204 Emergency Patients Assessment( Trauma
and Medical) 4
This part of the curriculum is focused on the teaching
of the students the skills for assessment of the Trauma
patient. Skills taught in this course are basically the
systematic approach to the determination of the
possible extent of injury, critical decision making on
priority of management after careful assessment of
the sick & the injured. The course also is designed to
teach the students the skills necessary for assessing the
medical emergencies in a systematic fashion utilizing
the equipments in the ambulance.
Prerequisites: EMT Basic skills
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EMT 205 Clinical Practice 2

ENG 211 Medical Terminology (2) 1
The aim of this course is to give the students an
effective control of medical English by acquiring a
high degree of proficiency. At the end of the course,
the students’ language skills should have reached
the level of intermediate to high intermediate which
will be adequate for English text reading & effective
communication with medical staff.
Pre requisites: English language Basic sciences year.
EMT 206 Ambulance operation & Disaster Management 3
The course will teach the student the types of ambulance,
moving safely to the scene and the appropriate use
of the equipments. It will also help the candidate to
understand the basics of management of multiple
casualty incidents and how to triage patients into
different categories to ease the process of management
and optimize its results.
Prerequisites: Semester I
EMT 207 EMT Basic skills for Medical Emergencies 5
The course is focused to take the student trough the
different medical emergencies that involve adults,
children and geriatric population. The main objective of
the course is to give the student a solid background on
signs and symptoms of the illness, focused assessment
techniques and basic patient management, the medical
emergencies included in this course are all emergencies
except advanced cardiac and respiratory.
Prerequisites: Semester I
EMT 208 EMT Basic skills for Traumatic Emergencies 5
This part of the curriculum is focused on the Trauma
management; the main skills taught in this course are the
determination of the possible extent of injury, critical
decision making on priority of management after careful
assessment of the injured. It also teaches the student
the use, indications and appropriate use of related
ambulance equipments necessary for patient care.
Prerequisites: Semester I
EMT 209 Gynecology, Obstetric & Pediatric
Emergencies 3
This subject is designed to support the student with
basics of emergencies that could occur to females in
relation to their reproductive system, it also helps the
student to identify problems in both the female and
the children newly born with the goal to assist in saving
their lives in case of any emergency related to normal
delivery and vaginal bleedings. EMT students will be
taken through the differences between adults and
children in this course to be able to handle pediatric
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emergencies in a safe way.
Prerequisites: Semester I
EMT 210 Clinical Practice 2
This course will introduce students to participate in
practical field in :
EMS Orientation, Dispatch Orientation,
Basic
Ambulance service.
Prerequisites: NA

EMT 305 Clinical Practice 2
This course will introduce students to participate in
practical field in :
General ward , Blood bank , ER Room ,OR anesthesia
Room .
Prerequisites: NA

THIRD YEAR / FIRST SEMESTER (FIFTH LEVEL)
ENG 312 Medical Terminology (3) 1
The aim of this course is to give the students an
effective control of medical English by acquiring a
high degree of proficiency. At the end of the course,
the students’ language skills should have reached
the level of intermediate to high intermediate which
will be adequate for English text reading & effective
communication with medical staff.
Pre requisites: English language Basic sciences year.

EMT 306 Respiratory Emergencies 5
This course is designed to provide the student the
knowledge of diseases and disorders affecting the
respiratory system emphasizing Bronchial asthma,
Respiratory difficulties, Respiratory arrest and how
to implement therapeutic modalities. It also help
the student understand more the use of ambulance
equipments related to the advanced care of respiratory
emergencies.
Prerequisites: Semester I – Y3

EMT 301 Cardiac Emergencies 5
This course is designed to provide the student with the
advanced knowledge of urgent diseases and disorders
affecting the cardiac system emphasizing diagnosis,
interpretation of cardiac rhythm abnormalities, when to
intervene, the use appropriate ambulance equipments,
selection and implementation of therapeutic
modalities.
Prerequisites: Semester II – Y2

E MT 3 0 7 A d va n c e d A i r w ay M a n a g e m e nt 3
This course gives the students the advanced skills
required to handle obstructed airway, it includes
techniques of artificial ventilation by bag valve mask
and insertion of endotracheal tubes for adults and
pediatrics.
Prerequisites: Semester I – Y3

EMT 302 Traumatic Emergencies ( pre-hospital) 2
The student in this course is taught essentials and
techniques designed by the American college of
surgeons to handle the trauma victim in a Prehospital
setup. This program summarizes the skills completed
previously and presents it to the student in a practical
applicable way. After the completion of this training
the student will acquire a systematic approach to the
trauma patients in the field.
Prerequisites: Semester II – Y2

EMT 308 Advanced Cardiac life Support ( ACLS) 5
This ACLS component of the course is designed to
prepare the student with knowledge of the principles
recognizing 12 lead normal cardiac rhythms, types
of cardiac arrest, abnormal conduction rhythms, and
types of arrhythmias. It will also teach the student the
cardiac medications used for resuscitation from cardiac
arrest. This section provides realistic scenarios that
reinforce the skills required for the advanced CPR.
Prerequisites: Semester I – Y3

EMT 304 Pharmacology Basics 5
This course will introduce students to pharmacology
and aims at the provision of a working knowledge and
understanding of the principles of pharmacokinetics
and pharmacodynamics. It will support the student
with a general idea on medications forms, indications,
contraindications, side effects & how the body absorbs
them.
Prerequisites: Semester II – Y2

EMT 309 Cores Skills & Field Investigations 5
This subject is designed to support EMT students with
the skills necessary to help the sick and the injured in
the field. These skills are for use on the core of the
patient to help administer medications, use intravenous
lines and medications and also apply electric shock to
the arrested cardiac muscle. It also teaches the student
to apply investigations that help assess progress to
interference of the EMT like glucometry and pulse
oximetry.
Prerequisites: Semester I – Y3
EMT 310 Clinical Practice 2
This course will introduce students to participate in
practical field in:
General ward, Blood bank , ER Room ,OR anesthesia
Room .
Prerequisites: NA

College of Health Science for Men

EMT 303 Traumatic Emergencies ( Advanced) 2
The student in this course is taught essentials and
techniques designed by the American college of
surgeons to handle the trauma victim in a hospital
setup. This program summarizes the skills completed
previously and presents it to the student in a practical
applicable way. After the completion of this training
the student will acquire a systematic approach to the
trauma patient emergency rooms.
Prerequisites: Semester II – Y2

THIRD YEAR / SECOND SEMESTER (SIXTH LEVEL)
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About:
The department of medical lab. create a program
of medical Lab technician at 1416H as one of the health
College programs.

Aims
 Education and training of laboratory technician

College of Health Science for Men
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s capable of participating in laboratory care for
patients.
Improving laboratory technician competences
by teaching new methodologies and technique
in medical lab.
Improving medical lab communication skills.
Supporting practicing lab technician to develop
their technical and scientific skills

Mission:
The main aim of the dept .of medical lab is
education and qualification of our students in the
field of medical lab. to make them capable and
efficient to participate in program of health care
program in the community

Vision:
Excellency in medical lab. Technician qualification

Program:
Clinical laborator y science program

Degree:
Associate degree Lab technician

Khaled Al –Enezi

Assistant Prof.

Sayed Riaz mehdi

Assistant Prof.

Issam Ettayeb

Lecturer

Abdallah Al Arfaj

Lecturer

Ibrahim Al sheniber

Lecturer

Study Plan:
Third Level
Code

Course Title

Credit

MIC 201
BIO 203
MLT 205
MLT 206
MLT 208
TQM 210

Principles of Microbiology
Basic Biochemistry
Technology of Clinical Chemistry
Introduction to Hematology
Medical parasitology
Total Quality Management
Total

4(2+2+0)
2(2+0+0)
4(2+2+0)
4(2+2+0)
5(3+2+0)
1(1+0+0)
20

Fourth Level
Code

Course Title

Credit

MIC 202
BIO 204
MLT 207
MLT 209
MLT 211
HED 220

Medical Microbiology (1)
Clinical Biochemistry (1)
Hematology (1)
Basic immunology
Hospital Infection Control
Health Education
Total

5(3+2+0)
5(3+2+0)
4(2+2+0)
3(2+1+0)
2(2+0+0)
1(1+0+0)
20

Code

Course Title

Credit

MLT 301
MIC 303
BIO 305
MLT 306
MLT 308

Histocytotechnology (1)
Medical Microbiology (2)
Clinical Biochemistry (2)
Clinical practice (1)
Hematology (2)
Total

4(2+2+0)
5(3+2+0)
5(3+2+0)
2(0+0+2)
4(2+2+0)
20

Landmarks:
Two lab well prepared by fully modern equipment s
and computer system .

Faculty:
Name

Rank

Mohhamed Ali Marie

Associate Prof.

Abdulrahman Al- Ajlan

Assistant Prof.

Badre Al Dahmesh

Assistant Prof.

Fifth Level
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210 TQM Total quality management 1

Code

Course Title

Credit

The definition of the basic concepts of total quality

MLT 302
MLT 307
MLT 309
MLT 310
MLT 311
MLT 312

Histocytotechnology (2)
Clinical Practice (2)
Blood Banking
Endocrinology & Hormones
Molecular diagnostics
Lab administration
Total

4(2+2+0)
2(0+0+2)
3(1+2+0)
3(2+1+0)
2(1+1+0)
1(1+0+0)
15

management and process management, knowledge of
the principles and stages of total quality management,
quality tools to identify and how to plan it and
the definition of the accreditation system and the
International Organization for measurement. Preceding
course First year courses

Course Description :

202 MIC Medical microbiology I5

201 MIC Principle of microbiology 4
Be familiar with the microbial world and its relation to
human life. To know methods and equipment used to
investigate the microbial world. Have a background
abut the structure , metabolic pathways and genetics of
bacterial cells. Understand the growth requirements of
bacteria and how to control their growth.
Preceding course First year courses

The relationship between some infectious disease and

203 BIO Basic Biochemistry 2
Know a brief idea about organic compounds, their
structure, bonding, active groups and relation
to biochemical compounds. Know the chemical
structure and biological function of major food stuffs,
carbohydrates, lipids and proteins. Know the chemical
structure and function of accessory compounds,
vitamins and hormones. Know the chemical structure of
nucleotides and nucleic acid.
Preceding course First year courses

microorganisms. The principles of handling, isolation,
detection, and identification of diseases causing
microorganisms from clinical specimens.
Preceding course 201 MIC
204 BIO Clinical biochemistry I 5
To explain the metabolism of carbohydrates and its
regulatory mechanisms. Metabolism of protein, lipid,
nucleotides and its clinical implication. Properties of
enzymes, how they operate and factors regulating its
activity.
Preceding course 205 MLT
207 MLT Haematology I4
Basics of Anemias and advanced technical knowledge
and skill used for their diagnosis. Automation in
haematology.
Preceding course 206 MLT

205 MLT Technology in clinical chemistry 4
Know different laboratory supplies, their uses and
their maintenance. Know the safety measures in clinical
chemistry laboratory. Recognize the quality assurance
and quality control in clinical chemistry laboratory.
Proper specimen collection and handling.
Preceding course First year courses.

209 MLT Basic immunology 3
Immune system and its significance in health and
disease. How immunological techniques are applied in
health care system.
Preceding course 201 MIC and 206 MLT
211 MLT Hospital infection control 2

206 MLT Introduction to hematology 4

Define the terms: hospital acquired infection (HAI),

Formation and physiology of blood cells. Techniques of
collection of blood, Preparation, staining by Romonowsky
of blood film, Perform CBC manually and by cell
counter Identify normal and abnormal RBC and WBC
morphology, Perform tests of coagulation disorders.
Preceding course 101 APH

Nosocomial infection, colonization, disinfection,

208 MLT Medical Parasitology 5
Life histories of the medically important parasites.
Identify parasites in the laboratory.
Preceding course 101 APH

sterilization, surveillance, integrated environmental
committee

(IEC),

infection

control

committee

(ICC).The concept of hospital acquired infection.
The epidemiology of hospital acquired infection.
The prevention of infection and demonstration of
different area of laboratories. The role of laboratory
technician in the infection control committee of

College of Health Science for Men

Sixth Level

the hospital and the prevention and control of the
hospital infection
Preceding course 201 MIC and 202 MIC
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220 HED Health education for laboratory technicians1

307 MLT Clinical practice II 2

Identify :health education definition, components and
basic concepts, health education activities in different
health care levels nationality, Identify health education
theories and methodologies and techniques, Identify
advantage and disadvantage for each health education
methodologies and Produce health education materials
and plan health education setting.
Preceding course N/A

Preparation of laboratory technician student
to deal with patients, allowing them to take
opportunity to communicate with patient and
laboratory seniors at health care site.
Preceding course 306 MLT

Preparation of different types of specimens for
microscopic examination, Enable the student to know
the histology of the different types of tissues.
Preceding course First year courses

Immunohaematolog y and the skill to perform
blood grouping , pretansfusion testing of
blood, compatibilit y tests, preparation of
blood components, donor handling and blood
collection and the qualit y management in blood
bank.
Preceding course 308 MLT

303 MIC Medical microbiology II 4

310 MLT Endocrine and hormones 3

Principle of classification, isolation, purification,
cultivation and detection of viruses Infectious disease
caused by yeasts and moulds, principle of detection,
isolation, and identification of fungi from clinical
samples.
Preceding course 202 MIC

Types of endocrine glands in human body and
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301 MLT Histocytotechnology I 4
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309 MLT Blood banking 3

305 BIO Clinical biochemistry II 5
Mineral metabolism and its estimation.Assessment of
functions of vital organs (heart, liver, kidney) and their
involvement in metabolism also Collection of different
pathological specimens and principle of storage,
handling and analysis.
Preceding course 204 BIO
306 MLT Clinical practice I 2
Preparation of laboratory technician student to deal
with patients, allowing them to take opportunity to
communicate with patient and laboratory seniors at
health care site.
Preceding course N/A

their secretor y products which are hormones.
Classification of hormones with their mechanism
of

actions.

Different

endocrine

disorders

pranalytical procedures in collecting different
samples for hormonal assay and methods of
measurement of hormones.
Preceding course 203 BIO and 205 MLT
311 MLT Molecular diagnostics 2
Theoretical

and

practical

framework

for

understanding the uses of nucleic acid amplification
technologies and for applying these techniques to
the detection and characterization of infectious
diseases, cancer, and other genetic disorders in the
clinical laboratory.
Introduction to the various tool of molecular biology
including cloning, PCR, southern DNA blotting,
northern RNA blotting, western blotting and DNA
sequencing.

308 MLT Haematology II 4
Basic concept of normal and abnormal bone marrow
and to acquire knowledge and skill to perform
the laboratory tests carried out in the diagnosis of
leukaemias.
Preceding course 207 MLT

Preceding course 203 BIO, 201 MIC, 202 MIC and
303 MIC

302 MLT Histocytotechnology II 4

Manpower and competency assessment in clinical

Preparation of different types of specimens for
microscopic examination
Enable the student to know the histology of the different
types of tissues..
Preceding course 301 MLT

laboratories. distribution of responsibilities.

312 MLT Laboratory administration 1
Types and nature of clinical laboratories. basic
fundamental of administration and super v ision.

Safet y methods and regulation of ordering and
sorting lab supplies and maintenance.
Preceding course N/A
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About:
Date back to the beginnings of the section of
health management in the Kingdom in 1379 AH, and
developed several stages until it became one of the
health departments of the college in 1413 AH.

Vision:
Active learning, intelligent and able to stimulate the creation of national capacity to assume responsibility, and excellence Creativity, growth and
development and access to quality comprehensive
health and social professionally and academically
and technically meet the requirement of the labor
market and achieve their aspirations and national
aspirations.

Aims:
1. Create a balance between teaching and training,

7. Expanding the application of the concepts of
e-learning in teaching, and explore the possibility
of its application with the concept of distance
education like the corresponding sections in the
world.
8. Development of competencies and the
development of faculty and staff department, and
the participation of faculty in the development
of the efficiency of faculty and staff college.

and aligned with labor market needs and
requirements of the times, and the requirements
of excellence, while maintaining the national
religious, cultural and social development.
2. Conducting studies and educational research for
the assessment and evaluation and development
plan and curriculum according to her “health
education based on the level of professional
performance (CBC )
3. Promote the concept of “education, participation
and cooperation” with the labor market and all
the relevant authorities.
4. Implementation of studies and scientific research,
educational participation and cooperation of all
concerned parties.
5. Developing the skills of students based on theories

Landmarks:
Section contains some of the private rooms and
its contents from the computer display devices connected to the data show device , and the computer
lab is independent of the Department of health services administration department has been newly
created and the latest hardware and connect them
with each other within a network and equipped
with computer training programs for students, and
used by faculty members in preparing and giving
lectures.

Degrees:
Medium-level university degree in health sciences specialization technical management of
health facilities

learned during their studies and to apply them

Faculty Members:

effectively during the training period.

Name

Rank

comprehensive quality systems and standards

Dr. Naser Al Jarallah

Head of Dept

and procedures for accreditation of academic

Dr. Kaled Al Moteri

Associate Prof.

Dr. Abdallah Al Zahrane

Assistant Prof.

equivalence, in collaboration with the experiences

Mr. Abedallha Nour

Lecturer

of national and global.

Mr. Eisa Ali Johali

Lecturer

6. Promote

and

the

vocational

concept

and

education,

application

recognition

of

and
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From the College mission, the Health Services Administration Mission is, to prepare highly qualified national health professions to meet our national aspirations in settling the administrative functions of health
micro-and medium-governmental entities and community organizations.
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Program:

Course Description

Health Services Administration

Study Plan
Level 3
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

HED 210

Health Education

1

COM 211

Communication Skills

4

PSY 212

Psychology
Introduction to Medical
Secretary
Introduction to Health
Administration
Introduction to Medical
Terminology
Introduction to Medical
Records

3

SCR 213
ADM 214
TRM 215
MRC 216

4
3
3
3

College of Health Science for Men

Level 4
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

ECN 221

Health Economics

3

INF222

4
3

EPI 224

Health Information System
Human Resources
Management 1
Epidemiology

ADM 225

Health Planning

3

COP 226

Computer Application

2

ADM 223

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

TQM 311

Total Quality Management

3

STA312

Advance Bio-Statistics

4

ADM313

Health Organization Behavior 3

ADM314

Finance management

3

ADM315

Human Resource
Management 2

3

ADM 316

Leadership and Controlling

3

Level 6
Hrs

ADM 321

Accounting of Health Services 3

SOC 322

Medical Sociology
Diseases, Operation &
Procedures Coding
Health Insurance
Problem Solving and Decision
Making
Field Training

MRC 323
ADM 324
ADM 325
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3

Level 5

Course Code Course Title

TRA 330

HED 210 Health Education 1
Study and explain the importance of health behavior
as a contributor to solve current health problems and
describe the elements of the theories at least two of the
behavior change and application for the development
of health education and health promotion programs
and to demonstrate skills in planning for health by
changing health behavior and successfully completing
the needs assessment and recorded.
Pre-requisite: None

2
4
4

COM 211 Communication Skills 3 T// 1 P
Study the basic concepts of communication and
learn to communicate effectively using the English
language, in public, and master the art of writing, and
presentation format. As she learns to communicate
properly (professionally) with the patient and his
family and understand that the correct approach to the
patient and consultation with members and staff. The
student also learn to improve communication skills and
personal style and develop effective techniques for
different field situations.
Pre-requisite: None
PSY 212 Psychology 3
The study and development of insight into (and more
sympathetic) with the needs and motivations, feelings
and behavior of patients. In addition the student
to understand the patient’s personal behavior, and
learn to study the knowledge and understanding
of the interaction between humans, and different
types of personalities, learning, motivation, emotion,
behavior, and the implications for hospitals and other
the relevant knowledge. As the student identify the
extreme reactions such as emotional for young children,
as well as elderly patients. As well as the student study
to identify the mechanisms used by natural persons
with or in the case of mental illness and to be able to
identify their feelings and needs. There is also a study
to understand psychic powers, which accelerate mental
disorders and physical progression of the disease.
Pre-requisite: None
SCR 213 Introduction to Medical Secretary 3 T/ 1 P
Study and understanding of medical secretarial work,
including the responsibilities and practices as well
as identified in the structure of the various medical
departments in hospitals and other areas of health
care. There is also studying the development of
competencies, skills and tasks of research and writing,
and production of publications, Blogging dictation,
screening telephone calls, appointments, and liaison
with clients, patients and other staff. There is also study
the ability to supervise and training to deal with staff.
Pre-requisite: None

2
2

ADM214 Introduction to Health Administration 3
Examine and describe the health department and
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TRM 215 Introduction to Medical Terminology 3
Study and explain the importance of learning medical
terminology. Clarify the derivation of the most
commonly used medical terminology and explain
the various categories of health terminology used in
the diagnosis and treatment process. Introducing the
student to apply terms related health-care knowledge
of anatomy and physiology of human systems.
Awareness and student learning terms of health care
related with human systems as well as to identify terms
related health-care diagnostic procedures in human
systems, recognition and enforcement of terms for
health care treatment in the areas of human systems. It
also recognizes the student to read the terms primitive
forms and the subsequent terms in the health field .
There is also a study to prove the ability to read and
create reports using a standard medical terminology
in English and demonstrate the ability to analyze
and predict the potential within the English medical
terminology.
Pre-requisite: None
MRC 216 Introduction to Medical Records 3
To study and understand the historical background of
medical records management and technology. Study
and the definition of medical records and identify
the importance and objectives. As it is to study and
understand the major tasks of medical records and
their role in health care and organize data from the
inputs and outputs. As is explained and informed
students on information from the hospital and through
health reports and understand what the content of data
processing and graphics donated .
Pre-requisite: None
ECN 221 Health Economics 3
Students are studying economics and its impact on the
health point of differentiation between the quantity
and quality of medical care provided by society, as this
article and are a good source to give background on
the health care market and health insurance. And are
also explain the importance of supply and demand
and their analysis in the field of markets and health
care, and to differentiate between demand versus the
requirements as a basis for policy development and
planning. Are also examining how and the importance
of support for medical care and health insurance and
the importance of health in society and its impact on
society and the economic determinants of health and
evaluation of efficiency in economic output.
Pre-requisite: None

INF222 Health Information System 3 T // 1 P
Studies the importance of systems and management
theory in the applications used in the health field, and
compare the best policies that are used globally in the
practical field. As is explained how interconnected
technology and its impact on health-care institutions
and to improve and accelerate decision-making
processes at various levels of management. Are also
considering the importance of computer technology
and Internet and its importance in data transmission
and long distance communication. study an overview
of the health care system and the types of planning
methodology and system security, networking and
communications, and the increasing role of the Internet
in all aspects of health care. It also is studying a group of
data and information systems that are used in the field
of health care and how to produce data , and how these
data flow of reports using these systems.
Pre-requisite: None
ADM 223 Human Resources Management 13
Study of the principles and basic science of managing
human resources. Is the study and identify the job
classification. As well as the study and knowledge about
the causes and humanitarian needs. Study and knowing
the rules of the Ministry of Civil Service, as well as
knowing the rules of the Ministry of Labor.
Pre-requisite: None
EPI 224 Epidemiology 3
Study and understand the principles of epidemiology
and how the spread of disease prevention and control
of scientific methods and scientific planning of the
correct levels to reduce the spread of disease. It also
is considered the most important and serious diseases
(such as cholera and typhoid, tuberculosis and AIDS
and cancer ...) and how to treat and control the
spread in the community. Also be studied in terms of
epidemiology and descriptive analysis and testing of
study and statistics.
Pre-requisite: None
ADM 225 Health Planning 3
To study and understand the contents of the health
systems, and evaluated the importance of planning and
community health as well as study the most important
methods which are essential to develop programs that
improve health systems, and to resolve health problems
that suffer from individuals, as well as the study and
application of sound health plans and assess the impact
and results of programs various health. Are studied as
well as health decision, and types and comprehensive
analysis, importance, and interpret and evaluate the
data.
Pre-requisite: None
COP 226 Computer Application 2
Examine the importance and the development of
computers in various types and components of the
computers of the hardware and software, and users
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purposes , as is studied and various main roads of the
theory of management. The students are taught how
to identify, analyze and discuss ways of health care and
policy issues in the area of health, study how the flow
of information between different management levels
and the need for each level of data and information and
ways to build the reports correctly.
Pre-requisite: None
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and is illustrated as the most important programs that
must be a student to be highly skilled in using like
a word processor such as MS. Word, MS. Excel and
offers Progressive like MS. Power Point and MS. Access
databases that learn the student how to store the data
in tales by depending on correct way . explain the most
important Web sites and search engine techniques
and how to deal with e-mail with highly skilled. Also
be explained , learn and apply how to write letters of
administrative study most forms.
Pre-requisite: None
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TQM 311Total Quality Management 3
Study and learn practical skills , fundamental in dealing
with total quality and methods of work ,monitored ,
evaluated and applied in the field of health care and
to study the theoretical foundations and structural
and scientific methods of treatment and to improve
performance and reliability of using the concepts
of quality and commitment in the processing and
validation Do the results are compatible with what is
required to access it in the health field. we Are studied
the controls and rules that are needed to measure the
efficiency and quality.
Pre-requisite: None
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STA312 Advance Bio-Statistics 3T // 1 P
Study and use the applications of statistical process
and the famous statistical program SPSS. As well as
statistical reasoning are studied as tools to help research
and answer questions. Study as well as develop an
understanding of hypothesis testing and probability
theory. Examined, T-tests and analysis of variance,
and interrelationships with their competence. This is a
study identifying statistical tests that are appropriate
for research designs. A statistical study of the process
and give examples and applications from the fields of
health sciences. And then study and assess the accuracy
of the results of scientific studies.
Pre-requisite: None
ADM313 Health Organization Behavior 3
Study describes the main focus of the field of
organizational behavior in health institutions, as well as
understanding the nature of diversity and the impact
of globalization in this area. Study to determine the
perception of social identification of the relevant and
also to identify the organizational behavior. Study to
determine the “Big Five” dimensions of personality
and explanation of how and what species belonging
to organizational behavior. Further study to determine
the motive is to explain their significance in the field of
organizational behavior. As well as study to determine
the attitudes and understanding of the components
of organizational behavior in institutions and identify
the different types of groups that operate within the

organization, and understand how to develop. The
study describes the communication process and its role
in the organization. The study to determine the steps in
the analytical model of decision-making in organizations
and the definition of leadership and explain why the
leadership and management is not always the same, and
the definition of organizational culture, technology, and
a description of their role in organizational behavior.
Study and explain the basics and characteristics of the
organizational structure and identify the most important
reasons until the process of change in organizations.
Pre-requisite: None
ADM314 Finance management 3
Study and learn the tools and techniques of financial
management of health care, including the rules
of accounting and financial statements, and cash
management, billing, and groups. As well as studying
the general framework of e-finance, which connects key
concepts of this area. And also study and identify the
concepts of financial statements, income tax report and
budget, and cash flows, and evaluate the company’s
financial performance by using the tools of financial
analysis; financial forecasting; the time value of money
and the principles of risk. study the practice of financial
management with a focus on administrative applications
for financial analysis in the health care aspect.
Pre-requisite: None
ADM315 Human Resource Management2 3
In this article we will study and views of the wide
range of human resources in Saudi Arabia and the
ministries and non-governmental organizations in the
Kingdom. As well as being understanding and study
of the practical steps taken by the Saudi government
and to identify aspects of human resources planning
in the Saudi government and how promotions, leave
and allowances granted by the government. As well as
to study the system is working in the Government of
Saudi Arabia. And is also a study of the ethics of health
professions regulation in Saudi Arabia and the global
changes affecting the systems in the Kingdom.
Pre-requisite: None
ADM 316 Leadership and Controlling 3
In this article is study and learn the basic concepts of
leadership. As well as the study is the distinction between
the concept , work of management and leadership. Are
also study and discuss relations between the leadership
and the staff of the Organization (followers). Learn
how to build commitment and trust between followers
and skills development and competencies in different
areas. Learn the basic principles of process control; and
concepts of control and types; stages and controlling;
information technology and its importance in the
decision-making to the leadership and the official.
Pre-requisite: None
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SOC 322 Medical Sociology 2
Study and understand definition of the main students
of sociology (the history, theories, health). As well
as study and learn is what it means to behavior and
trends of mental patients and the confidence they
have. Raising awareness of what is known as methods
of social demography of health. study and learn how
the interaction between doctor and patient. And know
how to deal with social pressure and psychological
patients. study and understand what is meant by health
services and the provision of health care and its impact
on society.
Pre-requisite: None
MRC 323 Diseases, Operation & Procedures Coding
3 T// 1 P
Study the basic concepts of science degree in
management coding in health care department .
objectives of the study and medical coding ,& study
of diagnosis and statistics of mental disorders. The
study and understand the practical application of
medical coding using the volume , ICD-9 - CM and is
the rankings of disease. And study the importance of
speed in coding diseases and arranged and indexed,
during the training period. And also study how to make
sure the encoding process.
Pre-requisite: None

ADM 324 Health Insurance 4
Study and mastery of the basic concepts of health
insurance and identify the impact of health insurance
on health and on individuals in the community and
understand the health insurance and its different
forms and its impact on society, as well as to identify
transactions pertaining to health insurance. the study
and understanding of transactions, coordination
between insurance contracts and health management .
As well as study ways to cover risks in the areas of health
insurance. Study different types of methods of health
insurance.
Pre-requisite: None
ADM 325 Problem Solving and Decision Making 2
Study the most important and latest theories in the
science of decision-making and clarification of basic
concepts in the science of decision-making and the
definition of problems and different types and ways of
solving them. Study the practical aspects, mathematical
and simulation method used by the Director and the
organization in the analysis of problems and take
the right decision. And also is considered the most
important applications and principles for decisionmaking. And study the importance of the objective
from the viewpoint of decision makers and all levels
of management. Study as well as applications and
methods used in the event of a decision are uncertain
in rare circumstances. Study and evaluate the output
from the decision taken and have been achieving what
is required to access it.
Pre-requisite: None
TRA 330 Field Training 2
After spending the student in his class educational
attainment needs to apply those theories and that is
actually exercised and trained them to do so and the
confirmation of the concession period was enhanced
and providing an opportunity for students to master
the skills needed to ensure that their performance
later on the desired shape of the efficiency and
effectiveness. As well as the training is designed to
work on linking and embedding approaches education
and training institutions, in general, especially the
government the actual needs of the labor market .And
also give educational institutions sufficient freedom
to determine curricula studied to ensure excellence
in this area, while ensuring the consistency of these
approaches at the same time with the educational goals
and social development. As well as a qualitative and
quantitative criteria specific to measure and evaluate
outcomes of education and training objectively and
impartially by competent governmental authorities.
Pre-requisite: student must training after
completion of all specialty materials successfully
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ADM 321 Accounting of Health Services 3
Student will be learn how to use interactive
methodologies programmed to display ideas and
terminology essential to understanding the balance
sheet and income statement and statement of cash
flows in health organizations, whether governmental
or of a particular orientation. Learning tools as well
as the accounting system and the elements (vouchers,
accounting records, and accounting entry system
- a simple accounting entry or the introduction of
an accounting system is complex - and accounting
procedures required). As well as determine how we can
record the financial transactions that have occurred in
any of the sectors of health care ( creditors and debtors,
invoices, checks, receipt voucher, payment voucher,
coupon). As well as determine how we can build and
record financial data in the journal table and transferred
to the general ledger, and balance, and re-open
accounts. As well as study to determine the liabilities and
trade accounts receivable and collection of elements
that belong to these discounts and encourage patients
to pay their financial dues and proven. Determine the
long-term investments. Study how we can deal with the
inventory (beginning inventory). Learn how to deal
with long-term obligations and registered wedge
Pre-requisite: None

the
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About:
Pharmacy technician education started as early as
pharmacist’s education started at 1979- It was improved
over this long period till the establishment of pharmacy
technician department in the college of health sciences at
1993-

Vision:
Leadership in qualification of pharmacy technicians-

Mission:
Preparation and qualification of competent pharmacy
technicians to participate in and improve the pharmace ,
tical care of the community-

Aims:
1. Education and training of pharmacy technicians
capable of participating in pharmaceutical care
for patients.
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2. Participating in educating community about
pharmacovigillence.
3. Improving pharmacy technician competences by
teaching new methodologies and techniques in
pharmacy.
4. Improving pharmacy technician’s communication
skills.
5. Supporting practicing pharmacy technicians to
develop their technical and scientific skills.

Landmarks
Well equipped laboratories with recent machines in
addition to small simulation lab for complicated tasks-

Faculty Members
Name
Dr. Ibrahim Abdul Razaq Al-Sewaidan
Dr. Mohamed Fahad Al-Ajmi
Dr. Naif Obaid Al-Harbi
Mr. Abdull Allah Mohamed Al-Turki
Mr. Sulaiman Mohamed Al-Qoud
Pharmacist: Zaid Mohamed Al-Ashban

Degrees
Associate degree in pharmacy

Programs
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Pharmacy technicians program

Study Plan:
Third Level
Course Code

Course Title

CHEM 201
CHEM 202
PHR 203
PHR 205
PHR 207
MIC 208
CMP 209

Basic Organic Chemistry
Biochemistry
Pharmacology (1)
Pharmaceutics (1)

Hrs.

1
2
3
4
Pharmaceutical & Medical Terminology 3
Microbiology
3
Information Technology
3

Fourth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs.

PHR 204
PHR 206
CHM 210
CHM 211
COM 212
PHR 213
PHR 214

3
4
3
3
1
2
2

Pharmacology (2)
Pharmaceutics (2)
Analytical Chemistry
Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Communication Skills
Hospital Pharmacy
Pharmacy Ethics and Law

Fifth Level
Course Code

Course Title

Hrs.

PHR 301
PHR 302
PHR 305
PHR 307
TQM 310

Pharmaceutical Material Management

3
6
3
4
1

Field Training I
Pharmacology (3)
Pharmaceutics(3)
Total Quality Management

Sixth Level
Course Code Course Title

Hrs.

PHR 303
PHR 30
PHR 306
PHR 308
HED 320

6
3
3
4
1

Field Training (2)
Medical Stores Supply
Pharmacology (4)
Pharmaceutics(4)
Health Education
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201CHEM Organic chemisty 1
It involves introduction to organic chemisty and its
importance, saturated hydrocarbons, unsaturated
hydrocarbons, aromatic and heterocyclic compounds,
organic halides, alcohols and ethers. Amines, Amides,
Aldehyes, ketones, carboxylic acids and its derivatives
are also covered.
Pre-requisite:None.
202CHEM Biochemistry 2
This course involve teaching classification, nomenclature,
chemical information, biological roles, storage and
sources of biologically important macromolecules such
as carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, enzymes, glycosides,
and alkaloids. It also covers briefly digestion processes,
enzymes and metabolism and diseases resulting from
the deficiency of the above mentioned elements.
Pre-requisite: First year courses
203PHR Pharmacology ( 1 ) 3
Introduction to pharmacology, pharmacodynamics,
pharmacokinetics and understanding the factors
affecting dose regimens. It also include drugs acting
on the autonomic nervous system (sympanthetic,
parasympathetic and somatic systems).
Pre-requisite:
Anatomy, physiology, Biochemistry.
204PHR Pharmacology (2 )3
It includes the study of drugs affecting the CNS,
autacoids, analgesics, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs, anti-rheumatic drugs, drugs used in treatment
of gout and drug treatment of migraine. Drugs used
in treatment of respiratory and GIT disorders are also
convered.
Pre-requisite:Anatomy, physiology, Biochemistry.
05PHR Pharmaceutics ( 1) 4
I covers an introduction to pharmaceutics, different
pharmaceutical dosage forms. It discusses measures
and weights in pharmacy. It involve preparing solutions
and prescriptions and some applications.
Pre-requisite:Organic chemistry and analytical
chemistry
206PHR Pharmaceutics ( 2 ) 4
This course covers important aspects related to aseptic
techniques and preparation and preservation of eye,
ear and nose drops. It also cover preparation and
quality control of mixturs, suspensions and parenteral
preparations.
Pre-requisite:Pharmaceutics (1)
207PHR harmaceutical and Medical terminology2
In this course the students are taught terminology

for body systems, the use of useful diagnostic and
procedural auffixes. The students learn also terms used
in diagnosis and treatment of pathologyical conditions
for the major body organs.
Pre-requisite: English, physiology, anatomy
208MIC Microbiology 3
This course involves an introduction to microbiology,
bacteriology (organization, structure, staining methods,
physiology, metabolism, cultivation of bacteria, pyogenic
and other pathogenic bacteria). It also involves study of
controlling microorganism and biotechnology and its
application in pharmaceutical industry. Furthermore, it
involves principles of virology and pathogenic viruses
as well as parasitology, immunology and vaccines.
Pre-requisite:Physiology and biology
209CMP Information technology 3
The students learn introduction to computer system,
Windows and other programs, concept of internet and
their application to drug dispensing and warehouse
softwares.
Pre-requisite:None
210CHM Analytical chemistry 3
In this course the students study fundamentals of
chemical analysis ,hydrogen ion concentration and
butter solution, acid-base titration, oxidation-reduction
reactions, solubility as well as compleximetric titration.
Pre-requisite:General chemistry and organic chemistry.
211CHM Pharmaceutical chemistry 3
In this course the students study the structures,
structure activity relationship and uses of antimicrobial
agents, cancer chemotherapy, diuretics, analgesics,
antihistamines, vitamins and hormones. It also discuss
briefly the effect of these drug groups on CVS, CNS
and GIT and biotechnology products.
Pre-requisite:Organic chemistry, analytical chemistry
and biochemistry.
212COM Communication skills 1
This course is a comprehensive study of communication
skills i.e. conversation, communication, listening skills as
well communication obstacles.
Pre-requisite:English language
213PHR Hospital pharmacy 2
In this course the students learn the role of pharmacy
in the hospital and the role of pharmacy technicians
in pharmacy services as well as the role of different
committees that exist in the hospital. Moreover, the
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Course Description:
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students learn method of medicine arrangements,
the regulation of drug dispensing, calculating IV
prescription and drug handling in inpatient and
outpatient departments.

Prerequistis:Pharmaceutics(1)and
Pharmaceutics(2),
Pharmacology (1), Pharmacology (2), pharmaceutical
material management and hospital pharmacy.

214PHR Pharmacy ethics and law 2
This course deals with ethics, legislation, laws and
regulation of pharmacy practice in Saudi Arabia.

305PHR Pharmacology (3) 3
This course deals with studying drugs acting on renal and
cardiovascular systems, drugs affecting blood disorders
and infective agents with emphasis on mechanism of
action, actions, uses, side effects, contraindication and
precautions.

Pre-requisite: None

Pre-requisites:Anatomy, physiology and biochemistry.

301PHR Pharmaceutical material management 3
In this course the students learn information regarding
choosing medical store house building, procurement of
drugs, proper methods of drug storage, store size and
needs. It includes management of store operations in
hospitals and health care centers.

306PHR Pharmacology ( 4 ) 3
In this course the students learn the mechanism of
action, actions, uses, side effects, contraindications
and precautions of cytotoxic drugs, drugs acting on
endocrine system, drugs affecting obstetrics and
gynecology, dermatological, ophthalmic, otic and nasal
drugs. Furthermore, it is comperhinding main basics
of principles of toxicology and important drug-drug
interaction and their mechanisms.

Pre-requisite: Pharmaceutics (1), Biology

Pre-requisite: Pharmaceutics (1), Pharmaceutics (2),
organic, analytical and pharmaceutical chemistry
subjects
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Pre-requisite: Anatomy, Physiology, biochemistry.
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302PHR Field training I 6
This practical course is conducted in the fifth level
where the students practice -what they have learned in
the college - in pharmacy department of primary health
care centers.
Prerequisite: Pharmacology (1), pharmacology )2),
Pharmaceutics (1), pharmaceutics (2), pharmaceutical
material management, pharmaceutical and medical
terminology microbiology and hospital pharmacy.
303PHR Field training II 6
Orienting the students to the new environement of
the hospital in wider range than the primary health
care centers where the students learn how to prepare
the prescribtions in the outpatient department,
prepare IV admixtures, order medications from the
warehouse, compound extemporaneous preparations,
deals with controlled medications and recognize and
use information resources, in addition to the other
technician basic tasks.
Pre-requisites:Anatomy,
Pharmacology
(1),
Pharmacology (2), Pharmacology (3), Pharmacology (4),
Pharmaceutics (1), Pharmaceutics (2), Pharmaceutics (3),
Pharmaceutics (4), Hospital pharmacy, pharmaceutical
material
management,
Medical
terminology,
microbiology and Field training I.
304PHR Medical store supply3
In this course the students learn some aspects about
central store house such as personnel, equipments,
priniciples of procurement of drugs and management
of store operations. In addition it involves the quality
assurance priniciples.

307PHR Pharmaceutics (3 ) 4
In this course students learn definition, preparation,
quality
control
and
consistency
ofdifferent
pharmaceutical forms such as: ointments, creams, pastes,
and dental drugs.
Prerequisits: Pharmaceutics (1) and pharmaceutics)2)
308PHR Pharmaceutics (4) 4
Students learn in this course different pharmaceutical
shapes such as suppositories, powders, tablets, capsules
with more emphasis on preparation, storage, properties
incompatibility and quality control tests.
Pre-requisite: Pharmaceutics (1), Pharmaceutics (2) and
Pharmaceutics (3)
310TQM Total quality management 1
Topics discussed in this subject include basics underlying
the quality control management, administrative process
and knowing the priniciples and stages of the quality
assurance. It include means of quality and how to plan
for it to meet the expectation of ISO.
Pre-requisite: First year courses
320HED Health education 1
In this course students learn definitions of health
education, its goals, objectives, fields and specialities.
They learn methodologies and technologies of health
education and how to plan effective health education
activities.
Pre-requisites: All taught subjects
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About:
Since the very start of the department in the year
1415h, there were continuous commitment to improve
its performance year after year; the rapid changes that
affect the field of work made the sustained revision
of our strategies mandatory. More than 500 graduates were released in the field to serve in the different
health care units. The radiology program have been revised and updated three time by continuous compare
with other local and international similar programs.
One of the priorities of the department is to encourage
all its staff to promote their academic career by joining
post graduate programs and training workshops. The
department is trying to follow the quality assurance
techniques to improve its performance.

The program aims to graduate radiographer technician capable of producing high quality radiograph
,communicate and providing primary health care services for the patients in the department and keeping
the environment safe for himself and his peers within
social ethical code.

Vision:
Our vision in the radiology department is the creation of a passionate family bonded by love and mutual
respect between us; radiology department staff are
blending their efficiency with competency to articulate
an overall target of providing our students with wide
base of knowledge and turn their performance to be
free of mistakes and act as mediator after graduation
between their societies and their health care units.

Mission:
The mission of the radiology department at the
health college of Riyadh is to prepare a quality professional radiographer who can maintain continuous development of his academic career and meet the competency requirements of the health care units, hospitals and
serve his community within the legal and ethical code.

Landmarks:
The department have lab. equipped with x-ray machine, phantom, automatic processing machine, ..ECT.
The lab is providing the students all they need for
practical training in the different courses included in
the program.

Faculty Members:

Degrees:
Associate degree in radiological sciences

Program:
Radiography Technician

Study Plan:
Third Level

Code

Course Title

201 RAD Patient Care & Ethics
202RAD Radiation Physics
Radiographic Positioning &
203RAD
Technique(1)
205RAD Radiographic Imaging (1)
207RAD Radiographic Anatomy
209PTH Radiographic Pathology (1)
Total

Hrs.
1(1+1)
2(2+2)
8(2+6)
3(2+1)
2(1+1)
1(1+0)
18

Fourth Level

Code

Course Title

Radiographic Positioning &
204 RAD
Technique (2)
206RAD Radiographic Imaging (2)
208RAD Radiographic Anatomy (2)
212PTH Radiographic Pathology (2)
211RAD Radiation Hazard &Safety
212RAD Diagnostic Imaging Equipment
Total

Hrs.
8(2+6)
3(2+1)
2(1+1)
1(1+0)
1(1+0)
3(2+1)
19

Fifth Level

Name

Code

Ali alanazi
Fahd elnemr
Mansour elmossa
Mohamed almowens
Mohamed Ramadan
Mosem elmotiri
Waleed almokiteeb

301 RAD Clinical Practicc(1)
303RAD Radiography Emergency Case
Special Radiographic
304RAD
Procedures
305RAD Ultrasonography
306RAD Angiography

Course Title

Hrs.
6(0+6)
1(1+0)
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Aims:

4(4+0)
2(1+1)
2(2+0)
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309RAD Radiographic Anatomy(3)
310TQM Total Quality Management
Total

2(1+1)
1(1+0 )
19

Sixth Level

Code

Course Title

302 RAD
311RAD
304RAD
312RAD
313RAD
314RAD
315RAD
320HED

Clinical Practicc(2)

Hrs.

6(0+6)
2(1+1)
Special Radiographic Procedures 4(4+0)
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 2(1+1)
Radio-Isotope Scanning
1(1+0)
Radiographic Quality & Critique 2(1+1)
Radiology Administration
1(1+0)
Health Education
1(1+0)
Total
15
Computerized Tomography (C.T.)

Course Description
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RAD 201Patient Care and Ethics 2
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Patient interactions and communication skills. History
taking.
Patient transferring techniques. Immobilization techniques.
Vital signs. Infection control and aseptic techniques.
Patient preparation for radiological examinations. Contrast media.Professional ethics.

RAD 207Radiographic anatomy (1) 2
Introduction and terminology.Radiological anatomy
of the upper limb and shoulder girdle.Radiological
anatomy of the of Lower limb and pelvis.Radiological anatomy of the Chest and heart. Radiological
anatomy of the Abdomen.
PTH 209 Radiographic pathology 1
Degeneration, necrosis, gangrene, ulcers. Inflammation.
Circulatory disturbances. Repair. Infection.Immunity &
hypersensitivity. Vitamin deficiencies.Disturbances of
growth. Neoplasm.
RAD 204 Radiographic positioning& techniques (2) 8
Radiography of the vertebral column. Radiography of the thoracic cage. Radiography of the skull
( basic views).Radiography of the skull (special
views). Radiography of the facial bones and mandible. Radiography of the T.M. J.Radiography of
the soft tissue of the neck.
RAD 206Radiographic Imaging(2)3
Radiographic image characteristics Radiographic image quality control.Fluroscopic image. Special imaging technique. Digital imaging .

RAD 202RADIATION PHYSICS 2
Mathematics of radiography.General physics.Atomic
physics.X-ray and matter.Dosimetry.Basic physical principles of imaging modalities.
RAD 203RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING& TECHNIQUES (1) 8
Explanation the medical terminology used to determine the radiological positioning. study the methods
and basic skills required to implement the radiographs
of the upper limb , lower limb, pelvis ,chest, and abdomen. study the proper methods for selecting technical
factors used to get high-quality images. study the appropriate method to assess and critique radiographs
image and the ability to correct the errors.
RAD 205Radiographic Imaging (1) 3
the definition of electromagnetic radiation and spectrum, study the photography principle. identify the
components of the dark room. study the construction
of the radiographic film, intensifying screen and x-ray
cassette. identefy the correct methods of storage.explaination of radiographic processing operation.state
the function of chemicals soluations and factore affecting radiographic image.

RAD 208Radiographic anatomy (2)2
Radiographic anatomy of vertebral column. Radiographic anatomy of skull. Dental radiographic anatomy.
PATH 210Radiographic pathology (2)2
Skeletal system.Cardiovascular system. Respiratory
system..Gastrointestinal system. Hepatobiliary system.Urinary system.Reproductive system.. Haemopoetic system.Central nervous system.Traumatic diseases.
RAD 211Radiation Hazards & Safety 1
Principles of Radiation biology. Biological effects of radiation
Principles of radiation protection. Practice of radiation
protection.
RAD 212 Diagnostic imaging equipment 3
The x-ray tube. The x-ray generators. General & multipurpose Radiographic equipment. Fluoroscopic equipment. Specialized radiographic equipment. Computer
based imaging modalities.
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RAD 301 Clinical practice (1) 6

male Reproductive System.

Demonstration of equipment.

Normal anatomy of the breast

Demonstration of examination of the upper limb .
Demonstration

of examination of the shoulder

TQM 310 Total quality management 1

girdle. Demonstration of examination of the lower

Define the concept of total quality management and

limb. Demonstration of examination of the pel-

tools of quality

vic girdle. Demonstration of examination of the
chest.

RAD 302Clinical practice (2) 6

Demonstration of examination of the abdomen.

Angiography. Computerized axial tomography. Mag-

Demonstration

netic

of examination of the vertebral

column and The head.

resonance

imaging.Ultrasonography.Isotope

scanning. Help in contrast procedures. Practice routine radiographic examination Practice emergency

RAD 303Radiography of emergency cases1
Pathophysiology of critical cases in emergencies. Role

radiographic examination. Computerized Tomography .

of different modalities in casualties and seriously ill patient. Positioning and handling of traumatic patients

RAD 311Computerized Tomography 2

and acute conditions. Special consideration in pediatric

Basic physical principles of CT .Parts of CT equip-

and geriatric imaging.

ments.

RAD 304 Special radiographic procedures 4

Generations of CT scanners .

Introduction to special Investigation & Contrast Media

CT examination applied in different body systems.

Radiographic examination of urinary tract with contrast.
Radiographic examination of G.I.T with contrast.

RAD 312Magnetic Resonance Imaging 2

Radiographic examination of the Biliary tract with con-

Basic physical principles of MRI. machine hardware and

trast.

instrumentations of MRI scanners. Contrast media used

Radiographic examination of the reproductive system

in MRI. Introduction to different MRI protocols applied

with contrast.

in MRI.

RAD 305 Ultrasonography 2

RAD 313 Radioisotopic scanning 1

Physics of US. U.S examination value. U.S image forma-

Fundamental of Nuclear Medicine .Nuclear Medicine

tion

Scanning procedures.

U.S machine. U.S scanning technique Songraphic Terminology.

RAD 314Radiographic quality & Critique 2
Plain films studies. Contrast studies. Vascular studies.C.T.

RAD 306Angiography 2
Introduction , basic

&MRI films. U.S & Isotopes scanning.
principle and equipment.

Methods of Angiography procedure.Arteriography.

RAD 315Radiology Department Administration 1

Coronary arteriography & Cardiac catheterization.

Healthcare delivery system in KSA. Principles of man-

Venography. Interventional angiography.

agement
Radiology administration issues.

RAD 308Radiographic Anatomy (3)2
Introduction to radiography using Contrast Media.

HED 320 Health education 1

Radiographic anatomy of contrast examinations for:

Define the terms of health , Health education program

G.I.T. – Biliary System – Urinary system – Breast – Fe-

and planning for Health education program.

College of Health Science for Men

Contrast media used in CT & methods of administration.
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About :
The Nutrition department was founded in 1426 H
During which the first batch of students was admi hed
after completing the requirements of the foundation
year successfully .
The graduate of nutrition department is appointed as
a nutritional technician on grade level 3. The number
of students graduated in 1428/1429 H was 20 students
to reach 26 students in 1429/1430 H and we have 23
students in the third year and 21 interns.
Intern students are distributed to governmental hospitals inside Riyadh or outside in case no vacancies, because we prefer not to have more than three students
in one hospital and the training period to be in different hospitals.

College of Health Science for Men

staff and others regarding the academic affairs and in
presenting scientific , research and extracurricular
activities .
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The student has to get four semesters (62 hours )
divided between practical and theoretical subject as
well as completing the period of training ( internship) for
the period of not less than (24 weeks) in governmental
hospitals . Upon completion the study program the
student is awarded Intermediate University Degree
(Diploma) in nutrition

Vision:
Rehabilitation and training of student Department
of Nutrition and grant a qualified special to work as a
Nutrition Technician In the field of work

Mission:
The preparation of national cadres and technical
According to the highest professional standards In the
field of nutrition and therapeutic feeding Make them
able to take responsibility Participation in the provision
of food services and health care in health institutions
and public

Aims:
1. The preparation and rehabilitation professionals
Saudis a high degree of technical competence and
professional
2. Help students develop their professional skills,
technical and behavioral
3. Rehabilitation of graduates of nutrition wards
in Institutes of Health Professionals in health
facilities
4. Serve the community by Lectures and visits and
surveys
5. A combination of theoretical studies and
applications in the field of food and nutrition.

Faculty:
Name
Mohammed Bin Ismael Al. Hazmi
Bushra Al-Basheer
Ghadir Bin Muslim Al-Shammari .
Ibrahim Bin Mohammed Aba Al Hassan.
Khaled Bin Abdulkarim Al-Attiah.
Khaled Bin Mohammed Al-Resheed.

Degrees
Intermediate University Degree (Diploma) in nutrition

Study Plan
Third Level
Code
Course Title
NUT 201
NUT 202
NUT 203
NUT 204
NUT 205
NUT 206

Basic Nutrition
Food Microbiology
Food Chemistry
Food Science
Organizations & Food Regulations
Food & Environmental Health

Fourth Level
Code
Course Title
NUT 207
NUT 208
NUT 209
NUT 210
NUT 211

2
4
4
2
1
2

Hrs.

Nutritional Biochemistry
Food Analysis
Food Safety
Nutritional Surveys & Biostatistics

2
4
4
2
Dietary Requirement & Meals Planning 4

Fifth Level
Code
Course Title
NUT 301
NUT 302
NUT 304
TQM 304
NUT 306

Hrs.

Assessment of Nutritional Status
Clinical Nutrition (1)
Food Services (1)
Quality Management
Nutrition and Community Health

Hrs.
5
5
3
1
2
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Food Science (Nut 204)

Code

Course Title

Hrs.

NUT 303
NUT 305
NUT 307
NUT 308
NUT 309

Clinical Nutrition
Food Services (2)
Nutrition Education
Malnutrition Diseases
Computer Applications in Nutrition

5
4
3
2
1



Course Description
Basic Nutrition (Nut 201)
1. Define the different terms used in nutrition.
1. Classify carbohydrates, their classes, sources, and
define their role in human nutrition.
1. Identify the sources of proteins and their biological
functions.
1. Classify the lipids and its derivatives, and identify
their role in human nutrition.
1. Classify vitamins and identify their sources and
nutritional importance.
1. Classify minerals and identify their sources and
nutritional importance.

Food Microbiology (Nut 202)
1. Account for the significance of microorganism
in food.
2. Describe procedures used to count and identify
the microorganism found in foods.
3. Characterize the microorganisms’ normally present
n several kinds of fresh foods.
4. Outline the general principles that serve as the
basis for food preservation.
5. Discuss the types of spoilage that may occur
in fresh and canned foods and identify the
responsible microorganisms.
6. Describe the role of microorganisms in production
of fermented foods and fermented dairy
products.
7. Assess the significance of microbiology in food
industries.
8. Understand the different types of microorganisms
responsible for food poisoning and contamination

Food Chemistry (Nut 203)

1. Define carbohydrates classes, their chemical
composition and reactions.

2. Identify physical and chemical properties of
proteins and amino acids.

3. Identify the chemical composition of lipids,
essential fatty acids, and their physical and
chemical properties.
4. Identify chemical composition of lipids related
compounds and fat rancidity.
5. Identify the chemical composition and properties
of vitamins and minerals.
6. Identify the dissociation and chemical properties
of water.
Define the enzymes, their classification, nomenclature,
composition, and functions

1. Discuss the methods of food preparation and
their nutritive value.
2. Differentiate between different types of milk and
dairy products.
3. Define different forms of plant proteins, their
sources, and their nutritive value.
4. Identify the chemical composition of cereals, their
products, and different manufacturing methods.
5. Identify the organoleptic properties and standard
measures for different type of foods
6. Recognize the colors and flavors naturally
occurring in foods.
Identify the most common food additives.

Organizations and Food Regulations(Nut 205)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Know procedures for protecting the health of consumers
Ensure fair practices in the food trade.
Promote coordination of all food standards.
Know the local, Arab, and international
organizations concerning food regulations.
Know the Islamic food regulations

Food and Environmental Health(Nut 206)
1. Define human’s environment.
2. Know the relationship between human well-being
and environment.
3. Discuss the disease causation, control and changing
pattern of disease in the community.
4. List the sources of environmental pollution.
5. Mention the air, water, and food pollutants and
the diseases that they may cause.
Describe the methods of air, water, and food
protection.

Nutritional Biochemistry(Nut 207)
1. Know the cell structure and functions
2. Study digestion and absorption of nutrients at
depth.
3. Define the metabolic pathway of carbohydrates.
4. Define protein metabolism and urea cycle.
5. Define lipids metabolism and fatty acids
biosynthesis.
6. Study the cholesterol synthesis and pathways
7. Know the classes and synthesis of lipoproteins.
Take overview of vitamins and minerals.

Food Analysis (Nut 208)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Define the methods used for food analysis.
Define the characteristics of food analyst.
List the methods used for food sampling.
Prepare food samples for analysis.
Prepare standard and buffer solutions.
Identify the different indicators used for analysis.
Describe the theoretical bases of the methods
used for estimation of moisture, carbohydrates
proteins, minerals, and lipids.

College of Health Science for Men

Sixth Level
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8. Describe different methods used in food analysis
i.e. extraction, refractometry, polarimetry, atomic
absorption, electrophoresis, flame photometry
and chromatography.
9. Preparation of instruments used in food analysis.
Determine the percentage of moisture, ash, minerals,
carbohydrates, lipids, and nitrogenous compounds.

Food Safety (Nut 209)
1. Identify the sources and types of food
contamination
2. Discuss the causes of forborne illness and the most
important microorganisms in that aspect
3. Recognize the spoilage of meat and its products,
milk and its products, and eggs
4. Recognize the most common cereal products,
vegetables, fruits and how to assess their safety
5. Examine canned foods and identify the spoiled
ones
Identify the personal hygiene and the safety measures
in food handling

College of Health Science for Men

Nutritional Surveys and Biostatistics (Nut 210)
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1. Know the importance of nutritional surveys
2. Know how to design a questionnaire and collect
required data
3. Choose representative samples for data collection
or analysis
4. Know the statistics methods for analyzing data
and make tables or statistical graphs
5. Know how to present results of surveys and write
a report
6. Use the nutritional surveys to improve food
services
7. Collect, classify data, and make statistical graphs
8. Identify the different health rates and how to use
Understand the importance of biostatistics and drive
different health and biostatistics rates and ratios

Dietary Requirement & Meals Planning(Nut 211)
1. Define the calorie and other energy units and the
caloric content of different foods.
2. Know forms of energy expenditure discuss the
factors that affect it.
3. Define different methods used for determination
of calculation of energy requirements.
4. Calculate energy and macronutrients requirements
of individuals in different age groups
5. Know the dietary requirements from micronutrients
of individuals in different age groups.
6. Discuss the factors that affect daily dietary requirements.
7. Define the balanced meal
8. Know the food guides (Food pyramids) and use it
in planning balanced meals.
9. Use food composition tables in calculation the
sufficiency of diets
Use food exchange list in planning balanced diets of
individuals in different age groups.

Assessment of Nutritional Status (Nut 301)
1. Discuss the nutritional status of individuals and
community and the factors that affect.
2. Identify direct and indirect methods used for
assessment of nutritional status
3. Participate in preparation, planning and
implementation of nutrition surreys
4. Measure body weight and body composition and
classify obesity and thinness
5. Know the modern methods for measuring body
fats
6. Calculate nutrients intakes through measuring
diets of individuals and groups
7. Measure the adequacy of food intakes
8. Know the different biochemical parameters used
to measure the deficiency of nutrients
9. Use the standards measure and tables to identify
nutritional status of patients
10. Use methods for evaluation the nutritional status
of patients
Participate in planning nutrition intervention
programmes utilizing nutrition surveys results.

Clinical Nutrition (1) (Nut 302)
1. Know the importance of clinical nutrition and the
therapeutic process
2. Know the different meals served to patients
3. Know the impact of medications on nutrients and
nutritional status
4. Define obesity, its etiological factors, complications,
and treatments.
5. Know the suitable dietary regimen for weight loss
6. Define the different fad methods used for weight
loss
7. Know the difference between adverse reactions
to foods and food allergy
8. Understand the test diets used for defining food
allergy
9. Identify the disorders of gastrointestinal tract
10. Prescribe appropriate diets for dietary
management of gastrointestinal diseases.
11. Know liver diseases, causes, types, complications
and dietary management
Apply nutritional care for patients of gallbladder and
pancreas

Food Services (1) (Nut 304)
1. Identify the locations where the group nutrition
is needed
2. Describe the nature and needs for the clients in
each of these group of nutritional locations
3. Know the design, sections, and equipments of the
kitchen
4. Know and practice the managerial or administrative
procedures and skills
5. Identify and recognize the standards for each
food items and meals
6. Know types and preparation of different menus
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Total Quality Management (Qut. 304)

Food Services(2) (Nut 305)

1. Describe the regulations pertaining to group
feeding programs.

2. Identify the specification of food and basis of
meal preparation.

1. Definition of basic concepts of total quality
2.
3.

management and process and management.
knowledge of the principles and stages of Total
Quality Management.
To define a system of credit and the International
Organization for measurement

3. Select and procure food and store it properly.
4. Observe the food safety precaution and describe
the food distribution line.

5. Describe job description of the food service
personnel and manpower development and
organization of these services.

Nutrition And Community Health(Nut 306)

1. Define the community; its structure and
characteristics.
2. Classify basic groups of the community and their
needs
3. Know the nutritional needs of the community
4. Know the nutritional programs exist in Saudi
Arabia community
5. Understand the traditional food patterns of
different community especially Arab and Muslims
food pattern
6. Understand the different food habits and the
effect of social and culture on it
7. Describe the food patterns of different religious
groups especially Muslims
8. Define the vegetarian diets and its benefits and
limitations
9. Understand the effect of modernization on food
habits and food consumption patterns
Know the special nutritional needs for some groups like
athletics

Clinical Nutrition (2) (Nut 303)

1. Describe the cardiovascular system and its
functions.

2. List the diseases that affect the cardiovascular
system and prescribe the appropriate diets for
their dietary management.
3. Describe the therapeutic diets for atherosclerotic
and hypertensive patients.
4. Know the prevalence, types, etiology, and
complications of diabetes mellitus
5. Describe the nutritional care for different kind of
diabetes
6. Know nutritional care for patients with renal
failure and dialysis.
7. Provide nutritional care for surgical, burns, and
sepsis patients
8. Know the suitable dietary intervention for cancer
patients and diets related to type of treatment
9. Identify the nutritional care for gouty patients and
describe suitable foods
10. Know the route and type of tube feeding
11. Know the diseases of pulmonary system and
describe the suitable nutritional.
Provide nutritional care for neurological patients.

6. Estimate the economical cost of the foods served
and reports these estimates.
Describe food service facilities, design, and the
specification of equipment and utensil used and their
maintenance and methods of procurement.

Nutrition Education ( Nut. 307)
1. Definitions and basic concepts of health education
and food
2. Factors affecting the nutrition education
3. Communication skills with members of the
community
4. Means of nutrition education
5. Nutrition education programs
6. Nutrition education in Islam

Malnutrition Diseases (Nut 308)
1. Define the malnutrition disease and the dietary
managements for each one.
2. Discuss the causes of malnutrition diseases and its
prevalence
3. Map out the nutritional diseases in the World.
Discuss the malnutrition problems in the Arab World
with emphasis on the prevalence of these in Saudi
Arabia.

Computer Applications In Nutrition (Nut 309)

1. Know the types of computers and their
accessories.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Know how to store and call information.
Use computerized food composition tables
Use computers in the food service and food safety
Use computer in presenting results of nutritional
survey

6. Use nutritional software in planning patients meals
7. Use anthropometric software for calculating and

College of Health Science for Men

7. Know methods of cleaning, sanitation, and
maintenance
Know the procedures of food production

interpreting different indices of human body

8. Understand and apply HACCP software
Search for information and use nutritional websites
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Preparatory Year

Programs:

About:
The preparatory year is a component of the college
where students who came out of secondary schools with
good grades are admitted. After an intensive one year
program, the successful candidates are distributed into
various departments of the college for an Intermediate
University Degree in different Health Sciences.

Study Plan:

Vision:

First Semester

Our Vision in this department is to prepare our students
to be well qualified and fully equipped with language
skills and science- based concepts that will see them
through in their chosen fields.

Mission:
Our mission in preparatory year is to prepare our
students with comprehensive language skills and science
based concepts with a view to meet the challenges of
their respective departments.

College of Health Science for Men

Aims:
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The preparatory year consists of two semester,
each semester runs for 17 weeks during which we cover
the requirements of the curriculum. Subjects offered include Islamic studies, Arabic language, Medical Terms,
Ethics, Computer, First Aid, Anatomy and Physiology,
Epidemiology, statistics and English skills (Reading,
Writing, listening, speaking and Grammar).

1. At the end of the first preparatory year students
must be well-qualified in English, Arabic, Islamic
Studies, Computer and science-based subjects
to meet the challenges they face in other
departments.
2. Prompt the cognitive and practical skills by giving
our students English courses and by urging them
to participate in lectures and workshop to be
acquainted with the latest developments and
trends.

Degrees:
As a preparatory year, the department does not offer any degree. Upon successful completion of the year,
the students are distributed to various departments in
the college.

Code

Course Title

Hrs.

ISLAM101
ARAB101
ENG101
ENG102
ENG103
ENG104
ETC101
ANAT101
PHYS101
COMP101
AID102

Islamic Studies (1)
(Arabic Language (1
Medical terminology
Writing and Grammar
Listening and speaking
Reading
Professional Ethics
(Anatomy (1
(Physiology (1
(Introduction to Computer (1
First Aids and CPR

1
1
1
3
4
3
1
3
3
1
1

Second Semester
Code

Course Title

Hrs.

ISLAM102
ARAB102
ENG111
ENG112
ENG113
ENG114
EPID102
ANAT102
PHYS102
COMP102
HCB102

Islamic Studies (2)
Arabic Language (2)
Medical terminology
Writing and Grammar
Listening and speaking
Reading
Biostatistics & Epidemiology
Anatomy (2)
Physiology (2)
Introduction to Computer (2)
Health Care Basic

1
1
1
3
4
3
1
3
3
1
1

Landmarks:
The preparatory year is well-equipped with three
labs :English, Computer, Physiology and Anatomy. Our
students excel in all the departments because of the
sound training they are getting from our department.

Faculty Members
Name

Rank

Dr. Khalid Hamdi Naeem
Mr. Abdul Elah A. Al-Harajeen
Mr. AbdulAziz Ali Al-Razqan
Mr. Adam Al-Haj Ahmad
Mr. Badr Al-Khamees
Mr. Khalid Mehsin
Mr. Mahmaud Hasan Deeb
Mr. Mohammad Shahnawaz Akhtar
Mr. Salim Marie Al-Qarni

Associate Prof.
Lecturer
Teacher
Teacher
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Assistant Tutor

Course Description:
101Islam Islamic studies(1) 1
Understanding of Islamic culture aims and its role in
health professions. Personal rights of Muslims. Signs of
death and attendance of funeral. Divorce and marriage.
Fasting, pilgrimage and wills.
101Arab Arabic language(1) 1
It consists of 12 units dealing with Arabic linguistics
to enrich the students with vocabularies and make
them understand the beauty of the language and its
connection with Islamic religion.
101Eng Medical Terminology 1
It is an intensive course that exposes the students to the concept
of medical terms in various medical terms and in various medical
specialties . The origin of the words , the combining forms
suffixes and prefixes are clearly highlighted in the course.
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103Eng Listening and Speaking 4
The course focuses on how the student should be
able to understand any spoken or written instruction
in English. Form everyday statements and questions.
Expressing feelings and needs.
104Eng Reading 3
By the end of the course the student should be able
building background, retelling, rereading and post
reading, drawing inferences and thinks in English.
101Etc Professional Ethics 1
This course gives the roles and ethics for partners nurse
practitioner in dealing with patients and bystanders.
101Anat Anatomy (1) 3
By the end of this course the student should know: the
medical terms, their uses and implications. Structure of
the human cell. Skeleton , its structure and functions.
Cardiovascular system.
101Phys Physiology (1) 3
By the end of this course the student should know: the
lab equipments and utensils. Functions of the human
cell and cell division. Blood. ECG and its clinical uses.
101Comp Introduction to Computer (1)1
The lesson will be started with a case study. Through this
process, students learn the features of the applications.
By the end of the course the student will be able to
give a complete knowledge of the fundamentals of
Computers, concepts and components. Knowledge of
WORD, EXCEL, POWER POINT, etc .
102AID First Aids and CPR 1
This is a practical course for providing the medical basis
for emergencies and their managements. The students
should know how to manage airways obstruction.
Bleeding, burns and fractures. Spine injures. Cardiac
arrest and CPR.
102Islam Islamic Studies(2) 1
By the end of the course the students should know :
legal and illegal relations. Smoking and drug addiction.
Chat on internet and its dangers. Car accidents, disease
prevention. Creation of human being.
102Arab Arabic Language(2) 1
The course consists of 12 units focus on how the students
write essays and summarizing. Make the students
understanding the prophet sayings and how to read the
holy book in the correct way and understand its meanings.

111Eng Medical Terminology 1
The students learn to use given medical terms in all four
skills of language. Use the medical terms in professional
communication. Recognize all body systems with their
names and understand, read and write short medical
reports.
112Eng Writing and Grammar 3
The students learn to write a text using the acquired
writing techniques. Produce good writing by taking
care of spelling, punctuation, and grammatical points.
Express ideas correctly and apply all grammatical points
in both spoken and written English.
113Eng Listening and Speaking 4
The students at the end of the course should be able
to build on the listening and speaking skills acquired
from the previous semester. Form everyday statements
and questions. Comprehend lectures, take notes and
dictation in English.
114Eng Reading 3
Students should read faster and read English with
pleasure and interest and comprehend what he read.
Understand and practice the English reading strategies.
102Epid Biostatics and Epidemiology 1
Definitions of terms in Biostatistics and Epidemiology,
measures of morbidity and mortality frequency.
Population and sampling methods. Epidemiology
studies: descriptive, analytical and intervention.
102Anat Anatomy(2) 3
By the end of this course the student should know:
the structures and components of nervous system.
Urinary, respiratory, endocrine and digestive systems.
Reproduction and reproductive system. The human
muscular system.
102Phys Physiology(2) 3
By the end of the course the students should know: nerve
impulses, synapse and reflexes. Functions of urinary,
respiratory, digestive and endocrine systems. Fertilization
and its results. Nerve supply of human muscles.
102Comp Computer Application (2)1
The lesson will be started with a case study. Through this
process, student learn the features of the applications.
By the end of the course the student will be able to
know Access, Outlook, Front Page, Computer Network
and Internet Navigation, etc.
102HCB Health Care Basics 1
This course gives the learner an introductory view of
health care administration, general and specialized
hospitals and gives emphasis on primary health care in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Mother and infants care.
Vaccination in KSU.

College of Health Science for Men

102Eng Writing and Grammar 3
It’s a combined course. The grammar part exposes the
students to functional and communicative grammar
points. The writing parts seeks to develop the ability of
the students to write from the basics.
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About:

College of Health Science for Girls

The college of Health sciences was established
in 1413. Its functions were basically training
programmes supervised by the directorate general
for trainings and scholarship in the ministry of health,
and through cooperation with British universities.
The college was merged with the directorate
general and colleges in 1415. The college was
composed of the following divisions:- Nursing,
Midwifery, Mouth and teeth hygiene and Medical
Records. Duration of study is for semesters after
the completion of the preparatory year followed
by six month intensive training in different training
facilities such as:- Hospitals and health centers
An intensive academic and training system
for studying in the college was formed by special
committees, in addition to admission rules based on
which candidate female students are selected to join the
college. The college grants its students accommodation
and other benefits similar to those offered by the
other colleges and universities in the kingdom .Upon
graduation the student obtains an associate degree
certificate which qualified her to work in all government
and privet sectors. ȾAccording to ministerial decision
2387 dated 27/7/1429H was belong Riyadh female
college of Health sciences belonged to King Saud
University

Vision:
To graduate health professions practitioners
provide health care services with international
standards level after getting an intermediate
certificate which is the college seeking to develop
it’s programs to provide a bachelors degree in
specialty.

Mission:
Prepare a students as health professions
in different specialty with advanced academic
environment depends on curriculum critical thinking
,solving skills .

Aims:
Riyadh Female College of Health Sciences
set the following goals to be achieved to apply
education policy in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia:-

1.Raise the level of technical expertise and
professionalism of the students to graduate
as professional technicians with high level of
efficiency to help them keep in pace with the

development witnessed by their various health
sectors in kingdom and to fulfill the current and
future needs of the national labor force.

2.Doubling the number of graduates in the
technical specialties and achieve self-sufficiency
of scientifically and practically qualified Saudi
technicians to play their role effectively in various
health sectors with high efficiency.

3.Improve the educational level of health technical
cadres to cope with the increasing responsibilities
and tasks.

4. To open up new educational opportunities and
make advanced educational chances available for
high school graduate in health sciences fields.

5.Allow educational opportunities for the graduates
of health institutes who work in health sectors to
improve their training and practical standards.

6.Develop and upgrade the student technical
skills and sense of belongingness to their jobs.
And equip them with proper behavior through
practical training.

7.Try to influence the environment around the
college to raise health awareness among citizens
through coordination with the specialized
authorities in the area by seminars, lectures and
training courses, and by exchanging visits via non
curriculum activities.

Departments:
 Nursing
 Dental Assistant
 Medical Records
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Vision:
The nursing department is to graduate
technical nurses able to provide a qualit y
of nursing care in all health specialties.

Mission:
It is to prepare and graduate a technical nurses
who have a complete nursing skills for providing
a qualit y of patient care in collaboration with a
health team members according to curriculums
of sciences which had been studied and trained
for its.

About:

of educational media e.g. video films an CDs in a

Nursing department started with the beginning
of the health sciences collage for girls in Riyadh
scince 1414/1415 under supervision of ministry of
health.

different nursing specialties as medical surgical

Aims:
Technical Nursing Programme is designed to

Nursing skills lab faciliate and provide a high quality
educational process for nursing students.

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Abeer Eiweda

Assistant Prof.

Amany samy badawy

Assistant Prof.

Essmat A.hady Mansour

Assistant Prof.

prepare graduates are capable to work within

Helalia Shalabi Mohammed

Assistant Prof.

the health team, To assist individuals, families and

Nabila Taha Ahmmed

Assistant Prof.

Sahar mahammed zamzam

Assistant Prof.

Salwa El.sayed Ramadan

Assistant Prof.

groups of all ages in various health settings to
adapt to any alterations in the health status that
may lead to disease or disabilities, in addition to
work collaboratively with other health organizations
for the promotion of health and improvement the
quality of life.

Degrees:
Diploma in Intermediate university certificate

Landmarks:
The Nursing department has a 3 nursing skills
labs. It aims to prepare the nursing student for
nursing training on varieties of specialties in nursing
profession in the different health care sitting, e. g
hospitals.
Nursing skills labs were prepared by recent
advanced educational nursing models, medical
nursing equipment, supplies, apparatus, and
machines. Also , nursing skills labs had a variety

Study Plan:
Third Level
Code

Course Title

Hours

MIC202

Microbiology & Parapsychology 2 (2+0)

NUR 203 Fundamentals of Nursing

12(6+6)

BIO206

Biochemistry

2(2+0)

PSY 207

Psychology

2(2+0)

NUT 214 Nutrition

2(2+0)

Fourth Level
Code

Course Title

Hours

NUR 204 Basic Adult Care Nursing

10(4+6)

NUR 205 Mental Health Nursing

4(2+2)

PTH 208

Pathology

3(3+0)

PHR 210

Pharmacology

3(3+0)

College of Health Science for Girls

These department graduates qualified, well trained
nurses, eligible with Diploma of intermediate
university certificate.

nursing, pediatric nursing and maternity of nursing.
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span development of behavior, abnormal behavior

Fifth Level
Code

Course Title

Hours

NUR 301 Evidence Based Nursing

1(1+0)

NUR 302 Documentation Skills

1(1+0)

NUR 305 Advanced Adult Care Nursing

10(4+6)

NUR 306 Maternity Nursing

5(3+2)

TQM 310 Total Quality Management

1(1+0)

and its therapies, social behavior and individual
differences.
Previous requirement First year courses
Nut214 Nutrition2
Introduction to the science of nutrition – Study
the Nutrients ( carbohydrate, proteins, lipids,

Sixth Level
Code

vitamins, minerals and water), Functions, sources

Course Title

COM
Communication interpersonal
303
& skills
NUR 307 Pediatric Nursing

Hours
1(1+0)

and metabolism of main elements , Recognize
food needs of the vulnerable group .e.g.: adults,

7(3+4)

NUR 308 Community Health Nursing

5(3+2)

NUR 309 Nursing Management

2(2+0)

HED 323

2(2+0)

Health Education

and body needs of nutrients, Digestion, absorption

children, pregnant and lactating mothers and old
age group, Malnutrition diseases. Discuss the basic
food groups and its substitutes and the factors,
which affect the choosing of food .Identify types

Course Description

of diet therapy and the diet used for patients with

MIC 202 Microbiology & Parapsychology 2

different conditions.

Introduction to microbiology

Previous requirement First year courses

College of Health Science for Girls

(Bacteria , Normal microbial flora of the human ,Infection
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and Immunity , Pathogenic bacteria to human , Microbial

NUR301 Evidence Based Nursing1

killing ,Virology ,Parapsychology, Mycology )

This course emphasis on the requirement of

Previous requirement First year courses

nursing to become a research based profession and
evidence, based practice. It provides a concept of

NUR203 Fundamental of nursing 3 theory +12 practice

relevant to up to date research and strong evidence

The focuses of the course is to develop the pre-

for the attainment of good quality patient care.

requisite domains that necessitate to engage in the

Previous requirement all Nursing specialist

effective nursing practice, and to qualify the nurse
students to be an essential elements in the health team,

NUR 302 Documentation 1

these domains includes the intellectual, cognitive and

The graduate should be able to:

psychomotor.

Identify

Previous requirement English anatomy physiology and
nutrition

the

documentation,

Explain

the

documenting assessment, Implement documenting
nursing ,Discuss documentation evaluation ,Discuss
computerization of nursing information

Psy207 Psychology 2

Previous requirement 1st & 2nd year courses

Introduction to Psychology , A survey of basic
concepts and methods of psychology as a behavioral
science that seeks to develop an understanding
of the individual and social forces that influence

COM303 Communication & Interpersonal skills 1
The graduate should be able to:

Concepts of Learning and

Develop a concern in relation to responsible,

principles describing how ( human and non-human)

assertive, and , airing communication in nursing

change their behavior as a result of experience

,Apply concept of client-nurse relationship, Identify

.study intelligence and cognition, motivation and

impact of culture on communication, Discuss

emotion, memory, perception, health psychology,

concept of working together in groups Discuss how

social psychology, personality and the causes and

properly can expressing opinions

treatment of mental disorders. A study of life-

Previous requirement 1st & 2nd year courses

and direct behavior.
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NUR305 Advanced Adult Nursing Care 6
theory +12 practice

Nur 309 Nursing management 2

This course aims to provide the students with
knowledge and skills and attitude necessary to be
able to provide a nursing care for adult patients
who suffer from chronic illness, and in critical
care condition, and in the specialized care units
e.g., intensive care units, dialysis units, different
departments
as,
orthopedic,
neurosurgery,
oncology, medical and surgical departments.
Previous requirement Fundamental of nursing ,
Basic adult nursing care

principles of nursing management and the role of

This course introduces the student to theories and
the professional nurse in here set up. It also prepares
students for management and leader ship roles in
the nursing profession. The students are taught
management principles and functions to help them
to function well in the managerial positions. Topics
on organizing, delegating, planning, decision making
and critical thinking, communication, motivation and
evaluation further enhance the efficiency of the nursing

NUR 306 Maternity Nursing 3 theory + 6

student nurse in her future function. The above topics

practice

together with other related topics will help in achieving

A major objective of the course is to develop
the student’s clinical competence in the area of
maternity nursing by performing an assessment of
the bio – psychosocial need of the women during
child bearing period, formulate nursing diagnosis,
and develop educational plan and evaluate nursing
interventions. Opportunities are provided for
participant of student in clinical maternity ward,
newborn & gynecology field.
Previous requirementEnglish – physiology –
Anatomy – Pathology – Fundamental – Basic adult

the ultimate goal of the nursing department.
Previous requirement 1st & 2nd year courses
310 JOUD Total Quality Management 1
TQM monitoring process

HED 323 Health Education 2
The course started with definition of health, health
promotion and health education, then we analyzed
the fine approached of heath education program,

NUR 307 Pediatric Nursing 3 theory + 12 practice

aims & values in health promotion, who promote

The focus of the course is to care the child either sick

health list services which promotes health, identify

or well in the different developmental stages, stressing

health education concept’s and practices develop

the preventive and restorative intervention using the

educational objective, learn how to plan for a health

pediatric medical – surgical theories

education program, how to select in situational

Previous requirement English , physiology , Anatomy,

methods and materials, identify health promotion

Pathology, Fundamental.

needs and priorities, identify fundamental of
communication, helping people to learn, working

NUR 308 Community Health Nursing 3+2

with groups and finally helping people to wards

The graduate should be able to:

healthier living

Comprehend concept of Community Health Nursing,
Primary health care , and health promotion , Apply
principles of community assessment in relation to the
effect of socio-cultural and environmental factors ,
Implement activities to promote women, geriatric
and school students health , Discuss occupational
health hazardous and apply principles of safety
measures ,Apply principles of quality management
,Utilize available community resources,

Apply

concept of prevention from communicable diseases
Previous requirement

Fundamentals of Nursing

Advanced adult nursing Maternity Health nursing

Previous requirement English , Public health or
family medicine
Bio206

Biochemistry2

Understand and recognize the basic biochemical
concepts as will as being able to distinguish the
metabolism of proteins, lipids, carbohydrates and
nucleotides.

College of Health Science for Girls

Previous requirement First year courses

Understand the role of enzymes nucleotides and
other biochemical constituents.
Previous requirement First year courses
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Vision:
To graduate a dental assistant has the ability to
provide a dental health services with high international
standards in different dental specialty.

Mission:
To prepare a dental assistant through academic
environment depends on teaching and training by
using new education methods encourages research,
analysis and problem solving skills.

Aims:
This program aims at preparing and training
skillful and efficient technical staff in the field of dental
assistant with full awareness of theoretical knowledge
and scientific skills, in order to undertake the duties and
responsibilities stated in the job description adapted
by the civil service department and the detailed job
description mentioned of this program.

College of Health Science for Girls

About:

300

This department changed from dental hygiene
specialty to Dental Assistant in 1419-1420 H

Intermediate University Certificate

Landmarks:
Well equipped dental clinic, with a varieties of
dental instruments and materials, located in the college
which become easy access to staff and students

Faculty:
Rank

Program:
Internship training program

Third Level
Course Title

Hours

Fundamentals of dental
(assisting (2
(Oral radiology (2
(Infection control (2
Preventive Dentistry
Pathology
Pharmocology
Total

(1+1+0)2
3(2+1+0)
(1+1+0)2
(2+0+0)2
(2+0+0)2
19

Code

Course Title

Hours

301 DEN
303 NUT
304 DEN
310 TQM

Dental specialties (1)
Nutrition
Community Dentistry
Total Quality Management
Total

8(4+4+0)
2(2+0+0)
4(2+2+0)
1(1+0+0)
15

DEN 204
DEN 206
DEN 208
DEN 210
PTH 211
PHR 212

(4+4+0)8

Code

Course Title

Hours

302 DEN
306 NUT
308 DEN
320 HED

Dental specialties (2)
Dental Case Study
Emergency in Dentistry
Health Education
Total

10(4+6+0)

2(2+0+0)
3(2+1+0)
1(1+0+0)
16

Course Description

Study Plan:
201 DEN Dental anatomy
202 NUT Microbiology
Fundementals of Dental
203 DEN
Assisting (1)
205 DEN Oral Radiology (1)
207 DEN Infection Control (1)
209 DEN Dental Terminology
Total

Course Title

Sixth Level

Amal Saeed AL-Qahtani
Reham Abdul Rahman AL-Babtain
T. Feryal Mohamed AL-Tuhifi

Code

Code

Fifth Level

Degree:

Faculty Member

Fourth Level

Hours
2(1+1+0)
2(2+0+0)
8(4+4+0)
4(2+2+0)
3(2+1+0)
1 (1+0+0)
20

201DEN Dental Anatomy 2
Studying the head and neck anatomy with focusing
on structures, morphology, and functions of the
teeth, and will be placed on histological and
embryological development for primary and
permanent teeth and supporting structures.
Recognize the clinical manifestations of the mouth
and teeth , the occlusion and malocclusion of
jaws.
Prerequisite Foundation Year
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202MIC Microbiology 2

211PATH Pathology 2

Fundamentals aspects of microbiology and immunology. The microbial
cell, its morphology, physiology, and genetics. Emphasis on antigen
and antibody, immune response, resistance and hypersensitivities.
Study of major infectious disease caused by virus, bacteria.
Prerequisite Foundation Year

Study of specific pathologic processes, repair, healing and
regressive changes, immunity and immunodeficiency diseases.
Types of oral lesions developmental conditions, diseases of
bacterial and viral origin, and neoplasms of the oral cavity.
Prerequisite 203 DEN, 201 DEN, 202 MIC.

203DEN Fundamentals of Dental Assisting ( I ) 8

212PHR Pharmacology 2

Study the history of dentistry, and dental assistant. Identify
the dental office area, staff responsibilities, ethics, legal aspects
in dentistry and data gathering. Understand the dental
abbreviation, clock work concept, instruments exchange, oral
evacuation, and dental clinic maintenance.
Prerequisite Foundation Year

Classifications and varieties of drugs, pharmacologic effects,
adverse reactions, usual indications and contraindications.
Discussion of drugs utilized to treat common diseases.
Pharmacokinetics of local and general anesthetic agents, and
the use of antiseptic and disinfectant.
Prerequisite 101 APH, 102 APH, 211 PATH

205DEN Oral Radiology (I) 4

301DEN Dental specialties I8

Studying the concepts of radiation history, physics, hazards, and
protection.Dental X-ray equipment, films, image characteristics
and film processing. Technique of intraoral X-ray (Paralleling and
bisecting angle techniques)
Prerequisite Foundation Year

Study the basic principles of restorative, periodontic,
prosthodontic, and endodontic dentistry. The instruments and
dental materials used in these specialty.
Prerequisite 203DEN, 204DEN, 205DEN, 206DEN, 210DEN

303NUT Nutrition 2
Describe the oral pathogenic organisms and infectious
diseases their transmission in the dental clinic. Identify specific
personal equipment that is used to protect patients and
dental Practitioner, and how processing the dental instruments
and equipment. Immunization and differentiate between
disinfection and sterilization.
Prerequisite Foundation Year

209DEN Dental Terminology 1
Study Dental terminology in different specialties in dentistry
and dental materials. General medical terminology,
Prerequisite Foundation year and English Course

The course descript principles of nutrition, skills in dite analysis
and patient counseling. Nutritional management for patients
with oral diseases.
Prerequisite Foundation year

304DEN Community Dentistry 4
Study of epidemiological concepts, trends in oral diseases,
research assessment tools, and strategies to improve public
assess to oral health care. Planning, implementation and
evaluation of a dental health care program in the community.
Presentation of projects to the society.
Prerequisite201DEN, 211PTH, 210DEN, 303NUT

310TQM Total Quality Management 1
204DEN Fundamentals of Dental Assisting (II) 8
Recognize oral diagnosis and treatment plan, restorative
dentistry and impression materials. Behavioral psychology and
communication skill with normal patients or special needs patients.
Prerequisite 201 DEN, 211 PTH, 202 MIC, 205 DEN, 203 DEN

Identify QM(definition,principles,myth,strateg ) & Management
functions, Quality tools and quality ndicators , committees
(Quality Management Application), Accreditations, QM standard
, Utilization management and Improving performance.
Prerequisite Foundation year

206DEN Oral Radiology II 2

302DEN Dental specialties II 10

Advanced dental radiographic and related procedures including
exposure and technique errors, occlusal and localization
techniques, normal anatomy, panoramic films and radiography,
extraoral radiography and digital radiography. Radiography
for patients with special needs, introduction to radiographic
interpretation: dental caries, periodontal disease, trauma and
pulpal and periapical lesions.
Prerequisites 203 DEN, 205 DEN, 202 MIC

This course enable the student to know about oral and
maxillofacial surgeries, pedodontics, orthodontics, prosthodntics
and learn about basic principles of dental implants.
Prerequisite 301DEN,304DEN

208DEN Infection Control II 3
Study of laboratory and radiographic asepsis, occupational
management when exposure to HIV, Hepatitis C or Hepatitis B
Virus. Infection control and TB prevention guidelines according
to Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in dentistry. Management
of wastes safely.
Prerequisite 207 DEN, 202 MIC, 203 DEN

210DEN Preventive Dentistry 2
Identify dental plaque, calculus and stains. Plaque
control and preventive measures from dental diseases
such as tooth brushing, flossing, using of inter-dental
aids, and fissure sealants. Systemic and topical fluoride
application.
Prerequisite 203 DEN, 202 MIC, 207 DEN, 201 DEN

306DEN Dental case study 2
In this course enables the student to remain up to date in the
field of dentistry and dental assisting by letting them to study
one of the cases that they are dealing with during their practical
session.
Prerequisite 301DEN, 304DEN, 308DEN, 212PHR

308DEN Emergency in dentistry 3
Familiarity with critical steps in prevention, preparation, early
recognition and appropriate management of common medical
emergencies in the dental office.
Prerequisite 301DEN, 211PTH, 212PHR

320HED Health education I 1
Study of the historical, philosophical and scientific roots
of the health education and its goods objectives and field,
methodologies and technologies, how to plan for health
education activities in community.
Prerequisite 304DEN , 210DEN

College of Health Science for Girls

207DEN Infection Control (I) 3
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About:
Medical record department started in 1427-1428H
with 27 students.
The next year 1428-1429 there were 8 students enrolled
in the department , and 38 students in the academic year
1429-1430H .
Medical Record department specialized in managing
medical record to improve quality Health care services
and . Medical Records Department is combining between
health science and information technology, ,statistics,
and health administration. ȼQuantitative Methods
With the global rapid improvement in every field especially
in exchanging data between health organizations and
insurance companies, all these challenges increase the
needs to highly competent medical record technicians.

College of Health Science for Girls

Mission:

302

Medical Record Department provide the students
with the required skills, knowledge and appropriate
training which conducted by professional faculty to
enable the students to practice their job as medical
record technician in order to serve the patients and
healthcare organization according to accredited Quality
Healthcare standards.

Faculty Members:

Vision:

Program:

We are committed to perform the leadership role
in providing the market with qualified professional
technicians in Medical Record

Medical Records Technician

Aim

Medical Record technician Program Include 2 stages :

1. Provide work culture which develop enthusiasm
and inspire participation
2. maintain Work ethics and Compliance with Islamic
religion principles
3. Using advanced technology and its applications
4. learning the required skills in research & statistics
5. Coordinate and cooperate with the health team in
the organization to provide excellent health services

Landmarks:
Lab
Medical Records Department is utilizing its lab facilities
for providing practical training on courses as:
 Advanced bio statistics,
 Filling system,
 Medical record forms
 Medical coding.
Medical Record Department lab is equipped with
16 PC computers in which SPSS soft ware program is
installed. This is useful for giving practical on Advanced
bio statistics course. Movable rack & Medical Records
samples are used to demonstrate a model filling area as
well as bar coding machine & paper shredder.

Faculty Members

Rank

Deepa A. Naid
Huda R.Al-Rasheed
Nawal A. Al-Essa
Nora Al-Afeed

About:
1. Foundation Year; preparation year (2 semesters)
Focus on essential science and other academic
requirements.
2. Specialised study ; 2 years and a half (5 semesters )
focus on studying medical record specialized science
and field training in medical records department
in university hospitals and other governmental
hospitals.
When the student successfully complete the program ,
she will acquire High Diploma Degree as a medical
record technician after the completion of 6 months
training (24 weeks) as intensive internship program .
This training will allow the student to practice as a Hospital
staff t under Medical Record department supervision in
order to gain practical and professional experience in
accredited health organizations.

Degree:
Graduated student acquired a diploma in medical
records & can work as a Medical Records Technician.

Study Plan:
Second Year / First Semester
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Third Level
Course Title
Health Education
Communication Skills
Psychology
Introduction to Medical
213 SCR
Secretary
Introduction to Health
214 ADM
Administration
Introduction to Medical
215 TRM
Terminology
Introduction to Medical
216 MRC
Records Science
Total

Hours
1 ( 1+0 )
4 ( 3+1 )
3 ( 3+0 )
4 ( 3+1)
3 ( 3+0 )
3 ( 3+0)
3 ( 3+0 )
21

Fourth Level
Code
ECN
222 INF
223 MRC
224 EPI

Course Title
Health Economics
Health Information System
Medical Records Forms
Epidemiology
Medical Terminology for
225 TRM
Diseases & Clinical Investigations
226 COP Computer Applications
Total

Hours
3 ( 3+0 )
4 ( 3+1 )
4 ( 3+1)
3 ( 3+0)
3 ( 3+0 )
2 ( 0+2)
19

Third Year First Semester
Fifth Level
Code
TQM
312 STA
313 TRM
314 MRC
315 MRC

Course Title
Total Quality Management
Advance Bio-Statistics
Pharmaceutical Terminology
Classification of Diseases
Medical Records Filing System
Total

Hours
3 ( 3+0 )
4 ( 3+1 )
4 ( 3+1)
5 ( 4+1)
4 ( 3+1 )
19

Sixth Level
Code

Course Title
Health Professional Ethics and
ETH
law
Medical Records
322 MRC
Documentation
Diseases, Operations &
323 MRC
Procedures Coding
Problem Solving and Decision
324 ADM
Making
331 TRA Field Training
Total

Hours
2 ( 2+0 )
4 ( 4+0)
4 ( 3+1)

211 COM Communication Skills 4
1. Master the Basic Concepts of Communications
and Learn to Communicate Effectively, orally, in
Writing, and in Presentation Format.
2. Communicate Properly (Professionally) with
Patient and his Relatives.
3. Understand the Methods of Patient Approach
and Consultation.
4. Communicate Properly (Professionally) with other
health team members.
5. Improve interpersonal communication skills.
6. Develop effective style and techniques for
different field situations
212 PSY Psychology 3
1. Develop insight into the Pt. needs, motivations,
feelings and behavior and to become more
empathetic to them.
2. Understand their own behavior particularly in
relation to their work situation.
3. Know and understand human interactions,
different types of personality, learning, motivation,
emotion, behavior modifications, effects on
hospitalization and other related knowledge.
4. Widen their view by caring for the whole patient rather
than be concerned with only physical symptoms.
5. Assess intelligent behavior in their patients
and understand the level of I.Q. and apply this
knowledge in patient care and education.
6. Identify the extreme emotional reactions of young
children as well as elderly patients.
7. Identify the defense mechanisms used by normal
and mentally ill patients and be able to recognize
their feelings and needs.
8. Understand the psychological forces, which
precipitate mental disorders and aggravate
physical sickness.
Prerequisite Course(s) Foundation Year Courses
213 SCR Introduction to Medical Secretary 4

2 ( 2+0)

1. Comprehend

2 ( 0+2)
18

2. Recognize

Course Description
Second Year / First semester ( Third Level)

the work of medical secretary
including responsibilities and practice.
the structure of various medical
departments in hospitals and other areas of health
care provision.

3. Develop

210 HED Health Education 1
1. Explain the Importance of health behavior as a
contributor to current health problems.

4.

competencies such as skills and tasks
of searching, typing, producing flyers, filling,
Dictaphone transcription, screening, telephone
calls, appointments, liaising with clients, patients
and other staff members.
Capable of supervising, training and ordering
staff members.

College of Health Science for Girls

Code
210 HED
211COM
212 PSY

2. Describe the elements of at least two behavior
change theories and their applicability to
developing health education/health promotion
programs.
3. Describe at least three intervention methods and
their applicability to successful health education/
health promotion programs.
4. Demonstrate skills in planning a health behavior
change program by completing a written needs
assessment successfully.
Prerequisite Course(s) Foundation Year Courses

303
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214 ADM Introduction to Health Administration 3
1. Describe the management’s nature and purpose.
2. Name the major various approaches and theory
of management.
3. Identify, analyze and discuss major contemporary
health care policy issues.

College of Health Science for Girls

215 TRM Introduction to Medical Terminology 3
1. Explain the importance of learning healthcare
terminology.
2. State the derivation of most health care terms.
3. Explain the different categories of health terms
used in the diagnostic/treatment process.
4. Recognize, recall and apply healthcare terms
related to the anatomy and physiology of the
human systems.
5. Recognize, recall and apply healthcare terms
related to the pathology of the human systems.
6. Recognize, recall and apply healthcare terms
related to therapeutic interventions of the human
systems.
7. Recognize and recall combining forms, prefixes
and suffixes.
8. Demonstrate the ability to read and create reports
utilizing standard English medical terminology.
9. Demonstrate the ability to analyze and predict
the probable meaning of English medical terms
previously not encountered.

304

216 MRC Introduction to Medical Records 3
1. Understand the historical background of medical
records administration & technology.
2. Understand
medical
records
definition,
importance and objectives.
3. Understand the main functions of medical records.
4. Familiarized with the sources of hospital
information.
Second Year / Second semester ( Fourth Level)
221 ECN Health Economics 3
1. Differentiate Between Quality And Quantity
Of Medical Care.
2. Have Good Background About Health Care
Market And Health Insurance.
Prerequisite Course(s) Foundation Year Courses
222 INFHealth Information System 4
1. Relate Systems And Management Theories
To Applications Found In Health Settings And
Compare The Best Of International Practices.
2. Explain How Technology Interrelates And Affects
Healthcare Organizations.
3. Overview A Complete Coverage Of All Aspects
Of Information Technology As It Relates To The
Healthcare Industry.
4. Overview Healthcare System Types, Planning,
Methodology, System Security, Networks And
Communications, And Increasing Role Of The
Internet In All Facets Of Healthcare.
223 MRC Medical Records Forms 4
1. Understand the content of medical records.
2. Familiarized with medical record forms.
3. Understand the design concepts of medical
forms.

224 EPI Epidemiology 3
1. Learn The Basic Concepts Of Epidemiology.
2. Understand The Principles Of Disease Prevention
And Control.
3. Understand Communicable Diseases Prevention
And Control.
4. Understand Non- Communicable Diseases
Prevention And Control.
225 TRM Medical Terminology for Diseases & Clinical
Investigations 3
1. Recognize, Recall, applies medical terms related to
diseases
2. Recognized, Recall, applies medical terms related
to clinical investigations
3. Demonstrate the ability to transcript the above
medical terminology
226 COP Computer Applications 2
1. Be Certified On ICDL.
2. Recognized, Recall, Applies, And Competent Of
All Microsoft Office Applications.
3. Demonstrate The Ability To Use The Internet And
Intranet In A Professional Manner.
4. To familiarize with the personal computer
and make students comfortable using it as a
productivity tool.
5. Emphasizes a hands-on approach and encourages
students to experiment.
Third Year / First semester ( Fifth Level)
311 TQM Total Quality Management 3
Demonstrate practical skills in TQM monitoring process.
312 STA Advance Bio-Statistics 4
1. Use the SPSS application.
2. Use inferential statistics as tools help answer
research questions.
3. Develop an understanding of hypothesis testing
and probability theory.
4. Compute t-tests, analysis of variance, and
correlations with competence .
5. Select statistical tests that are appropriate for
particular research designs.
6. Emphasize statistic examples and applications
from the health science fields.
7. Critically evaluate the results of scientific studies.
8. Design, conduct, and analyze a scientific research
study.
313 TRM Pharmaceutical Terminology 3
1. Recognize, Recall, and apply medical terms related
to medications, and drugs.
1. Demonstrate the ability to transcript and dictate
the above medical terms.
314 MRC Classification of Diseases 5
1. Understand the importance of coding for health
care facilities .
2. Understand the purposes of coding .
3. Identify the difference between the three volumes
of ICD-9-CM .
4. Understand the components of each volumes.
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315 MRC Medical Records Filing System 4
1. Describe serial, unit and serial – unit numbering
and compare the advantages and disadvantages
of each system.
2. Compare centralized and decentralized filing
system.
3. Given a serial of six- digit numbers, the numbers
to be placed in sequence according to straight
numeric, terminal digit and middle digit filing.
Prerequisite Course(s) The Previous Third and Fourth
Level courses
Third Year / Second semester ( Sixth Level)
321 ETH Health Professional Ethics and law 2
1. Describe the role of the director of the Medical
record department in court proceedings involving
patient’s medical records.
2. Analyses a form for authorization of release of
patient information to determine all essential
items are included.
3. Device medical record police and procedures for
the release of confidentiality patient information
to patient and the authorized representatives,
government , agencies, law enforcement officials.
322 MRC Medical Records Documentation 4
1. State the purpose of the medical records.
2. Apply good forms design principle to the
development of medical record.
3. Describe the problem oriented Medical Record.
4. The Concepts of Documentation Analyses .
323 M RC Diseases, Operations & Procedures
Coding 4
1. Understand the Importance of Coding for Health
Care facilities .
2. Understand the Purposes of Coding .
3. Identify the Difference between the three Volumes
of ICD-9-CM .
4. Understand the Components of each Volume.
5. Code Diseases Depending on the ICD-9-CM.
6. Accelerate the Time of Coding Through the
Training Period.
7. Assure the Accuracy of Codes.
324 ADM Health Insurance 4
1. Master the basic concepts of Health Insurance.
2. Recognize the impact of Insurance on health.
3. Understand the aspects of Health Insurance.
4. Identify the Transaction of Health Insurance.
5. Understanding, dealing, and Coordination of
Insurance Contracts & Managed Care.
325 ADM Problem Solving and Decision Making 2
1. Covers the latest decision making theories and
practices used by managers and organizations.
2. Understands guides to the concepts and

applications of decision making . not only enhance
your DM design and development capabilities, it
also shows how DM can enhance organizational
goals and the impact DM have throughout
organizations and all levels of management.
3. Examples and cases are drawn from actual
health organizations decision making, problem
solving, support, analysis, decision support
system development, knowledge management,
knowledge acquisition, validation, knowledge
representation , inference techniques and
applications.
331 TRA Field Training 2
1. Realize the content of Medical Records.
2. Familiarized with Medical Record Forms.
3. Distinguish the design concepts of Medical Record
Forms.
4. Recognize the Medical Record definition,
importance and objectives.
5. Familiarized with the sources of hospital
information.
6. Describe the problem oriented Medical Record.
7. Comprehend the concepts of documentation
analyses and tools.
8. Recognize the importance and the purpose of
coding for health care facilities.
9. Identify the International Classification of Diseases
and Medical Procedures.
10. Accelerate the time of coding thought the training
period.
11. Be familiar with the centralized and decentralized
filing system.
Prerequisite Course(s) The Previous (1 – 5 ) Academic
Semesters
Medical Records Internship
1. Realize the content of Medical Records.
2. Familiarized with Medical Record Forms.
3. Distinguish the design concepts of Medical Record
Forms.
4. Recognize the Medical Record definition,
importance and objectives.
5. Familiarized with the sources of hospital information.
6. Describe the problem oriented Medical Record.
7. Comprehend the concepts of documentation
analyses and tools.
8. Recognize the importance and the purpose of
coding for health care facilities.
9. Identify the International Classification of Diseases
and Medical Procedures.
10. Accelerate the time of coding thought the training
period.
11. Be familiar with the Centralized and Decentralized
Filing System.
Prerequisite Course(s) The Previous (1 – 6 )
Academic Semesters

College of Health Science for Girls

5. Code diseases depending on the ICD-9-CM.
6. Accelerate the time of coding through the training
period.
7. Assure the accuracy of codes.
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Contact:
College of Medicine
College of Medicine & University Hospitals
P.O. Box 245 Riyadh 11411
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Fax: +966-1-4775524
Tel No : +966-1-4786100
Board in the College and to train graduate Saudi
To educate and train future health professionals in
an innovative learning environment.

 To explore new areas of research and produce
significant scientific contributions to the world.

 To provide high quality compassionate healthcare
to the Saudi society.

 To integrate education, research, and healthcare
in an inclusive environment.

doctors, as well as to provide preparation for their
higher studies and specialization in different medical
disciplines.

Aims:
 To develop doctors who possess knowledge,
skills and attitudes that will insure that they
are competent to practice Medicine safely and
effectively.

 To ensure that graduates have appropriate

Vision:

foundation for lifelong learning and further
training in any branch of Medicine.

College of Medicine

To be a leading medical school and health care
provider that makes a major impact on health in Saudi

 To help graduates develop to be critical thinkers

Arabia and contributes significantly to the science and

and problem solvers when managing health

practice of medicine worldwide.

About:

problems in the community of Saudi Arabia.

Landmarks:

King Saud University’s College of Medicine was

Research center had been incorporated in

established in 1387H (1967) according to a Royal

1397 H for execution of several applied clinical

Decree issued by King Faisal (may Allah bless his soul)

and scientific researches in relation to the field

as per ministers Council decree number 465 dated

of medicine and healthcare. This is processed in

09/06/1383 H

cooperation w ith entities such as King A bdul-

Actual study in the College had commenced in

A ziz Cit y for Science and Technolog y. Such

1389 H. The selection of members for the Teaching

entities supported researched done in Saudi

Board and supervision of examinations were done

Arabia through organization of seminars and

cooperatively between the faculty and London

symposia on current researches there is an

University until 1399 H. Then the College started

ev ident contribution to development of medical

making agreements with different universities in

education for professional as well as students in

America, Canada and U.K. to support this Academic

the same domains.
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Year 2

Departments:
Anatomy
Physiology
Anesthesia
Oathology
Family and Community Medicine
Obs-Gynecology
Ophthalmology
ENT
Pediatrics
Surgery
Orthopedics
Dematology
Radiology
Psychology
Biochemistry
Pharmacology

Course Name Duration
Professionalism

Hrs.

Longitudinal over the year

6

CNS/Special senses/
12 weeks
Mental health

12

Gastrointestinal

4 weeks

4

Reproductive

6 weeks

6

Endocrine

6 weeks

6

Islamic studies 1

6 weeks

6

Islamic studies 2

Second Semester

2



General block design:

Didactic ( not more than 10 didactic
sessions per week)


Small group case base learning (2 sessions per week)

Programs:


Self directed learning (2 sessions per week)

Bachelor Degree in Medicine & Surgery


Skills lab sessions with simulated patients exposure (2
sessions per week)

Phase 1: Preparatory Year:
First Semester

Phase 3: Foundation of Clinical Medicine
Hrs

Computer Skills

3

Principles of Math

2

Communication skills
English 1

Year 2
Course Name Duration

Hrs.

2

395 CMED

Medical Ethics

3

8

304 CMED

Medical Research

6

Health Informatics

2
4

341 MED

Community Medicine
Forensic Medicine and
Toxicology
Internal Medicine

351 SURG

General Surgery

8

365 RAD

Medical Radiology

2


Second Semester

311 COMM

Course Name

Hrs

Medical Statistics

2

Biology

3

General Physics

3

Organic Chemistry

2

English for medical fields

8

321 FORM

2
10

Phase 4: (Clinical Clerkships)



Phase 2: Basic Integrated Human Systems

Course Name Duration

Year 1

Hrs.

044 CMED

Clinical Practice

4

Course Name Duration

Hrs.

452 SURG

Orthopedics

6

Learning Skills

Longitudinal over the year

2

421 COMM

Primary Health Care

6

Foundation

10 weeks

10

431 ORL

ENT

4

Cardiovascular

7 weeks

7

432 OPT

Opthalmology

4

Respiratory

4 weeks

4

393 DEM

Dermatology

2

Renal

4 weeks

4

462 PSYG

Psychiatry

4

Musculoskeletal 6 weeks

6

481 GYN

OB/GYN

11

Islamic studies 1 First Semester

2

441 MED

Internal Medicine

11

Islamic studies 2 Second Semester

2

College of Medicine

Course Name
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451 SURG

General Surgery and
Anesthesiology

11

472 PED

Pediatrics

11

Phase 5: Internship
Rotation

Duration

Internal Medicine

8 weeks

Surgery

8 weeks

OB/GYN

8 weeks

Pediatrics

290

2

Immunity

205

4

Pharmacology 1

231

4

Physiology 2

132

Third Year Medicine
Course Title

Code

4

Community medicine

311

8 weeks

2

Forensic Medicine & Toxics

321

Emergency Medicine

8 weeks

10

Internal Diseases

341

Elective

8 weeks

1

Medicament

301

2

Medical Researches

304

3

Muslim Doctor's Ethics

395

4

Pharmacology 2

232

2

Radiology

365

8

Surgical diseases

351

1

Human behaviour

303

Unified Program for Health Colleges
First Semester

Units

Course Title

Code

2

Linguistic Skills

101

2

Introduction to Islamic culture

101

2

Listening & Speaking

131

2

Reading

132

2

Writing

133

2

Biostatics

106

Second Semester

College of Medicine

Medical terminology in Arabic

Units

First Program:

310

2

Fourth Year Medicine
Units

Course Title

Code

6

Primary Health Care

421

6

Orthopedic Surgery

452

4

General clinical practice

044

Units

Course Title

Code

11

Genecology and delivery

481

3

Histology

120

4

Ophthalmology diseases

432

7

External Anatomy 1

121

2

Embryology

123

4

ENT diseases

431

2

Arabic Editing

103

4

Psychiatric medicine

462

2

Economic system in Islam

103

2

Dermatology

393

2

Basics of political system in Islam

104

10

Physiology 1

131

8

Medical Biochemistry 1

141

1

Genetics

105

Second Year Medicine
Units

Course Title

Code

2

Anatomy of the head, neck &
nerves
Islam and society building

10

Pathology

211

6

Medical Microbiology

221

4

Medical Biochemistry 1

142

4

124
102

Fifth Year Medicine
Units

Course Title

Code

11

Practicing internal medicine

441MED

11

Pediatrics

473PED

11

Practicing general surgery and
anesthesia

451SURG
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Vision:
In accord with the mission of the School of Medicine,
the Department of Anatomy will provide high quality
teaching of Anatomical Sciences to Medical Students
and other students in other faculties as needed. The
Department will conduct basic research and will foster
an intellectual environment that encourages a sense
of inquiry. The Department will carry out its service
responsibilities to the University and to other Medical
schools in K.S.A.

To help achieve these goals, the Department will
maintain a working environment conducive to the
professional and personal well-being of every member
of the Department, and it will promote academic
relationships with other Colleges and Departments
that will help achieve the goals of teaching and
research excellence at K.S.U University –College of
Medicine.

About:
We are a basic Science Department in the
College of Medicine at King Saud University. We
try to provide the most comprehensive information
about us to better serve our visitors, faculty, staff,
and students.

Aims:
Our aim is excellence in teaching and research,
within a working environment that is welcoming and
supportive for both students and staff. Among our
recent developments is the change from classical
teaching to system based curriculum teaching for
all courses in the pre-medical stage. We teach many
courses of Gross Anatomy and Basic Histology for
Pharmacy, Nursing and Applied Medical Sciences
students. In addition, we teach Neuroscience courses
to Applied Medical Sciences students with the

Landmarks:
1. Two rooms of the autopsy.
2. Laboratory of Histology (for education purposes).
3. Museum of Anatomy and Embryology.
4. Plant stem cell research.
5. Plant tissue culture.
6. Plant Molecular Biology.
7. Histology Research Laboratory

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Dr. Musaed A. AlFayez
Dr. Gamila M. Hafiz ElMedany
Dr. Saeed M. Aly Abu El Makarem
Dr. Sanaa A. Al-Sharawi
Dr.A. Fathalla Ibrahim ElFouhil
Dr.Aly Mohamed Ahmed
Dr. Abdullah M. AlDahmash
Dr. Mohammed M. Khan
Dr. Mohammed S. Vohra
Dr. Zeenat Fatima Zaidi
Dr. Tahani AlMatrafi
Dr. Amal Hamoud Al-Rabiah
Dr. Fatima Hanem Mustafa Kamal
Dr. Khalid S. Keraida
Dr. Noha Ali Saleh Al-Shuwayer
Dr. Waleed A. Zaher

Chairman
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer

Course Description:
120 ANAT Human Histology 3(2+1)
This course aims at enhancing study of cell structure
microscopic anatomy with the aid of light and electron
microscopy.

121 ANAT Human Histology 7(3+4)
 Introduction of medical terminology, ostelogy,
mycology, arthrology, angiology.

 Gross morphology of upper limbs and lower
limbs with clinically relevant information on nerve
injuries, joint injuries, dermatomes, collaterial
circulation, osteology of limbs.

123 ANAT Human Embryology 2(2+0)

 Introduction to the structure of male and female

College of Medicine

Mission:

gonads, ovarian and uterine cycles.

 Formation & maturation of ova and permatozoa.
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Vision:
The Department is firmly committed to excellence
in education as well as outstanding research. We are
determined to grow the intellect of our undergraduate
and postgraduate students by providing excellent
teaching and research facilities.

Mission:
The

Department

clinical departments. The Department of Physiology
participates

in

teaching

offers undergraduate programs leading to a Bachelor

physiology to undergraduate study program of

of Science degree, and graduate programs leading to

medicine by offering general and advance physiology

a Master’s and PhD Degree.

courses for the medical students and other medical
disciplines i.e. dental, Pharm. D. pharmacy, nursing
and allied health sciences students. In addition,
the staff members in the department participate
in teaching the physiology part of various systems
during the second and third year of the program in
the School of Medicine.
Establishment of research units in different aspect of
Physiology with special interest for health problems
related to the community.

College of Medicine

About:
The Department of Physiology is one of the basic
health sciences departments in the Faculty of Medicine,
King Saud University, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia.
The department of physiology was established
in 1391 (1971) and since its establishment, it is
concerned with academic and research activities.
Department is also supervising department of

 The Educational Objective of the department is
to provide up to date information on physiology
to basic health science professional students
in the medical, dental, pharmacy, and allied
health programs, and advance information to
postgraduate students.
 The Research Objective of the department is
to increase knowledge and understanding of
physiological function and applied aspects related
to human health and disease. An essential part of
our research is to achieve new information in the
field of physiology that will be helpful to better
cure various human disease.
 Performance of applied medical research in
pathophysiology of commonly occurring diseases
in Saudi Arabia.
 Offering consultation to government health
department and research institutes.

physiology in female college in Malaz in addition to
supervising clinical physiology department in King
Khalid and King AbdulAziz teaching hospitals. The
department is also teaching physiology in dental
school other colleges in addition to the post graduate
course offering MSc and PhD program in physiology

 Providing diagnostic service through clinical
physiology laboratory in King Khalid and King
Abdulaziz hospitals.
 Preparation of qualified medical physiology faculty
through both master and doctorate programs.

with the collaboration of post graduate medical
center in college of medicine. The department also
actively participates in other activities like meeting,

312

Aims:

seminars, conferences etc with other basic and

Degrees:
Undergraduate Program
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Course Description:

PSL- 131
This course was designed to provide medical students
the basic knowledge in physiology of cardiovascular
system, respiratory system, digestive system, nerve and
muscle, renal system, endocrine system, reproductive
system. This course was planned to be taught in
complete one academic year.


PSL-132
This course was designed to provide medical students
the basic knowledge in physiology of Nervous system,
Which includes physiology of central nervous system,
peripheral nervous system, as well as part of clinical
physiology which include EEG, EMG and EVP tests.
Course was planned to be taught in complete one
academic year.

students in the nursing College, which include courses
in the Circulatory, Blood, Respiratory, Gastrointestinal,
nerve and muscle, Renal, Endocrine and Reproductive
physiology. This
CLS-202
This curriculum was designed to provide the I
important knowledge in medical physiology to
students in the nursing College, which include courses
in the Circulatory, Blood, Respiratory, Gastrointestinal,
nerve and muscle, Renal, Endocrine and Reproductive
physiology. This curriculum was designed to be covered
in one complete semester.

Landmarks:
1. Teaching Laboratories
2. Research Laboratories
3. Phagocytic Laboratory

PCOL-215
This Curriculum was designed to offer Pharmacy
students the basic knowledge in Medical Physiology
which includes courses, in Cellular. Cardiovascular,
blood, Respiratory, Central nervous system and Muscle
Physiology. This curriculum was planned to be covered
in one complete semester

COLLEGE OF MEDICAL AND APPLIED SCIENCE
CLS-224
This Curriculum was designed to offer Pharmacy
students in the college of Medical Applied sciences the
basic knowledge in Medical Physiology, which include
courses in the Cardiovascular, Nervous, Respiratory,
Gastrointestinal, Nervous, Muscle, Renal, Endocrine and
Reproductive Physiology. This curriculum was designed
to be covered in one complete semester.

COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
PSL-113
This Curriculum was designed to provide Dental
students basic knowledge in Medical Physiology,
which include courses in the Cardiovascular, blood,
Respiratory, Gastrointestinal, Nervous, Muscular, Renal,
Endocrine and Reproductive Physiology. This curriculum
was designed to be covered in one academic year.
PSL-511
This curriculum was designed to provide advanced
knowledge in physiology courses to students specialized
in Maxillofacial surgery.

COLLEGE OF NURSING
CLS-202
This curriculum was designed to provide the I
important knowledge in medical physiology to

4. Coagulation Laboratory
5. Cardiovascular Laboratory
6. Electrophysiology Laboratory
7. Center for Autism Studies
8. Neurophysiology Laboratory at King Abdul Aziz
University Hospital

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Dr. Abeer AbdulMoati Olayan

Vice Dean

Dr. Abdulmajed Al Drees

Dept. Chairman

Dr. Laila Y. ALAyadhi

Professor

Dr. Sultan Ayoub Meo

Professor

Prof. Abdel Galil M. Abdel Gader

Professor

Prof. Ashraf Hussain

Professor

Dr. Eman Abd El Azeem El Eter

Associate Prof.

Dr. Faten Abdulhady Zakareia

Associate Prof.

Dr. Mohammed Abdullah Alzoghaibi Associate Prof.
Dr. Taha Sadig Ahmed

Associate Prof.

Dr. Tarig Ahmed Abdul Rahman

Associate Prof.

Dr. Aida Abdelhamid Korish

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Fawziah Abdullah Saad Al-Rouq

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Khalid Abdullah Al-Regaiey

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Laila AlDokhi

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Mona M. Abdul-Hafeez Soliman

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Nervana M.K. Bayoumy

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Sitelbanat Ali Awadalla

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Syed Shahid Habib

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Syed Aftab Omar

Lecturer

Dr. Abdurahman M. Alhowikan

Demonstrator

Dr. Thamer A. AL-Sufayan

Demonstrator

Dr. Zahoor Ali Shaikh

Demonstrator

College of Medicine

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
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Vision:
Anaesthesia Department in King Khalid University
Hospital will be a leader in Perioperative Care and
Pain Management Services and to be recognized as
World Class Training and Research Center.

Mission:
 Provide the highest quality of perioperative
care and pain management to all patients by
highly qualified staff.
 Assurance of patient’s safety.
 Educate the students, residents and fellows.

Course Description:
044|CMED (Credit hours: 4)

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Prof. Ahmed A. Turkistani

Chairman,

Prof. Abdulhamid H. Al Saeed

Professor

Prof. Amer B. Channa

Professor

Dr. Tariq A. AlZahrani

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Abdulaziz I. Ahmed

Teaching Asst.

Dr. Abdullah S. AlHarbi

Demonstrator

Dr. Reem J. Alsafar

Demonstrator

The course consists of theoretical and practical
parts. The course focuses on the assessment, care
of injuries and medical emergencies. It covers
general work in medical specialties, general surgery,

Prof. Abdulazeem A. Al Dawlatly
Dr. Salah N. Tallawy

College of Medicine

medicine, paediatric, obstetric and gynecological

314

wards, operating theatres, intensive care units and

Dr. Osama A. Ibrahim

the accident and Emergency Department. The

Dr. Essamaluddin A. AlSaeed

course covers the following: clinical assessment,

Dr. Mansour Okail

clerking, recording and charting of vital signs. The
practical component of the course is held at the

Dr. Mohammed B. Delvi

Training Centre.

Dr. Mohammed I. AlMajed

Aims:

Dr. Fatima K. Damas

 Providing a compassionate and professional
patient care.
 Qualit y, safet y and efficiency.
 Confidentialit y in patient care.
 A commitment to do our best everyday.
 Helping each other grow and develop
professionally.

Dr. Moin I. Khan

King Saud University Bulletin

Vision:
To b e a n a t i o n a l a n d i n t e r n a t i o n a l
leader in patholog y education, patient care
ser v ices, and research.

The mission of the department of pathology
and microbiology at KSU University is to provide
excellent teaching, training, research, and high standard
diagnostic service and patient care at the level of K.S.A
and the region.

About:
Department of Pathology is one of the Academic
Departments, Faculty of Medicine, King Saud
University.
Pathology is that branch of medicine that has major
responsibilities and leadership in activities related to
research, patient care and Medical Education.
Pathologists utilize procedures and methodologies
derived from fundamental basic research to provide
information regarding diagnosis and prognosis and to
help in the design of therapeutic strategies.

205 KATAB

Faculty Members
Name
Dr. Abdulaziz Saleh AL-Khattaf
DR. Abdulmalik Al-Sheikh
Dr. Adel Almogren
Dr. Ali Mohammed Somily
Dr. Ammar Cherkess Al-Rikabi

Dr. Fawzia Eida Al-Otaibi
Dr. Hisham Alkhalidi

Study Plan:

221 MAC

Our aim is to provide a supportive work
environment so that each individual can excel, and
pursue achievements that lead to national and
international recognition. We will accomplish this by
developing mechanisms that make optimal use of our
human and financial resources.

Dr. Fatma Saeed Abdullah Al Qahtani

Undergraduate

211 PATH

Aims:

Dr. Emad Raddaoui

Degrees:

Course

D i a g n o st i c Ba c te r i o l o g y fo r D e nta l C o l l e g e

Course Title
Histology, Cytology &
Hematology
Bacteriology, Immunology,
Mycology, Parasitology &
Virology
Immunology

Hrs.
10

Dr. Kamal El-Sayid Higgy
Dr. Maha Mohamad Irfan Arafah
Dr. Malak Mohsen Ali El-Hazmi
Dr. Mohammed AbdulWahid Arif

6
1

Dr. Mona Abdulaziz Badr
Dr. Shihab Ahmed Al-Mashhadani
Prof. Abdelmageed Mohammed Kambal Hamad
Prof. Hanan Ahmed Habib Babay

Courses for other College

Course

Course Title

Hrs.

Prof. Mohamed Osman Gad ElRab

210 PATH

Dental Pathology

3

Prof. Mohammad Omar Al-Sohaibani

422 CLN

Hematology – Clinical practice

2

Prof.Saleh Sulaiman Abdullah Al-Hedaithy

312 CLN

Clinical Mycology

3

Professor Ahmed Awad Abdel-Hameed Adeel

College of Medicine

Mission:
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Vision:
The Department of Family and Community
Medicine will play a central role in optimizing health for
and with communities, families, and individual.

Mission:
The mission of the Department of Family and
Community Medicine is to prepare medical students
for family-oriented health care delivery system and
to give students an understanding of the family and
community as the basic units of society.

Degrees:
Undergraduate Courses

Study Plan:
Course

Course Title

FORM 321
COMM 421
CMED 290
CMED 395
CMED 304

Forensic Medicine & Toxicology
Arabic Medical Terminology
Ethics of the Muslim Physician
Medical Research

Hrs.

2
3
2

College of Medicine

Course Description:
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COMM 421
PHC is an essential element of the health services of any
country that aimed at providing a good health care for
its community. Family Medicine is a diverse discipline
in that it deals with the whole patient and his or her
family. Students who intend to pursue Family Medicine
as a career will have an introduction to the discipline
and practice. For those who will specialize, the rotation
provides exposure to different aspects of medicine
where patients enter the system, and where most care
takes place. We hope that you will find this attachment
useful and enjoyable. To achieve the maximum benefit;
hard work and appropriate methods of learning are the
keys for that target.
CMED-290| Arabic Medical Terminology
This course intends to help the medical student to
develop the ability to communicate fluently in Arabic
written and verbal. This can be within or outside the
medical profession. The course introduces the Arabic
vocabulary of Community Medicine, Family Medicine
and Forensic Medicine. The course also covers the
fundamentals of communication with groups and
individuals. It also teaches how to search material in
the internet and how to write a report and give an oral
presentation using audiovisual aids.

CMED-395| Ethics of the Muslim Physician
This course intends to help the medical student
to develop the awareness of the moral and Islamic
jurisprudence relating to the practice of medicine.
It touches on the rights of patients and doctor,
responsibilities and duties. It teaches the Sharia ruling
related to different medical procedures and patient
health status. It includes history of Islamic Medicine and
the Prophet (PBUH) medicine.
304 CMED| Medical Research
Course which is dealt with research methodology and
biostatistics for under graduate medical students.

Faculty :
Faculty Members
Dr. Abdulaziz Bin Saeed
Prof. Abdelmoty M Kabbash
Prof. Ashry Gad Mohamed
Prof. Eiad Abdelmohsen AlFaris
Prof. Jamal Saleh Jarallah
Prof. M. Abdulaziz AlSekait
Prof. Sulaiman Alshammari
Dr. Al Joharah AlQuaiz
Dr. Awatif Alam
Dr. Lubna A. AlAnsary
Dr. Mohammed Othman AlRukban
Dr. Norah Abdullah AlRowais
Dr. Salwa Tayel
Dr. Yousef Abdullah Al Turki
Dr. Ahmed Abdulaziz AlTaweel
Dr. Ahmed I. AlBarrak
Dr. Hamza Abdulghani
Dr. Shaik Shaffi Ahamed
Prof. M. Al Mahdi Balla El Nour
Dr. Leena Rashad Baghdadi
Dr. Nada Abdulaziz AlYousefi
Dr. Khaldoon Aljerian
Dr. Lamees Farouk A. Alwatban

Rank
Chairman
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Resident
Demonstrator
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Vision:
To be a leader in patient clinical care, health
education, and health research.

Mission:
The mission of Medicine Department at King Khalid
University Hospital is to provide excellence in patient
clinical care, health education and health research.

About:

Aims:
1. To give general concepts about clinical pharmacology.
2. To improve the scientific contents of the pharmacological
courses given to the students.
3. To develop the ability of the students to use libraries &
other information resources.
4. To promote the willingness of the students to work
effectively in a team with others.
5. To assimilate the advances in the scientific researches
for the benefits of the society.
6. To activate the social services activities that contribute
to the achievement of development.

Degrees:
The Department plays a major role in the undergraduate
M.D. program. here are 2 main undergraduate courses, in
addition to a third course to the dental students (311).

Course Description:
Med Course 341 is the first clinical course for
third year medical students.
It is a 10 credit hour course of theoretical part (lectures)
and clinical part (bedside teaching). The main objective
of the course is medical knowledge and mastering
history taking and learning the technique of how do
physical exam and know the physical sings of patients.
The course is taught over 28 week’s period.

Med Course 441
It is directed to fifth year medical students. It is 10 credit
hours course mainly practical part. The main objective
of this course is to know how to approach multiple
medical problems in the clinical setting.

Faculty:
Faculty Members

Rank

Prof. Abdulkareem Al-Momen
Prof. Abdulkarim Ibrahim Al-Aska
Prof. Abdulrahman M. Al-Tahan
Prof. Ahmed H. Mitwalli
Prof. Ahmed S. BaHammam
Prof. Faisal A. Al-Kassimi
Prof. Ibrahim Al-Orainey
Prof. Jamal Saleh Alwakeel
Prof. Mohammed S. Al-Hajjaj
Prof. Riyad A. Sulimani
Prof. Saad M. Al-Rajeh
Prof. Saleh M. Al-Amri
Dr. Abdulrahman I. Al-Diab
Dr. Abdulrahman M. AlJebreen
Dr. Awadh R. Al-Anazi
Dr. Ayman A. Abdo
Dr. Hussein F. Al-Arfaj
Dr. Mogbil Abdullah Al-Hedaithy
Dr. Mona A. Fouda Neel
Dr. Abdulkareem O. Al-Suwaida
Dr. Amer A. Aleem
Dr. Essam H. Alhamad
Dr. Khalid A. Al-Rubeaan
Dr. Mohammed A. Al-Ghonaim
Dr. Mustafa Q. Al-Shamiri
Dr. Saleh A. Asgair
Dr. Sultan M. Al-Mogairin
Dr.Huda A Al-Abdulkarim
Prof. Abdulkader Al-Daiff
Prof. Sulaiman R. Al-Balla
Dr. Mohammed H. Al-Anazy
Dr. Abdulelah F. Mobeirek
Dr. Abdullah K. Abba
Dr. Amjad M. Al-Rajhi
Dr. Anwar A. Jammah
Dr. Fahad M. Al-Majid
Dr. Hanan B. Al-Baker
Dr. Khalid A. Al-Saleh
Dr. Maha A. Al-Mohaisen
Dr. Mohammed A. Al-Maatouq
Dr. Mohammed I. Kurdi
Dr. Saad S. Al-Khuwaiter
Dr. Waleed K. Al-Hamoudi
Prof. Abdulrahman S. Al-Arfaj
Prof. Ibrahim A. Al-Mofleh

Consultant
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Prof.& Consultant
Professor
Professor
Prof.& Consultant
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Demonstrator

College of Medicine

Department of Medicine is the largest clinical
department at King Khalid University Hospital.
It comprises more than 48 full-time physicians,
68residents and fellows and approximately 200 allied
health personnel distributed over 10 divisions. Each
month, physicians in the department care for more than
6600 patients on an outpatient basis, admit 55 patients
to our hospital services and perform around 600
procedures. The Department is organized into Division
(Units), each headed by a Division Head. Department
divisions are Endocrinology, General Internal Medicine,
Gastroenterology, Hematology & Oncology, Infections
Disease, neurology, Respiratory, Rheumatology and
General Internal Medicine (Riyadh Medical Complex).
The major mandate of the Divisions is to bring together
Department members within their respective discipline
to create small cohesive and integrated clinical, research
and educational program.
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Vision:
Our Vision is to be a national and international
leader in Obstetrics, Gynecology and Newborn Care by
setting standards, and furthering innovation in clinical
care, education, and research.

Mission:
Furthermore, it is our goal to produce competent,
sensitive, compassionate and respectful Obstetrician/
Gynecologists who will enhance and further the
knowledge of women’s health care.

College of Medicine

About:
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The Obstetrics & Gynecology Department at
the KKUH is one of the biggest academic/clinical
departments at the King Saud Medical College. The
king Khalid University Hospital accepts complicated
cases referred to it from other medical institutions in
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.It is one of the centres
for the training of post graduates in obstetrics and
gynecology. The department is equipped with very
modern and advanced diagnostic and therapeutic tools
which help to give the best to patient who present. Since
its opening, the Department of OB/GYN has grown
to be one of the ten largest obstetrical services and
has contributed significantly to decreasing the infant
mortality rate and the section rate. The Department
provides a wide range of obstetrical and gynecological
services to women in the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia. For more than 20 years, the faculty,
residents, and staff have carried a tradition of quality
patient care.

Course Description:
481 GYN Obstetrics & Gynaecology 11(4+7) hrs
Obstetrics and Gynecology is a branch of medicine
with deals with the health care of women.
It is concerned with the Physiological Psychological
and Pathological events of the reproductive and
Menopausal Processes.

Obstetrics
It deals with pregnancy and its complications and also
study the problems of the fetus.
The integrated course will contain 40 Lectures for
all Students. 12 Tutorials for each group, Skill Lab,
Instruments, Beside the daily activities which include
ward round with bed side teaching, Clinical attendance
Operating Room, Labour Ward and Accident and
Emergency sessions.

Aims:
One of our targets is to make this hospital God’s
will to be a big center in both Education and Health
Services, and a very distinguished scientific institute
locally, nationally and internationally. This hospital
includes a selected good caliber of doctors and
consultants, beside a good quality of Nurses from all
over the world, according to the advanced medical
specialty and sub- specialty.

Landmarks:
 Unit of Urology, women and restoration of the





basin, which is characterized by being the largest
and complete unit of its kind in the Kingdom.
Unit of infertility and assisted reproduction.
Unit Medicine mother and fetus.
Unit tumors of women.
Different specialized clinics, such as, diabetes
clinic, a clinic for pregnant women and menopause,
and recurrent abortion clinic and the gynecology
clinic for children and adolescence.

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Dr. Johara Abdulla AlMuta
Prof. Mohamed Hassan Addar
Prof. Zeneb Ahmed H. Babay
Dr. Malak M. Musaed Khalid
Dr Iqbal Z. Mirza Abed Turkistani
Dr. Aahmed Abdulwahab
Dr. Abdulaziz S. Alobaid
Dr. Amel Ahmed Fouad ElSayed
Dr. Basim Abu Rafea
Dr. Ghadeer K. M. AlShaikh
Dr. Mashael Marzouq M. AlShebaili
Dr. Salwa Neyazi
Dr. Khalid Mohammad Akoor
Dr. lulu abdullah al Nuaim

Consultant
Prof. & Consultant

Professor
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
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Vision:
Our vision is to achieve international prominent
place for the department in education, research,
administration and service.

Mission:
Our mission is aimed at achieving regional and global
excellence in education, health care services and
administration in order to do leading researches in the
field of ophthalmology as well as the expansion in the
postgraduate program in the department.

About:

Faculty:
Faculty Members

Rank

Prof. A. Mokhtar M. Abu ElAsrar
Prof. Mubarak Fahad Mubarak
Dr. Abdulrahman M. Al Muammar
Dr. Hani Saleh AlMezaine
Dr. Saleh Abdulaziz Al Amro
Dr. Samir Mohammed AI Mansouri
Dr. Abdullah Ghazi Alotaibi
Dr. Abdullah Mohammed Alfawaz
Dr. Adel H. Alsuhaibani
Dr. Ahmed Abdulrazak M. AlSaleh
Dr. Essam Eldin Ahmed Osman
Dr. Hatem A. Kalantan
Dr. Khaled K. S. Abu Amero
Dr. Majed Mohammed AlObailan
Dr. Marwan A. Abouammoh
Dr. M. Alsayed AlShabrawey
Dr. Mohammad Shamsul Ola
Dr. Saad Abdullah Aldahmash
Dr. Talal Saddig Fadel
Dr. Yasser Y. M. H Alfakey
Dr. Ahmed Mousa Abdel Rahim
Dr. Elham Saeed AlQahtani
Dr. A. Ahmed Murshid AlMosallam

Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Demonstrator

Course Description:
432 OPH Ophthalmology 4(1+3) hrs
Course 432 is meant to introduce Medical Students to
basic history taking and examination of the eye.
The common ophthalmic conditions will be taught,
including the principles for management of these
conditions. This material will be released to the
Students through:
1. Lectures
2. Clinical teaching sessions
3. Clinic attendance
4. Surgical sessions attendance

At the end of the course, the Medical Student should be
able to recognize common ocular pathology, manage simple
cases and know when to refer more serious problems.

Aims:
 The development of academic staff, students and
workers’ capabilities in the department.

 The development of learning and teaching








programs, research, and the relationship between
the department and the community.
The development of administrative techniques
in the department and put an end to the
bureaucratic administration and focus on
electronic communication.
The establishment of research laboratories for the
department and to support the infrastructure.
To attract the necessary expertise in these basic
sciences to enable them to produce distinctive and
pioneering research with effective impact in medicine
and ophthalmology regionally and globally.
To serve distinct treatment.
Strengthening and expansion of postgraduate
programs in the department.
Development of the electronic section (website).

Landmarks:
 Eye Bank:
The Eye Bank at King Abdul Aziz University Hospital
established to provide dons tissues to its patients who
are candidates for corneal transplant, epikeratoplasty,
scleral graft, and amniotic membrane transplantation
surgeries at KAUH. These tissues are imported from
American and European Eye Banks, and donors from
within the Kingdom to be saved in a suitable atmosphere
after inspection before implantation to make sure they
are free from infectious diseases.

 Ophthalmic Research Unit:
This Unit serves Glaucoma Research Chair and Dr.
Nasser Al-Rashid Research Chair in Ophthalmology in
addition to many research projects and through the
provision of a molecular genetics research laboratory
and cell biology research laboratory.

College of Medicine

The Ophthalmolgy Department of the Faculty
of Medicine was established in 1394H. The
Ophthalmology Department contributes with the rest
of the departments under Faculty of Medicine in the
educational process and research, and providing health
care to members of the community through both
Ophthalmic Units at King Abdulaziz University Hospital
and King Khaled University Hospital.
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About:
This department was established in 1394 AH (1973), in

Name

Rank

Dr. Ahmed M.A. AlArfaj

Prog. Director

Dr.Abdulrahman Abdullah Hagr

Consultant

the dept. on a joint program for Graduate Studies

Dr.Abdulrahman Alsanosi

Consultant

(Fellowship of King Saud University and the Saudi

Prof. Sameer Ali Bafaqeeh

Consultant

Board) and this program is the largest program in the

Prof. Mohamed Saleh Abdullah

Professor

Prof. Yousry ElSayed

Professor

Dr. Ahmed Ben Yousef Nasser

Assc. Professor

Dr. Surayie AlDousary

Assc. Professor

a short period the department expanded its activities
in education, training and treatment and now oversees

Kingdom.

Course Description:

Dr.Khalid A. Al-Mazrou

Assc. Professor

 ORL Course 431 for the Medical Students

Dr. Abdulrahman Ali Ahmad

Asst. Professor

 ENT Course 311 for the Dental Students

Dr. Fatma Homoud Al Anazy

Asst. Professor

Dr. Khalid Hassan Al Malki

Asst. Professor

Dr. Saleh Fahed Aldhahri

Asst. Professor

Dr. Farid Ahmad AlZhrani

Demonstrator

College of Medicine

The main objective of the ENT Department is to be
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Faculty Members:

able to teach the students adequate theoretical, clinical
ȶ and operative skills in the field of ear, noseȶ and throat
diseases.
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Vision:
Our vision is to provide leadership and excellence
in pediatric health care, research, training, education,
community service, and resource management.
The Department’s program vision a premier
program providing outstanding health services,
education, training, research, and opportunities
for success for patients, staff, trainees, faculty,
and community providers.

The Department of Pediatrics is dedicated to
providing exemplary health care for children, ensuring
excellence in training of future pediatric health care
providers, undertaking meritorious research and
advocating for the health and well being of children
and youth.

About:
Pediatrics: means: pedia (Gr. Pais, Paidos = child),
trics (Gr. iatrike = medicine): that branch of medicine
which is concerned about the child and its development
and care and about the diseases of children and their
treatments.

Degrees:
Undergraduate Courses

 473 PED, Pediatrics
PostgraduateCourses

 Residency Training Program in Pediatrics

Aims:
This course is designed to provide you with a good
chance of building up your knowledge and clinical
skills in pediatrics and to prepare you to function as a
competent intern.

Landmarks:
Pediatrics is a department within the College
of Medicine, King Saud Universit y and within the
Health Region.

Faculty:
Faculty Members

Rank

Dr. Abdulrahman Saleh AlFrayh
Dr. Asaad M. Abdullah Assirri
Prof Mohammad Issa El Mouzan
Prof. Abdullah Al Salloum
Prof. Abdullah Solaiman Al Herbish
Prof. Fahad Abdullah Al Zamil
Prof. Hassan M. Bahakim
Prof. Mohammad Muqrin AlMogeirin
Prof. Mohammed Nasser S. Al Nasser
Prof. Muneera Abdullah AlHusain
Prof. Mustafa A M Salih
Prof. Nasir Abdallah M. AlJurayyan
Dr. Abdulaziz M. Al Rashed
Dr. Abdullah Abu Bkar
Dr. Abdullah O I Alomair
Dr. Abdullah Sulaiman Almazyad
Dr. Abdullah Sulaiman Almazyad
Dr. Abdulrahman M. Al Mazrou
Dr. Ibrahim Hussein AlAyed
Dr. Khalid F Al-Mobaireek
Dr. Turki Mohammad Al Kharfy
Prof. Abdullah Salem Al Jarallah
Dr. Abdul Rahman Sultan AlSultan
Dr. Abdulkarim AlRabiaah
Dr. Abdullah Abdulazizn AlAngari
Dr. Abdullah Mohammed Alsanie
Dr. Ayman Al Eyadhy
Dr. Khalid M. AlFaleh
Dr Ahmed Ali Sarkhi
Dr. Fowzan S Alkuraya
Dr. Hashim Mohammed Bin Salleeh
Dr. Mohammad AlHasan AlFaqi
Dr. Mohammad Hasan AlGhamdi
Dr. Rashid Abdulazizn AlObeida

Prof. & Consultant
Prof. & Consultant
Prof. & Consultant
Prof. & Consultant
Prof. & Consultant
Prof. & Consultant
Prof. & Consultant
Prof. & Consultant
Prof. & Consultant

Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Professor
Assistant Prof.
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor
Asst. Professor

College of Medicine

Mission:
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About:
The department of Surgery in the college of

Prof. & Consultant

Professor

Dr. Gamal Ahmed Khairy

Associate Prof.

Dr. Khalid Ali Fouda Neel

Associate Prof.

strongest departments in this filed in the Middle East.

Dr. Mohammed AlAkeely

Associate Prof.

The department contains all majors and units which

Dr. Salah Rashed ElFaqih

Associate Prof.

represent all surgery departments.

Dr Aayed Robiaan Alqahtani

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Abdulaziz Abdullah Alsaif

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Abdulrahman M. Alzahem

Assistant Prof.

 451-SURG| General Surgery Practice 11 hrs

Dr. Ahmad Zubaidi

Assistant Prof.

 351-SURG| Clinical Teaching & Lectures 8 hrs

Dr. Amro F. AlHabib

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Ayman AlJazaeri

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Badr A, Aljabri

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Danny Rabah

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Essam Elgamal

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Faisal Abdullah Abdulaziz Alsaif

Assistant Prof.

college. Through its rich heritage, pioneer members,
and variety of specialties it represents one of the

Course Description:

College of Medicine

M. AlSalamah

Prof. Zain Alabedeen B. Jamjoom

Medicine is one of the largest departments in the
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Prof.

Faculty Members
Name

Rank

Dr. Riyadh Fouad Yousef Talic

Vice Dean,
Prof. & Consultant
Head, General
Surgery Division
Head Division
of Thoracic

Dr. Mohammed Yahya Al Naami
Dr. Sami A. AlNassar

Dr. Hamdan Hammad Ayed AlHazmi Assistant Prof.
Dr. Mohammad Alomar

Assistant Prof.

Dr. A. Ahmed Suliman AlBassam

Professor

Dr. Mohammed AlOmran

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Sherif M F Elwatidy

Professor

Dr. Mohammed Saquib Mallik

Assistant Prof.

Prof. Abdullah Al Dohayan

Professor

Dr. Omar AlObeed

Assistant Prof.

Prof. Mohamed AlShehri

Professor

Dr. Omar Elfarouk Yousif

Assistant Prof.

Prof. Mohammad M. AlQattan

Consultant & Prof.

Dr. Saleh Abdulrahman Binsaleh

Assistant Prof.

Prof. Mohammed Khurshid Alam

Professor

Dr.Amal A.Abdulkareem

Assistant Prof.

Prof. Mohsin M M Al Tameem

Professor

Dr.Khalid Jaman AlZahrani

Assistant Prof.

Prof. Mussaad M.S Salman

Professor

Dr.Waseem Hajjar

Assistant Prof.
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Vision:
The Orthopedic department in King Saud
University Contributes in all medical and research
projects in the field Orthopedic Surgery as well as
Scientific Scientific activities under supervision of
medical education center of the college of medicine.
Also the department offers all the health services for
Orthopedic patients from all around the kingdom.
The Orthopedic department is characterized by
having highly standard medical staff in all orthopedic
subspecialties, including sport medicine, pediatric
orthopedics, spinal surgery, orthopedic oncology,
arthroplasty and other leading subspecialties in the
field of orthopedics.

Mission:
Provide appropriate scientific environment
for teaching and training male and female
medical students

Professors and 5 Assistant Professors. We have 3

Degrees:

Arab Board Orthopedic Residency Training Program.

Undergraduate Courses

The department has currently six Demonstrators in

least 4 rotating Residents belonging to the Saudi/

training program in Canada. We have 48 opened

Aims:

beds receiving elective and trauma cases. There is

At the completion of the orthopedic course each
student is expected to:

an extra expandable 12-bed capacity. The hospital

1. Be able to discuss the diagnosis and management
of common orthopedic problems.
2. Recognize different models of investigations
needed in orthopedics to reach the diagnosis.
3. Demonstrate and understand the role of
physiotherapy and orthotics in management plans
of various orthopedic diseases.
4. Recognize the correct behavior of being physician
and a surgeon in particular.

is a secondary and tertiary referral center.

Landmarks:
 Unit pediatric orthopedics and spinal deformities
 Unit of sports injuries and orthopedic
reconstructive surgery

 Unit Orthopedics General Industrial and joints
and spine in adults

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Dr. Salem M. Ateyah AlZahrani

Professor

Prof. Mamoun Khalid Kremlin

Professor

Prof. M. Medhat Shedeed Zamzam

Professor

About:

Dr. Saleh Waslallah AlHarby

Associate Prof.

The Orthopedic Department at the College of
Medicine, King Saud University in Riyadh, is situated
at the 2nd level, King Khalid University Hospital.
King Saud University is in Deriyyah, at the Westside
of Riyadh, the capital of Saudi Arabia. It is near to
the Diplomatic Quarter. The department used to
be a Division of Department of Surgery; however, in
1996 it became a separate department. At present,
we have 13 consultants, 11 of which are Academic
staff.
This includes 2 Professors, 4 Associate

Dr. Abdulaziz Suliman AlAhaideb

Assistant Prof.

Dr.Abdulmonem M. Alsiddiky

Assistant Prof. &

5. Be familiar with the concept and methods of
researches and presentation of scientific subjects.

Consultant

Dr.Fawzi Fahad Aljassir

Assistant Prof.

Dr.Khalid Abdullah Bakarman

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Wassim Al Debeyan

Demonstrator

Dr. Abdulaziz M. Dabsan AlMuawy

College of Medicine

 452 Orthopedics & Traumatology

Senior Registrars, 6 Registrars, 9 residents, and at

Dr. Hazim IShaq AlKhawashky
Dr. Khalid Abdulrazzak AlSaleh
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Vision:
Is to train future leaders in dermatology, whether
in scientific investigation or patient care. The
competitiveness of our residency program speaks to
the commitment our faculty has to our residents and
medical students.

Mission:
Our

mission

is

to

prov ide

sustained

leadership in scientific investigation, patient
care, and in training leaders of our specialt y in an
env ironment that fosters creativ it y and synerg y

6. To gain an over view of the skin manifestations of
systemic diseases.
7. To be able to deal very appropriately with
different emergencies in dermatologic diseases.

.Our facult y is committed to the highest level
of basic and clinical research in dermatologic

Faculty Members:

science.

About:
The dermatology department at King Saud
University where we aspire to be a leader in the care of
patients with skin diseases through outstanding clinical

College of Medicine

service, education training, and research.

Rank

Dr. Omar A. AlSheikh

Consultant

Dr. Saad I. AlMohizea

Consultant

Prof. Marwan M. AlKhawajah

Consultant

Dr. Ibrahim A. AlHokail

Assc. Professor

Dr. Khalid M. AlGhamdi

Assc. Professor

Dr. Abdullah I. AlSummaree

Asst. Professor

Dr. Abdulmajed M. AlAjlan

Asst. Professor

Dr. Amal O. AlBelaisi

Course Description:
393|DERM (Credit Hours: 2 hours)

Dr. Fahad M. AlSaiff

Asst. Professor

Dr. Ghada A. AlSaif

Asst. Professor

Dr. Mohammed A. AlHadab

Asst. Professor

1. To understand the basics of skin anatomy.

Dr. Saleh B. AlRashed

Asst. Professor

2. To be familiar with the language of dermatology

Dr. Sami N. AlSuwaidan

Asst. Professor

by learning the primary and secondary skin
lesions and to be able to describe various skin
conditions.
3. To enable medical students to recognize the most
common skin diseases and to manage them.
4. To be familiar with the diagnostic laboratory tests
pertinent to dermatology.
5. To help students to formulate decent differential
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Name

diagnoses of skin diseases.
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Vision:
Radiology is fortunate to have a long tradition of
excellence and leadership in its clinical and academic
activities.
Our classic three-part mission-- to excel in the
performance of patient care, research, and teaching-has been a departmental cornerstone for the past 50
years.
Our vision and goal is to become and remain the best
all-around academic radiology department in the
country.
management.

Mission:
To accomplish this goal and pursue our mission,
we value innovation, creativity, and leadership. We
see ourselves as a center for the development of new
knowledge, new technologies, and new approaches to
patient care. We use modern information technology
as a critical tool in these pursuits. We strive to train the
future leaders of the academic radiology community.

Aims:
Improving the health of the patients in our
community, providing services to referring physicians,
and optimizing the well being of our departmental staff
are our top priorities.

Landmarks:
The Department of Radiology and Medical Imaging,
King Khalid University Hospital, is one of the biggest
busy departments in the hospital. It is divided into
different units including Main X-Ray, Nuclear Medicine,

Radiology and Medical Imaging Department is

Angiography and Interventional Radiology, C. T. Scan

manned by 11 teaching staff ranking from 1 Professor,

and PACS Administration all located in the second

3 Associate Professors, 6 Assistant Professors, 1

floor, Ultrasound is in the first floor, while the X-Ray

Consultant Radiologist, 4 Senior Registrars, 9 Registrars

(A/E Division) and the MRI Division are located in the

and 5 Demonstrators. More than 100 non-medical staff

ground floor.

including Radiology Technologists and other support
personnel including Transcribers, Medical Secretaries

Faculty Members

Rank

Prof. Ibrahim Ali AlOrainy

Prof. & Consultant

Prof. Mahmoud I.M. ElDesouki

Prof. & Consultant

Dr. Ahmad Amer AlBoukai

Consultant

Prof. Tajuddin Malabary

Assc. Professor

Dr. Fahad Badr M. Al Badr

Asst. Professor

Dr. Hamdy Hassan Ahmed Hassan

Asst. Professor

 Basic imaging principles;

Dr. Ismail A. Joharjy

Asst. Professor

 Radiological techniques;

Dr. A. Yousef Abdullah AlHawas

and Filing Clerks/Medical Aides are taking part in
providing services to the Hospital.

Course Description:
RAD 365| (Diagnostic Radiology) for Third Year
Medical Students

 Radiological anatomy;
 Radiological findings in common diseases; and
Role of various imaging modalities including Plain Film,
Contrast Studies, Ultrasound, Computed Tomography,
Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Isotope Imaging,
Angiography & Interventional Radiology in patient

Dr. Abeer Saad M. AlMousa
Dr. M. Sherif M. Ahmed ElSharkawy

College of Medicine

About:
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Dr. Shagran M.Khamees

Vision:
The vision of the Department of Pharmacology is
to be a recognized and distinguished unit in the field
of pharmacology and therapeutics in Jordan and
abroad by providing excellent teaching and training
for the medical, paramedical, and graduate students.

Mission:
The mission of the Department of Pharmacology
is improve learning and education of pharmacology
in integrative manner with basic medical sciences in
the medical school. In addition, enhancement of and
improvement of research activities are target aim of
the staff members in the department.

College of Medicine

About:
Pharmacology is a science that deals with the
study of drug effects on various human systems or on
microorganisms or parasites that grow and multiply
in the human body. Pharmacology is one of the most
important basic medical sciences. It is essential for the
medical student to understand how drugs are absorbed,
distributed, bound to its receptors and eliminated
from the body. Understanding pharmacology helps
the physician for a proper and rationale use of drugs
in patient care. It also helps to keep adverse effects of
drugs to the minimum and avoid as much as possible
drug interactions. What usually make a clinician a
distinguished physician and researcher is his strong
background in basic medical sciences.

Degrees:
The department of Pharmacology at the college of
medicine does not offer a degree in pharmacology. The
subject is taught along with other courses of the college
of medicine to obtain the bachelor degree in medicine
and surgery.
Undergraduate Course

 231| MPHL (Credit Hours: 4 hrs)
 232| MPHL (Credit Hours: 4 hrs)
Postgraduate Course
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 M.Sc. degree in pharmacology & Toxicology

Landmarks:
Department of Pharmacology characterized
by the presence of precision instruments for
research on drugs in collaboration with physicians
in clinical departments. These devices include
liquid chromatography device with high-pressure
device, as well as to study the effect of drugs on
the cardiovascular and bloody, as well as a device
for measuring inflammation, pain and other devices
necessary to study the effect of drugs.

Aims:
 To give general concepts about clinical pharmacology.
 To improve the scientific contents of the
pharmacological courses given to the students.

 To develop the ability of the students to use
libraries & other information resources.

 To promote the willingness of the students to
work effectively in a team with others.

 To assimilate the advances in the scientific
researches for the benefits of the society.

 To activate the social services activities that
contribute to the achievement of development
goals.

Faculty Members

Rank

Prof. A. A. AlHaidar

Professor

Prof. Abdulrahman Almotrefi

Professor

Prof. Azza Hafiz El-Medany

Professor

Dr. Hanan Hamdy Hagar

Professor

Prof. Mohammad AlHumayyd

Professor

Dr. Osama Yousif M. Jahelrasoul

Associate Prof.
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Dr.Abdul Latif Nazer

Lecturer

Vision:
Before the end of December 2012, a distinguished
academic psychiatry department pioneer in teaching,
training, research, client’s care and psycho- education.
who have become consultants in various sectors.

Mission:

In 1990 the center set up a day-care psychiatric

Excelling in integrated high quality psychiatric

hospital in King Abdul Aziz University Hospital

services; education , training , research , client’s care

to become an important addition to therapeutic

and psycho-education. Team Work with sense of

services and training in that department.

responsibility and credibility. Adopting evidencebased medicine approach.

About:
In 1973 the Department of psychiatry which is
a branch of the Department of Internal Medicine at
King Abdul Aziz University Hospital, was established.
This branch includes outpatient clinics and the

In 1994 a number of sub-disciplines were instituted
which include: Communicative psychiatry, psychiatry
for children and adolescents, psychosocial
rehabilitation, and these sub-disciplines continued to
expand. Shortly thereafter the specialty of psychiatry
for the elderly was established, and specialty
psychiatric treatment is medical, the expansion of the
branch in teaching, training and scientific research.

education of medical students.

branch was

of Internal Medicine in 2007 in order to become a

transferred to King Khalid University Hospital, which

separate department of the College of Medicine.

opened in the same year. The services of this branch

It has been attracting an increasing number of

were expanded to included ambulatory reception

Saudi doctors and planning to send them abroad

and cases of hypnotism for both men and women,

to acquire precise knowledge regarding their

with outpatient clinics and others. This branch has

specialties to develop all the services provided in

been active in attracting a number of doctors from

this department.

In 1981 the administration of this

Britain and Canada as well as sending a number of
doctors from Saudi Arabia to Britain and Canada for

In 2009 with the major development boom in the King

advanced knowledge of their specializations and its

Saud University, colleges sought to obtain academic

branches.

recognition by developing an strategic plan- within
the overall plan of the college - to achieve the vision

In 1989-1990 the diploma and fellowship programs

of the promising new department, expected to be

at King Saud University Fellowship were completed

achieved before December of 2013.

by way of the efforts of the doctors in that particular
branch. There were also a number of male and female
doctors that were trained and graduated successively

College of Medicine

This branch became independent of the Department

Aims:
1. Enhancing the quality of psychiatric education and
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training by improving :
a. Academic activities (Form and Content)
b. S k i l l s o f t h e s t a f f ( t e a c h i n g , t r a i n i n g ,
assessment)…
c. Out-patient measurements (Scales – Feedback
forms)
2. Continuing

education

is

provided

through

collaborative effort between psychiatrists, fellowship

Faculty Members

trainees, psychologists and social workers.

Name

Rank

Prof. Mohammed Alsughayir

Professor

Prof. Fatima AlHaidar

Consultant

Dr. Fahad Khalifa Alwahhabi

Asst. Professor

Dr. Yaser Rashed AlHuthail

Asst. Professor

Dr. Ali Mohammed Ali Bahathig

Demonstrator

Dr. Noor Adnan AlModihesh

Demonstrator

Dr. Shuliweeh Menwer AlEnezi

Demonstrator

3. Written job descriptions, guidelines, policies and
procedures of patients care (to be reviewed and
updated annually).
4. A planned, on-going system of monitoring and
evaluation of patients’ care.
5. Adopting multidisciplinary interdependent biopsycho-social approach.
6. Establishing a research unit in the department run
and supervised by research committee.
7. Enhancing psycho-education to our clients, their
families and community through various activities
(publishing booklets, guideline manuals, tapes,
DVDs, seminars, workshops, TV programs…)
8. All members of the department are going to
participate in achieving goals according to their

College of Medicine

specialty, interest and experience.

Course Description:
303 Human Behavioral Sciences 1(1+0)
1. To introduce the student to the basic
scientific information in behav ioral sciences
basic to clinical psychiatr y especially
psycholog y and sociolog y.
2. To emphasize positive and therapeutic
human psychological interaction between
the student and his patients, colleagues and
seniors.
3. To prepare the student with basic knowledge
and terminolog y for courses of psychiatr y,
child development, neuro-psychological
assessment and other related
subjects in
the college curriculum.
462 Psych Clinical Psychiatry 4(2+2)

328

the most rapidly growing specialties of medicine
in our country and the world. Thus, you will learn
basic psychiatric knowledge and clinical skills that
will enable you to function at the level of primary
care psychiatry and take safe decisions when
assessing and treating psychiatric patients. This will
be accomplished through a variety of educational
activities.

This course aims at studying psychiatry as one of

Dr. Abdullah S. AlSubaie
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Vision:
To be a leadership department to advance
education, patients’ care and research in King Saud
University for the benefit of the society.

Mission:
To provide high standard education in biochemistry
and molecular biology. To enhance patient care by
providing biochemical studies. To promote medical
research for the benefit of the society.

About:
Course Description:
141 MBC Medical Biochemistry 8(6+2)

 To provide an introduction to the principles of






Aims:
The training of interns and residents is one of
main task of the staff.

biochemistry that gives the students a command
of its concepts.
To provide an explanation of the relationship
between the three dimensional structure of
macromolecules and the biological activities.
142 MBC Medical Biochemistry (2) 4(2+2)
To introduce the concept of biological unit
by giving illustrative examples of how diverse
metabolic event are integrated in a wide variety
of tissues and the significance of this unity in
understanding and combating diseases.
To provide an explanation of the relationship
between the nature and biological activities
of nucleic acids with emphasis on the immense
impact that such information had on the medical
field.

Landmarks:
The department of medical biochemistry is located
on the second and first floor of college of medicine
and King Khalid University Hospital.

105 CMED Medical Genetics 1(1+0)

 To highlight the generic contribution to the
understanding of human diseases states.

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Dr. Amr S. Moustafa
Asst. Professor & Consultant
Dr. Assim A.Alfadda
Asst. Professor
Dr. M. Azhar ChishtiAsst.
Professor & Consultant
Dr. Rana M. Waleed H.
Asst. Professor
Dr. Reem M. Sallam
Asst. Professor
Dr. Waheed M. Aly ElHarriz Asst. Professor & Consultant
Dr.Sherif Aly saleh
Asst. Professor
Dr. Bandar S. AlMohimeed Demonstrator
Dr. Majd Mustafah Arafah Demonstrator
Dr. A. Hussein Ali Mujamma
Dr. Mona A. Albadawy Shaheen
Dr. Zyad Shafeeq Hamza Kurdi

 To elucidate the molecular pathogenesis of
genetic disorders.
201 CMED Laboratory Medicine 2(2+0)
The practice of modern medicine places heavy emphasis
on laboratory services. This leads to a considerable
revolution in laboratory structure, equipment and
techniques. With this realization in mind, it becomes
imperative that medical students should have an early

College of Medicine

The department of medical biochemistry was
established in 1969. The department has a long
standing and impressive history within King Saud
University. The department includes four highly seven
highly qualified full time faculty staff member, one
demonstrator and seven residents .The faculty member
are western universities graduates. They are highly
expertise in their fields. They are actively involved
in collaborative efforts both within the department
and within other researchers throughout basic and
clinical science departments’ .The chairman of the
department is Professor Mohsen A.F. El- Hazmi. Staff
members are involving in the teaching of Medical and
Clinical Biochemistry, Genetics Molecular Biology and
Laboratory Medicine to medical students as well as
postgraduates and residents.

exposure to laboratory medicine. This can be best
achieved by incorporating a course of relevant content
and size in the medical curriculum.
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Faculty Members
Faculty Members - Male:
Name
Dr. Abdulaziz Dawas Al-Dawas
Dr. Abdulmajeed bin Mubarad
Dr. Bayan Abdullah Hassan Abdulbaqi
Dr. Mishaal Musaed Al-Nafisi
Dr. Mobarrak Jameel Al-Harthy
Dr. Mohammad Mosleh Al-Gehani
Dr. Mohannad Fahad Al-Eeban
Dr. Rakan Saleh Al Rasheed
Dr. Tariq Abdulrahman Jaber Al-Thobaiti

College of Medicine

Dr. Yasser Abdulkarim Alaska
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Faculty Members – Female:
Name
Dr. Hanan Saad Al-Zeer

King Saud University Bulletin

Name

Rank

Prof. Mohammed R. Arafah

Professor

Dr. Abdulelah Fahad Mobeirek

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Ahmad Hersi

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Hussam F. AlFaleh

Assistant Prof.

Dr. Mostafa Qaid Ahmed Al-Shamiri

Assistant Prof.

College of Medicine

Faculty Members:
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King

Contact:
College of Dentistry
King Saud University,
P O Box 60169, Riyadh 11545
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Mission :
Our mission is to educate competent students in
the art and sciences of dentistry, to contribute significantly to scientific research and be committed to community services.

Vision:
Our vision is to be the leading dental college in the
kingdom, locally and regionally, in dental education,
scientific research and community services.

College of Dentistry

About:

334

College of Dentistry has been incorporated in
King Saud University in compliance with Royal Decree
number 346/4 dated: 12/06/1395AH. It is deemed to
be the first College of Dentistry duly incorporated in
both Saudi Arabia and GCC countries. There are two
branches for the college; one of them for male section
and the other had been allocated for female section.
The college admitted its first class in the academic year
1396/1397AH corresponding to 1976/1977.

Aims:
To provide a high standard of dental training by providing a 1 faculty to 6-8 students ratio in all clinical and
pre-clinical courses.
To adopt new teaching methods and technologies with
continuous update and reform of the curriculum using
international standards as guidelines.
To have a facility with state-of-the-art equipment and
adequate space to provide teaching research and patient care.
To restructure the departments into smaller coherent
units to improve their efficiency.
To established and/or augment the role of the units for
quality assurance in dental education, research and patient care.
To get an international external verification of our academic institution within five (5) years.

To expand the graduates studies programs to incorporate more students and more specialties and higher
degrees.
To work with government institutions to solve the current issues pertaining to matching higher degrees rendered by the school to career rankings.

Landmarks:
Physical Laboratory
One of the main laboratories in the College of Dentistry Research Center is the Physical Laboratory where
most of the materials are being tested for their physical
strength, tensile, compressive and flexural characteristics that are commonly used in the field of Dental Medicine. The purpose of this Laboratory is to test all the
materials being supplied by different manufacturers to
ensure the quality and durability of their products and
compatibility of materials under the approval of Saudi
Dental Society before it will be disseminated to the different clinical fields of dentistry. The laboratory has Instron machine for material testing, the Coloreye Spectrophotometer for color/shade differentiation, Atomic
Absorption Spectrometer for elemental analyzing and
Microhardness machine.
Clinical/Microbiology Research Laboratory
The laboratory was established mainly to help performing any research related to oral infectious diseases
such as dental caries and periodontal diseases. These
research projects are carried out by faculty members,
postgraduate students and interns. In addition, the microbiology laboratory offers the service of routine investigation upon the request from various dental staff
in the clinics. This investigation usually includes identifying microorganisms which might involve in dental
lesions and doing the antibiotic sensitivity tests of the
isolated microorganisms.

King Saud University Bulletin

The next is the Research Laboratory wherein Professors,
Assistant Professors, Postgraduate and Undergraduate
student do research in the Laboratory. They have fill
up the necessary papers and secure the approval of the
Director of the CDRC. and properly recorded. Their
specimen is submitted to us like soft tissue and bone
will undergo decalcification before it can be processed
thus entails to follow the procedure of a Routine Histopathology technique, Special stain is requested as
well. Some of the research are funded wherein the Researchers provides all the reagents and others materials needed to accomplished the said research while the
Non-funded the Research Center will provide all what
is needed until it is done.

sition Images, as well as the Quantitative and Qualitative Elemental Analyses of specimens using the EDS
Dispersive System.

Departments:
Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery (MFS)
Department of Paediatric Dentistry & Orthodontics (POS)
Department of Restorative Dental Science (RDS)
Department of Prosthetic Dental Science(SDS)
Department of Oral Medicine and Diagnostic Science (DDS)
Department of Periodontics & Community Dentistry (PCS)

Degrees:
Bachelor of Dental Surgery(BDS)
Dental Assisting Diploma (DADP)

Study Plan:
In order for students to graduate in the College
of Dentistry, King Saud University, he/she has to
succeed and complete 200 Credit Hours distributed as follows:
No. of Courses & Year

No. of Credit Hours

Islamic Courses
Arabic Courses
Preparatory Year
First Year
Second Year
Third Year
Fourth Year
Fifth Year
TOTAL

8
4
33
28
33
33
34
27
200

Preparatory Year for Medical Health Colleges
Course
Code

Course Title

Credit
Hours

Contact
Hours

First Semester
140 ENG

English Language Skills (1) 8

20

140 MATH

Math (1) Pre-calculus

3

140 TCH

Computer and IT Skills

3

6

140 COM

Communication Skills

2

2

2

Second Semester
Scanning Electron Microscopy Laboratory (SEM)
The Scanning Electron Microscope Laboratory was
put up solely for research purposes. It is equipped
with JSM-6360LV Scanning Electron Microscope capable of doing many applications such as; Secondary
Electron Digital Photographs, Backscattered Electron
Images, analyses of Surface Topography and Compo-

English for Medical
8
Purposes
Organic Chemistry
145 CHEM
2
for Health Sciences
145 PHYS General Physics
3
145 ENGL

20
2
2

145 ZOOL General Zoology

3

3

145 STAT

2

2

Biostatistics

College of Dentistry

Histopathology Research Laboratory
This is just one of the Laboratory facilities that College
of Dentistry Research Center offered in the college.
In relation to this Routine Histopathology Technique
deals on Maxillo-Facial Cases which are done in the college through Specialist Clinic and referral of rare cases
are submitted to us from King Khalid University Hospital and other clinic or hospital that needs the assistance
of our laboratory. The surgeon makes their own evaluation to the patients and necessary operation is done
case to case basis. Thereafter specimen is submitted
to Histopathology Laboratory proper logging is done
as to Patient data; give its corresponding surgical number. The Pathologist will make the necessary grossing
of the specimen in relation to the size, shape, color and
measurement. It is the Pathologist who decides which
of the site of the specimen will be submitted for Tissue
processing which entails for 16 hours thru our Tissue
Processor by the technician concerned, who will do the
rest from Embedding, Sectioning, Staining and Mounting of the slides. Special Staining are requested as
needed which will help for further confirmation of the
diagnosis. The slides eventually given to the Pathologist for Pathological interpretation which will leads to
the Diagnosis of the case. Then necessary pathological
report follows, concerned clinics and Doctor take the
report for their own information regarding the status
of the case.
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Suggested Curriculum for College of Dentistry
First Year
Course
Code

Course Title

153 DDS
110 RDS
112 RDS
132 RDS
181 PCS

Oral Biology and Histology
Dental Anatomy and Morphology
Introduction to Operative Dentistry
Basic Dental Materials
Introduction to Dentistry
Introduction to Behavioral and
182 PCS
Preventive Dentistry
182 DEN
Computer & Technology in Dentistry
113 ANAT Anatomy, Embryology & Histology
163 BCH
Bio-Chemistry
113 PSL
General Physiology
101 IC
Introduction to Islamic Culture
102 IC
Islam and Construction of Society

First Semester
Second Semester
Clinical
Clinical
Lecture
Clinic Lecture
Clinic
Simulation
Simulation

Total

1
1
0
0
1

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
1
0

1
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

3
2
2
1
1

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0
2
1
2
2
0

0
2
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1
1
1
0
2

0
2
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
7
4
5
2
2

Second Year
Course
Code
211 MFS
212 MFS
231 DDS
232 DDS
242 DDS
243 DDS
213 RDS
233 RDS
222 PCS
212 SDS
281 DEN
213 PHL

College of Dentistry

221 MAC
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231 PATH

Course Title

First Semester
Second Semester
Clinical
Clinical
Lecture
Clinic Lecture
Clinic
Simulation
Simulation

Introduction to Local Anesthesia
Introduction to Exodontia
Oral Pathology 1
Oral Pathology 2
Oral Diagnosis 1

1
0
1
0
0
Clinical Oral & Maxillofacial Radiology 1 1
Pre-Clinical Operative Dentistry
1
Dental Materials Sciences
1
Preventive Dentistry
0
Introduction to Pre-Clinical
0
Prosthodontics & Occlusion
Ethics in Dentistry
1
Dental Pharmacology 1
1
General Microbiology &
2
Immunology
General Pathology
2

Total

0
0
1
0
0
1
2
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
1
0
1
2
1
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

1
1
2
2
2
4
6
3
1

0

0

1

1

0

2

0
0

0
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

1
2

1

0

0

0

0

3

1

0

0

0

0

3

Third Year
Course
Code
311 MFS
312 MFS
341 DDS
343 DDS
313 RDS
323 RDS
313 PCS
312 POS
323 SDS
333 SDS
382 DEN
101 ARAB
103 IC

Course Title
Clinical Oral Surgery 1
Clinical Oral Surgery 2
Oral Diagnosis 2

First Semester
Second Semester
Lecture
Clinical
Clinic Lecture Clinical
Clinic
Simulation
Simulation

1
0
1
Clinical Oral & Maxillofacial Radiology 2 1
Clinical Operative Dentistry 1
1
Pre-Clinical Endodontics
1
Clinical Periodontology 1
1
Pre-Clinical Pediatric Dentistry
0
Pre-Clinical Removable Prosthodontics
1
Pre-Clinical Fixed Prosthodontics
1
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation
0
Language Skills
2
The Islamic Economic System
0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
2
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
2
0
0
0

0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
2
6
6
1
2
2
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Fourth Year
Course
Code

First Semester
Course Title

Lecture

Second Semester

Clinical
Clinical
Clinic Lecture
Clinic
Simulation
Simulation

Total

0

0

0

0

0

1

413 MFS

Medical Emergency in Dental
1
Practice
Clinical & Hospital Oral Surgery 0

0

1

0

0

1

2

422 DDS

Oral Medicine 1

0

0

0

1

0

1

2

413 RDS

Clinical Operative Dentistry 2

1

0

1

0

0

1

3

423 RDS

Clinical Endodontics

1

0

1

0

0

1

3

411 MFS

413 PCS

Clinical Periodontology 2

1

0

1

1

0

1

4

413 POS

Clinical Pediatric Dentistry 1

1

0

1

1

0

1

4

423 POS

1

1

0

1

1

0

4

1

0

1

0

0

1

3

433 SDS

Pre-Clinical Orthodontics
Clinical Removable
Prosthodontics
Clinical Fixed Prosthodontics

1

1

1

0

0

1

4

411 GIM

General Internal Medicine

423 SDS

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

411 GSO General Surgery

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

411 ENT

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

Ear, Nose & Throat Surgery

421 MAC Applied Microbiology

Fifth Year

491 DDS

Oral Medicine 2

Second Semester
Total
Clinical
Clinical
Lecture
Clinic Lecture
Clinic
Simulation
Simulation
1
0
1
0
0
0
2

493 RDS

Esthetic Restorative Dentistry

1

First Semester

Course Title

0

0

0

0

1

2

491 POS

Clinical Orthodontics

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

493 POS

Clinical Pediatric Dentistry 2

0

0

1

0

0

1

2

491 PCS

Biostatistics in Dentistry

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

492 PCS

Dental Practice Management
Dental Public Health &
Community Dentistry
Advanced Prosthodontics and
Implantology
Geriatric Dentistry
Comprehensive Clinical
Dentistry
Dental Pharmacology 2

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

4

1

0

1

1

0

1

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

0

3

1

0

3

8

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

2

0

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

493 PCS
493 SDS
492 DEN
493 DEN
491 PHL

103 ARAB Writing in Arabic Language
Fundamentals of Islamic
104 IC
Political System

Course Description:
COURSE NO. :153 DDS
COURSE TITLE:Oral Biology and Histology
CREDIT HOURS:Three (3)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
153 MDS is a one-year course. It is given as a one hour
lecture in the first semester and one lecture and one
clinical simulation session in the second semester of the

same year. Oral Biology course comprises instructions
in the principles of oral anatomy and embryology, oral
histology, and oral Physiology.
COURSE NO. : 110 RDS
COURSE TITLE: Dental Anatomy and Morphology
CREDIT HOURS:Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The course consists of Dental Morphology which are

College of Dentistry

Course
Code
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provided by the RDS Department in the first semester
respectively during the first year of the BDS program.
Dental Morphology. This component is designed to
provide the student with the basic elements of tooth
morphology as an essential pre-requisite for other dental courses. The course comprises lectures and clinical
simulation sessions.
Using wax, students restore the missing coronal surfaces
of complete tooth models by a wax carving technique.
This is designed to reinforce the theoretical knowledge
gained in the lectures, as well as contribute towards the
development of manual dexterity, a skill which is essential in the practice of dentistry. Identification of natural
tooth specimens forms a significant part of the practical
component of the course.

College of Dentistry

COURSE NO. :112 RDS
COURSE TITLE : Introduction to Operative Dentistry
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The course will comprise clinical simulation exercises
and seminars. There will be in-course and end-ofcourse assessments, mostly in the form of objective
structured practical examinations (OSPE). The weekly
clinical simulation exercises will also be assessed.
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COURSE NO. : 132 RDS
COURSE TITLE : Basic Dental Materials
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
A dental material has always been a fascinating and
challenging area for the dental practitioner. During the
past several years dental materials science has undergone a virtual explosion of new knowledge. The advent of new polymeric and ceramic restorative systems,
bonding and adhesive materials, implant materials, glass
ionomer cements, precious and non-precious metal restorative systems and impression materials have virtually revolutionized the practice of modern dentistry.
Therefore, dentist uses the largest number of materials
from different classes.
Materials are used in dentistry to prevent disease, restore parts of the teeth and associated structure, as well
as replace and reconstruct whole teeth and associated
hard/soft structures of the jaws and face in a functionally acceptable and esthetically pleasing manner.This
course is meant to teach the student of dentistry aspects of materials science necessary to enable him to
understand and continue to learn dental biomaterials.
Also, to develop an appropriate understanding of the
criteria for the selection of materials for specific dental
procedures.
COURSE NO. : 181 PCS
COURSE TITLE : Introduction to Dentistry
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
This course is designed to provide the 1st year dental

student with an introduction to dentistry by over viewing the concepts, principles and procedures of various
specialties in dentistry.
Provide first year dental students with an introduction
to concepts, principles and procedures of various
disciplines in dentistry with emphasis on prevention,
comprehensive treatment and patient management.
Dental curriculum orientation and regulations in preclinic and clinic area will be provided.
COURSE NO. : 182 PCS
COURSE TITLE : Introduction to Behavioral and
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
This course will address the preventive and behavioral aspects in dentistry, and particular emphasis will
be placed on understanding human behavior towards
prevention, patient management and the ethical responsibility inherent within the scope of the dental
profession. Behavioral dentistry has been defined as
the interdisciplinary field concerned with the development and integration of behavioral and bio-dental science knowledge and techniques relevant to oral health
and disease, and the application of this knowledge and
these techniques to prevention, diagnosis, treatment
and rehabilitation.
COURSE NO. :182 DEN
COURSE TITLE:The Concept of Health Informatics
CREDIT HOURS :Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The course is a broad introduction to the health informatics to deal with creativity, communications and
organizing information. A deeper understanding of
health informatics will help students understand how
informatics can most effectively help their efforts and
how its methods can be exploited to elevate the state
of the art in education, research, and patient care. The
course also presents a global view of health informatics
and its sub disciplines in order to allow the students
to appreciate the context in which health informatics
functions. Special emphasis will be directed toward
electronic health records and the use of computer and
technology in dentistry.
COURSE NO. : 113 ANAT
COURSE TITLE : Anatomy, Embryology & Histology
CREDIT HOURS : Seven (7)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
This course aims at enhancing study of the basic knowledge of macroscopic anatomy (Morphology), general
embryology and development of the face, neck and
skull; and microscopic anatomy (Histology) for students
of college of dentistry. It is taught by the Department of
Anatomy in the College of Medicine
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COURSE NO.: 113 PSL
COURSE TITLE : GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY
CREDIT HOURS : Five (5)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
This course deals with the internal working of living
things, including functions such as metabolism, respiration and reproduction. This course is taught by the department of Physiology in the college of medicine
COURSE NO. : 101 IC
COURSE TITLE : INTRODUCTION TO ISLAMIC CULTURE
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The course provides students with the knowledge
about the true Islamic creed, connecting between generations and main Islamic sources, presenting the contemporary risks surrounding us and emphasizing on
the importance of applying this knowledge in Muslim’s
behavior in reality. Also, it will expose young generation to the contemporary risks surrounding us and recommending and finding the appropriate solution. The
course will cover the following topics:
1. Introduction to Islamic Culture
2. Islamic Culture in General
3. Islamic Creed
COURSE NO. : 102 IC
COURSE TITLE :Islamic and Construction of Society
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The course provides students with introduction to society and family in Islam and their principles and how to
evaluate them, most important problems and presenting legislation concerning with this issue.
The course will cover the following topics:
1. Islamic Society
2. Islamic Family
3. Islamic Creed

COURSE NO. :211 MFS
COURSE TITLE : Introduction to Local Anesthesia
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 113 ANAT (Anatomy, Embryology & Histology)
This course is a series of weekly lectures extending for
one semester Lectures covers patient assessment and
his suitability for local anesthesia and surgery, pain control, neuro-anatomy of the oral cavity and peri-oral tissue, neuro-physiology, pharmacokinetics of the drugs
used in local anesthesia and any local or systematic
complications which may occur, and how to avoid and
how to manage.
Also it includes the technique of injections and material used.
COURSE NO. : 212 MFS
COURSE TITLE : Introduction to Exodontia
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 113 ANAT (Anatomy,
Embryology and Histology)
This course is a series of weekly lectures extending for
one semester Exodontia [teeth extraction]: which covers sterilization, control of infection, the different methods for extraction [intra-alveolar and trans-alveolar],
the used instruments [forceps and elevators], suture
types and materials. Also, it covers indications and
contra-indications for teeth extraction, post-operative
instructions and follow-up. Lastly, complications which
may occur during or after extraction and how to recognize and manage complications.
COURSE NO. : 231 DDS
COURSE TITLE : Oral Pathology 1
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 153 DDS (Oral Biology
and Histology)
The course provides a basis for the clinical practice in
which the students will be engaged during the coming
years and after graduation. The students will gain sufficient knowledge to help them distinguish between oral
tissues in health and disease, identify diseases of the
teeth, periodontium, maxilla and mandible including
the face, oral mucous membranes and associated soft
tissues and orofacial manifestations of systemic diseases.
The causes of the various diseases and the microscopic
appearance of the developed lesions are emphasized.
The underlying basic pathological principles are also
stressed, in addition to the clinical appearance of the
lesions, which is also studied to provide introductory
basis for clinical differential diagnosis.
COURSE NO. :232 DDS
COURSE TITLE : Oral Pathology 2
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 231 DDS (Oral Pathology 1)
This course is offered during the second half of the second year as a continuation of 231 MDS, which is taught
during the first half of the second year. The course is
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COURSE NO. : 163 BCH
COURSE TITLE : Biochemistry
CREDIT HOURS : Four (4)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
Dental biochemistry. Biological buffers. Amino acids paptides and proteins, structure, properties and functions.
Enzymes, coenzymes and cofactors. Carbohydrates,
structures and metabolism. TCA cycle and oxidative
phosphorylation (Electron Transport System). Structure and metabolism of lipids and steroids. Biomembranes. Nutrition, Amino acid metabolism, transmination and the urea cycle. Protein biosynthesis, the role
of DNA and the genetic code. Blood biochemistry,
haemoglobin, plasma proteins and immunoglobulins.
Control and integration of metabolism (homeostasis).
Connective tissues: collagen, the importance of vitamin C, keratin. Metabolism of calcium and phosphorus.
Biochemistry of bone, cementum and enamel. Dental
diseases.
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offered as lectures, clinical simulation [microscopic]
sessions and clinicopathologic conferences [CPC] arranged in such a way that the clinical simulation and
the CPC sessions are correlated with the subject matter
[topics] covered in the didactic lectures.
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COURSE NO. :242 DDS
COURSE TITLE :Oral Diagnosis 1
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 182 DEN (Computer
and Technology in Dentistry)
The course is designed to expose the dental student to
basic knowledge and skills that are involved in the
diagnostic process and treatment planning in dental
practice. The training would enable the student to
effectively communicate with the patients, interview
them and carry out a general appraisal and a detailed
and systematic examination of the extra-oral and intraoral structures. The course is offered through lectures
and clinical session during the second semester.
Lectures will provide adequate information on the various steps involved in the interviewing process, clinical
methods and on relevant aspects of the diagnostic tools
employed and treatment planning.
Clinical session in the clinics will closely follow the lecture schedule. Students in pairs will practice on each
other all the steps involved. During the semester unscheduled quizzes and two student assessment tests
will be conducted in order to assess student progress.
The final examination will comprise of written and clinical examinations.
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COURSE NO. : 243 DDS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Oral & Maxillofacial Radiology 1
CREDIT HOURS : Four (4)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
An introduction to dental radiology as a branch of
dentistry for diagnostic treatment planning and following-up purposes. Complete examination of the oral
cavity needs both clinical and radiographic investigations, therefore this course of dental radiology offers
the way of examining the hidden parts of teeth and
their supporting structures. This course is considered
as an introductory course that includes lectures, demonstrations and clinical simulation applications on the
previously given lectures. It is consisted of a series of
weekly lectures and clinical simulation extending over
two terms.
The use of x-rays is an essential part of clinical dentistry.
As a result, radiographs are often referred to as the clinician main diagnostic aid. The range of knowledge of
dental radiography and radiology required can be divided conveniently into four main sections:
1. Basic physics and equipment: the production of xrays, their properties and interaction which results
in the formation of the radiographic image.
2. Radiography: the techniques involved in producing the various radiographic images as well as the

x-ray films and other radiographic requirements as
well as film processing.
3. Radiation protection: the protection of patients
and dental staff from the harmful effects of x-rays.
4. Radiology: the interpretation of the radiographic
images.
This course is primarily concerned with the first three
topics namely physics, radiography and protection.
Only part of film interpretation for simple lesions as
caries, periodontal and periapical diseases will be covered. However, the more comprehensive cases and
differential diagnosis will be covered in the third year
course.
COURSE NO. : 213 RDS
COURSE TITLE:Pre-Clinical Operative Dentistry
CREDIT HOURS : Six (6)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 110 RDS (Dental Anatomy and Morphology)
This course consists of two main components, the principles of cavity preparations for the currently available
restoratives and their physical and manipulative characteristics and cavity restoration.
This module will provide you with an overview of the
Operative Dentistry Program, its organization, the
kinds of instructional materials you will be using and
the types of testing and grading procedures employed.
This course of study is critically important to your future as a practitioner. It prepares you to provide the
major portion of dental care to your patients. It will be
a combination of lectures and clinical simulation exercises, representing different restorative procedures in
Operative Dentistry. All of the lectures, instructional
procedures and materials that you will receive have
been designed to help you develop the knowledge,
the skills and judgment necessary to achieve the goals
of Operative Dentistry Program. The development and
exercise of integrity is as essential to your competency
in dental care as in the development of your knowledge
and skills.
COURSE NO. : 233 RDS
COURSE TITLE:Dental Materials Sciences
CREDIT HOURS : Three (3)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 132 RDS (Basic Dental Materials)
This course continues where RDS 132 left off and
logically progresses from direct restorations through
indirect restorations. It provides basic information
about direct and indirect restorative materials, bonding agents, and the new field of “Adhesive Dentistry.”
It provides information about impression materials and
gypsum materials.
It provides step-by-step information about the casting
procedure and the required dental materials. It augments the casting procedure with ceramo-metallic and
ceramic materials. The indirect restorations section
is completed with a presentation of temporary and
permanent dental cements, including the most recent
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COURSE NO. : 222 PCS
COURSE TITLE : Preventive Dentistry
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 182 PCS (Introduction
to Behavioral and Preventive Dentistry)
To provide dental students with an understanding of
concepts, principles and methods of prevention of
dental diseases with emphasis or primary preventive
measures.
COURSE NO. :212 SDS
COURSE TITLE:Introduction to Pre-Clinical
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
This is the first course in prosthodontics. It consists of
didactic and clinical simulation components. It has two
parts: (1) is introductory to prosthodontics in the form
of lectures, and (2) the clinical simulation components
covering some of the basic technical aspects in prosthodontics. The second part for clinical simulation is introductory to occlusion, and is designed to provide the
students with a basic knowledge concerning the static
and dynamic aspects of occlusion and the importance
of occlusion for all facets of dentistry.
The clinical simulation phase of this course is a coordinated effort in helping the student to understand the
lecture materials and to help the development of some
basic technical skills in prosthodontics and occlusion.
COURSE NO. : 281 DEN
COURSE TITLE : Ethics in Dentistry
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The course is offered during the second year and consists of one lecture per week throughout one semester. It is designed to cover the main aspects of Ethics of
health profession particularly the Dentistry. In addition,
it will cover the “Legislation for practicing health care”
in Saudi Arabia with special attention to the ethical content of it. It will be in Arabic.
COURSE NO. :213 PHL
COURSE TITLE:Dental Pharmacology 1
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
This course is concerned with general principles in
pharmacology including pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics and their significance in dental practice.
The course gives emphasis on pharmacological actions
and therapeutic
applications of drugs used or implicated in dentistry.
Topics include drugs affecting the autonomic nervous
system, antimicrobial agents and analgesics. A special

concern is given for drugs used locally to treat hard and
soft tissue ailments and for preparations used locally in
dentistry practice.
COURSE NO. :221 MAC
COURSE TITLE :General Microbiology and
CREDIT HOURS : Three (3)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The course Microbiology for dental student is designed
to provide and facilitate the learning in which the student can make acquaintance, both in a theoretical and
practical context, with microorganisms as agents of human disease with relevance to dentistry. The major
topics covered in this course will be:
1. Fundamentals of Immunology and Host-Parasite
relationship.
2. Bacteria and Human Diseases caused by them.
3. Viruses and Human Diseases caused by them.
4. Fungi and Human Diseases caused by Candida albicans.
5. An Introduction to Oral Microbiology.
COURSE NO. : 231 PATH
COURSE TITLE :General Pathology
CREDIT HOURS : Three (3)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The course is mainly General Pathology which deals
with the basic concept of the various disease processes
relevant for medical dental students.
COURSE NO. : 311 MFS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Oral Surgery 1
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 211MFS (Introduction
to Local Anesthesia)
And 212 MFS (Introduction to Exodontias)
An introduction to minor oral surgery, diagnosis, treatment plans for oral surgical procedures, which are essential to the general practitioner. The practical application of local anaesthesia and the performance of
simple extractions. The management of severe oral
infection including osteomyelitis and osteo-radionecrosis. The complication of extraction, management of
bleeding dry socket and infection.
COURSE NO. :312 MFS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Oral Surgery 2
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 211MFS (Introduction
to Local Anesthesia)
And 212 MFS (Introduction to Exodontias)
More in depth to advance oral surgery, diagnosis, treatment plans for oral surgical procedures, The principles
of diagnosing and treating of facial trauma which includes fractures of the mandible and the middle third
of thefacial skeleton. The dental implications of the
maxillary sinus. Surgical aids to pathology with special
reference to biopsy. Introduction to tumors-benign and
malignant, diagnosis and principles of management.
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developments with resin cements. The course is completed with information about basic prosthodontic,
endodontic, periodontic, and orthodontic materials
and with a presentation on dental implant materials,
designs, and special considerations.
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COURSE NO. : 341 DDS
COURSE TITLE :Oral Diagnosis 2
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 242 DDS (Oral Diagnosis 1)
This course is aimed for the improvement of the clinical
skills of the students in taking dental and medical history and performing a thorough clinical examination of
the oral and paraoral structures.
The didactic part is offered with the primary emphasis
on diagnosis and differential diagnosis of diseases
involving the mouth and the paraoral region.
The course extends over one semester with one lecture
of one hour duration and one clinical session of 3 hour
duration every week.
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COURSE NO. : 343 DDS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Oral & Maxillofacial Radiology 2
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 243 DDS (Clinical Oral
and Maxillofacial Radiology 1)
This is the second course of oral radiology which is
comprehensive course in radiographic interpretation
and differential diagnosis of developmental, pathological lesions and fractures of the jaws and associated
structures.
The course is covered by the lectures in the first half of
the year and clinic in the second half. The lectures in
the first half will encourage the student to participate in
the clinic for the second half.
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COURSE NO. :313 RDS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Operative Dentistry 1
CREDIT HOURS :Three (3)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 213 RDS (Pre-Clinical
Operative Dentistry) 211 MFS (Introduction to
Local Anesthesia)
This is the first clinical operative course that builds in
the preceding principles and techniques already
presented in the clinic simulation courses while expanding the area of diagnosis and treatment planning. Attention is given to efficient utilization of the clinical facilities and the need for proper patient record and clinical
record systems. The students are expected to carry out
simple restorative procedures under supervision. This
course is offered in the 3rd year as one lecture and one
clinical in the first half and one clinical in the
second half of the year. A five-minute quiz at the beginning of each lecture will be given.

COURSE NO. :323 RDS
COURSE TITLE:Pre-Clinical Endodontics
CREDIT HOURS: Three (3)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 213 RDS (Pre-Clinical
Operative Dentistry)
The scope of the course includes preparing the third

year students to understand, recognize, diagnose and
successfully treat pulpally involved or potentially involved teeth. Important fundamentals are stressed
with emphasis on the correlation between basic clinical and biological principles. The course will have two
main components:
1. Classroom lecture series, which correlates clinical
with biological principles of endodontics. (First
Semester).
2. Clinical Simulation to perform endodontic treatment on mounted extracted human teeth.
COURSE NO. :313 PCS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Periodontology 1
CREDIT HOURS : Four (4)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
This course consists of didactic and clinical components. It will cover the following:
1. The periodontium in health.
2. The etiology, the pathogenesis, and the diagnosis
of periodontal disease(s).
3. Principles and techniques of disease prevention
therapy.
4. Instrumentation, knowledge and practice of periodontal instruments.
5. Examination, diagnosis, treatment planning and
treatment of patients with early periodontal diseases.
COURSE NO. :312 POS
COURSE TITLE:Pre-Clinical Pediatric Dentistry
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 213 RDS (Pre-Clinical
Operative Dentistry)
This is a two credit hour course made up of Didactic
and Clinical Simulation as Introduction to Pediatric
Dentistry. The course holds in the second half of the
third year. The primary goals of Pediatric Dentistry
include the diagnosis and prevention of disease, the
preservation of the natural dentition and the restoration of health, function and esthetics of stomatognathic
system. The lectures will cover all these topics.
The primary function of the clinical simulation is the development of psychomotor skills of the dentist.
The psychomotor skills must be highly developed in
order to provide quality care of the children. Due to
the high degree of skill required, disappointments and
frustrations may occur during the process of learning
and development. Some students, for example, will
need to repeat various projects. However, the clinical
simulation
is the placed where mistake can occur without damage
to the patient, and where skills can be develop to a high
level of proficiency. In order to maximize the benefits
of each clinical simulation, students will be expected
to study the clinical simulation manual preparation for
each project.
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COURSE NO. :333 SDS
COURSE TITLE:Pre-Clinical Fixed Prosthodontics
CREDIT HOURS: Six (6)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 212 SDS (Introduction
to Pre-Clinical Prosthodontics and Occlusion)
The course represents the orientation phase to the discipline of fixed prosthodontics (FP). It provides a
structured framework for the students to learn the scientific basis and the fundamental principles of FP. It
prepares the student for the practice of sound clinical
FP through a patient simulation clinic (PSC) phase of
mechanical and technical procedures.
COURSE NO. :382 DEN
COURSE TITLE:Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
One Semester course composed of lectures and practical demonstration. The student will be certified in Basic Life Support and first aid.
COURSE NO. :101 ARAB
COURSE TITLE:Language Skills
CREDIT HOURS: Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The course is designed to train training student for correct reading and conclude the main ideas, provide student with the necessary tools to understand texts and
manage it properly, as well as student’s orientation and
motivation towards acquiring language specifications,
dealing with old and new references; hard copies and
electronics, and also prepare the student for verbal
presentations and smooth correct writing. The course
will cover the following points:

1. Reading selected texts carefully, followed by exercise to evaluate student’s understanding in order
to raise student’s expression ability using the correct sentences and phrases.
2. The course contains different applications using
functional language skills and tools.
3. Improving writing skills.
4. The course contains different applications which
aim at student’s motivation for concluding grammatical and writing rules from texts.
COURSE NO. :103 IC
COURSE TITLE:The Islamic Economic System
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
To provide students with Islamic concepts of economic
life in relation to man relationship with finance, and the
Islamic finance, and presents the rules and legislation
which control the economic systems to highlight the advantages of Islamic economy and its characteristics. The
course will cover the following topics:
1. Introduction to Islamic economic system
2. Principles of Islamic economic system
3. Distribution and exchange
4. Banking and insurance
COURSE NO. : 411 MFS
COURSE TITLE:Medical Emergency in Dental Practice
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 311 MFS (Clinic Oral Surgery 1)
This course will introduce the student to the medical
management of medically compromised patient and
how to deal with emergences in dental chairs. This
course is given as series of lectures.
COURSE NO. : 413 MFS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical and Hospital Oral Surgery
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 312 MFS (Clinic Oral
Surgery 1) And 311 MFS (Clinic Oral Surgery 2)
This is mainly a clinical course in advanced oral surgery
which is designed to get the dental student to carry
out more complicated minor oral surgical procedures
under local anesthesia. Cases such as retained roots,
impacted teeth, alveoloplasty, and management of orofacial infections are given to the student to treat under
faculty supervision. Also students are introduced to
surgical implant dentistry.
Students are also introduced to hospital rules and
protocol, which include medical records, doctor’s
orders,progress notes, laboratory and radiographical
results, temperature/pressure/respiration graphics, operation notes and discharge summary. Also students are
introduced to the operating room and to major maxillofacial surgeries.
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COURSE NO. :323 SDS
COURSE TITLE:Pre-Clinical Removable Prosthodontic
CREDIT HOURS : Six (6)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: SDS 212 (Introduction
to Pre-Clinical Prosthodontic and Occlusion)
This course is the first course in Removable Prosthodontics. It consists of didactic and clinical simulation
components that cover both complete dentures and
removable partial dentures. The first half of the year is
devoted for complete dentures, while the second half
is devoted for removable partial dentures. The Patient
Simulation Clinic (PSC) component covers the technical
aspect of complete denture construction from the start
to finish in the first half of the year and the technical aspect of removable partial dentures construction in the
second half of the year.
During the course, various exercises that simulate the
clinical treatment of the patient are also employed.
The course in general is designed to prepare the student to understand the biological, mechanical as well
as the esthetic aspect of complete denture and partial
denture treatment.
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COURSE NO. :422 DDS
COURSE TITLE:Oral Medicine 1
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 242 DDS (Oral Diagnosis 1) 341 DDS (Oral Diagnosis 2)
This course contains several lectures about general
oral medicine subjects that are very important for the
general dental practitioner. This is supported by clinical sessions in which students will see and treat patient
with oral lesions. Some of these clinical sessions will be
taken at the Riyadh Central Hospital.
COURSE NO. : 413 RDS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Operative Dentistry 2
CREDIT HOURS : Three (3)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 313 RDS (Clinical Operative Dentistry 1)
This course is given in the fourth year in two semesters
as the final operative course. In the first semester
there will be one lecture and one clinical session and in
the second semester there will be one clinical session.
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COURSE NO. : 423 RDS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Endodontics
CREDIT HOURS : Three (3)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 323 RDS (Pre-Clinical
Endodontics)
Goal:
To train students to perform clinical aspects of endodontic therapy with emphasis on integrating clinical and
biological principles. The students will be trained to
treat endodontically involved anterior and posterior
teeth. In addition, they will be trained to manage endodontic emergencies.
Course Components:
423 RDS is a Lecture and Clinical course where students
have to recognize, diagnose, and treat pulpally involved
teeth. In addition, students have to relate endodontics
to various dental disciplines.
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COURSE NO. : 413 PCS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Periodontology 2
CREDIT HOURS : Four (4)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 313 PCS (Clinical Periodontology 1)
This course consists of a didactic and clinical component with four credit hours. It will cover:
1. The treatment of different types of periodontal
diseases.
2. The interrelation between periodontics and related dental specialties.
3. Introduction to the surgical approaches in the
management of moderate to advanced periodontal diseases
4. The role of occlusion in periodontal diseases and
management.
5. The surgical aspect of implant dentistry and management of tissues around implants in health and
disease.

COURSE NO. : 413 POS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Pediatric Dentistry 1
CREDIT HOURS : Four (4)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 312 POS (Pre-Clinical
Pediatric Dentistry)
This is a four-credit hour course with the duration of
one academic year. The course consists of didactic and
clinical components. The didactic component addresses the different aspects of diagnosing, managing and
treating the dental problems of pre-school and school
age children.
The clinical component is the first clinical course in Pediatric Dentistry. The course offers one session
of 3 hours each week for one academic year. It is a clinical setting in which the student acquires the motor
skills necessary to render care for children. The student
should have an opportunity to perform the clinical procedures commonly associated with children’s dentistry.
The concept of comprehensive care will be adapted
so that the student develops an awareness of and appreciation for the total child. Patients with age ranging
from 8 to 14 years will be selected according to course
requirement.
COURSE NO. : 423 POS
COURSE TITLE:Pre-Clinical Orthodontics
CREDIT HOURS : Four (4)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
Knowledge of the basic of orthodontics is essential for
the dental student. This course will provide the
undergraduate student with the background of the normal occlusion, malocclusion, growth and development
of dento-facial structures, etiology and diagnosis of
malocclusion, and the treatment of discrepancies. The
course is an introductory course and consists of lectures
and clinical simulation parts. The course is conducted
through the whole academic year in two semesters.
COURSE NO. : 423 SDS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Removable Prosthodontics
CREDIT HOURS : Three (3)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 323 SDS
(Pre-Clinical Removable Prosthodontics)
This course is the first course in Clinical Removable
Prosthodontics. It consists of didactic and clinical
components. The course is limited to the teaching of
conventional complete and Removable Partial Dentures. The didactic component is delivered in the first
semester. It covers the theoretical background for different phases of treatment with Removable Partial and
Complete Dentures. Syllabus includes diagnosis, treatment planning, treatment procedures, and follow-up
of the treatment. Lectures focus on the basic concepts,
principles, indications, and limitations of these clinical
procedures.
The clinical component comprises of 2 semesters held
for one academic year (once a week), utilized to practice common clinical procedures for patients examination, motivation, and treatment with complete and removable partial dentures.
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COURSE NO. : 411 GIM
COURSE TITLE: General Internal Medicine
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
This course was designed purposely for the College of
Dentistry 4th year students to give them an overview of
the different specialties of Internal Medicine which will
be beneficial for their dental practice. The teaching,
which consists mainly of theoretical part (lectures), will
cover the diagnosis, approach, management and complications for cases which they will encounter as they
enter the dental field.
COURSE NO. : 411 GSO
COURSE TITLE : General Surgery
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
This course contains only theoretical. There is no clinical part. The theoretical part consists of 1 lecture per
week in one semester.
COURSE NO. : 411 ENT
COURSE TITLE:Ear, Nose and Throat Surgery
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The ENT Course 411 is for the Dental Students. They
usually set up on the same period every second semester in the academic year. The course is theoretical in the
form of lectures. This is given one hour weekly during
the second semester of the academic year.
COURSE NO. : 421 MAC
COURSE TITLE: Applied Microbiology
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 221 MAC
(General Microbiology and Immunology)
The constantly evolving flora of human infection, the

recent researches in the aetiology of dental diseases,
the advent of opportunistic and nosocomial infections,
the newer and advanced diagnostic techniques and the
varieties of currently available antibiotics, demand that
the students keep abreast of contemporary advances
in the field. The oral microbiology course will specially
emphasize and reinforce the earlier Microbiology 221
MAC course and other related basic biologic and clinical science disciplines with particular attention given to
their meaningful correlation. The major topics covered
in this course will be:
1. The primary oral infections including dental caries
and periodontal disease.
2. Systemic infections with oral manifestations.
3. Infective diseases of occupational and personal
concern.
4. Diagnostic, treatment and preventive aspect of
these diseases.
COURSE NO. : 491 DDS
COURSE TITLE: Oral Medicine 2
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 422 DDS (Oral Medicine 1)
This course is offered to 5th year undergraduate students. The course is divided into several sections:
 Lecture - This part of the course will cover
some aspects of patient management especially
those that are medically compromised, infection
control in the office and proper use and pitfalls of
prescription drugs. Pertinent laboratory tests and
interpretation of the results are also discussed.
 Clinics - Each student will examine a minimum of 5
patients. Preference will be given for patients with
systemic diseases for evaluation and treatment
planning. Students will present one patient with
complete investigation results and treatment plan.
Clinic session at Riyadh Dental Centre will also be
arranged on a rotational basis.
 Report presentation - Students will write reports
on selected medical and dental conditions and
present the findings to their colleagues under the
supervision of assigned faculty. This is training in
methods of collection of data, review of literature,
presentation techniques and conduction of
seminars.
COURSE NO. : 493 RDS
COURSE TITLE:Esthetic Restorative Dentistry
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 413 RDS (Clinical Operative Dentistry 2)
This is a clinical operative course that builds in the preceding principles and techniques already presented
in the clinical simulation and clinical operative courses
while expanding the area of esthetic restorative dentistry. The students are expected to carry out esthetic restorative procedures under close staff supervision. This
course is offered in the 5th year as one didactic in the
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COURSE NO. : 433 SDS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Fixed Prosthodontics
CREDIT HOURS : Four (4)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 333 SDS (Pre-Clinical
Fixed Prosthodontics)
1. The course serves as the transitional phase from
the clinical simulation to the clinical environment.
2. It provides a framework for the student to negotiate the difficult clinical simulation-to-clinical divide
in a measured and controlled way, reinforcing concepts learned in SDS 333.
3. The clinical phase seeks to equip the student with
the fundamental skills for sound clinical Fixed
Prosthodontics practice through the comprehensive management of a minimum of two selected
Fixed Prosthodontics cases (as a guide, the total
number of units expected to be completed in
these cases is 6).
4. The concurrent clinical simulation session in the
first semester facilitates the student’s understanding of, and familiarity with, clinical simulation procedures and the mutual interdependence between
technical and clinical quality.
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first semester and one clinical session in the second semester. The didactic component of this course consists
of lectures and group discussions of assigned topics related to esthetic restorative dentistry. The lectures will
introduce the students to the concepts and fundamentals of esthetics, color and polychromatic stratification.
While the group discussions will be directed towards
the various treatment modalities in the area of esthetic
restorative dentistry in anterior and posterior teeth.

ages for data analysis.
Course Organization:
1. Class activities will be in the form of lectures and
discussions mostly focus on the concepts of
2. statistical methods.
3. Tutorial sections follow each class for solving biostatistics practical problem using Excel, and SPSS or
Minitab computer software.
4. Library readings will be assigned on certain topics.

COURSE NO. : 491 POS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Orthodontics
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 423 POS (Pre-Clinical
Orthodontics)
The course is given for one semester. In each week, 4
groups of students will participate in problem-based
tutorial sessions to analyze the presented 12 orthodontic cases chosen to cover the following topics:
 Orthodontic diagnosis and treatment planning
 Orthodontic treatment of patients with medical
disorders
 Early orthodontic treatment
 Management of skeletal problems (A-P/Vertical/
Transverse)
 Assessment of patients for orthognathic surgery
 Adjunctive orthodontic treatment for adults
 Iatrogenic effects of orthodontic therapy.
This method of learning involves an active participation of the students in their learning through generating
hypotheses to explain the problems under discussion
contributing resources and knowledge to the group,
and demonstrating the ability to understand and apply
the available evidence to analyze the case.

COURSE NO. :492 PCS
COURSE TITLE:Dental Practice Management
CREDIT HOURS :One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 222 PCS (Preventive
Dentistry)
The need for this course came after the dynamic change
that has occurred in the health Care market in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, especially after the wide spread
of private health institutes, and the emerge of Health
Insurance coverage (including the Dental Insurance
Coverage) principles and regulations in the kingdom.
The course will provide 5th year dental students with
the basic tools to understand the general principles of
health care industry in our Kingdom, which will enable
them to make better managerial decisions in their dental practices.
The first part of this course is designed to provide dental students an awareness to the principles of
Health Care Management, in addition to the fundamental knowledge in the field.
The second half of the course will explore the principles of Dental Practice Management in the light of
current market needs and regulations with real life examples from the field, in addition to highly respected
guest speakers in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

COURSE NO. : 493 POS
COURSE TITLE:Clinical Pediatric Dentistry 2
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 413 POS (Clinical Pediatric Dentistry 1)
This is final clinical course in pediatric dentistry. The
course consists of one clinical training session of 3
hours per week for the whole academic year. The
students are required to provide comprehensive dental treatment for children age 3 to 8 years presenting
with a wide range of dental problems. Emphasis of the
course will be on patient education and management,
treatment planning, prevention of dental disease, restorative procedures, pulp therapy, and space management.
COURSE NO. : 491 PCS
COURSE TITLE: Biostatistics in Dentistry
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 182 DEN
To provide dental students with an understanding of
concepts, principles and methods of biostatistics for
dental research with emphasis on using software pack-

COURSE NO. : 493 PCS
COURSE TITLE:Dental Public Health and Community
CREDIT HOURS : Four (4)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 222 PCS (Preventive
Dentistry)
The first part of this course is designed to provide 5th
Year dental student awareness to the principles and
activities of Dental Public Health, in addition to knowledge on the application of sciences of epidemiology
and biostatistics in dental public health. The second
part of the course will explore the concepts of the dental public health in the light of the oral health problems
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
COURSE NO. : 493 SDS
COURSE TITLE:Advanced Prosthodontics and
CREDIT HOURS : Four (4)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 423 SDS (Clinical Removable Prostho) 433 SDS (Clinical Fixed Prosthodontics)
This fifth year SDS course is designed to give the stu-
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COURSE NO. : 492 DEN
COURSE TITLE : Geriatric Dentistry
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
This course is designed to introduce the undergraduate students to the biology of the aging process and
how it affects oral health in addition to management
of age related changes of the elderly population, including soft tissue and hand tissue changes. Furthermore, psychological aspects of aging and age related
systemic changes related to the elderly population will
be covered. Certain conditions can occur in seniors
that would not normally be found in younger individuals and that can affect the health of their teeth, as well
as their overall physical well being. The uncertainty and
complexity related to treatment planning for frail and
medically compromised elderly might contribute to
some of the variation observed in treatment planning.
Students will be introduced to the proper management
of older adults including restorative, periodontic, surgical, endodontic and other treatment modalities such as
preventive dentistry.
COURSE NO. : 493 DEN
COURSE TITLE: Comprehensive Clinical Dentistry
CREDIT HOURS : Eight (8)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 433 SDS (Clinical Fixed
Prosthodontics) 423 SDS (Clinical Removable
Prostho) 423 RDS (Clinical Endodontics) 413 PCS
(Clinical Periodontology 2)
The course is designed to cover all clinical disciplines in
dentistry. It is offered during the fifth year and
consists of one lecture and three clinical sessions per
week through out the academic year.
This is a conjoint course by all dental departments
where contributors from all dental disciplines participate in both in the lecture and clinical sessions.
A one-week Cardio-Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)
course is given by the College of Medicine.
COURSE NO. : 491 PHL
COURSE TITLE:Dental Pharmacology 2
CREDIT HOURS : One (1)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: 213 PHL (Dental Pharmacology 1)
This course deals with most important principles of
clinical pharmacology and drug therapy in addition to

clinical aspects of drugs implicated in dentistry. Drug
therapy principles such as patient compliance, significance of taking drug history and proper writing of prescriptions are considered. Emphasis is given on drugdrug and food drug interactions encountered clinically,
particularly in dental practice. Hazards of drug use
during pregnancy and lactations are also considered.
Among other topics, clinical pharmacology and therapeutics of hypnotics,
anti-anxiety agents, coagulants, anticoagulants, antihypertensives and antidiabetics are included.
COURSE NO. : 103 ARAB
COURSE TITLE : Writing in Arabic Language
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
The course is designed to train students for proper
writing with correct words, and also develop his ability
for expression him-self correctly.
The course concentrates on applications aimed at student’s acquiring for good writing language including:

 Well formatted writing (punctuations, line spaces,
paragraphs…)

 Training students for collecting data from hard
copies and electronic resources.

 Writing exercises and ability to identify mistakes
 Writing essay and identify its parts.
 Writing summary and abstract and reports
 Writing administrative letters
 Using old and new dictionaries and knowing their rules
 Training student for using connecting tools and
punctuations

 Training students for good speech and developing
thinking skills and creating logic ideas and also
developing dialogue skills and discussion with
appropriate language.
COURSE NO.:104 IC
COURSE TITLE:Fundamental of Islamic Political System
CREDIT HOURS : Two (2)
PRE-REQUISITE COURSE: None
Social System:
 The human in Islam (the succession and the
responsibility).
 The family in Islam: its position, the care of Islam
for it, the bases that the family structure depend
on Islam.
 The marital relations: its goals, its bases, the mutual
rights between the sons and the parents.
 The woman position and its rights in Islam and at
the previous nations.
 The suspicions around the family and social system
in Islam and their refutation: (polygamy, authority,
the country targets, the country bases.
 The social solidarity (moral and material)

College of Dentistry

dent both didactic and clinical experience in the
comprehensive management of variety of cases in Fixed,
Removable Partial and Complete Dentures, as well as
dental implants. Emphasis will be placed on dental implants, overdentures, single dentures, attachments, and
surveyed crowns.
The didactic component will cover advanced prosthodontic topics such as Attachments, Occlusion, Dental
implants, Esthetics, and Maxillofacial prosthetics
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Dental Assisting Diploma Program (DADP)
About:

Second Year
Course
No.
DDA 211

Dental Assisting Diploma Program (DADP) is a two-year
program which consists of didactic and practical components offered to the Saudi females to qualify as a
auxiliary dental staff.
Dental Assisting Diploma Program (DADP) curriculum is
a non-ladder or closed end curriculum and is organized
on a yearly credit system.
As part of the curriculum, the students will be provided
with the structured, comprehensive clinical experience
in the various clinics of the KSUCD during the latter
weeks of the first year and whole of the second year.
This will include experience in the various clinical departments or work centers like the Records and Reception, Radiology, Steri-Center, Prosthetic Laboratories
and Operating Theaters. Emphasis is to be placed on
providing a balanced program of academic study, designed to support and enhance the considerable practical experience offered.
Between Levels I and II, during the summer vacation,
students will complete a four-week vocational attachment in approved Ministry of Health clinics, or equivalent hospitals and polyclinics in the Kingdom.
The program is open to females and the student candidate must be a high school graduate with a minimum
GPA of 70%.

DDA 212

DDA 213
DDA 214
DDA 215

DDA 216

DDA 217

Course Title
Dental Radiology for the
Dental Assistant
Introduction to Dental
Pharmacology, Pathology
and Microbiology
Dental Secretarial
Procedures
Dental Clinic Procedures
for the Dental Assistant II
Emergencies in the
Dental Clinic
An Introduction to
Community Dentistry for
the Dental Assistant
Operating Room
Procedures for the
Dental Assistant

Credit Hours
3

(1 Lecture, 2
Clinic)

2

(2 Lecture)

2
14
2

(1 Lecture, 1
Practical)
(2 Lecture, 12
Clinic)
(1 Lecture, 1
Practical)

2

(1 Lecture, 1
Practical)

2

(1 Lecture, 1
Practical)

Course Description :
DDA 111 - Introduction to Dental Assisting
This course will provide the student with an overview
of the expanding scope of a career in Dental Assisting.
The educational requirements, career flexibility and
moral code necessary to become a functional part of
the dental team will be outlined. Particular emphasis
will be placed on the value of the Assistant in conducting preventive dental care in the office and community,
and learning the ethical responsibility inherent within

Study Plan:

the scope of this career choice.

First Year

College of Dentistry

Course
No.
DDA 111
DDA 112
DDA 113
DDA 114

DDA 115

DDA 116

DDA 117

DDA 118

348

Course Title
Introduction to Dental
Assisting
Dental Anatomy and
Dental Histology
Anatomy and Physiology
Dental Clinic Procedures
for the Dental Assistants - I
Dental Laboratory
Procedures for the Dental
Assistant
Dental Materials for
Dental Assistants
Introduction to Care
of Dental Instruments,
Materials and Equipment
for the Dental Assistant
English Language Medical
and Dental Terminology
for the Dental Assistant

Credit Hours
2
2
2
8

(2 Lecture)
(1 Lecture, 1
Lab)
(1 Lecture, 1
Practical)
(2 Lecture, 6
Clinic)

2

(1 Lecture, 1
Lab)

2

(1 Lecture, 1
Practical)

8

(2 Lecture, 6
Practical)

DDA 112 - Dental Anatomy and Dental Histology
This course will include a study of the normal oral
structures, and the development and growth of both
hard and soft tissues. It will provide the student with a
thorough knowledge of intraoral structures necessary
to perform basic clinical skills and complete the many
records common to most dental examinations.
DDA 113 - Anatomy and Physiology
A study of the course provides exposure to basic anatomic terms and the systems of the body as they relate
to dentistry. An introduction to head and neck anatomy
is also presented as it relates to the role of the Dental
Assistant. The material taught in this course is designed
to enable a dental assistant to communicating with oth-

2

(2 Lecture)

er professionals, and to identify specific locations of anatomic structures in a universal professional language.
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DDA 114 - Dental Clinic Procedures For The Dental

DDA 117 - Introduction to Care of Dental Instru-

Assistant- I

ments, Materials and Equipment for the Dental As-

This course emphasizes the clinical component of den-

sistant

tal assisting. It is a two part program, which provides

This course emphasizes the role of the Dental Assistant

a thorough knowledge of instrumentation used in

in the prevention of disease transmission in the dental

dentistry as well as the rationale for the use of spe-

office. It is comprised of didactic and laboratory train-

cific equipment. Detailed procedural protocol will be

ing with a specific focus on the practical aspect of learn-

outlined as it relates to principles, concepts, and tech-

ing how to develop and implement a sterilization and

niques commonly employed in dental treatment. The

disinfectant protocol necessary to maintain safety and

preliminary stage will be a simulated clinical condition

health in a dental office. An introduction to pathogenic

which prepares the student for the second stage as an

microorganisms, disease transmission and methods of

observer and/or trainee chair side assistant in the King

infection control will be emphasized. This course will

Saud College of Dentistry.

expand on the information offered in other courses to

DDA 115 - Dental Laboratory Procedures for the

provide the student with comprehensive knowledge in

Dental Assistant

the operation of Central Sterilization equipment need-

This course is designed to provide an introduction to

ed to perform instrument sterility techniques for the

basic concepts to familiarize the dental assistant with

prevention of cross-contamination in the work place.

the equipment, procedures and operation of a modem
dental laboratory. The attainment of practical skills nec-

DDA 118 - English Language Medical And Dental

essary to perform basic laboratory procedures will be

Terminology For The Dental Assistant

emphasized, such as those needed to pour impressions,

This course is designed to provide an opportunity for

trim diagnostic models, fabricate custom trays, stents,

the student to develop language skills by acquiring a

base plate bite guards, and wax die patterns. A thor-

knowledge and understanding of vocabulary and ter-

ough knowledge of the importance of aseptic handling

minology specific to medical and dental sciences. Em-

of contaminated materials sent to commercial labora-

phasis will be placed on the acquisition of skills leading

tories and methods to eliminate cross-contamination

to accurate record taking of medical-legal documents as

within the office laboratory will be presented.

well as proficiency in verbal communication skills in the
English language.

This course will provide both didactic and simulat-

DDA 211 - Dental Radiography For The Dental Assistant

ed clinical experiences in the general consideration,

This course is designed to provide a basic clinical ap-

structure, and properties needed to understand

proach to the subject of dental radiology and radiog-

specific dental materials. Particular emphasis will be

raphy needed by the Dental Assistant. The range of

placed on applications, terminology, and classifica-

knowledge presented falls into four main sections:

tions for each type of dental material. The student

· Basics physics and equipment

will be competent in the handling, care, and storage

· Radiation Protection

of all types of materials used in the dental office.

· Radiography

The structure of the material is reviewed in terms of

· Radiology

the starting components and the manipulation pro-

This course is two part program consisting of a

cedures. The properties of materials are divided

lecture and clinical components where particular

into important physical, chemical, mechanical, and

emphasis will be placed on the practical applica-

biologic properties with particular emphasis on the

tion of didactic knowledge. Ongoing instruction

value of the Assistant in organizing and selecting

will focus on the value of the Assistant in per-

the appropriate materials for specific dental proce-

forming these critical radiographic diagnostic

dures .

procedures .

College of Dentistry

DDA 116 - Dental Materials For Dental Assistants
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DDA 212 - Introduction To Dental Pharmacology,

components of this comprehensive training in clinical

Pathology And Microbiology

procedures will prepare the student for the responsi-

This didactic course emphasizes the terminology,

bilities inherent in the profession of dental assisting.

weights and measures, abbreviations and drug classifications used by the dentist in prescription writing. Drug

DDA 215 - Emergencies In The Dental Clinic

mechanism and interaction are stressed as they relate

T h i s c o u r s e o ff e r s i n f o r m a t i o n l e a d i n g t o t h e

to the role of the Dental Assistant in active patient care.

re c o g n i t i o n o f s y m p t o m s t h a t a re c o m m o n t o

An understanding of the drug classifications, proper

d e n t a l a n d m e d i c a l e m e rg e n c i e s . E m p h a s i s

handling and storage of drugs in the dental office, and

will be given to the acquisition of skills en-

understanding the legal ramifications of drug abuse are

abling the student to be competent in emer-

also outlined.

g e n c y d r i l l p ro c e d u re s i n a p o t e n t i a l l i f e -

It also provides a basic knowledge of normal and

t h re a t e n i n g s i t u a t i o n .

pathogenic organisms is necessar y to understand
the risk factors involved in the development of
good cross-infection control procedure in the
dental environment. The teaching philosophy of
this course is that the student obtains sufficient
didactic knowledge to understand the variable
sources of abnormal tissue changes in the oral
cavit y; and to reinforce practical office protocol
designed to eliminate health hazards for personnel and patients. Emphasis is placed on the development of the observational skills of the student to recognize the risk factor associated with
changes in the oral cavit y .

DDA 213 - Dental Secretarial Procedures

College of Dentistry

This two part course includes a didactic and practical
component. The lectures offer information leading to
a practical application of slandered office procedures.
Emphasis will be given to the acquisition of skills leading to improved telephone etiquette, file keeping, and
accounting. Exposure to basic computer knowledge as
it relates to accounts and appointment scheduling, will
also be presented.

tistry For The Dental Assistant
This course will present information about the
basic precepts of dental public health and discuss issues that impact on both the public private
sectors. It will include relevant information on
the aetiology of common dental diseases and the
importance of good dental health as it relates to
patient well-being. A practical educational project will be developed to provide active student
participation in a community based dental health
project .

DDA 217 - Operating Room Procedures For The
Dental Assistant
This course is designed to provide a basic practical approach to Dental Assisting in the Operating Room. The
range of knowledge presented falls into several categories.

 Basic steps necessary to organize and maintain
armamentarium

under

aseptic

conditions

including scrubbing, gowning and masking
techniques.

DDA 214 - Dental Clinic Procedures For The Dental
Assistant - II
This two-part course expands upon the material taught
in first year to promote in the student an attitude of selfassurance, independence, initiative, and proficiency in
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DDA 216 - An Introduction To Community Den-

personal and clinical skills. The didactic and practical

 Care of the anaesthetized patient - stages
of anaesthesia, recovery time, and common
complications.

 Observation and participation in routine OR
dental procedures
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Vision:
To achieve the highest standards in education and training in the field of Oral and Ma x illofacial Surger y and jaws.

Mission:
Training of students of dentistry to gain the skills
and knowledge of the diagnosis of diseases and pests

Landmarks:
1. Clinics and female students in bachelor’s degree.

that require surgical intervention.
2. Specialty Clinics for Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery.

The Department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
is one of the new Departments in the College of Dentistry at King Saud University which was established in
the year 1430H (2009G) by a decision of the Supreme
Council for Higher education which is presided by the

3. Clinics, dental implants.
4. Operating room in the King Khalid University Hospital

Faculty Members:

custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, King Abdullah Bin

Name

Rank

Abdulaziz Al-Saud.

Khalid Al Ruhaimi

Professor

Ahmed Zahrani

Associate Prof.

Nasser Nooh

Associate Prof.

Saad Sheta

Associate Prof.

Sulaiman shalhoub

Associate Prof.

Hesham Khalil

Assistant Prof.

Waleed Abdullah

Assistant Prof.

Mohammad Kindi

Demonstrator

Osama Al-Ghamdi

Demonstrator

Degrees:
Bachelor

Aims:
1. Provide an outstanding level of theoretical and
clinical training in the specialty of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery and jaws.
2. Raising the efficiency of male and female students
in the basics of handling professional and communication skills and professional ethics.
3. Attention to the requirements of the job market,
particularly in the field of dental implants.
4. Encourage cooperation between the members of
the Section for the deployment of high-impact
scientific research.
5. Raise the level of understanding and sensitivity

College of Dentistry

About:

and awareness among graduates for public health
and systemic diseases of patients.
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Vision:
God willing, this department will be a leader
locally and regionally in the field of education,
research and service delivery in the curative and
preventive Specialist Paediatric Dentistry and Orthodontics, and activating the role of health education, dental and oral diseases and methods of
prevention in the community.

Mission:

2.

Commitment to oral health and dental through

Support scientific research and the preservation of distinct levels in this area with empha-

excellence and leadership in the field of education

sis on the spirit of cooperation and the foun-

and scientific research

dations of a harmonious team work among

About:
The

department

members of the section.
o ff e r s

didactic,

p re -

clinical and clinical experiences in pediatric
d e n t i s t r y a n d o r t h o d o n t i c s i n t e g ra l t o c o m -

g iene in the communit y th rough : ( a ) i ncreased awareness of th e i m p o r tan ce of

g ra d u a t e p ro g ra m s f o r s p e c i a l t y t ra i n i n g i n

oral health among communit y mem b ers.

Pe d i a t r i c D e n t i s t r y, a n d O r t h o d o n t i c s . T h i s

( B) prov ide procedures and prev enti ve

d e g re e . T h e d e p a r t m e n t i s c o m p r i s e d o f t h e
follow ing specialties:

College of Dentistry

Par ticipation in the promotion o f oral hy-

p re h e n s i v e p a t i e n t c a re . I t a l s o o ff e r s p o s t -

i s a 3 6 - m o n t h p ro g ra m l e a d i n g t o a M a s t e r ’s

 Paediatric Dentistr y
 Orthodontics

Degrees:
Bachelor

metho ds fo r th e chi l d re n of th e com m u n it y
and to facilitate access to th em. ( C ) Cond u c t i n g field su r v eys and applied research
to identif y th e m ost i m p o r tant risks to the
health of the mouth and te eth in the co m mu n it y an d th en recom men d ways to b est
treat them.

Aims:
1.

Conducting periodic assessment and ongo ing plans to study the list in the section to
achieve continued and sustained progress
in the process of rehabilitation education
and training for Saudi youth to make them
pioneers in the field of orthodontics, dental children, access to the best global stan-
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3.

dards in this aspect.

Landmarks:
 Depar tment includes a number of milestones
are as fo l l o ws :
1 .Ten specialist cl in ics for or thodontic treatment.
2.Fou r te en sp ecialized cl inic Pe diatric Den tistr y.

 Bachelor
 Master
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Faculty:

Samia Darweesh

Assistant Prof.

Orthodontics Division

Thamer Al Khadra

Assistant Prof.

Name

Rank

Mahmoud Ali

Lecturer

Eman Al Kofaidi

Professor

Omar Bawazeer

Lecturer

Mohammad Bukhari

Professor

Ahmed Al Mahdi

Demonstrator

Nasser Al Jasser

Professor

Fayza Al Otaibi

Demonstrator

Sulaiman Al Omran

Professor

Latifa Al Huwaish

Demonstrator

Khalid Al Balkhi

Associate Prof.

Majedah Al Humaidhi

Demonstrator

Sahar Al Barakati

Associate Prof.

Manal Al Mutairi

Demonstrator

Sahar Taher

Associate Prof.

Mohammad Al Dhubaiban

Demonstrator

Abdullah Aldrees

Assistant Prof.

Nora Al Eissa

Demonstrator

Adel Al Hadlaq

Assistant Prof.

Rasha Al Dhabaan

Demonstrator

Huda Al Kawwari

Assistant Prof.

Rehab Allam

Demonstrator

Laila Baides

Assistant Prof.

Tahani Abdulrahman

Demonstrator

Nabeel Talic

Assistant Prof.

Zein Hafiz

Demonstrator

Naif BinDayel

Assistant Prof.

Hana Al Balbeesi

Consultant

Abdulaziz Al Mudhi

Demonstrator

Aljazi Al Jabaa

Demonstrator

Mohammad Al Dosari

Demonstrator

Nada Al Shiha

Demonstrator

Nadia Al Khamis

Demonstrator

Naif Al Mosa

Demonstrator

Nasser Al Qahtani

Demonstrator

Name

Rank

Aljohara Al Hussayen

Professor

Amani Khalil

Professor

Amjad Wyne

Professor

Thakib Al Shaalan

Professor

Ebtisam Murshed

Associate Prof.

Lanri Bello

Associate Prof.

Maha Al Sarheed

Associate Prof.

Yousef Al Dulaigan

Associate Prof.

Asma Al Jubair

Assistant Prof.

Fares Al Suhaibani

Assistant Prof.

Ibrahim Al Majed

Assistant Prof.

Noof Al Hammad

Assistant Prof.

College of Dentistry

Pediatric Division
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Vision:
The department aims at becoming a leader in
promoting the provision of high quality education

and researches in the fields of Operative

Dentistry, Endodontics, and Dental Biomaterials.

Mission:
To promote oral health through excellence in
dental education and research

Degrees:
Bachelor

Aims:

About:
The Department encompasses three Divisions:

To train undergraduate dental students to become competent in the fields of Operative Den-

1. Division of Operative Dentistry - which is

tistry and Endodontics.

planned to provide pre-clinical dental students with the basic knowledge and skills required for the training of operative dentistry.
This course starts with a brief introduction of

To provide contemporary dental education in the
fields of Operative

Dentistry, Endodontics, and

operative dentistry and dental morphology,

Dental Biomaterials through continuous reform

followed by the discussion of instruments

and uopdating of courses, and adoption of state of

used and laboratory excercises. The pathol-

the art teaching methodology.

ogy, clinical presentation and restoration of

College of Dentistry

teeth with complex cavities are discussed.
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To promote delivery of high quality teaching

2. Division of Endodontics – which covers etiol-

through faculty motivation and continuous self as-

ogy, prevention, diagnosis and treatment of

sessment of department performance, and mainte-

diseases of the dental pulp.

nance of an acceptable faculty to student ratio.

The learning

sessions include lectures, demonstrations and
hands-on instruction in all clinical and laboratory procedures related to the practice of
endodontic therapy.
3. Division of Dental Biomaterials – which is in-

To encourage collaboration among the department
members in the pursuit of high standard scientific
research.

volved in different aspects of materials scienc-

Faculty:

es necessary for enriching and understanding

Operative Division

the applications of various dental biomateri-

Name

Rank

als. This division provides the basic founda-

Ali El Sahn

Professor

tion for proper learning of the applications of

Wedad Awliya

Professor

dental practice.

Hind Al Nahedh

Associate Prof.

King Saud University Bulletin

Demonstrator

Associate Prof.

Nadia Taher

Associate Prof.

Nasrien Ateyah

Associate Prof.

Dental Biomaterials Division

Maan Al Shaafi

Assistant Prof.

Name

Rank

Mohammed Al Qahtani

Assistant Prof.

Nahed Bakir

Professor

Mohammed Bin Shuwaish

Assistant Prof.

Alaa El Araby

Associate Prof.

Mourad Benhamuerlaine

Assistant Prof.

Ihab Mousa

Associate Prof.

Salah Al-Shethri

Assistant Prof.

Abed Al Jabab

Assistant Prof.

Salman Al Sufayyan

Assistant Prof.

Eman Al Shehri

Demonstrator

Talal Al Qunaian

Assistant Prof.

Mohammed Al Katheeri

Demonstrator

Yousra Al Jazairy

Assistant Prof.

Rua Baba>ier

Demonstrator

Hanan Al Sumbol

Lecturer

Khulood Al Mansour

Lecturer

Rana Al Hamdan

Lecturer

Abdullah Al Ayad

Demonstrator

Abdullah Al Jamhan

Demonstrator

Ahmed Maawadh

Demonstrator

Ali Al Rahlah

Demonstrator

Amal Al Awdah

Demonstrator

Arwa Al Mousa

Demonstrator

Hassan Saeed

Demonstrator

Khold Al Ahdal

Demonstrator

Laila Al Deeb

Demonstrator

Mayyadah Al Mozainy

Demonstrator

Noura Al Shono

Demonstrator

Raneem Al Oufi

Demonstrator

Sarah Al Angari

Demonstrator

Thamer Al Mohareb

Demonstrator

Yasser Al Fawaz

Demonstrator

Adolphus Loto

Senior Registrar

Richmond Turkson

Senior Registrar

Endodontics Division
Name

Rank

Abdullah Al Yahya

Professor

Saad Al Nazhan

Professor

Hanan Balto

Associate Prof.

Solaiman Al Hadlaq

Associate Prof.

Tarik Al Jebreen

Associate Prof.

Ahmed Al Kahtani

Assistant Prof.

Dina Al Sudani

Assistant Prof.

Ebtisam Al Madi

Assistant Prof.

Fahad Al Salleeh

Assistant Prof.

Mohammad Al Obaida

Assistant Prof.

Basma Al Nashmi

Demonstrator

Hussam Al Fawas

Demonstrator

Reem Sulaimani

Demonstrator

Somayah Basoudan

Demonstrator

College of Dentistry

Ziyad Al Lahem

Khalid Al Saif
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Vision:
The vision of the Department in few years to
come is to continue serving the dental profession
and the community by providing the undergraduate and the graduate candidates with the state of
the art knowledge, techniques, skills and treatment
concepts.

Mission:
The mission of the Department of Prosthetic Dental
Sciences (SDS) is to achieve academic excellence and
professionalism in the art and science of prosthetic
dentistry through educational programs, clinical training, research projects, in addition to rendering comprehensive prosthodontic treatment.

About:
The department comprises of three divisions:
 - Fixed Prosthodontics
 - Removable Prosthodontics
 - Implant Dentistry

Degrees:
Bachelor

College of Dentistry

Aims:
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Our graduates will demonstrate professional behavior including ethical conduct, critical thinking based
on sound scientific foundation and lifelong learning.
 Our graduates will be competent at the basic
theoretical, clinical and laboratory skills leading
to competence on diagnosis and treatment of the
comprehensive prosthodontic needs of patients.
 Our graduates will be competent to provide
a wide spectrum of dental care, either directly
or through referral, which include: complete
dentures, removable and fixed partial dentures.
 Our graduates will be more familiar with oral
implantology theoretically and clinically through
participation in diagnosis, treatment planning,
assisting in surgical placement and completion of
the final restoration.
 Our graduates will be sought – after as clinicians,
educators and researchers.
 Our advance prosthodontic clinic will become
a trusted source of care for the most complex
prosthetic and maxillofacial prosthodontics.

Faculty Members:
Name
Faisal Fahmi
Ihab Hammad
Khalid Al Wazzan

Rank
Professor
Professor
Professor

Mohiddin Dimashkieh
Yousef Talic
Moustafa Hassaballa
Riyadh Akeel
Walid Sadig
Abdulaziz Al Baker
Abdullah Al Farraj
Esam Tashkandi
Haneef Sherfudhin
Khalil Al Ali
Mohammed Al Amri
Mohammed Al Rifaiy
Samer Al Jetaily
Sulieman Al Johany
Tariq Abduljabbar
Youssef Al Jabbari
Zeyad Al Sowygh
Ziad Salameh
Abdulaziz Al-Sahhaf
Abdulmonem Al Shihri
Mohammed Al Qahtani
Nawaf Labban
Talal Al Nassar
Walid Al Shhrani

Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Specialist
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator

Female Faculty/Academic Staff
Name
Sahar Al Zain
Amani Al Fawaz
Hana>a Al El-Shiekh
Moodhy Al Athel
Noura Omar
Safaa Asal
Samar Saleh
Sharifa Al Shehri
Eman Hamdan
Ameena Uzma
Afnan Al Fouzan
Ghada Al Rabea
Huda Al Shehri
Maha Al Sahan
May Al Hamdan
Morouj Al Hariri
Nawal Al Harbi
Sara Al-Taweel

Rank
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Specialist
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
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Vision:
To be in the forefront of academic departments
in the specialty of Oral Medicine and Diagnostic
Sciences, referred to in the benchmarking locally
and regionally.

Training of students of dental clinical diagnostic
skills and Radiology and the collection of information
and knowledge of diseases and pests and how to address them through the various dental specialties.

About:
The department teaching and research in the areas
of Oral Medicine and Pathology Oral and Dental Science Radiology, department also participates in teaching undergraduate students and graduate students in
master’s degree and certificate students jurisdiction
Arabia (Board) in the area of specialization. As physicians who specialize in therapeutic services section for
the diagnosis of all diseases of the mouth and teeth and
jaws in clinics Colleges clinically and radiologically and
clinically. Stands for the partition code (MAS), which includes the Division of Oral Medicine and the Division
of Biology and diseases of the mouth and the Division
of rays of the mouth.

Aims:
1. Provide an outstanding level of theoretical and
clinical training in the specialty of Oral Medicine
and Oral Pathology and Microbiology, dental radiology.
2. Raising the efficiency of male and female students
in the basics of handling professional and communication skills and professional ethics.
3. To raise the level of treatment services through
the development of the areas of digital and use
the computer in diagnostic and therapeutic information gathering.
4. Encourage cooperation between the members of
the Section for the dissemination of scientific research excellence in selected topics and clinical.
5. To deepen the understanding of the graduate
level for public health and systemic diseases of
patients and application of the rules to prevent
the spread of infection.

Landmarks:
1 - Bachelor’s degree for Female students
2 - Department of Radiology at the clinics.
3 - Laboratory Oral Biology and Microbiology

Faculty:
Oral Medicine Division
Name
Abdullah Al Dosari
Magdy Khaled
Aziza Mobeirik
Maysara Al Shawaf
Ali Refai
Asma Faden
Sally Hadad
Emad Hadlaq
Hamad Al Bagieh
Ola Al Shuhail

Rank
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Registrar
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator

Oral Pathology & Biology Division
Name
Hezekiah Mosadomi
Mohammed Ekram
Nasir Al Bagieh
R. Rajendran
Rita Khounganian
Ra>ed Al Sadhan
Manal AlShiddi
Wafaa Al-Faleh
Ahmed Qannam
Ameera Al-Abdulwahed
A>sma Al-Ekrish
Dalal Al Qahtani
Nawaf Hamoudi
Nora Al-Sufyani
Ohoud Al Otaibi
Raniah Al-Eid
Reema Al Shawaf

Rank
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator

College of Dentistry

Mission:
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Vision:
To be a leader locally and regionally in the field of
education, research and service delivery and preventive treatment in specialized disease and surgery gum
tissue surrounding the teeth and part of the surgical implants and dental specialty society. Activating the role
of leadership in the health education section in the oral
and dental diseases and methods of prevention in the
community.

Mission:
Commitment to oral health and dental through
excellence and leadership in the field of education,
research and community service through a specialized department, specialty gums and tissue surrounding the teeth and dental specialty society.

stituents of oral and dental diseases. Increased
participation of regional and global programs in
the field of dental society.
5. Activating the role of prevention and treatment
in a specialized gum and dental community in
addition to the role Awareness and educational

About:
The department comprised of the following

for the children of the community through specialized clinics section.

specialties:

 - Periodontics
 - Community Dentistry

Landmarks:
Department includes a number of miles t o n e s a re a s f o l l o w s :

Aims:

College of Dentistry

1. Advancement of the educational process in a
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1. Clinics, treatment and periodontal surgery for students of bachelor’s degree.

specialized section to the highest levels and ac-

2. Gum specialist clinics for faculty, students and

cess to the best international standards in this

graduate students majoring in diseases and sur-

aspect.

gery gum.

2. Provide a high level of clinical training in the specialty of diseases and surgery gum surgery, den-

3. Surgery Dental Implants members of the Section
in the surgical team to grow teeth.

tal implants, and to ensure a high level of field
training in the specialty of dentistry community.
3. Development of the research aspect in the sec-

Faculty:
Periodontics Division

tion so as to increase the number of papers pub-

Name

Rank

lished in journals and a global leader in the field

Anil Sukumaran

Professor

of specialty section to be in ascending year. In-

Nadir Babay

Professor

crease the participation and active participation

Nahid Ashri

Professor

in research chairs related disciplines section.

Fatin Awartani

Associate Prof.

Sameer Mokeem

Associate Prof.

Abdulaziz Al Rasheed

Assistant Prof.

Hamad Zoman

Assistant Prof.

Khalid Al Hamdan

Assistant Prof.

Montasser Al Qutub

Assistant Prof.

4. To develop and activate the social aspects of the
service department to better and more comprehensive section has a lead role locally in the
community awareness of all segments and con-

King Saud University Bulletin

Amani Basudan

Demonstrator

Bann Al Hazmi

Demonstrator

Fahad Al Shehri

Demonstrator

Hend Al Harbi

Demonstrator

Mansour Askar

Demonstrator

Mohd Al-Sarhan

Demonstrator

Sumaih Al Ajlan

Demonstrator

Aljohara Al Sinaidi

Lecturer

Dalal Al Otaibi

Lecturer

Preetha Nath

Lecturer

Name

Rank

Salwa Al Sadhan

Associate Prof.

Abdullah Al Swuailem

Assistant Prof.

Abid Al Badr

Assistant Prof.

Hassan Al Halawany

Assistant Prof.

Nadia Nahas

Lecturer/Consultant

Sahar Bin Huraib

Consultant

Nasser Al Maflehi

Biostatistician

AlBandary Al Jameel

Demonstrator

College of Dentistry

Community Dentistry Division
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College of Applied
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Contact:
Dean of College
Contact No.: 4693555
Vice Dean for Administrative Affairs
Contact No.: 4693559
Vice Dean for Academic Affairs
Contact No.: 4693552
Vice Dean for Development & Quality
Contact No.: 4693554, 4693551
Fax. No. 4693552
P.O.Box.No.: 11422

College of Applied Medical Sciences

Email: camsksu@ksu.edu.sa

Mission:

Landmarks:

To prepare highly qualified specialists in various applied medical professions, to produce unique research
to build knowledge economy and promote health as
well, to effectively contribute to community services
and development.

1. Research Center.

Vision:
Global leadership and excellence in the field of Applied Medical Sciences.

Aims:
The College of Applied Medical Sciences (CAMS)
was established in 1979 to meet the need in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for skilled health care professionals. Since its establishment as the first college of applied
medical sciences in the Kingdom, it has been playing a
significant role in providing both the private and the
public health sectors with highly competent professional graduates equipped with the most recent knowledge
and skills in their respective health care fields. CAMS
currently operate more than 13 various undergraduate
programs running under seven departments. Moreover,
the college has been providing postgraduate degrees
in many health sciences specialties for many years. We
are currently embarking upon plans to launch a number
of new M.Sc. programs as well as a PhD program in the
Clinical Laboratory Sciences.

About:
The College of Applied Medical Sciences is one of
four health colleges in King Saud University. It was established in 1398H (1969G) to meet the need of the
Kingdom for skilled health care manpower in all health
sectors, whether curative, preventive or rehabilitative.
It is also aimed for the standard of the graduates to
match both the highly developed and sophisticated
health systems in the Kingdom and the recent scientific
and technical development in the health care delivery.

Unit electron microscope.
1. Research Chairs:
 Research Chair Molecular Genetics.

 Research Chair basics of the national diet.
 Research Chair of the elderly.
 Research Chair of the cornea.
2. Scientific Societies:
 Saudi Society for Optical

 Saudi Society of Physiotherapy
 Saudi Society of Speech and Hearing diseases
 Saudi Society for Clinical Nutrition
 Saudi Society for Clinical Laboratory Sciences
3. Research Groups:
 Research Group blood transfusion.

 Medical Physics Research Group
 Research Group Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation

Academics Departments:
 Biomedical Technology
 Clinical Laboratory Sciences
 Community Health Sciences
 Dental Health
 Optometry
 Radiological Sciences
 Rehabilitation Sciences

King Saud University Bulletin

Mission:
The usage of biomedical instrumentation in diagnoses and therapy of illness becomes one of the pillars of the medical care systems. Improve and repair
complicated biomedical instruments needs high skilled
people. The mission of the department of biomedical
technology is to form those people in order to know
the followings: - The basic engineering of biomedical
instrument, with the ability of practices these basics
and theories. All about the safety of machines with the
ability of planning and practice the safety procedures.
-Ability of planning and analyzing biomedical information and cooperate in harmony with a medical team.
Ability of process medical charts, data and images also
operate on biomedical information systems.

Vision:

Landmarks:

The department vision is to let our graduated
students work in several areas like hospitals, different
biomedical industry, biomedical instrumentation companies, research centers, universities and Government.
The graduate student will help in several topics during
his work, including: -Hospitals: maintenance, assembly,
testing and specifications of instruments. -Industry:
Design and construction of biomedical instruments. Academic areas: training and practice in labs, teaching
of some basic courses. -Companies: Design, sale and
maintenance -Research centers: improve innovate instrument or part of it including hardware and software.
- Government: inspection, testing, and set specification
of material and equipment used in Saudi Arabia.

Degrees:

 Modifying and designing biomedical equipment
according to the needs of the work.

 Instruction for the proper and safe use of
equipment in the best and most efficient way.

 Maintaining, calibrating and operating the different
biomedical equipment.

About:
Over recent years the health care systems have witnessed an increase in the utilization of sophisticated
equipment, both in diagnosis and therapy of diseases.
Many disorders of body functions can be detected by
direct or indirect testing of the body and the application of such complex technology needs the skills of
highly-qualified personnel in the following areas:

 Biological Sciences
 Application of Computer Techniques in the
medical fields.

 Mechanical and Electrical skills
 Biomedical Electronics
 Other Allied Areas

 Bachelor
 Master

Faculty Members:
Names

Rank

M.-Tarek Ibrahim El-Wakad
Mohammed Al-Mijalli
Ali Saleh Kh. AlMejrad
Ali Samir Saad
Mohamed Zoubir Bend Jaballah
Saleh S. Al-Tayyar
Souheil Alabed
Mohammad Nisar
Zahoor Ali Khan

Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Lecturer

Programs:
Biomedical Technology

First Program:
B.Sc. in Biomedical Technology

Study Plan:
Level-4
Course

Course Title

BMT 227
BMT 211
BMT 221
BMT 222

Principles of Computing
Biomedical Electronics I
Mechanical Skills

IC 103
Total

Credits

Applied Physics for BMT

L
1
3
1
2
2

P
1
1
2
0

T
2
4
3
2
2

Islamic Economy

2

-

2
15

Applied Mathematics for BMT I

College of Applied Medical Sciences

Aims:

 Biomedical Instrumentation
 Digital Electronics
 Electronics
 Biomedical Simulation
 Biomedical Optics
 Computer
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Level-5
Course

Level-9
Course Title

Credits
L
P
T

*BMT 212 Biomedical Electronics II
Applied Mathematics
*BMT 223
for BMT II
Measurement
BMT 225
Techniques
BMT 226 Basic Electrical Skills (1)

3

1

4

2

-

2

2

1

3

1

1

2

BMT 228

2

-

2

2

1

3

2

-

2

BMT 232
IC 104

Biomechanics
Principles of Mechanical
Biomedical
Instrumentation (1)
Fundamentals of Islamic
Politics

Total

18

Level-6
Course

College of Applied Medical Sciences

*BMT 313

364

BMT 323
BMT 333
BMT 335
BMT 336
BMT 337

Credits
L P T

Course Title
Biomedical Electronics III
Advanced Electrical
Skills II
Electrical Machines in
Biomedical Equipment
Mechanical Biomedical
Instrumentation II
Optical Biomedical
Instrumentation
Biomaterials

2

1

3

1

1

2

2

0

2

2

1

3

2

1

3

2

-

Total

2
15

Level-7
Course
*BMT 314

Course Title

L

P

T

2

1

3

1

1

2

2

1

3

BMT 338

Biomedical Electronics IV
Introduction to
Biopotentials
Biomedical Imaging
Equipment
Bioengineering Design

2

-

2

BMT 367

Hospital Safety

1

1

2

BMT 315
BMT 334

Total

14

Level-8
Course

L

P

T

*BMT 413 Biomedical Electronics V

2

1

3

BMT 415

Digital Signal Processing

2

1

3

BMT 437

Biological Control Systems

2

-

2

BMT 484

Automation in Clinical Labs.

2

1

3

RHS 422

Rehabilitation Procedures

1

1

Total

Course Title

2
14

Course
BMT 414
BMT 465
BMT 468
BMT 485
Total

Course Title
Biomedical Electronics VI
Maintenance Management
Clinical Practice / Project
Biomedical Computing

L
2
2
3

P
1
3
1

T
3
2
3
4
14

Course Description:
BMT 211 Biomedical Electronics I (3+1)
Basic circuit theorems. Nodal and mesh analysis. RLC
circuits. Natural and steady state response. AC circuits.
Resonance.
BMT 212 Biomedical Electronics II (3+1)
Electronic Tubes. Solid state electronics. Diodes. Bipolar
and FET transistor as amplifiers and switching devices.
BMT 221 Basic Mechanical Skills (1+2)
Simple mechanical devices. Engineering drawing basics.
Hand tools. Machining processes in metal cutting.
Soldering, brazing, welding and adhesion.
BMT 222 Applied Mathematics for BMT I (2+0)
Complex numbers. Determinants and Matrices.
Simultaneous
linear
equations.
Trigonometric,
Exponential and logarithmic functions. Number systems
and conversion.
BMT 223 Applied Mathematics for BMT II (2+0)
Introduction to Boolean algebra. Derivatives of algebraic
and trigonometric functions. Maxima and minima of
functions. Definite and indefinite integration. Infinite
series, analytical and solid geometry, Vector analysis.
BMT 224 Applied Physics for BMT (3+1)
Units and dimensions of physiological parameters.
Particle mechanics and fluid mechanics. Optics. Sound
and ultrasound. Isotopes, nature and properties of
ionizing radiation, dose calculation, protection methods.
Lasers. Electromagnetic theory.
BMT 226 Basic Electrical Skills (1+1)
Basic hand tools, common electronic components. Circuit
construction and testing. Cathode ray oscilloscope. Use
of Test equipment. Component replacement.
BMT227 Introduction to Personal Computing (2+0)
Definitions. PC block diagram. Introduction to DOS,
programming, use of word processing, graphics
packages and spreadsheets.
BMT 228Biomechanics (2+0)
Fierce and equilibrium. Mechanics of body muscle and
movements. Orthopaedic structures. Body segment
parameters. Concepts of body links.

King Saud University Bulletin

BMT 232 Principles of Mech. Biomed. Instrumentation
(2+1)
Fluid mechanics, Fluid pressure and its measurements.
Hydraulic pumps. Applications of continuity
and Bernoulli’s equations to measuring devices.
Thermodynamics and heat transfer.
BMT 313 Biomedical Electronics III (2+1)
Introduction to integrated circuits. Operational
amplifiers signal conditioning and signal processing
circuits. Power electronics. Applications in biomedical
instrumentation.
BMT 314 Biomedical Electronics IV (2+1)
Logic gates and Boolean algebra. Logic circuit design.
Sequential circuits and memories. A/D and D/A
conversion. Biomedical applications.
BMT 315 Introduction to Bio potentials (1+1)
Origins of bio potentials, genesis of different bio
potentials and their parameters. Bio electrodes.
Bioelectric amplifiers and signal processing.
BMT 323 Advanced Electrical Skills (1+1)
Printed circuit design, generation, and rounding.
Computerized design and drafting.
Signal tracing, troubleshooting. Introduction to
biomedical circuits.
BMT 324 Applied Mathematics for BMT III (2+0)
First and second order ordinary differential equations.
Partial differential equations and their applications.
Laplace, Fourier and z transforms. Linear algebra.
BMT 333 Electrical Machines in Biomedical
Equipment (2+0)
Polyphone systems. Transformers. Motors; construction
and principle of operation, speed control of small
motors and motor controllers.
BMT 334 Biomedical Imaging Equipment (2+1)
Ultrasonic transducers, imaging techniques, scanning
modes and intensifiers. X-ray and Fluoroscopic
equipment. Testing and quality control.
BMT 335 Mechanical Biomedical Instrumentation
(2+1 =3)
Operation and construction of mechanical biomedical
equipment such as ventilators, respirators, artificial
kidney machine, artificial heart, heart-lung machine,
and anaesthesia equipment.

BMT 336 Optical Biomedical Instrumentation (2+1)
Microscopes. Light sources and detectors. Signal
conditioning. Monochromators. Photometry, emission
and absorption spectrometry. Lab. Instrumentation
Endoscopy and Laser.
BMT 337 Biomaterials (2+0)
Mechanical properties of materials. Polymers, metals,
ceramics and composites. Fixation, host response,
testing and introduction of new materials. Material
retrieval and analysis.
BMT 367 Hospital Safety (1+1)
Types and hazards in hospitals and their control.
Safety principles and standards. Safety program and
insurance.
BMT 413 Biomedical Electronics V (2+1)
Architecture of microprocessors. Architecture of
a specific 16-bit processor. Assembly language
programming. Memory and I/O interfacing. Biomedical
applications.
BMT 414 Biomedical Electronics VI (2+1)
Measurement of Bio potentials and Physiological
parameters. Introduction to FES, cardiac stimulation, ICU
and CCU equipment, respiratory therapy equipment.
BMT 415 Digital Signal Processing (2+1)
Characteristics of biomedical signals. Noise detection
and reduction. Analog and digital signal processing.
Digital filters. Biomedical applications.
BMT 432 Special Topics in Biomedical Instrumentation
(3+1)
Trends and developments in biomedical instrumentation
and systems.
BMT 437 Biological Control Systems (2+0)
Models of physical systems. Root-locus and frequency
response analysis. Biomedical applications.
BMT 465 Maintenance Management (2+0)
Establishing maintenance procedures. Instrument
selection, evaluation and control. Preventive
maintenance and failure reporting. Equipment planning.
Computerized maintenance management.
BMT 468 Clinical Practice / Project (0+3=3)
Interaction with hospital personnel and practical
maintenance procedures.
BMT 485 Biomedical Computing (3+1=4)
Application of computers in medicine such as patient
record, clinical laboratory, Radiology. Computer
assisted Diagnosis.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

BMT 229 Measurements Techniques (2+1)
Measurements and errors. System of units. Millimetres.
Oscilloscopes. Instruments for measuring basic physical
parameters; such as angle, strain, pressure, and viscosity.
Static and dynamic performance of instruments and
error analysis.
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Mission:
Our department is committed to instruct students
academically and technically to play an effective role
in the detection, diagnosis and treatment of diseases
by acquiring appropriate knowledge, skills, ethics
and attitudes necessary for professional practice in
medical laboratories to contribute to the growth and
advancement of the healthcare expanding demands
in the kingdom.

Vision:

College of Applied Medical Sciences

To provide optimal teaching methods, facilities and
opportunities to educate and train graduates to be
competent potential Clinical Laboratory Scientists.
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To equip the graduate with the following capabilities:
 Selection of appropriate methods of analysis
in parallel with the development of the
disease
 Collection of different samples and
specification of specimen acceptance or
rejection criteria in the laboratory
 Knowledge of theories and principles of the
methods of analysis in the various disciplines
of the clinical laboratory
 Operation and maintenance of laboratory
equipment and the ability to resolve and
report operational problems
 The ability to do laboratory analysis using
manual methods if necessary
 Taking care to ensure quality while performing
tasks in the laboratory and be fostered by
policies and procedures for quality control
 To ensure the accuracy of the results and
compare them with normal ranges and take
necessary action about them
 Continuous updating of diagnostic expertise
by Development and assessment of the
credibility of the new methods of analysis
 Proficiency in communication skills to
communicate with medical staff and the
community in general in issues related to the
health of the community
 The ability to refer to scientific literature
and references related to the field as well
as mastering the necessary skills in academic
and research writing
 Possession of computer skills in response to the
growing reliance on information management
systems in the clinical laboratory

About:
Most of the diseases or ailments that afflict the body
either be accompanied by changes vitality or the presence of microbes, certain, and that trains graduates to
do careful analysis and rapid sampling of vital and mor-

bidity on the health status and adopt Note the abnormal circumstances of the body on the accuracy of the
information obtained from the ability to understand
what is meant by the results and often What is the information obtained from the laboratory, clinical first step
in the appointment of the situation of clinical patient
as they may serve as a basis to determine the method
of treatment is imperative that the individuals who use
the devices complex not only familiarity with the means
to get the results, but should include their understanding and their ability to explain and has This section is a
program specialist and one in the technology of clinical
laboratory to prepare students with a high level, training and providing them with the necessary information
needed to analyze samples of vital and morbidity and
to enable them to explain the results of scientific value
also gives special attention to the importance of precision and discipline to follow the methods of clinical

Landmarks





The unit electron microscope.
Research Chair Molecular Genetics.
Saudi Society for Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Research Group blood transfusion.

Degrees:
 Bachelor
 Master

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Saad Saleeh M. Al-Saleh
Sameh El Shewemi
Talal M. Bakir
Talat A. Monsef El-Kersh
Abdullah Ibrahim Farraj
Gamal El-Saeid Eid
Hazem Ghneim
Abbas Habeeb Al-Saeed
Abdulmajeed Al Banyan

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
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Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Teaching Asst.

CLS 432 Clinical Practice Biochemistry.
Total
Level-9
Course
CLS 416
CLS 417
CLS 453
CLS 442
CLS 451
CLS 452

Programs:
Clinical Laboratory Sciences
First Program:
B.Sc. in Clinical Laboratory Sciences

Study Plan:
Level-4

1=1=2
15

Course Title
Environmental Microbiology
Clinical Practice Micro.
Medical Genetics
Clinical Practice Haem.
Laboratory Management
Independent Study
Total

Credit
1+1=2
1+2=3
2+1=3
1+1=2
2+0=2
2+0=2
14

Course Title
Descriptive Histology
Clinical. Analytical Chemistry
Clinical Biochemistry I
Hematology
Islamic Economy
Total

Credit
2+1=3
2+1=3
3+1=4
2+2=4
0+2=2
16

Course Description:

Course Title
Basic Microbiology
Instrumentation
Gen. Pathology
Clinical. Biochemistry II
Islamic Sociality
Total

Credit
3+1=4
3+1=4
2+1=3
3+1=4
2+0=2
17

CLS 222 Descriptive Histology (2+1)
This course will provide the student with the basic
knowledge of the theoretical and applied aspects
of cells and tissues which forms the organs of human
body. This course will also cover the four basic tissues,
their function, and the gross as well as the microscopic
appearance of organs of the human body such as,
nervous system, circulatory system, lymphatic system,
respiratory system, digestive system, urinary system
and the reproductive systems.

Course Title
Clinical Mycology
Histological Techniques
Elect. Microscopy
Clinical Biochemistry III
Epidemiology
Computer
Total

Credit
2+1=3
1+1=2
1+1=2
3+1=4
2+1=3
2+0=2
16

CLS 231 Clinical Analytical Chemistry (2+1)
The course involves a review of fundamental concepts
of volumetric analysis as applied to biological fluids.
The theoretical and practical aspects of different types
of titrimetric analysis including acid-base, complex
metric and precipitation titrations are studied.
CLS 232 Clinical Biochemistry I (3+1)
Structures and functions of bio molecules which
includes carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, nucleic acids,
enzymes and hormones. In the practical part of this
course, students study the detection and determination
of some of these bio molecules.

Course Title
Clinical Bacteriology I
Medical Parasitological
Path physiology
Immunohaematology
Total

Credit
2+1=3
3+1=4
2+1=3
2+2=4
14

Course Title
Clinical Bacteriology II
Immunology
Virology
Cytopathology
CLS 431 Clinical Enzymologist

Credit
2+1=3
3+1=4
2+0=2
1+1=2
1+1=2

Course
CLS 222
CLS 231
CLS 232
CLS 241
Islamic I

Level-5
Course
CLS 311
CLS 332
CLS 321
CLS 331
Islamic IV

Level-6
Course
CLS 312
CLS 322
CLS 324
CLS 333
CHS 334
CHS 223

Level-7
Course
CLS 411
CLS 412
CLS 421
CLS 441

Level-8
Course

CLS 212 Medical Microbiology (3+1)
This is a general medical microbiology course intended
for students within the College outside the department
of Clinical Laboratory Sciences. The structure of the
course is based on presenting the fundamentals of
microbiology together with introduction of different
infectious agents. Certain subjects related to community
health are also covered.

CLS 241 Haematology (2+2)
Students will study the normal haemophoeisis,
nutritional factors in haemophoeisis and classification
and causes of anaemia’s and their laboratory findings.
They will be taught the structure, synthesis and
functions of normal haemoglobins, as well as abnormal
haemoglobins and the laboratory findings. Normal and
abnormal leucopoiesis will be taught and mention will
be made of the classification and laboratory findings
of acute and chronic leukaemias. The process of
Haemostasis’ will be mentioned along laboratory test
of haemostatic failure.
CLS 311 Microbiology (3+1)
This course provides the students with basic theoretical
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and practical aspects of various groups of microorganisms to include bacteriology, virology, mycology,
and parasitological. It also introduces the basic concepts
of disinfectants, antiseptics, method of sterilization; and
aseptic techniques.

of the principles of instrumentation along with the
fundamentals of electronics applicable to laboratory
instruments is offered in the course. This will prepare the
laboratory technologist to adapt analytical procedures
to the instruments of the future.

CLS 312 Medical Mycology (2+1)
The course deals with the theoretical and practical
aspects of structure and physiology of various fungi and
yeasts, their cultural characteristics, diseases and clinical
presentation, pathogenesis, modes of transmission,
laboratory diagnosis, prevention and control.

CLS 333 Clinical Biochemistry III (3+1)
This course will prepare the students in knowing the
principles of laboratory tests performed in routine
and special chemistry laboratory. A comprehensive
understanding of the concepts will be developed along
with required component of physiological chemistry,
biochemical principles of the tests performed, clinical
significance and interpretation of the data against
the normal values on the test performed in a manual/
automated setting.
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CLS 321 General Pathology (3+0)
This course is intended as a sequel to CLS 221 primarily
for CAMS students. General concepts of Path physiology
will be discussed with appropriate reference to the
general pathologic process due to cellular stress. An
organised system review of the commonest diseases
with adequate insight into causes, clinical manifestations
and diagnosis will be covered.
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CLS 322 Histological Techniques (1+1)
This course will provide the student with the basic
theoretical knowledge and practical experience in the
methods and techniques in dealing with the surgical
biopsies. This course will enable the student to
perform the common techniques in tissue processing
and produce stained sections by using the correct
instruments. Instructions on the maintenance of such
instrument will be given.
CLS 323 Path physiology (non-CLS students) (3+0)
This course include an introduction to pathology
terminology, aetiology, manifestation and diagnosis,
the course will include also, the response of the cell
towards various stimuli in the form of inflammation
tumour and immunological reaction. The other part
of this course will cover an application of these facts
on different body systems and organs; this will give the
students the knowledge of different disease processes
involving different system.
CLS 324 Electron Microscopy (1+1)
During this course, the student will study the theoretical
basis for Electron Microscopy both types: transmission
and scanning, method of preparation used for
traditional microscopy, as well as the special techniques
required by a specialist working in this field, e.g. enzyme
histochemistry. Also, the student will study the related
tasks needed in the unit, e.g. photography.
CLS 331 Clinical Biochemistry II (3+1=4)
Course work involves a study of the metabolic activity
of animal tissue and its regulation. Major catabolic
pathways related to carbohydrate, amino acid, and
fatty acids are discussed in detail. The study includes a
look at the bio-energetic of cells as well as the digestion
and absorption of food material.
CLS 332 Clinical Instrumental Analysis (3+1)
The knowledge of the principles of instrumentation
is essential for a clinical laboratory technologist which
can be utilized in a modern laboratory set up for the
collection of clinical data. A good understanding

CLS 411 Clinical Bacteriology I (2+1)
The first part of this course deals with the theoretical
and practical aspects of chemotherapeutic agents,
their modes of action, methods of evaluation and
susceptibility testing, and mechanism of microbial
resistance. The second part deals with brief description
of host-parasite relationships, followed by detailed
study of structure and physiology of Gram(=) & (-)
coccid, aerobic spore and non-spore forming bacilli and
the Mycobacterium, their cultures, diseases and clinical
presentation, pathogenesis, modes of transmission,
laboratory diagnosis, prevention and control.
CLS 412 Parasitological (3+1)
Some of the most important agents of morbidity and
mortality in developing countries are parasites. The
aim of the course is to prepare students for a career in
the diagnosis and control of human parasitic infections.
The mode of instrumentation will be lectures,
laboratory practicals and internship. Lectures on the
classification, morphological characteristics, life cycles
of all the protozoa and helmets of medical importance.
Mechanism of their disease prediction, epidemiology
and prevention. Detailed teaching of various laboratory
techniques in the examination of biological specimens
for the detection and identification of parasites.
CLS 413 Clinical Bacteriology II (2+1)
This course is a completion to CLS 411, it deals with
the study of structure and physiology of Gram-negative
bacteria to include tribes of Enterobacteriacae,
Pseudomonads, Vibrios, Campylobacter, Helicobacter,
Bordetella, Brucella, Haemophilus, Legionella and
related organisms, Spirochetes, Mycoplasma, Chlamydia,
spore and non-spore forming anaerobes, their cultures,
diseases and clinical presentation, pathogenesis, modes
of transmission, laboratory diagnosis, susceptibility
testing, prevention and controls.
CLS 414 Immunology (3+1)
This course is designed to give a basic understanding
of the theoretical and practical aspects of immunology,
including immune responses, immune regulation and
immune-pathology. By the completion of the course the
students will be able to perform and interpret various
immunological assays used in clinical immunology
laboratory and will be familiar with cell separation
technique, in vitro assays for evaluation of CMI and
tissue typing.
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CLS 416 Environmental Microbiology (1+1)
This course is designed to provide students with an
understanding of vial activities that microorganisms
perform in nature, and in the broader dimension of
organic activities in the total ecosystem. Students
would develop an appreciation in the useful and
harmful roles of micro-organisms in the food and dairy
industries. They will also learn to appreciate the use of
microorganisms, microbial quality controls in industrial
processes and in the treatment of waste materials.
CLS 417 Microbiology (Clinical Practice) (1+2)
This course is designed to train the students, under
close-supervision, in routine and special techniques
performed in a clinical microbiological laboratory
at a university hospital or specialist hospital. The
completion of this course should provide the students
the knowledge of laboratory skills to include overall
organisation, safety precautions, handling and
processing of specimens, data analysis, quality control,
and to be familiar with conventional and rapid diagnosis
of microbial pathogens using manual and automated
equipment in a hospital set up.
CLS 421 Path physiology (2+1)
During this course the student will study the normal
structure and functions of the cardiovascular,
respiratory gastrointestinal, urinary and reproductive
systems. Also the main disorders it causes, manifestation,
Path physiology and diagnosis of these disorders will
be covered.
CLS 422 Cytopathology (1+1)
This course will provide the student with the basic
knowledge of the theory and practical aspect in the
diagnosis of tumour cells and non-malignant conditions.
This can be achieved by microscopic examination of
smears prepared from exploited cells or fine. Needle
aspirated material. The course will enable the student
to identify through the micro-scope the normal and
malignant cells by which malignant tumours can be
diagnosed. The students also will be trained to perform
the different technical methods applied in cytology
preparation and self precautions from contacting
infections.
CLS 431 Clinical Enzymologist (1+1)
This course deals with the study of theoretical and
practical aspects of chemical structures and actions
of various enzymes, their assay methods, and clinical
applications in the diagnosis of diseases related to
disorders of liver, kidneys, intestines, pancreas, bones
or muscles including heart-muscle.
CLS 432 Clinical Practice Biochemistry (1+1)
The course is designed to train students in routine and
special chemistry procedures performed in a clinical

biochemistry laboratory. The site of training is a hospital
laboratory, under the direct supervision of a trained
technologist. Completion of this course should provide
the knowledge of laboratory skills including overall
organization, safety precautions, specimen handling
and the quality control procedures. They should be
able to perform the routine and special tests on serum/
plasma or urine using manual or automated equipment
in a hospital set up.
CLS 441 Immunohaematology (2+2)
Students will study the important blood groups
systems, their antigens and their corresponding
antibodies. They will be taught the techniques of blood
groupings and blood cross-matching. Causes of crossmatch incompatibility will be taught. Blood collection,
blood preservation and blood products preparation
and needs for transfusion of blood products will be
emphasized. Various abnormal reactions to blood
transfusion including transmissible diseases (Hepatitis,
HIV etc.) will be emphasized. Causes and investigations
of Haemolytic transfusion reactions and immune
Haemolytic anaemia’s will be emphasized.
CLS 442 Haematology (Clinical Practice)
The students will be introduced to and learn the
working system of routine Haematology laboratory
and the Blood Bank. The need is for the students to
follow the routine laboratory work starting from
specimen collection right through to sending results
to the clinicians. Some attention will be given to
interpretation of results and identification and quick
reporting of grossly abnormal life threatening results
to the clinicians. In the blood bank, the students will
be encouraged in participating in the production of
blood products (packed cells, platelets concentrates,
fresh frozen plasma etc.) and in the production of
cryoprecipitate.
CLS 451 Laboratory Management (2+0)
The objective of the course is to prepare students for
a leadership role in the laboratory management. The
course deals with the planning, and organization of
laboratory facilities; fiscal and personnel management;
collection, transport and storage of specimens,
their analyses and collection of data; quality control
programs, data processing and the safety aspects in a
clinical laboratory.
CLS 452 Departmental Seminar (2+0)
Students should be exposed to the relevant literature in
the field, and should also learn how to analyze, prepare
and present papers orally before an audience of peers.
This will be a rotating seminar (i.e. the subject area
and instructor will rotate from semester to semester).
Students will be permitted to register for department
seminar no more than four times.
CLS 453 Medical Genetics (2+1)
This course deals with the study of structure and
function of the cells, control of protein synthesis in
prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. It also covers types
of mutation, genetic engineering and it applications in
clinical diagnosis and genetic abnormalities.
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CLS 415 Virology (2+0)
This course deals with the structure and physiology
of various groups of medically important viruses,
their propagation, diseases and clinical presentation,
pathogenesis, modes of transmission, laboratory
diagnosis, prevention and controls.
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Mission:
Qualifying specialized cadres to work in the
fields of community health who are capable to
compete in the marketplace; producing unique
scientific researches that contribute to building
the knowledge economy, contributing in the
health development of the society and mobilizing
community participation which will be reflected
positively on health promotion.

Vision:
International leadership in the fields of community
health through excellence in the academic programs,
scientific research, and community services.

 Providing high quality educational programs
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coinciding with recent updated knowledge, at
bachelor and postgraduate levels.
Preparation of allied health professionals, able
to provide distinguished health care in various
community health specialties. Providing high
quality educational programs coinciding with
recent updated knowledge, at bachelor and
postgraduate levels.
Encouraging
and
activating
joint
and
multidisciplinary scientific research and support
community based and applied researches
Increasing health literacy to promote the adoption
of healthy lifestyles and behaviors among members
of society.
Providing high-quality health services either through
the efficient graduates or through contributions of
faculty members in the areas of clinical nutrition,
health education, health management, information
system and environmental and occupational
health.

About:
The department of Community Health Sciences
encompasses two programs that will graduate students
who are able to provide health care to the people in
their environment, home or work. These programs
are: (1) Clinical Nutrition (2) Health Education. These
are essential components of any comprehensive health
care system, which has its goal the provision of quality
services to those suffering from disease, to those at an
increase risk to disease and maintaining those in apparent good health in the community.

Landmarks:
r
r
r

3FTFBSDI$IBJSCBTJDTPGUIFOBUJPOBMEJFU
3FTFBSDI$IBJSPGUIFFMEFSMZ
4BVEJ4PDJFUZGPS$MJOJDBM/VUSJUJPO

Degrees:
 Bachelor
 Master

Faculty Members:
Male Section
Name
Adel A. Al-Hamdan
Ali Karrar Osman
Mohammad Ahmad Al Kanhal
Talal Jamil Hashim
Ahmed Hafez
Abdulrahman M. Bashaikh
Dr.Mohammed Saleh ALnaif
Fasih Ahmad
Mohammed A Alsaif
Abdulaziz M Al-Othman
Abdulrhman Abdullah Al-Moziny
Ali Rashed M Al-Dughaim
Badreldin Abdelrhaman Mohamed
HusseinM. Hussein Saleh

Rank
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.

Faculty Members:
Female Section
Name
Ebtisam Mohamed Fetoohy Khalil
Ensaf Abd Al Gawwad
Lamiaa Al Sayed Mohamed Fiala
May Nasser Al-Muammar
Saada Mohammed Al-Orf
Saneya Anwar El Sayed Saleh
Al Jazy
Dara Assad Al Disi
Ghada Saleh A. Al Medaimeegh
Ghadeer Sulaiman Al Juraiban
Iffat Elbarazi
Reem Sulaiman Al Bassam
Alaa Jameel Al Maiman
Azzah Ebrahim Al Shuweir
Elaf Farouk Farahat
Elaf Farouk Farahat

Rank
Professor
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
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Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator

B.Sc. in Clinical Nutrition

About:
This programme aims at equipping graduates with
knowledge, attitudes, behaviours and skills needed to
assess the health status of the individual, family and
community and identifying the major health problems
facing them and then planning, implementing and evaluating health education activities to solve and prevent
them according to the following study plan.
B.Sc. in Clinical Nutrition

Study Plan:

CHS 268
CHS 433
CHS 334
CHS 269
CHS 343
CHS 344
CHS 345
CHS 346
CHS 390
CHS 431
MEDI 303
CHS 435
CHS 439
CHS 369

Computer application in health care

Nutrition Throughout the life cycle

Nutrients Calculation
Community health
Nutritional Biochemistry
Nutrition Therapy for Physiological
Stress & Acute Diseases

Maternity and Child Care
Epidemiology
Nutrition Epidemiology
Nutrition Therapy for Chronic
Diseases
Metabolic Integration & Disorders
Community Nutrition
Sports Nutrition
Research Methodology in
Community Health Sciences
Enteral and Parenteral Nutrition

Human Behavior
Nutritional Assessment
Seminar in Clinical Nutrition
Practicum in Clinical Nutrition

Communication Skills
Practicum in Clinical Nutrition
Food Services Management in
Hospitals
Independent Study
Nutritional Education and
Patients counseling
Functional Foods
Food Habits and Believes

3
3
2
2
3
3
2

Course Description:

First Program:

Medical Microbiology
Nutritional Biochemistry

CHS 455

CHS 457
FNS 467


B.Sc. in Clinical Nutrition

B.Sc. in Health Education

Course Title
Principles of clinical nutrition
Human Physiology

CHS 454

CHS 456

Programs:

Course
CHS 214
CHS 215
CHS 225
CLS 212
CHS 264
CHS 265
CHS 266
CHS 212
CHS 267

CHS 446
CHS 453

Credit
3
3
3
4
3
4
2
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
1
3
3
3

CHS 214 Principles of clinical nutrition 3(3+0)
Definition of clinical nutrition. Study of the basic
composition of protein, fat, carbohydrates, vitamins and
essential minerals. Highlight the basic digestion process
of foods, their absorption and basic metabolism within
the body. In addition, study of study these nutrients
in relation with human growth and development and
keeping it healthy including dental health, and highlight
the main diseases related to deficiency of these nutrients.
This course covers also the definition of the balance
complete diet and the body requirements of nutrients.
CHS 215 Human Physiology 3 (2+1)
The purpose of this course is to study the basics of
physiology that aid in the applying of clinical nutrition.
The course covers the functions of various systems and
organs in the body and studies the cell, tissues, blood
vessels, the digestive system, the endocrine system
and the nervous system. This will help students to
understand the abnormal changes in tissue and organs
in several diseased states.
CHS 225 Computer application in health care 3 (2+1)
To introduce students to basic applications software.
The course will cover many of the basic skills that student
will use every day. By the end of the course a student
will be familiar with tools and information needed to
use operating systems and application software.
CLS 212 Medical Microbiology 4 (3+1)
Introduction to standard techniques and procedures
used in isolating, purifying and identifying micro0rganisms, including the classification of bacteria,
physiology, reproduction, the principles of culture
techniques, staining of bacteria and identification. The
beneficial and harmful aspects of micro-organisms and
the ecological role of micro-organisms in relationship to
the balance of environment.
CHS 264 Nutritional Biochemistry 3 (2+1)
At the end of this course, the student will be able to
understand the structure, chemical properties, and
functions of water, carbohydrates, proteins, amino
acids, lipids and enzymes.
CHS 265 Nutrition Throughout the life cycle: 4 (3+1)
Studying nutrition feeding styles during the different
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stages of human growth and study the daily nutritional
requirements for all nutrients, and the physiological
changes in each stage from gestation period until
elderly.

Biological, social and cultural aspects of reproduction.
High risk mothers by age, parity, literacy and social
conditions. Outreach and uptake of preventive services
in antenatal and postnatal care.

CHS 266 Nutrients Calculation 2 (1+1)
The student learns methods of estimating nutrients
needed in case of health and disease and this would
be applied in various diseases. Also the student would
be introduced to the bases behind the difference in
nutrient calculation for various diseases. The course
study different formulas to calculate nutrients. Into
the practical part of the course the student learns the
modern methods to estimate dietary requirements and
food exchange for individuals. Also the student will be
exposed to the diet analyses software programs to learn
how to use this programs in determining individual
consumption of nutrients.

CHS 334 Epidemiology 3 (3+0)
Principles and methods in the study of communicable
and other diseases in the space, over time, and in
populations. Factors related to their occurrence, case
studies. Basic concepts of epidemiology, applied
mortality and morbidity in Saudi Arabia. Approaches
to intervention in disease cycle (Agent, host and
environment).

CHS 212 Community health 1(2+0)
Study of the relationship of man to various environmental
factors which affect health status. Normal and abnormal
phenomena (health and illness) are explored. These
examinations include social structures, the family,
community and social institutions in the context of their
effect on family health. Differences and similarities in
rural and urban societies will be explored.
CHS 267 Nutritional Biochemistry 3 (2+1)
The course includes the study of carbohydrate,
protein and fat metabolism. The course covers
metabolic pathways of major nutrients, vitamins and
minerals. Review concepts of energy conservation and
expenditure through catabolic and anabolic pathways
of intermediary metabolism. Understanding the role of
vitamins and minerals in metabolism processes.
CHS 268 Nutrition Therapy for Physiological Stress
& Acute Diseases Credit hours: 3 (2+1)
Students in this course study in deep the dietary
management of acute diseases, in which the diet plays
an important role in the treatment, chronic diseases of
the renal, liver, bones, and relieving or in the prevention
of those diseases.
Also the course covers the role of nutrition in the
treatment of metabolic stress cases (e.g. burns, surgery,
injuries, cancer) and the metabolic changes that occurs
after exposure to a metabolic stress stimulus (e.g. the
production and functions of free radicals, cytokines
and acute-phase proteins) . The practical part of the
course include presenting some class-case studies and
hospital visits to teach the student on how to obtain the
information from the medical record, analyze it, and
how to write a nutrition report, and also to be more
familiar with the diet therapy of the diseases that covers
in the theoretical part of the course.
CHS 433 Course title: Maternity and Child Care 3 (2+1)

CHS 269 Nutrition Epidemiology 2 (2+0)
A study of epidemiological nutritional diseases, such
as diabetes mellitus; obesity anemia; deficiencies
of vitamins and minerals; and protein and energy
malnutrition. The causes of those diseases and nutritional
interventions from food production; and marketing,
the role of international rescues organizations in such
situations and in natural disasters and wars.
CHS 343 Nutrition Therapy for Chronic Diseases 3 (2+1)
At the end of this course the student knows the types
of diet used in the treatment of some chronic diseases
(e.g. diabetes and the heart and arteries), and knows
the factors that might help in getting these diseases
(e.g. obesity, genetic, bad dietary habits and smoking).
The practical part of the course includes hospital visits
to be more familiar with the diet therapy of the diseases
that covers in the theoretical part of the course.
CHS 344 Metabolic Integration and Disorders 2 (1+1)
Study some metabolic disorders of cases carbohydrate
(i.e. Galctosemia, Glycogen Storage Diseases, fructose
intolerance, pyruvate carboxylase Deficiency) , also in
lipids (i.e. Fasting Chylomicronemia, Mitochondrial Fatty
Acid Oxidation Defects), in proteins and amino acids
metabolisms (i.e. Maple Syrup Urine Disease (MUSD),
Phenylketonuria (PKU), Tyrosinemia types I, II and III,
Urea Cycle Disorders) and Hypocalcaemia.
CHS 345 Community Nutrition 3 (2+1
The student in this course will be introduced to the
nutrition problem in Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the
reason behind it and the methods to solve it with
respect to the society believes and habits. The course
also covers the study of implementing, designing,
evaluating, management and improvement of nutrition
programs. Also the course concentrate in common
nutrition problems in the community and how to prevent
it by designing and implicating nutrition program so the
authorized individuals can plan and make decision to
eliminate the nutrition problems.
CHS
346
Sports
Nutrition
2
(2+0)
This course discusses the interrelationship of nutrition
and exercise. It covers the metabolism of nutrients
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CHS 390 Research Methodology in Community
Health Sciences 3 (3+0)
The course is designed for the student to be preparation
and presentation. Also a scientific familiar with the
different type of research in health field, including
planning, conducting the research, also collecting the
information and analyzing the data. The student will be
able to understand test related to knowledge, attitude
and health condition. In addition to understanding the
different method of getting and gathering information.
CHS 431 Enteral and Parenteral Nutrition 2 (1+1)
In this course, the student study enteral and parenteral
nutrition, taking into consideration the nutritional
requirements of patients and the factors that might
affect these requirements.
MEDI 303 Human Behavior 1 (1+0)
The course will be taught in cooperation with the
department of Psychology in college of education. The
course will cover a brief introductory to psychology
and the roles it plays in treating disorders related to
nutrition. Also it will cover the methods of dealing with
the patients from the psychological perspectives. The
course wills covers among other things persuading
methods and treatment methods for causative factors
for these disorders, such as anorexia nervosa and
bulimia.
CHS 435 Nutritional Assessment 3 (2+1)
In this course the student learns the different methods
for assessing the nutritional status, which covers dietary,
anthropometric, biochemical and clinical assessment of
the nutrition status. Also the course trains the student
on the usage of new technology including dietary
analyses soft wares.
CHS 439 Seminar in Clinical Nutrition 3 (3+0)
Evaluate and study of selected topics in dietetics in
health and diseases, and present it by using the scientific
updated styles in thesis should be prepared following
the scientific standard styles.
CHS 369 Practicum in Clinical Nutrition 3 (0+3)
In this practical course, the student learns the skills
required to work in a hospital as a dietician. The course
focuses on nutritional assessment (for inpatients,
pregnant, lactating, infants, children, adults and elderly).
The course also focuses on planning treatment and
follow-up patients for the following cases: diabetes,
obesity, renal, liver, pancreases, gallbladder diseases
and other gastrointestinal diseases.
CHS 446 Communication Skills 3 (3+0)
Communication systems and methods. Instruction in
writing reports, and verbal presentation reading and

understanding official documents, preparing cases
for presentation to appropriate agencies, issuing
instructions and letters to members of the public ,
patients and health care personnel.
CHS 453 Practicum in Clinical Nutrition 3 (0+3)
In this practical course, the student gains the skills
necessary to work in a hospital as a dietician. The course
gives the opportunity to the students for planning,
treatment and follow-up patients for the following
cases: coronary heart diseases, cancers, surgeries and
burns.
CHS 454 Food Services Management in Hospitals 2 (2+0)
The course covers the principles of administration,
human resources management, budgeting and contracts.
Also an introductory to food services management and
kitchen operation, which include receiving raw materials,
storing, monitoring equipments. The course provides
a general knowledge of the health specification which
needs to be provided to guarantee quality control.
CHS 455 Independent Study 2 (2+0)
The student in this course will prepare a comprehensive
study on a subject related to individual and community
nutritional issues, utilizing his previous knowledge which
he acquired through his studies. The student will be
using modern technology in getting the information and
presenting it. The study will be presented and discussed
with the faculty members and other students.
CHS 456 Nutritional Education and Patients
counseling 3 (2+1)
The course includes applying communication skills in
the planning and implementing of nutrition education
programs. The course includes the important of
nutrition education in improving the dietary habits of
individuals to protect them from diseases, and also to
the methods of dietary counseling for patients, healthy
individuals, small groups and communities.
CHS 457 Functional Foods 3 (2+1)
The course will be taught in cooperation with the
college of pharmacology, and includes the study of
foods and herpes that used in the diet to treat certain
diseases, such as mint, fenugreek and black seeds. The
student will study the effect of these foods on the
health of individuals. The student will be familiar with
the preparation methods and the different usage of
these foods.
FNS 467 Food Habits and Believes 2 (2+0)
The course will be taught in cooperation with the
college of pharmacology, and includes the study of
foods and herpes that used in the diet to treat certain
diseases, such as mint, fenugreek and black seeds. The
student will study the effect of these foods on the
health of individuals. The student will be familiar with
the preparation methods and the different usage of
these foods.
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during exercise. It also covers body energy stores and
weight control.
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Level-8

Second Program:
Health Education

Course
Code

Study Plan:

CHS 490

Level-4
Course
Code

Course Title

Credit
P T
1 3

CHS 214

Community Health

L
2

CHS 251

Medical Record Sciences

2

1

3

CHS 226

Principles of Nutrition

3

0

3

CHS 203

Safety Studies

2

1

3

CHS 204

Mental Health

3

0

3

IC 103

The Islamic Economics

2

0

2

Total

17
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Course
Course Title
Code
HS 225 Computer Application
CHS 311 Personal Health
Principles of Environmental
CHS 371
Health
CHS 300 Substances Abuse
Fundamentals of Islamic
IC 104
Political Systems
Total

CHS 301
CHS 302
CHS 303
CHS 304
CHS 313

T
3
3

3

0

3

3

0

3

2

0

2
14

Course Title
Fundamentals of Health
Education
Health Education in School
Consumer Health
Education
Methodology of Health
Education
Epidemiology-I Principles
of Epidemic

Credit
L

P

T

2

1

3

2

1

3

3

0

3

2

2

4

2

1

3
16

Course Title

CHS 472

Traffic Accident Control
Mass Media in Health
Education
Health Education
Strategies for Chronic and
Communicable Diseases
Occupational Safety

CHS 314

Epidemiology II

CHS 401
CHS 402

Total

CHS 345

2

1

3

3

0

3

3

0

3

2

2

4

3

0

3

Total

16

Level-9
Course
Code

CHS 496
CHS 497
CHS 436
CHS 433
Total

Course Code
Health Education and
Physical Fitness
Research in Health
Education
Seminar in Health
Contemporary Issues
Family Planning
Maternal and Child Care

Credit
L

P

T

3

0

3

1

2

3

3

0

3

2
3

0
0

2
3
14

Course Description:
Concept of society and community, health field
concept: factors affecting community health statusbiological and genetic factors, environmental factors,
and organizational factors. Community health model.
Public health principles and programs. Study of the
relationship of man to various environmental factors
which affect health status. Normal and abnormal
phenomena (health and illness) are explored. These
examinations include social structures, the family,
community and social institutions in the context of their
effect on family health. Differences and similarities in
rural and urban societies will be explored.
CHS 223 Computer programming in health care 2 (2+0)

Level-7

CHS 400

CHS 405

Research Methodology in
Science
Management of Health
Education
Health Education in Health
Services
World Health
Hospital Personnel
Management & Supervision

Credit
L P T

CHS 212 Community health (2+0)

Total

Course
Code

CHS 404

CHS 406

Credit
L
P
2
1
3
0

Level-6
Course
Code

CHS 403

Course Title

Credit
L P T
3

1

4

3

0

3

Provides a basic understanding of the use of a computer;
basic techniques of programming. Use of the computer
language being utilized in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia;
preparation of an elementary program.
CHS 224 Demography 3 (3+0)

3

0

3

3

0

3

2

0

2
15

Introduction to demographic models and related
biostatistics, census & biostatistics resources, and
population studies, study and analyze the positive
female behaviours attitudes, with examples from
different countries, study and analyze the mortality
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CHS 232 Health Sciences2 (2+0)
Holistic approach to health. Illness-wellness continuum,
optimal health. The contribution of behavioural
sciences &health education in health sciences, Health
promotion- protection- maintenance: Physical fitness,
Maintenance of hearing, Maintenance of visual health,
Breast cancer, Nutrition and health & nutritional
problems, Genetic diseases, Renal failure, Inflammatory
bowel diseases.
CLS 212 Medical Microbiology 4 (3+1)
Introduction to standard techniques and procedures
used in isolating, purifying and identifying microorganisms, including the classification of bacteria,
physiology, reproduction, the principles of culture
techniques, staining of bacteria and identification. The
beneficial and harmful aspects of micro-organisms and
the ecological role of micro-organisms in relationship
to the
balance of environment, description of
morphology, structure, pathogen city, prevention and
control measures for microbial infection, food and air
microbiology.
CLS 261 Principles of Nutrition 2 (2+0)
Principles of nutrition, food groups, food pyramids
(proteins, carbohydrates, fats, vitamins and minerals,
milk and milk products) process of digestion and
absorption of nutrients, the human nutrients needs,
common malnutrition problems.
IC 103

the Islamic economic system 2 (2+0)

CHS 231 Infectious diseases 3 (3+0)
Common and important infectious diseases nation and
world-wide will be presented and discussed focusing
on the whole spectrum of the disease concerned such
as causative agent , reservoir hosts, transmission ,
incubation period, major clinical features, principles of
management with emphasis on prevention and control
measures.
CHS 282 Principles of Health Education 2 (2+0)
Definition, philosophy, need of health education.
Principles of teaching and learning process, domains
of learning, scope of teaching: teaching knowledge,
attitudes, and different types of skills. Application of
education principles for improving health education,
task analysis, curriculum& lesson plan development,
improving learning environment.
Prerequisites: CHS 212

CHS 311Personal health 3 (2+0)
He influence on personal health of communicable
diseases, community health, environmental and
ecological factors, aging, and special problems of
rapid development and cultural change. Ecology and
homeostasis. Influence on personal health of practices
for health maintenance, disease prevention and
utilization of health care facilities and services.
Prerequisites: CHS 212
CHS 371 Environmental Sciences 3 (2+1)
Recognition of environment, basic requirement for
healthy environment, nature of environmental hazards,
pollution causes, types, and effect of pollutants on the
environment and health in different situations. Pollution
control and preventive measures.
CHS 382 Fundamentals of Health Education 3 (2+1)
Evolution and development of health education, health
education models: preventive approach, educational
approach, health promotion, empowerment, selfconcepts & life skills, advocacy. The study of health
communication: models, components, assumptions,
types and barriers. Effective verbal and non verbal
communication skills. ’P’ process of communication.
IC 104

Fundamentals of Islamic Policies 3 (2+1)

CHS 334 Epidemiology I 3 (3+0)
Principles and methods in the study of communicable
and other diseases in space, overtime, and in populations.
Factors related to their occurrence, case studies. Basic
concepts of epidemiology, applied mortality and
morbidity in Saudi Arabia. Approaches to intervention
in disease cycles (host, man and environment).
CHS 225 Computer Application in Health Care
3 (2+1)
To introduce students to basic applications software.
The course will cover many of the basic skills that student
will use every day. By the end of the course a student
will be familiar with tools and information needed to
use operating systems and application software.
Prerequisites: CHS 221
CHS 383the Social Context of Health Education 3
(2+1)
The contribution of behavioural sciences in health
education & promotion, social determinants of
diseases. Theory of general susceptibility to disease,
health& illness. Culture, group-structure & process,
leadership. Socialization, approaches to social changes,
social support.
Prerequisites: CHS283, CHS 282

College of Applied Medical Sciences

rates , differences, and causes with examples from Gulf
countries and other countries, in and out migration ,
modernization and the effect on the population.
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CHS 384 Psychological basis of health education 3 (3+0)

College of Applied Medical Sciences

The course focuses on the role of human behaviour in
health and illness and determinants of human behaviour
(predisposing, enabling & reinforcing factors). Biopsycho-social needs. Attitude formation, change, and
measurement. Theories of learning and motivation.
Health behaviour models & theories, ecological
perspectives, social cognitive theory, health belief
model, theory of reasoned action, theory of planned
behaviour, stage of change theory, transtheoritical
model, self efficacy , attribution theory, locus of control,
unrealistic optimism, Diffusion of innovation.
Prerequisites: CHS 282,382

376

obesity, diabetes, osteoporosis, peptic ulcer, mental
health, accidents, bronchial asthma, effect of radiation
on health.
CHS 436 Family planning 2 (2+0)
The course includes; definition, rationale, impact
of family planning. Fertility motives. Role of health
educator. Family planning services. Population problems
& maternal and infant mortality. Need of family planning
in KSA. Contraceptive methods: types, description,
mechanism of action, effectiveness, advantages, side
effects, uses. GATHER approach for counselling in
family planning.

NUR 353 Human growth and development 2 (1+1)

CHS 484 Systems Approach to Health Education 3 (2+1)

This course entails definitions and stages of growth &
development, milestones of growth & development
in prenatal- infancy- early childhood- school age,
preadolescence, and adolescence periods. Theories
of development; psychoanalytical theory, ego
development, cultural and social influences. Study of
stage characteristics of youth, adulthood and senior
adults with health care services available to those
groups.

This course focuses on the standards of JCIA, JCAHO
recommendations for quality health education,
different models of planning health education
programs- PRECEDE-PROCEED, PATCH, intervention
mapping, ABC models, planning skills- community
analysis &educational needs assessment, setting
priorities, mission, vision, SMART objectives, selecting
program strategies and methods, allocating resources,
plan for evaluation and setting action plan. Identifying
and applying phases of PRECEDE-PROCEED Model on
health education program.

CHS 335Epidemiology II 3 (2+1)
An overview of disease control programs being
conducted by governmental and private agencies.
Topics include; communicable diseases a, chronic
disease and other illness, population planning, accident
prevention, and rehabilitation programs.
CHS 385 Methodology of health education 4 (3+1)
The course provide an overview of various techniques
designed to enable students to develop and practice
the skills necessary for effective delivery of health
promotion and education programs to various groups
in a variety of settings such as school, community, worksites and medical care settings. It includes: designing
and delivering health education messages, counselling
, group work, lecture , presentation, meetings ,
demonstration and participatory& experiential learning,
problem solving/ decision making, community based
health education, social marketing, health campaign,
peer education/ working with volunteers, behavioural
modification, life skills, role play , games, puppets.
Maternity and Child Care.
CHS 412 Preventing diseases of civilization 2 (2+0)
Study of diseases& problems of industrialized countries:
causes, risk factors, signs &symptoms, prevention and
control strategies, role of educational programs. Heart
attack, cancer, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia,

CHS 413 Substance Abuse 2 (2+0)
Nature, use and abuse of substances & drugsdepressants, narcotics,
sedatives, hallucinogens,
stimulants, inhalants, smoking, alcohol abuse, their
effect on individual & community health, different
methods for prevention of substance& abuse and their
treatment, relation between personal behaviour and
lifestyle with substances abuse.
CHS 472 Occupational health and safety 3 (2+1)
Occupational hazards and health problems- biological,
chemical, physical, mechanical hazards, its effect
on health, risk management, accident prevention,
protection and safety measure for employees.
Standards and techniques of hospital environment,
and safety measures for health professionals. Motor
car accidents in KSA. Ethics and environmental health
education.
CHS 483 Dental Health Education 2 (2+0)
Epidemiology of dental diseases, causes of common
dental problems, nutrition and dental health, dental
hygiene, beliefs, decisions making& behaviours
concerning dental health care, role of health education
in dental care, special dental problems as emergency
& cleft palate&
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KSA school system. Priority areas in school health,
rationale, components of comprehensive school
health program, school health services, sequential
developmentally appropriate health education,
curriculum development, promoting healthy school
environment. Nutrition and exercise program, mental
health program, integration between family- community
and school, presenting some health problems of
school age and school policies and measure for
control: intentional &unintentional injuries, smoking,
drug abuse, sexually transmitted disease, child abuse,
asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, promoting psychosocial
skills in schools.
CHS 486 Management of health education 2 (2+0)
Core competencies of health educator. Job description
for different setting- community health educator,
school health educator, patient educator, occupational
health educator.
Principals of management and
administration and its application in health education,
the need for organized health education program,
quality of successful manager, organizational structure,
strategic- tactical- operational planning, team
management, managing time & money, staffing, power
and authority, quality assurance and evidence-based
health education, in health education. Ethics of health
education.
Prerequisites: 484

care in general with emphasis on the Saudi family and
traditional practices and beliefs in these aspects. The
course includes physiology of reproductive system,
mother care during normal pregnancy, labour, post
partum period- breast feeding- weaning, baby
care- hygiene, high risk pregnancy, health education
programs for MCH care.
CHS 438 Mass communication in health education
4 (2+2)
This course helps students to effectively plan, design
and pre-testing written–printed materials posters,
leaflets, fact sheet, newspapers, booklets, radio&
television health education messages, video, computer
learning materials, health faire with emphasis on effects
advantages- disadvantages of audiovisual aids & mass
media in health education.
CHS 465 Nutrition and health education 3 (2+1)
Study the effect of nutrition education on promoting
health, educational methods targeted to change
individual, group and community unhealthy nutritional
behaviours and habits, the effect of mass media
on eating habits and nutrition education. Nutrition
education during pregnancy and lactation, infancy,
childhood, adolescence, and most common diseases
in KSA: diabetes, hypertension, obesity, renal failure,
heart disease, peptic ulcer, anorexia nervosa, bulimia.
CHS 488 Consumer health education 2 (2+0)

CHS 486 Health education in health services3 (2+1)
This includes an overview of principles and challenges
in patient education and the health settings where
patient education can be delivered- hospitals:
inpatients- outpatients- emergency, rehabilitation
centres, primary health care centres, and how to
overcome obstacles in patient education. Patient
education process, planning, implementing, evaluating
and documentation, Designing patient education
guide. Patient counselling. Psychological impact of
chronic diseases. Patient compliance, self regulatory
mechanism, care seeking behaviour, and coping
behaviour, Consumer movement, patients’ Pill rights,
JCAHO standards for patient education.
Biological, social and cultural aspects of reproduction.
High risk mothers by age, parity, literacy and social
conditions. Outreach and uptake of preventive services
in antenatal and postnatal care.
CHS 433 Maternity and child care 3 (2+1)
Providing essential information on maternity and child

Classification of consumer health education programs,
national health& health related agency programs,
the purpose of consumer health education, consumer
education movement, industry & consumer, health
consumerism, self-help/self-health movement, the
health
consumer& lifestyle, behaviour change&
disease prevention,
cost effectiveness of lifestyle
modification, patient’s rights, consumer protection.
CHS 496 Research in health education2 (2+0)
This course provides a chance to students to apply all
research process starting from planning, conducting
the research, construction of data collection tools and
writing research report (research problem statement,
literature review, setting aim and hypothesis,
methodology, construction of data collection tools,
testing validity and reliability, data collection, use of
SPSS for data analysis, bibliography, set applicable
recommendations for health education). Each student
selects a research problem and carries out all research
process.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

CHS 485 Health education in schools2 (2+0)
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Mission:
Rehabilitation specialists competent in IT and dental
care and the production of distinct research to
contribute to building the knowledge economy and
community service

Vision:
Leadership and excellence in training of qualified
specialists in technical and dental care

Aims:
1. Establishing the Islamic values and concepts to
the student the secretariat for the scientific,
practical, and fidelity during the study.

2.
and foreign and open aspects of constructive
cooperation.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

3. Find a specialist in the field of dental technology

378

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

to work with the treating team to solve problems,
organization and time management to speed up
the patient’s condition.
Develop the skills of students in the principles of
physics, chemistry, science of public health and to
clarify its relationship with science and technical
applications of dental materials.
Prepare a cadre of scientific and specialized in
the manufacture of Removable Processes and
orthotics and prosthetic dental and maxillofacial
surgery.
Student Training health-related sectors, which
have strong ties in the development of the
program and the national cadres.
Serve the community through the work of
publications, brochures and various activities
for replacing Sunni teeth that contribute to the
awareness of staff and patients
Encourage the students during and after school
to attend and participate in lectures and various
seminars in the field of specialization.

About:
A. Dental Technology Program
The recent advances and progress of dental sciences hs
been due to the continuous need for better control and
treatment of dental diseases. This progress demanded
however, well trained professional personal specialized
in diagnosis and dental treatments.
The Dental Technology Program is one of two programs
offered by the Dental Health Department. Its curriculum
aims to qualify students of high, refined levels in both the
theoretical and practical aspects of dental technology.
It will also enhance the students skills and capabilities to
perform their expected role in the rapidly progressing
dental services in the Kingdom.

The Dental Technology Program prepares students to
gain experiences in all advanced dental technology
aspects:
Complete Denture Prosthodontics.
Removable Partial Denture Prosthodontics.
Fixed Restorative Prosthodontics.
Orthodontic appliances.
Maxillofacial Prosthetic appliances
The program comprises the study of structure and
function of masticatory system and the most appropriate
way of teeth restoration.
The dental technology profession allows a variety of
chances to those interested in being members of the
dental team. The dental technologist is expected to
have vast career opportunities in private and national
laboratories to fulfill their needs. Dental technologists
are also qualified to direct and supervise the different
dental laboratories in dental industries, research and
marketing. Saudi government who have passed with
“Excellent” or “Very Good” grades may be appointed
as Demonstrators in the College, which give them the
opportunity to continue higher studies in the Kingdom
and abroad.
Vision of Dental Technology Program:
Dental technology program is one of the fields of
science and technology that support the unique
community personnel with Specialties of technical
and professional qualified in the manufacture and
installation of dental laboratory their areas five major:
complete dentures, fixed partial dentures (crowns
and bridges of porcelain material, or gold) dentures
partial animation, orthodontic devices and models
of prosthetic devices in surgery of the jaw and teeth,
the program develops human resources, through the
movement of educational and technical development
in the course, and to highlight the diversity of scientific
and technical support to the scholars in it.
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The Dental Hygiene Program aims basically to qualify
specialists in dental hygiene for the prevention of some
diseases such as caries and gingival inflammation and to
prevent early tooth loss. The student of this program
are given intensive specialized training to be thoroughly
acquainted with the methods of dental prophylaxix and
X-ray. To perform their duties with sill, the students
receive intensive training in both fields of treatment and
prophylaxix. They gain scientific skills prior to the clinical
training on patients under the direct supervisions of
faculty member. They also get the opportunity to share
in the community health program plan and execute the
dental health educational program.
The graduate of dental hygiene are in great demand
from health foundations due the urgent need for such
specialty. The graduate of this program are allowed
to work in the national and private hospitals and
specialized clinic in the Kingdom. The Saudi graduate
who have passed with “Excellent” or “Very Good” grads
may be appointed as Demonstrators in the College,
which give them the opportunity to continue higher
studies in the Kingdom and abroad.

Vision of Dental Hygiene Program:
Program of dental care is distinct community provide
the skills of qualified and specialized mainly in the
care of oral health for the prevention of diseases such
traditional decay and gum disease and the prevention
of dental early fall. The Department contributes to the
development of the program constantly, in response
to community needs, and the development of health
personnel, so that you are fully familiar with the areas
of prevention and treatment to keep pace with the
changes at all levels.

Haitham bin Ibrahim Al-Mansour
Mohammed bin Abdullah
Sultan bin Abdullah Aldirihm
Abdul Rahman bin Abdullah Majdal
Aymen Bin Ghazi Saleh
Rolando Kates Atins
Abdullah Bin Ayed Al-Mutair

Faculty Members (Female)
Name

Rank

Lubna F. Al- Faleh
Mohamed Ahmed Al-Turk
Areej Bint Jabber Al-Sawat
Hadeel Bint Mohammed Ayub
Khulood A. Alshareef
Munira bint Isa Al-Zeer
Nuha bint Ijaz Ahmed
Rasha bint Nasha Al-Otaibi
Khloud Bint Ibrahim Al-kuafly
Najla Badr Mustafa Ali
Walinar Ambazleem

Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Specialist
Technical
Technical

Programs:
B.Sc. in Dental Hygiene Program
B.Sc. in Dental Technology Program

Study Plan
1. Dental Technology Program
Course Code
DEH 211
DEH 217
DEH 221
DEH 223
DEH 230

Mission:
The program seeks to excellence in educating all
segments of society, through careful planning and
implementation of educational programs on oral
hygiene and teeth. To provide scientific knowledge and
practical training of staff and intensive training before
embarking on clinical training and that which qualifies
those to apply the practical skills and theoretical
knowledge gained from the patients.

DEH 232
DEH 233
DEH 320
DEH 331
DEH 332

Degree:
r #4DJO%FOUBM)ZHJFOF1SPHSBN
r #4DJO%FOUBM5FDIOPMPHZ1SPHSBN

Faculty Members:

DEH 333
DEH 334
DEH 335
DEH 336

Faculty Members (Male)
Name

Rank

Dr. Fahmy Abdel
Dr. Abdulaziz A. Al-Kheraif
DR. Mohammed Ibraheim Ahmed
Dr. Samer M. Alaqeel
DR.YOUSEF A. ALJEHANI
Omar Abdullah Alsadon

Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Demonstrator

Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Teaching Asst.
Specialist
Technical
Technical
Secretary

DEH
DEH
DEH
DEH

381
420
423
424

DEH 427
DEH 431

Course Title
Dental Anatomy
Dental Occlusion
Introduction to Dental
Technology
Dental Materials
Complete Denture
Prosthodontics I
Removable Partial
Prosthodontics I
Fixed Restorative
Prosthodontics I
Dental Ceramics
Complete Denture
Prosthodontics II
Complete Denture
Prosthodontics III
Removable Partial Denture II

Hrs
3
2
2
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
4

Fixed Restorative Prosthodontics II 4
Removable Partial Prosthodontics III 4

Fixed Restorative
Prosthodontics III
Clinical Practice I
Maxillofacial Prosthesis
Advanced Ceramics
Dental Material Evaluation
New Advances in Dental
Technology
Orthodontics

4
5
3
3
3

College of Applied Medical Sciences

B. Dental Hygiene Program

2
3
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DEH 432
DEH 433
DEH 434
DEH 482
DEH 483

Advanced Orthodontics
Advanced Removable Partial
Denture
Advanced Complete Denture
Prosthodontics
Clinical Practice II
Clinical Practice III

3
3

College of Applied Medical Sciences

Course Code Course Title
DEH 230

3
5
5

2. Dental Hygiene Program

DEH 232
DEH 233
ISL IV

Complete Denture
Prosthodontics I
Removable Partial
Prosthodontics I
Fixed Restorative
Prosthodontics I
.F.I.P

Hrs
4
4
4
2

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

DEH 213

Oral Biology

2

DEH 214

Dental Anatomy

4

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

Dental Ceramics

3

Level 6

DEH 215

Oral Pathology

3

DEH 320

DEH 216

Oral Medicine

1

DEH 331

3

DEH 241

Introduction to Dental
Hygiene

Complete Denture
Prosthodontics II

2

DEH 333

Removable Partial Denture II

4

DEH 242

Pre-Clinical Dental Hygiene

2

DEH 334

4

DEH 252

Emergencies in Dental Practice

3

Fixed Restorative
Prosthodontics II

DEH 321

Dental Materials

2

DEH 343

Preventive Dentistry

2

DEH 344

Preventive Dentistry 2

2

DEH 345

Pharmacology

2

DEH 346

Clinical Hygiene I

4

DEH 347

Clinical hygiene II

4

DEH 348

Dental Health Education

2

DEH 351

Management of Dental Practice

2

DEH 361

Dental Radiography

3

DEH 442

Clinical Dental Hygiene III

3

DEH 445

Community Dentistry

4

DEH 453

Clinical Practice III

4

DEH 454

Dental Assisting

3

DEH 461

Advanced Dental Radiography

2

DEH 462

Dental Laboratory Procedures

2

DEH 471

Oral Hygiene and Removable
2
Prosthodontics

DEH 472

Oral Hygiene and Young Patients

Level 7
Course Code Course Title
DEH 332
DEH 335
DEH 336
DEH 381

Complete Denture
Prosthodontics III
Removable Partial
Prosthodontics III
Fixed Restorative
Prosthodontics III
Clinical Practice I

Hrs
3
4
4
5

Level 8
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

DEH
DEH
DEH
DEH

3
3
3
5

420
431
434
482

Maxillofacial Proth.
Orthodontics
Ad. Com. Den. Proth.
Clin. Pract. II

Level 9
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

2

DEH 423

Adv. Ceramics

3

Dent. Mat. Evaluation

3

DEH 473

Oral Hygiene and Hospital in Patient

2

DEH 424

DEH 474

Oral Hygiene & Community Dentistry

2

DEH 427

New Adv. In Det. Tech.

2

2

DEH 432

Advanced Orthodontics

3

DEH 482

Clin. Pract. III

5

DEH 491

Seminar

2. Dental Hygiene Program
Level 4

1. Dental Technology Program
Level 4
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

Course Code Course Title

Hrs

DEH 211
DEH 217

3
2

DEH 213

Oral Biology

2

DEH 214

Dental Anatomy

4

2

DEH 215

Oral Pathology

3

3
2

DEH 241

Introduction to Dental Hygiene

2

DEH 351

Management of Dental Practice

2

DEH 221

380

Level 5

DEH 223
ISL III

Dental Anatomy
Dental Occlusion
Introduction to Dental
Technology
Dental Materials
Islamic Economy
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Course Code Course Title

Hrs

DEH
DEH
DEH
DEH

1
2
3
2

216
242
252
343

Oral Medicine
Pre-Clinical Dental Hygiene
Emergencies in Dental Practice
Preventive Dentistry

Level 6
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

DEH
DEH
DEH
DEH
DEH

2
2
2
4
3

321
344
345
346
361

Dental Materials
Preventive Dentistry 2
Pharmacology
Clinical Hygiene I
Dental Radiography

Level 7
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

DEH
DEH
DEH
DEH
DEH

4
2
4
3
2

347
348
445
454
462

Clinical Hygiene II
Dental Health Education
Community Dentistry
Dental Assisting
Dental Laboratory Procedures

Level 8
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

DEH 442

3

DEH 471
DEH 473
DEH 474

Clinical Dental Hygiene III
Oral Hygiene and Removable
Prosthodontics
Oral Hygiene and Hospital in
Patient
Oral Hygiene & Community
Dentistry

2
2
2

Level 9
Course Code Course Title

Hrs

DEH
DEH
DEH
DEH

4
2
2
2

453
461
472
491

Clinical Practice III
Advanced Dental Radiography
Oral Hygiene & Young Patients

Seminar

Course Description:
1. Dental Technology Program
DEH 211Dental Anatomy (2+1)
Introduction and study of tooth morphology and related terminology. Anatomy of the head and neck with
emphasis on the structure and functional relationships
in the oral cavity. Lectures will provide knowledge in
temporomandibular joint function, muscles of mastication, permanent and deciduous dentition and supporting anatomical structures and concepts of occlusion.
DEH 217 Dental Occlusion (1+1)
Introduction to the criteria of normal occlusion, jaw

positions and movements, the intermaxillary relations
including centric and eccentric positions and determinants of mandibular movements. Lectures will provide
knowledge of various patterns of occlusion as well as
the importance of articulators in prosthetic appliances
construction.
DEH 221Introduction to Dental Technology (2+0)
This course is designed to introduce the student to basic concepts and principles of dental health and dental
technology. Lectures will survey the development of
dental technology. Laboratory equipment and safety
factors, and the relationships of the basic sciences to
dental laboratory techniques.
DEH 223Dental Materials (3+0)
This course is designed to provide the student with a
basic understanding of those materials used in fabrication of dental appliances. Emphasis will be placed on
material composition, physical and mechanical properties and fitness for purpose.
DEH 230Complete Denture Prosthodontics I (1+3)
Lecture and laboratory instruction in the fabrication
of maxillary and mandibular complete dentures covering the evaluation of preliminary and final impressions,
pouring and trimming of casts, construction of special
impression trays, base plats and occlusion rims, acceptable use of articulators, selection and setting of artificial
teeth, waxing, flasking, packing, processing, deflasking,
selective grinding, finishing and polishing of complete
dentures.
DEH 232 Removable Partial Prosthodontics I (1+3)
Lecture and laboratory instruction on the design and
construction of removable partial dentures. The course
included surveying, designing, fabrication of refractory
casts, pattern, preparation, casting, finishing and polishing procedures. Processing techniques and repairing
techniques will be emphasized.
DEH 233Fixed Restorative Prosthodontics I (1+3)
Introduction to the technique and procedures in the
fabrication of the cast inlays, crowns and multi-unit fixed
partial dentures; includes cast with removable dies, soldering, and crown for t non-vital teeth. Introduction to
the use of acrylic resin crown.
DEH 320Dental Ceramics (1+2)
Lectures and practicals will include the principles of
metal framework design for ceramo-metal restorations,
the basics of porcelain build-up procedure, color mixing, shade matching and criteria of lab-prescriptions.
DEH 331 Complete Denture Prosthodontics II (1+2)
A continuation and further refinements employed in

College of Applied Medical Sciences

Level 5

381
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the construction of complete dentures including additional instruction and practice in the use of articulators,
articulation of artificial teeth and aesthetics. Experience
in repairing, relining and rebasing procedures.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

DEH 332 Complete Denture Prosthodontics III (1+2)
A continuation of complete denture prosthodontics
with an introduction to the construction of immediate
dentures, occlusal problems with emphasis on tooth
positions in Class I, Class II and Class III jaw relationships
and denture duplication techniques.

382

DEH 333Removable Partial Denture II (1+3)
Further study of design and construction of cast removable partial denture frameworks and mental preforemd
metal components. Aethetic problems and the use of
various types of artificial teeth are considered. Emphasis will be placed on partial dentures classification,
theories of design and alternative treatment and construction procedures. Design principles and methods
of construction of acrylic muscosa borne partial dentures will be undertaken.
DEH 334 Fixed Restorative Prosthodontics II (1+3)
A continuation of fixed restorative prosthodontics I and
the fabrication of cantilever and stress broken fixed
dentures semi precision attachments, and all typed of
pontic designs. Introduction to ceramics, metals, dental
problems and their use in the fabrication of porcelain
fused to metal restorations.
DEH 335 Removable Partial Prosthodontics III (1+3)
A continued study of design and construction of cast
removable partial dentures with experience in precession attachment and stress broken castings. Swing lock
partial dentures, periodontal splints and case metal
bases for complete dentures.
DEH 336Fixed Restorative Prosthodontics III (1+3)
Continued refinement in porcelain fused to metal restoration, both single and multi-units. Introduction and
experience in shade control, characterization and staining. Techniques in repairing single and mutli-unit fixed
restorative prosthodontics.
DEH 381Clinical Practice I (2+3)
In-service training serves as a transitional period between the academic setting of the schoolroom and the
professional practice./ Through this participation the
student shall develop an appreciation of the professional community of which he is now a member.
DEH 420Maxillofacial Prosthesis (1+2)
A basic introduction to the methods of replacement
of lost facial structures and obturator appliance. Construction of different types of splints and stents with
emphasis on construction of different appliances that

used for treatment of fracture jaw.
DEH 423Advanced Ceramics (1+2)
Concentrated experience to refine skills in porcelain
build-up, characterization, staining and color mixing.
Emphasis on problem areas in ceramo-metal restoration
construction, their causes and remedies.
DEH 424Dental Material Evaluation (1+2)
The construction of specimens in any of the materials
used in dentistry and the undertaking of mechanical
and physical testing procedures used to evaluate and
characterize their properties.
DEH 427 New Advances in Dental Technology (1+1)
This course is designed to introduce the student to the
new advances concepts and principle of dental technology. The lectures with survey the most recent and
updating the dental technology concerning complete,
removable and fixed prosthetic appliances. The new
in laboratory equipments and materials, implant and
overdentures and osteointegration and their relations
to dental laboratory techniques.
DEH 431Orthodontics (1+2)
Introduction to techniques and procedures for study
model construction, removable and fixed retention appliances, habit breaking appliances and appliances for
effective tooth movement. The principles and procedures associated with soldering and spot welding, and
repairing procedures shall be included.
DEH 432Advanced Orthodontics (1+2)
Lecture and laboratory instruction in advanced techniques covering functional and non functional orthodontic appliances.
DEH 433Advanced Removable Partial Denture
(1+2)
Fabrication of mandibular and maxillary removable
partial dentures according to prescribed design and
construction of one removable partial denture for a
periodontally involved patient.
DEH 434Advanced Complete Denture Prosthodontics (1+2)
Skill development in the construction of complete denture restorations including aesthetic adjustment and
fabrication of dentures, for special patient populations
i.e. surgically involved in injury related.
DEH 482Clinical Practice II (0+5)
In-service training experience serves as a transitional period between the academic setting of the schoolroom
and professionals practice. Through this participation
the student shall develop and appreciation of the professional community of which he is now a member.
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2. Dental Hygiene Program
DEH 213Oral Biology (1+1)
Topographic description of the mouth, lip, tongue
with its covering specialized mucosa. Salivary glands,
number, classification, function and structure of saliva.
Histologic structure of buccal mucosa and classification of oral mucosa. In the practical the student will see
under the microscope the dental tissues and investing
the surrounding structures as well as the periodontal
ligaments. The different types of salivary glands (sublingual, submandibular and parotid glands).
DEH 214 Dental Anatomy (3+1)
Introduction and nomenclatures in dentistry. General
description of the tooth crown, root, pulp and periodontium. Surface anatomy of the tooth, elevation and
depressions. Study of development of teeth through
its different stages. Description of the relationships between upper and lower teeth (occlusion). Head and
neck anatomy, temporomandibular joint, muscles of
mastication. Study of the normal physiologic forms of
the teeth for their natural protection. In practical the
students will do some models for some teeth by carving
them in wax.
DEH 215Oral Pathology (2+1)
Study of the diseases affecting the gingiva and periodontium. Dental caries: Classification, clinical appearance, causes, types of bacteria. Developmental anomalies: hare lip, bifid tongue, dental anomalies. White
lesions affecting the oral mucosa and ulcers. Some organic diseases and their reflection on the internal appearance of the oral cavity. e.g. Epilepsy and its medication. Infectious diseases e.g. tuberculosis, mumps,
hepatitis, AIDS. Oral cancer and Dental Tumors.
DEH 216Oral Medicine (1+0)
Clinical oral diseases are classified into: disease caused
by bacteria and their treatment and diseases caused
by viruses and their treatment. Clinical precautions for
transmission of these diseases. Tumors are classified into
benign or malignant and their origin. Salivary gland diseases and treatment. Ulcers affecting the oral mucosa,
appearance and way of treatment. The students will be
familiar with these different diseases when he will watch
many slides for most of the previously mentioned diseases specially their clinical appearance.

DEH 241Introduction to Dental Hygiene (1+1)
Introduction and definitions in dentistry. How to make
the students familiar with Dental Hygiene, the clinics
and clinical rules. Knowledge of duties of the dental
hygienists as a member of the dental team. Ethics and
jurisprudence in the field of dental hygiene. Personal
hygiene of the students. Precautions for prevention of
disease transmission in the Dental Clinic. The order in
the clinic and the dental hygiene instrumentation will
be introduced to the students. How to take care of the
instruments and sterilization.
DEH 242Pre-Clinical Dental Hygiene (1+1)
How to make a Case History. Dental hygiene instrumentation, study of each instruments, feature design, usages
in the practical. The students learn on a Phantom head
the right way of sitting during treatment, how to remove
some calculus from different segments.
DEH 252Emergencies in Dental Practice (2+1)
Presents principle of prevention and management of
dental office emergencies, including practice in taking
and recording vital signs and patient histories and cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
DEH 321Dental Materials (1+1)
This course is designed to provide the students with
a basic understanding of those material used in fabrication of dental appliances. Emphasis will be placed a
material composition, physical and mechanics and “fitness for purpose”.
DEH 343Preventive Dentistry (2+0)
Philosophy and practice of prevention in dentistry,
emphasis on diet, and nutrition, the use of fluorides,
regular visits to the dentist and effective home care
procedures.
DEH 344Preventive Dentistry 2 (1+1)
Clinical study and practice of oral prophylactic procedures, emphasis on areas of particular concern including the knowledge and understanding necessary plan
preventive programs, to educate individual patients
in the practice of effective preventive dentistry and to
practice diet analysis and counseling procedures.
DEH 345Pharmacology (2+0)
A basic overview of pharmacology including drug categories, drug actions, drugs interactions and adverse
drugs reactions. Particular emphasis on those drugs
used in dentistry.
DEH 346Clinical Hygiene I (1+3)
A clinical study and practice of oral propylaxis techniques; proficient use of scalers and curettes, patients
education and councelling procedures.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

DEH 483Clinical Practice III (5+0)
In-service training experience serves as a transitional period between the academic setting of the schoolroom
and professionals practice. Through this participation
the student shall develop and appreciation of the professional community of which he is now a member.
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DEH 347 Clinical Hygiene II (1+3)
Continuation of clinical study and practice including
the treatment of the special patient populations, introduction to the ultrasonic scaling devices individualized
patient counselling and management.
DEH 348 Dental Health Education (1+1)
Relationship between human behavior and health, nature of mental, physical and social health. Communication theory, cognitive and effective development, motivation, attitude change and techniques of persuation.
Principle of program design and evaluation. Techniques
in health education (educational technology), professional practice, and a system approach to dental health
education, behavior changing and self evaluation.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

DEH 351Management of Dental Practice (2+0)
A overview of the management of dental practice. Lectures will cover the planning of dental facilities resource
application, personnel and budget management, organizing and patient schedulling recall systems, dental records management, inventory control, budgetting the
staff/patient interaction.
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DEH 361Dental Radiography (2+1)
Introduction and basis of X-ray production and its physical properties and usage of X-ray in Dentistry. Biologic
effect of x-rays on the human body when exposed to xrays. Sensitive parts of the human body to x-rays Dental
films, types, composition processing in the dark room
in the practical. The students will learn how to expose
dental films on patients in dental college.
DEH 442Clinical Dental Hygiene III (0+3)
Continuation of Clinical Dental Hygiene.
DEH 445Community Dentistry (2+2)
A lecture and laboratory course that covers epidemiology and biostatistical principles of dental disease.
Emphasis will be placed on the dental hygienist role
in the community as an advocate of health education
and dental care. Laboratory sessions will be required
the students to develop and present programs in community dentistry for school children, the aged as well as
the general population.
DEH 453Clinical Practice III (0+4)
The technique of cleaning, polishing and scaling teeth
and the application of propylactic solutions to the
teeth, performed in extramural clinical facilities in each
of the dental specialties. The role of dental educator
will be an essential feature of their service element.
DEH 454Dental Assisting (2+1)
Introduction in dental assisting. Definition of different
types of assistants in the dental team. Different Specialties in Dentistry. The students take a brief idea on each
specialty and the role of the dental assistant in each. In
Oral surgery, operative dentistry, endodontics and the
causes of pulp injuries, in Orthodontics, Prosthodontics.
Charting and how to register the informations dictated

by the dentist. In the practicals the students will be able
to assist the dentist (four handed technique) Mix the
dental materials and how to sterilize the instruments in
the steri-center and how to care of them.
DEH 461Advanced Dental Radiography (1+1)
Revision of DEH 361 contents as introduction. Knowledge of techniques of X-ray taking for each part of the
oral cavity and teeth separately. The student will learn
the relationships of X-ray in each branch of dentistry.
Comparison of normal landmarks in any X-ray and some
Dental cases which appear on a film in the practice. The
student will be able to make some radiographs and he
must submit them.
DEH 462Dental Laboratory Procedures (1+1)
Lectures and laboratory instruction in basic dental laboratory techniques covering base plates and occlusal
rims, stimple denture repairs, construction of study for
orthodontic purposes, cast construction and waxing
single unit restorations.
DEH 471Oral Hygiene and Removable Prosthodontics (1+1)
Lecture and clinical instruction in the relationship of
partial denture design and oral health. Construction of
the different types of denture cleansers available and
their application on acrylic or metal dentures.
DEH 472Oral Hygiene and Young Patients (1+1)
Introduction in oral health problems in children, and
how to deal with in normal child. Handicapped children, definition of handicaps and classification and different methods to take are of oral health in Bells palsey
child or acquired handicaps during labor. Oral health in
children with orthodontic appliances (fixed or removable). In the practical session student will do preventive
sealants and topical fluoride application.
DEH 473 Oral Hygiene and Hospital in Patient (1+1)
Definitions and classification of different hospitalized
patients. Oral hygiene and general medicine. Oral hygiene and cardiovascular patients. Oral hygiene and
kidney diseases patients. Oral hygiene and pulmonary
diseases patients. Oral hygiene and intensive care patients. Diabetics mellitus, traffic accidents, fractures and
oral hygiene care. In the practical part, the student go
to the hospital and teach the nursing staff how to care
with the oral hygiene of the hospitalized patients, the
student will educate the patients the way of prevention
of oral and dental diseases.
DEH 474 Oral Hygiene and Community Dentistry (1+1)
Concentrated experience on the specific needs of the
community groups.
DEH 491Seminar (1+1)
Principles and methods of preventive dentistry, clinical
case studies, nutritional counselling and dieting analysis, dental specialties and general practice. Current research and development in preventive dentistry.
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Mission:
The fundamental mission of preparing students for
careers in Optometry and Vision Sciences is currently
achieved by the B.Sc. degree Program offered in Optometry, which we hope – in the near future – to upgrade to an OD (Doctor of Optometry) program, to
bring Saudi graduates in line with international norms
in Optometry education, practice and research.
Further down the horizon, there are plans to offer
Masters and PhD postgraduate programs in Optometry
and Vision Sciences. Preparing students for careers
in Optometry, the ophthalmic industry, and vision
science Advancing general and esoteric knowledge
in Optometry and vision sciences through teaching,
research, and community outreach programs.

Vision:

Degrees:

The vision of the Department of Optometry is to
be at the leading edge of vision care for the people of
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and world-wide.

Bachelor

Aims:

Saudi Society for Optical

About:
Is one of the sections of the Faculty of Applied
Medical Sciences King Saud University in Riyadh, which
had been established in order to meet needs the Kingdom of opticians qualified to work in the facilities of
health in screening and treatment of low vision and correct problems with vision different and sophistication
level of the health service developed in the Kingdom
and to contribute to the scientific and technical progress in the areas health in general.
Is a graduate Optics (optometrist) is one of three sides
in the triangle of the medical team of eye health and the
component of the ophthalmologist and optometrist and
technical optics, each having its own tasks that are in the
provision of full service to the patient. Optometrist can
also specialize in one of the following subspecialties

Faculty:
Faculty Members:
Name
Dr. Abdullah Z. Alotaibi
Dr. Kelechi Ogbuehi
Dr. Ola Matthew Oriowo
Dr. Turki M. Al-Mubrad
Dr.Saeed Akhtar
Dr.Stella T. Briggs
Dr. Haya Al Farhan
Dr. Idriss M. Bedja
Dr. Samah Mahmoud Fawzy
Dr. Safiah. H. Mulla
Dr.Ferial Zuraid
Mr.Ali Masmaly
Mr.Hani Al-Arefy
Mr.Ibraheem Al-mahyobi
Mr.Muhamad ahmad al-rashid
Mr.Saud Ahmed Alenezi
Ms.Hessah Awad Alenazy
Ms.Noha Al-Showa’er
Mr.Fahad Al-moqbel
Mr.Mohammad Saqer Al-Hazmi
Mr.Raied Ahmed Faqehi
Ms.Aljawhara A. Al-Kanaan
Ms.Hessah Awad Alenazy
Ms.Menwa Al-matrafy
Ms.Naeema Shaim Al-enezi
Ms.Noura Abdulrahman Aldosari
Ms.Wafa Majed Al-otaibi

Rank
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Specialist
Specialist
Specialist
Specialist
Specialist
Specialist
Specialist
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator

College of Applied Medical Sciences

 Teaching: The Department aims to be
recognized as an excellent department in
teaching.
 Patient care: To train in sufficient numbers
students who will be able to provide efficient,
cost-effective and goals-oriented vision care
tailored to the specific needs of individual
patients.
 Research: To build a culture of clinical and
basic research in Optometry and Vision
Sciences with a view to creating a centre of
research excellence in Saudi Arabia and in the
wider Middle East.
 Facilities: To have state-of-the-art facilities,
training programs and paradigms that
create an integrative approach to education,
research, training, and service delivery.

Landmarks:
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Programs:

Course Description:

B.Sc. in Optometry

OPTO 241 Ocular Anatomies and Physiology (2+1)
In this first class of a two semester series covering the
eye and nervous system, gross anatomy, histology
and terminology pertaining to structural and function
relationships of ocular tissues and related annexe
including astrology of the skull and orbit are discussed.
Orbital contents including fascia, tendons, muscles,
fat, glands, nerves, vessels as well as lids and lachrymal
system are studies. The globe is further studies as
sclera, cornea, urea, retina, and crystalline lens, anterior,
posterior and vitreous chambers. Laboratory includes
dissection of a mammalian eye and histology with
emphasis on clinical significance.

First Program:
B.Sc. in Optometry

Study Plan:

College of Applied Medical Sciences

Course Code Course Title
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Hrs

OPTO 241

Ocular Anatomies & Physiology 3

OPTO 242

Ocular Neuronatomy & Physiology 3

OPTO 243

Pharmacology

2

OPTO 251

Optics

3

OPTO 252

Optometric Mathematics

2

OPTO 253

Ophthalmic Optics I

2

OPTO 262

Clinical Methods I

3

OPTO 263

Clinical Methods II

3

OPTO 271

Visual Science I

2

OPTO 272

Visual Science II

2

OPTO 273

Visual Optics

3

OPTO 292

Introduction to Optometry

2

OPTO 344

Ocular Diseases I

2

OPTO 345

Ocular Diseases II

3

OPTO 353

Ophthalmic Optics II

2

OPTO 354

Contact Lenses I

2

OPTO 355

Contact Lenses II

2

OPTO 356

Physical Optics

2

OPTO 363

Clinical Methods III

3

OPTO 364

Clinical Methods IV

3

OPTO 365

Advanced Techniques

2

OPTO 243 Pharmacology (2+0)

OPTO 371

Optometric Statistics

3

OPTO 374

Binocular Visions

2

This course is designed to give the optometry student
a general understanding of pharmacological activity,
modes of action, dose-response curve, drug efficacy,
toxicity and administration. Discussion of major classes
of drugs, as well as prescription and over-the-counter
preparations. Emphasis is placed on ocular diagnostic
agents, i.e. mydiatrics, cycloplegics and anaesthetics;
vehicles and preservatives as well as therapeutics; dry
eye agents, ocular decongestants, anti-glaucoma agents,
antibiotics, antiviral, antifungal and anti-inflammatory
agents. Significant ocular side effects of drugs will also
be discussed.

OPTO 375

Anomalies of Binocular Vision 2

OPTO 377

Visual Science III

2

OPTO 394

Geriatric Optometry

2

OPTO 456

Contact Lenses III

2

OPTO 466

Optometry Clinics I

3

OPTO 469

Optometry Clinics II

4

OPTO 475

Visual Science Project

4

OPTO 491

Optometric Practices

2

OPTO 492

Case Analyses

2

OPTO 242 Ocular Neuronatomy and Physiology
(3+0)
In this second and final class of a two semester
series covering the anatomy and physiology of the
eye and nervous system, the student will gain a
basic understanding of the central nervous system.
Neuroanatomy and neurophysiology of the eye and
visual system will be studies. Gross anatomy, histology
and functional significance of the optic nerve, optic
chiasma, optic radiation, lateral genticulate body and
the visual cortex will be studies. Visual information
processing and introduction to visual field defects
will be covered. The trigeminal, oculomotor, trochlear
and abducens nerves, their nuclear organization and
innervation of ocular and extraocular tissues will also
be studied.

OPTO 493

Orthotics

2

OPTO 251 Optics (2+1)

OPTO 495

Low Visions

3

OPTO 496

Occupational Visions

2

OPTO 497

Paediatric Optometry

2

This is an introductory course in geometrical optics. The
characteristics of optical images and their formation by
single refracting and reflecting surface will be discussed,
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as well as prisms, thin lenses, thick lenses, multi-surfaced
systems and sphere-cylindrical lenses.
OPTO 252 Optometric Mathematics (2+0)
This course will include relevant topics in algebra,
geometry and trigonometry which are frequently
applied in optometric courses. The topics are: operation
of summation, significant figures, decimals, rounding,
rules governing the order of arithmetic operations,
exponents and roots. Factoring, fractions, Cartesian
coordinate system, liner equations and their solutions,
graphing of linear equations, linear interpolation,
polynomials, percentages, ration and proportion as
well as scientific notation. Triangles, circles, planes
and angles, Pythagorean Theorem. Vector analysis,
definition and graphs of trigonometric functions,
angle as a function of time, sine law, cosine law and the
radian.

reflectance, absorption and optical density. The visible
spectrum as dictated by ocular media absorption
characteristics. Functional differences between rods and
cones; their retinal distribution and how light interacts
with each. The basis of photonic and scotophil vision as
well as types of visual acuity will also be discussed.
OPTO 272 Visual Science II (1+1)
This second of a three course series further introduces
the student to the study of light and its role in vision.
The photochemistry and electrophysiology of vision.
Sensory aspects of vision: thresholds and adaptation.
Concept of threshold: frequency of seeing curve
(adjustment method), sensitivity, and J.N.D. Temporal
phenomena: flicker, Talbot-Plateau law, Granit-Harper
law, CFF and Ferry-Porter law. Spatial phenomenon:
simultaneous contrast.

This course stresses the ophthalmic applications of
physical and geometrical optics. Plane, spherical,
toric surfaces and prisms combined with ophthalmic
lenses will be discussed, as well as power and form
characteristics of lenses, effective and vertex power,
lens aberrations, basic principles of lens and frame
measurement, specifications of various types of
eyewear. Methods of servicing and adjusting frames
and mountings.
OPTO 262 Clinical Methods I (2+1)
This first class in a four course series is designed to teach
the student how to perform basic visual examination
techniques: history taking, visual acuity, pinhole, red
glass, Maddox rod, NPC, NPA, IPD, confrontation fields,
stereopsis, fusion, versions and penlight examination of
the external eye and anterior chamber.
OPTO 263 Clinical Methods II (2+1)
In the second class of this series the student
will learn to perform the following tests: static
retinoscopy, keratometry, direct ophthalmoscopy and
biomicroscopic examination of the external eye and the
anterior chamber. Color vision tests: Ishihara, D-15 and
100 Hue.
OPTO 271 Visual Science I (1+1)
This first in a three course series introduces the student
to the study of light and its role in vision. Light will be
discussed as an electromagnetic radiation and topics
will include: photometry, inverse square law, cosine law,

The eye as an optical system. Catoptric and dioptric
images of the eye. The optics of the eye will be
developed using the Gullstrand model as well as the
reduced schematic eye. Areas of discussion will include:
refractive components (cornea and lens), principal
points, ocular axes and angles.The refractive status
of the eye. Emmetropia and ametropia: hyperopia,
myopia and astigmatism. Their causes. Far and near
points, spectacle refraction. Retinal image size in
ametropia (axial and refractive). The retinal image size
in corrected ametropia. Accommodation: the far point,
near point and range of accommodation as applicable
to the emmetrope, myope and hyperope.
OPTO 292 Introduction to Optometry (2+0)
This course is designed to familiarize the student
with the history of optometry, characteristics of
professions, interprofessional relations, scope and
status of optometric service, optometric organizations
and ethical considerations of patient are. Fundamental
optometric terminology and basic procedures will also
be introduced.
OPTO 344 Ocular Diseases I (2+0)
This is the first of a two course series designed to give
undergraduate students an introduction to the diseases
and injuries significant to an optometrist. Included in
this discussion would be the pertinence of history,
appropriate referral, basic disease processes, diagnosis,
therapy and prognosis for: ocular trauma and burns,
diseases of the eyelids and lacrimal system, orbital
disorders; uveal, corneal and external diseases.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

OPTO 273 Visual Optics (3+0)
OPTO 253 Ophthalmic Optics I (1+1)
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OPTO 345 Ocular Diseases II (3+0)
This class is the second the final in the series. Included
in these discussions will be diseases involving the
retina and vitreous, cataract, glaucoma as well as ocular
involvement of systemic disease.
OPTO 353 Ophthalmic Optics II (1+1)
This course deals with advanced study of optics involved
with modern lens design, multifocal lens characteristics
and selection criteria. Use of ophthalmic laboratory
equipment, practice in fabrication of eyewear and
cosmetic consideration lenses, frames, and lens tints.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

OPTO 354 Contact Lenses I (1+1)
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In this first of a three course series, the history of contact
lens development is discussed leading to current
lens materials, soft lens design and manufacturing
techniques. Parameters such as DK, DK/l, wetting angle,
water content, thickness, edge, diameter, monocurve
versus multicurve design and sagittal depth will be
discussed. Fitting considerations of soft lenses for
optimal physiological function; sag, movement on
blink; evaluation of VA, OR, OK, slit-lamp examination
and vertex calculations. Criteria for patient selection
and training as well as discussion of contact lens care
systems.
OPTO 355 Contact Lenses II (1+1)
This second course in a three semester series will discuss
topics pertaining to fitting rigid lenses. Adding to the
information base presented in the previous semester,
topics will include: rigid lens design, materials, care
regimens, insertion and removal. Fitting techniques and
lacrimal lens, fluorescein patterns and alignment, flat
and steep fits as well as bearing area and intra-palpebral
fit, over-refraction as well as lacrimal lens calculations
and correlations. Patient selection and adaptation will
also be discussed.
OPTO 356 Physical Optics (2+0)
In this course, the student will be introduced to the
principles of wave optics: interference, diffraction,
polarization, and holography, the quantum nature of
light, spectroscopy and lasers. Relativistic optics.
OPTO 363 Clinical Methods III (1+2)
In this third class of the series, the student will learn to
perform additional refraction examination techniques
including: monocular subjective refraction, use of
the J.C.C., accommodative amplitude measurements,

phorias, vergences and determination of ADD.
OPTO 364 Clinical Methods IV (1+2)
In this final class in a four course series the student
will learn: binocular subjective refraction techniques
such as fogging, Turville and vectograph; Cycloplegic
refraction. Biomicroscopic examination of the posterior
segment; Tonometry: Schiotz, Goldmann and NCT;
Indirect ophthalmoscopy.
OPTO 365 Advanced Techniques (1+1)
This course will introduce the student to additional
optometric instruments and equipment as well as
examination techniques to collect more detailed
diagnostic data on a patient. They include: Lacrimal
studies - TBUT and Schirmer test; Perimetry; Macular
function tests - Photostress and Amsler grid; Anterior
segment and fundus photography.Correlation of visual
complaints with relevant optometric tests; collation of
eye examination results, diagnosis and therapy.
OPTO 371 Optometric Statistics (2+1)
The aim of the course is to teach students how to
analyse experimental data. Topics taught in the course
will include: Descriptive statistics: Data presentation,
measures of central tendency (mean, median, mode),
measures of dispersion (range, variance, standard
deviation).Data plots: 2- and 3- dimensional plots, bar
charts, pie charts. Linear regression and correlation.
Inferential statistics: Normal distribution, probability,
sampling distributions (z-test, t-test), ANOVA: Oneway and multifactor.In the second part of the course
students shall learn to use a computer software statistical
package in the analysis of vision research data.
OPTO 374 Binocular Visions (1+1)
Discussion of the benefits of binocular vision to man as
well as the many effects of phenomena found in vision
secondary to binocularity including: fusion, fixation
disparity, accommodation, AC/A ratio, convergence
and ultimately binocular perception.
OPTO 375 Anomalies of Binocular Vision (1+1)
In this second of a two course series, anomalies and
dysfunctions of normal binocular function and skills
are discussed. Topics included will be suppression,
amblyopic, strabismus, fusion problems as well as
inability to adequately accommodate coverage and
visually track.
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OPTO 377 Visual Science III (2+0)
The perception of depth, direction, size, shape,
distance, motion and time, through the visual medium.
Optical illusions and entoptic phenomena; their causes
and significance to the visual system. The mechanisms of
color vision, color vision defects and their significance.
OPTO 394 Geriatric Optometry (2+0)
This course is designed to introduce optometry
students to problems unique to the geriatric population.
Discussions will include characteristics visual problems
as well as social, environmental and other factors
affecting them and possible solutions.

management, patient relations, patient education,
professional standards, proposals for services and
equipment will also be discussed.
OPTO 492 Case Analyses (2+0)
In this course, analysis of optometric cases will be
discussed. Selected cases from optometry clinics will be
written up and presented by the student in a concise and
professional manner. In a seminar setting each case will
be presented for discussion; incorporating the entering
complaints, objective and subjective findings, analysis
of data, diagnosis and planned course of therapy.

OPTO 456 Contact Lenses III (1+1)
This last of a three course series in contact lenses
reviews contact lens theory, corneal anatomy and
physiology with emphasis on clinical application. Special
lens designs and fitting of toric hard and soft lenses,
bifocal lenses, aphakic lenses, prism ballast, truncation,
fenestration, lens carriers, extended wear and fitting
keratoconic patients will be discussed.

‘This course is designed to teach the optometry student
the methods of treatment of binocular problems
emanating from visual and oculo-motor inefficiency.
Emphasis will be placed on the treatment of: strabismus,
amblyopic, suppression as well as convergence,
divergence and vengeance range problems. The
treatment of other visual and oculo-motor problems
such as deficit of pursuit, saccades and eye-hand
coordination will also be discussed.

OPTO 466 Optometry Clinics I (0+3)
In this first clinical course, optometry students will
examine patients and provide refractive care. Under
the supervision of faculty optometrists, students will
learn to draw upon the information and skills acquired
in prior classes to solve visual problems. Additionally,
patient management skills will be discussed and
developed.
OPTO 469 Optometry Clinics II (0+4)
This is the second and final course. Under the supervision
of a faculty optometrist, students will examine more
patients in order to acquire more competence.
OPTO 475 Visual Science Project (0+4)
This course is designed to introduce the student to
research projects. Under supervision, a project is
proposed, conducted, written up and presented. It
may be of any number formats; however background
research methods, data collection, analysis, presentation
and evaluation will be discussed.
OPTO 491 Optometric Practices (2+0)
This course is designed to inform the student about
various matters relating to opening and operating an
optometric office or supervising an optometric clinic.
Financial considerations, record keeping, patient

OPTO 495 Low Visions (2+1)
This course focuses on the etiologic, demography
and clinical characteristics of low vision, techniques
of examination, and the principles of diagnosis and
optometric therapy. Clinical applications of magnification,
illumination control and visual field enhancement will
be studied as well as types and characteristics of low
vision aids, social and psychological considerations and
multidisciplinary approaches to rehabilitation.
OPTO 496 Occupational Visions (2+0)
This course will place special emphasis on the visual,
illumination and safety needs of both the industrial and
office work environment. The prescribing the fitting of
safety eyewear, the physical and physiological principles
of illumination and occupational vision needs brought
about by the widespread use of computer terminals
will be discussed.
OPTO 497 Paediatric Optometry (2+0)
This course deals with the paediatric population as a
distinct and separate population. Problems encountered
in examining these patients. Alternate methods of
examination, assessment of visual acuity, binocularity
and refractive status. Patient control and expected or
normal findings will be discussed.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

OPTO 493 Orthotics (1+1)
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Mission:
The preparation and rehabilitation of qualified
graduates to meet the needs of the labor market in the
techniques of radiation and medical imaging, by providing the best software and educational experiences,
while providing educational and research environment
characterized by responsibility, respect and integrity
and quality and can cope with variables of community
health care.

Vision:
The department now looks forward to making its
own diagnostic facilities to cater for private patients
and their families and provide services in the utmost
professional way.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

Aims:
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The Radiographic Sciences Program in DRS aims at
preparing students, both theoretically and practically,
to obtain the necessary skills in the successful utilization
of radiographic science technology through training
in diagnostic radiographic imaging, nuclear medicine,
ultrasound, computed tomography , and in radiotherapy
so that they can work efficiently with specialist medical
doctors in these fields.

About:
The Department of Radiological Sciences (DRS), which
is part of the College of Applied Medical Sciences
(CAMS) of King Saud University, had ever been a
leading authority in the training of students in the basic
disciplines and in new developments and advancements
in medical imaging specialty and in the radio therapeutic
sciences. It is still holding this vital place within the local
health community.

Landmarks:

Alanood Al Rajeh
Ashwaq Alrowaili
Azzah Alasmari
Khalid Taero
Mohammed Alkuraif
Reham Altokhais
Salman Albishan
Sami Alghamdi
Yazeed Alashban
Hannan Alyafye’e
Affaf Madani
Emmadodin Ali Basheer
Kawthar Basudan
Saleh Almusa’ad
Tagudin Abu Groon
Abdulaziz Alhusainan

Programs:
B.Sc. in Radiological Science

Medical Physics Research Group

First Program:
B.Sc. in Radiological Science

Degrees:

Study Plan:

Bachelor

Level-4

Faculty:
Name

Rank

Ahmed Alfar
Mohammad Alsubael
Abdulah Al Hwaimil
Abdulrahman Alfuraih
Essam Mattar
Lina Fahmi
Mahammed Alnafea
Riyaz Fadhel Al Haq
Subhash Kapur
Tamader Alrammah
Abdulmonem Abdulmajed
Manal Al Mahdy
Rania Ali

Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Lecturer
Demonstrator

Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Technologist
Technician
Technician
Technician
Technician
Technician
Dept. Secretary

Course
Code
RAD 211
RAD 223
RAD 223
RAD 224
RAD 454

Course Title
Radiographic Physics
Radiographic Physiology
General Pathology
Radiologic Anatomy
Computers in Radiology
Total

Credit
L P T
2
3
2
2
1

1
0
1
1
2

3
3
3
3
3
15

Level-5

Course
Code

Course Title

RAD 222 Radiographic Techniques -1
RAD 311 Nuclear Medicine Physics

Credit
L P T
2
2

2
1

4
3
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RAD 331 Clinical Practice -1
0
RAD 332 Clinical Practice II
0
RAD 341 Image Recording Techniques 2
Total

3
3
1

3
3
3
16

Course Description:
RAD 211 Radiographic Physics (2+1)
Introduction to the principles of x-ray production, image formation, physics of imaging system and fundamentals of Radiation Dissymmetry.

Level-6

Course Title

CHS 242
RAD 321
RAD 322
RAD 436

Health Services Organization
Radiographic Techniques II
Radiographic Techniques III
Clinical Nuclear Medicine (1)
Basic Principles & Tech. of
RAD 462
Radiotherapy
Total

Credit
L P T
2
2
2
1

1
1
1
3

3
3
3
4

2

1

3
16

Level-7

Course
Code

Course Title

L

Basic Principles of Ultrasound 2
Techniques of Portable &
2
Theatre
Clinical Practice III (Con. Media) 0
Clinical Practice IV in
0
Fluoroscopy
Health Safety & Radiation
2
Protection

Credit
P T
1

3

1

3

3

3

3

3

1

3

Total

Course Title

Credit
L P T

Advanced Radiographic
Teaching.
Accident & Emergency
RAD 427
Radiographic.
RAD 433 Clinical Practice V

0

3

3

RAD 434 Clinical Ultrasound

1

2

3

RAD 451 New Imaging Modalities (1) C.T. 2

2

RAD 426

2

1

3

1

2

3

Total

4
16

Level-9

Course
Code
RAD 463
RAD 464
RAD 465
RAD 466
RAD 467
Total

RAD 223 Radiographic Physiologies (3+0)
To give the foundation of basic human physiology relevant to radiographic techniques and to furnish the student with physiological data related to medical imaging. Enables student to comprehend the physiological
basis of imaging techniques.
RAD 224 Radiographic Anatomies (2+1)
To enable students learn the relevant anatomical structures of the human body and correlate these structures
with images from various modalities.
RAD 311 Nuclear Medicine Physics (2+1)
To introduce the students to the principles of the physics of nuclear medico, its procedures and instrumentation in order to enable the student perform basic
nuclear medicine procedures.

15

Level-8

Course
Code

RAD 222 Radiographic Techniques 1 (2+2)
To introduce the student into the general principles of
radiography and to demonstrate routine and specific
projections for the locomotors system, chest, skull, and
facial bones.

Course Title
Radiological Images &
Interpt.
Advanced Clinical
Ultrasound
New Imaging Modalities II
(MRI)
Clinical Nuclear Medicine II
Advanced Clinical
Radiotherapy

L

Credit
P T

2

1

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3
15

RAD 312 Basic Principles of Ultrasound (2+1)
Introduction to the physical principles of and various
techniques in ultrasound imaging including the operations of various ultrasound instruments.
RAD 321 Radiographic Techniques II (2+1)
To give the students knowledge of Radiographic contrast media types, uses, reactions and management of
patients in various circumstances). Soft tissue radiography including mammography and xeroradiography
and Radiographic examination of the Urinary Tract and
Biliary system.
RAD 322 Radiographic Techniques III (2+1)
To familiarize the students with the physics of the various equipment used in fluoroscopy as well as introducing them to the various examinations done under fluoroscopy.
RAD 323 Techniques of Portable & Theatre Radiography (2+1)
Understanding of the problems of bedside and theatre
radiography using mobile equipment indications and
uses of different types of mobile machines as well as
functions and care of ancillary equipments in I.C.U. such
as intravenous drips, oxygen therapy and traction tube
drainage. Also to give students the principles of sterilization and its techniques as well as the principles of
conventional tomography.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

Course
Code
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RAD 331 Clinical Practice 1 (0+3)
To enable the students gain their first set of clinical
experience in x-ray department and to permit them to
undertake basic projections of the locomotors system,
in general and / or casualty areas.
RAD 332 Clinical Practices II (3+0)
To extend the radiographic skills of students, by model
practice an under a clinical setting, in basic and specialized radiographic techniques especially of the skull,
chest and abdomen.
RAD 341 Image Recording Techniques (2+1)
To give the student sufficient knowledge and practical
expertise to enable him/her carry out various image recording techniques currently employed in Diagnostic
Radiology.

College of Applied Medical Sciences

RAD 426 Advanced Radiographic Techniques (2+1)
To introduce students to specialized radiographic techniques and examinations such as angiography, neuroradiology, dental radiography etc.
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RAD 427 Accident & Emergency Radiography (1+1)
To give the students an understanding of the medical
concepts in accidents and other emergencies and to
increase their radiographic skills in the management of
emergency cases.
RAD 431 Clinical Practice III (Contrast Media Exam)
(0+1)
To give the students clinical and on job experience in
the students where contrast media examinations performed in the hospital as IVP, Tomography, Mammography, Cholecystography as well as familiarizing them
with the resuscitation equipment, emergency procedures and drugs used during contrast medium drug
reactions.
RAD 433 Clinical Practices V (0+3)
To give the students clinical experience in the art of
radio graphing sick patients on the wards, in intensive
care units and the theatres using the appropriate equipments. A clinical understanding of the various diseases
and gadgets used is also required.
RAD 434 Clinical Ultrasound (0+3)
To give the students knowledge and practical skills in
demonstrating anatomy and pathology during examinations of the abdomen, e.g. (hepato-billary system,
urinary system, female reproductive organs, and in
pregnancy).
RAD 435 Clinical Practices in Fluoroscopy (0+3)
To give practical experience in fluoroscopy rooms, under the supervision of the technologist and the radiologist, in fluoroscopic examinations where contrast media
are used such as, the G.I. tract, Hysterical phonograph,
Cryptography, & Orthography.

RAD 436 Clinical Nuclear Medicine (1+3)
To enable student perform routine techniques used in
Nuclear Medicine under a clinical setting.
RAD 451 New Imaging Modalities (2+2)
To give the students on understanding of the basic
physical concepts and to teach them the practical techniques of computerized tomography and Nuclear Resonance Imaging.
RAD 453 Healths, Safety & Radiation Protection
(2+1)
The course enables the students to be knowledgeable
in safety the techniques of hospital and community so
as to be able to protect his patients, community and
other workers, and himself against ionizing radiation.
RAD 454 Computers in Imaging (1+1)
To teach the students about computers, microprocessors and their applications in Radiology.
RAD 462 Introductions to Radiotherapy (2+2)
To give the student an academic knowledge of Radiography field and enable them to understand and perform basic techniques available for treating common
conditions by radiotherapy.
RAD 463 Radiological Images (1+3)
To reemphasize normal radiologic anatomy, thus highlighting abnormalities in radiologic images; correlate
the appearances of structures in health and disease using various modalities, thus enabling students appreciate pathological lesions in images.
RAD 464 Advanced Ultrasound (0+3)
Revision of the basic knowledge of anatomy and techniques of examination of heart, the great vessels, and
small parts e.g., prostate. The students are given opportunity to observe and perform the examinations
carried out by ultrasound: echocardiography, and interventional procedures, and small parts of the body.
RAD 465 Advanced Clinical New Imaging Modalities
I (0+3)
To give the students the technical knowledge and practical experience in the techniques of Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Imaging.
RAD 466 Clinical Nuclear Medicine II (0+3)
To deepen the student’s knowledge in clinical Nuclear
Medicine Technology. To expose students to Nuclear
Medicine technical aspects and enable the student to
participate in doing these tests.
RAD 467 Advanced Clinical Radiotherapy (0+3)
To acquaint student with the technical and practical
procedures especially in Medicine Radiotherapy.
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Mission:
Rehabilitation specialists in physical therapy and
treatment of ailments speech and hearing, and the production of excellent research help to promote health
and contribute effectively to service and community
development.

Vision:
Leadership of local, regional and global in the field
of Rehabilitation

Aims:
 Ensure the quality of education and the preparation
of human cadres are characterized by intellectual
and professional skills, and global research.






the dissemination of applied research in the field
of physical therapy and speech and hearing ills.
Providing a suitable environment for production
and creativity of faculty and students and staff.
Building partnerships with educational centers
and research excellence.
Documentation of community partnership in the
areas of research and practice.
The expansion of graduate programs and
continuing medical education programs

About:
Medical Rehabilitation generally provides a system
of procedures designed to facilitate efforts by individuals with varying degrees of disability to achieve reasonable and qualitative standards of living within practical
limits of their optimal residual functional capabilities
irrespective of physical, emotional and vocational constraints. Within the Rehabilitation Science Department
there are two programs oriented toward rehabilitation namely, Physical Therapy and Speech & Hearing
Therapy.

Landmarks:
 DBC lab
 ECG device
 Electro Therapy lab
 Gymnasium
 Orthotics
 Anatomy lab
 Contains Speech-Language LAB
 Contains Audiology LAB

Degrees:
 Bachelor
 Master

Faculty Members:
Name

Rank

Alaa Abdelsalam M. Hassan
Fat’hi Elshazly
Gad Elmawla abdelaziz
Sami Saleh Ahmed Alabdulwahab
Waleed AbdulRazaaq Aldali
Adel Rashad Ahmed Omar
Ali Assayed Ali
Qudinhali Ravi Shenker
Yahia Nassef Mohammed
Abdulrahim Zakria
Ahmed Haider Alghadir
Farag Abdelmoniem Ali Moahmmed
Kamaldeen Aremu Oluseye
Ravi Shoklla
Wahab Awolaoy
Ali Zarra Aldali
AbdulSalam Alhidary
Adel Alhussyni
Ali Alnahdi
Basem A. Kelnton
Fahad Alqurni
Fahhad Alonezi
Faris A. Alodaibi
Mohammed A. Alghamdi
Saad Alhammad
Mohammed Omar Jazzar
Abdulaziz Almodhy
Bader Alqabani
Majed Alshahwan

Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Professor
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Associate Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Assistant Prof.
Lecturer
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Demonstrator
Physiotherapist
Therapist
Therapist
Therapist

College of Applied Medical Sciences

 Encourage the conduct of medical research and

Programs:
 B.Sc. in PHYSICAL THERAPY
 B.Sc. in SPEECH & HEARING THERAP
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First Program:

RHS442

B.Sc. in PHYSICAL THERAPY

Medical Aspects of Disabling
Conditions

Total

Study Plan:

ISLAM
103
RHS 221
RHS 241
RHS 243
RHS 321
RHS 341
Total

Course Title
The economic system in Islam
Introduction to Physical
Therapy Procedures.
Human Anatomy
Human Physiology
Physical Therapy Procedures I
Therapeutic exercises

Credit
T
P

College of Applied Medical Sciences

Islam104
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RHS 244
RHS 322
RHS 325
RHS 346
RHS 366
Total

Course
Code

2

-

438 BTM

1

2

323 RHS
332 RHS

2
1
2
2
10

1
1
1
1

12

421RHS
425RHS
481RHS
Total

Course Title
Technological rehabilitation
and orthopedic surgery
Physical therapy Procedures 111
Clinical Studies II
Advanced physical
therapy Procedures
Occupational therapy
Independent study -1-

Credit
T
P
2

-

1
3

2
1

1

1

1
2
10

1
-

Level-9

Level-5
Course
Code

-

Level-8

Level-4
Course
Code

3

Course Title
The principles of political
system in Islam
Neuroanatomy
Physical Therapy Procedures II

Electrotherapy
Neurophysiology for
physiotherapist
Pharmacology

Credit
T
P
2

-

2
1
2

1
2
1

2

1

2
11

-

Course
Code

Course Title

438 BTM Radiograph and its reading
Management of Physical
323 RHS
Therapy Services.
332 RHS Clinical Studies III
421RHS Clinical Practice III
425RHS Selected clinical topics –1Total

Credit
T
P
1

2

2

-

2
5

1
3
3

Course Description:
RHS 221 Introduction to Physical Therapy Procedures 1+2

Level-6
Course
Code
BMT227
CLS 323
RHS 231
RHS 326
RHS 327
RHS 333
RHS 336

Course Title
The principles of computer
Path physiology
Introduction to Clinical
Studies.
Physical therapy for pediatrics
Hydrotherapy
Clinical practical-1
Clinical practical in
physiotherapy

Total

Credit
T
P
1
3

1
-

2

-

2
2
-

1
1
1

-

2

10

Level-7
Course
Code

Course Title

BTM 228 Introduction of biomechanics
Psychological rehabilitation
PSY372
science
RHS331 Clinical Studies I
RHS422 Rehabilitation Procedures
RHS424 Geriatric rehabilitation

Credit
T
P
2

-

2

-

3
1
1

1
1
1

A principal course in which the students are trained
on methods of assessment of musculoskeletal system
from physiotherapy view. It includes the manual muscle
testing, measurement of range of motion for body
joints generally, in addition to postural assessment and
activity of daily living.
RHS 231 Introduction to Clinical Studies 2
The course deals with mechanisms of injury to bones,
joints, soft tissues and their treatment. It also deals with
introduction to
Physiotherapeutic examination, assessment, planning
and recording of treatment.
RHS 241 Human Anatomy 2+1
An overview in preparation for later courses that cover
anatomical regions in greater depth. Topics include:
the skeletal system, the muscular system, the articular
system, the cardiovascular system, the integumentary
system, the lymphatic system, the urinary system, the
respiratory system, the digestive system, the endocrine
system, the reproductive system and the nervous
system.
RHS 243 Human Physiology 1+1
Topics include: overview of basic cell functions,
biological control systems, circulation, respiration,
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RHS 244 Neuroanatomy 2+1
The course includes the general layout of the nervous
system, and a detailed study of anatomy of the brain
and spinal cord, the ascending and descending tracts of
the cord and the distribution of the cranial nerves, the
vascular supply to the brain, cerebrospinal fluid.
RHS 321 Physical Therapy Procedures I 2+1
This course concerned with the study of electrotherapy
basis, indication and contraindication, precautions and
how to apply.
RHS 322 Physical Therapy Procedures II 1+2.
COURSE TITLE: Physical Therapy Procedures II
CONTACT HOURS: Theory-1, practical-2.
RHS 323 Physical Therapy Procedures III 1+2
COURSE TITLE: Physical Therapy Procedures III
CREDIT HOURS: Theory-1, practical-2.
RHS 325 Electrotherapy
2+1
The course develops the skills for physiological and
therapeutic effects of low voltage currents, strengthduration curves, electromyography and the use of short
wave diathermy, microwave and ultrasound.
RHS 326 Physical therapy for paediatrics
2+1
The courses acquaint the student with the different
paediatric diseases and develop skills about the use of
physiotherapy methods.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 336
RHS 327 Hydrotherapy
2+1
The course acquaints the student with the different
skills about the use of bathes, pool, and paraffinic wax.
Also hot, cold packs and ice application. Also, how to
clarify indication, contraindication, precautions and its
physiological effects.
RHS 331 Clinical Studies I 3+1
The course is designed to develop an understanding
of orthopaedics, rheumatology and appropriate
physiotherapy treatment. And also develop the skills
for clinical practice.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 241 &RHS 231
RHS 332 Clinical Studies II 3+1
The course is designed to study aetiology, pathology;
prognosis and treatment of the neurological symptoms.
And also develop the skills for clinical practice.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 341
RHS 333 Clinical practice –1-1

The course will teach the techniques and clinical
uses of the various massage manipulations through
demonstration and practice sessions. Attention of the
student will be drawn to the specific clinical application
of each massage manipulation; the physiological
and therapeutic effects as well as their dangers and
contraindications will be mentioned. Teaching and
learning in this course will be through practice on
human models in the laboratory.
RHS 336 Clinical practice in physiotherapy 2
The course acquaints the student with the skills
about the use of physiotherapy methods for different
paediatric diseases in clinical field.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 326
RHS 341 Therapeutic Exercises 2+1
Introduction to kinesiological analysis; The classification, effects, uses, and Progression of exercise including
methods Of assessing gait and body mechanics, also
Teach the safe techniques in the lifting, Transferring
and positioning of patients.
RHS 346 Neurophysiology for physiotherapist 2+1
The course includes the general neurophysiologic bases
of the nervous system, and a detailed study of function
of the brain and spinal cord, the ascending, descending
tracts of the cord and the cranial nerves.
RHS 366 Pharmacology 2
The course includes the general pharmacological bases
and the common drugs, its effects, side-effects and
dose used for the patients that can be indicated for
physiotherapy.
RHS 421 Advanced Physical Therapy Procedures 1+1
RHS 422 Rehabilitation Procedures 1+1
The course focuses on understanding the evaluation
of complex disability problems and the integration of
physical therapy program with rehabilitation by uses
the orthotic and prosthesis, and how to prescribe,
fitting and train patient to apply them.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 326 &RHS 336
RHS 423 Management of Physical Therapy Services 2
The course introduces the students to business
communications, departmental design specifications,
record keeping, equipment purchasing, report writing,
policy and procedure manuals, scheduling of patients,
recruiting, supervising and evaluating staff.
RHS 424 Geriatric Rehabilitation 1+1
The course is structured to explore those factors that
affect the well being and health of aging people. Also
the different methods of physiotherapy rehabilitation
for such patients.
RHS 425 Occupational therapy 1+1
The course aims at applying the principles of and

College of Applied Medical Sciences

regulation of water and electrolyte balance, digestion
and absorption of food, reproduction, defence
mechanisms of the body, regulation of organic
metabolism and energy balance, processing sensory
information, control of body movement, consciousness
and behaviour.
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therapeutic skills of occupational therapy and how to
train the patients with any problem to his previous
job or a new job and how to use the different aids and
facilities to minimize his effort.
RHS 431 Clinical Studies III 2+1
The course is designed to teach and practice clinically
the management and rehabilitation of cardiac, vascular
diseases, also pregnancy and childbirth, planning
antenatal and postpartum regimes.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 421

College of Applied Medical Sciences

RHS 433 Clinical Practice III 3
The course aims at applying clinically the principles of
and therapeutic skills to patients with any problem and
how to work in team effectively.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 331
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RHS 434 Selected clinical topics-1- 3
This course is intended to reinforce the clinical
application of principles of treatment and therapeutic
skills to patients with cardiovascular, pulmonary and
neurological diseases and also to train the students how
to write a report on a selected clinical problem and
how to work independently.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 331
RHS 442 Medical Aspects of Disabling Conditions 3
The course is a survey of disabling conditions and
diseases that cause biological illness or impairment of
body function in special areas include chest, heart and
neurological systems
RHS 481 Independent Study I
2
The course presents the purpose and characteristics
of research, basic principles of scientific methods, and
interpretation of professional literature. Students will
participate in clinical research activities, and critically
analyze the current and new concepts.

Second Program:

Course Title

The Economic System in Islam 2

-

101 PSY

Introduction to Psychology 2
Introduction to Exceptional
2
Children

-

247 RHS

Anatomy & Physiology of
Speech & Hearing Mechanisms.

2

1

248 RHS

Phonetics

2

1

249 RHS

Speech & Language Pathology –I- 1

1

261 RHS

Linguistics –I-

-

Total

Course
Code
323 CLS
344 RHS
345 RHS
372 RHS
373 RHS
378 RHS

2
13

2
2
2

1
2

2

2

1
9

1

Course Title

Credit
T P

Path physiology
3
Neurology
2
Human Growth & Development 2
Audiology – II 1
Articulation Disorders
2
Clinical Procedures in Speech
1
& Language Pathology
Total
11

1
1
1
2

Level-7
Course
Code
426 RHS
427 RHS
461 RHS
471 RHS
474 RHS

Course Title
Psychosocial Aspects of Aging
Bilingual Studies
Speech & Language Pathology – III Hearing Impairment
Aural Rehabilitation
Total

Credit
T P
3
2
3 1
2
2 1
12

Level-8

Course
Code

Credit
T P

Islam 103

Credit
T P

Level-6

462 RHS
472 RHS

Level-4

Course Title

104 Islam The Principles of Political System in Islam
371 RHS Audiology – I 374 RHS Speech & Language Pathology – II Physics of Sound & Voice
377 RHS
Production
479 RHS Linguistics –IITotal

444 RHS

Study Plan:

227 RHS

Course
Code

428 RHS
429 RHS

B.Sc. in SPEECH & HEARING THERAPY

Course
Code

Level-5

Course Title
Electrophysiological Tests
Fluency Disorders
Medical Aspects of
Communication Disorders
Speech & Language Pathology – IV Pediatric Audiology
Total

Credit
T P
2

2
1

3

-

2
2
9

2
1

Level-9

Course
Code
466 RHS
467 RHS
475 RHS
483 RHS
499 RHS

Course Title
Voice Disorders
Introduction to Alternative Communication

Introduction to Hearing Aids
Management of Speech &
Hearing Therapy
Orientation to Research Methodology

Total

Credit
T P
1
2
1

2
1
2

1

1

3
8

2
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congenital and vascular lesions.

Course Description:
RHS 227 Introduction to Exceptional Children 2
A survey of the problems of working with special
abilities in children and adults: an overview of
appropriate educational programs and facilities for
delivery of services to children and adults with special
abilities and disabilities.

Mechanisms 2+1
The course deals with study of structure function and
processes of human mechanism by which speech sound
are produced and received.

maturation and development. Developmental skills
including motor, social, visual, auditory and linguistics
and the integration of them. Play and its importance in

RHS 371 Audiology – 1 2+1
An introduction to the field of audiology; hearing
acoustics, decibel scale, theories of hearing; basic pure
tone and speech audiometric procedures; pathologies
of the auditory system. Also, the course develops the
skills to handle patient clinically.

The course deals with studies of theoretical principles
of phonetics and their application in assessment and
treatment of speech disorders. It involves transcription
and analysis of speech at both the phonetic and
phonological level.

PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 247
RHS 372 Audiology – II 1+1
A review of the administration and interpretation of
differential diagnostic techniques for identification
of lesions of the entire auditory system. Emphasis on

RHS 249Speech & Language Pathology – I 1+1
A study of the fundamental processes in communication
to include the functions involved in verbal and
non verbal communication. A consideration of the
factors influencing normal development of human
communication skills. An overview of speech profiles,
etiologic

of

communication

disorders.

audio logical and etiological rehabilitative procedures.
Also, the course develops the skills to handle patient
clinically.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 371
RHS 373 Articulation Disorders 2+1
Study for the nature of different types of speech
disorders in children and adults. Also, to show the
basic theories, assessment procedures, therapeutic

RHS 261 Linguistics – 1 2
An introduction to linguistics and description of
phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics as the
main branches. Traditional and modern concepts
of linguistics. The syntactic structure of English and

methods and how to use them in planning and to apply
treatment. Also, the course develops the skills to handle
patient clinically.
RHS 374 Speech & Language Pathology – II 2+2

Arabic including grammatical elements, verb and verb

Study the basic types and nature of childhood language

phrases, nouns, pronouns and noun phrases, adjectives

disorders. Also, the concentration on diagnosis and

and adverbs, simple and complex sentences. An

treatment for developmental disorders of language,

introduction to language assessment, remediation and

therapeutic methods and the follow-up for therapeutic

screening procedures.

sessions. Also, the course develops the skills to handle
patient clinical

RHS 344 Neurology 2
The elements of paediatric neurology including minimal
cerebral dysfunction syndromes. Static acquired lesions

PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 249
RHS 377 Physics of Sound & Voice Production 2+2

of the C.N.S. and the primary neuromuscular disorders.

An examination of the basic fundamentals, concepts and

Craniocerebral injuries resulting in particular from road

theories of acoustics, speech and signal processing. The

traffic accidents and industrial injuries, also infections,

application of scientific techniques, methodologies and

College of Applied Medical Sciences

RHS 248 Phonetics 2+1

and

Concepts of pre and post embryonic growth,

human development.

RHS 247 Anatomy & Physiology of Speech & Hearing

classification

RHS 345 Human Growths and Development 2+1
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instrumentation used in the quantification, recognition

Disorders 3

and identification of speech and other acoustics

The course is study of the paediatric neurology and

phenomena.

psychiatry, neurological diseases and disorders. Also,

PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 247

involves ear, nose and throat, and the palatal and or
facial musculatures. Implication for treatment and

RHS 378 Clinical Procedures in Speech & Language

management will be considered as an integral part of

Pathology 1+2

the rehabilitative process.

Demonstration of cases followed by discussion for them
to reach for diagnosis and therapeutic procedures

RHS 461 Speech & Language Pathology – III 3+1

and the possibilities to cooperate with other specials

Study of acquired disorders of speech and language due

to participate in analysis and treatment of the

to neurological disease. The study will cover the causes,

communication disorders. Study the basic procedures

pathology, classifications, evaluation, management and

for clinical work and the materials used for diagnosis

treatment of the communication disorders in adult life.

and treatment.

Also, the course develops the skills to handle patient

PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 374

clinically.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 344

College of Applied Medical Sciences

RHS 426 Psychosocial Aspects of Aging 3
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The course is designed to explore those factors

RHS 462 Speech & Language Pathology – IV 2+2

affecting the health, wellbeing and communication

The classification, symptoms, etiologic and nature of

of aging people. It will cover linguistic features that

communication problems in cleft palate/lip and cerebral

characterize and differentiate the normal, demented,

palsy with emphasis on the interdisciplinary approach to

depressed and aphasic elderly population. The societal

provide the most effective treatment and management

and cultural aspects of aging and also age – related

of children suffering from these conditions. Also, the

changes in accommodating to the social environments.

course develops the skills to handle patient clinically.

RHS 427 Bilingual Studies 2

RHS 466 Voice Disorders 1+2

Study of bilingual and bidialectal variations in human

The study of the function, organic and psychogenic voice

communication that takes place according to the

disorders. Survey of instrumental and other objective

changes in cultural, environment, social life and special

techniques employed in the assessment, diagnosis and

concentration in assessment of the problems of

management of the voice disorders. Also the course

bilingualism and bidialectalism and how to manage it.

develops the skills to handle patient clinically.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 344

RHS 428 Electrophysiological Tests 2
The students will be given onsite demonstrations of

RHS 467 Introduction to Alternative Communication 2+1

such electrophysiological procedures as: ABR, ENG,

An introduction to the manual alphabet used in finger-

OAE’S, and ECOG where feasible. Students will not

spelling and the language of signs. Emphasis placed on

only observe but will be given the opportunity to

expressive as well as receptive skill development.

familiarize themselves with test protocol interpretation
and instrumentation.

RHS 471 Hearing Impairment 2
Study of the classification and assessment of hearing

RHS 429 Fluency Disorders 2+1

loss and associated problems. Examination of the roles

Study of the development of normal fluency vs. non

of hearing specialist in the aural rehabilitative process.

fluency, in addition to the nature, etiologic, theories,

PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 372

classifications and prognostic indicators of fluency
disorders. Overview of formal and informal assessment,

RHS 472 Paediatric Audiology 2+1

clinical treatment and counselling procedures.

Examination of methods of detection, measurement
and management of auditory problems in infants and

RHS 444 Medical Aspects of Communication

King Saud University Bulletin

young children. Emphasis on diagnostic techniques
specific to young children and the interpretation of
results. Also, the course develops the skills to handle
patient clinically.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 471
RHS 474 Aural Rehabilitation 2+1
Orientation

to

the

clinical

management

of

communication problems associated with hearing
impairment. Emphasizes determination of appropriate
remediation through language and speech therapy,
auditory training, speech reading and counselling.
RHS 475 Introduction to Hearing Aids 1+2
Study of the function and maintenance and fitting of
hearing aids. Description of types commercially available
and their contribution to the rehabilitative process.
Emphasis on components, characteristics, evaluation
and selection of hearing aids. Also, the course develops

RHS 479 Linguistics – II 1+1
The course deals with the methods for examining language
processing and breakdown. Lectures cover the general
properties of language and specific structure of English.
PREREQUISITE (S): RHS 261
RHS 483 Management of Speech & Hearing Therapy 1+1

Study of the enter professional, economic, legal and
ethical aspects of program planning and administration
and also, delivery of speech, language and hearing
services in a multiplicity of setting; study of the
relationship between speech & hearing services and
educational health, social and industrial programs;
study of the relationships between speech & hearing
pathologists and members of allied professionals;
discussion of the importance of an cillary staff, report
writing and record keeping in the delivery of speech,
language and hearing services. An overview of Saudi
Arabian school system.
RHS 499 Orientation to Research Methodology 3+2
An overview of experimental designs used to conduct
research in speech, language and hearing. Emphasis

College of Applied Medical Sciences

the skills to handle patient clinically

on research proposal preparation in communicative
disorders.
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Center for Sciences and Medical Studies for

E-mail wmsrc@ksu.edu.sa

Vision:

About:

The participation of departments of science

The Center of Sciences and Medical Studies

and medical studies at the university in order to

for Female students based Malaz is traversing

build a foundationally balanced society that is

a scientific path towards education of female

economically and knowledge based for the sons

students at King Saud University. The Centre was

and daughters of this country with the ability to

established as of the academic year 1395./9/8. It

overcome new challenges by equipping itself with

was opened as branch for medical students in the

the latest technology to compete with other world

College of Human Medicine, as the first science

communities.

college that allowed female students to study for

Mission:

undergraduate degrees in English, then followed

To empower King Saud University, despite the
scattered components by preparing female citizens
cadres capable of addressing future challenges
and achieving global standards hand in hand with
citizens nominated by solidifying the research and
scientific excellence and the ability to build and
service a knowledge based society of creativity.

by the opening sections for students of the
College of Applied Medical Sciences in 1396, also
the study of students in the College of Dentistry
in 1399/9/8.
Also the College of Pharmacy in 1400 / 1401H.
then the College of Agriculture and food sciences
and then College of Science in 1403/20H. and
then the College of Computer and Information
Sciences was opened, however, only one section
was opened for female students, which was the
department of Information Technology /1408/07,
just as the College of Nursing was opened to both
male and female students after converting from the
Department of Nursing in the College of Applied
Medical Sciences to an independent College in the
second semester of the academic year.
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1. Participating in laying down a strategic planning
for periodic renewal based on the quality of
the output of the University as a whole, to
make it easy to define the university locally and
internationally by way of monumental research
and quality education and output to develop a
stable economy and a community founded upon
knowledge.
2. Renew the organizational structure periodically
to ensure coherence of all sectors of King Saud
University, men and women to ensure common
vision, mission, goals as well as comprehensive
quality, excellence and creativity in most of the
extended arms of the university.
3. Continue to focus on providing advanced
infrastructure interdependent in order to elevate
every sector of the university to enable collective
creativity and guarantee the achievement of
the University’s vision and mission in the global
excellence in research and education.
4. Continue to invest in the production of the
pillars of King Saud University through scientific
preparation by way of the female faculty members,
by allowing them to benefit from the experience
of universities in the world and provide all the
requirements of creativity in scientific research
and education at the university, facilitating the
blending of disciplines into a single qualified
concerted effort to build and service the Saudi
knowledge-based society.
5. Enable the basis of the educational process to
the students to face the modern day challenges
with ease by providing them with international
expertise and provide an environment of
education and advanced research within the
walls of the university to ensure expertise in their
specialties while qualifying them for creativity
and to use their knowledge to build an economic
community based upon knowledge, able to
compete with the communities of the creative
world.
6. Participation in the continuity of development of
university research recognized internationally by
its excellence without compromising other vital
functions such as education, academic qualification
and community service.

Landmarks:
1. Research Center:
2. Central Laboratory:
3. Unit Drug and Poison Information
4. Center Lakeonat tests
5. Library Student Malaz

Colleges and Departments
of the Centre:
First: Science Colleges:
1. College of Science includes: the Department
of Statistics and Operations Research,
Department of Zoology, Department of
Mathematics, and Department of Physics and
Astronomy, and Department of Chemistry,
Department of Biochemistry, Department of
Botany and Microbiology.
2. College of Food and Agricultural Sciences includes:
the Department of Food Science and Nutrition.
3. College of Computer and Information Sciences
includes the IT department

Second: Health Colleges:
1. College of Nursing: Nursing Department
includes: community health and mental health
and health, and the Department of Maternal
and Child Health, the Department of Internal
Medicine Surgical Nursing, the Department of
Management and Nursing Education.
2. College of Pharmacy: Includes Department of
Pharmacology.
3. Epartment of Pharmacology, and Department
of Clinical Pharmacy, and Department of
Pharmaceutical Chemistry, and Department of
Pharmaceutics.
4. College
of
Dentistr y :
Science
has
replaced, and the Depar tment of Su rger y,
D e p a r tm e nt o f O ra l M ed i c i n e a n d
D iagnostic Sciences.
5. College of Human Medicine (first and second
year): includes the Department of Anatomy,
Department of Physiology, and Department of
Pharmacology, and Department of Pathology,
Department of Medical Biochemistry.
6. College of Applied Medical Sciences: Includes
radiological sciences department, the Department
of Optics, Department of Rehabilitation, the
Department of Science Dental Hygiene, the
Department of Community Health Sciences.
College of Health Sciences for Girls: Includes
Midwifery Department, the Department of Nursing,
Medical Records Department, and Department of
Radiology, the Department of Dental Assistants
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Objectives:
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